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Addenda and Corrigenda.
I

1.

6,

1. 10,/or cut read cut in pieces
for alien read
5, for force read faculty

2, col. 2,

age5, n.
1.

61,

allie&amp;lt;l

8,

90, n. col. 1,

1.

19,/or whole read whale

111, n. 3, col. 2,

147, n. col. 1,

1.

11.

2, 7,

for cylinders read springs
however, are merely causes read the satisfaction

16, for these last,

of a want, moreover, is merely the cause
1. 3, omit wrong
for quality read equality
1 72, n. 2, col. 2,1.3 from bottom, after things read that
178, 1. 4, for moral insight read moral virtue
182, n. col. 1, 1. 6, for p. 182 read p. 1S3
184, n. col. 2, 1. 10 from bottom, for picture read future
195, n. 4, col. 1, 1. 4 from bottom,/or 3 on preceding page read 2 supra
196, 11. 1, col. 1, 1. 3, for pupil read audience
204, n. 2, col. 2, 1. 5 from bottom, for p. 203 supra, read Appendix, p. 507.
231, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 9, for finds itself more at home read exercises more influence
242, 1. 10, for indispensable read indisputable
243, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 6, for chiefly read nearly
245, 1. I, for But even any one of such advantages as these confers read But even
such advantages as these confer of themselves no title to rule in the State.
259, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 8, for size read greatness

152, n. 1, col. 1,

171,

1.

7,

267, n. col. 1,

1.

9,

omit or

for or form, differing read or from differing
sense read Since, however, proof
292, 1. 9,/or But as he regards
end in view
n.
8
col.
1.
from
322,
1,
bottom,/or added read not added
274,

1.

8,

.

324, n. 5, col. 1,

1.

11,

omit vol.

.

.

11.

1, 3,

last line, omit

..

vol.

ii.

and

331, n. 2, col. 1,

1.

2 from

:!35, n. 1, col. 1,

1.

10,/V&amp;gt;r

339,

the chief

i.

for section read chapter
n. 2, col. 2, 1. 5, before p. 291 read
327, 1. 6,/or scientific read theoretic
325,

is

bottom,/r
in chap.

/mayet

&amp;lt;?

read vol.

i.

1.

9,/or motion read matter

1.

10,/or relation read relationship

read /uaireia
i.

pp. 5, n. 7

20, n. 2

;

38, n.

;

375, n. 1, col. 1, 1. 9, for Melinus read Melissus
382, 1. 6 from bottom, for geological read zoological

References.

The following
col. 2,

1.

bottom
bottom
n. col.
3:12, n.

references are to Vol.

2; 181, n.

col. 2,

;

204, n. 2, col.

;

219, n. 3, col. 1,

1, 1.

10

1, col.

;

1,

1, 11.

1.

3
1.

292, n. 1, col. 1,
1.

1

;

and

i.

:

Vol.

ii.

p. 159, n. 2, col. 1,

from bottom
and 10, and 1. 2 from Ijottoui
4 from bottom
236, n. col.
1,

11

1.

182, n.

;

;

;

1.

10

343, n. 2, col. 2,

302, n.

;

1.

1

;

1,

col. 1,

11.

349, n. 3, col. 2,

8

;

180,
1.

206, n. 4, col. 2,

1.

1.

1,

6,
1.

1.

col. 1,

12
1

1,

10 from
;

3S1, n.

l&amp;gt;ottom

;

1, col. 1,

from bottom.

11.

2,

from
3 from

6

267,
1.

1

;

AlilSTOTLE
AND THK

EARLIER PERIPATETICS
CHAPTER X
ix.

[CHAP.

c.

OF GERMAN TEXT]
Creatures

1

.

The

and Life

tivid

WHAT distinguishes living creatures from all others is
the Soul. All life, in fact, consists in the power of self1

movement,* that

is,

in a capacity inherent in a being of

effecting changes in itself: the simplest form of which
is confined, as in the case of
plants, to nutrition, growth,

and decay. 3

But every movement implies two elements

DC An. i. I, 407, a, 4 the
investigation into the nature of
the soul is of the highest value
for science, /uaAtfrra 5t irpbs
1

:

TT]I&amp;gt;

(fu&amp;gt;v

yap olov

Itjri

&amp;lt;pvo~iv

dpx

l

TUV

[; $vx&quot;h].
Ibid. ii. 1, 412, V, 16, cf. a,

and see infra.

27,

3

[Aty

rov
rav

Ibid.
ovv
.

.

a\^i&amp;gt;x.ov

rjv

ii.
.

20: At 70-

2,

jjv.

TrAtoj/axwv 5t

\eyo/j.fvov, K&V

VOL.

II.

&amp;lt;iv

ri

rovrw

vov&amp;lt;t

ai rr077&amp;lt;m,

t

Ktvrjffis

Kal

crdais T\ Kara roirov, In Kivncris i)
Kara rpo^Tfv Kal tyQlais
Kal
bib Kal ra &amp;lt;pu6fj.fva irdvra
ai&amp;gt;i]ais.

n

boKfi

yv

txovTa

bvvap.iv Kal

Qaiverai yap Iv avrols

ofx^ v

foiavrriv,

atj^oiv re Kal
ftdvovffi
ovbtpia yap
bi

413, a,
rb ^(JL^V^OV
oi&amp;lt;t)pi(T0ai

rip

*

oiov

ys

&amp;lt;p6i&amp;lt;rii&amp;gt;

.

virdpx*i

.

bvva/jus

&AAr/

|

i;

Ao/w-

avro it

.

X^

s&amp;lt;

^^

lowest form of life presents
itself wherever the higher is (see
tliis

B

A&1STOTLE

2

something that moves, and something that is moved
form and matter and if a thing moves itself, it must
:

;

Hence every being
contain this duality within itself.
that has life must be a compound being and if we call
the material part, which is subject to motion, the body,
1

;

that the form, which is the cause of
a
has
motion,
being separate from and independent of
2
And as the form in general is identified with
the body.

it

will follow

the efficient and the final cause, this being may also be
3
The form
said to be the final aim or end of the body.

thus considered as motive or efficient force
Aristotle
infra) it
universal

iUd.

c.

Eritelechy

treated as the
of a living thing
raw 8e
412, a, 13

may be
mark
1,

%X

fJLfV

L

soul
see i. 383

V$

/j.d\HTTa
Kivf)ffti re Kal

So/ce?,

8ta&amp;lt;J5&amp;gt;epeii/

r&amp;lt;

aicr0aveo0cu),

ex

presses merely the popular view,
not the technical definition, of
life.

See

1

p. 4, n. 1, infra.

De An.

*

ii.

a,

15:

irav ffw/na fyvaiKbv /m-trex 01
ovffia (iv cfy, ovala 5 OVTUS ws
eTrel S ecrri ffw/na rotoVSt

[TRENDELENBUEG
T0ioi/8t;

&quot;&amp;gt;l-

TORSTRIK:

ov yap eVri

eVou rb
i/ov

T7]V

Ttyw)(j]V

(T(a/j.aros

ZXOVTOS.

(Tu/J.a,

KOI vArj.
oi crsav

:

Kaff

yuaAAoi/

VTTO-

8

us

avayKatov apa
cos

clSos

Sui/a^et
fay?
(pwiKov
Part. An. i. 1, 641, a,

JU-82; Gen. An.

ii.

4,

sq.,

1,

sup.,

hegoes on,l. 12: on p.*v ovv

ws

ovffia [sc. alrta effrlv
TO yap a lriov
S/jAoy

ttctcriv

TI

TO eivai

TOVTWV

TO 8e

ovffia,
eo&quot;Tt/,

air la

tyv)(Ti.

f)

OVTOS \6yos
8 us Kal ov

TI

effTiv

(ptitTiv

rov

738, b, 20;

8vvdp.i

(pavepbv
^V^TI alria

rj

eVe/ca
(pvcris,

TOV

TTOJC?,

Kal TOVT

TOIOVTOV 8

TeAoy.
T]

w&amp;lt;n

8e Kal apXT]

eri

eVe/cei/

avTij
(pois

eZvat

TO?S

ej/reAe xeja.

yap 6 vovs
rbv avTov Tpoirov r)
rols

^ux^?]

r)

rov

rjv

fyvxi]

Kal

tv

KOTO

[?]

Travra yap ra (pvcriKa
Trjs

tyvxTJs

opyava

.

.

trco.

a&amp;gt;s

He then
T^S i^vx^s uvra.
goes on to show, what is a matter
of course, that the soul is an
efficient cause.
Part. An. i. 1,
641, a, 25 the ovffia is both effi
cient and final cause TOIOVTOV 8e
TOU yov ijroi iraffa r\ tyvyr\ ^ /J-tpos
t/a

Kai a.

elj/at

;

supra.
Do An. ii. 4,415, b, 7, Avhere
after the passage quoted,!. 356, n.

/j.ara

&amp;lt;rw/j.a

TU&amp;gt;V

Ari

a, 35.

1043,

coo&quot;7rfp

412,

1,

3,

3

On the
Te Kol aij^rjffiv Kal (pQiffiv.
other hand, De An. i. 2, 403, b,
25 (T^ f/j.\l/vxov 877 TOU atyvxov
SuoTj/

by

had already described the
in the Eudemus as e?8Js rt

stotle

avrov [aurov]

81

rfyv

/j.fv

TO

viii.

Nctupli.

;

:

tyVfflKWV [SC. ffCOfJ.dTWv ]
CW
fariv TO. 8 OVK ex et

called

is

andheiice he defines the Soul as

;

:

;

Tl

CU&amp;gt;TT/S.

4

Cf.

i.

379, supra,

PHYSICS
the Entelechy, or more accurately as the First Entelechy,
of a natural body endowed with the capacity of life.
This again applies to none but organic bodies, the
members of which are designed for some definite pur
1

instruments

pose and serve as
special functions.-

DC An.
ceeds

form

:

i)

8

1,

the

is

roiovrov &pa

y aP

Aristotle pro
a [the
efficient
force].

ii.

ovffia

^TAe x

ffw/jLaros

4t&amp;gt;rt\tx

fia

Ibid.

-

i.

5,

fKffvo

ft

045, b, 14

:

twel

opyavov irav eVe/ca rov, rb
5 ov fVfKa irpais ris, (^avtpbv 6ri
Kal rb ffvvoKuv (TWjua avveffrr^Kf
rivos eVewa ir\-f]povs.
As
Trpdf&amp;lt;vs
the saw exists for the sake of
irws rr\s tyvxris
sawing, so rb
8e rb

:

;

fjifv

(r&amp;lt;i/uo

of the latter,
cf Mctnjili.

and

IKaffrOV

Kal rb o\ov)
elvot Kal tx ToiwvSl,

however, a double sense at one
time it is the power of action
at
that is understood by it
another, the activity itself (the
standing example of the former
fourr-finTi,

the First

is

5

The expression entelecheia has,

meaning is

the fulfilment of

for

The Soul accordingly

Kal ra

/,

/j.6pia

rwv

tpyuiv irpbs

see Ibid.,
ix.O, 1048, a, 34 Phys. viii. 4, 255,
a, 33; DC Scnsu, 4, 441, b, 22;

tKaarov.
llrid. ii. 1,
G46, b, lOsqq.: of the constitu
ent parts of living things some

TREX-

arc homogeneous, others hetero
geneous (sec i. 517, n. 6, wjmi}
the former, however, exist for the
sake of the latter iKtivwv [sc.

tfteupelV;

.

;

(ten.

AH.

ii.

1,

7:55, a,

I)

;

DELKNIJUIU;, DC An. 314 sq.
HONITZ, A-rM. Metaph. ii. 394).
;

The soul can be called entele
cheia only in the former sense
(that of the power), seeing that
this
it is present even in sleep
is what is meant by the addition
when in 1. 27 it is said
/,
;

:

;

;

ruy

avu/jioio/j.fpooi ]
yap
irpdtis ciffiv . . . Sioirtp

(pya

Kal

bffriav

Vfvpwv A:c. ffvveariiKaffi ra
7 hid. ii. 10,
upyaviKa rwv jjLopiwv.
055, b,
plants have only a
few heterogeneous parts
irpbs
yap o\iyas irpd^tis o\lyd)V upydvwv
7
The
xpyvtsorganic parts of
the body, therefore, are those
which serve a delinite purpose
for this use of the word see, e.g.
d rn. An. ii. \,
b, II: ro is
Kal

:

!&amp;gt;7

;

the }&amp;gt;owcr always pre
cedes the activity.
Aristotle proceeds, 1. 2S
TOS, for

roiovro 5e

sc. 8vvd/j.ti

/

:

fayv t^ * ]?}
opyaviKov, adding that the
parts of plants also are organs,
though very simple ones (cf.
Part. An. ii. 10, H55, b, 37). On
the definition of organic life cf.
the passage quoted by TKENDELENBURU in loco ; Part. An. i. 1,
as the axe to fulfil
612, a,
its purpose must be hard. ovrws
Hal tTTtl TO au Utt upyavuv ^tytKU

ft

[

&i/

!&amp;gt;

:

;

73i&amp;gt;,

opyaviKols
f.iopiots.

o(Ta
fjid

/j.tv

a

.

avry

.

4,

6&amp;lt;ra

54

705, b, 22
(j.(pTi

:

XP *
1

oiov

S

a\\(f&amp;gt;

/.ifra0o\i)v
.

An.

yap opyaviKols

(\ty&amp;lt;a

nvi

1)

J&amp;gt;iyi\

trvvovrriav

ri)v

irpbs

roiovrtf)
Trote?Tai

[locomotion]
8t

/j.r]

TW

rotovrois fioflois t
trti /uLari

^oi^tTui.

5iaA7/(|/tJi

All
13

2

the

ARISTOTLE

4

Entelechy of a Natural Organic Body.

1

This definition

does not, indeed, apply to the higher portion of the
Soul, which in the human spirit is added to its other

With

parts.

however, Natural Philosophy has
rather the subject-matter of the

this,

nothing to do it
First Philosophy.

is

:

The

2

form and moving prin
be incorporeal 3 and here

soul, considered as the

ciple of the body,

must

itself

;

Aristotle contradicts the interpreters of his theory who
It does not
represent it as being material in nature.

move

itself,

it would be a
and every inotum exists in
a harmony of its own body 5 for such

as Plato thought, for then

m ovens,

inotwn as well as a

Nor

4

space.

is it

;

a harmony would be either a union or a proportionate
mixture of different materials, and the soul is neither

one nor the other: the notion of harmony

is

better

suited to physical conditions, such as health, than to
the soul. 6 Again, it is not a number that moves itself,
parts of a living body, however,
serve some active purpose.
De An. ii. 1, 412, b, 4 et
1

:

577

TI

Koivbv

Ae -yet//,

eJfTj

o wfiaros

e-rrl

irao-t]s

^ U X^ S

av ei/reAe xtia

TJ

(pvcriKov opyaviKov,

^eT

irpdarrj

and a

similar definition is given, 1. 1)
sqq.: it is the \6yos [or the overt a
Kara TOV Kt iyov] ffw/maTOS (f)urriKov
TwwuSi ZX.OVTOS ap^iv Kivr,(Ttws KCU
oTarrews tV eavTy.
{See on this subject l*art.
An. ii. 1, 641, a, 17-b. 10:
cf. De An. i. 1. 403, a, 27, b, y
sqq.,

ii.

2,

413, b, 24.

(ru&amp;gt;/J.a

&amp;lt;tV

DC An.

l

i.

404, a, 21,

3,

c. 4,

30 sqq.
The further
reasons that are urged against
this view we must here pass over.
On the Platonic conception of a
world-soul see i. 459, n. 5, supra.
408,

a,

5

On

this

cf.

assumption,

ZELLKK, Ph. d. Gr. i. 413.
6
DC An. i. 4 init. 408, a,
where this conclusion is sup-

/&amp;gt;0,

ported with further arguments, cf.
PHILOP. De An. E, 2,m, (Ar. Fr.
Ke xprjrai

41):

ApitrroTf^-ns

3
See p. 2, n. 2, supra. DC,
Jtivent. 1, 4(57, b, 14: 8rj\oi&amp;gt; on
T?;J/ ovffiav
ou% olov T elvai

avTrjs [Tijsx|/t X^s], aAA. O/JLQIS
TtJ/t TOO (TOJUOTOS i TTO-p^l

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;cu/epoV.

r$

.

5e
.

5ta\6ya} 5vo

TO.IS.

^v

fj.ia

fyrifflv,

on 7

fJLoffrla.

fJLOpi(f,

OVK

.

ical

eV
7rix e

OVTUS

r&amp;lt;

EvS-n/j-if

pV e ^
TTJ

6

O.VTOS

TO-V-

ap/j.oi&amp;gt;

;q,

TI eVai/TiW, r\ avaprfj Se tyvxfj ouSev Ivavriov

tffri

OLptt T]

^V^T] ap^Ov .O. SffT\V

.

.

,

FTfYSICS
for

tines

it

not move

and

itself,

certainly could not do

so.

1

were a number

if it

ft

it

not some one sort of

is

Democritus thought, nor a mixture of all
for if it were a mate
3
could not spread through all parts of the
body,

material, as

materials, as
rial it

the soul must contain

may

:

two bodies cannot coexist in the same space

since
if

Empedocles held

all

be able to perceive them
it

and
it

the same argument
all combinations of

all,

would oblige us to ascribe to
materials in order that

;

materials, in order that

it

may know

We

all.

cannot

identify it with the air we breathe, since all living crea
tures do not breathe. 4
Nor is it diffused through all sorts

of matter, 5 since simple bodies are not
living creatures.
The soul, then, is not in any sense
corporeal,
5f uTfpa 8e

rp a

Ph. d.Gr.

(Tu/naTut fvavTiov t(TT\v
roii

(Ta /uaror

at ap/j.ocTT la
avap/moaT la Se TOV
T]

I/JL^VXOV (ru&amp;gt;/*a.Tos vonos Kal avOevfia
Kal aiffxos.
&v rb ,uej/
aav/jL/j.fTpta

fffTi TUV ffToi^iuv rj voaos. rb 5e
TUV AfjLOio/j.fpwi
affOfi/fia, rb $c
TUV opyai iKwf rb afcr^os. [On this,
however, see i. 517, n. 6,

De An.

zuj&amp;gt;ra.~]

(I

Tolvvv

i]
avap/uLOffTia v6(ros Kal
Kal ola-^o?, TJ ap/j.ovia
apa
uyfia Kal IffXJbs Kal /caAAos.
Sf ovStf tart rovrwv, utire
oi&amp;gt;T(

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;7jjul

yap f?x

ft/

I(TXVS
Ka i &

14, a, o,

44 sp.

:&amp;lt;

latter,

As

it

is

obvious that the

and sensitive soul at
does, from the fact that

least

when a plant

or an animal is cut,
remains in all parts alike so
long as its organic conditions are
life

De An.

present;
ii.

fp

5):

;

on the

nutritive

2,

i.

5,

413, b. 13; cf.

411, b.
i.

It),

4, 40!), a,

JUT.
Lonffit. V. 6, 4(57, a, 18
Sen. 2, 408, b, 2 sqq. 483.
De An. i. 6, 410, b, 27.
5
Aristotle
attributes
this
;

T]

\^vx] ap^ovia.

t-t

Kal ravTa/uLfv tv (Kf ivois.

DC An.

;

&quot;&amp;gt;,

here given.

ovr

OVK apa ia-r\v

to*.

sq.

409, b, 23 sqq. c. 2,
404, b, 8, Ph. d. Gr. i. 725.
Only
of
one
Aristotle s man} objections
to the theory of Eiupedocles is

-ii

dfftitvfia

807

i.

i.

THK.MIST.
SIMPL. De An.

and OLTMPIODORUS

in

Phtfd. p. 142, also mention this
argument from the EuiJemux.
Ibid. 408, b, H2 sciq.
cf.
ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 871, 2.
*
On the former of those
views see De An. i.
init. c.
,,
406, b, 15 sqq, c. 2, 40IJ, b, 28, and
1

;

&quot;&amp;gt;

:

1

view
it

first

to Thales, but identities

specially

with

Apollonia

and

Dr AH.

5,

Diogenes of

Heraelitus;

cf.

also
411, a, 7 sqq.
2, 405, a, li) sqq. and ZELL.
/ //. d.Gr.
238 240
pp. 178, 2
i.

;

c.

\

;

:

:

ARISTOTLE
and none

the attributes peculiar to corporeal sub
it.
On the other hand, it
cannot exist without a body. 1 Aristotle is even anxious
of

stances can be ascribed to

to indicate the particular matter in which it resides,
and which it carries with it as it passes from one being
to another in the process of procreation.
This he

describes at one time as Caloric (OspfAov), at another as
Pneuma, regarding it as alien to the aBther, and of a

higher nature than the four elements but he is wholly
unable to give any clear account of its qualities, or
to harmonise this conception with the general teaching
;

of the Physics. 2
1

TOV

(Tco/xaTos,

/.tfplffTTJ

ov

ii.

1,

T)

aAA

TO

r]

413,

a,

tyvxfy

x

P lffr ^

Tiva avrTJs, ei
OVK aSfJ\Ol&amp;gt;
ye ovdfv wcoAuet,
.

ei/ja

/j.r)9(vbs

eli/at ffw/J-aros

.

.

The principal passage upon
the subject is Gen. An. ii. 3. 736,
irdo-fis /uei/ ovv \J/uxf)s Svva/j.is
b, 29
2

:

TpOV
Kal
0&quot;TOl

0~W/J.aTOS

KKOLV&amp;lt;*)VflKVai

TWV
KaXovjj.Vb)V
5t Sia(t)pOVffi TtU-iOKal
oVi/xia dAATjAcov,
|/uxat

QfioTfpov
VIC*?^

TijTt at

OVTU Kal
jrdvTcav

&quot;

C*?S

roiavTi] Sta^epei
yap eV
a&quot;ntpiJ.aTi

}]

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;ns.

/j.tv

T&amp;lt;j5

tvvirdpxfi, oVep TTOiel y6vtfj.a elvai

TO Ka\ov/j.vov

6p/j.6v.

TTVp OVOf TOiOUTTJ

^VVa^is

TCI (TTre pjUaTa,

TOUTO 8 OV
ttfTiv,

Tn

a AAa TO

evfj.a

Kal

dvd\oyov
(TToixeiu.

f)

sv rip irvv/j.a.Ti

ovaa

r$

tyvcris,

affrpuv
It is not fire but heat,
T&amp;lt;av

whether of the sun orof animals,
that generates
7ovT)s

&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;/na,

(TTre p^ua

TO

*v

T//S

&

life.

TO

or

is

offois

&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;/j.aTo$,

e/j.Trepi\a/J.I3dvTai TO Oeiov (roiovros
5 tcrrlf 6 Ka\ov/j.vos vovs), TO 8

dxdplfTTOV, TOUTO TO

WlMMEE

read

[\\lt\\

(TTTfpfJLa

(TU/ULO]

TTJS

eWe-

Cf. Gen. An. ii. 3, 73(5,
Aexeias.
b, 22 sqq. 737, a, 7 sqq. and p.
4, n. 3, supra, and p. 8, n. 1, infra.

OIK

that the soul

is

on

4:
u&amp;gt;

right view

/J-fpr]

TT(f&amp;gt;VKV,

/xrji/

Sta

An.

I)c

obv OVK fffnv

p.fi&amp;gt;

The only

Se

rrjs

(TvvairfpxeTai TO

&quot;

TTVfvjULaTw^-r].

As

the material in which the soul
resides is here expressly distin
guished from the elements, it is
naturally thought of as

aether,

which elsewhere (see i. 476, n. 2,
and 477,n. I, supra) is described in
almost identical terms. Baton the
other hand the asther is neither
hot nor cold, nor as the element
of the immutable spheres can it
ever enter the region of the
earthly changes of birth and
death (see i. 473 sq. supra, and
in
the
admirable discussion
MEYER S Ari-st. TMerlt. 409 sqq.).
Even if, relying upon De C ct lo,
i.

2, 2fi9,a, 7

see

i.

474, n.

(on which, however,
supra), we suppose

1,

KAMPE, Erkenntnisstli. d.
Ar. 23) that it is forcibly injected
into the organic germ, the ques
tion would still remain how we
are to explain such a process
(with

PHYSICS
the form of its body, since the form cannot exist with
out the matter to which it belongs, and yet it is not
and how
we must
TT)S

the evolution which
ascribe to the 0-Wp/za

if^x&quot;&quot;)*

whether we

S.

&amp;lt;*PX*)

take Sia\vrBai as referring to
the germ itself or only to the
is
consistent with the
yoi^j,
immutability of the tether (i 476,
supra). The material in question,
moreover, is never described as
It

a:ther.

is

merely compared

Nor, indeed, does Ari
stotle ever speak of an acthereal
matter, but only of vital heat
and vital breath, as residing in
the body.
Similarly De Vila,
irdvra St TO /j.6pia
4, 469, b, 6
Kal TTO.V rb ffu/jia
(X fl

with

it.

:

rwi&amp;gt;

(f&amp;lt;av

Tina.

Qfp/j.6TTf)ra (pvffiK-riV

(rvfj.&amp;lt;pvrov

whence the heat

of the living,
the coldness of the dead, body.

dvayKaTov

(V

rij
Toils

c?i/ai,

Ttp

dvd\oyov

1ftrrl

dpx^v TTJ?
KapSa TO?S

ST; Tairrrjs TTJI/

6fp/J.uri]rOS

r&amp;lt;f

8

dvaifj-ois

pyd{trai

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;V(TlK(f)

6fp/J.!fj

Sf

irdvra, iJid\iffra

tv

yap Kal

TT\V

TpQ&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;T\V

rb Kvpiurarov.

With the heat

of the heart life
too becomes extinct, 8m rb T?V
vrfvQsv rfjs 6fp/j.orr]Tos
iracn, Kal TT/V

eV

v/j.tt iris

^ix^s
rots

aa-irfp
/j-opiois

were

rovrois [the heart is as it

the hearth on which the soul
tire
d/j.a

burns]
r6 T

.

{ijv

.

.

avdyn-n

6wdpxfl

&quot;

s

roivw

Ka ^ r v T0

&quot;

)

rovrov (rumip ais, Kal
Ka\ov/j.tvoi&amp;gt; QdvaTov flvai -r^v Tduron
Part. An. ii. a, 650, a,
2 as it is only by heat that food
can be digested, all plants ;ind
Btp/jLov

&quot;rltv

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;eopdi&amp;gt;.

:

animals require an apxi]

6(pnoi&amp;gt;

the
652, a, 7 sqq.
soul is not fire but resides in a
fiery body, heat being its chief
instrument in the performance
of its functions of nourishment
QvfftKi).

c.

7,

:

and motion,
TTJJ/

TOU

avT$

T&amp;lt;f

o, 6(57,

b,

26

:

apx)iv avayKaiov eV

roirtf}

[as the sensitive
c. 8, 474,
ltcnj&amp;gt;ir.
rb
rjv Kal r) TTJS

De

f lvai.

soulj

iii.

6(p/j.ov

b, 10:
nvos
t|s yucra
lartv
irvpl yap epyd^erai iravra.
This heat resides in the heart.
The other faculties of the soul
cannot exist without the nutri
tive, nor the nutritive avtv -roy

25,

a,

\l/vx^s

0ep/u&amp;lt;^TTjT&amp;lt;5s

.

.

.

&amp;lt;pv-

(v Tovrtf

ffiKov trvpos

C.

a\)Ti]v.

t/jLireTrvpfVKfv

yap

TJ

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vcris

13,

477,

the higher animals have
more heat a^a yap avdyKr) Kal
c.
tyvx?is rfrvx^Ktvat ri/miurfpas.
all animals require
1(5, 47H, a, 28
cooling Sid r^)v tv rjj KapSia rf/y
c.
21 inlt.
tyvxys l/j.Trvpuffiv.
ToD dfp/j.ov, (V $ ?; dpx^) f) OpeirrtK
(which, -180, b, 1, is also called
a, 16

:

;

:

:

ri

479, a, 7 sqq.
gives out orav
rb Ofpfibv rb
/j.^
/caTa^yxTjTat
KOIWVOVV ovrf;s.
When, there
fore, through old age the lungs
Ilrid. c.

irOp).

the dpxv

1

7,

:

TT/S ^WTJS

(correspondingly the gills) grow
dry and stitt the fire (i.e. the
vital heat) gradually dies away
and is easily put out altogether.
,

Sib

arc
Iv

ydp rb ohlyov
rov irKe ffrov

r&amp;lt;f

iruv

6tp/j.bv,

Ca

Tr\i)6fi rijs

Un An.
dwucrfievvvrai.
tpydfcrai Se r^v iretyiv
Sib

rb

flvai

f^vxov (X fl

4 Jin.

ii.

rb

,

:

0(pf*.6i&amp;gt;

Ofp/j.6ri]ra.

(ten. An. ii. 1, 732, a, 18: the
higher animals are larger rovro
;

8

OVK

c.

6,

avfv
713,

6(pfj.6rr]Tos

;i,

26:

ivvirdpxei %v
744, a,
rufj-an.
T&amp;lt;?

purest
Cf.

29

6fp/j.6rrjs

Gen. An.

7j

Se

ffirfpfj.ariK&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

ii.

:

eV
4,

irtpir-

man

has the

T^

KapSiu.

740, b, 29:

the nutritive power of the soul
forms and feeds plants and ani-

ARISTOTLE
Tin s enables UR to answer the
question
about the unity of soul and body. Their relation to
one another is just the same as that which subsists
itself material. 1

^ov opydvois

mals, xP calJL * vrl

fan

this

(for

is

the sense in

According to

which we must understand 475,

Gen. An. iii. 1 1 (see i. 460, n. 3,
supra) the vital heat resides in
the 7Ti/Ujua, the apxv T0 ^ &quot;^v^v^aros
(De Somno, 2, 456, a, 7) in the

Beside these
11, 669, b, 1).
passages, the statement in Gen.
An. ii. 3, stands rather isolated.
Granting that the
6d6repov
TUV rrroixftov there spoken of is
distinguished from the Trveu^ua in
which it resides (rj eV rf iri&amp;gt;fvp.a.TL

T/jTt Kal ^/vxp^Tfjn.

heart,

from which

heat proceeds

which

have

avd\oyov

rb

ai&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;pv(T(a/j.voi&amp;gt;

verai (^ibld.

1.

;

all

in those

no

heart,

(rvfj.&amp;lt;pvTov

animal
animals
eV

ru&amp;gt;

irvfvp.a

KOI

ffvvi^dvov
TJiis Trvfv/j.a
11).

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ai-

which

is a natural and
inherent property, not an external
adjunct, of animals, is frequently
mentioned, as in Gen. An. ii. 6,
744, a, 3, v. 2, 781, a, 23 (ZELLEK,
Ph. d. Gr. i. 16, 659, b, 1 7), where
we are told that it pervades the
channels of hearing and smell, and
is the medium by which sounds
and smells are conveyed to their
respective senses Part. An. iii.
6, 669, a, 1, where it is said that
in the case of bloodless animals,
which have less internal heat
and do not require to breathe,
the Trvev/jLo. ffvfjKpvTov is sufficient
&amp;lt;rv/ji.&amp;lt;pvTov,

;

for purposes of cooling. As, how
ever, according to the above, it
is also the seat of animal heat,
the phrase must be understood in
the sense explained in Resipir. 9,
474, b, 31 sqq., to mean that
cooling, in the case of such nonrespirating animals as require
more than that caused by the air
or water that sin-rounds them, is
produced by the expansion and
contraction of the irv^v^a enfyvrov,

which in turn, by setting in
motion the abdominal membrane
which produces,
the chirp of
&amp;lt;?.//.,

the cricket, causes

it

to act as a

a,

&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;fj.u

(pvffts), it is yet hardly possible
to attribute to it an ethereal
nature.
The truth seems rather
to be that Aristotle here feels a

want which his philosophy as a
whole does not enable him to
The writer of the
supply.
spurious treatise ?r. FIi/eu^uoToy
discusses the nature of the
irvVfji.a H/j.(f)VTov,

means

though he by no

confines himself to this

He

subject.

gives no indication,

however, of the view he held of
its material character.
The ques
tion of the relation of Aristotle s
assumptions with regard to the
Truv/ma to his doctrine of the

Nous

for later discussion (see

is

XL

Ch.
1

on the Reason, infra).

See

Netapli.
5e

77

p.

n. 2,

2,

vii. 10,

T&amp;lt;Ji)v

&amp;gt;

(p(t&amp;gt;i

supra, and

1035, b, 14 eVel
tyvx?l (TOVTO yap
:

rov e/m\f/vxov) ij Kara
\6yov ovffia Kal T^ elSos Kal T& ^rt
ToiwSe ffdafMari. c. 1 1
fy flvai
1037, a, 5 the body is the U ATJ,
the soul the oixria 77 Trpdarr). viii. 3,
ovcria

TI&amp;gt;J/

T&amp;lt;

,

:

l)c An. ii. 2, 414, a,
1043, a, 35.
12: as the form is everywhere
distinguished from the matter
which receives it, so is the soul
TOVTO 2)
Kal alfrQavufjLfQa Kal
u&amp;gt;,u(v

f6a
e lTf)

Kal

irpu&amp;gt;Tws,

eJSov,

VTTOKfifJ.fl

Ov

&&amp;lt;TT

\6yos

aAA ovx

TIS

^A?j Kal

Tptx&s yap

Ae-

PHYSICS
between form and matter.

To ask whether

1

son I and

body are one, is just ;is ridiculous as to ask whether
the wax and the form impressed upon it are one. They
are and they are not they are separable in thought,
:

2
inseparable in reality.

Life

is

not a combination of

and body, 3 and the living being is not some
but the
thing joined together of these two parts
soul

;

the active force that operates in the body, or,
you will, the body is the natural organ of the soul.

soul

is

if

We

cannot separate them any more than we can separate
the eye and eyesight. 5
None but a living body deserves

name of body, 6 and a particular soul can only exist
7
its own particular
Therefore the Pythagorean
body.

the
in

S)V

TU

TO 8e

e/Sos,

(jLfv

TOVTWV

U./J.&amp;lt;po7v

8

7/

v\ij,
/JL(V

TO 8e e|

V\f)

8uj&amp;gt;d-

TO 8e f?8os eVreAe^fia
eirel 8e
ov TO ffwfj-d
rb
a/j.(f)o tv futyuxov,
iaTiv eVrcAe xf a ^UXT)S, aAA OUTTJ
fru/j.ar6s TWOS. Kal SIO.TOVTO KO.\U&amp;gt;S

fjits,

viro\a/j.fidi

ov&amp;lt;rii&amp;gt;

J

DC An.

5e TI.

avf v
TI

o*a)/u.d

yap
&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;/jLa.Tos

OVK
ii.

i]

eo&quot;TJ,

412,

1,

thus illustrates: if the
axe were a creature, its nature as
an axe would be its soul if the
eye were a separate being, its
eyesight (ttyts) would be its soul,
b, 11 sqq.

;

Toy

yap ovvia
6

\6yov.
fjs

otj/tco?,

-

soul

diroAf iirov(Tr)s OVK

soul is to the
to the eye.
See i. 351, n. 1, mjtrn.

uAr;
%&amp;lt;TTIV

body

(5:

the

entelecheia of

an

ii.

the

1,

412, b,

810 Kal ov 5f? TJ T
Ka^ T0 ffufia, Sxrirfp
TOV KT)OUV Kal TO iTX^/Aa,

organic body.
fl

tv

Ol&amp;gt;8f

?/

^ux

it, consistently with the
account of death in Plurdo, 64, c.
1

Metaitli. viii. (5, 1045, b, 11.
Top. vi. 14 init. Cyv and the
are not a avvQfffis fy &amp;lt;rvv8eff[jLos of
soul and body.
5
De An. ii. 1,413, a, 1 is S
77 o\//ts Kal
T]
Svva/JLis TOV opydvov 7]
TO
^i/X*? [sc. evTf \txtia- ^O TIV]
:

&amp;lt;oi&amp;gt;

:

/

01/8&quot;

Tt Ol V\1J.

oAA

8t (Tw/j.a Tt 5uvd/j.fi uv
6 606oAyuoy i] K^pi] Kal
Tj

i|/yx^ Kal

TO

(Tu&amp;gt;fjLa

T]

TO

Sxrirep

ov^ts, Kaicti
&amp;lt;pov.

Ibid.

412, b, 11, 20, 2f).
Part. An. i. 1 640, b, 33 sqq. 6 41
Gen. An. ii. 5, 741, a, 10.
a, 18.
Meteor, iv. 12, 389, b, 31, 390, a,
10.
b, 24.
Mrtaph. vii. 10,
7
De An. ii. 2, 414, a, 21 (fol
,

,

103.~&amp;gt;,

lowing on the passage quoted
n.

is

DC An.
is

KO.TO.

r;

o(/)0aA^os

The

u&amp;lt;()0a\fj.6s.

as sight
1

o(t&amp;gt;6a\/j.ov

5

As perhaps the Platonists

defined

1

ois Sowe? JUTJT

T

ai/TTj

3

TI)S ovcrias, Ka.Qa.TTfp tforojuev,

yo/j.tvi]&amp;lt;;

1

OV%

,

supra): Kal 5ia TOVTO
UKTTTfp

Ol

TTpOTfpOV

OUTT/V, ovOtv
iv T IVI Ka\ Troi(f),

tvrip/j.ooi&amp;gt;

eV

(IS

p. S,

&amp;lt;rw/j.aTi

iTu

Ua

TrpocrSiopi-

Ka urtp oi8e
TOV TVXOVTOS Sf xfT^aJ

OUTW 8( 7V?TOJ Ktti /COTO
^rrA^X&quot;&amp;lt;*
yap

affTov

r\
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notion of one soul passing through bodies of the most
various sorts is just as absurd as if one should imagine
that one and the

same

art could use tools of the

most

various kinds indifferently
that a flute, for example,
could be of the same use to a carpenter as an axe.
The true essence of everything is its form, and the
1

essence

of everything

comes into being

that

is

its

2
purpose or end.
Living creatures are no exception to
this law. Every living creature is a little world, a
whole,

the parts of which subserve as instruments the
purpose
of the whole. 3
But every instrument depends upon the

nature of the work for which

body
are determined by those of
tv

it

and the

exists for the soul,

its

is

designed

so the

;

qualities of every body
4
soul.
Nature, like a

vTrdpxovTi Kal rrj oiKfia

ois opydvots,

Cf. the
v\p irecpvKev cyyivtadai.
passages quoted, i. 22 1 n. 1, supra,
i rom
Phyg. ii.9, and elsewhere.

rty Se ^vxfy T$
(cf. ]).
8, n. 1, supra, ad fin. )
See i. 375, n. 1, and i. 459.
sqq. supra. The expression, Part,
An. i. 1, (540, b, 28, r; yap Kara

ra&amp;gt;

Suvctyuet

,

De An.

i. 3, 407, b, 13
most
is
(Aristotle
thinking
principally of Plato) make the
mistake of speaking of the union
of soul and body, ov6ev Trpo&amp;lt;r5iopi1

:

writers

aavres,

Sia

rii/

Kal

alrlav

TTWS

ZXOVTOS rov ffwfj.aros. Kairoi 8oeiei/
&/ TOUT avayKalov slvai Sta yap
Koivcaviav rb fj.fi/ Trotel rb Se
t
Kal rb /AW Ktvdrai rb Se
ovrwv 8 ovOfv virapxei irpbs
a To7s TV^OVCTIV. ot 5e ^.6vov
tTTixfipovffi \eyttv irolov ri
^vx n,

ffa&amp;gt;/J.airt

(pvffis

en

Se TOV Sf^o/nfyov

irpocrSiopi^ovffit/,

Kara
T}]V

rous

(Ta&amp;gt;/u.aros

uxnrtp e^Se^oTlvQayopiKoits

Tvxovtrav ^/vx^v

fvSvfffOai

oiiOfv

au/j.a

ets

So/cet

rb

yap

ft

(V

yap eV

/j.iKp$

Set&quot;

yap

K6&amp;lt;r/j.u)

Part.

sqq.

An.

i.

concluding

Ttepl (fivcTfws

f.ui\\ov
t)A?j

Se

fjifv

TOU

1, 640, b, 22
(641, a, 29)
:

wore Kal ovrus &v

T/

yiverat, Kal

f.itya\u&amp;gt;.
1

rb

T^KTUV

$

:

Ae/CTeoj/
irepl

0ea&amp;gt;pr)TiK&amp;lt;p

TTfpl r?is I/ATJS,
5i
fKeivf]v (fivcris

bffa&amp;gt;

r)

avdira\iv.
rts (paly T^V
av\ov$ evSvfffdai

rf/s

rovro Swarov yevftfOai, ri Kw\i&amp;gt;t
rb avrb av^^vai KO.\ Kara rb irav ;

&amp;gt;)

Ttepl

Kvpiwrfpa

(pi/crews, is used with refer
ence to the above question of the
relation of soul and body.
3
See p. 3, n. 2, xupra, and
5 eV
Pliys. viii. 2, 252, b, 24
v

c. 5,

045, b, 14

upyavov tray
(Tu/naros
v,

rb

8

eVe/cci

/j-opicw

o u eVe/ca

efr)

r&amp;lt;a

\\ivxyv
yuaAAoi/

effrlt/

/)

e -rret

Se

:

rov, ruv
tKaffrov

ira

S rts,
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judicious manager, gives to each the instrument it can
use.
Instead, therefore, of deducing the spiritual from
1

the corporeal, as the elder physicists had done, Ari
stotle takes the opposite path, describing the soul s life

While
end and the body s life as the means.
Anaxagoras had said that man was the most rational
being because he had hands, Aristotle denies any truth
as the

dictum unless

to this

man

be reversed

it

has hands

the most rational being for the instru
ment must be fitted to its work, not the work to its

because he

is

;

instrument. 2

The nature of the instrument

is

not,

indeed, a matter of indifference in respect to the result
anything cannot be made out of any substance or by
:

any means

3

but this does not negative the fact that
the choice of the instrument depends upon the purpose
It
in view.
perfectly obvious that it does in the case
;

1

i&amp;lt;

on
.

TT)S

ty

-

Kal rb

GvvoXov

ffw/bia

irpdj-fws

nvos

fvfKa

&(TTf Kal rbtru^d irws

.

X*l 5 tvfKfv. Kal TO. uupta

l

(pyw

a

irpbs

irt&amp;lt;pvKfv

TU&amp;gt;V

(KaffTov.

Mt taph. vii. 10, 1035, b, 14
see p. 2. n. 3, irupra.
])c An. ii. 4
Part. An. iv. 10, 687, a, 10:
5e tyvffis ad SwycjUCi, KaOdirtp
7}
s&amp;lt;jq.

;

1

Jlriff. C. 8, (5S4,

xpr)(T0at.

2H

:

))

5e

airn1)i8w(rii&amp;gt;

atl

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;ris

Swa/j-fvots- tKciffTov
iii.

.udAAoi/.

1, firtl,

b,

the passage quoted above irpoaUVTI ouATji ?} fiovvai
yap
av\ous f^ovri
/j.a\\ov av\ovs f)
:

\K(i

T&amp;lt;f

T&amp;lt;

*

Tq5 70^
-rrpoadflvai auAriTJKTjz
ovi Kal Kvpiwrtpcf} trpofffd^Ke

Karrov,

oXA

Ti/j.i&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;Tfpov

T()

irl

ov
r&amp;lt;?

Kal yu?^ oi/

irKflff-rov

TI/J.OV r))v
a

/)

Part. An. iv. 10, GH7,a, 7-23,
tbe words just after

especially

x e ^P a

See pp.

r&amp;lt;av

jjiti-

TO#(\O.TTOVI rb
.... Ttf ovv

opydvuv

o.irttSfSaiKfi

J&amp;gt;,

u. 7,

and

10, n. 1,

2&amp;lt;

xit/&amp;gt;rti:

sqq. of those organs which servo
for purposes of defence or are
indispensable to the support of
airo^waiv ?/life, iKacrra

inconsistency between the doctrine previously laid down and
the statements, 6Vw. An. ii. (5,

TO?J Swa/xcVoi?

7 14, a, 30, that

:

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;m

xpTjnrtfai

jUHAAoi/,

fj.d\i(TTa

Hence

the

8e

T&amp;lt;

puvuis 7)
p.a.\ima.

female
usually
either wholly or in part unprovided with defensive organs.
is

There

is,

therefore, no real

man s intelligence
affords proof of the evKpacria nf
the central organ of his life;
Part. An. ii. 2, G48, a, 2 sqq. c. 4.
651, a, 12. that greater intelli-
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The adjustment of men/lift to end
nature here displays itself in its fullest
To them we may with most propriety

of organic beings.

which prevails
1

perfection.

in

apply the axiom that Nature always produces the best
that was possible under the given circumstances. 2
This working towards fixed ends begins to show itself

and development of organisms. Nutri
not a mere operation of warmth, as was supposed
warmth may be important in the process, but it is
in the nutrition

tion

is

;

always the soul that regulates it and directs it to
a certain definite result. 8 Nor can we adopt the theory
suggested by Empedocles for explaining the growth of
plants by saying that the fiery element tends upwards
and the earthy downwards in their composition if so,
;

gence

is

a consequence of thinner

and cooler blood;

conditioned result;

cf.

Part. An.

telligence

22, that the meaner in
of animals, children,

Further con
640, a, 24.
sideration, however, reveals the
logical difficulties in which we

and dwarfs is to be explained on
the ground of the earthliness and
immobility of the organ which
their souls must employ
I)e
llespir. 13, 477, a 16, that warmer
animals have nobler souls, and
J)e An. ii. 9, 421, a, 22, that man

are thus involved.
The soul s
development is said on the ono
hand to be conditioned by the
of
its
capabilites
body, the
character of the body on the
other hand is conditioned by
the requirements of the soul

excels all other creatures in the
fineness of his sense of touch Sto
KO.\
iffn T&V ^uxav,
and that among men those who
are white, and therefore have a
more delicate sensibility, are

which, then, is primary and con
ditioning ? If the soul, why has it
not a body which permits a

(186,

b,

ibid.

iv.

10,

;

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;povi[j.u&amp;gt;TaT6i

mentally more highly endowed
(cf. also Metapli.

i.

1,

i.

its
of
development
powers ? If the body, how can it
be itself treated as though it
were the mere tool of the soul ?

higher

1

980, b, 23).

Mental activity may be pheno
menally dependent upon certain
conditions which in turn exist
only for its sake that which in
reality is the primary and con
ditioning principle may appear
to follow in time as a later and
:

ii.

Meteor,

iv.

12

;

see

i.

46&amp;lt;S,

n. 5, sitjjra.
-

See the discussion, supra, i.
459 sqq. The statements there
made refer for the most part prin
p.

cipally to the organic nature.
3
5o-e?
JJe An. ii. 4, 416, a, 9
5e Tiffiv rj TOV irvpbs
air\a&amp;gt;s
:

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vffis

rnrsics
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two together and prevents their sepa
same applies to the structure of the

wliat keeps the
Tlie
ration ?

It is impossible to explain even the origin
organism.
of organic creatures 2 on the supposition that their
separate parts are formed and brought together by a

blind and purposeless necessity, only those combinations
surviving which succeed in producing from an aimless

stream of matter a being adapted to an end and capable
of life. 3
For chance produces only isolated and ab
results.
When, on the other hand, we are
with
the
normal
dealing
adaptations of Nature we are
forced to regard them as purposely designed by her

normal

from the beginning.

But

1

atria rrjs rpo^TJs Kal TT)S
flvai . . rb 5f ff v v a i r L o v n*v TTWS
ou /j.r]v otTrAa-x 76 o.IVtoj aAAa
,

*v

aurj&amp;lt;reo&amp;gt;s

.

.

,

oSoWas
/uLfv

TO KaVffTOV,

T&amp;lt;t)V

5e

&amp;lt;pvO~fl

ffVVHTTa-

TO

VflV

iveKa

TOU.

and upon

uiffirtp

;

ura,
1

3

xn-

p. 360, n. l,andp. 4GIi, n.l.
llnd. 415, b, 28 sqq.
As Bmpedocles tries lo
*ee following note.
We

i.

do
cannot suppose,
;

&amp;lt;rvva(nov,

however,

tlie

pre^Aristotelian pliilosopliers) exthe theories of which lie
}&amp;gt;ressel
is chosen
Aristotle as Ihc repre
sentative, in so general a bense as
is here attributed to him.
3
Phy*. ii. 8, 198, b, 1(5, Ari
ri
stotle starts
the question
K&amp;lt;i}\u(i
r^v tfrvaiv fir] fvtKci TOV
I

:

i/

.

fi 6
.

.

on

fjf\Tiov,

Ztuj

i:c.

[see

WCJTt

Ti

Kct Autl

i.

oAA unnrtp

471,

TOVS 5e

(J

J ov s

if

-

Tb AeatTOVTOV

0V

fTTfl

TpO(j)}]V,

yo/j.&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;iovs

irpos

aAAo

ytvfff6ai,

dfjLoius 5e Kal irepl TUV a\\(av
tv offois 8oK(i virapx^tv TO

ovv airavTa
eVe/ca TOU tyivtTu,
tncudri airu TOV avTOfj.aTov

OTTof

fj-fv

KUV

Tavra ^iiej/
(TvmdvTa
OVTWS,

ti

oo~a

fTTiTt^SciuiS

Kal

aTT(t&amp;gt;\fTO

KaOdirtp

5e

^ITJ

airo\\vTai

EfjnrfSoKXTJs

t

TO.

\tyei

ASvvaTov Sc [Aristotle an
swers, ibid. IDS, b, IMjTor/Toj/e^etv
TOf T/xiwoc. Taf Ta /it v yap Kal irdvTa
4

TO.
&amp;lt;pvo~el

&amp;gt;y

/trjo&quot;

)

firirtjSdovs

o^e?y,

that

Empedocles (or any other of

iroit iv

xp r

oov TOVS
dfaTe?Aat TOVS

Qufffi,

&amp;gt;

Sjatoeli/,

TT^V

f(nl irepas Kal \6yos
Kal avr]fffus
Tavra
0* tyvxys, aAA ou irvpbs, Kal \6yov
/j.a\\ov ^ u Arjs. Cf. p. 14, n, 2, inf.

and

T

ai/a^/crjs

ir\are is Kal

e

atriov

e

e/j.irpo(rdiovs

irpus

irvpus avr)cris (Is

what we

this is precisely

sti/&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;i\

OVTW Kal

TO.

tlTt

^ del OVTW yivtTat

Tfl TToAl/,

TWV

5

7)

OTTO TV\1J^

TOP auTO/iaTou ouSeV.

.

.

.

fl

ws
Kal

ovv

dirb

av/j.ma/j.aTOS SoKel TI
fvtKa TOV tlvai t ft /LI)) otoV Te TOUT

^

P&amp;gt;S

flvai

fJ.T)T(

ttTTt*

aitb Tatro^uaTOf,

In

(TV/J.WTU&amp;gt;fJLaTOS

tVcfca

TOU

ai&amp;gt;

/irJT
tfri.

further proof of design in
nature, he adds: tTt tV oVois
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are doing in the case of a living being.
What makes
is not the
material
separate
elements, but
their special and peculiar combination, the form of the

a living body

whole to which they pertain.

We

1

cannot explain its
structure by the mere operation of elementary forces
working in matter, but only by the operation of the
soul, which employs these forces as instruments in giving

form to matter. 2

Nature makes only those organs that

are fitted for the purpose of each organism, and creates
them in order, according to their several uses. 3 First

she forms the parts on which the life and
growth of the
4
then
the
most
being depend
remaining
important parts
;

Te Aos tffri ri, TOVTOV eVe/ca TrpdrTfTai rb irpoTfpov Kal rb f&amp;lt;peris.
OVKOVV MS TTpaTTCTCU, OVTC0 TT&amp;lt;pVK,
Kal us ir(pvKev,
TrpaTTTai
fKaarov &i/ fArj ri f/niroSify. Trpdrrerai 5 eVe/ca TOV
Kal itf&amp;lt;j)VKV apa
TOVTOV eVeKa.
Cf. i. 4G2, n. 2,
ovr&amp;lt;a

supra,
Part. An. i. 5, 615, a, 30
just as when we speak of a house
or furniture, we mean, not the
material of which it is made,
but the o Arj nopcpri, so in the in
vestigation of nature we speak

TlV OLOV

Kal fveffTi Swdfiei TO. /Aopta
5
Kal OTI TO ironr)TiKov
ov()4v.
.

TO

Kal
.

.

.

.

.

Tro^TjTt/for,

evdvs TO

/xei/

OTOJ
Qlywcriv,
TO Se

TTOIC?

iaairep 5e TO.

virb

TTJS

5

1

avTwv, avTrj
TCXf^S,

:

TTjy

TTtpl

overlay,

ffvvQtatus Kal

a\\a

trujUjSa^i/61

/arj

TTJS

TTOTC

5
T]

yiyvojj(.4v(i}v eV

Gen. An.

OVTWS

^AA^&amp;gt;,

-,

wffirfp Kal

eV auTo?y Ton/C

wois Kal

TTJS T00(/)f;S

^

rrjs

opyvois
(eV yap TOVTOLS

i}

Kivijms eVeiVrjs Kal

OVTW
ii.

1,

740,

b,

12

0vviffTt](n TO

:

5e SLaKfucns yiyvt rai
fj-opiuv
[in the formation of the foetus]
us
rives
X
vTro\afj.fla,vov(Ti, 5ia TO
T?

T;

Tf-^VT]

TTJS

outr/ay avrwv.
-

eo~Tlv

8e

O ATJS

wepl TUVTWV a

xaj/u^teva

TTIS

KV,\

yiyvo-

ru&amp;gt;v

&amp;lt;V

TT(f&amp;gt;VK.Vai (ficpCffdai TO
OfJ-OlOV TT/ OS
O/JLOIOV (and therefore as in
for in
elementary processes)
lhat case homogeneous parts,
flesh, bones, &c., would unite in
d\A on TO
separate masses
TTt^tTTa /iO TO TOV 6{j\fWS
T?&amp;gt;

;

;

:&amp;lt;

1

S

tirel
714, a, 86
ovSe u,a.Tt]v 77
Sij^ov ws ov5 vffTtpov ouSe

Jlrid.

ovdff

&amp;lt;f)i&amp;gt;(ris.

irpoTepov.
/XCITTJI/
4

}}

ii.

6,

:

Trojt? TTfpiepyot

e(TToi

yap TO

yeyoi&amp;gt;bs

irepitpyov.

In the lower animals the
heart or the organ that corre
sponds to it; Gen. An. ii. 1, 735,
a, 23.

PHYSICS
of the organism

and

;

lastly

io

the instruments which

The

1

it

nutritive soul is

employs for special purposes.
developed first, as forming the common basis of all life
and next the several functions of the soul by which
;

higher organism raises itself above that which
First comes n living
precedes it in the scale of being.
each

In
and next some special sort of being. 2
is
dissolved
in
law
the
same
obedience to the
organism
That which life can least dispense
the reverse order.
with dies last, the less vital organs first so that Nature
being,

;

works round in a

circle to

her starting point. 3 All parts

and functions of the living creature exhibit the same
proofs of contrivance, and can only be explained as
Accordingly all Aristotle s
researches into the corporeal nature of animals are

the

product of design.

governed

this

by

view.

The

and decisive

essential

causes are always final causes. and whatever leads in
the ordinary course of nature to a definite end must

have existed for that end. 5 lie
is

organ

what

just

it

tries to

must have been

prove that every
in order to fulfil

purpose in the best possible way according to the

its
1

(f

6, c. 1,
-

ni.

An.

ii.

Gen. An.

ii.

742, a,

C,

1G-I&amp;gt;,

2ti.

734, a, 12,

3,

14 (of. 737, b, 17,

73(&amp;gt;,

a, 27- b,

735, a, 4
As the inhabitant of a
sqq.).
Diaterial body, the soul may bo
said to exist potentially in the
In the evolution of the
seed.
living being the nutritive soul
conies Hrst, next the sensitive and
rational
lirst comes a ^OP, then
a definite Cv&quot; c -ff- a horse or a
man. vantpov yap yivfTai T& Tf Aos,
rb 8 ttiiov (ffTi T& ind&amp;lt;TTov T^S
:

ytnertws

C.

1,

J
Jhid. c.
IS
tluit
741,
tbe heart is Hie central organ i.s
seen at death; owoAcjVtt yap TO
;

1&amp;gt;,

,&quot;&quot;&amp;gt;,

C?

8

1

^reOflfj/ Tt\tvraioi
tirl

TTO.VTWV TO

irpwrnv

/j-tvov

irpwrov

,

ay/ujSaVej

Tt\tvTa

toi&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;xiroAnrtJi/,

Tt\evra

ioi&amp;gt;,

uxrirtp

yivu-

T()

St
TT/J

(pvfffws 8iav\o8pofj.o6(rr)s Kal avf\ir-

r^v apxV M*v fa9ev.
ptv yivtais e TOV
&quot;WTOS tis
rb 6v, TJ 8e
IK TOV
WCTOS TTA\IV ds TO /j.ij 6v.

ro^f i/Tjv

tan yap

tirl

^

r;

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;0opa

i

Cf. i. 450, sqq.
Cf. p. 17, vn/ra.
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means

1
at hand.

He

points out

how every animal

is

or
provided with organs adapted to its mode of life,
how the common organs of a tribe are modified to meet
its

special

needs. 2

Nor does he neglect the

inter

dependence of the different members: distinguishing
the principal organs which directly serve to fulfil the

end of

from those which are added for their pro
and maintenance 3 and remarking that Nature

life,

tection

;

noblest
always affords the strongest protection to the

and the weakest

4

parts,

equal to its task, she

that,

makes

where one organ

is

not

or modifies another for the

5
of opposite
purpose, and that she places organs
character near one another, in order that each may
He
temper and supplement the action of the other.*

sees in the

artistic

instincts

Proofs of this, the most important of which will call for
are
future discussion,
given
throughout the whole work DC
Tart. An., and in many passages
of Aristotle s other zoological and
anthropological works.
Thus the elephant, being not
only a land-animal, but leading
1

life in morprovided with a proboscis
that it may breathe more easily
under water; Part. An. ii. 10,
658, b, 33 sqq. In like manner the
form of birds beaks depends
upon the nature of their food,

also

an amphibious

asses,

as

is

is

shown

(ibid. iii. 1, 662, b, I,
693, a, 10 sqq.) in the
case of birds of prey, the woodpecker, the raven, grain- and

sqq.

iv. 12,

insect-eaters, water- and moorfowl. Dolphins, again, and sh:irks
(ibid. iv. 13, 696, b, 24)

mouth

in the

have the

upper part of their

of animals

an obvious

bodies to enable other animals to

escape from them more easily, and
to prevent them from doing injury
to themselves by their voracity.
3
The flesh, for example, is
the principle organ of sense-

bones, on the other
perception
hand, nerves, veins, skin, hair,
nails, &c., exist merely i or^ its
sake, as is shown Part. An. ii. 8.
4
ZELLER, Ph. d. 6fr. ii. 14,
:

658, b, 2 sqq., iii. 11. 673, b, 8,
iv. 10, 690, b, 9.
5
Ibid, iv. 9, 685, a, 30.
aei
Ibid. ii. 7, 652, a, 31
ti

:

yap 7; (pvffts /iTjxaiwrat irpbs rijv
indtnou untplBotiiv ftoWeuuf -r$iv rov
tvavriou TrapeSpiW, iVa avicra.{ii TTJV
Qartpou \nrtpfio\))v tidrtpov. b, 16
cirel 8
airavra Setrat TTJS eva^ias
Tvyx^ v fi r v nerplov xal
poirfjs,
:

&quot;va

thus the head counterbalances the heart,
rov

/j-icrov

:
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Nor
example of unconscious contrivance in Nature.
which
of
influence
the
does he forget
here, as
necessity,
in the realisation of
with
Nature
elsewhere, cooperates
1

2

her designs.
Indeed, he expressly requires observers
of nature to make use of both causes in their explana
3

Still he holds fast to the belief that physical
causes are only means employed by Nature for her ends,
nor does
and that their necessity is only conditional

tions.

;

he cease to marvel at the wisdom with which Nature
makes use of the materials suited to her purposes, and

overcomes the opposition of such as are antagonistic.
Like a good housewife, she employs the dregs and
refuse of animal life for beneficial purposes, and suffers
5
nothing to be wasted.
best possible account

She turns everything to the

(i

if

;

1

ii.

Phys.

109,

8,

of/re

&ov\evad/j.fi&amp;gt;a

&fv

8iairopov(TiTti&amp;gt;airi

IVI

a\\(f)

Kal ol

Kara

UI TU.

20:

a,

5e

/j.d\iffTa

tpyd{oi&amp;gt;Tai

/j.vp/j.r)K(s

filKpUV $

)Tfp(&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

ot

r&quot;

Kal TO. rut-

OVT(I&amp;gt;

TTpOlOVTl

she

can

make one organ

Div. i. G42, 6). In dis
40, c
cussing individual parts of the
body he frequently gives both
sides in succession, e.g. Part. ii.
b, 2: man has thicker
14,
hair than ;iny other animal, f
a.yo.yKt]s fjitv Sia ri]v vypon^ra ruv
;

r,:&amp;gt;8,

fyKt&amp;lt;pd\&amp;lt;w

Kal Sta rds pafyas,

.

.

.

tv fKfv 8f fioTjdeias, uiruts

povra
TO.

TO Tf Aos, oiov
rOV KapJTOV fVfKa
TTOJtT KOI
tyVfffl T

ytv6fjLfva irpbs
T7JS

&amp;lt;pv\\a

WflV

(TKe lTTJS.

TOV

(VtKO.

fl

X\l5wV TT]V

T]

VtOTTlilV

KO.I

TO a.f&amp;gt;a.\viov^ Kal TC
Kal ras
evtKa rwv
ra
pifas OVK avw aAAa /carco tvfKa rfjs
o doci^vTjs

&amp;lt;fvTa

Kapir&amp;lt;4&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

^&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;A\a

rpo(/)f/s,

(pavfpbv UTI tffrlv

rotavrrj (v rots

olaw.
8

Cf.

See

i.

3
Ibid,
64B, a, 14

Kal 5tl
fjifv

(frvfftt

i]

atria.

ytvo/j.ei&amp;gt;ois

r\

Kal

463, n. 1.
3GO, n. 1, gupra.

i.

and Part. An.
:

i.

1,

Svo rp6iroi TTJS alrias

\iyovra? rvyxdvftv pa.\i(TTa
Sic. (Cf. PLATO, Tim.

auQotv,

VOL.

II.

The proofs have already
been given, i. 360, n. 1, supra.
5
See i. 465, n. 2, supra.
6
Thus, for example ( Part. A n.
4

iii. 14, 675, b, 17 sqq.), the intes
tines are coiled tightly together,

onus

rafju(VT]rai

r)

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;rts

Kal

/UL^J

aOpuos 7} T] ^080$ rov Trfptrrwfj.aros,
especially in those animals which
are destined for a frugal manner

of

life.

The same thought had

already been expressed in PLATO,
Tim. 72, E.

ARISTOTLE
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serve, she does not give
l

function

an animal several

same

for the

she needs materials for
strengthening one
she
another
which
member,
despoils
appears less indis
2
if
she
can
achieve
several
pensable
objects by one
;

if

;

Thus
Aristotle
explains
(Part. An. iii. 2) that different
animals are provided with differ
ent means of defence, some with
horns, others with claws, some
with size, others with fleetness,
others
with
again
repulsive

thin

excrement

TIKOV

1

ir\f!ovs
fyvffis

;

8

cfyia

IKO.VO.S

ov

)8o7]0e&amp;lt;as

TO?S avrols.

/cai

SfScaitfv

Again, ibid.

rj

iv.

he remarks that
birds which have a spur are not
endowed with bent talons also
12, 694, a, 12,

;

aiTiov

5

ori

ovSev

Again,

irepiepyov.

476, a, 6 sqq.

:

r)

iroiti

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vcns

gills

10,

e&amp;lt;p

:

mals which have more perfect
masticating organs (i.e.
Soj/ra) are supplied with a simpler
digestive apparatus: those which
are defective in the former
respect, on the other hand, have
several stomachs after enume
rating several species of animals
which belong to the former class,
he proceeds, 674, a, 28 those
animals which, like the camel,
require more than one stomach
on account of their great size
d/j.ff)u&amp;gt;-

;

:

and the coarseness of their food,
form an exception to the rule
the teeth and stomach of the
camel resemble those of horned
;

8id rb avayKai6repov tlvai

KOL\iav

t~x. flv

K60\a

Toiavryv
it

TtTTfTat

TpCXf)})

es

Totovrois

&

irfpLTTw/na

yap

TO?S

&amp;lt;nrep/j.a-

/ce?0ej/

aQaipe? ij
evravBa.
Part.
in long14, 658, a, 31

(pvffis, Trpoa-riOTia-iv

An.

ii.

:

tailed animals, the hairs of the
tail are shorter, in short-tailed,
longer, and the same is true of
the other parts of the body
Travraxov yap aTroSiSwa i [77 (pvcris^
cf. ibid.

^.dr-nv

he says: %v 5
*v
And again,
upyavov xp?7&amp;lt;njuoj/).
Part. iii. 14, 674, a, 19 sqq. ani

rovs TrpoffOiovs oSovras,

TO,

A.a/3oGcra

(just before

rr]i&amp;gt;

:

and lungs

opw/uev TroLovcrav rrjv fyvaiv,
Suoiv 8 UVTOLV Qdrepov &v ^\v /ut-drriv

avrrj

Gen. An. iii. 1, 749, b, 34
animals have a greater
power of procreation; ri yap els

eirel

ouZfej/

animals

-

;

Regjrir.

never exist together,

without the latter us ovSev ovras
Trpovpyov.

3)

can do

erfpudfv
c.

9,

irpbs

6r&amp;gt;5,

a,

a\\o
27
:

p.6pi.ov,
a/j.a

Se

rV

avT^v vTrepox-rjv fls 7roAAoi/s
TOTTOVS aSuvaTf i Siavf/Jifiv r) fyvais.
For further explanations r.

Meyer

whom I gratefully
my obligations for

(to

acknowledge

much

of

Thierk.

this

468

:

section),

Nature

Arist.

employs

the earthy refuse either for
horns or double rows of teeth
(see Part. An. iii. 2, 663, b, 31,
604, a, 8
or, as in the case of
the camel, for a hard palate,
ibid.

c.

14,

674,

b,

2).

The

bear, which

has a hairy body,
must be content with a stunted
tail (ibid. ii. 14, 658, a, 36).
In
the case of mammals, the earthy
material has been employed for

their tails, and accordingly, un
like man, they have no flesh upon
their legs (ibid. iv. 10, 689, b,
Sharks, again, require this
21).
earthy material to give their

skins the proper thickness, and
accordingly have mere gristle for

PHYSICS
organ, she makes

although,

;

when

this

no niggard in her
materials which she has

will not serve, she is

arrangement
contrivances

do the work

it

19

2

of the different

:

at her disposal she

employs the best upon the nobler
and the worse upon the less important members. 3 Even
in the cases where one cannot attribute any definite
to certain structures, they

utility

design

for Aristotle thinks

;

their skeletons

ii.

(////&amp;lt;/.

9,

viov

23).

9, 685, a, 24.

7, iv.

657, b,
also Part.

An.

iii.

Cf.

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;ris

irdvra

TT?S

(Part. An.
c.

yap

&amp;lt;pixns

fjiopiois (Is

vvvriyaysv

iroiovffa Siacpopav

irpbs ras

r)

;

ai&amp;gt;Tov

1,

.

.

.

iro\\a

els

TOU

epyaaias

iii.

fv,

jj.opiou

SiaQopds.

(162, a, 18, cf.

Likewise

11

Jtespir.
imt.)
the tongue (Respir.ibid. Part. ii.
The
hand
(Part. iv. It), 687,
17).
*v opyavov oAAo
a, 19) is ovx
TroAAct
(an. yap watrtpd tipyavov
irpb opydvuv (cf. l)c All. iii. 8,
;

2) Kal ovv Kal
XTJA.TJ Kal Kfpas Kal 56pv Kal
upos
Kal &\\o ttiroiovovv oirXov Kal opyavov,
&.C.
and similarly the breasts of
women, Part. An. iv. 10, 688, a,
19 sqq., the trunk of the ele
432, a, 1)

;

it is (b,

;

phant, Ibid. ii. 16, 659, a, 20, and
the tails of animals, ibid. iv. 10,
690, a, 1 (among other passages).
2
Part. An. iv. 6, 683, a, 22:
2iroi/ yap
(vSfXfrat xpTJcrOai Svfflv
tirl

5u

tpya Kal

fTfpov, ovSiv

7;

p.})

l)dpliica,ln&.
Jen. 1856, p. 8); aA\ 6irov

lect.

1

rols Koivols irdvTuv

(on this GOTT-

De Mic/itrra

L1NG,

2, 663, a, 31.

Thus the mouth, besides
the common purpose of eating,
serves various other ends in the
various animals, and is thus
variously formed

may be

/ceim/fr; irpbs cvrt \(iav

655,

Meyer quotes further
examples from Part. An. ii. 13,
a,

are not without a

that their end

t/jLiro5ittv irpbs

(pvais

dude

(irl

b, 1

Tr\ctw tpya.
:

oiidev

TOV OlOV

Pollt.

yap i)
a^OTU7TOt T

(pv&amp;lt;ris

2,

1252,

iroif i

roiov-

i.

[GOTTLING,

OXCKEN,
who both

ibid.

Staatsl. d. Ar.

ii.

;

25,

fail, however, to give
a complete account of the matter]
irevixptos,

o-\\

%v irpbs

fv

o8ro&amp;gt;

yap kv airoTt\o iTo Ka\\i(na ruv
iro\\o ts (pyois
opydvuv fKaa-rov,

^

a\\

fvl Sov\fvov.
MEYER, Arist.
Tkicrk. 470, rightly remarks that
these statements are inconsistent
with the principles of the parsi
mony of nature as previously
laid down, and even although

we

grant that it is possible to
find, with Aristotle, a basis of
reconciliation in the phrase forou
^Se xfTtu, we cannot deny that
there is a certain arbitrariness in
the way in which it is applied.
3
(rcn. An. ii. 6,744,b, 11
sqq.,
where Nature s management is
in
this
compared
respect with
that of a household in which the

members receive the best
food, the servants a coarse quality,

free

and the domestic animals the
worst.

c2

ARISTOTLE

20

the very symmetry and perfection of their

fulfilled in

this explains why many animals have
the indications of them, which they
at
least
or
organs,
2
is
It
do not use.
only where he cannot discover the
1

form,

and that

purpose that our philosopher can bring
himself to explain a phenomenon by chance or blind
least trace of

3

necessity.
example,
all the

where the hairs of the tail of
the horse and other animals are

organs should be in pairs (Supvri),
seeing that the body has a right
and a left, a front and a back,
an upper and a lower (Part. An.
iii. 7 init. c. 5, 667, b, 31 sqq.).

described as merely ornamental.
The hind, while it has no
horns, has teeth like the stag,
because it belongs to a horned

He treats
as a universal
1

Even where

to

it,

for

law that

all

appearance
there is only a single organ, he
exerts himself to prove that it is
double (ibid. 669, b, 21 Sioirep
:

Kal

ft

flvai

^7/ce (pa\os

Train

tKaffrov.

Kal

/SouAerai St/xeprjs
TOJJ/

atV07jT7jpiW

Kara r^v avrbv 5e \6yov

Likewise
T]
KapSia THIS KotAi ats.
the lungs). Another typical law
is that the nobler parts, where it
is possible, should be in the upper
the right as
part, in front and on
the better position (Part. An. iii.
3, 665, a, 23, b, 20, c. 5, 667, b,
34, cf. c. 7, 670, b, 30, c. 9, 672,
a, 24, c. 10, 672, b, 19 sqq.); so,

likewise,

that

the

locomotive

impulse (the apx*)) should pro
ceed for the same reason from
this quarter (Ingr. An. 5, 706, b,
11) cf. Ch. X. on Animals. The
same aesthetic conception of
Nature s contrivances is expressed
in the observation, Part. An. ii.

and similarly in certain
species of crabs the female has

class

;

claws which belong properly
yeva
only to the male, on fv
T&amp;lt;

ZXOVTI %7jAas (Part. An.
iii. 2, 6(54, a, 3, iv. 8, 684, a, 33).
Again, spleen, which is a neces
sity only to viviparous animals,
and is therefore more strongly
clffi

rcf

developed in these, is yet found
to exist in all (ird^iKpov &&amp;lt;nrep
as a kind of
(rr)/*fiov
^dpiy*)
counterpoise to the liver, which
is on the right side of the body
and therefore requires something
to correspond to it on the left,
OXTT ava-yKoaov yueV TTCOS, IULTJ Xiav 5
(T.va.i iruffi

TO?S

(?ois

(Part. An.

iii.

669, b, 26 sqq. c 4, 666, a, 27,
cf. H. An. ii. 15, 506, a, 12).
7,

Similarly the monkey, belonging
as it does to the four-footed

;

races,
offov

is

502, b, 22,

14, 658, a, 15 sqq., that men are
better protected in front than
behind, the fro^t being the nobler
(riuiurfpa) side, and therefore

MEYER,
Ni tlt. d.

demanding stronger defences
and in 1. 30 of the same passage,

this

;

endowed with a

ffTfj/m-fiov

p.

xdpiv, If,

c.

1,

464

ariist.

An.

498, b, 13.
sq.

;

tail
ii.

8,

Cf.

EUCKBN,

Forsch. 104 sqq.,

91.
3

A

purposeless creation of

kind

(TrepiTroj^o)

the gall (Part. An.

he finds in

iv. 2,

677, a,

rursics
This prevalence of design in nature shows itself, as
a gradual pro
have seen before (i.
sqq.), in

we

!(&amp;gt;&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

The
continual process of development.
gression,
various functions of the soul and life are not shared by
a

in equal perfection, but different
living creatures
different parts of the soul, may
and
forms of animation,
all

be distinguished, which determine the gradations of
animate life. Plants are confined to nutrition and pro
1
is active in them.
pagation the nutritive soul alone
Beasts add to this the sensitive soul, for sensation is the
;

most universal mark of distinction between beasts and
2
The lowest form of sensation, common to all
plants.
is

animals,

the sense of touch

of pain and pleasure,

11 sqq.; see

Upon

i.

3(Jl,

necessity

35 .) sqq.

11.

and the appetites, among which
same

1

and chance,

p.

xiijtra.

An. ii. 2 (see i.
I, n. 2,
Ilnd. 413, b, 7: QpcmiKov
5c \fyo/J.(f rb roiovrov /j.6piov TT}S
v Ka ^ ra tyvra /Ltere xfj. C. 3
wit. c. 4, 415, a, 23 ij yap Opeir1

I)e

here begins the feeling

;

.&quot;!

living energy which first
forms and afterwards nourishes
the Iwdy, but that the former is

more

the

function

important

;

siijtra).

Kal
(ffrlv

T]

\J/i/X*&amp;gt;s

;

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;y(T?

(f

Kal

ou(ra

r)

TJ

Kal TOVT

ytwucra

tKaffTOv, tvvirdpxKal tv C^ otJ

&amp;lt;pvro7s

iraviv.

Kal

tan

Kal

\^I^;T;V,

airafftv.
rpotftri

-

KoLvordrrj

tiwaftls
virdpxtt T^ ffji
f(n\v tpya ytvvriffai Kal

irpwrri

TJS

Kaff

^p7jfT0at.

$\v

/JL(V

J)r

obv

inrdpx*i

T&
ii.
2, 413, b, 1
Sia ri]v apx^1 v TOUTTJC
T(?V (fci(TJ, rb 5f
$ov 5a
.\n.

:

TIV

Kal

//isf. .(n. viii. 1,

6V//. Ait. i. 2:*, ?:*!,
58K, h, 24
a, 24, procreation alone is men
tioned as the peculiar function
and Itr
of the vegetable sense
An. ii. 1, IK),
2:5, it is said
firfl 8f
TOV TfAows airavra

yap

TO.

;

;

:

l&amp;gt;.

dirJ&amp;gt;

irpoffayopti ifiv SiKaiov, TfAos Sc -rb
ysvvr\(rai olov avrb, ffTj tiv T/ irpwr-q
v
olov avr6.
the
fy X^I ytvvijriKTj

On

other hand, (Sen. An. ii. 4, 740,
b, 34 sqq. (cf. c. 1, 735, a, Hi),
shows that it is one and the

fX

&amp;gt;I/Ta

8

alaQrirtiv

^a

\(yo/j.tv

l)c Sc/lsii,
{yv JJLOVOV.
.hircnt. c. 1,
\M, b, 10;

Kal

oil

lh&amp;gt;

b, IS,

27;

I arf.

An.

ii.

C. 1,

4(J7,

10, t5o5,

b, 3;
681, a, 12
Imjr. An. c. 4, 705, a, 26 sqq. b,
8
(ioi. An. i. 23, 731, a, 30
Most of these
ii.
1, 732, a, 11.
passages expressly notice the dis
tinction between the $uv and the

a, 32,

:

&OV.

&amp;lt;;5i;,

iv. 5,

;

;

ARISTOTLE

22

the appetite for food appears first.
One division of
creatures
combines
with
sensation the power of
living
1

locomotion, which also belongs to the bestial soul. 2
Lastly, besides nutritive and sensitive life, man pos
sesses Reason, the third and highest
faculty of the
3

The soul exists in no other form than those
which we have just described. 4
These themselves,
soul.

however, are so related to each other that the higher
cannot exist without the lower. 5 Animal life exhibits

De An. ii. 2, 413, b, 4 sqq.
21 sqq. c. 3, 414, b, 1-16, 415, a,
3 sqq. iii. 12, 434, b, 11 sqq. c
J)c Semni, 1,
13, 435, b, 17 sqq.
436, b, 10-18; Part. An. ii. 17,
661, a, 6 //. An. i. 3, 489, a, 17
De Somno, 1, 454, b, 29, c. 2 init.
In these passages Aristotle some
1

;

;

;

times mentions
Kal
times

a^

some

alone,
as the
yevffis,
of
all
animals, but the
property
oL&amp;lt;pr)

apparent inconsistency is ex
plained by the fact that Aristotle
regarded the sense taste as a
form of touch DC Sensu, 2, 438,
De An. ii. 9, 421, a, 19
b, 30.
;

;

ii.

IQ-init.
2

iii.

De An.

12, 434, b, 18.
3, 414, b, 16.

ii.

3
Ibid, ii. 3, 414, b, 18 (cf. iii.
Gp.n. An. i. 23, 731,
427, b, 6
a, 30 sqq.)
(repots Se [ruv tpwv
inrdpx.^ 1 } KOI TO SiavoyTiKov re Kal

3,

;

:

vois, olov avdpdirois Kal e? TI roiovTOV fTepov ariv $i Kal Ti/niwrepov.

On the latter part of t his obser
vation see the discussion upon
the different kinds of living
beings infra.

De An. ii. 3, 414, b, 19:
just as there is no figure which
is not either triangular, quad
rangular, or with some other
number of angles, so there is no
scul which is not one or other
4

of the ^vxal mentioned.
5
Ibid. 414, b, 28:
(TLWS 8 *X fl T V T*pl T&V
Kal

ra Kara ^/vx hv

ael yap eV TO)
virapxti Swa/nei rb irpoTtpov
tiri re
(TXTH^drciiv Kal eVl rwv
ffj-^vx^f, OLJV eV TfTpaywvtp
^&amp;gt;e|^s

ru&amp;gt;v

fiej&amp;gt;

rpiyuivov eV al(rOr}TiKtp 5e rb OpeirTiKof
avev fj.fv yap TOV OpfirTIKOV rb alvQriTiKbv OVK e&amp;lt;niv TOV
.

.

5

.

rb dpeirTtKbv
S avev fjifv

aio-OrjTiKov xtopifcrai

eV TO?S

ivd\iv

(purols.

TOV aiTTiKov TWV a\\wv
ov$/j.ia

a\\(av

virapx*!-,

fnrdpxci
Se TO

.

alffQ-r]T LK&amp;lt;av

TOTTOV

\oyto-/j.o

TWV

&amp;gt;

atpdapTa.

belongs].
ird TO,

ois

e

yap

yuej/

&amp;lt;p6apTwv

TOWTOIS
5

TO Kara
OVK 66t.

e^i
S

Ttt

[to the

TO

Kal

oAAa

&amp;lt;a

a pure vovs

e/cetVcop

iraffi Xoyifffjibs.

TWV

Kal

.

tlie stars,

i.e.

avev TOOV

.

/ttej/

KlVT)TlKbv,

TeAeuTa?oi/ 5e Kal
Kal Sidvoiav ols

aiaQiicrftov

S

a-fyri

AOJTTO

ov
ovoe

Ka&amp;lt;TTOv,

TO?S

/j.ev

(pavravta, TO. 5e TavTp /J.6vp ^axriv.
Se ToD Q^wp^TtKov vov eVepos

irepl

\6yos (on this see infra). Ibid.
c. 2, 413, a, 31, with
regard to
the BpfiTTiKov: x ca P^C a ^ ai 8e TO?TO
fMev

TWV a\\wv

fivvarbv, TO. S

TOUTOU aSvvaTov eV TO?S
Cf.
11.

i.

SJin.

De

De Somno,

Jurent.

1,

oAAo

Oi&quot;rjTo7s.

1, 454, a,
467, b, 18 sqq.

Pirrsics
a

developing scale, in which each successive step in
Plato s doctrine of the
all that went before.

cludes

parts of the soul is thus applied to all animate exist
ence, without violence to the general conception of its

though with important modifications of de
and we are enabled to embrace all natural species

originator,
1

tail,

Aristotle objects, indeed ( DC
9, 10, 432, a, 22 sqq. 433,
31 sqq.), to Plato s threefold
1

An.
;i,

iii.

division,

on the ground that

it

we make the functions and

facul
ties of the soul our principle of
division we have far more than
three parts, for the difference

between the QpcrcT^v,
(f&amp;gt;ai&amp;gt;Ta(TTll&amp;lt;bl&amp;gt;,

optKTiKbv

the

VOr)TlKbl&amp;gt;,

acVflrjTJK&i/,

BovkfVTlKbv,

wider than between
and dv/u.iKbv, and
An. i. 5, 411, b, 5, in
is

firitiv/jLijTiKbt

asks,

DC

view of

it

:

ri

of&amp;gt;v

TTOTC

(rvvt\ti

T7JV tyl XriV (I fJiepHT-TT)

it

cannot be the

is

W&ffVKtV ,
body, for it

rather the soul which holds the
body together if, on the other
hand, it be said that it is an in
corporeal force, then this is the
;

in each of the parts.
Never
theless, Aristotle himself speaks
of parts of the soul (see p. 21, n. 1,

on

xupra; De Vita, i. 467, b, l(J),
and although he tries more fully
to preserve the unity of its life
amid the multiplicity of parts, he
cannot be said to have been any
more successful than Plato in
this endeavour, nor does vovs bear

any closer relation in

his theory
to the lower elements of the soul
than does the immortal part in

Plato

s.

His

departure

from

Plato, accordingly, does not seem
to be so important in principle.
He differs from him partly in
his account of different forms of

But the question
immediately recurs, is this simple
or manifold ?
If the former,
why cannot the soul itself be so
ff the latter, then
just as well ?

animal life, but Plato, no less
than he, assigns the lowest of the
three parts into which he divides
the soul to plants, the middle
one to beasts, and holds that the
higher part presupposes the lower
but not vice versa i see
i. p.

the fruj/e xoi/
must be sought,

chief difference be
tween the philosophers is in their

proper soid.

for

the

parts

of

another ovvtxw
and so on ad injin.it tint.
We
should thus finally be forced to
suppose that each part of the
soul resides in a particular part
of the body, which is obviously
not the erase either with respect
to the reason, which has no bodily
organ corresponding to it at all,
nor in respect of the lower prin
ciple of life, which, in the case
of hose animals and plants which
l

survive being cut in pieces, lives

D\v&amp;gt;.

711.

The

respective starting points: while
Plato begins his investigation
into the nature and parts of the
soul from the ethical side, Ari
stotle approaches it from the side
of nat ural science. On the other

^TRUMPELL ((Inch. d.
theor. Phil. 324 sqq.), as BRANDIS
has pointed out, ii. b, 11(58 sq.,
goes too far in saying that Ari
hand,

stotle attributes to

one and the

same being not only

different

A&ISTOTLE
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from the lowest to the highest in one
comprehensive
view as concentrated and progressive manifestations of
the same

life.

This progressive development of animal life corre
sponds to the actual fact, which Aristotle had no doubt
observed, and which had led him in the first instance
to his theory, that all
organic nature exhibits a

steady progress from more imperfect and
productions to richer and fuller forms of life.

he says,

&amp;lt;

makes

so gradual a transition

defective

Nature,
from the inani

mate to the animate kingdom, that the
boundary lines
which separate them and the
of the inter
position

mediate are rendered indistinct and doubtful. Next to
the inanimate kingdom comes that of Plants and here
;

we not only

distinguish greater and less degrees of
vitality subsisting among individuals, but the whole

seems animate when
compared with inorganic
substances, inanimate when compared with animals.

tribe

Again, the transition from plants to animals is so
gradual that many marine creatures leave us in doubt
whether they are animals or
vegetables, since they
faculties or parts of the soul but
different souls, to man four, to
beasts three (counting the sensitive and the motive
principles as
of
two).
^Aristotle speaks, indeed,
a ^u x -n epe-n-TiKri, aiVflTjTj/o?, \oyi K ^.
and of different \l/v X al (see c.//.pre-

ceding
a, 24),

page; De Vita, 3, 469,
but he does not mean that

several souls exist together in an
individual as so many
separate
beings he even defines the relationof these so-called ^v X al to
one another in the distinctest
manner as one of comprehension,
;

the nutritive soul being contained
in the sensitive, and the sensitive
in the rational,
just as the triangle is contained in the quadrangle (see preceding note), so
that an animal, for instance, can
no more be said to contain two
souls than a quadrangle can be
said to contain two kinds of
If he fails, as a matter
figures.
of fact, perfectly to preserve the
unity of the soul throughout (see
end of Ch. XII.), we are not on this
account justified in denying that

he attempted to do

so.

PHYSICS
adhere to the ground, and cannot live when separated
from it. Indeed, the whole tribe of Osfoeacece, when
compared with locomotive animals, resemble vege

The same may be said about sensation, phy
sical structure, mode of life, propagation, the rearing of
in all of these respects we notice a
c.
their young,
The continuity
gradual progression of development.

tables.

:

1

of this order brings into play the law of Analogy, the
to
presence of which Aristotle takes some trouble

demonstrate in the sphere of organic structures arid
their vital functions.
Analogy, as we have shown

bond which unites

the

is

before,&quot;

in organic nature, as elsewhere,

and where no

differences,

it

An.

IK*t.

1

588, b, 4

viii. 1,

;

&quot;&amp;gt;,

served amongst them, he remarks:
T] yap (pvffis [JLtTaflaivfi

&amp;lt;*TTU

&amp;lt;Tvvex&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;s

;

real similarity of

kind

is

This analogy may be

possible, produces resemblance/*
sqq. where detailed proof is given
Part. An. iv.
681, a, 12, where,
in speaking of zoophytes and the
differences which are to be ob

different genera
transcends generic

Two kinds of
x^p 15
birds differ from one another by
the size, for instance, of their
wings birds and fish, on the other

avd\oyov

-

;

hand,

dvd\oyov
yap tictl*y
dartpy \fjrls. Analogies
of this kind are found in almost
ra yap 7ro\\a $a
all animals
avd\oyov raurJ) irtirovOfv. Simi
larly in the following passage,
(J44, b, 7 sqq. a contrast is drawn
T&amp;lt;

t&amp;gt;

irTcpbv,

:

niv OVK UVTUV 8e

roav

wffTf 8oK6tV

&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;av

OVTUS

SiaQfpfiv
rrvvvtyyvs aA-

ird/jLirav fj-iKphv

Bartpou Bdrtpoi

T(?

ATJAOIS.
-

I.

what

With

272, n. 2, ifu. it ra.
follows ef. MKYKU,

Ar mt.

334 sqq. 103 sq.
Part. An. i. I, (I I, a, II.
Why are not water and winged
under one
animals
included
Tliicrll.
3

I

name
Kal

?

yap tvia

eo-ft

TOVTOIS

airaffiv.

TOVTOV ruv
8ja&amp;lt;^)fpt

Kal

aAA

s

(?wv,

Trrfpa

\firiSfs,

avrkv

Tpuirov

TTpoirov.

ivl

ra

OIS

3(TO

ytvuv KaB
yivfi,

oaa

&amp;lt;JL

fj.(v

yap

inrfpox^f
5

,

ravra

t^*

T^

:

(54&quot;),

opOws SiwpMTTai

Kal rb /uoAAoi/ Kal ro TJTTWI
i

KOIVO.

TO?$ aAAois

oua

liuv

irdQrj

between differences which exist
within the same genus, e.g. be
tween large and small, soft and
hard, smooth and rough animals,
and those which permit us to
trace only general analogies. To
the same effect, c. 5,
b, 4
iroAAa Koiva iro\\o7s virdpxfi T&V
fjitv

\oyov. \ty& 8

p.V virdpx*i
,

air\us, oiov
Kal irdBf]

rovrois,

avd\oyov,

ir\fvfj.(4}i

&

TO.

,

8e rols

TroSes
8)j

5

6n

rov
ai/a-

rols

rots 8e irAei ;-

tx ovffl
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observed in the most different
In place of
quarters.
blood, bloodless animals have certain humours which

correspond to

and

l

it

;

this is also the case with flesh. -

being without fat, are provided with an
3
analogous substance.
Cartilage and gristle correspond
to bones in snakes and
fish, and in the lower animals
Molluscs,

their place is supplied

by shells, &c., which serve the
same purpose of supporting the
The hair of
body.
1

quadrupeds answers to the feathers of birds, the scales
of fishes, and the mail of
5
oviparous land animals
the teeth of beasts to the

of birds. 6

bills

Instead of a

heart, bloodless animals

7
have a similar central
organ,
8
and instead of a brain,
like
one.
Gills take
something
the place of lungs in fishes, and
they inhale water
instead of air.
Roots perform the same office for

vegetables as heads, or rather mouths, for animals, and
Kivois erepov avrl TOVTOV
TO?S /*fv at^to, ro?y Se rb ava.\oyov TT]v avr}]v fX ov Svva/u.iv ^I trep
Tols fvaifj.ois rb af/ua.
Ibid. 20
/j.ova,

517, a,

Kal

sqq.

;

ffi*t.

An.

1,

6
7

sqq., 487, a, 9, c. 7, 491,
ii.

1,
1

497, b, 9;
Hist. An.

Part. An.

i.

tto-mno, c.

i.

;

5,

(545,

b, 8,

ii.

3,

668, a 4, 25,
ii. 4, 740, a,
21.
fie
3, 456, a, 35, and other

650, a, 34,

Gen. An.

viii. 1

iii.

5,

passages.
Part. An. ii. 8 init. iii. 5,
668, a, 25, ii. 1, 647, a, 1!)
Hut.
An. i. 3, 4, 489, a, 18, 23 I)e An.
ii. 11, 422,b,
2J, 423, a, 14.
3

Part.
4

Gen,.
ii.

An.

19, 727,
3, 650, a, 34.

Part.

i.

b,

3;

8,

;

iv. 11,

4,
i.

5,

681, b, 14, 28, a, 34;
1, 735, a, 23 sqq. c.
4, 738, b, 16. o. 5, 741,
b, 15.
ir.
c.
17, 478, b, 31 sqq.
JttResjj
1,

Gen. An.

ii.

J)&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Motn An.

c.

10, 703, a, 14.

On

the parts which Aristotle
regarded
as analogous to the heart see

MEYER,
8

11

9

init.

28

;

p. 429.

Part.
Dfl

;

viii.

653, b, 33- fin. c.
9, 655, a, 17 sqq. c. 6, 652, a, 2
Hut. iii. 7, 516, b, 12 sqq. c. 8,
ii.

i.

Part.iv. 12, 692, b, 15.
Part. ii. 1, 647, a, 30, iv.

678, b,

;

;

1,486. b, 19.
691, a, 15, i.
21.
Hist. iii. 10 hut.

1,

Part.

644, a,
1, 486, b, 21.

17

486, b,
a 14 sqq. ;
(seeinfra).
4, 489, a, 21

i.

5

Part.
iv.

2,

De

476, a,

ii.

7,

Sowno,

652, b, 23, 653, a,

3,

457; b, 29.

645, b, 6, iii. 6
1, 676, a, 27; Hist. An.
589, b, 18, ii. 13, 504, b,
i.

5,

Itesp. c. 10 sq. 475, b, 15,
22.

1,
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Some animals which
take up food into their systems.
2
have no tongues are provided with an analogous organ.
The arms of men, the fore feet of quadrupeds, the wings
1

of birds, the claws of crabs, are all analogous, while
4
the elephant has a trunk instead of hands.
Oviparous
1

animals

correspondingly, the
eggs
surrounded with a skin like that

from

born

are

;

embryo of mammals is
of an egg, and in the chrysalis

insect s

assume an oval

Reversely, the earliest germs of higher animal
corresponds to the worms from which insects are

form.
life

bred. 5

The habits, occupations, tempers, and reason of
animals can be compared with those of men while the
human soul in childhood can scarcely be distinguished
Thus does one inner bond of
from that of beasts.
;

one
all departments of organic nature
unfolds itself from the same fundamental forms in

union permeate
life

And as
continually ascending degrees of perfection.
is the sphere of contrivance and design,
nature
organic
DC An.

1

T]

ii.

rwv

K((t&amp;gt;a\r)

rwv Qvnov,

tt

I.

(,V a

&quot;

ra

XP^J

41(5,

a, 4

OVTWS

at

ws

:

pi^ai

\tyttv

vpya-va-

ravra Kal (rtpa rois tpyois. DC
lucent,
1,
a, 9; Iityr. An.
(.

C.

I,
-

..

4(&amp;gt;8,

70S, a,

Part.
Part.

3

10, c.

iv. 5,

078, b, 6-10.

4

5

An.

12, 693, a, 2(), b,
Hist. \. 1.
(591, b, 17
;

1),

Part.

ii.

1,

iv. 12, (W2, b,
ffitt.vii. 7, 58(5, a, 19: (Hen.
iii. 9.
See i. 467. n. 1, supra.

Ilixf.

tvtcTTt

a\\iav

l.&quot;i.

An.

viii. 1,

yap tv rols
^(fttav

proceeds

58H. n, IS;

ir\fi(TTOis Kal rtav

1x vr)

r^v

tyvX$}v rpoiruv, airtp fVl

irf p^

rwv

vuv %x (l Qa-vtpwrfpas ras

:

TO.

^.tv

Kal i^rrov Siatytpa
TO 8e rrS
rbv avBpwnov

r&amp;lt;f

/j.a\\oi&amp;gt;

.

.

irpbs

avaKoyov Siafytpu

.

us yap tv

(rofy ia

Kal

c.v-

&amp;lt;riW&amp;lt;m.

tffri rts trf pa
O JTVS fv oisruv
roiavrn QvaiK^ Svva/mts. QavtpuTOTOI/ 5 eVrl TO TOIOVTOV tirl TTJV
TUV vaiSwi ri\iKiov
iv
(f&amp;gt;w

iv.

11,
19, c. 4, 489, a, 28,
41)7. b. 18.
,,

yap

with

this

illustrating

examples he

6pwTrw Tt\vr\ Kal

(J.

1

1st

After

TAJJ/

ai&amp;gt;Qp&-

ftiatyopds.

fi\&amp;lt;fya&amp;lt;riv

TOVTOIS yap TUV fifv vffTtpov f|eo)j
i
Kctl
laopivtov Hffrtv i5e/ oiov
8
ovQtv us
cnrfp/j-ara,
Sta&amp;lt;pfp(i
&quot;ix

enreiV

Kara

T;

tyvxil

&quot;n

rfisruv Oripiw ^vxys

\pcivov TOVTOV, Stxrr ovfitv
&\oyov, (I ra /j.ev ravra ra 5f tfaparl&amp;gt;v

ra 8 a.va\oyov
aAAots tyois.
-rr\r,aia
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turn the object which all the inorganic
The elements exist for the sake

itself in

it is

universe must serve.

substance, and

of homogeneous

organic
existence

reversed

is

this for the sake o*

Here, therefore, the

structures.

that which

:

essence and value.

is

order

of

last in origin is

1

Nature, after displaying a
continual decrease of perfection from the highest sphere
of heaven to earth, there reaches her turning point, and
first in

the descending scale of being begins to reascend. 2 The
elements by their mixture prepare the conditions neces
sary for the development of living creatures, and we
see Life expanding itself from its first weak germs to
3
highest manifestation in humanity.

its

Part. An.

1

ii.

TplWV 5 OVffC&lS Ttf^V
which see i. 517, n.
/J.CV 6.V

TtS #6/7]

T?V

1,

646, a, 12:
[i.e.

6, guj}.~\ irpwTijv

7^877

K TWV Ka\OVU-

e

vwv VTTO TIVWV &amp;lt;nofx*i(av ....
Tfpa 8e ffvffTaffis e /c TUV irpdnwv rj
V TOiS C^ otS
TUIV 6/J.OlO/JLpWV (pVfflS
Sev-

olov OO~TOV
(o~Tlv,
o~apKbs Kal
TUV ^AAOJJ/ TUV TOIOVTWV. TplTT} 8e

Kal

Tf\VTaia Tbv

Kal

olov

avo]j.oiopepuiv,

Xttpbs
eirtl

8

*X fL

Kct

TTJ

al

Kal

T(i3V

apid/nov

TUV

77

Kal

TtpocruTrov

TOIOVTWV

/J.Op

l(l}V.

fvavTiws eVi TTJS yfvtfftws
T ^ s ovcrias TO. yap vffTfpa

^ei/eVet TrpoTcpa TT\V

TrpwTov Tb

TTJ

&amp;lt;pvo~tv

ytvfffft

ear!

reAew-

TOVTUV

i,

(TW0(T(W |OH

8e TO. a

organic nature], ravra yap
Tb TeAos e^et Kal rb irepas
.

a/u,(poTpwv

ovv

/j.fv

ffT7]Ke TCCV fJLOpiWV
TO&amp;gt;V

6/J.OLOfMfpT)

ttAAtt TO.

TOVTWV,

aVO/J,OlOjU.fp(t)V

:

fj.(v

aiSia Kal

(tela

TUV OVTUV ra

aflTOV

T))V

(plHTlV

TOV fi\TLOVOS fV
a iSiov
JJ.T)

ro7s ez/5exoyueVoJS, rb Se
Kal
O&quot;rt

5ta Tairrav Tas aiTtas yeveffis

product

Xpovcf irpOTepav TT]V v\t]v avayKaiov
Kal TT]v yevecriv, T($ \6yq&amp;gt; 8e
ovffiav Kal Tr)v tKaffTOv

/j.op(pr)V.

TWV (TTOJ^e/aJV
TWV 6/j.oio/j.fpwv
avayKaiov
fKfiv&i- TavTa TTJ
/, vffTfpa yap

WCTT6
v

TT)V

fJLCV

elvai

Kal

eli/at

and the

i**v ovv

5

ej/5e^OyUi/o Kal eiVcu Kal /j,^ elvai, rb
Se Ka\bv Kal fb Qtlov a^Tiov ciet Kara

Sia TT]V i|/ux^ /
Kal TO
elvai

T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

VKeV

Kivd)V yap epya Kal irpdeis elfflv, olov O(p6a\fjiov, &C.
Cf. what is said in Gen. An.
tirel
ii. 1, 731, b, 24
ydp eVrt ra

house does not exist
for the sake of the stones and the
bricks, but these for the sake of
the house, and generally the
material for the sake of the form
:

.

fffTiv

Kal TOV xfipovos Kal

TaTov, for tJie

final

.

ta avv-

TO.

,

TO 5

e/j.\l/vxov
,

TOV

KOI TO tlvai TOV
rjv

TOV

/JLTJ

/J.TJ

yv,
cpcov

tffriv.
3

That Aristotle conceives of
such a process of development
from lower to higher forms, and

of man as the highest step in
the scale of evolution, by refer-
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Aristotle finds the first indications of this Life in

Movement

inorganic nature.

ence to which we may test the
degree of perfection attained by
lower forms of being, is obvious
from the passages referred to,
pp. 21 sq., 25 sq., and i. 465
sq.,

supra, as well as from those

Cf.
which immediately follow.
further Part. An, ii. 10, 655, b,
H7 sqq., (fen. An. i. 23, 731, a,

In the former of these
24.
plants
passages Aristotle says
have few and simple organs,
TO 8e trpbs T$ fiv aicrQi](nv t\ovTa
T
Se ap, Kal
iro\v/jiop&amp;lt;poTtpav ex
rovruv frtpa irpb fTtpwv /j.a\\ov,
Kal iro\vxovffTfpav, oauv IJLT] jj.6vov
:

1

aAAa

V

I

KOI rov tv

fjv

rotovro 8

effrl

%
avdpwirwv ytvos
/4fT(x fl rov Q f l u TUP

yap

rov

frjv

fj.tr (t\i](t&amp;gt;fv.

fj.&amp;lt;i)v

{&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;wv,

7/At

J/

tyixris

7;

rb rwv
/j.6vov
yvvpl&quot;

p.a\iara irdvruv.

r)

In

yap r&v Qvruv
ovffias ovdfv SGTIV a\\o fpyov ovSf
rov (Tirfp/jiaTos
irpii^is ov5f/j.ia ir\r]v r)
TOV 8f yov ou /j.6vov
ytvfais
the latter:

yfvvj}(Tai

TUV

KUIVUV

/j.iv

.

.

.

T)I

TTJS

fpyov (TOUTO /uef 70^
frdi Twv), a\\a

{(i)VT(t&amp;gt;v

Kal yvuxTfus TIVOS iravra ftcre;gou(ri,
Ttt fjLfV VAfiofOt, TOt 8 f AttTTOVOS, TCt
8f Trd/ATrai fJLUCpHs.
aftfOiiff iv yap

%X avffiV

&amp;lt;

a i(T0i](Tts yveoffis ris.

V $

TOWT7JS 8f T^ TlfllOV Kal aTl/uLOV TTOAl/
Siafyfpfi (TKoirniKTi
Kal irpbs rb TUV
p.tv

irpbs

yap

trpbs

(pp6i&amp;gt;ri(Tii&amp;gt;

o.^vx^
rb (ppovt iv

yffos.
Xxrirtp

ouStv rival SoKf? T^ Koivwf tv
Kal

ytvatus

S-n&amp;lt;riav

fj.6vov,

ftf\Tiffrov.

irpbs

a&amp;lt;|)f/s

8e ava(o~-

It is not

incon

with this view that,
Aristotle
starting from man,
(Part. An. iv. 10, G86, b, 20 sqq.)
should attribute to the different
animal tribes a continually di
minishing degree of perfection
as compared with him, and (/lint.
sistent

in

general

may

be re-

An. i. 6, 191, a, 19) should begin
with man as being best known
to us.
Nor can we with FRANTzius (Ari*t. iib. die Theilc d.
Thiere,p. 315, 7 7; contrast MEYER,
Arist. Thierk. 481 sqq.) conclude
from these passages that Aristotle
regards nature under the form of
a retrogressive rather than a pro

gressive development, and con
ceives of its history as that of
an ideal animal assuming a
succession of degenerate shapes
as it descends from the human
to the vegetable form.
For, in
first place, he does not always
begin with man, but only when
he is treating of the external
when, on the other
organs
hand, lie is dealing with the
internal organisation, a field in
which more is known of the
lower animals than of men, he
takes the opposite course (Ifixt.
An. i. 1(5 init., cf. Part. ii. 10, 050.
But, in the second place,
a, 8).
it does not at all follow that that
which is more known to us must
in itself be the first either in

the

;

point of value or of time, or
that because Aristotle, in treating
of the forms of organic life,
begins with the more perfect and
proceeds to the more imperfect,
nature follows the
therefore
same course in producing them.
On the contrary, he states as
definitely as possible that nature
proceeds in the reverse order
see, besides other passages, the
preceding note. There is here
;

no question of a metamorphosis
such as that described, either
or
retrogressive
progressive.
Aristotle does not conceive of an
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garded as a sort of
animation to everything
life.

In a certain sense we attribute
:

we

talk of the

and the wind, and find analogies

to the

life

of the air

phenomena

of

1

the organic
Again, the
and
like
animals,
and
its
world has
plants
age
youth
as
conditions
other
each
except that they do not succeed
of the whole, but are present simultaneously as alter
we 11- watered region may
nating states of its parts.
life

of animals in the sea.

A

while an arid tract may spring
dry up and grow old,
When streams
into fresh life by timely moisture.
is gradually
mouths
their
about
land
the
increase,
the
sea becomes
when
they dry up,
changed to sea;

When

land. 2

these changes take place slowly, length

ideal individual either developing
or degenerating into various

The organic forms do
forms.
not themselves pass into one
another; the transition is effected
by nature as she rises to the
fuller exercise of her creative
power. Cf. p. 25, supra.
See i. 459, n. 5, 460, n.l, sup.,
and Gen. An. iv. 10, 778, a, 2
1

:

jSi os

yap rts Kal

irvfvp.ar6s

&amp;lt;rri

Upon the

Kal

sea

yevcffis Kal QQiffis.
ii.
v. Meteor,
2,

355, b, 4 sqq.

356, a, 33 sqq.
2
Cf. on this

the

full

and

remarkable exposition, Meteor,

The same

14.

i.

regions, Aristotle

there says, are not always wet
or dry, but according as rivers
or disappear, the land
arise
retreats before the sea or the sea
before the land. This happens,
however, Kara riva rdu&amp;gt; Kal irepi-

on
apx^l Se rovrtav Kal atriov
yys ra tvrbs, Sxrirep ra
ra rwv Qvruv Kal Cywv,
ffu&amp;gt;/j.ara

rrj
aK/j.deiv Kal (pdiveiv avayKatov
Se yrj rovro yiverat Kara pfpos Sta

Kal Oep^rrtra.
As these
increase or diminish, portions of
the earth change their character,

^v^iv

&quot;^s

TUL Kal IruSpot

moisture of a district increases.
of the former pro
cess, Aristotle in the following
passage (351, b, 28 sqq., 352, b,

As examples
19 sqq.)

7^)p as -

I*1

regard

a/j.a

-nav

a

xp6a x(affis

is

TOV

an epyov rov irora/ji.ov (5u&amp;gt;pov
TOV Trorauov, HEROD, ii. 5), and
the region surrounding the oracle

NetAou,

of

*x ei Ka^

names Egypt, which

unmistakably

lies

CLK/A^V

yiyvomai Kara /j.epos.

;

Kal

to the latter, however,

Svvarai

Where a region dries up, the rivers
decrease and finally disappear,
the sea retreats, and land is
formed where the sea was before
the opposite happens when the

o8oj/.

TT)S

ej/i/5po

elra fypaiverai Kal yijpdLV
erepoi Se r6iroi fticixTKOv,

Ammon,

which, like Egypt,

below the level of the sea
and must therefore once have
been the sea bottom
Argolis
and the neighbourhood of My;
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of time and the gradual character of the transformation
cause the memory of them to be usually forgotten
l

;

when they happen suddenly they belong
of devastating inundations

a

to

to that class

which Aristotle, following

8

Plato, attributed those relapses into primitive barbarism
which, coeternal though the human race is assumed to be

cense in Greece; the Bosphorus,
the shore of which is continually

TUTTOVS vypovs T

Some, he says (. 552,
a, 17 sqq.
according to ii. 3,
356, b, sqq., he is thinking here
of Democritus, but the same view

consequently, and
one day cease to
Palus Majotis will
rb yap tpyov avTuv

ascribed to Anaximander and
of. ZULLEB, Ph. d. dr.
\. 205, 2, 79J), 4), attribute these
changes to a change in the world
as a whole, ws yivop.4vov TOV ovpavov,
holding that the collective mass
of the sea is diminished by

Xpovos OVK ex 61
Ibid. 351, b, 8 sqq

changing.

;

i&amp;gt;

is

Diogenes;

gradual

evaporation

(contrast

Meteor, ii. 3).
But if in many
places the sea changes into land
and contrariwise land into sea,
we cannot explain this upon the
ground of a ytiwrts TOV K6(r/j.ov
yf \oTov yap ota

/jLiKpas Kal

/j.fTafio\as Kivtlv

Tb

aKapiaias

irnv, o

8f TTJS

yys oyKos Kal rb ntyedos ov0v
rbv o\ov ovpavov.

STJTTOU irpbs

cffTt

aAXo

irdvTwv

TovTd&amp;gt;v
atriov viroXirirreov
OTI yiyvtTat 5ia \pov(t&amp;gt;v
ffi/iap/Wrwr,
olov iv TOUT /car
tviawrbv &pais

OUTW irepiotiov Tivbs /jLyd\r]s
xdfjiuv Kal vireppok-r) tfiftpctv.

Xfi/Avv,
/j.(yas
ai/TT/

8

r6irovs.

ad Kara TOVS avrovs
Deucalion s flood was

OVK

chiefly confined to ancient Hellas

or the country watered by the
Achi-lous.
Cf. 352, b, 1(5: tirel
5
avdyKr) TOV fi\ov [the whole
globe] ylyvtffBai p.tv Tiva yueraKal
fjL^
petroi
ytvtaiv
&amp;lt;pdopav, (firfp
fjLfVfi [/jLfvfl] Tb irni/,
TOVS avTovs atl
/AT)
fio\)]i&amp;gt;,

.

.

TTOTa/xoTs

al

flvai 6a\a.TTT) Kal

tipovs.

The Tanais,
the Nile will
flow, and the
be dried up
:

f

x6

Tff )av

^^

-

which

1

,

also refers to Egypt.
*

The other

possibility, of a

sudden destroying heat,

is

even

more completely neglected by
Aristotle than

by Plato.

3

Plato introduces the story
of the Atlantides in the Tinus-ns
with the remark that devastating
tempests, at one time of fire, as
in the time of Phaethon, at
another of flood, overtake man

When

kind
with

all

tion,

become overwhelmed

at intervals.

cities,

their attendant civilisa

latter, the survivors,

who

in the
are for

the most part semi-barbarous
mountaineers, must begin again
from the beginning. Hence wo
have a youthful Hellenic culture

by side with an effete
Egyptian civilisation. The same
conception recurs in the account
side

of the gradual rise of civilised
states out of primitive barbarism,
in the 7&amp;gt;w.v, iii. 0715, B sqq.
the
question whether the human race
has existed from all eternity or

only for an indefinitely long
time (vi. 781, E) being left
undecided.
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befall it in the
yet from time to time
2
Life nevertheless in the strict
civilisation.

with the world,

1

history of its
sense exists only, as Aristotle emphatically declares, in
their own soul, i.e. in Plants
which are moved

by

beings
and Animals, 3

1
Aristotle does not, indeed,
is so in
expressly say that this
any extant passage of his writ

from
ings; it follows, however,
his whole view of the world that
could not have assigned a
to the human race
any more than to the world it
As man is the end of
self.
nature, she must have been im
of
perfect for an infinite period
time, if at any time the human
race did not as yet exist. More
over, Aristotle actually says (cf.
lie

beginning

475, n. 4, 508, n. 2, supra,
that in the history of civilisation
1he same discoveries have been
made an infinite number of times,
and his pupil, Theophrastus,
i.

other arguments against
the eternity of the world con
troverts that which uses the
comparative recent-ness of these

among

discoveries to prove tli.it mankind
came into being within a definite
period of time. See Ch. XII. part
3.
According to CENSOEINOS,
4, 3, Aristotle

of the

taught the eternity
race in one of his

human

own writings. The question which
Gen. An.

he discusses

iii.

11,

762, b, 28 sqq. how we are to
conceive of the origin of man
and the four-footed tribes (eftrep

tyevovrt
Qaari rives
TTJS

TTore
.

yfVfffews

.

ynyevcis,
.

eftrep

iraffi

1\v

rots

tiffTrfp

ns apxh
jjjo*s)

is

suggested hypothetically, and
not from the point of view of

own

his

theory.

Cf.

BERNAYS,

Theophr. r. d. Frommigk. 44 sq.
2
It has already been shown
1.

n.

475, n. 4, 508, n. 2,
will
2, supra, and

and 25G,
be

still

further proved Ch. XII. part
that Aristotle regards reli
2,

and proverbial
gious beliefs
truths as remnants of a civilisa
tion which has been destroyed
by devastations of nature. These
devastations,

ing to

however (accord
can only have

p. 30, n. 2),

affected particular parts of the
earth, although often so wide
that the scanty survivors of the
former population were forced to

begin again from the very begin
ning. \Vhcn, therefore, CENSORINUS, 18, 11, says of the great
annus tnundi (on which see ZELLEK, Ph. d. Gr. i. 084, n. 4, and

250), quern Aristoteles maximum
we
poti us quam magnum appellat,
may not conclude (as BERNAYS,
ibid. 170, shows) that Aristotle
conceived of periodic revolutions
in the history of the universe or
even of the earth as a whole.

He may have employed

the ex

views of
pression in discussing the
others perhaps in the books upon
56
philosophy (on which see p.
sq.).
3

See

p. 1, supra.
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Plants.

Plants stand lowest in the scale of living creatures.

1

an organic
display a real soul, inhabiting
this soul is
Yet
of a soul.
body, and no mere analogue
of the lowest sort, and its functions are confined to

They

first

2
and propagation.
Vegetables are not en
or the faculties of
locomotion
and
sensation
with
dowed
3
no vital point
have
life from which they spring.
They

nutrition

of unity (no ^SCTOTT^), as is proved by the fact that
live after being cut in pieces; and
they continue to
to this defect they are insensible to the form

owing

of that which operates

Hence we may

4
upon them.

animals that have coalesced; for
but one soul, they combine
though in reality they have
5
several potential souls.
Again the sexes have not yet

compare them

to

botanical
Aristotle s
All that his
93.

they have no right and left side,
but merely an upper and a lower

extant works contain upon the
to be found
subject of plants is
collected in WIMMEB S Phyto-

705, a. 29-b, 21
Jurent. c. 1, 4(57, b, 32; DC Cwlo,
ii. 2, 284, b, 27, 285, a, 16, cf. i.
On Plato s view
41)7, n. \, supra.
of plants, which in spite of parti
cular deviations from Aristotle s
is yet nearly related to it, see Ph.

1

On

treatise cf. p.

logiw Aristut.

Fragmenta (Bres-

laa, 1838).

See p. 1, n. 3, supra.
See p. 21, n. 2, supra. As
to sensation,
plants never awake
their condition is like an eternal
do not, accord
sleep, and they
the alterna
participate in
3

ingly,

tions of sleep and
Sinn no, 1, 454, a, 15

waking

(lie

Gen. An. v.
For the
1, 778, b, 31 sqq.).
same reason there is no distinc
tion between the front and the
;

back in plants, for this depends
different
upon the position of the
organs of sense. Finally, being
without the power of locomotion
while they participate in growth,

VOL.

II.

:

An.

In&amp;lt;jr.

c.

4,

;

pp. 731, 714, 7.
An. i. 5, 411, b, 19, ii.
2, 413, b, 16,c. 12, 424, a 32
Long.
Vitce, c. 6, 467, a, 18; Juv. et Sen.
See also foil. n.
c. 2, 468, a, 28.
5
Juv. et Sen. 2, 468, a, 21)
sqq., where, speaking of insects
which can live in a divided form,
he says they are plants which
live on in slips
they have only
one soul tvepyfta, but several
io iKaffi yap roi Toiavra
Svvd/jLfi.

d. fir.

l)e

;

:

;

TUV

(pltiV

tyvKtiffw.

1TO\\0?S

Gen. An.

(Tt^TT23, 731, a,

&amp;lt;?OIS

i.

D
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attained to separate existence in them
confined to
mere vitality and the propagation of their species, they
:

remain in the condition of perpetual union of the sexes.
The nature of their body corresponds to this incom
pleteness in the

of their soul.

life

com

Its material
2

position consists principally of earth

structure

its

;

1

is

simple, designed for few functions, and therefore pro
vided with few organs 3 deriving its nourishment from
the earth, and being deprived of locomotion, it is rooted
;

to the ground, and the upper part of it,
sponds to the head of animals, is turned

which corre

downwards

member to the worse place. 4 It is true that
in its contrivance we do not altogether fail to trace the
designing faculty of nature, but we do so only indis
the better

5

But, though in comparison w ith other living
creatures plants occupy so low a place, compared with
r

tinctly.

21

arexvats

:

ra

toi/ce

&amp;lt;2a

us ova&quot;t]s rijs
413, b, 18
evTf\exeia fj.tv
tyvxys
:

e/catrry C^UTW,

Cf Part. An.
.

8vi&amp;gt;d/j.ei

iv. 5,

Rcsp. c. 17, 479,
7, 707, b, 2.

&a&quot;irep

De An.

tyvra tlvai Sicupera.

ei/

2,

rovrois

/JLIO.S

ev

Se TrAeidj/wz

682, a, 6

a, 1

ii.

;

;

De

Ingr. An.

An. i. 23, 731, a, i. 24,
20, 728, b, 32 sqq. c. 4,
717, a, 21, ii. 4 fin. iv. 1, 763,
b, 24, iii. 10, 759, b, 30; Hint.
1

b, 8,

An.
a,

Gen..
c.

viii. 1,

588, b, 24, iv.

I

1,

538,

food (Gen. An.

2, 753, b, 25
601, b, 11), for
the consumption of which heat

H. An.
is

De

Resp. 13, 14, 477, a, 27,
Gen. An. iii. 11, 761, a,
b, 23 sqq.
29. That Aristotle held that there
were other constituents in plants
besides earth is obvious from the
;

passage cited i. 482, n. 3, supra.
According to Meteor, iv. 8, 384,
ts 30, plants consist of earth and
water, the water serving for their

iii.

;

19,

p. 12, n. 3,

necessary (see

p. 14, n. 2

ad

and

supra).
De An* ii. 1, 412, b, 1
Part. An. ii. 10, 655, b, 3V
Phys. viii. 7, 261, a, 15.
4
Tngr. An. c. 4 init. c. 5,
706, b, 3 sqq.
Long. Vittf, 6, 467,
Juv. et Sen. c. 1 fin.
Part.
b, 2
fin.,

3

;

;

;

;

An.

iv. 7, 683, b, 18, c. 10, 686, b,

31 sqq.
*

18.

vii.

TO IS

See further
ii. 8,

Phys.
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;VTO?S

irpbs
TTJS
.

p. 27, n. \,svp.
/ecu Iv
199, a, 23
:

(&amp;gt;cuVeTcu

.

.

ra

(rVfj-fytpovra.

rb re\os, olov TO.
rov
eVe/ca
Kapirov
rd (j)VTa ra
[sc.

OVK avu dAAa KCXTCO ej/e/ca
Kal eV TO?S
b, 9

TTJS

:

(pvTo~i&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

t

eVe/c

rov,

r\Trov

Se
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the inanimate world the operation of the soul in plants,
the propagation of the species, must be
and
especially

As all terrestrial things imitate
placed very high.
endless
their
reproduction the eternity of Heaven,
by
1

so living creatures are enabled by means of procreation
within the limits of their own particular
to

partake,

eternal
species, of the

and the divine. 2

This, then,
3
more elevated
the highest aim of vegetable life.
1
rank of vitality appears in Animals, to which Aristotle

A

is

1

note and

Of. precedirg

p.

13 sqq.
31:
Gen. An. ii.
l^TSl.b,
lirel
yap aSvvaros i) (pvffis rov
roiov Tov yivnvs aiStos flvai, Ka9
&quot;-

$&amp;gt;v

Kara roi&amp;gt;r6v
rpoirov,
eV5ex CTat
iariv JuSjov rb yiyv6/JL(i/ov. apiO/Aw
e?5et 5
afivva. TOV, ....
fjLtv ovv
Sib ytvos oei

eVSe xfTar
v

Kal

Kal

to~rl

(?(*&amp;gt;

735, a, HI

:

all

avQpwirwv
Ibid.

&amp;lt;pvru&amp;gt;v.

animals and plants

etrrt
rovro
0p(trriK6v
rb ytvvnriKov trepov olov avr6
rovro y&P TTaVrbs (f)VlT(L Tf\(lOV

have rb

5&quot;

])6 An.
fpyov Kal fyov Kal fyvTOv.
ii. 4, 415, a, 2(5
fyvaiKuTarov yap
TUV fpywv TO?$ u(nv, ova rt\fia
:

Kal

jj.r]

iriipw/uLaTa,

ainofjLaTnv
olov avrb,
tyv-rbv,

x
{&amp;lt;?ov

iva rov

f)

T?/J/

ytvfffiv

T ^ noinffai trtpov
8e
JJL^V
$ov,
&amp;lt;pvrbi&amp;gt;

afl

Kal

rov Qtiov

$ Svvavrai &C. Polit.
Cf. the passages,
i. 2, 1252, a, 28.
Gen. ctCorr. ii. 10 and 11 (i. 511,
n. 3, xup.\ from which (Econ. i. 3,

p.frix (affiv

1343, b, 23 is copied, and on the
which
Plato
propositions of
Aristotle here follows, PJt.d. Gr. i.
:&amp;gt;12,

3

3.

Z^l.ii.4.

Seep.

21, n.

1,

supra.
4
Among: further details of
Aristotle s doctrine of plants may
be mentioned: (1) his division

the plant into root, stem,
branches, and leaves. The root
is the nutritive organ, and the
leaves are veined in order to dif
fuse the nutriment which is con
tained in the sap (Part. An. iv.
4, (578, a, 9, iii. 5, 668, a, 22
Juv. et Sen. 3, 468, b, 24). Again
(Part. An. ii. 10 lnit.\ he divides
the bodies of plants and animals
into three chief parts: that by
which they take up food into
of

;

their system (the head), that by
which they rid themselves of su

perfluous matter, and that which
lies in the middle between these
two. In plants, the root is the head
(seep. 27, n. 1, supra) as the nu
triment they draw from the earth
;

is

already digested, they require

no store-chamber

for useless sur
plus (on this see also Gen. An. ii.
4, 740, a, 25, b, 8)
nevertheless,
;

the fruit and the seed which
form at the opposite end from
the root are secretions ( Part. An.
ii.

iv.

3,
4,

650, a, 20, 655, b, 32,
H. An. iv. 6,
678, a, 11

10,

:

531, b, 8, with which De Sensu,
5, 445, a, 19, where the elements
which plants fail to absorb and
leave behind in the soil seem to
be regarded as irepirrw/uLara of the
food of plants, is not inconsis-

D
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accordingly devoted so large a portion of his scientific
activity.

1

Earth and water are

(2)

tent).

the food of plants {Gen. et Corr.
Part. An. ii. 3,
ii. 8, 335, a, 11
;

and p. 34, n. 2, supra.
Cf. H. An. vii. 19, 601, b, 12;
Gen. An. iii. 11, 762, b, 12); it
G50, a,

3,

the sweet part of their food
that nourishes plants and animals
is

(De Senm,

4,

442, a, 1-12)

;

this

hand, excessive f ruitf ulness stunts
and destroys plants, because it
absorbs too much of the nutritive
substance {Gen-. An. i. 8, 718, b,
12, iii. 1, 749, b, 26, 750, a, 20
sqq. iv. 4, 771, b, 13,

18, 725,
546, a, 1
trees, especially the
wild fig-tree, see Gen. An. i. 18,

25

b,

;

cf.

H. An.

i.

v. 14,

on barren

they consume by aid of their vital
heat (of. p. 12, n. 3, and p. 14, n. 2,
supra, and Part. An. ii. 3, 650,
a, 3 sqq.), which, in its turn, is

726, a, 6, c. 1, 715, b, 21, iii. 5,
755, b, 10 H. An. v. 32, 557, b,
On the origin of the seed,
25).
see the remarks, Gen. An. i. 20,

them partly from

728, b, 32 sqq. c. 18, 722, a, 11,
723, b, 9. On the development of

supplied
their

to

food,

from

partly

the

;

surrounding atmosphere, albeit
plants do not require respiration
if the atmosphere is too cold or
too hot the vital heat is destroyed
and the plant withers {De Sensu,

the germ from the seed and on pro
pagation by slips, Juv. et Sen. c.
3, 468, b, 18-28 (cf. WIMMER, p.
31; BRANDIS, p. 1240): Gen. An.

6; cf. Respir. 17, 478, b, 31).
As to the influence exercised
upon the character and colour of
plants by the nature of the soil
and water, see Polit. vii. 16, 1335,

iii.

;

c.

b,

1

8

;

Gen. An.

ii.

4,

738, b, 32

sqq. v. 6, 786, a, 2 sqq.; H. An. v.
De Sensti, 4, 441, a,
1 1, 543, b, 23
11, 30; cf. Probl. 20, 12; De
;

Color, c. 5.
(3) The seed and the
fruit of plants are made of the
surplus portion of their food

(Part. An. ii. 10, 655, b, 35, c. 7,
638, a, 24; Gen. An. iii. 1, 749,
b. 27, 750, a, 20, i. 18, 722, a, 11,
723, b, 16, 724, b, 19, c. 20, 728,
Meteor.
a, 26, c. 23, 731, a, 2 sqq.
;

iv.

380, a, 11); they contain

3,

both the germ and the food of
the new plant {De An. ii. 1, 412,
Gen. An. ii. 4, 740, b, 6, i.
b, 26
;

23, 731, a, 7) ; smaller plants are
more fruitful, being able to ex

pend more material upon the
formation of seeds: on the other

4

739, b, 34, c. 6, 741, b, 34,
752, a, 21, c. 11, 761, b, 26;
Respir. c. 17, 478, b, 33. On selfgeneration in plants and animals,
ii.

2,

and on parasi tes, there are remarks
in Gen. An. i. 1, 715, b, 25, iii. 11,
H. An. v. 1, 539,
762, b, 9, 18
;

On

the length of life
of plants vide
Meteor, i. 14, 351, a, 27; Longit.
Vitat, c. 4, 5, 466, a, 9, 20 sqq. c.
De Respir. 17, 478, b, 27 cf.
6
Gen. An. iii. 1, 750, a, 20; on the
fall of the leaf and
evergreens,
Gen. An. v. 3, 783, b, 10-22.
On the sources from which
he received assistance, vide the
valuable account of BRANDIS, ii. b,
1298-1305. Of his predecessors
in this field the most important
a, 16.

(4)

and the decay

;

;

1

was

whom

undoubtedly Democritus,
he frequently mentions

with the greatest respect. He
refers further to certain views
of Diogenes of Apollonia, Anaxagoras, Empedocles, Parmenides,
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The powers of

Animals.

nutrition

panied in all animals

by

and propagation are accom

sensation, the feeling of plea

in most of them also
sure and pain, and the appetites
the sentient and
the
of
locomotion.
Hence
by
power
:

the motive soul

is

now added

that moral and intellectual

development in

man may

Even

to the vegetable. 1

which reaches

life

its

full

be dimly traced in the lower

animals
they exhibit gentleness and fierceness, fear
and courage, cunning and understanding nor do we
fail to perceive an analogue to the scientific faculty of
:

;

men

in

the teachableness of certain animals

conversely children

the

display

;

while

same kind of rudi-

Alcma:on, Herodorus, Leophanes,
Syennesis, Polybns, several state

LANGE, indeed, judges differently,
The
Gesch. (L Material, i. 61

ments of Ctesias and Herodotus
(which, however, he treats with
critical distrust), and now and
then, rather by way of literary

belief that Aristotle was a great
discoverer in natural science is

embellishment, to the poets.
Notwithstanding all these, he
must have mainly relied for his
knowledge of animals upon his
own observations, supplemented
as those were by information
received from shepherds, hunters,
fishermen, breeders, and veterin
ary doctors. His theory, with the
exception perhaps of a few isol
ated points, may be regarded as his
own original work. * The setting
into place and putting to use of
the facts left him by his predeces

BRANDIS remarks, 1303, as
well as the scientific form which
he gave to zoology, are in all pro
bability Aristotle s own work.
sors,

:

still

widely diffused. The know
however, that he had

ledge,

predecessors in this field
has necessarily caused this
opinion to be much critisised, &c.
Yet when we ask where we hear

many
.

.

.

LANGE
of these predecessors,
refers us (pp. 129, 11, 135, 30)
merely to a quotation from MULLACH, Fr. Phil i. 338, who, how
ever,

expresses

himself

much

more guardedly: baud scio an
Stagirites illam qua reliquos philosophos superat eruditionem aliex parte Democriti librorum
lectioni debuerit.
On the aid
which Alexander is said to have
f/iia

lent Aristotle

in his zoological
investigations see p. 29 sq.
See p. 21, supra.
1
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mentary moral and

intellectual

development which we

detect in brutes. 1

The character and structure of
1

An.

//.

588, a, 18
evevn yap kc. (see p. 27, n. 6. su
Kal

pra).

viii.

yap

1,

:

Kal aypio-

r}/j.eporrjs

rvjs Kal Trpaorrts Kal xccAeTroTTjs Kal
ai Spia Kal 5eiAia Kal (pofioi Kal
6dppv)

Kal

Kal

6v/j.ol

Kal rrjs
ffweffeois evturiv

iravovpyiai

rr]v didvotav

Trepl

avruv 6/j.otorriTes. (For
the continuation of this passage
Ibid, ix. 1 in it.
ra 8 tfdir) ruv ^cfcov ecrrl rcoi /mev
eV Ti-oAAors

see p. 27, n. 6.)

:

Kal

a^avporepuv

fipaxv&iwrepwy

r,rrov rin iv li/SrjAcc Kara r^v afaflr)(Tiv, T&V 8e (AaKpoffLoorepuv evSr]\6repa.
(paivovrai yap exovrd Ttva
8vvxu.iv trepl fKaffrov TUV TTJS
tyvx^s
Tra6r]/j.aT(ji}v

Kal

irepi

QV&amp;lt;TIK}]V,

re (ppovn-

Kal avSpiav Kal
8etA.tai/, Trepi re Trpaorrjra Kal xA.eKal
ras
a\\as ras roiavras
TroTTjra
ffiv

ev-f)6eiav

fvia

e|ets.

Se

Koivcave i rivbs aiu.a
Kal 8i8a(TKa\Las, ra
aAA7]Aa)j/ ra Se Kal Trapa

Kal

na9riac&amp;lt;as

/j.fv

Trap

rwv

avOpooTTtov, offatrep

Xei, ,ur;
offa Kal

ras
5

rcav

8ia&amp;lt;popds.

f]Qr]

aKoljs /Aere-

p6vov oVa rwv tyoQcav aAA

r&v

Siaicrddverai

(rij/jLfiuv

(Of. c. 3 init.

fracav

.

.

.

Siatyepei

ra
Kara
:

re 8et\(av Kal irpaorrjra Kal
avSpiav
Kal r)/j.fp6rrjTa Kal vovv re Kal

After

avoiav.)

difference

discussing the
the
sexes

between

with respect to disposition, Ari
stotle continues, 608, b, 4: rovrwv
Tracriv cos etireiv,
fj.a\\ov

8f

&amp;lt;pavepM-

repa ev ro is

UXOVO-L /j.a\\ov tfOos
Kal /j.d\L(Tra ev ai
rovro yap
dpcoircf

X 6i T v*

/

&c.

Cf.

An.

i.

(pixTiv

aTrorere\eo /j.evr)v

1, 488, b, 12 sqq.; Gen.
23 (see p. 28, n. 3, supra).
the
Upon
docility and sagacity
of many animals see also
Metapli.
i.
1, 980, a, 27 sqq.; Eth. iv. 7,
i.

their bodies

answer

1141, a, 9,6; Part. An. ii. 1, 4,
H48, a, 5, 650, b, 24.
In the
ninth book of his Natural History
Aristotle treats not only of habits
of animals in general but more
especially of the traces of intelli
gence which they exhibit. Of
all quadrupeds the
sheep has the
smallest amount of intelligence

the stag, on
(c. 3, 610, b, 22)
the other hand, displays a large
amount (c. 5).
Bears, dogs,
panthers, and many other ani
mals find out the proper remedies
against wounds and sickness, and
the proper means of assistance
against the attacks of other ani
;

mals (c. 6). With what intelli
gence again do swallows build
their nests, and the pigeon pro
vide for his

mate and

how cunningly

(c. 7);

manage

their

his

young

partridges

love-affairs,

and

hatch and protect their broods
how cleverly the crane
(c. 8)
;

what
(c. 10)
displayed in the habits
of birds in general, in the choice
of a habitation, in the building
of their nests, in the search for
food (see ibid. c. 11-36).
In
directs his flight

design

;

is

manner Aristotle remarks
upon the cunning of many marine
like

animals

(c. 37), the industry of
spiders (c. 39), of bees, wasps,
and the like (c. 40-43), the
docility and cleverness of ele
phants (c. 46), the moral instinct
of camels and horses (c. 47), the
humane disposition of dolphins
(c. 48), &c. ; with all which it
is only natural that much that
is

questionable should be mixed

up.

rank which animals occupy in the scale of
Their more numerous and various

to the higher

animated nature.

functions require a greater number and complexity of
Aristotle discusses all these organs in his
organs.
treatise

on the Parts of Animals.

describes
consist

the

1

First

2-9) he

(ii.

homogeneous materials of which

blood,

they

marrow, brain, flesh, bones, sinews,
The fundamental constituents of these

fat,

veins, skin, &c.

materials are the elements of warmth, cold, dryness,
and humidity. 2 Flesh, or that which corresponds to it
3
amongst the lower classes of animals, is the most essen
tial and indispensable portion of the animal
economy
for Aristotle, unacquainted as he was with the nerves,
believed that flesh was the medium of the most universal
:

senses, that of touch, and therefore the most
universal organ of animal life. 4
Bones, sinews, and
external coverings serve to unite and protect the flesh. 5
The blord furnishes the nourishment of the various solid

of the

More

1

last three

see

i.

in

accurately

the

books of this treatise

92, n. 1,

and

i.

89, n.

;

2,

supra, on these and the Aparo/iaf.
Part. An. ii. 2 init.-c. 3,
650, a, 2, referring to the different
respects in which one thing is
said to be warmer than another,
and the transition from one state
into another.
3
4

Cf. p. 26, n. 2, supra.
Part. ii. 8 hiit.
irpurov

tarlv
TOIOVTOV

a&amp;lt;r),

iTfpl

a-aptcbs

iv

txovcri ffdpKas, iv 5e rots &\\ois TO
TOVTO yap apx^ Kal
trui/ia

Ka0

a&amp;lt;jrb

ruv

^wv

Kara rbv \Ayov
pitfpc0a ro5 ?x

$ri\ov 8t

&quot;

St

rV

irpwTrjv

tariv.

rb yap
aXafhiffiv,

aurr?

5

al(rdrjTr,piov

rb

An.

i.
3, 4, 489, a, 18,23; but
especially De An. ii. 11, 422, b,
19, 34 sqq. 423, b, 1 sqq. 29, iii.
The organ of
2, 426, b, 15.
sensation itself is the heart (see

Infra).

rols

avd\oyov

8&quot;

see, further, c. 1, 647, a, 19, c. 3,
650, b, 5, c. 10, G5G, b, 34; 77.

5

Part.

6

The blood, or that which

:

[fTKeTrreW]

TOUTTJJ

On the
nopi6v IVTIV.
importance of flesh for sensation

responds to
is

ii.

it

8,

653, b, 30 sqq.
cor-

(see p. 26, n.

I.

sup.),

most immediately food (T-

\cvrata or ^tr^aTTj

to the

Tpo&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;77)

animal body (De Somno,
a,

34;

32 sqq.

c. 4,

456,

Part.
651,

a,

ii.

12

3,
;

c.

3,

650, a,

Gen. An.
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constituents.
is

therefore

water

2

The brain

composed

the marrow

;

and
and

serves to cool the blood, 1
of the ,cold elements of earth

3

4

and other parts

are

made

of

blood.
Here, therefore, we may notice a
graduated scale of means and ends. The homogeneous
elements of the body exist for the sake of the organic, 5

surplus

butwhile some of them

fulfil their end
directly as parts of
the organism, a second class serves merely as nutriment
to the former, and a third consists of the superfluous

remnant of the second, 6 which nevertheless has a use of
its own in the economy of Nature and is not lost. 7

Each

of these materials

is

according to its purpose,

of superior or inferior quality
so that even here different

animals and different parts of the same animal do not
stand upon the same level. 8 The soul resides primarily
ii.

4, 740, a, 21,

and passim}

its

quality, therefore,
the life both of soul

depends

;

Part. An.

;

on

much

of

and body
and c.

ibid.,

618, a, 2 sqq.
According to
the latter passage, thick warm
blood is more conducive to
strength, thin cool blood to sense
2,

The
perception, and thought.
best mixture is one of warm but
thin and pure blood.
1
Ibid.c. 7 (seep 16,n.6,xttp.).
Only animals which have blood,
therefore, have a brain (ibid.
652, b, 23) human beings have a
;

proportionately larger one than
beasts, men than women (653, a,
27), because their blood, being
warmer, requires more to cool it.

&KavOav

Kal

etrr!

TO

e/j.irfpi\a/j.pav6/Jivov
4
Such as the seed, which is
afterwards discussed, and the
milk (Gen. An. iv. 8).
5
Seei. 517, n. 6, ii. p. 3, n. 2,

and

p. 28, n. 1,

supra.
Part. ii. 2, 647, b, 20 sqq.
See i. 465, n. 2, supra.
8
Part. ii. 2, 647, b, 29 (after
explaining the three kinds of
avTuv 8e lovTdiv at
o/ioto/iepTj)
Sia(popal -rrpbs a\\rj\a rov jSeAn oj/os
6
7

:

eVe/ceV eiViv. oiov
ai/jLaros

irpbs

TWV TS

cufj.a

TO

&\Ao&amp;gt;j/

^uei/

KOI

yap

AeTTT^Tepoj/ TO Se Tra^vrepov Kal TO
cffri
TO
8e
Kadapwrepov
fri 5e TO yiiei/ tyvxpd6o\p&amp;lt;aTfpov,

fj.ev

Bloodless animals, however, have
something analogous to the brain

Tfpov TO Se flep/ioVepoj/ ej/ re TO?S
/j-opiois TOV ej/bs (pov (TO yap tv TOIS

see p. 26, n. 8, supra.
2
Ibid. 652, b, 22.
3
Ibid. c. 6 fin.

avca

;

:

rrjs

ftepeai

Trpbs

TO.

KO.TW

/u6pia

TavTais Ta7s Siacpopa is^ Kal
[6 juueAbs]

cc/uaT Krjs rpofyris TTJS fls

6&amp;lt;rra

Similar differ
Trpbs eVepoi/.
ences in flesh are referred to,
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Pneuma, which

in the

which in turn has

we

If

its

is

the cause of vital heat, and

chief seat in the heart.

1

consider the organs formed of
in the first
materials, we must notice
to

ru-oceed

homogeneous

animals possess a point of functional unity,
place that
their vitality is

and consequently an organ in which
2

centred

:

in creatures that have blood this organ

heart, in others

something similar

3
;

is

the

only some of

it is

the very lowest classes that so closely resemble plants
several points of
as to possess at least potentially

and

vitality

to continue living after they have

cut in pieces.

very beginning
be destroyed without
Part

3 065, a,

iii

De An.

2.

9,

1, c. 7, G70, b,
ol
421, a, 25
:

-

3

See
an.

n. 7,

supra,

Its function
cf.

;

MEYER,

6

Arlst.

Thh-rk. 221).

rrjv

iii.

l&amp;gt;art.

4, 000, a,

10, 20,

De

Vita, 3, 408, b,
28
Gen. An. ii. 4, 739, b, 33,
view of
740, a, 24, where the

.

p. 20,

5

all identified

667, a, 32

01

Cf. p. 6, n. 2, gitjfftt.
See p. 33, n. 4, supra.

1

its dissolution.

ts
ffK\T]p6ffapKoi cvpvf

yap
,

ii.

been

This central organ is formed at the
of life in every animal, and cannot

4

;

;

and

Democritus is controverted which

represented the outer portions
as being formed iirst, as though
we were dealing with figures of
K ai rovrov
5e Ka
T
irpocr^/cu
and not with
YtW De Vita- etM.c.2-i; Part, wood or stonewhose
evolution
V 005, b, 9 sqq. c. 5, 667, b, living beings,
iii
outwards
For a more detailed account proceeds from within
21
MEYER, Aritt TMffrTt. 425
of the parts which, according to
The blood is boiled out of
sqq.
Aristotle, represent the heart,
of the neat of
and are always situated in the the food by means
20 4hO,
centre of the body, see Part. iv. the heart (De Ilcspir.
on their 2 sqq.); the circulation of the
5 681 b 12-082 b, 8
distinction
bloo.1, as well as the
situation see further, Juv.et Sen.
and arteries
veins
between
2 488 a 20

vm

.

TTJS

.-,,, ,-r

u. *, -oo, u,

&amp;lt;bv&amp;lt;rews

Kaitffa cai rb

01^X070^,

J&amp;gt;

;

1

Aristotle remarks this,

De

413, b, 16 sqq.; Jno. ct
Sen 2, 4(58, a, 26 sqq. Ingr.An.
7 707* a 27 sqq.; Part. An. iii.
6 667 b 23 iv. 5, 682, b, 1 sqq.
(see p. 33, n. 5, supra), of many

An

ii

2,

;

insects

(which have not yet been

(Part.
20,

iii.

-180,

4, 666, a, 6.

a,

10,

De

Rcspir.

and the whole

of the
description of the system
iii.
veins, Part. iii. 5; Hist. An.
was unknown to Aristotle,
3),

who, however, was acquainted
with the beating of the heart and
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consists partly in preparing the blood,

producing sensation and motion.
the pulse (of. i.262, n. l,m/;.) and

mentions the different quality of
the blood (see infra, and cf. p. 40,
n. 8, supra).
He also accurately
describes many of the veins

(Part. iii.
12 sqq.

a,

Hist. An.iii.

3,

PHILIPPSON,

cf.

513,
&quot;TArj

The veins have

28).

p.

at/dp,

5,

their source, not, as Hippocrates
and his school held, in the head,
but in the heart (Part. ii. 9, 654,
b, 11,
4, 665, b, 15, 27, c. 5
init. ; Hist. An. iii. 3, 513, a, 21
iii.

;

Gen.

An.

ii.

4,

740,

21

a,

;

De Somno,

The
3, 456, b, 1).
separation between the purer and
the thicker blood is effected, at
least in the case of all the larger
animals, in the heart, the former
passing upwards, the latter down

wards (De Somno,

c.

3, 458, a,
665, b, 27
19, 521, a, 9).
sqq.
The native heat of the heart
enables the blood, and this again
enables the body, to retain its

13 sqq.
;

;

Part.

Hist. An.

iii.

4,

iii.

heat (Part. iii. 5, K67, b, 26); the
heart, Part. iii. 7, 670, a, 24, is
therefore compared to the Acro
polis, as the place in which
Nature maintains her sacred fire.
The boiling of the blood produces
(v. MEYEE) steam in the heart,
causing the latter to heave and
thus expanding the chest into
the space, thus left vacant, air
rushes and so cools the whole
;

that

again contracts until the
steam which is generated in the
heart again prod uces the pulsation
which is transmitted through all
it

the veins and

is

accompanied by

respiration (Part. ii. 1, 647, a,
24, iii. 2, 665, b; Hist. An. i. 16,
De Reynr. 20, 479,
495, b, 10
;

Next

and partly in
in importance

30, 480, a, 2, 14,

b,

c.

21, 480, a,

As the cause

of
respiration, the heart is also the
cause of motion De Soinno, 2,
456, a, 5, 15, cf. Ingr. An. c. 6,
The sinews, more
707, a, 6 sqq.
over, have their source in the
24,

b,

17).

;

heart,

which

is itself

they are

although

very sinewy,
not wholly

it
(Hist. An.
5; Part. iii. 4, 666, b, 13).
Aristotle, however, does not ex
plain how the limbs are set in

dependent upon
iii.

motion by the heart (see MEYER,
The heart is the primary

p. 440).

seat

of

sensitive

sensation and of the
life: Part. An. ii. 1,
24 sqq. c. 10, 656, a, 27

647, a,
sqq. b, 24, iii. 4, 666, a, 11, c. 5,
667, b, 21 sqq., iv. 5 (see p. 41, n. 3,
siipfo) De Somno, 2, 456, a, 3
Jvv. et Sen. 3, 469, a, 10 sqq. b, 3.
Cf. Ch. X., part 3, infra.
The
blood vessels are the channels by
means of which sensations reach
;

;

the heart (Part. iii. 4, 666, a, 16),
although the blood itself is with
out sensation (ibid, and Part. ii.
3,

650, b,

3, c. 7,

652, b, 5).

The

sense of touch transmits itself by
means of the flesh (seep. 39, n. 4,
supra), the others through pas
sages (iropoi) which extend from
the organs of sense to the heart

(Gen. An.

v. 2, 781, a, 20), and
by which we must suppose him

to

mean the

427

sq.,

veins, as

MEYER,

p.

andPniLiPPSOX, passage

referred to above (in treating of
the -rropoi which lead to the brain
Hist. An. i. 16, 495, a, 11, iv. S,
Part. An. ii. 10, 656,
533, a, 12
cf. Juv. et Sen. 3,
b, 16) show
Part. ii. 10, 656, a,
469, a, 12
:

;

;

;

29; Gen.

An.

ii.

6,

744,

a,

1;
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to the heart is the brain,

already know,

2

is

1

to cool

43

the purpose of which, as we
the blood and temper the

warmth arising from the heart.
Aristotle directly
contradicts the notion that it is the seat of sensation. 3
The lungs

used

are also

4

windpipe supplying them

for

cooling the blood, the
With a view to this

witli air. 5

purpose, their nature is varied according to the greater
or less amount of internal heat an animal possesses.

The lungs of mammals
birds

and amphibious

are the fullest of blood

beasts, of

Hlxt. An. iii. 3, 511, a, 19, 5. 11,
In the case of the
492, a, 21.
senses of smell
and hearing,

between the objects perceived
and the veins that lead to the
heart, there is further interposed
the trvfv^a (rv^vrov Gen. An. ii.
Part. ii. 1(5, 659, b,
6, 744, a, 1
15.
The nerves are unknown to
;

;

Aristotle;

PHILIPPSON,

cf.

and MEYER,

p.

432:

if

ibid,

he was

led to the theory of the above-

mentioned

by

ir6poi

which

SCHNEIDER (Arist. Hist. An.
47) and FRANTZIUS (Arist.

iii.

lib.

die Thtile d. Thiere, p. 280, 54)
understand him to mean nerves
by the actual observation of certain of the nerves, this of itself
would be a proof that he did not
know them as nerves. See also
Ch. X. part 3.
Part. iii. 11, 673, b, 10.
1

2

See p. 40 r n. 1, supra. The
spinal marrow is united to the
brain for the purpose of being
cooled by it.
3
Part. ii. 10, 656, a, 15 sqq.
(where Aristotle has chiefly in

view PLATO
cf.

MEYER,
4

iv. 9,

S

Tuncevs,

75, Esq.)

;

p. 431.

See Part.

iii.

3.

Hist. An.

where the windpipe

is

fully

air.

6

;

those of

Fishes, which are

treated with especial reference to
function as the vocal organ,
5
For the discussion of this
point in detail, v. Part. iii. (5, and
the treatise TT. AJ/OTTJ/OTJS, especially c. 7, 474, a, 7 sqq. c. 9 sq.
The veins branch
c. 13, c. 15 sq.
out from the heart to the lungs
and serve to carry the air from
the latter to the former; Hitt.
its

An.

i. 17, 496, a, 27;
MEYER, p.
431 (see snpra and Ph. d. Gr. i.
730, 4). Plato had already assumed
that the heart was cooled by
the lungs.

Respir. 1, 470, b, 12, c. 10,
Part.
475, b, 19 sqq. c. 12 in It.
It is
iii.
0, (5(59, a, 6, 24 sqq.
interesting to observe how Ari;

stotle s

imperfect acquaintance
with the facts lead him to false
His observations
conclusions.
had led him to see that there is a
connection between respiration
and animal heat but as he had
no conception either of the oxidation of the blood or of the
nature of combustion generally,
;

or of the circulation of the blood,
he held that its heat was merely
cooled and not nourished by re
spiration. In Itespir. c. 6, 473, as
he expressly controverts the view

ARISTOTLE
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need of cooling organs, are provided with gills
in order to expel the water absorbed with their food
less in

after it has

1

Bloodless
performed its cooling function.
animals are without lungs, which, on account of their
colder nature, they do not need. 2

from which the blood

is

The

nutritive matter

formed in

the

heart,

3

is

4
prepared by the digestive organs, which are separated
the
nobler
in
from
viscera
the case of all full-blooded

animals by the midriff, in order that the seat of the
sensitive soul may not be disturbed in its operations by
the

warm steam

5
rising from the food.

that the air which is inhaled
serves for food to the internal
fire.

The food

is

away by the heat, while that
part which is bitter and heavy
is left behind
all else serves
merely to season its sweet
ness {De Sensu, 4, 442, a, 2 sqq.,
cf. Gen. An. iii. 1, 750, b, 25
Meteor, ii. 2, 355, b, 5 Part. iv.
;

1

Respir. 10,476, a, 1 sqq. 22,
b, 5, c. 16; H. An. ii. 13, 504, b,
see p.
28, and other passages
The earlier view
26, n. 9, supra.
that fish also breathe air, Ari
;

stotle expressly controverts, Re
solution of the
spir. c. 2, 3.

A

question was only possible (as
MEYER remarks, p. 439) after
the discovery of the conversion
of gases.
2

Part.

iii.

6,

669, a, 1

;

Re-

spir. c. 9 (see p. 7 sq. supra), c. 12,
Aristotle knows, in
476, b, 30.

deed, of the respiratory organs
of some bloodless animals, but
lie
assigned to them another
function.
3
In Gen. et Corr. ii. 8, 335, a,
9 sqq., De Sensu, 5, 445, a, 17,
Aristotle remarks generally of
plants as well as animals that
this material is a mixture of all
the elements see i. 482, n. 3, sup.
That which properly furnishes
nutrition is the sweet part, for
this,
being lighter, is boiled
;

;

;

1,

676,

a,

35).

(De Sensu,
Long.
blood

V. 5,
is

Fat

is

sweet

442, a, 17, 23;
sweet
467, a, 4)

4,

;

more wholesome
677, a, 27), and fat

the

(Part. iv. 2,
well-boiled, nutritious blood
(Part. ii. 5, 651, a, 21).
4
The teeth perform merely a
is

preliminary function (Part. ii. 3,
650, a, 8). On the mouth, as the
organ for taking up the food
into the system, which, however,
serves several other purposes as
well, see Part. ii. 10 init. (cf. p. 19,
n. 1, supra), c. 16, 659, b, 27 sqq.,

De Sensu, 5, 445, a, 23.
Part. iii. 10, 672, b, 8-24
cf. Ph. d. Gr. \. p. 729.
That the
vegetable soul (the Averts) is
situated below the midriff, is said
also Gen. An. ii. 7, 747, a, 20. Cf
iii.

1

;

5

;

.

p. 41, n. 3,

supra.
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subjected to a preliminary process of preparation in the
stomach, and reduced to a fluid state, which admits of
1

2
It passes by evaporation into
entering the body.
the veins that surround the stomach, and thence into
the heart, where it is converted into pure blood. 3

its

Leaving the

carried to the different parts of

it is

heart,

the body, according to their several necessities 4 The
passage of the blood from the stomach into the veins is

by the mesentery, the tendrils of which are as
were the roots or suckers by means of which animals

effected
it

absorb their food from the stomach, as plants do from
the earth. 5 The fatty covering of the epiploon causes
an increase of digestive warmth in the abdomen, 6 while
the same function is performed for the blood
the

by
and spleen, 7 which also serve as a kind of anchor
8
On the
by which the network of veins is secured.
liver

The nature

which

in the
described
Part. in. 14, 674, a, 21-675, a,
HO; H. An. ii. 17, 507, a, 211

of

animals

different

iv.

1,

527, b. 22, &c.
2
Of. Part,,

ii.

b,

n()&amp;lt;),

8

2:5,

Part.

De Som HO,
4

iv.

It is
1,

3, c.

3,

2,

3,

Ge-n.

pointed out,

766,

19, n. 2,

524, b,

047, b, 26.
050, a, 3-32,
456, b, 2 sqq.

ii.

3,

is

a,

ntpra\

10,

ii.

An.

(5

(see p.
Meteor. \\. 2, 355,

that each part is formed and
nourished out of suitable materials, the nobler parts of better
materials, the lower out of inferior
but we are not told how
b, 9,

;

this is effected.

such as Gen. An.

From

passages

iv. 1,

8,

766, b,
19, 726, b,

737, a, 18, i.
9,
cf. ii. 4, 740, b, 12 sqq., we gather
merely that Aristotle supposes
the blood as the &rxarrj rpo^ to

ii.

3,

pass spontaneously into those
parts for which it is destined.
3
Part. iv. 4, 678, h, 6 sqq
ii. 3, 650, a, 14
sqq.
According
to these passages the stomach
serves the same purpose for
animals, as the earth does for
plants it is the place where their
;

food
e

kept and prepared for use.
Part. iv. 3, 677, b, 14, where

is

an attempt

is

made

to explain

the formation of the

epiploon

physically (Q avdyicns).
7
Part. iii. 7, 670, a, 20 sqq
8
Part. iii. 7, 670, a, 8

sqq.

(cf.

c.

9,

where the
of the kidintestines generally

671, b, 9)

same remark
neys and the

is

made

(similarly Democritus

compared

the navel of the child in the
mother to an anchor, see Part, i
807,6). It has already been shown
(p. 20, n. 1, nt/mi)that the spleen
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other hand, the gall

is

only useless matter which has

The full-blooded animals,
been rejected by the blood.
which on account of their warm nature need more fluid
nourishment, are provided in their bladder and kidneys
1

with special organs for rejecting the surplus matter
2
Corre
which thus gains admittance into the body.

sponding to the mouth, which receives food, and the
3
all animals
it to the stomach,
gullet, which conducts
use
possess a conduit in their bowels for expelling the
nourishment. 4 But in the case of

less refuse of their

of the digestive function is per
5
The narrowness and windings
bowels.
the
formed by
of these passages serve to moderate the appetite, and

some animals a portion

therefore the most voracious animals are those

which

6
but the real
have wide and straight canals like fishes
need of nourishment depends upon the amount ol
;

ment

not equally a necessity to all
animals. Bloodless animals want
this intestine as well as fat;
Part. iv. 5, 678, a, 25 sqq. ii. 5,
For further descrip651, a, 25.
tion of the form of these organs
in different animals, see Part. iii.

of the fat of the kidneys,
672, a, 1 sqq., from the point of
view both of physical necessity
and of natural design is especially

12, 673, b, 20, 28, c. 4, 666. a, 28,
DC- An. ii. 15,
7, 670, b, 10.

all

506, a, 13.

675, a, 30, 656, b, 5.
5
Hid. 675, b, 28.
6
Ibid. 675, b, 22: oaa ptv olv

is

3

See p. 20, n. ?-, supra. Since
only sweet substances are nutribitterness of gall
tious, the

shows that

a

is

it

Trepirroi^a,

Part. iv. 2, 677, a, 24. It is accordingly not found in all animals

;

ibid.
b,

24
-

;

H. An.

Part.

Aristotle

673,
15, 506, a, 20, 3
iii.

25,

676, b,

ii.

iii. 8,

knew

12,

1

9

;

H. An.

ii.

.

16.

of exceptions to

the above rule and found means
of explaining them.

His

treat-

interesting,

On

the alimentary canal,
which, however, is not found in

c.

1

and

full

animals, see Part. iii. 14.
4
Part. iii. 14, 674, a, 9 sqq.

eli/at

Se?

rwv

&W

(rwcppovevTepa

T^V TTJS rpo^TJs iroi^ffiv evpvx w P /ias P* v ^ K *X et ^yd\as Kara
/carco K0i\iav, eAt/cas
T)?I/
lx et
irpbs

7rA.eious /cat

nv

OVK evQvevrepd

Z&amp;lt;TTIV.

TJ

evpvx^pia TTOIS? TrArjflouy
eufiuTTjs raxur^ra
Iiri6v/j.iau, ^ 5
Ibid. 675, a, 18
eiriOvfjitas &c.
Gen. An. i. 4, 717, a, 23 sqq.
PLATO, Tim. 72, E sq.

yap

^

;

;
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or cold in the nature of the animal.

1

Support
and protection are supplied to the softer parts by the
framework of bones, or what corresponds to it in the
lower animals. 2
start

from

All the bones of sanguineous animals
3
and here it is certain that
spine

the

;

Aristotle has the credit of being the first to indicate one
of their common properties.
The limbs are united to

the spine by means of sinews and joints, which connect
them all without impeding motion. 5
With reference

motion and the organs of motion in their mechanical

to

has recorded several just observa
In other cases he not un
frequently supports

Aristotle

aspect,
tions. 6

remarks of questionable value by
1

yap

Part.

tyvxpbv
-

see

V

ji,

22

:

Sfirat rptxpqs

rb
Kal

T^007/J/ TO^CWS, rb 8f

&rpo&amp;lt;pov.

Part.

ii.

p. 39, n.

654, b,

analogous
2tf,

OS2,

5,

/cat

Bfpfjtbv

TTfTTfl T

9,

iv.

&quot;27

8,

653, b, 33 sqq.

;

ibid. c.
gitpra
On the parts
sqq.

5,

to

;

the bones, see

p.

n. 4, snjirii.
:J

Part.

5e rOav

/uej/

ii. 9,

054, 1, 11

(A.e/3a&amp;gt;J&amp;gt;

/caS/a

?;

:

ap X v
TWV 8

artificial

that moves requires a fulcrum
3) that two organic parts at
least are necessary to produce
motion, one to sustain the pres
sure and one to exercise it (ibid.
705, a, 19) that there is always
all
(c.

;

;

an even number of feet (c. 8,708,
Jlist. An. i. 5, 489, b,
si, 21
22);
that nil forward motion
in
organic beings is produced by
bending and stretching (c. 9, c.
;

this chapter fur
10, 709, b, 26
ther contains discussions on the
flight of birds and insects, and
the importance of the different
organs of flight); that in order
that he may stand upright man
may not have more than two legs,
and that the upper parts of his
body must be lighter in propor
tion to the lower than in the case
of the lower animals (c. 11
init.).
The same is true of many of the
remarks in c. 12-19 on the bend
ing of the joints and the means
of locomotion both in men and in
diiferent animals.
;

*\uvffiv ofTTa Trarnj/,
1)

a.(f)

fjs

TtoV O.\\(JJV OfTTUV f(TTl
1

Hint.

An.

Traj/ra Se TO.
5

iii. 7,

{&amp;lt;a

For the

oaa

full

.&quot;;!(;,

22

tvatfjid

treatment of

this subject see Part. ii. 9, 654,
b, 16 sqq. On one or two remark
able omissions in
Aristotle s

Osteology, e.g. of all mention of
the pelvis and of the parallel
between the legs of animals and
human beings, see MEYER, p.
441 sq.
E. ff. in the
treatise w.
^V WI/ the statements: that
&quot;

and inde-
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monstrable assumptions. 1 Nor can we pretend that he
made the least advance towards a physiological explana

which

tion of the circumstances

affect

and accompany

locomotion. 2

One

of the

most important distinctions between

animals and vegetables

is

the difference in their

manner

of reproduction. 3
While vegetables have no sex, the
of
the sexes begins with animals, their re
separation

union being only transiently effected for purposes of
Since animals are not intended for mere

reproduction.
1

Thus, c. 4 sq. (cf i. 497, n. 1,
he endeavours, not without
much subtilty, to establish the
position that motion always pro
ceeds from the right, although
he obviousl} derives it, not from
scientific observation, but from
the
dogmatic
presupposition
(c. 5, 706, b, 11) that the top is
to
the
bottom, the front
superior
to the back, the right to the left,
and that therefore the apxal
must have their seat on the
upper front and right side.
Albeit he remarks himself that
we may equally say that these
are the superior situations be
cause the apxal have their seat in
them.
On the latter point cf.
ibid. 705, a, 29 sqq. De Ctclo,ii..2,
284, b, 26
apxas yap ravras
.

sup.),

(Hist. An. he says plainly four).
His account moreover, c. 12 sqq.,
of the walk of animals, as MEYEB
shows, 441 sq., is not free from
error.
2

&quot;

7

;

:

Xeyw oQtv apxovrai irpwrov
aeis Tols

rov

av(a

al Kivf]-

eart 5e airb /aLev
avr)(Tis, airb Se riav
Kara roirov, cbro Se ruv
xov(Tiv.

&amp;gt;]

Se^Ltov

TJ

r]

Kara

r)]v aia-Qf](riv.

He

goes on to add, c. 6 sq., an
equally artificial proof of the
statement (which is made also
c. 1, 704, a, 11, c. 10 init.
Hist.
An. i. 5, 490, a, 25 sqq.) that
animals
cannot
sanguineous
move on more than four
;

le&quot;-s

We are told, indeed, that

all

motion proceeds from the heart,
but it is not explained how this
is

possible (see p. 41, n.

6, supra}.
proposed, TT.
irvevfj.aros, c. 8
init., that the
vital spirit streams
through the
sinews and is the moving force, is
not Aristotelian.

The

3

explanation

The work

in

which Aristotle

has treated of this question, TT.
7evecrecos, has received the
warmest recognition even from
scientific men of the
present day.
LEWES, who is not certainly in
other respects inclined to
place
an exaggerated estimate
upon
q&amp;gt;(av

Aristotle s scientific
investigation,

agrees with

MER (p.

AUBERT and WIM-

of their edition) in
expressing his admiration of this
treatise, which handles some of
the deepest problems of
biology
v. sq.

with a masterly grasp, astonish
ing at so early a time, and is even
less antiquated at the
present day
than Harvey s celebrated work
(Arist.

413).
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certain occasions.3
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follows that the exercise

functions must be confined

are sexless

;

to

ostreaceous tribes and

Only the

placed upon the boundary which

separates the animal from the vegetable kingdom, they
are deprived of the functions which belong to both
:

they resemble plants in not propagating themselves by
copulation, and animals in not being generated from seeds

reproduced by a process of
from
slime. 4
And the like am
spontaneous generation
nature
is displayed in their case with
of
biguity
regard
or fruit.

to

They

are, in fact,

locomotion.&quot;

Passing to the comparison of the sexes, we

may remark

that the male and female are related to each other as

form and matter. 6 The former

is

the active, the latter

is

the passive, part ; the one bestows the motive and plastic
7
force, the other supplies the material to be moulded
;

The fpyov rov &VTOS, the
tpyov KOIV&V ruv tuvruv TTO.VTWV.
2
Gen. An. i. 23, from which
1

quotation has already been made,
p. 29, supra.
3
Besides a few others, to be

mentioned hereafter, which must
Le regarded as exceptions.
4
Gen. An. i. 23, 731, b,
c. 1, 715, a, 25, b, 1G,

ii.

1,

8,

732, a,

761, a, 13-32.
Only
such relatively simple organisms
13,

iii.

11,

can be produced
if it

accordingly
hold, that
are sprung

must

in this

way, and

be true, as some

men and quadrupeds

from the earth, they
have been evolved from

worms or eggs which preceded
them (Gen. An. iii. 11, 7G2, b,
28 sqq.). Aristotle, however, does
not
himself share this view,

although

VOL.

it

II.

is

to

be found in

Theophrastus.
5
Separation of the sexes is
a
expressly confined to the
and as
iropevriKa..
testaceous
animals are described in the
passage just referred to as /uera|u
uvra T&V
KO.\ T&V
&amp;lt;pvruv, and
accordingly of neuter gender, it

&W

said of them, Ingr. An. It),
TO.
5
714, b, 13
oVrpa/f^Sep^a
Ktv^rai fj.fi/. Kivelrai 5e napa fyvviv

is

:

ou yap eVri KivrjrtKa, aAA.
/j.6vi/j.a
o&amp;gt;s

5e

us

/j.tv

KO.I

Trpoo-jrefpvKOTa /civrjTj/ca,
]t is
iropfvTiKa ^6vip.a.

previously said that they

move

animals with feet would move
their legs were cut off.
6
See i. 353, xiijrra.
fic/t.

yevt

&amp;lt;reo&amp;gt;s

i.

716,

2,

apxas

rb 0f}Au
flftrj
fypiv us rrjs

a.v

/cai

1:

a.

ns o^x

if

rfc

ViKiara

rb &pp*v, rb

/at/v^ea-;

as

K al

^v
TTJS
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1

Aristotle
the one gives the soul, the other the body.
maintains this opinion so firmly that he denies any
the male seed in the
participation 011 the part of
2
material composition of the embryo, declaring that it
only communicates the necessary impulse to the sub
3
stance derived from the female, as is the case generally

with form in

its

relation to matter, active to passive,

In each of these cases the
propelling to propelled.
former does not enter into any material union with the
latter principle,

but only operates upon

it.

^

i

:

:

729, b, 12, 730, a, 25, ii. 4, 738, b,
20-3(5, 740, b, 12-25, and passim
cf. also foil, notes.
Cfen. An. ii. 3 (see sw/&amp;gt;ra,p. G,
TO rrjs 701/775 ap.a, ev
n. 2)
TO (nrfp/j.a TO TTJS
;

1

:

&amp;lt;$

Ibid. 737, a, 29
(see p. 52, n. 2 infra) c. 4, 738,
8e TO ptv (rcS,ua e/c TOU
b, 25
v &pp VOS
77 5e ^iX^ e K r
the
Gen. An. i. 21, 22
is formed in the mother,
in whom lies the material on
which the plastic force of the
father is exercised but into which
the male seed does not enter as
any part of the embryo, tio-rrep
Ol/S CtTTO TOV T6KTOJ/OS TTpOS T^V TWV
|uAwi/ v\r}v OUT aTrep^eTai oiiOfv,
OVT judptoj/ ovOev f(TTiv ey rw yi-yvo;

co&quot;Ti

:

-

,

:

fj.evcf

TTJS reKTOvixris,

Kal

TO eTSos

8ta

TTJS

/xe//

Kivr,(T(i}s

T|/UX^,

cV

aAA

fKtivov

CITT

//

eV rfj v\rj, Kal

rj

TO

T\

elSos,

Kal

Just for

male distinct

this reason, according to Aristotle, is the

PXl v T0
yeveaews *X OV TI/
TO
6ij\v ws v\r)s. c. 20, 729, a, 9
TO re eTSos Kal
/j.ev appev Trape xeTcu
rrjv apxw TT)S Kiveffeus, TO 8e 0r)Aw
TO
L. 29
TO rrwfj-a Kal r^v vKt]V.
appev effrlv &s KIVOVV, TO 8e 0ijAu, ?;
6ri\v, ws iraflrjTiKoV.
Again, c. 21,

4

ras xe?pas ... at
ra opyava TI\V i/Arji/.
3
He compares the seed in
this respect, Gen. An. i. 20, 729,
a, 11, ii. 4, 739, b, 20, with the
runnet which causes milk to
curdle. Ibid. iv. 4, 772, a, 22,
however, deprecates too exact an
Kivovffi

8e

pes Kal

application of this comparison.
4
Gen. An. i. 21, 729, b, 1
does the male seed contribute to
the formation of the young us
:

Kal fj.6piov
(rw/naros,

vXy

rfj

(Tia/J.a
ri

8

ev6vs TOU

~bv

fj.Lyvvfj.evov

irapa rov Or.Xeos,

ovdev Koiviovti rov
ev

avTa

8vva/j.is Kal

TTJ

TO ntv

v)

(Tire

pharos,

Kivrjais

:

Aristotle decides for the second
of these views for, on the one
;

hand,

oi

&amp;lt;/miVeTcu

yiyvo/j.evov fv

/c

ToG ira6r\TiKov Kal TOV TTOIOVJ/TOS us
fvvirdpxovTos ev rep yivo/nevct) rov
oAcos 877 e/c TOU
iroiovvros, ouS
KLvovfj.evov Kal Kivovvros, and, on
the other, it is supported by
several other facts which show
that generation is possible with
out material contact between the
male seed and the female matter,
as in the case of the subsequent

fructification of wind-eggs.

from the female, wherever
form

is

ifc

the better the result must be.

1

possible; for

is

more

superior to the matter, the

if

the

distinct they are,

Accordingly, he

is

careful

between the procreative substance of the
male, which is the seed, and that of the female, which he

to distinguish

He

identifies with the catamenial discharge.

holds that

they are both, generically, of the same sort and the
same origin, being a secretion of nutritive matter, a
2
This fluid, however, is secreted
product of the blood.
in

of a cruder sort with the
forming the menses of women or what
in men
corresponds to them among other animals
3
Thus the same substance
however, it becomes seed.
larger quantities

weaker

arid

sex,

;

1.

ii.

731?,

n,

3:

it must therefore be
a art
the useful TreprrTo^a of
the body. But the most useful
nutritive substance is the rpo^j
the avep^a
fffxdrr] or the blood
is therefore rrjs aluariKijt
irtp n;

e&amp;gt;f

|

OJ T OS

T?IS
,

T;

TTJS

6

Kal rb

\6yos

i/Arjy,

;

ToOr
3v offots
Had offov tv5( xtTai
6r)\tos Tb appev.
The detailed investigation
of the subject is to be found
in Gen. An. \. 17-20. Aristotle
Sia

Tea/na. rpcxjirjs, rr)s (is

So/te j/Tjs

1&amp;gt;,

11

sqq. cf.

:

must be one of two things, either
an excrement from the organic
of
parts
used-up matter (a

(W Ti77/io) or a surplus of nutri
tive matter (a irtpirrwfia), and in
the latter case either a useless or
a useful surplus.
nor can

It
it

cannot he a
be a usele&amp;gt;s

rb
v

&amp;lt;),

i.805,2, 720,,AUBERT-\VlMArER,
p. 7 of their ed.). He then (724,
14 sqq.) shows that onr/ppa
a,

&(TTe

VTTO\ei&amp;lt;f)0(l&amp;gt;Tl

carl

c. 20,

72t),a,
730, a, 11 ) by denying the
opinion that the semen is a secre
tion drawn from all parts of the
body (on which cf ZELL. rh.d.Gr.

StaSt-

/j.tpr)

This is the reason why
9).
children resemble their parents
opoiov yap rb irpo(Tt\Qbv irpbs 7 a
&amp;lt;p

begins (721,

ra

TeAeura/ay (c. 19, 726, b,

TT)S
!)

x fl pbs

6\ov

-f)

T})
T&amp;lt;)

rov
&amp;lt;fOu

rus x ( lp %
Kal
ia,

oloV

TrpAffwirov

(Kf fUV

TOIOVTOV rb

7)

o\ov

tKa&amp;lt;TT01/

&amp;lt;rir(p/j.a

Su-

On

the pro
perties and material composition
of the semen, see Gen. An. ii. 2.
3
Jbif/.
b, HO sqq. c. 20,
v/jifi (ibid.

c.

13).

72C&amp;gt;,

729, a, 20. Arisrot!e,c. ID, 727, j,
1 5
sqq. explains the weaker
veins,

the paler colour, the smaller
quantity of hair, and the srualh-r
bodies of women on the ground
of defective supply of blcod.

K 2
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an application in the two cases,
takes the one form it cannot exhibit the

receives so different

that where
other.

it

We

1

see at once

how

two procreative substances

fits

well this theory of the
into our philosopher s

views about the generative process and the relation of the
If the menses consist of the same material
sexes.
as the seed, except that

it

has not received in them

we may compare them to im
So they contain potentially what the seed

the same development,
perfect seed.

2

possesses actually

they are the matter, while the seed

;

communicates the impulse to development and form.
Being a remnant of the essential nutriment, the menses
and the seed continue even after their union in the

embryo the motion which they previously maintained
bodies of the procreative pair, and by the
exercise of their native impulse to growth and nutrition

in the

3
If the
produce something that resembles its parents.
forth
were
be
to
merely vegetable, the
brought
being

eVci S e
C. 19, 727, a, 25
TOUT eo~rlv b yiyverai rots d f]\eo~iv
ws T] yovT] rots appeo~iv, Svo 8 OVK
1

:

(TTrep/xar was

(pavzpbv

s,

a/xa yiveffOai

on

TO OT)\V ov

ts

et /J.ev

OVK

yap

&v

-f\v

yiyvfffdai

shown

ffTrep/j.a

vvv

e/fetj/o

TT]vyevscriv.
^v, TO. Kara/j.r]Via
8e Sia TO TOUTO

OVK

also, c. 20, cf.

It is

fffriv.

739, a,
20, that there is nothing else that
can be taken for female semen.
ii.

4,

2

Gen. An. ii. 3, 737, a, 27
T^ yap 6?i\v oiffTrep appcv earl
Kal
ra Kara/j.riVia
7reirrjpw/j.vov,
:

ov

ex et

3

:

ffirep-

ovros TrepLrrai/jLaros Kal
a#
rr)i avrr)v
ov/u.ei&amp;gt;ov KtvrjfflV

|UaTO?

TO

K.IVi]u-

av^dvfrai /u.ept^ueVTjs
TTJS eVxciT^s rpofpTJs, orav f^Oy eis
T^V vffrepav avviffrtiffi Kal Kiye? TO
TrepirTw/na rb TOV 0?jAeos Tr)v avTijv
avru rvyxo-vei KIVOVKvt]&amp;lt;nv ^vitep
Trep

ffw/j-a

/uei/oi/ /cdweTj/o.

Kal

yap

iravTa ra

e /cetj/o

Trep .r-

e^ei 8u-

TCD^O

/cat

vdij.fi,

4vepyela 8 ovdev. Kal yap ra

TotauT

fx fL

fJ-opia

/j.6pia

Suj

a/.tet,

rj

8m-

TO 6ij\v TOV appevos. watrep
yap Kal e/c Treirripw/J.fi wv ore /*.(V
yivtrai Treiryipwfj.va OTe 8 ou, ovru)
Kal e/c OfjXtos ore u,tv 6-fj\v ore 8
TO yap 6fj\v &.G.
ov, aAA appev.
(pepei

;

Kadapbv

l*-6vot&amp;gt;i

ri)v

8e.

rr\s

ej/

yap

\|/U^T?S

as may be seen in the case
of wind-eggs, which are produced
without the co-operation of the
,

Of. c. 5, 741, a, 15
Ibid. 737, a, 18 TOV 8e

male.

l

Cf. i. 19, 726,
(see preced. n.).
2 on preceding page).

b, 13 (see n.

PHYSICS
female, he holds, would suffice for its development, since
the nutritive forces of the soul are already active in her

For the birth of
portion of the procreative substance.
an animal, on. the other hand, male seed is indispen
sable, since it alone contains the

The matter of
actively

germ of sensitive life.
the male having thus begun to operate
1

upon the passive substance of the female, an

produced corresponding to the nature of both.
Their proper nature grows and develops from the two
elements, not because the materials are spatially at
effect is

tracted to their like, but because each element when
once set in motion moves in the direction for which it

has a natural predisposition
Gen. An. ii. 5, 741, a, 9:
the material for the birth is
contained in the female irfpirrufia
and the female portion of t lie sa me
had the same soul as the male,
1

if

why

is it

aXnov
&amp;lt;pvroi&amp;gt;

appfv

unproductive by itself ?
rb fov rov

6ri

8

Sia&amp;lt;pff)fi

aiaQ^fffi
t(rrl

rb

.

.

.

et

ovv

rb

because, in fact, the seed
separation of the sexes this is
impossible otherwise the male
would serve no purpose whereas
in reality it is from the male
that the sensitive soul comes at
the beginning.
Ibid. ii. 4, 740, b, 12: 77 8*
;

;

StaKpiais yiyvtrai

rwi&amp;gt;

uopiuv [in

t

the process of evolution] ovx &*

rijs roiai/ri^s

^vxijs. 6-rrov Kfxwpttrrair

-

6fj\v Kal

rb appev, dSiW-oi/ TO 6rj\v tjavrov yfvvav faov.
It is seen,
however, in the case of windeggs that the female is to a
certain extent capable of unaided

production. These have a cer
tain Svi/0/iis \|/ux&amp;lt;/o), although
only of the lowest kind, viz.
Opcimici), but as animals possess a
sensitive soul as well, no animal
can come from them. If there
were animals of which no males
are to be found, as perhaps is the
case with the red sea mullet (al
is still far from cer
tain), in such cases the female

though this

would be self-begotten. On the
other hand, where there is a

rives vTro\a/j.fidvov(TL Sid rb irt&amp;lt;pvKtvai tyfptaQai rb 6fj.otov irpbs rb

view which he pro

[a

ofjioiov

ceeds to refute]
rb

irfplrrca/ma

roiovr6v
Kal
8

eanv

(vtan

.

.

.

oiov

8vvd/j.(i

&amp;lt;pvffci

TO

8n

etAA.

rov 6rj\(os
fj.6pia

rb

8vvd/j.ti

rb faov,
Ivepytia.

5io

ravri\v r^v alriav
yivcrai iKaffrov avrwv, Kal tin rb
oi0fj/,

Kal

rb

iraQr^r IKOV

rb
rpAirov
rb Sf iraOrjriKbv,

rb

8rav

&amp;lt;rrl

t)i&amp;gt;

fj.iv
.

.

.

rb 8t irda^
oiiv irap(x (l T0 fl^Au, rj]v
T^S Kivf^ews rb apptv.
The operative force is here the
nutritive soul, whose instruments
are cold and heat. c. 5, 741, b,
the maie portion is the
7
fvQvs

:

fjLfv

iroif i

1

-
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germ and

contains the

The
potentiality of the soul.
nature uses in this process are
1

operative forces which
heat and cold 2 but the character of the generative
matter arid of the germinal life which it contains, deter
;

mines and regulates these

forces.

3

Every germ brings
being similar to that from which it sprang,
because the blood, the direct source of nutriment to the
forth a

body, tends to form a bo.ly of a certain definite sort,
this tendency continues to operate in the seed.
Hence it happens that the character of individuals as

and

well as of races

comes

to be

primary source of the evolution,
as

it

is

this

which contributes

propagated in the act of
rb 8

(rap

/nVrjtm

T]

otrrovv, OVKGTI, aAA
r;
aTrb rov yevi&amp;gt;i\(Tavros rov

the sensitive soul.

eVreAexeta ovros o eari

5

[read rb] e| o5 yiverai, as is
further expounded, c. 4, 740,
b, 25 (see last note of precedingpage). c. 6, 743, a, 3 rj 8e yeWk

fv

T|7

v\y 8usd

Jrav apx^) yevrjrai

Kii/rjcrecos,

j/To7s avro/jidrois Oj-v/aaffi ffvveiperai
rb e&amp;lt;ef)s Kal o fiouXovrai \eyeiv

rwv (pvaiK&v, rb

rives

rb

(pepecrQa.1

els

8vvd/j.ei

ij

:

iffnv K r&v

6/j.oio/uLfpwj/

virb tyvl-fuis

Ae/creW 011% ws roirov
u.era&d\\ovra TO. fj.6pix KivelaQai,

how

aAAa

formed in both ways, he continues,

o/woioi/,

Ksd

(j.ivovra

/taAa/c^TTjri
XP&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;/u-a(Ti

/ecu

a\\oiov/uLeva
Kal
(T/cA^JrTjTt

Kal rods &\\ats TOIS

ru&amp;gt;v

uvra. Suvd/nei irpoT-

fpov, a view which had already
been proved in detail in c. 1
(from 733, b, 30, onwards).
See on this, Gen. ii. 1, 733,
1

b, 32, 735, a, 4 sqq. c. 3, 736, b,
8 sqq. and p. 6, n. 2, supra.

Kal

1.

After explainingdifferent
materials
are

6ep/u.6ri&amp;lt;iTos.

21

:

auri

[heat] ovre

8c-

o

ri

(rdpKa $) offrovv, ovd
owT) ery^ei/, ctAAa rb iretp jKbs Kal rj
Kal ore Tre c^u/cej/.
ovrf yap
ire&amp;lt;pvKe

eru^e

iroie t

rb SiW^ei

~t&amp;gt;v

rb r})
rov rvxovTos
eV

ti&amp;gt;vTrdpxei

rw/uari

rov /mr] rj]v eVepKLVf]riKOv fcrrai, ovre
virb

.

ry

-

irepir-

Kal

roffavnjv

roiavrrjf

*

In generation proper these
spring from the (pvcris TOV yevi/uvTOS
in spontaneous generation,
from the KivrjcTis Kal Oep u6rrjs TTJS

]v

;

r)]v evepyeiav,

K.(vr\&amp;lt;

.

eKacrrov

fi

(Tv^erpos
I)

r&v

8e

l

ibid. ii. 6, 743, a, 32.
Ibid. c. 1, 734, b, 31
tr/cA^a
fj.\v ovv Kal /aaAawa &c.
ri Ofpuorys
Kal
Uv
\l/uxp6rr)s TroiTjcreiei/
[TO.
rbv 8e Ao-yii/, r? ijfirj rb /uei/
|u,6pl^~\,
Sipas

;

3

:

a/j.-porepois

Swajj-iv

rool

rb

e

8e

t)

(pvcris

avdyKrjs uxrre rb /j-ff
To51 iroieiv, ev /j.fi roi

rols yiitouevots evtKa

ro

ju.fi&amp;gt;

\l/vxfiv

nvos

a*&amp;gt;r&)v

o~v/j.ffai^fi

rb 5e

Ofn/m.ai-

PHYSICS
If the male seed, which communicates the
generation.
of
development, has sufficient vigour to mature
impulse
1

the substance offered to

it,

the child follows

father

its

s

lacks the necessary warmth, a being of colder
sex
For the ultimate distinction
nature, a woman, is born.
between the two sexes is one of greater or less vital
if it

:

heat

the warmer

:

mature the blood to

nature can

must content

itself with supply
in
the catamenial
of
material
raw
the
procreation
ing
2
is an unfinished man, left standing
Woman
discharge.

perfect seed, the colder

3
on a lower step in the scale of development.

vav

&c.

place
1

takes

this

all

n*v

rrj

avdyKys

e

rrj

1

Q

OVK

5

for

;

16)

(1.

See

avdyKfis aAA (VfKa TWOS.
p. 51 , n. 2, guy. and p. 58,

Gen. An. iv. 1, 766, b,
n. 3, inf.
rb /J.fv ffirtpfjLa vir6Keirai irfpir7
:

Tw/ia

oi&amp;gt;

rpo&amp;lt;pris

TOV 5e

rb

\ty(i)

rb eaxa-TOv.
-rrpbs

etrxa(Kaffrov \i.e.

each part of the body
n. 4.

see p. 45,

;

8ib Kal eoi/ce

yap OI/TWS

r$

y(vvr)0~avn.

After refuting various views
as to the origin of the difference
of the sexes, Aristotle proceeds,
Gen. An. iv. 1, 765, b, 8 &rel rb
appfv Kal rb Qr)\v Siwpiarai 8vvd/j.ti
rtvl
Kal dSui/o/uj a (rd /j.iv yap
:

iTfTTfiv

Kal

virb
rov ST]fj.iovpyovvros
/j.fTafid\\fiv fls rovvavriov.

the true explanation
Kparfj

/j.r]

5t

irefyai

a\\a

Kal

rb

Kpyavov

.

.

avdyKri

^TTTJ^TJ,

.

.

.

fls

evel

The same

roiovrov fj.era^d\\(i.

repeated clearly and
Cf c. 3, 7G7,
precisely, 766, b, 8.
A number of facts are
b, 10.
adduced, c. 2, in support of this

account

is

.

iv. 6,

.

flSos rb avrov,

IfSjoi/

8 f^ti Siatyopoiv tv rij Su^ct/uet, f%(i
tao~r
(is
Kal rb vpyavov Siafyfpov

rdvai Kal ^KKpivfiv 0r?Ai [similarly
i.
20, 728, a, 18]) en tl iraaa
Qt]\t&amp;lt;nv

Hence

6rav yap

:

rovvavriov /j.erafid\\fiv.

An.

ruv fyuv ra appeva T&V
6(p/uL6Ttpa flvai.
[The proof being
that the former excrete the pre
pared seed, the latter in menstrua
tion the raw blood.]
a^a 5

rb

ravrri

theory.
3

See

.

.

avdyKf]

ri
ap\)) /urjSe Svvrjrai
tvSfiav 6fp/j.6r^ros /urjS

(Is

070777

(KKplVlV O&quot;IT(p/J.a *X OV TJ/
rd 5e
rov tVSovs appfv
ItfWpMPOl /uev aSuvarovv 5f (rvviff.

rpirov 5e irpos rov-

.

rots \r)TTTtov ori tfirfp 77 tytiopa els
rovvavriov, Kal rb /mrj Kparov^fvov

8ltj&amp;gt;r(i^&amp;lt;pfpo/j.(vov.

rb yfvvwfjLfvov

.

,

The gen-

ii.

p. 52, n. 2, gujtra

3, 737, a,

27

:

;

Gen.

rb yap Qi)\v

tffrl
irin]pci)^.(vov.
appfv
775, a, 14
atrQevfo-rfpa yap
to~n Kal tyvxp ^rfpa ra 0r}\ea r))v
lao-rrep

:

(pvfftv

Kal 6ft vTro\a/j.f}dv(iv

dvai

avairripiav
i.

(pvo~iKi]v.

5( Kal

Kal

TTJV

iffnv

ayovov.
Probl.

:

ijiOptp})v
T;

v.
x.

uffirtp

6ij\vrnra
totKe
20, 728, a, 17
rfyv

yvvi]
3,

8.

yvvt) Kal irals,
Scrirtp
4.

appfv
Cf.

784,

a,

The

statement,
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erative organs themselves are adapted to their functions
as the causes but as the

we must not regard them

signs

We

of sexual difference. 1

;

should rather look for the
ground of sex distinction in the vital principle itself and
in the central organ and seat of life
for
it is not

though

:

complete until the sexual parts appear, yet its
are laid in the formation of the heart at the

mencement

On

of foetal existence. 2

plays a most various

germs

very com
this account sex

and important part

in animal

life,

influencing to a greater or less extent the temper as well
as the physical structure of animals, 3 while castration is
followed by vast changes in the nature of
brutes. 4
Longit. V. 6, 467, a, 32, vavuSecrTfpov yap rov 0rjAeos rb appev,

the upper portions of his body
being relatively greater, does not
quite harmonise with this, for it
is just the excessive size of those
portions that constitutes the
dwarfishness of children (Part.

An.

iv.

2, 453,

women

10,

686, b, 10

a, 31, b, 6),

;

De Mem.

with

whom

are compared.

1

See last note but one.
30 ft olv rb
Ibid.^ 766, a,
f.ifv appev apx^ TIS Kal cttriov, eo-rt
5
appev ?7 Svi/arai n, 07/Au 5e fj
aSuj/are?, rrjs Se Swa^uews opos Kal
-

:

TTJS

a8vi&amp;gt;a/j.ias

TO TTCTTTIKOV elvai

fy

men and

rov 0rjAeos Kal appevos Kal
atria

K

*XP
6rj\v
3

Kal

avrfj

9rj\v 8
&amp;lt;d

^877 Kal
TO.

eV

rovrcf

&ppv

cffr

eVrli

popia ols Siatiepti TO

TOV appevos.
The chief passages on this

head are

An.

//.

iv.

11,

where

the peculiarities in the physical
structure of each of the sexes in
the various animal tribes, and
ibid. ix. 1, where differences of
character are discussed.

A description of which is
Gen. An.
given, H. An. ix. 503.
iv. 1, 76(5, a. 28, gives the reason
OTL
via Tiav p.opi&amp;lt;av
apxal e urtv.
e /an?0eiV?js iroAAa
4

:

^T? TTeTTTJKOZ/ T7JS U0-TOT7JS TpOCpTJS,

eV ftcv ToTs evalpois al/ua KaAe?Tai
eV Se TO?S &\\OLS T&
avd\oyov, rov-

rov Sf T& oXnov ej/ rfj
apxp Kal
r $ XOVTI rrjv TT

T&amp;lt;

/j.opia&amp;gt;

apa
ev rois eval/nois ffwi
Kal $ appev ZffevQai
eV Se TO?S
virdpx*i TO 07jAu

KapSiav,

yiv6/j.evov.
ffiv

T&

T]7

KapSia a.va\oyov.

6

appev
ovv

/u.(v

According to the passage just
referred to, such an effect could
not be expected to follow the
excision of the testicles, but only
of the heart

especially as Ari
Gen. An. v. 7, 787, b, 26,
without knowing their special
functions, treats the former as a
mere appendage to the seminal
ducts.
For the account of the
stotle,

:
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Other phenomena besides the distinction of sex pro
The
ceed from weakness in the procreative power.
seed
tends
male
to
the
movement communicated by
from
whose
form a being similar to the parent
body
force.
If, however, the seed is
not vigorous enough to overcome the generative sub
stance of the female, a woman is born or if it cannot

was derived the motive

;

succeed in imitating the paternal type, then the child
resembles its mother and not its father again, should
;

the seed

fail

in both of these attempts,

which usually

is born with a resemblance to
happens, a female child
2
If the movement is itself deficient in force,
its mother.
the child lacks the personal characteristics which the
1

and only receives, in
the
generic properties which the
descending degrees,
and above those of his own
parent had possessed over
Instead of the parental type, that of the

movement ought

to reproduce,

individuality.

transmitted, so that the child resembles his
So it
distant ancestors.
grandparents, or still more

family

is

that nothing but the type of the race is
communicated, so that the child, for instance, has a

may happen

human form without any family

characteristics.

Lastly,

should turn out merely
possible that the offspring
a living creature without even the human attributes, as
3
If
in the case of children born with bestial forms.

it is

the

proper

relation

between the

male and female

matter which he gives in accordance with the latter hypothesis,

guishes, ibid. 768, a, 14,

see ibid. 788, a, 3 sqq.

case, lav

...,,

768, a, 2 sqq. 21 sqq.
2
Aristotle expressly

\v6ucrtv al

/ctnfjo-fts,

^

~

Kparr.ffp

3

lav

TJ

Ibid. iv. 3 cf. esp. 767, b,
24, 768, b, 15, 769, b, 2 sqq.
;

distin-

ill,

from the other
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altogether wanting, then no conception
lows. 1

is

Among

the

phenomena

of

at

all

fol

which are common

life

to

animals we

may next mention Sensation, the most
important point of difference between animals and
2
Sensation is a change produced in the
vegetables.
all

3
percipient by the object perceived, a movement
municated to the soul through the medium of the

c. 2, 767, a, 13 sqq.
of other passages relating to the distinction of the
sexes and to procreation, we must
be content briefly to indicate,
The sexual parts of different animals are discussed Gen. An. i.
2-16, ii. 6; Hist. An. iii. 1, cf.
AUBERT-WIMMEE, pp. 3 sq. of
their edition of De Gen. An.

Ibid.

1

A number

\

puberty, menstruation, and lactation, Gen. iv. 8, ii. 4, 738, a, 9
the causes of fruitf ulness
sqq.
and unfruitfulness, Gen. ii. 7,
;

746, a, 29-c. 8 fin.
iro\vTOKia,
oAryoro/cm and ytioj/oro/aa, certain
the
abortion,
perfect
and imperfect formation of child;

kinds of

superfoetation and the

ren,

like,

Gen. iv. 4-7 the formation of
the bodies of animals and the
order of the development of their
Gen. ii. 1,
parts, Hist. viii. 7 sq.
734, a, 16-33, 735, a, 12 sq. c. 4,
739, b, 20-740, b, 25, c. 5,741,
;

;

b,

15 sqq.

c.

6 (743, b,

20 com-

pares nature to an artist, who
first sketches the outline of his
picture and then lays on the
colours); the nourishment of the
embryo through the navel, Gen.
ii. 7, Hist. viii. 8; the
production
and development of birds, Gen.
sq. 6

of fishes, iii. 3-5, 7
of mollusca and testacea, ibid.
iii.

1

;

;

com

8; of insects, especially bees
(with regard to which Aristotle
holds that the queens and female
workers are born of queens,
drones of working bees, and
that there is no marriage among
iii.

them),

ibid.

19 (cf

LEWES,

iii.

10, Hist. v.

9,

Arist.

188 sqq.);

spontaneous generation, ibid. iii.
11, i. 23 Jin., Hist. v. 15 sq. c.
19, 551, a sq. c. 11, 543, b, 17, vi.
the nature
15, 569, a, 10 sqq.
of the birth and the time of
pregnancy, ibid. iv. 9. The differences which separate the various grades of animal creation in
;

respect of their origin and method
of propagation will call for f urther discussion below, and the
origin and gradual evolution of
the soul will be the subject of

the next chapter.
See pp. 27 and 37, supra
and with the following account
cf. BAUMKER, Des Arist. Lehre
;

von den

Sinnesvermogen (Leip-

1877).

sic,
3

De An.

ii.

4

ris

Kivrjo-is

rrjs tyvxys.
9.
far

How

movement

a-(a/j.aros

De Somno, 1, 454, a,
we may speak of a

of the soul

the subject of
cussion.

5 init.
Sia rov

at all is

subsequent dis-

PHYSICS
The nature of this process may be explained and esti
mated by the abstract laws of action and passivity.
It
1

the object of perception which sets the
change in
the
which
the
motion,
percipient
undergoes
change. The
is

former

the latter passive.
related to the former in the same

is

Hence the

is active,

form to matter.

to the possible or as

which a subject

is fitted

by

its

latter

way as the actual
The perception for

nature

developed into

is

the form of the object
actuality by the object perceived
2
is impressed
the
This relation, how
upon
percipient.
;

ever, is further conditioned

by the nature of the perci

Like thought, perception can only
pient
legitimately
be called a passive affection, if the phrase is taken to
include the progress from mere capacity to actuality. 3
See the passages quoted vol.
454sqq.,to which express allusion ismadeZte An. ii. 5, 417, a, 1.
*
De An. ii. 5, 417, a, 9 to the
end of the chapter, where the
preceding discussion is summed
up in the words rb 8 alaQririKbv
tcrrlv
oi oy
rb aio-Qr/rbv
1

i.

:

t ipr^rat

KaQdwep
U(V
8
&amp;lt;?/ce&amp;lt;Vo,

rov

OVV
u&amp;gt;/j.o

iii.

aia97](Tus

TI

oil

8

olov

O.KOI]

i)

tvtpyrj

.(t)rai

avr?i u.4v

olov

2r&amp;gt;

(vepyfiav

tan

8e

77

rijs

/cat /uta,
\sy&amp;lt;a

tvfpyeiav Kal
.

.

.

orav

aKuveiv

Svvdjj.fvov

a/j.a

\j/6&amp;lt;pos.

:

Kal

ravrbv avralv

Kar ^vepyeiav aKor]
o Kar evfpyeixv
rations

Of,

tanv

Kal

evfpyaa

\)/6(pos & /COT

KOT
rb

OfJLOlOV

425, b,

2,

alo~6r)Tov

TO 8 elvai

OVX

8

Kal

and motions take

effect

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;0,

;

1,

H47, a,

r
.

&amp;gt;

sqq.

De An.

Herri 5

dAAd rb

ii.

5,

417,

2

b,

airXovv ovSf rb Trd(Tx*
jj.fv

(f)6opd

rts

virb

:

v,

rov

evxvriov, rb 5e a-(arr)pia /j.u\\ov rov

UVTOS

rov tvrt\fx* ia
ovrus us 8vva/j.is
Thus in the
irpbs tvr(\fx(iai&amp;gt;.
case of learning, we must either
refrain altogether from saying
that the learner is the subject of
an operation or we must distin
5vi/d/j.ft

uvros

guish

/cat

v-jrb

o/uoiuv

between

two

kinds

of

rrjV re tirl Toy (rr(pt]riKas
irdffx*iv
StotfeVets [j.(rafio\})v Kal r^v (irl 7 as

ffis Kal

rr]v (pixriv (cf.

i.

p. 197).

Similarly with perception: so
soon as the percipient conif-s into
the WOrld, tX^ ^87706 (TTTfp ^TTtO-TTJ.UT/l/
Kal rb aiffBavfo-dai, Kal ro Kar
tvtp-

yivfrai Kzl

And as ope

upon passive subjects, this parti
cular operation takes place upon
the percipient. Cf. infra, p.
n. 3, p. 61, n. 4
and see Part. An.
ii.

:1

OVK

(as the latter is the actual appli
cation of a faculty which is al
ready possessed, so perception is
the activity of a faculty which
already exists in the percipient)
otaQfpd 8f [sc. T^ alcrOdveffdat rov
1. on rov fj.fv TO.
iroirjriKa
;

ARISTOTLE

60

Perception, therefore,

may

be equally described as an

more accurately as the joint act of percipient
and perceived, which act, however, has its seat in the
act, or

1

former. 2

Further, the perceived object can be said to
stand to the percipient in the relation of
actuality to
possibility only in so far as the one is capable of being
It is not the
perceived and the other of perceiving.
matter of an object which acts upon the sense in
ques
tion, but only those properties of an object which the

Hence it
particular sense is designed to perceive.
follows that it is the sensible form of
objects without the
matter that

received in the act of sensation.

is

material object itself
ent, but only its
TTJS

evepyeias e^cadev, rb 6parbv Kal
iii.
7, 431, a, 4

rb a.Kovo-r6v &c.
(paiverai 8e TO
uvros
8vvd/j.ei
tvepyetq TTOIOVV

makes

object

:

JJLCV

alaOrfrbv

TOU

e/c

alaOrjTtKov

[The perceived

which

that

is

capable of perception and which
is
only a Swd/^ei ~bv into an
evepyeia or.] ov yap Tratr^et ou5
a\\oiovrat. Sib a\\o eTSos TOUTO
Kivrio-ews

from

[something different
^ ^ap Kivrjais rov

Ktjrjflrts].

arf\ovs evepyeia

tfv,

rj

5

airXovs

fvepyeia frepa f) TOU rereAfff/uLfvov
(such also, however, is the alae-fjriKbv according to ii. 5, 417, b,

29 sqq.).
Zte An. iii. 2, 426, a, 15:
f
eVe} 5e ^tia yiteV eVTti/ ^ eVe
pyeta ^
TOU alaOrirov Kal r) TOU ai
crt?7jTiKou,
TO 5 e?i/cu frepov &c.
Cf. foil. n.
1

There

The

not communicated to the percipi
3
This apprehension of the
operation.
is

here no question of any
reciprocal operation of the sensi
ble object and the sensitive
is

organ (PKANTL, Arist. v. d.
Farlcn, 144, whom KAMPE criti-

cisea t Erk.-Theoried. Arist. 80,4),
for the object is not subject to

any operation, but there

is a joint
operation, the result of which is
perception. That this act gives
a true account of the objects

perceived, has already been said,
in vol. i. pp. 208 sqq.
2
De An. ii. 2, 456, a, 5 et
:

877

ea-riv

Kal

rb

Kivnffis Kal f) Tronjtns
Trd6os eV TO? Trotou/xeVy,
T)

avdyK-r] Kal TOV ty6&amp;lt;pov Kal TT]V aKofyv
/car
Kara
evepyeiav ej/
rfj

flvai

.

.

.

f]

fj.ev

ovv TOV

fv4pyid ear i $6(()os 3)
T] 8e TOU aKovffriKov aKorj
aKovais. Similarly with all the
other senses
rov alcrQ-rirov
TJ
OV
,

j)

:

tvepycta Kal
3

rj

DC An.

rov aiadrjriKov ev

r&amp;lt;

12 init.
y fikv
TO 5e/CTtroi/ ruv
aiffByruv tfo&v &vev rrjs U ATJS,
olov 6 Kfjpbs rov SaKrvXiov avev TOV
o~Lfi-f]pov Kal rov %puo&quot;ou Se^frai TO
6 TO
v, Aa^ujSai/et
xpvfTovvf] rb,
ata Or) a is

ecrri

ii.

:

PHYSICS
form without the matter

61

only possible where there is
which the sensible

is

in the soul a point of unity, a centre in

and on this account
impressions can reflect themselves
perception first appears in the animal kingdom. More
;

1

and

over, since the faculty of perception is the force

form of the physical organ,

component parts and if this harmony
by too vehement an impression on the
then the faculty of perception is lost. 2 The seat

harmony
is

presupposes a certain

it

in its

;

disturbed

sense,

of this faculty is invariably a homogeneous body 3 which
must contain potentially both of the opposite qualities

may be communicated

that

to

it

by the objects of

but just for this reason it must itself stand mid
between
them. 4 The operation of the object upon
way
sense

;

/,

s, 6/j.oicas

vTrb

aAA

oi&amp;gt;x

5e Kal

rj

rail/

p
a

TOV I^OVTOS xP^/J-a

/)

aAA ovx 77
iictlvwv \fyeTai, aAA
fj
Kal Kara TOV \6yov. (There
is no trace, however, in this pas
sage of what VOLKMANN, (jrund:.
r)

fyofyov irdtrxei,

l

Arist. Ptychol. [Abhandl. d.
boh in. Gesclhch. x. 126sq. Pi/cJiol.
i.
218] finds in it, viz. that
sense is not affected by sounds
&c. in so far as each of these is
what it is, but in so far as the sense

^

-

d.

what it
An. iii.

Cf. foil. n. and
2. }
TO yap
eufffhfriipiov 8KTiKut&amp;gt; TOV alaQi]Tov

is

DC.

is.

2.

)

425, b,

:

avfv TTJS I/ ATJS eVca&amp;lt;rroy. Whence it
follows that all perception is of a
see i. 207,
universal, a roioj/Se
;

n. 1,
1

DC An.

OITIOV yap TO

the

l)e

ii.

a 32
although
without souls
12, 424.

/J.T)

;

ii.

12, 424, a,

26:

a body (/ue-yeaf(T07jrrts, on the other hand,
6os)
is not /j-eyeOos, oAAo
\6yos TIS Kal
;

Suva/its (Ktivou [TOV aia0avo/j.vov\.
8
t/c TOVTUV
Kal Sia TL

&amp;lt;pavepi&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

iroTf

TUV

(pdfipovcri

alffdrjTuv
TO.

at

virp^o\al

ai&amp;lt;r6iiTf,pia

tot/

yap

IffxvpoTtpa TOV ai(r6r)Tr)piov T)
/aVrjfm, Ai/ crot 6 \6yos, TOVTO 8
fjv r) a i(T0r]O is tacnrep Kal TJ
.a
f)

J

ffvfji&tiiv

Kal & TOVOS Kpovo/LLevuv
3

:

cu&amp;lt;r97j&amp;lt;ns,

An.

al(rQav6fj.fvov is

X op5w.

gnpra.

plants have no
they are not

aAAo

cuffOiJTtev,

T ^r wArjy.
iii. 12,
434, a, 21): those favTa are
without afae-rjo-is, ocra
SfKTiKa
TUV flSui avfu TTJS O ATJS. Cf. also
supra, pp. 33 sqq. and notes, as
well as the remarks infra, upon
the sensus corn munis.
T

Cf.

iii.

Part. An.

where

o~&amp;lt;p6Spa

13, 435, b,

ii.

1,

TWV

l.&quot;&amp;gt;.

647, a, 2 sqq.,

aurflrjTTjpm in this

sense are
distinguished from the opyavina
fjifp-r] (face, hands, &c.).
4

Aristotle remarks this
spe-

ARISTOTLE
the senses depends upon a
from the one to the other.

medium which transmits it
Flesh is the medium of the

sense of touch, air and water of the other senses

!

;

and

medium

the materials of which the organs of sense
consist correspond.
The connection, however, of the
to this

five senses

with the four elements

adopted by Aristotle.
cialiy of touch, De An.

3

ii.

11,

;

perception is a
the Sui/cfym ~bv
operative

.

Tra^xeti/

principle

fvfp-yeia (cf.

by which

into

thing like that which
TOV

.

made by the

is

some

itself

is

supra, p. 59, n. 2), Sid
cos TO
aiffOiyrripioi

6/J.QI&S [so.

]

Kal \l/vxpov rj (TKXripnv
fj.a\aKov O.VK aicrdavo/jieda, dAAa
dfp/j.ov

,

Kal
TCOZ/

cos TTJS alffQ^fffots oiov
TU/OS OVff1]S Ti]S eV TO?S
eVavTicoVecos.
Kal 5ta

Tovro KpiveL ra

r6 yap
fjitaov KpiTix.6v. just as the eye in
order that it may be able to
aiirdfjrd.

perceive black and white must
be neither of these actually but
both potentially, so it is with the

sense of touch.
Ibid. ii.

7,
410, a, 7-35.
According to this passage, the
medium of the perceptions of
sight is light, of hearing air, of

smell moisture

Their

5e.

p. 39,

:

fj.et/

-rrepl

5e cupjjs Kal

6/ji.oiws

medium

ov (paiverai

(see supra,

For further
and in i. 5 is,

n. 4) is flesh.

details, see infra,
n. 3,

only tentatively

tribes of animals

tempted to establish this connection, but he does not say to
whom he refers. The citations
on the views of Empedocles and
Democritus

(ZELLER,

Gr. i.
Plato

817,

Ph.

d.

3) and from
(-ibid. ii.
a, 727,
3) on
this head are not sufficient to
723,

explain the statement (in the
above passage De Sensu) that one
of the four elements was assigned
to each of the senses, but that
this only raised the
difficulty of
the discrepancy in their respec
tive
3

iii.

numbers.
See the two passages, DC An.

1

and Do $ensu,

2,

438, b,

16 sqq.

In the former of these
Aristotle desires to show that
there cannot be more than the
five senses (the
opposite had
been asserted by Democritus see
ZELL. Ph.d. Gr. i. 817, 5), which ho
proves in this way the properties
of things are perceived either im
mediately or by means of a
medium. The former is the case
with the perception of touch
(only in the sense, however, that
the medium is in the
percipient
:

:

1

yevcrews exe:

is

The higher

This sense, he
423, b, 29 sqq.
the
says,
perceives
opposite
TO 8e
qualities of bodies
ri ipLov avrSiv
ciTm/coV
r6
.
8vvdfj.ei TOIOVTOV eart /mopiov. Since
T&amp;lt;)

2

supra

2

Aristotle remarks himself
(Part. An. ii. 1, 647, a, 12 DC
tonsu, c. 2, 437, a, 19 sqq.) that
several of his predecessors at
;

see

supra, and cf.
In
423, b, 12).
latter
case the sensitive
organ for each class of percep
tions must consist of an elemen
tary material of the same kind
itself:

De An.

ii.

n.

1,

11,

the

as that through the medium of
which the perceptions reach the

PHYSICS
the lower are without one
possess all the live senses
or other. It is only the sense of touch, and its de;

senses.

Properly speaking,

how

ever, we have only water and air
to deal with, as fire operates as
vital heat in all the senses, and
either in
earth peculiarly
none or in touch (of which
taste, according to Aristotle, is a
subordinate variety see p. 22, n.
(&amp;lt;8i o&amp;gt;s)

:

supra). Even flesh, however,
the organ of the latter sense,
does not consist merely of earth,
but of a mixture of earth and
1,

water and

air.

Although it is,
therefore, the most material of
the organs of sense, it yet
stands in the middle between
the different kinds of tangible
all

all.

and is
(De An.

sqq.

iii.

things,

ii.

11,

123, a, 11

435, a, 11-b, 2;
1. 647, a, 19, c. K,

13,

Part. An.

them

sensitive to

ii.

The pupil of the
of water; sounds arc per
ceived by air in the passages of
the ear
the sense of smell
resides in both air and water.
The perception of universal pro
perties of things, however, such
as form, size, motion, &c., cannot
be confined to the organs of any
particular sense, being in its
653,

eye

b,

29.)

is

;

nature

common

to all (cf. infra,

In the second of the
above passages it is said
SXTT
pp.6&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

sqq.).

:

tfirtp

TOVTUV

^.fyo/jLtv,

Tpuirov
(KCHTTOV

TI fft/^ySaiVfj,

(pavepbv us 5(7 rovrov rbv
cbroSiSoz/at Kal

TUV

CuVflTJTTJp

rov
utiariKuv vSaros
(TTaixticcv,

fj.fi/

UTTOATJTTTCOJ/,

.

&amp;lt;L

.

lariv cn

.

.

1)

8

arpos

yap tvtpytia

TOVTO 8ui d/j.fi T&
TtK6t/

KaBdtrep

CXT/J.T]

77

6(T&amp;lt;ppav-

KairV(i)fa]&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

T. s

rt

a^TJs

7;

8

a.va.Qvp.(a.(Tis

-rrvpus

rJ 8e
It

tff-riv.

ALEX,

(as

in

.

.

.

TU

yfvariK6i&amp;gt;

is

loco,

8

flat s

impossible

HO

p.

sq.

to

out)
suppose that
Aristotle here intends to assign
the organs of the various senses
to the four elements
respectively.
He here repeats what he says in
the J)c An. of the organ of smell
when he remarks that it is merely

pointed

what

SiWjUtt

u(T&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;pr)&amp;lt;ri?

is tvtpyeia,

rav \\ivxpov A?;
tcrrlv, and that, like the eye, it is
closely connected with the brain,
the coldest and dampest part of

yap

Svvd/j.ft

6(piJ.rj

77

i&amp;gt;

the body
but smell itself is
assigned to fire, because it is
produced by the heating of the
cold olfactory organ by the offfirj
is of
a fiery
Ka-rrvcaSris, which
nature.
(So also c. 5, 444, a,
S-22, where Aristotle explains
on this ground the aesthetic
pleasure in smells peculiar to
man see last note on next page.)
Hut according to Bekker s text,
the words (pavtpbv wsSct &c. would
give the meaning just referred
;

;

to as inadmissible.
It is all the
more welcome to find that, as

BAVMKEK, p. 47 sq. reminds us,
four of the seven MSS. in DC
tii nxu, i;j, b,
17, give et before
ScI, so t hat we may read
us fl Se?
ruv &amp;lt;TTOix*iwv, TOV
In this view,
/AW Sn/jLaro? Arc.
Aristotle offers the explanation
that follows only
hypothetically,
and from a point of view differ
ent from his own. This view of
the passage corresponds
precisely
with that of ALEX, ibid., who
seems, therefore, also to have
read fl before 5u; cf.
p. 78:
:

&amp;lt;pai&amp;gt;fptiv

.

^

a6vfj.ia(Tis,

IK

?/
KairvwSijs
curriKbi yrjs.

.

.
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pendent sense of

Of touch

taste,

which

is

1

quite indispensable.
as impossible for an

Aristotle says that it is
it as for
any other creature but an

animal to be without

animal to possess

in fact, the most universally
and
therefore any excessive
important
made
this
sense
would not, as in the
impression
upon
It

it.

is,

sign of life;

case of the others, destroy a single organ alone, but the
life itself of the animal. 2
These two senses are thus the

commonest and lowest they serve the baser needs of
3
while sight and hearing, as the means of rational
;

life

:

Hearing, how

development, occupy the highest rank.
ever, deserves the preference, since we
the possibility of oral instruction. 4

creatures

man

owe to
Of

this sense
all

living

furnished with the subtlest taste and

is

subtlest feeling ; many animals exhibit the other senses
in a greater state of acuteness, 5 but in the case of man

they play a special part in his spiritual culture. 6
et

OVTW, Qrifflv, firl rrjs otyews e ^fi
Sia ro vTO, Kada fy\lx oj/TO Tives,

/cat

fKao-rov

e/cao-ry

alffQ-nr-npiov

(TToi^i(av avaTiderai
ov yap 8)] aptaKovTOL
&c.
cf. also Part.

c.

p. 80

;

:

An.

ii.

1,

the not
statements,

cf.

point
wholly consistent
Hist. An. iv. 8 De An. ii. 3, 415,
a, 3 sqq. iii. 12, 434, b, 11-29, c.
13, 435, b, 17 sqq. ; De Sensu,
De Somno, 2,
1, 436, b, 12 sqq.
;

;

455, a, 5; Metaph.
23; MEYER, Arist.

sq

and

,

2

p. 22, n. 1,

De An.

iii.

i.

1,

980, b,

Tltierlt.

432

is

13, 435, b, 19

;

of.

C. 12,

iii.

434, b,

22 sqq.
4

DC

Sensu,

end of chap.
*
De An.

De

1,

436, b. 12 to

Mctaph.
ii.

ibid.

9, 421, a,

9-26;

440, b, 30 sqq.
ii.
16 sq., 660, a, 11,
Gen. An. ii. 2, 781, b, 17.

Sensu,
Part. An.

20

;

;

6

4,

De An. Hid.

;

:

man s

higher

intelligence is explained on the
ground of his finer feeling
but it is certain that Aristotle
;

the human eye and
as also of higher significance
for
the
development
of the spiritual life than those
of the lower animals
M7i. iii.
13, 1118, a, 16 sqq., he remarks

regarded
ear

supra.

12, 13,

434, b,

22, 435, b, 4-19.

1 eelmg

other hand, are so ov rov
JDc An.
eVe/ca, dAA.a rov ev.

O.UT$ Aeyet

;

647, a, 12.
1
On this

TUV

indispensable to
every animal for the preservation
of life, the other senses, on the

;

of

smell,

hearing,

and

sight,

PHYSICS
to the particular
senses, Aristotle observes
seat of sight is in the
pupil of the eye.
of water, this organ is affected
by colours which

Coming
that

the

Formed

communicated to it through a transparent medium.
Sounds acting on our ears
through the medium of air
are transmitted to the sense
by the air in the auditory
are

1

2

Smells are conveyed to the
olfactory organ
and water: they are inhaled with the air
by

passages.
air

by

respiring animals; to non-respiring animals water is
the medium of smell. 3 The
primary qualities of matter

which belong
De

and their particular moditica-

to all bodies

Sengu,

5, 443, b, 15-444, a, 9,
28 sqq., of smell, that
man alone takes delight in these
sensations for their own sake and
not merely for the sake of food
(albeit smell is his lowest sense

ibid.

1.

:

DC

DC An.
Sensu,
440, b, 31
9, 421, a, 9); of the senses
generally Aristotle says, Gen. An.
;

&amp;lt;l,

ii.

ibid.

:

0ttav

rfyv

fj.ev

r&v

a

ruv

&amp;lt;?tav,

fj.a\i&amp;lt;TTa

ovv TrdppvOev anpi^KiffTa us

(TQj](Tf(i3v

tiirtiv avtipunros

ex 6

&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;*

TI,V 5c irtpl

iravruv

Kara/mtyfOos
ras Stacpopas

(vaiadriTov,

his

organs of sense being the purest,

reflecting the light)

is proved,
23 sqq., by
a fictitious experience.
Part. An. ii. 10, 656, b,
13 sqq.; De An. ii. 8, 420, a,

DC Insomn.

2

1

;

;

;

elsewhere;

and

i

cf.

BAUMKER,

518, n. 3, supra.
also
operate

48

sq.,

That the

eyes
upon the
objects (and that not merely by

VOL.

II,

i.

262, n.

1,

nupra,

is

empty) by means of passages.
3
De An. ii. 9, 421, b, 8
Sensv,

together
regard to the sensitive organs of
the various animals.
See p. 64, tujsra De Senw,
2, 438, a, 12 sqq. b, 5
Hist. An.
i. 8,
491, b, 20; Part. An. ii. 8,
c.
653, b, 25,
10, 686, a, 37 sq.
Gen. An. ii. 6, 744, a, 5, and

is

opinion,

sqq.

435 sq., brings
statements with

b,

p. 478; BAUMKER,
not quite clear howAristotle conceives of the con
nection of this air with the
central organ of sense; he
merely
remarks, Part. An. ibid, that
the ears are united with the
occiput (which, according to his

It

MEYEB,

his

4o!&amp;gt;,

cf.

sqq.;

52.

and the least earthy and material,
and his skin being the finest.
ibid.

2,

iii.

De
(see p. 6, supra}
442, b, 27 sq. 444, a,
cf. p. 537, 3, 539, 6,
478,
1

;

8 sqq.

6,
;

med.
BAUMKER, 53 sq. It has
been already remarked, p. 62, n. 3,
;

supra, that the sense of smell also
is connected with the
brain, but
there is nothing said about
any

connection between it and the
heart. Aristotle shows, De
SCUSH,
5,
455, a, 4 sqq., that smell
occupies a middle position be
tween the aicretafis airriKal and
5t &\\ov

ARISTOTLE
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The

1
tions are the proper objects of the sense of touch.

organ of touch

the heart

is

:

medium through which

the

the heart is the flesh 2
impressions are transmitted to
and the same may be said of taste, which is nothing
3
of touch, the only difference being that
but a
;

species

the tongue

conductor.

is its sole

How

4

the sensations

communicated by particular senses can have

their seat

5

in the head, while the seat of the sensitive life itself is
in the heart, 6 and all sensation belongs to one and
7
the same part of the soul, Aristotle fails to ex-

De An.

1

cnrral

(Jikv

ovv

11, 423, b,

ii.

elffiv at

against

ras

tieelenl.

nach Ar. 163 sqq.) from

De An.

ii.

8e

tyvxpbv,

6ep/j.bv

t,-npbv

BAUMKER, 78 sqq., shows as
SCHELL (Die Einheit des

5

26:

Sicupopal TOV

vyp6v.

Be

sides these fundamental qualities
the sense of touch perceives also
hardness and softness and others,
and Aristotle asks accordingly,
4 22, b, 19, whether it is only one
sense or several. He rejects the
latter supposition, however, 1. 27
sqq., with the remark that the
other senses also perceive more
than one evavrioT-ns by hearing,
:

for example, besides height

412, b, 18, 413, a, 2,
17 sqq. iii. 2, 426,
b, 8; Part. An. ii. 1, 647, a, 2
sqq. c. 8, 653, b, 24 sqq., and
other passages, that Aristotle
assumes this to be the case in
respect to the above three senses.

ii.

and

depth we perceive loudness of
sound, softness and roughness

1,

11, 423, b,

De &msu,

Cf.

c.

2

(p.

62, n. 3,

supra}.

F^p.41sq. The view that

6

the brain

the seat of sensation

is

(ALCM^EON, see ZELL. Pli.d.Gr. i.
456, 1 PLATO, Tim. 67, B, 76, D),
is expressly refuted by Aristotle
Part. An. ii, 10, 656, a, 15 sqq.
;

:

in the voice, &c. Therefore BRENTANO S assertion (Psyckol. d.

b, 11, c. 7, 652, b, 2 ; De Juvent.
holds himself
3, 469, a, 20.

Ar.

that the brain

85) that it is erroneous
according to Aristotle to regard
feeling as only a single sensitive
faculty, is not accurate.
2
See p. 39, n. 4, p. 62 n. 3, sup.
De An. ii. 11, 422, b, 20, 35 sqq.
423, b, 1 sqq 22 Part. An.ii. 10,
De Vita, 3, 469, a,
656, b, 35
5-20 BAUMKER, 54 sqq.
,

;

;

;

8

See

p. 22, n. 1, supra,

the sources of taste,
*

c, 10,

De An.

ii.

422, a, 34.

and on

i. 518 sq.
11, 423, a, 17 sqq.

He
is

devoid of feel

view upon sup
posed experiences, upon which

ing, resting his

see

MEYER,

Arist. Thierk. 431.

De An. iii. 1, 425, a, 31, and
more fully De Sensu, 7, 449, a, 5
7

avdyKt]
sqq., where inter alia
uiravra
&pa tv ri elvai Trjs fyvx^s,
&AA.O Se yevos Si
.
w&amp;lt;r9dvTai,
:

&amp;lt;

5

.

Just as one and the same
thing has different properties, so
&\\ov.

CeTeoi/ Kal eirl TTJS tyvxiis

Kal

ei/

eTmi aiOu

r

T& aurb
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1
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If his view is that the
pictorial

image

is

gene

rated in the organs of sense, while its reference to the
2
the question still
object takes place in the heart,
how
can sensation originate in
remains,
in

organs

which the sensitive soul docs not reside
trfpov ruv

/j.(v

flvo.l (T(pOV Kal
ytvfi riav 8e efSei.

uffTf Kal alffOdvotr by
Kal fvl,

401,

a,

30 goes on to say:
[sc. anb ruv

^fv yap iKelGev

avry

r&amp;lt;

DC

ov rtf avrtf.

8

\6y&amp;lt;p

aua

?

TV

dpxV Kal eypriyopws Sotce
6pav Kal aKovfiv Kal alo-QatxtrQai,
Kal Sta rb r^v utyiv 4v:orf KivtlaQai
irpbs

20: IO-TJ p.tv yap
Nwm0, 2, 455,
fila aiffdrjais Kal TO Kvptov alffdr)tlvai al&B-fjO ci rov
rr,piov Iv TO 8
yivovs tKavTov trepov (its charac
ter is different in each kind of

SoKf7f ov Kivovp.fvf]v
bpav (pa^ey, Kal
Svo Kivr ff*is fio-ayTT)V
8vo SoKew.
yf\\iv rb
The

sensation).

words

a.

1

Neither from Part. An.

iii.

4, 666. a, 16, ii. 10, (556, b, 3
cf. Hist. An. i. 4, 489, a, 23
De
from the
&&amp;gt;HI/W, 2, 455, b, 6, nor
in
c.
3
of
the
IT.
passage
twirvluv,
which seems to give the greatest
to
this
view, are we
support
justified in saying with certainty
that Aristotle regards the blood
as the conductor by which the
;

;

snsitive movements are led to
the heart. He certainly assumes
that a portion of tho blood flows
at intervals back to the heart,
carrying its own natural motions

with

From

it (Ibid.

461, b, 11).
this, however, he merely concludes
will
be
(as
shown, p. 7 1 , n. 3,

Infra)

movements caused by
previous percept ions and lat ent in
that the

the organs of sense, being no
longer overpowered by move
ments in the blood, are liberated

and carried

in

like

manner

to

the heart ; it appears, therefore,
that he regards them as different
from those in the blood.
This is the view put forward
in the passage just referred to in
the treat fee upon Dreams, where

Tip

a&amp;lt;priv

t

fi&amp;gt;

refer, as the repetition of
shows, to the cases of selfdeception discussed c. 2, 460, b,
3 sqq. 11, 20, 22 sqq. c. 3,
461, b,
So/ceTj/

These Aristotle explains on
the ground that the
judgment
upon the object and the pictorial
image are due to the exercise of
30.

different

16
TO

:

faculties (Ibid. 460, b,

atnov 8e TOU o-v^aivfiv ravra
Kara r^v avri]v Svvafjuv
fj.))

Kpiveiv TO re

ra

c. 3,

[as

fKaa-riis

iav

y

fj.^

461,

b,

frtpa
/j.fv

oj irdvrus

$

8\ws yap
proceeds] TO dfli
vfrai).

aicrdr,o-fws

Qaivfrai
8

Kvptov [subj.] Kal

(pavrda/j.oLra

&amp;lt;pr)&amp;lt;rtv

Kvpiwrfpa

j)

apxrj,

ai&amp;gt;rt&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;Ti.

ovv iravrus, So/ce?

TO

&amp;lt;paiv6^fvov
[the
sun, for example, appears to us
to be a foot broad, nevertheless
we refuse to believe it; c. 2, 460,
b, 18], a\\ lav
[but only when]
TO t-niKplvov /c;.Te x77Tai ^

^ Ktv^rai

T//J/

olKfiav

K

It

is this
Kvpiov Kal 7riKpjj/oi/(461, b, 24 sq.)
which refers the
sense-perception
to its object. It, for
VT]&amp;lt;TIV.

instance, when
sensation presents us with the
image of a particular man, iden
tifies it with the man in
question.
In sleep, on the other hand, when

ARISTOTLE
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The separate senses, however, are insufficient of
themselves to explain the fact of sense-perception. The
such as time, motion and
of things
universal
qualities

are not, like
size and form
unity and multiplicity,
of
the
sound and colour,
special senses
peculiar objects

rest,

l

;

the senses, and only indirectly
The faculty, therefore, by which they are
must be distinct from all the particular

they are perceived by

by each.
perceived
senses:

all

must be a sensus cmnmunis

it

common

or

2

sense.

This sense, moreover, enables us to compare and dis
3
of different senses.
When,
tinguish the perceptions
consciousness

is

imprisoned, the

taken for the object

image

is

itself.

The

seat of this faculty

cannot be other than a single
Kvpiov aiVflrjTTjpioi/ (De Somno, 2,

455, a, 21), of which sleep and
waking are particular states (see
p. 75, infra).

De An.

1

ii.

7,

tinguishes between

merely

i

aura [not

a-y^ejSrj/cbs] cuVflTjra

KO.TO.

between

Aristotle dis
/cafl

and

Sia

KOIVO.,

remarking

Ae^co 5 tSiov /j.ev 6 /*$)
418, a, 11
eVSe xercu ere pa alcr6r]a i alffOdi/effQai
:

.

.

fj.bs,

1,

KOLva. 5e Kivrjiris, rjpe/iia, apid-

.

ffxniJ-O&quot;,

/j-tyedos.

425, a, 13

Koiviav olov
iSiov,

Siv

T

Similarly,

iii.

aAAa juV ou5e TIV

:

elvat

KCU

alffdrjT^piov ri

eKa&amp;lt;rrp

alffd-^ffei

alffQavo^Qo. Kara (rviJ.^T]Kbs [TOBSTRIK S proposal to read ov K. a-.

rightly rejected by BRENTANO,
Pxychol. A. Ar. 98], olov Ktz/^o-ews,

sense-perceptions, and the multi
plicity of the senses even assists
us in distinguishing them from

the latter

(OTTCOS TITTOV XavQavri

a.Ko\ov6ovvTa KCU
b, 5).

Were we therefore con

we saw a white object, which
moved, we should perceive only
its colour and not its motion;.

if

ruv

8e KOIV&V

On

De Mem.

time see

450, a,

t).

p. 73, n. 4, infra.

We are

informed of motion
&c through the separate senses
/cara o-u^jSejSTjKbs (De An. iii. 1; v.
2

preceding note). These qualities
are accompaniments of particular

e^ofj.ev ouffBr^crLV

ijSfj

Kara

KOLV}]V ov

OVK

tfu/u/Be^rj/crfs

ap&quot;

Iffnv iSia (ibid. 425, a, 24sqq.). De
Mem. ibid, says that size and
motion are known to us by the
al
rb
same faculty as time,
[sc.

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;dVTa0&amp;gt;ta

alcrd-fifffws irddos

rf/s

aiT7?s]
eVrtV.

Of.

Koivr^s
i.

435,

n. 2, supra.
3

each

De An.
sense

u7ro/cetju.eWi&amp;gt;

*v6s.

TO

ibid. 425,

fined for our perception of them
to the particular senses, we should
know them only as accessory (e.g.

is

(UoG,

KOIVO.,

iii.

426, b, 8:
ras rov

2,

perceives

alffOrjTOv

8ia&amp;lt;popas,

e.g.

sight, those of colour. eVei Se KO.\
rb Aeu/coj/ KO.\ rb y\vKv Kal fKaffrov
T(av
fj-tv,

aiaQriTiav irpbs

tKa.&amp;lt;TTOv

T IVI alff0av6fj.8a
OTJ
.

.

t

on

al(rdr)(rfi

ovrf

Srj

Kpivf.iv

Kpivo-

Siafyepei

alffO-rjTO,

Kex

on

c&amp;gt;}

;

yap

P ia fjL ^}/ols

trtpuv

TO

PHYSICS
phenomena presented to us by
to
be objectively real, at another
time
the senses at one
to be unreal, it cannot be our senses themselves that
further,

we

declare the

in
pronounce this judgment, for their presentations are
both cases alike nor if we are deceived in our judgment,
;

are the senses to

blame

for the mistake, seeing that

The common principle of
alone
all sense-perception
responsible for the reference
of the perception, to the object, and therefore for the
1

they always report correctly.
is

2
mistakes that are made.

The same

principle, finally, is

the basis of self-consciousness which accompanies

all

is different from
sense-perception since perception
which
senses
the
supply us with
thing perceived,
us of its
inform
also
cannot
picture of the object
3
the
common sense is
The organ of
jective reality.

the

:

y\vKv rov \fvKov, a\\a 5e?

evi

nvi

must therefore be one and the same faculty
by which we distinguish different
kinds of sensations from one
another and to this, in order
be compared with
that these
one another, these must be
&fjL(j&amp;gt;(i&amp;gt;

It

5ri\a flvai.

:

ma}&quot;

simultaneously present, meeting
it as two lines meet in a com-

in

mon

(The details of this
point.
theory, which suggests many dimculties,

cannot be here discussed

;

besides TRENDELKNBURG in loco,
see the discussion of it in KAMPE,
JfrkeHntnissth. d. Ar. 107; liREN-

TANO, Pgychol. d. Ar. 90 sqq.
BAUMKER, 70 sqq.). Similarly
rivi 5
c. 7, 431, a, 20
firiKpivft
TJ 5ta0f pt y\vKv Kal 0fp/j.6v ...
;

:

Kal rj
y&p (v n- OUTCO 8
Kal 8\ws 6 8po? [the boundary] &c. Just as one sense knows
the distinction between white
and black, so one and the same
t&amp;lt;rn

(r-TiyiJi^

the

ob
the

know the distinction
whiteness and sweetDe Somno, 2, 455, a, 1 7

faculty can

between
ness.
KOL\

:

Kpivti 5^ Kal Svvarai Kpivtiv

erepa ra y\vKta
ycvffti otfre

TU&amp;gt;V

fyci otfr

on

\fvKwv, ofae
a/u&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;V,

dAAa

nvi xoivy /mop ty ruv
airdmwv. fffn /j.(v yap /j.ia
&c. (see p. (56, n. 7, supra).
Cf. i. 209, n. 8, supra.
Seep. 67, n. 2, supra, where

have been
this is shown to
Aristotle s view.
3
DC An. iii. 2 init. lird 8
:

alffOav6imf0a OTI 6pu/jifv

M CI/ avdyKr) ^
STI &pa,

i)

TTJ

ical

O.KOVO-

fyfi aiaQavtaBai

crtpo [so. alffQfaci].

The

former, however, is inadmissible,
if for no other reason, because
in that case we must assign
colour to the seeing subject [the
bp&v irpoorov), as to all visible
l)e Somno, 2, 455, a, 15
things.
:

ns Kal Koivk
fort 8
aKo\ovdovcra Trdcrais, i Kot

$vva/j.is

on

6pa
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1

heart,

we have

in which, as

of the sensitive

already seen, the general

life resides.

2

principle
To this single faculty of perception, or common
to attribute a number of
sense, Aristotle proceeds
mental phenomena. 3 It is the source of

important

4
which are therefore shared
imagination and memory,
well as by man.
Imagination is
by many brutes as

movement produced by

a

the sense-perception

5

sensation,

an

after-effect of

words a spent sensa-

in other

Kal aKOvei alffdaverai [so BONITZ,
Arist. Stud. iii. 72, reads accord
ing to the text of two MSS.

also the central organ of sensa

BBKK. has

see

tion.
3

For the following account

;

76

tnj/ci

KOlVCf

Kal alo-9.]- ov

%n

opa

opa

TU&amp;gt;V

/J-OplCj)

.

.

.

yap

5r? TV?

aAAa nvi

CU(T0TJTTJ/&amp;gt;tI/

v, els o

Juvent.

TUV

is

the ev KOIV^V

ras

/car

alffd-ficrccav

De An,

5
After showing, De An. iii.
that it is neither aftrflrjim, nor
j/oOs, nor eTTKrrrj^Tj, nor So|o, nor

Cf. supra, p. 42 sq. and p.
66, n. 6, and on the question how
-

3,

the sensations of the three senses
which have their seat in the head
are transmitted to the heart, p. 67,
n. 1 But the heart is also the seat
of the sense of touch (see p. G7, n.
and to this the remark,
1, supra)
.

;

De Somno,

2, 455, a, 22, seems to
refer, where it is said that the
fSiov and the Kowbv of atffOrjffis

to be

the meaning of TOUTO, 1. 22, placing
with BONITZ the words ov yap
Xpw/J-aTos, 1. 17-22, in a paren
.

4, infra.

Some animals, therefore, dream
as well as man, Divin. p. S. 2,
463, b, 12.

Koivbv aiffQ nT fipiov (ibid. C. 3, 469,

.

;

;

aiffOriT-ripiitiV

we must suppose

;

cf. p. 71, n. 3, p. 73, n.

a, 10).

[for this

b.

;

yap avaynatov

rb iravTwv rwv

eTi/ai

evepyeiav

eV ravrr) rots evai-

eV rovTCj)

fj.oi5 irao~iv.

d.

&amp;lt;pat&amp;gt;Ta.a-ia

c. 10,

avayKouov airavTO,v (De
467, b,28); r6 ye nvpiov

1,

Wortes

iii. 3, 428, a, 9, 21,
Hint.
433, a, 11, c. 11 init.
An. i. 1, 488, b, 25 De Mem. 1,
449, a, 28, 450, a, 15, c. 2, 453, a,
6
Metapli. i. 1, 980, a, 27, b, 25

TO&amp;gt;J&amp;gt;.

The heart

d.

Arist. 1863.

OTTaV-

4

1

Ueber

FREUDENTHAL,

Begrlff

.

thesis] a/j.a T(f otTTTt/ccfJ fj.d\L&amp;lt;rd
U7rapx et tn is being the only one
of the senses whose organ is

a combination of

86l-a

Aristotle proceeds,

oAA

eTreiS?;

KiveiffOai

tffri

erepov

andafcr07j&amp;lt;m,

428,

b,

10:

/ai/7}0eVros rovSl
virb TOUTOU, ?] 8e

Kal
(pavraffta Kivr)als TLS 5o/ce7 eli/at
OVK avev alffO^ffeas yiyveffOai aAA
alffdavofj.fi/ois Kal S)V afo~07)ffis earlv,
eo~Ti

Se

yiveffdai

inrb

K.(vt\aiv

rr)S

tvepyeias TTJS alcrd^ffecas, Kal TavTt]v
ei Tj
0/u.oioi/ avdyKr) elvai rrj alffd^fffi,
av avTf) T] Kivr)ffis ovre avfvalo~Q f)0

e&amp;lt;i)S

OVTG f^rj aio-davo/ui.evois
TToAAa /car avrfy Kal
l
Troielv Kal irdo&quot;)(_^iv ro e^o* Kal e?i/at
el
L. 30
Kal aArjflrj Kal ^evSrj.
,

:

ovv

p.f]Qev

pev a\\o e% et ra

PHYSICS
The motion caused by the external impression
upon the sensitive organ not only produces an immediate
effect in the sensation which
follows, but continues in
the organ, 2 whence under certain circumstances it
tion. 1

passes to the central organ, and in this way repro
duces the pictorial image, 3 even in the absence of the oby)

7}

[so the majority of
ToitSTR. with E reads
but considers the words
BEKK. and TREND, are

Qavraffia

MSS.

the

(pavr.,

fj

spurious
certainly

;

;

in

wrong

(pavTarriav^

reading

/i^

-7)

TOVTO 8 tffrl [TOBSTB.
T0 ^X^^i ^ (pavracr.a

ccnj. fx et ]
&t fir) KivricTis

VTTO

T /)s alcr8r]ffws

iJe
rys /COT tvipytiav yiyvu/j-evr).
Jnxoinn. 1, 451), a, 17 (a passage
which establishes the true read
ing in l)e . In. 421), a, 2 as yiyvo^vt],

cot

-TJS).
1

5t

lilict.

11, 1370, a,

i.

(pavrcuria

fcrrlv

De Mem.

1,

28:

350, a, 27

T?

TIS

aiffdrjffis

:

the

where eis is ^1/7,^77, Con
sists of a kind of
faypd(pri/j.a,
which
produces in the
trddos,

aX&amp;lt;f6f](TLs

the ^i^x 7/ aiVflT/riK^) and
in the part of the body where it
resides
rj
yap yivo/^tvri Kivrjcns

soul

(i.n.

;

tVcrrj/xaiVerai

olov

TVVOV riva rov

aiadr,/jiaros KuBdirep ol

TO?S SaKTuAiots.

under deep

aippayi^o^voi

On

this account,
emotion or in the

early years of childhood,

memory

weak, the excitement being
too strong, Kaedirep av fls vSwp
is

j)fOV

^TTiTTTOUfTrjS T7)S KlVT]a(t)S KO.I

conversely in old
age 5ta TO -^i]\((rQai Twear] na.1 5ia
&amp;lt;TK\T]p6rrira rov Sexo/ufVot/ TO irdQos
T/JJ a(ppayl8os

;

OVK tyyurerat 6 TVTTOS.

phenomenon

is

The same

explained, c. 2,
453, b, 4, as the result, not only
in the case of children but of
old men, of a K wriais caused in

the former case by the rapid
growth, in the latter by the
rapid decay, of the body. The
latter passage would of itself be
sufficient to prove that in Ari
stotle s view the persistence of
the sense-impressions, which are
compared to the impress of a
stamp, is not that of actual
material copies of the objects
(even in his account of senseperception itself, p. 58 sq. supra,
Aristotle gives no countenance
to such a view), nor even that of
qualitative changes in the organs
themselves, but is due to the
continuance in the organs of the
motions caused by the original
sensation.
This, however, be
comes still more obvious from
the quotations that follow in the
next note.
On the whole sub
ject see FREUDENTHAL, p. 20
sqq.
3
This
passage in

is
ir.

the sense of
evwirv. c. 3,

the

already

to.
After showing in
the beginning of c. 2, 6n KO.\

referred

a.Trf\06vTOS

^wueVei ra

rov

dvpadfv

euVfojTOu

aiad-f)/j.ara cuVflrjTa ti/Ta,

that

the faculty which gives
judgment upon the corresponding
objects is different from that
which supplies the sense with
the images of them (cf. p. 67, n.
2), and that in this way we get
the

delirious

fancies

of

fever

and other illusions of sense into
wlrch we are seduced by passion

ARISTOTLE
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To

1

ject.

power of reproducing images of sense Ari
name of Phantasy; and to the images

this

stotle gives the

name

themselves the cognate
and emotion,
in

3

c.

Aristotle proceeds

motions

the

:

caused

partly by impressions made upon
us from without, partly by those
produced from within the body
itself, are repressed during the
day by the activity of sense and

and rendered imper

thought,
ceptible

f a&amp;lt;paviovrai

irapa

&o&quot;irfp

\arrov as the light of
the stars before the sun] vvKrwp
8t
8e
apyiav rcav Kara jj.6piov
TroAu irvp

e

;

rov tvepyelv
apxfyv rrfs alo~8i]a
Karatyepovrai Kal yi-

alo~6T]a c(av Kal aovvafjiiav
.

.

.

etrl

rj]i&amp;gt;

f(i&amp;gt;s

of phantasms. 2

Phantasy,

orav yap
[asisexplained,461,b, 10], Kanovros rov irXficrrov a i^aros eVl ri]v
67, n. 2, iuprci)

;

crvyKarfpxovrai al

apxijv

fvovvai

These exist, however,
partly Swa^et partly evepyeiq, the
former appearing (e 7Ti7roA.aeii/)
when the others by which they
have hitherto been repressed dis
appear Kal \v6/u.i&amp;gt;ai eV oXiytp rf
Kivf}&amp;lt;Tis.

;

\onry a i/narL

r&amp;lt;

ev TO?S ai(T0r)rripiois

Kivovvrai [in the blood which is
left behind in the organs of sense
after the main body of it has

the

flowed back to the heart, the
sensitive motions contained in it,
which have hitherto lain latent,
become liberated owing to the
exhaustion, by the diminution of
the quantity of blood, of those
motions which have hitherto

motions produced by impressions
upon the senses which are the
cause of phantasms cf p. 70, n. 5,

restrained them], Zxovffai 6/j.oi6TTJTO uHTtrep ra ev ro?s v&amp;lt;peffiv, a
irapeiKd&vtTu/ dvOpwirois Kal Ktvrav-

supra} ore

So
pois raxecas /J.era0d\\ovra.
long as we keep hold even of a
remnant of consciousness in
sleep we do not mistake those
images for the things; if on the
other hand we have lost all
consciousness that we are asleep,
we take the one for the other.

[the heart]
vovrai

rys
The same thing takes
rapaxris.
place in sleep (4fil, a, 18 sqq.) ra
KaQiffrafj.4vris

&amp;lt;pavzpa\

:

omb rwv alff
[those lingering remnants

at ffvjj.$aivovffai

.

;

/uei/

virb

/J.fiovos

rr\s ei prjyUeVrjs Kivi)ff(t)S
trd/j.irav,

vovrai

.

7)

ovo&quot;t]s

afyavi^ovrai

6re 5e rerapay/uievai
KaOurTauievov Se
.

rov

a&quot;/u.aros

&amp;lt;rwofj.evr)

Kivf}&amp;lt;Tis

&amp;lt;pai-

Kal

.

8iaKpivo/j.evov

emtyuoiy,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

cic/)

fv ro?s

rcov alarOTjfjLdrcav

cKaffrov roav

aicrOr)-

[the motion caused by the
sense-impression which is trans
mitted from the organs of sense
to the heart] e ppco/xeVa re iroizi ra

KaQtvSovri, 462, a, 11) are there
fore only the remnants of the

tvvTfvia, Kal [sc. TToter] (palvtffBai ri

motions

r-ripiuv

Kal SoKeu/ Sta ^e^

ra

ctTrb

Kara(pp6fj.va dpav, Sta
rrjs aKoris aKOveiv.

Kal

airb

rtav

rrjs o^/eco?
8e ra aTrb

6/j.oiorp6Trcas

a\\&amp;lt;DV

8e

Dreams

1

.

&amp;lt;paiv6^va

caused

by

efftaAo

sensation

(461, b, 21), as which they are
often clearly recognised at the
moment of waking.

atV^TjTTjpfaiv.

For the apxb accepts as true
what the senses report, so long as
it remains uncontradicted
by a
more authoritative report (cf p.

(ra

8,

Hence he

432, a, 9

Sxrirep

:

says,

ra yap

aiffd-fi/nard

effri

De An.

iii.

&amp;lt;pavrdar/j.ara

ir\^v avev

tfArjs.
2

For proof of this see BONITZ,
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moreover, he holds to be the source of the images which
accompany thought. To these it is impossible to apply
2
the above sensational explanation
they must be con
1

:

some way independent products of intellec
no account
activity. Aristotle, however, has given us

sidered as in
tual

of their origin or their relation to the images of sense.
While the reports of the single senses in their own depart

ments are unerringly
ral reports of

true, the imagination

common

the

and the gene

are exposed to illusion. 3

sense

and pre

If an imagination relates to earlier perceptions

sents a copy of them, then
Ind. Arlst. 811, b, 11 sqq. 812,

a,

call it

1

See next chapter.

2

Aristotle

actually

opfKTiKbv 5e [sc. TO faov
OVK avfv (pavTaffias.
:

&amp;lt;pavTa&amp;lt;ria

n. 2,
*

/j.fv

x*

.

ofiv

c.

11, 434, a, 5:

^(j5

77

/j.(

alffdriTiK

00V\fVTllt)l

As

TO oAAa

Kal

fV

TOiS

\Oyi&amp;lt;TT

IKO?*.

can only here
mean the power of reproducing
from the motions that linger in
the organs of sense the images
represented by them, the
alcrOijTiK^)

(frai/T.

&amp;lt;pavr.

f3ov\fVTiK)] (or \oyurrtK}) : rb yap
fiov\fvr6ai Kal Xoyi^fffdai ravrov,

12) must
mean the power of projecting
images of things in the future,
of means and ends whose com
parative value it is the function
of /3ouAeu(m to estimate with a
view to the exercise of choice.
Such images, however, are not,
like those of memory, given in

Eth.

vi.

2,

1139,

a,

See

and

209, n. 3,

i.

07,

ii.

supra.

De Mem.

i

:

all

memory refers

to the past and therefore presup
poses the intuition of time, 449, b,

28

Zffa.

:

/j.6va

ofiv

4
;

the excitations of the organs of
3

distin

guishes between two kinds of
De An. iii. 10, 433, b,
QavTacrla.

fj.tr e

memory (^77/477)

sense.

9, 25.

28

we

aj

TWV

xp6vov al(rddvTai, ravra
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;&amp;lt;)v

/j.vrj/j.ov(vfi,

alffddixrai.

(See

i.

Kal TovTcp

436, n. 2,

ii.

and 71, n. 3, xupra.) The
faculty upon which memory de
pends is phantasy, for it always
70, n. 4,

refers

to
primarily
sensory
images, and in a derivative and
sense
to
secondary
thoughts in

so far as thought itself is

impos

sible without a pictorial imago,

as is shown (450, a, 15) by the
fact that brutes have memory as
well as man.
Cf. 450, a, 13
Sxrrf TOV voovfifvov [voovi/Tos or
VOV 1 ] KOTO (TVp.&f$l]Kbs
fit],
avr6 Sc TOV irputr^v alffOrfrucov.
22
TWOS
ofiv
T&V
450, a,
/j.fv
Trjy
:

&!&amp;gt;

Kad&quot;

:

\l/vxT)S t(TT\v

oinrep

Kal

/j.i&amp;gt;r)/j.nv(VTa

a,

/ui/f^iT/,

rj

i)

Qavfpby. OTI

Qavracrla

/ca0

WOTO

avra

/j.f

v

Kal

tmi

ova

fffTl

frujU/Sfflrj/fos

vfv tyavTacrias.

The Qa

8e ocra
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and the conscious reproduction of a memory

is

recollec

tion (avdjjLVTjais). Man alone is capable of recollection,
since he alone can reflect 1 but memory, as we have
;

shared by brutes.
Recollection depends upon
the natural coherence of the movements which produce
said, is

the imaginative pictures

by virtue of

;

this

coherence

one image is called up by another formerly connected
with it. 2 These movements have their seat in the
however, only becomes a recol
lection

av\\oyicr/ji.6s TLS tffTiv. Ji.

when we

(fjt,vr)/n6i evfji,a)

recognise in it the copy of an
actual perception, when we con
nect with it the thought that it
is the repetition of a previous
perception a point upon which
we are not always certain. Ac
cordingly we sometimes fail to re
cognise actual memories as such,
and at other times mistake mere
fancies for memories (450, b, 18
ovv earl ^vr\^i] [the
concludes] Kal TO u.i/rj/j.oTi

sqq.).

chap,
vevetv,

fjitv

efy&amp;gt;r)Tai,

bri

&amp;lt;pavra.fffj.a.ros,

us eiKdvos ov (pdvTaa/ma, e|is (which
should be
with
not,
taken,
FREUDENTHAL, ibid. 36 and
elsewhere, in its narrow sense dis
cussed i. 285, n. 3, supra, but in the
simple sense of having cr keeping
;

449, b, 25) Kal TWOS /mopiov
ej/ rnjuv, OTL TOV
irpoaTov alaQ-(]TiKOV Kal $ XP OVOV aurdaj/Jftcda.
Hist. An. i. i Jin. De Mem.
ii. 451,
As
b, 2, 453, a, 6 sqq.
the reabon of this, it is said in
OTI TO avafj.i/j.vr,o-Ksa6ai
453, a, 9

cf

.

c.

i.

TU&amp;gt;V

1

;

:

fffTiv olov ffvKXoyi.aij.6s TIS

TTpOTtpov

TOIOVTOV

3)

eloev

TIS.

/Soi/AeuT LKOV
(rv/j.fiefir)Kei&amp;gt;

Kal HO~TIV

TOVTO
vTrdpx*i,

Kal

yap
r\

av\\oyi^TaL

67ra0,

aj/a/iiyU.j/7](TKOyuej/os,

r,Tr)0-is

OTL

iJKovatv

r)

5

ofs

TI
6

dlov

Kal TO

(puaei /AOVOIS

yap TO fiovtevfaOai

An.

ibid.

also connects )3ouAeueo-0atwith ava.IJi.i]j.v7]aKo-dai as peculiar to man.
2
Aristotle
Perhaps
gives
this explanation, ibid. 451, a, 10
with
a
tacit
to
reference
sqq.,

the mnemonics mentioned by him
in other passages (De An. iii. 3,
427, b, 19 De Insomn. 1. 458, b,
;

Top. viii. 14, 1G3, b, 28).
he says,
takes
Recollection,

20;

place, eiretSr/ TT(pvKfV rj
7^8e ytveaQai jnero T-fivSe

Kivi]ais

if the
connection is a necessary one,
the first is invariably recalled by
if
the second
it
is
merely
Some
habitual, only as a rule.
times, however, a single occur
rence creates a fixed habit.
Ava/Lt.L/jLv^i(TKfa6ai. both in the case
of intentional and unintentional
;

;

recollection consists in recalling
former motions in their order
until we arrive at the object of
start in this process
search.
OTTO TOV vvv [i.e. Irom a present

We

intuition]

/)

aAA.ou TWOS, Kal

a&amp;lt;j(&amp;gt;

TOV avvtyyvs.
Aiistotle has not further deve
loped tLese hints upon the socalled laws of the association of
6/j.oiov

7)

fravriov

7)

nor has he explained
whether of the two principles of
ava.fj.v-t] a is,
avayKt] and e0os, the
former embraces only those cases

ideas,
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and imagination arise
Lastly, from sensation
2
and
the feelings of pleasure
pain, and the appetites,
whereof we shall have to treat in detail when we come
heart.

1

to Anthropology.

3

Aristotle regarded Sleep and Waking as conditions
common faculty of perception.
Sleep is the
1

of the

imprisonment of that

faculty,

which the physical movement
that underlies the pictorial image

waking is

Phys. vii. 3, 247, a, 24 :J)
yap HOT (vtpyfiav TO TTJS
a7ro T^S e AiriSos.
Sid
el n*v ovv Kar
tytpyeiav,
avra.

spontaneously produces other
such movements or includes also
those in which the content of a
conducts
presentation
given
necessarily to the recollection of
On the other
certain others.
hand, Aristotle gives us the
general law which determines
the succession of those associa-

TO

at

it

on

rf yap

Kivf,(rfis

its

T^Se

rfaSc (451, b, 28, cf. 1. 22).
Ibid. 453, a, 14 sqq., where
it is stated, OTI o-wfiaTj/coV TI TO
irddos, Kal
avd/jLvriffis ^T^ffis fv
J]

(pavTacrparos

fj.t/j.vi](rK6iJ.tvos

$ rd

irdBos

;

.

.

&amp;lt;Td)fjiaTtK6v

what

.

n

ava-

&amp;lt;5

Ktvt? tv

this is is not,

-

which is meant.
De An. ii. 2, 413,

OTTOI/ iJLtv

yap

cmr#7]&amp;lt;ny,

23:

Kal AUTTTJ TC

Kal ^Soj/rj, O TTOU Se TaOTa, ^ai aynfis
Kal tvi6v/jL a.
iii.
3, 414, b, 4
:

8

ala6i](Tis uirdpxti,

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

T6
1,

Kal

TOVT&amp;lt;p

TO

r^Sv

(Similarly

De

\virr]

Kal

7^80^17

rf

454. b, 29.) c. 7, 431, a, 10.
rb 7)5cr0ai Kal \virtlffdai T^
alffQijTiKy

We

;

sleep and waking do not belong
to the senses individually, but
to the Kvpiof rwv
alcrQdthe irpcarov

De Somno,
ft

S

rolvvv TO
\f\ixr6ai

.

fjiff6rr]ri

i.

TV

454, a, 32

:

tapiffTai

alaQyffiv

.

.

.

TC)

KaQt vSttv fvavTiov
T&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;

t&amp;lt;TT\v

itav r6
KaOevbdv

It

e.g.

fypyyopfvat

fypT]yoptvai
rovro 8
.

Kal

tiomno,

I&amp;lt;TTI

TTJ

ola

_7ap

TTJS

3
Cf. meantime De An. ii. 2,
413, b, 23, c. 3, 414, b, 1-16, iii.
DC
8 sqq. iii. 11;
7, 431, a,
Part. An.
Som.no, i. 454, b, 29
ii. 17, 661, a, 6.
Ibid. c. 2, 455, a, 5-b, 13:

T$
b.

r)

TO

&amp;lt;?

indeed, further explained. Since,
however, the seat of memory in
general is the heart, it must be
this

/UI/TJ/U.7)J

TavTTjs

ing with the Ethics, but neither
here nor there do we find an
accurate psychological account
of the feeling.

1

TOJOUTOJ

8td

Se

olo

former

aAAif/Aajs,

1

d

shall return to pleasure in deal-

d;coAou-

eflet

O^TJOI/,

tTrddofj.(v fj./JLvr)fMtvois

depend upon habit,
viz. that each presentation is
recalled by that which imme:

**-

t AiriSo,

tions which

occurrence

5

rb ayaBbv Kal

in

diately preceded

its free activity.

is

aovvafJLLC.

Si

typyyopus ^vStabvvarov yap atl
impossible,

how

ever, that it should sleep for ever,
for to sleep without awaking
would be to lose the power of

sensation.

454,

b,

25

:

TTJS

8
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Hence these conditions are only exhibited by beings
capable of sensation but with them they are invariable,
for the faculty of perception cannot remain active
without experiencing exhaustion from time to time.
:

1

The object of sleep is to maintain life, to refresh
restore
and this again subserves the

and

higher purpose of

;

2

The natural causes of sleep lie in
waking activity.
the nutritive process.
The vital warmth drives the
fumes away from the food upwards collecting there,
make the head heavy and induce sleepiness but
;

they

;

cooling in the brain, they sink down again and cause a
refrigeration of the heart, in consequence of which the
activity of this chief

organ of sensation is suspended.
This condition lasts until the food is
digested and the
purer blood, destined for the upper portions of the
body, is secreted from the denser sort, which passes

downwards. 3

Dreams

arise

from the internal motions

of the organs of sense, which continue after the trans
mission of external impressions has ceased.
In the

waking state these motions disappear beneath the action
of sense and thought; but in
sleep, on the contrary,
and especially towards the end of sleep, when the dis
turbance of the blood has ceased, they stand forth more
4

Hence

clearly.

aiffOfifffus
aKiv-rja-iav

clval

it

may happen

Tp6irov Tiva r^v fj.ev
Kal olov 5e(r/u.dv virvov

(/&amp;gt;/*!/,

rV

8e

\v&amp;lt;nv

Kal

rfv

&ve(Tiv eyp-fiyopviv.
1

See preceding note and De
Somno, 1, 454, b, 14-455, a, 3,
where it is said that all animals
ostracea
are actually
except
observed to sleep, and that, on
the general grounds mentioned

that an internal motion

above, we must suppose that
these sleep also.
2
Ibid. ii. 455, b, 16-28, c. 3,
end.

De Somno,

3

point
*

is

c. 3,

where

this

very fully discussed,

As is shown and interestingly
by careful observations

illustrated

from cognate

fields,

tr.

e

(see p. 71, n. 3, supra), cf.
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which would not be perceived in waking

makes

itself felt in dreams, or that dreams,
impel people to subsequent action by the
It is also
images which they present to the soul.
that
sensible
reach
in sleep
us
possible
impressions

hours,

reversely,

which would not have struck upon our senses in the
more disturbed atmosphere of the daytime, or would
have failed to arouse our attention. Thus some pro
phetic dreams

for
all.

may be

explained naturally;

anything

must be considered a casual coincidence,
we notice that many dreams do not come true at
this

beyond
1

Death, like sleep, must be explained by an altera
It happens when the vital

tion in the central organ.

warmth, which resides in the heart
S.
j&amp;gt;.

1,

4G3, a, 7 sqq.

Dreams

according to the account here
given (c. 3, 462, a, 8, 29) are
Ki]/r,fftis

(pavracniKal

[movements

caused by fancy] cV roTs
.

vb

aiVflrj-

TO airb TTJS
TUV cuVflTj/uaTo^/, orav 4v
.

&amp;lt;pdi&amp;gt;Ta(T/j.a

Seiv $,

$

KaOevSfi,

TOUT

evvirviov.

This is essentially the doctrine set forth in the treatise ir.
TTJS ttaff VTTVOV navTiKiis. It cannot,
1

on the other hand, be regarded
as the expression of Aristotle s
scientific conviction when in one
of his Dialogues (see i. 390, n. 3,
he speaks of the soul in
uj&amp;gt;ra)
sleep and just before death, when
about to withdraw from the body
into its true being, as possessed of
a power of insight into the future,
Such a view, it is much more
probable, does not at all express
his

own

conviction, but merely an

(or the correspond-

opinion which, he thinks, may
have given rise to the belief in
the existence of the Gods. If at
the time of the composition of
this dialogue he attributed any
real value to this opinion,it would
be only one of the many proofs
of the influence which the views
of Plato still exercised over him.
His whole treatment of the subject as given above shows how
far he

was at a

regarding

i-leep

later

time from

as a higher con-

dition of the spiritual life. The
views that Cic. Dlvin. i. 38, 8i
attributes to Aristotle on the
power of prophetic foresight
( aliquid in animis pnusagiens
atque divinum ) said to be possessed by hypochondriacs were

much more probably taken from
one of the Dialogues, than from
Dirin. p. S. c. 2 init. or Eth. Eml.
vii. 14,

1248,

a, 3i).
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is

ing. member),

1

extinguished.

The cause

of this

extinction, which affects all fire alike, is generally the
want of nourishment. This may be brought about in
two ways: either the operation of antagonistic mate
2
rials
may prevent the fire from maturing its aliment,

which in the case of life is the vapour rising from the
or else an excess of warmth may induce too

blood

;

3
rapid consumption of it.
natural decay of old age.

The

latter takes place in the

During a length of time the
have
been
growing gradually harder
respiratory organs
and drier, moving themselves in consequence more
slowly, arid

becoming incapable of providing the neces

4
Accordingly
sary covering process for the inner heart.
the inner fire decreases more and more, until at last it

extinguished, like a little flame, by some insignificant
movement. 5 The causes of greater or less longevity are
6
discussed by Aristotle in a special treatise.
is

Up
the

we have

exclusively with
conditions and peculiarities of animal life.

to this point

common
common

These

different forms

most
and degrees of completeness by the dif

characteristics are displayed in the

ferent races of animals.
1

and

De
42,

Vita,

c.

4;

sec

pp.

wpra, andcf. Betpir.

The animal kingdom

by water.

De

Vita,

c.

5,

The third possible

496,
case,

b,

sq.

when

the supply of the requisite aliment fails, as in death by starvaunnoticed
here
is
by
tion,

cf.

DC Beyrir. 17, 479, a, 7 sqq.
De Vita, 5, 469, b, 21, 470, a,

(where the suffocation of fire by
is cited as an illustration,
and explained in the same way).
5

coals

Meteor, iv. 1, 379, a, 3
5, 466, a, 19, 22, b, 14
v. 3,

783, b,

Lou git.

;

;

Gen.

V.

A/i.

6.

ITept pa.Kpu$i6TT}Tos Kal PpaxvPIOT-TITOS cf. Gen. An. iv. 10, 777,
ti

3.
Upon the results there
rived at, c. 5, 6, it is impracticable here to enter more fully,

Aristotle.

b,

That this is the purpose
served by respiration has already
been proved at p. -13.

ai

4

exhibits

5

7
17,

478, b, 31 sqq. 479, a, 7 sqq.
As in the extinction of fire
3

dealt

mrsics
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a gradual and continuous progression from the poorest
and most undeveloped forms of life to the highest, and
Aristotle

it is

s

undisputed distinction to have

covered this scale and to have followed

it

dis

first

through

all

Even the local habitations
aspects of animal life.
of the different animals, the elements to which they
belong, enable us to distinguish their several degrees
1

of honour and importance. 2
1

As has already
n gener
shown, p. 20 sqq. supra cf

thing at

be&amp;lt;

ally
i.

;

.

466 sqq.
-

ice or

to

Aristotle frequently touches
this point. His statements
it, however, are not always

upon
upon

Nor must the

with

consistent
one another
either in regard to the birth and
or
in
habitations,
regard to the
elementary constitution of dif
ferent living creatures. Meteor, iv.
4, 382, a, G (De An. i. 5, 411,
a, 9 relates to another subject) he
povov
says iv yy Kal tv voari
iffnv, iv aipt 8e Kal irvpl OVK to~Tiv,
on rcav o~(a/j.d.Twv V\TJ ravra. (On
the statement
the latter clause
:

&amp;lt;*

m

On the other
Innd, according to Cic X. D. ii.
15, 42; PLUT. Plat. I 20, 1 (Fr.Ar.
Ill), he had declared, probably in
the dialogue IT
as, that as
r. i. 48:5, n. 2,
siijn-a).

.

&amp;lt;iAocro&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;

a

irTTjj/a,

aliomm animantium

ortus in
rra sit,aliorum in aqua, in ae re
aliorum ), there must also be
o\&amp;gt;pdvm y and the stars must there
fore be animate. Again, Hist. An.
t

fo&amp;gt;o

552, 1), 6-15, he speaks of
worms which spring by spon
taneous generation from ice, flies
which spring from fire, whereas,
Gen. et Corr. ii. 3, 330, b, 29, he
bad exprej-sl} denied that any
v.

!&amp;lt;J,

air-animals in
&amp;lt;pi\oo~o(pia,5,

IDELER, on Afetearol. ii. 454
PHILO, Plant. JVoc, 216, A, De
Gigant. 285, A) cannot be recon
;

ciled with his other statements.
But, secondly, with regard to the
material constituents of living
bodies, Aristotle holds (DeAn. i. 5,
411, a, 9. iii. 13 init., and the passago refei red to in i. 482, n. 3,
that while each contains a mixture
of all the elements, there may be

*&amp;lt;//&amp;gt;.)

a preponderance of different ele

ments

or according

we may put down
mode of speech

mals, yet the fire-animals men
tioned in his Natural History and
alluded to by other writers (cf.
FABBICIUS, on Sext. Pyrrh. i. 41.

also,

^

*vu8pa,
to Cic. cum

&amp;lt;Ta

popular

by
which are only meant winged ani

animals

x fP

If

the mention of
the treatise IT.

there are land-, water-, and air-

(yo

springs from either

all

fire.

variations

Here

in different bodies.

however, his statements are
not always consistent. Dclfeajnr.
13, 477, a, 27, he says ra /j.ev yap
(K 77)5 TrXei oi/os ytyovtv, olov rb ruv
tpvTuv yivos [and ace. to Gen. An.
:

ii.

&amp;lt;;.

74:5,

b,

10,

shell-fish

and

Crustacea], TO. 8 4 SSaros olov TO
TWV tvi SpWV
TWV Sf TTTTJVWV KO.I
itffav TO fj.fv (
atpos TO. 8 IK
irvpos.

(Kaara

V

5

iv

TO?.V

olneiois

Ta |(i/ avriuv.
(^i
%x fl T
the other hand, Gen. An. iii. 11,
13
TO
7D1, b,
p.\v yap (pura Ctiy

TOTTOIS

:
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in their vital heat be neglected, as that is a point of the
greatest moment in determining the perfection of animate

Together with the vital heat must be men
tioned the character of the blood and of the humours
existence. 1

corresponding to it in other animals, on which depends
the broad distinction between sanguineous and blood
2
The temper and intelligence of animals
less creatures.
are regulated in a great measure by the constitution of
while of course its influence over their

their blood,

not less important. 3 It is only
sanguineous animals which have flesh, the bloodless are

physical structure

is

ns

Uv 7775, vSaros Se TO. eVuSpa, ra
rb Se /iaAAoy Kal
Se ire^a df pos
ijTTov Kal eyyvrepov Kal iroppwrepov
TroAATjj/

Kal

Trote?

8ta-

6av/j.a(TT^)v

fyopav.

rb 5e reraprov yevos OVK eVl

TOVTWV

1&amp;lt;aV

TOTTtoV 5e? QtyTelv

n

f$ov\CTat ye
elvcct

yevos

rdiv.

.

.

Kara

/CCUTOt

rov irvpbs
dAAa Se? TO roiovrov
TTJV

{rirf iv eVt TTJS (TeA^z/Tjs

yap (paivtrai Koivtavoixra

TTJS

OUTTJ

rerap-

On this distinction, of which
Aristotle very frequently makes
use, see, besides many other pas
sages, Hist. An. i. 4-6, 489, a, 30,
490, a, 21, 26 sqq. b,
iv. 1 init. c. 3 init.

2, 648, a,

The whole class
7rea (land animals and birds)

are here assigned to the air, just
as De 8emv, c. 5, 444, a, 19, men
and quadrupeds are classed with
those oaa /j.fTfx fl fJ.ahhoi/ TTJS TOV
a^pos tyvffcus: fire-animals on the
other hand are said to inhabit the
moon, of which there is a sugges
tion also De An. ii. 3, 414, b, 18
(see p. 20, n. 3, supra}.

remains to be asked

how

But

it

in the

ethereal region, to which the moon
also belongs, there can be beings
constituted of all the elements.
Cf. MEYER, Arixt. Tklerk. 413 sq
393,
1

and

De

i. 472 sqq.
supra.
Rcsp. 13, 477, a, 10 ra
TUV
wv TrAeiovos ierv:

a/j.a

yap

9. ii. I5init
Part. An. ii.

650, b, 30,

4,

and

the passages referred to 26, n. 1,
supra. From Part. iii. 4, 665, a, 31
5

rrjs a.Troardo fcas.

of

c.

1.

;

Trepi

ov /caAws 5taenrep wrjdri Sia

eoj/cej/

avrcoi/,

ravra = their
intestines)
BiiANDis,ii.b. 1301 concludes that
Democritus had made the dis
tinction between sanguineous and
eh/cu

the inference,
however, is a doubtful one, as
Democritus may have mentioned
only particular species of animals,
and the general designation of
bloodless animals

them
3

as avaipa

Part. An.

p. 39, n. 6,

12

:

&amp;lt;aois

(v\6yws

maybe
ii.

Aristotle s.
2 (see

2, 648, a,

c. 4, 651, a,
fffnv atria f) rov
(pvais Kal Kara rb tfOos TO IS
Kal
Kara
a iaQ na iv,
TT\-J

7ToAAd)j/

o 1/j.aros

;

supra]

;

8

V\TI

yap ear* iravrbs rov
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provided with something analogous to flesh
the
former have a heart, the latter another kind of central
;

2

organ.
again,

The vital heat and composition of the blood,
determine the development of the
organs of

and secretion the brain,
lungs, kidneys,
3
In everything
bladder, and their peculiar functions.
to
the
motion
and
of
relating
posture
animals, Aristotle
does not fail to recognise a special
Some
significance.
refrigeration

tribes

grow like plants adhering to the ground: the
more perfect races, on the contrary, are capable of locomo
tion at will. 4

Furthermore, he traces very considerable

differences in the organs of motion

and the modes of
5
It is
progression displayed by the latter.
only in the
case of locomotive creatures that we find the
opposition
of right and

left,

to

which Aristotle

attributed

much

6

together with a more complex organisa
7
tion.
Lastly, while in shell-fish and plants the head
looks downwards, and while in animals without feet or

importance,

with

many feet it is turned to the middle of the world,
8
turned upwards in bipeds, and
particularly in man.

it is

See p. 26, n. 2, wpra.
See p.2(&amp;gt;,n. /; p. 4 l,n. 3, ?//;.
See p. 26, n. 8 p. 40, n. 1,

1

3

;

and

p. 43, n. 6,

gupra.

//V. An. viii. 1, 588, b, 10
Part. An. iv. 5, 681, a, 12sqq.
20; I)i#r. An. 19; l)e An. ii. 3,
415, a, 6, and p. 49, n. 5, svpra.
5
Even birds seem stunted
;

(K*Ko\6&wrai) in this respect, but
fish even more so (Part. An. iv.
ISinit.); in the motion of serpents and worms there is properly
no distinction of right and left

An.

in
4, 705, b, 22 sqq.)
(Infir.
the case of insects the multitude

II.

flight (ibid. 10, 710, a, 4).

See p.33,n.3, sujj.,and Inyr
An. 4,705, b, 13 to end. Aristotle
there remarks (706, a,
18) that
the distinction between
right and
reaches its highest develonmerit in man,
rb

left

5&amp;lt;

/j.d\i&amp;lt;TTa

fxfivruv

*a7&amp;lt;i

&amp;lt;puv.

^W

tyvaei St

pf\Ti6v re rb 8e^i/ rov aptarepov
xal

Ktx&amp;lt;*pi&amp;lt;rp*vov.

;

of their feet indicates deficient

VOL.

unity and centralisation of the
while in
common with some birds thev
have little power of steering tliei r
vital force (ibid. c. 7),

8

Part. An.
Part. An.

Ingr. An.

c.

iv.
iv.

6;

7 init.
7,

Da

683, b 18
Vita, 1/468
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structure of the body and the relation of
1
correspond to these differences of posture.

The

its

members

In human

of the body is lighter than the
beings the upper portion
intellectual activity, and
their
of
sake
the
for
lower,

In quadrupeds the

because of their greater warmth.

and weight of

size

these

are

parts

As

greater.

the vital heat decreases, and the earthly ingredients
to preponderate, the number of the feet is mul

begin

until at last they disappear, and the whole body
becomes one great foot. Beyond this point the head
sensation disappears, the
begins to turn downwards,
2
a
animal becomes vegetable. The size of animals, again,

tiplied,

Man s upright posture is
5.
explained, Respir. 13, 477, a, 20,
as the result of the purity and
abundance of his blood Part An.

a,

fj.4ya

rb Se (pfpov rb/3dpos Kai Tre^evoi/
&c. [cf. i. 467, n. 2, supra~\

/j.iKp6v
.

.

.

Kal atypoveffrepa irdvra TO.
CUTIOV
.

5tb

.

.

.

;

ii.

7,

653,

a, 30, iii. 6,

669, b, 4, it

accounted for by the cognate
higher temperature,
heat having the effect of raising
is
as
the body,
proved by the fact
that warm-blooded quadrupeds
faorbKo) are the more up

is

fact of his

(the

right. Part.

An.

iv. 10,

G86, a, 25,

the argument is put teleologicinstead of fore
ally man has arms
fffTi p6vov TWV
feet, opBbv fifv yap
8ia TO T^V (pixnv avTov Hal TI\V
:

S

.

87)

Ti

.

.

OTI

f)

Trjs tyvxrjs ap^r; ?roAA,q5

8v(rKivr)T6s e&Ti Kal
8
f\aTTOvos yev

alpoixrrjs Q^p^.6rt}Tos Kal TOV ytwfiovs irAetoj/oy, TCI Te aco/xaTa e AaT-

Tova TUP

T\os

8

/j.fva irpbs

&MV

t(n\ Kal Tro\viroda,
^TToSo yiyvfTai Kal TCTaTTIV yrjv.

irpofiaivovTa Kal T))V
Kal TO KaTa
Ka.T(a

T\OS
,

U&amp;gt;KV

8

[j.iKpbv

dpxV
TTJV

Kf(j)a\r)v
tffTl

O.K.(vf\TOV

OUTW

*X OV(ri
Kal

Kal yiveTai (pvTov.

since man
Ingr. An. c. 11
a biped and designed for an
upright walk, the upper parts of
his body must be lighter, the
SvffKivnTOV TroieT T)]V Sidvoiav Kal lower heavier. Birds cannot have
The increased the upright posture; man on
TTJZ. KOIV^V afffOriffiv.
of account of this posture cannot
weight of the upper portions
the body requires that it should have wings (for the reason given
be placed horizontally on several for this, the student must consult

Beiav
epyov Se TOV
TO voeiv Kal (ppovelv TOVTO
8 ou pdoiov TroAAoG TOV &v&6fv eVtTO yap jSapo?
Ki/J.fvov o~ciifji.aTOS
ovfflav

1

flvai

fletOTorot;

rb

@apos
legs, ov 5vva/ji.(vr)s &amp;lt;ft4ptiv
navTa yap cVrt ra
TTJS tyvx^ 5
vav&Sf) TaAAa irapa Tbv avdpuirov
vav&ties yap fffriv ov rb fj.ev avca
-

&a

:

is

Cf. prev. n.
Aristotle himself).
and Hist. An. ii. 4, 500, b, 26.
2
Part. An. iv. 10 see p. 81,
;

n. 8,

supra.
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corresponds to their place in the scale of existence

:

the

wanner animals, according to Aristotle s notion, are
ge
nerally speaking greater, and therefore the sanguineous
animals are
does not

larger than the bloodless, although lie
to notice several
exceptions to this rule.

fail

1

Another obvious basis of classification may be found in
mode of birth and propagation. Some animals are
viviparous, and form their offspring in the womb, either
the

A

2
with or without the intervention of an
second
egg.
in the case of birds,
oviparous
quadrupeds, and snakes imperfect in the case of fishes,

class lay eggs, perfect

;

A third kind pro
pagate themselves by worms, produced sometimes with,
sometimes without, copulation, 3 and attaining their ulti
molluscs, and molluscous ostracea.

mate form only

after repeated transformation

:

almost

A

insects belong to this class.

fourth series
spring
from
slime
or from the excre
by spontaneous generation
tions of animals: as, for instance, the
majority of shell
all

fish

and some

fishes

mental type of

all

and

insects. 4

these different

The common funda
modes of propagation

development from worms through eggs to organic
form 5 but this process runs a different course,
produis

;

1

477, a,
13,
18;
Jfexjrir.
Longit. V. 5,4G6, b, 18, 28 Part.
An., iv. 10,
b, 28; Hint. An.
^ 5, 41)0, a, 21 sqq. Gen. An. ii.
1, 732, a, 16 sqq.
2
The former is the case (6Vw.
;

8t&amp;gt;,

;

An.

ii.

1,

732,

a,

32,

i.

10,

and

elsewhere) with man, horses,
cattle, dolphins, &c., the latter
with cartilaginous fish and vipers,
3
Instances of inonogenesis
Aristotle finds in bees and some
fishes Gen. An. iii. 10 (see p. 58,
;

n.

1.

ii.

5

Jlist.

snj&amp;gt;ra),

(see

An.

c.

755

5,

p. 53,

iv. 11,

n

.

l,

b
ntpra) -

538, a, 19.

6V. An. ii. 1, from 732, a
25 onwards; Iligt. An. i.
5, 489*
a, 34-b, 18; Polit. i. 8, 125(1, 1.
10 sqq. On viviparous animals
see especially Gen. An. ii. 4
sqq
on the others and on spontaneous
the
generation,
passage cited p
58,n l.andp. 49, n. 4, 57^., and also
MEYER, Arist. Thicrk. 453 ^qq
On the one hand, he holds
*
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less perfect result, according to the higher
cing a more or
So, since the
or the lower status of the animal.
warmer and less earthy animals are the noblest, we may

and development follow the warmth and
say that birth
1
The mode of
material composition of the organisms.
or
the
reflects
birth
imperfection of
their
perfection
nature, and

their

if

estimate the whole

we

animal

obtain a scale which

we

this one standard,
leads gradually from the most perfect down to the least
2
Nor are the senses equally distributed among

kingdom by
perfect.

that the embryo even of oviparous
and viviparous animals is vermicu
lar at first, and, on the other, the
which
chrysalisation of insects
appear first as worms is a trans
formation into the form of an egg;
so that even here the law of ananot desert us Gen. An.
loyr\ does
ro _ oo
Si...
y^.tf
iii. 9, 758, a, 32
ffx^bv yap e
rb
Trdvra ovcwATj/coTOKeTv irpuirov
;

.i.

.

:

yap

ar\eo~rarov

fariv.

eV

KVfi/na

Se

Kal

roiovrov
Tots

fooroKovffi Kal TO?S cporoKovffi Te Aetov
rb irp&rov aSi6pi(Trov
uibv rb
iraffi

olov

(fbv

tion]

.

.

ytyvtrai [in chrysalisarovrov 5 ctinov on 77
.

aoroKe
wffirepavel irpb Sipas
810 r)]V ar\iav r)]V OVTTJS,
ovros rov (TKcoArj/cos IVt eV av^ffei
i

(pvffis

d&amp;gt;s

The same is the
uiov juaAa/cou.
case with moths and similar
animals. Cf n. 2, infra.
.

/2/3
AVI
il
1
739.
ii.
An.
Gen.
1, 732, b, 28
TO Te
j/
Cv wv Ka
(pvffiv
ovdev yap fooKaQapurepas apx^s
1

:

TU&amp;gt;V

TO/ce?

fv

^

avT$,

Kal avairveov.

Ki&amp;gt;r]fj.a

roiavr-t)
iv Xapfidvei r^v av^ffiv
rov (T/rwArj/cos (pvffis.
S
effrlv
T)
TO
(aoroKtl
TO
ueTO Se TOWTO
/J.fV

TO 8 oTeAes, e|co Se
yiyvfrai re\iOV. KaQaTrep eVl
Kurj,uo

TO 8 eV
IxQvtoV eftnjTot TroAAofcts.
ourots fooroKOvvra
rp6irov nva.
rb 0-vffrrjiJ.a rb e| apx^s
woetSes yiverai
TTPpie^eTOt y&p TO
vypbv vfj.Vt AeTTTw, KaOdirep ov e^
Tis od)eAoi TO r&v ipwv 6o~rpaKOv.

fjLtra

on this point Hist. An.

viii.

The insect germ is a worm,
whether it is born by ordinary or
by spontaneous generation, and
the same is true of caterpillars
and of the supposed spiders eggs,
7.)

TTpoeAfldWo Se Trai/TO TO
Kal rov p.ey4dovs Xafiwra

TTJS

opos
fffnv
.

Hvaifj.6s

?&amp;gt;e

Se
o
.

.

reXtov, o 8e ffKcoKal rb (fbv OTeAes, OUTCOS ro
Ar?
Te Aejoi/ e/c TOU TeAetOTepou yivtffQai
_&amp;lt;rirep

Se rb

Tre(puKv.

&amp;lt;fov

Warmth and

moisture

are favourable, cold and dryness
hostile to perfect development
Aristotle tries to show, 733, a, 3
methods of
sqq., how the various
the
production depend upon
various ways in which these are
;

distributed and combined,
2
SeT Se
Ibid. 733, a, 32
ytvtffiv
vorjo-ot ws eu Kal e&amp;gt;e|7js
:

T/

Te Aos

TeAewTepa

Kal

fifftov

Te Aetoi

ra&amp;gt;v

(Cf.

vyp6repa

T0

5fx^/Jil ov

Kal

r^v
TO fJ.Iv yap

r&v

oW
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it is
only the more perfect which
the five senses, while the others partake of
more or less completeness.
Again, there are

the different tribes
possess
them in

85

:

all

1

only a few animals in which memory and imagination
and accordingly they
are developed from sensation
;

2
In the last
widely in intelligence and docility.
Aristotle
turns
his attention to the habits and
place,

differ

character of animals, and

at pains to point out the

is

which establish a

characteristics

resemblance between the

more distant

closer or

men and

of

life

3

brutes,

noticing especially, for instance, how in the sexual
of animals and their treatment of their young we

life

from a merely vegetable indifference up
to a species of moral conduct towards offspring. 4
have

all stages,

Aristotle

failed to

of view in such a

way

combine these different points
as to establish a complete and

graduated classification of the whole animal kingdom
nor, indeed, did he succeed in avoiding constant errors
:

and contradictions in

his treatment

of this

subject,

owing to the complicated and crossing principles of
re \fiov OTToSiSaxn rb TIKVOV Kara

T&amp;lt;)

with perfectly developed organs] .... ita.1 ycvva 877
ravra
Iv aura?? tvdvs. TO 5e
iroiov

[i.e.

&amp;lt;fa

Stvrfpa
rt\fia

aavra
TO 5e
&amp;lt;?6v

tf6v.

eV

aino is

Jororrj-

TrpaJTOv), Ovpafc 5e ^yoTO/cel.

fypov

ov rf\fiov yfvva.
Kal rovro r e \eiov r6

(J.ev

8e 761/i/a
TO 8 ITJ toirrtav

*X vra r b v fyvaiv ifbv
TfXfiov 5f yJ/, a\\

o-Ku\r)KoroKf1 rb
irpotXQuv 5 yuSrjs 711/6x01
(?) 70^ xpucroAAls KaAoi;-

&amp;lt;TKu\ri

TOUTOU yvtrai
\afibv

p.tra$oXrj
Tt\os.

^v\poT(pav

2,

l
Hist.
415, a, H

ov

~),

and

/u.61/

6^o&amp;gt;

irpurov
6

ai/Tc, SxTTTfp ttp-qrai

wro^a

ov yevva

fttv

OTO/cf? 5e

ii0i/s

irdOos

/3cuVe&amp;lt;

TO yap

ytwa

2

TeAeioDrot,

Ka8dirtp TO TUV AeirtSwroi*/ ixQvuv
Kal TO /j.a\aK6crrpaKa Kal TO
/ioAoKto. T^ 56 irtfj.Ttrov y4vos Kal

3

tyvxporarov oi8 ^oTo/ce?
oAAo Kal rov [T^] rotovrov

*{

avrov,

f^o)

CTVJUL-

*

cf.

iv.

8

rf)

rpirp

y tvtffeuis

De An.

;

DC Somno,

2,

ii.

455, a,

p. 64, supra.
See the passages referred to

t&amp;lt;Hj&amp;gt;ra,

761/os

An.
;

pov tv
rb T^S

p. 70, n. 4,

See

p. 38, n.

Hist.

Oecon.

An.
i.

3,

and
\

t

p. 38, n. 1.

guj)ra.

viii. 1, 588, b, 28,
1343, b, 13.
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division

which he followed.

1

He

generally divides the

brute creation into nine departments, between which
some transitional forms intervene these are viviparous
:

quadrupeds, oviparous quadrupeds, birds,

and

fishes,

insects.

2

whales,
Close to

molluscs, malacostraca, testacea,
the oviparous quadrupeds are placed the snakes, although
3

A

more general
in several points they resemble fishes.
between
sanguin
law of classification is his opposition
To the former belong the
eous and bloodless animals.
first

five classes of

we have enumerated

those

to the

;

4

But though this opposition
latter, the remaining four.
5
Aristotle uses
an
broad
has so
application, and though
6
divide the
not
does
he
it as an essential distinction,
whole animal kingdom into the two classes of san
and then subdivide these into
guineous and bloodless,
7
His other systems of classias viviparous, &c.
species

With the following account
MBYEE, Arist. Thierk. 485 sqq.
1

cf

.

2

Hist. An.i.

6, ii.

15 init.

iv.

Part. An. iv. 5 init.,
among other passages. Cf.
MEYER, ibid. 102 sqq. 151 sqq.,
ibid. 71 sqq., but especially 84
1

init.,

upon Aristotle s objections
dichotomy and to other artifi-

sqq.,

to

cial classifications.
3

An.

See, on the one hand, Part,
Unit., Hist. An. ii. 17,

iv.

508, a, 8, among other passages,
and, on the other, Hist. An. iii.
516, b, 20, ibid. c. 1, 509, b,
15, v. 5, 540, b, 30; Gen. An. i.
Part. iv. 13, 697, a,
3, 716, b, 16
9.
MEYER, ibid. 154 sq.

7,

;

4

See the passages cited, p,
80, n. 2, supra.
5
See p. 80, supra.
6
Hist. An. ii. 15, 505, b,
rovrca yap Siatyepei TO. /jLtyuTra yevi]
2&amp;lt;5

:

a\\cau
irpbs ra \onra rcov
(cfiav^ T$
ra nlv ej/at^a ra 5 ava^a e?j/at.
Part. iv. 3, 678, a, 83 6n yap
tffTi ra p.tv evaifj.a ra 8 avaipa
:

e&amp;gt;

TV

\6ycp eVu7rap|et
olxriav avrwv. Cf.

1294

r$ bpl^ovrir^v
BBANDIS, ii. b,

sq.
Cf.

MEYER, ibid. 138 sq. In
Part. An. i. 2 sq. Aristotle sets
forth in detail the reasons why he
regards it as inadmissible to base
his classification upon such a di7

vision (see i. 241, n. 3, supra, and
cf.i. 271, n. 2,si/p. ), expressly statv
v
ing, 642, b, 30: x*****&amp;gt; v
\
5iaA.ctj8eiV nal els roiavras Siatyopas

&

wv

effriv eVSr?

&&amp;lt;rtf

drtovv Cv ov

&

f

ravrais virapx* lv Ka

ravrov
^ aSvvarov
.

.

.

ira-vroiv Se
ets

rd

e

&quot;

A.(&amp;lt;Mri

/&quot;??

-xaXtirwrarov

avai/j.a

(no other

word could have been used consistently with the context which
follows).

This characteristic

is
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employed with even less rigour, as when he
landand water-animals, of viviparous, ovi
of
speaks
2
and
vermiparous, of locomotive and non-locomo
parous,
fication are

1

3

tive,
4

less,

of two-footed, four-footed, many-footed, and foot
5
swimming creatures, of carni-

of walking, flying,

vora and herbivora, and so on. 6 Nor does Aristotle,
in tracing the subordinate species into which the summa
&amp;lt;jenera

are divided,

make use

of these distinctions for

the purpose of classification. He rather tries to find the
natural divisions by observation, 7 and if he cannot

succeed in marking off the species by these means, he
does not hesitate to assume intermediate races belonging
8
partly to the one sort and partly to the other,

unsuitable for the differentia of
a sumina species, if for no other
reason than because it is a nega
tive one, and negative conceptions

cannot be further subdivided
according to any inlying principle
of classification (642, b, 21, 643,
9-26).
Hist. An. i. 487, a, 34, viii.
2 init. ix. 48, 631, a, 21, ii. 2, 648,
a. 25, among other passages
cf.
Part. i. 2, 642, b, 10 sqq. ; Top. vi.
6, 144, b, 32 sqq.; MBYEB, 84 sq.
140.
See also p. 79, n. 2, supra.
2
Hixt. An. i. 5, 489, a, 34,
see
among other passages
MEYER, 97 sq. 141 sq., and p.
H2 sq. *upra according to which
as a fourth class we should have
self-generated animals.
a, 1 sqq. b,
1

;

;

t

3

I/if/r.

Part. An.

An.

4.
705, b, 13;
681, b, 33 sqq. c.

iv. 6,

7 init.
4

An.

4, 489, b, 19
687, a, 2, 689, b,
31 sqq. Ingr. An. 1 704, a, 12. c.
6, 706, a, 26 sqq., b, 3 sqq.
5
&quot;NevffTiicd
and irrT)/ci are re

Hiit.

Part. An.
;

i.

;

iv. 10,

,

Lastly,

presented, Hist. An. i. 5, 489, b,
23, 490, a, 5, as separate classes,
the latter being subdivided into
TTTfpwTa, irihwra and Sep/iOTrrepa
opposed to these we have as a
third cla^s all those which move
upon the earth.
6
Hist. An. i. 1, 488. a, 14,
;

viii.

3,

Polit.

592,

i.

8,

a,

other passages
7

29,

1256,

MEYER,

;

v.

b,

a,

15,

24,

MEYER,

ibid.

28

;

among
p. 100.

158-329,

p.

gives an exhaustive account of
these.
*

the

Such transitional forms are

:

monkey standing between

man and viviparous quadrupeds
the bat between flying and walk
ing animals, but properly with
as much claim to be reckoned
among viviparous quadrupeds as
the seal, which is assigned a place
between land- and water- ani
mals
the ostrich, which, al
;

;

though a

bird,

in

many

resembles a quadruped

;

points
the cro

which is an oviparous
quadruped approximating to a
codile,
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though

it

cannot be denied that Aristotle

s

system

represents a gradual progression toward completeness
in the animal creation which attains its summit in
1

man, yet the respective dignities of whole classes are left
undetermined, and the different points of view from which
he judges them intersect each other so awkwardly that
the same class often ranks higher in one respect and
lower in another.
less perfect

Zoophytes, generally speaking, are
than true animals shell-fish are less perfect
;

than locomotive creatures, the footless than those which
are provided with feet, the vermiparous than the ovi
parous, and these than the viviparous

man. 2

But whether

insects

all animals than
rank above molluscs and
;

malacostraca, birds above amphibious animals, fishes
above snakes, or vice versa, Aristotle does not enable us
to decide.

We

3
may even doubt

about the respective
of
shell-fish
and
insects.
positions
Again, though san
animals
the
are
nobler
on
account of their
guineous

warmth and

more complex organisa
some insects, like bees and ants, are superior
to many of them in intelligence and art. 4
If birds as
oviparous animals rank below mammals, their posture
5
it seems
approximates them to man
strange, there
that
should
be
more
remote
from
mankind in
fore,
they
greater vital

their

tion, still

;

fish

serpents (see p. 86, n. 8, sitamong bloodless animals the
nautilus and the hermit crab are
molluscs which are related to
Crustacea.
See the references
given by MEYER, pp. 146-158.
The zoological position of man is
discussed infra, p. 90, n. 1.
1
See p. 25 sqq. supra p. 28,
n. 3, among other
passages.

2

See

3

As MEYER,
Part. An.

;

pro)-,

;

4

i.

487

sq. supra,
p. 486,
ii.

2,

shows,

648, a,

sqq.; see p. 39, n. 6, supra,

4

where

a solution of the difficulty is suggested, which, however, is hardly
an adequate one.
5

Hist.

Ingr. An.

An.

i.

5,

5, 706, a, 25, b, 3
489, b, 20.

;
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and physical structure than the mammals.

1

When we take the spontaneous generation of sexless ani
mals as a sign of a low rank, intermediate between the
vegetable and animal worlds, we are surprised to find the
same mode of propagation not only
in fishes.

2

On

in insects but even

the other hand, since viviparous animals

most perfect, 3 whales and dolphins, as well as
skates and vipers, take precedence of birds and amphi
bious animals, though inferior to them in many respects. 4
If we explain the transition from quadrupeds to mul
are the

tipeds,

and from these

to footless creatures

by a continual

5

declension of warmth, the bloodless insects ought to be
warmer than the sanguineous snakes, fishes, and dol
6
It cannot be denied that the complex variety
phins.
of the facts cannot always be harmonised with the presup
positions of the system, and that it is impossible to

avoid disproportion and even contradictions in its appli
cation.
The majority of these defects appear to have

escaped Aristotle
artificial

means

s
7

:

notice

;

others he tries to avoid by

but he never allows himself to be

shaken in his great conviction that organic nature
presents a graduated scale of progressive development
towards perfection.
Since an upright posture is
accompany greater vital
heat see p. 81 sq. supra.
Seep.82sq.*?^.,cf. p. 48 sq.
3
Gen. An. ii. 4, 737, b, 26.
1

said to
;

Cf. p. 83, n. 2. supra.
4

In the case of cartilaginous
this requires no
proof in the case of cetaceans
their want of feet at least, and as
compared with birds the position
of their heads, are in Aristotle s
view important defects.
fish

and vipers
;

*

See

p. SI, supra.
Cf. MEYER, p. 4X7 sq. where
further examples are given.
7
See also Gen. An. i. 10 sq.
where the viviparousness of
sharks is explained on the ground
of their natural coldness, whereas
the same property in mammals is
6

made

to

depend

upon

their

greater heat and perfection cf.
Part. An. iii. 6,
a, 24 sqq.
Gen. An. ii. 4, 737, b, 26, and
other passages.
;

66!&amp;gt;,

;
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CHAPTEK XI
CONTINUATION

Man
THE end
him with

of this evolution

Man.

is

His body unites

the lower animals, and especially with the
But already even in
class of viviparous land-animals.
1

might be doubted whether
classed by Aristotle with
viviparous quadrupeds or placed
in a class by himself. Thus, Hist.
An. i. 6, 490, b, 15 sqq., those
yevr) which have no subordinate
species under them are compared
on the
to the genus avQpcairos
1

man

It

is

;

other hand, %bid. ii. 8 init., man
is opposed to the rerpdirotia, and.
the monkey is described as an
intermediate form between them.
This apparent contradiction is
due to the fact that Aristotle has
no name for the whole class: as
a biped, man cannot be classed

along with rerpdirotia fooroKovvra
on the other hand, fooroKovvra
would embrace the whole which
he declares to be a separate yevos.
In reality man is treated as a
species of the same genus to
which viviparous quadrupeds be
This is unmistakably the
long.
;

intention in Hist. An. i. 6, 490, b,
31 sqq., where he is described
along with the lion, the stag, &c.,
as an f-loos rov ysvovs rov r&v

and
which has no subordinate
species under it Part. i. 5, 645,
b, 24, where upvis is adduced as
an example of a yevos, avOpuiros
of an eJSos Hist. An. ii. 15, 505,
b, 28, where the first class of
,

as one

;

;

sanguineous animals is described
comprehensively as avQp&amp;lt;air6s re
Kal ra
riav rrpair68uv
ibid. vi. 18 init.
irepl /j.ev ovv ruv
u&amp;gt;or6ita

;

:

TTpl irdvTiav
offa

.

^OTO/cet

.

.

Trtpl

Kal

Se rtav

Trefoil/

av&pfinrov

irfpl

Gen. An.
37: ovre yap ra
fooroKovvra opo iias *X l di/ra [sc.
ras wo&quot;Tepos], aAA avdpwiroi fj-fv
ra 8e
Kal ra Tre^a iravra Kara
Ibid.
ff\dx n faoTOKovvra avca.
ii. 4, 737, b, 26: ra fooroxovvra
Kal rovrwv avOpcoiros.
A certain
XtKTtov
i.

8,

TO.

738,

ffvufiaivovra.
a,

&quot;

.

distinction

between

.

.

man

and

other viviparous land-animals is
doubtless referred to in these
and other passages (e.g. Part.
An. ii. 17, 660, a, 17), but Ari
stotle does not seem 10 have re-
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the characteristics of his physical organism we have
evidences of something higher, which raises him far

warmer
more
blood
theirs.
has therefore
In him alone, as the
in proportion and a larger brain.
greater heat and Hobility of his nature demands, we
have true symmetry of form and the upright posture
In man the distinction
which corresponds with it. 2
between the right and the left is most fully developed. 3
As his blood is the purest, 4 his sensibility is most delicate,
his powers of perception the most refined, and his
above the lower animals.

His body

is

of a

He

temperature than

1

5
Tlis mouth, his windpipe,
understanding the keenest.
his lips, and his tongue add to their other functions

that of speech, which

marks him out from

all

living

6

Nature has not confined man, as she has the
things.
His means of
other animals, to one means of defence.
self-preservation are infinite, and can be adapted to
suit his changing needs. 7
His hand is the tool of all
it

garded
mental

to

as sufficiently fundaconstitute man a

separate ytvos.
Part. An.
1

653, a, 27-37,
6, 6t&amp;gt;9,b,4,iv.lO(seep. 81,n.H,
svpra) llespir. 13, 477, a, 20.
Upon this depends also length of
ii.

7,

iii.

;

(in which respect man is
held to be excelled only by the
elephant) in so far as this depends in turn upon the corre-

life

spondence between the composithe body and the surrounding atmosphere, and especially upon the heat of its upper
portions; Gen. An. iv. 10, 777,
tion

of

3 sqq.; Lonyit. Vit. c. 5, 6, 466,
b, 14, 467, a, 31.
2
Besides the passages already
referred to, cf. Inrjr. An. 5, 706.
b,

a,

30 sqq.

b,

3,

Vita,

9, c.
1,

11, 710,

468, a,

6,

b,

and

5-17;

i.

supra.
*
Ingr. An. 4, 706, a, 1 8
p. 81, n. 6, supra.
*
Itesjtir. 13, 477, a, 20.
5

4,

See

p. 04, n. 6,

and

De

467, n.3,
;

see

p. 11, n.

supra.
6
Part.

ii. 16, 659, a, 30 sqq.
660, a, 17 sqq. iii. 1, 6H2,
Gen. v. 7, 786, b, 19
a, 20, 25
H\t. An. iv. 9, 536, a, 32.
Part. An. iv. 10, 687, a, 23,
in the celebrated passage upon
the human hand, after the words
quoted, p. 11, n. 2,jsupra, Aristotle

c. 17,

;

;

&quot;

ol

saysriAX
ov

ruv

aAd&amp;gt;y

\tyovrts us awtcrTi]K(i
a\\a xcipHrra

6 &v6pwiros

[because he is naked
nnd defenceless; Aristotle has
&amp;lt;{&amp;lt;av
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so

tools,

ingeniously contrived for the most widely
that it takes the place of every
In a word, man is the first and most perfect

different purposes

other. 1

of

all

2
living creatures.

And

for this reason, just as

each less perfect thing finds its end in that which is
3
so all lower forms of animal life are
perfect,

more

destined for the use of man. 4
It is in the soul of

man, however, that

this perfection

Even his physical superiority has
proper
to him because his body has to
vouchsafed
been
only
as
serve
the instrument of a nobler soul. 5 While the

has

seat.

its

other animals are confined to the lower operations of
the nutritive and sensitive life, man rises above them
6
by virtue of his faculty of thought.

all

probably in view PLATO S Protayoras, 21, c] OUK opd&s \eyovffiv.
TO. fjikv yap #AAa ^iav e-^ei fioiiQeiav,
Kal (jLera/3d\\effdai
dvrl
ravrrjs
krepav OVK ecrriv, aAA avayKalov
Sxnrep uTToSeSe/AeVoi/ del KaOevSeiv
Kal irdvra irpdrreiv, Kal rfyv ire pi
rb (rwfj.a d\eupav /n^deirore Kara0eV0at, yUTjSe (jLera^dhXeaQai & 8)j

e^wv.
r$ 8e
rds re j8oTj06ias iroAAas
ravras del e|(TTt /uera-

v

&amp;lt;!&amp;gt;ir\ov

Irt

Kal

5

6irXov

oirov

&j/

olov

&quot;ay

)3ouA7}Tai

1

See the further account in
the passage just quoted, and p.
19, n. 1
a,

1,

;

also Zte

An.

iii.

where the hand

432,
is called
8,

opyavov bpyavtav.
Hist. An. ix. 1, 608, b, 5
the ethical characteristics of the
sexes are more prominent cV rols
:

$6os Kal /j.d\iffra eV
TOVTO [so. rb C$ OJ/] yap

Gen. An.
ra reAem

Nutrition,

e&amp;lt;m 5e
737, b, 26
Trpura, roiavTa 5e ra
feoroKOvvra, Kal TOVTUV avdpanros

ii. 4,

:

&amp;lt;a

TTpWTOV.
3
Of. p. 28.
4
Polit. i. 8,

1256, b,

15:

Nature has provided that every
creature should meet with its
necessary food when it comes
into the world
S/J.OLWS Srjhov
;

&TI

c&&amp;lt;TTe

yevofisvois ollfriov rd re
riav
(pwv e veKev elvai Kal

Kal

(pvra

ToAAa

^a

TUV

avOpdoTrcai \dpiv, TO.
Kal 8td T}\V xp^ ffiv Ka*
Sta TT]V Tpoffiv, ruv 8 aypiuv, el
aAAa rd ye irXtiara rqs
(j.)) irdvra,
TJ^uepa

fj.ev

rpotyris Kal ^AATjs &oi]0eias eveKev,

iva Kal ea-Qrjs Kal &\\a upyava yiv-r)el ovv rj fyvais p.t]9ev
rai e| avr&v.
fj.i)re

/UTJTC
ir&amp;lt;av

dreXes [without reason] iroiel
yuarrji/, avayKatov r&v dvdpcaeveKev aura irdvra TreT

r}\v (pvffiv.
5
6

See
See

p.
p.

10 sq. supra.
sq. supra.
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of sleep

and

waking,

birth, old age, death, sense-perception, even imagina
tion and memory, are common to man and beast alike

!

;

as they exhibit themselves in

nor do these phenomena
2
each differ essentially from one another.

And

the

same is true of the feelings of pleasure and displeasure
and the desires that spring from them. 3 That which

man

belongs to
of

alone of

known

creatures

Mind

is

or

means the power
By
5
but also more
its widest acceptation,

(NoOs-).

in

Thought

all

Nous

4

Reason

Aristotle

specifically the faculty of

thought in so far as it deals
with supersensible reality, 6 and especially the faculty of
Voluntary recollection alone
their power; cf. p. 73 sq.

1

is

these points, therefore,
have simply to refer to the

we

previous chapter.
3
See p. 22, n.

supra.

1,

4

Aristotle, like Plato, distin
guishes for this reason between
the rational and the irrational

part of the soul; Eth.

26 sqq. Polit.
and passim.
;

i.

13, 1102,

vii. 15,

1334, b,

17,

De An.

s

$(

iii.

vovv

vTro\a/uifidvfi
6

f)

4,

429, a, 23:

Siavoftrai

$

\fy&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;

Kal

tyvxti-

explaining, De An.
429, b, 10 sq., the distinc

After

iii. 4,

tion between the concrete thing
with its ingredient of matter

and the pure unadulterated form,
Aristotle
(rapKl

flvai

continues,
Kal

1.

12

:

TO

o~dpKa

erf p^ &pa

:

pivfi.

On

2

a,

conceptions

beyond

TO.

Ka\

6\(as

TTpdy/mara

apa

rrjs

is

V\TJS,

Kal TO, irfpl rbv vovv.
The
subject of Kpivci is vovs, as is
shown by the preceding context.
Tt may, indeed, seem strange that
it is said of it that it knows (for
ovr&amp;lt;a

we must

give this more general
signification to Kplvfiv here, as in
De An. iii. 3, 428, a, 2) heat and
cold and the sensible qualities of
things in general T$ a!&amp;lt;rOiiTiK$

(where not only is it not neces
sary on account of the context
to read ala-Orirf with BRENTANO,
Fsycliol. d. Ar. 134, but it is not
admissible). But while the simple
perception of the data of sense
and not to vovs,
belongs to
afcr0Tj&amp;lt;ns,

yet every judgment relating to
them is shared in by thought (vovs
in the wider sense) (cf i. 209, n. 3,
.

ovv

a.lffQt]TiK(f

Kpivfi

7*6

Kal

6fp/j.bv

K

&v \6yos

tx ft Tpbs avr^v Srav
tlvai [the pure
conception of the aa-p] Kpivei.
The same is true of all abstract

i]

KK\aff/j.(vr]

(KraBy, rb

crapKl

and211,n.l,*up.), and to this ex
tent reason also may be described
as that which by means of the
perceptive faculty knows sensible
things. Conceptions, on the other
hand, as such, universal thoughts
limited to no individual experi-
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grasping in an immediate act of consciousness that
which cannot be the object of mediated knowledge.
This part of the soul cannot be entangled in the life
1

of the body.

It

must be simple, changeless, impassible. 2

ence are known by reason per se,
although the material for them
is supplied by sense-perception
(as in the case of the conception
Instead of saying this
of
&amp;lt;rdp).

simply, Aristotle expresses him
self in such a way as to leave it
ambiguous whether these are

recognised by a faculty different
from that by which sensible ob
jects are recognised or by the

same faculty acting in a different
way. If we had here a dilemma
between the two terms of which
we had to decide, we could only
say, as Aristotle does, that they
are known &\\cp (vovs being
another faculty) than by TO alffQ-nTt/coV. But the statement of three
if

alternatives,
nothing else,
shows that Aristotle regards each

of the

first

two descriptions as

admissible in a certain

sense.

importance in connection with
the essential meaning of the
passage, since this would be the
same even although we take the
illustration of the broken and
extended line as merely explana
tory of &AA.WS e^eii/.
1
To this faculty belong first

and chiefly the highest principles
of thought, the &/j.(ra; cf i. 197, n.
In this way (according
4, supra.
to i. 197, n. 3, sup., cf. the citation
.

from Metapli.

xii.

7,

i.

203, n. 3,

Nous knows itself by an im
mediate intuition, as thinker and
thought here coincide. Whether
the thought of God and other
sup.}

metaphysical conceptions are
also the objects of immediate
cognition, Aristotle, as already
observed, i. 204, does not say.
2
De An. iii. 4, 429, a, 18 (on
what precedes see i. 1 99, n. 2, sup )
:

The Nous knows insensible things
by a faculty different from that
by which it knows sensible ob

avdyKt] apa, eVel trdvTa voeT, a^iyfi
flvai, wairep (pr^fflv Avaayopas [see
ZELL. Pit. d. Gr. i. 886, 1] iva Kparrj,

and, indeed, different in
essence and actual reality (x u P
from the faculty of s-eriseperception, seeing that it knows
them by itself alone but in so
far as it is also true that the
reason knows sensible things, we
may say that it knows insensible
things by a different method it
knows the former directly, the

TOVTO

jects,

L

&amp;lt;rrbi/)

;

;

8

Icrrlv iva yvtop
fy

yap

fya.iv6iJ.svov

Tpiov Kal

wcoAuet

ai&amp;gt;Ti$pdrTi,

tlvai (pvcriv /xrjSe^iai/
OTI SvvaToi
6 apa
1

.

vovs

Trape/x-

TO

aAAo-

axrre U7j5 aiToC

aAA

fy

ravTr]^,

Ka\ovp.vos TTJS
.... ovOev fffnv

T^VX^S
ovTcav
voe7v.
fVfpyf a TUV
irplv
Sib otSe ^IJ.IX&O.L
v\oyov avrbv

r&amp;lt;f

&amp;lt;ru[Aa.Ti

.

TTOLOS rts

yap av ytyvoiro,

would

passes upon
the data of sense. This is the
of
the
words
^ us y
meaning
/ce/cAao-jue i/Tj &c., the further ex

in this
tyvxpbs /) 6ep/ui.bs [it
case partake of the properties of
the body and as it would thus
bring with it definite qualities to
the cognition of vo7jTa,it could not
exhibit that oTrafleia see i. 199,

planation of which

n.

latter only indirectly

of the

judgment

by means

it

is

of

minor

2,

suj;raand.

purity from

PHYSICS
Just as

it

has for

matter, so

all

object pure form abstracted from
and unfettered by the

its

is

itself free

it

It has no bodily organ like the senses 2 it is
body.
not born into existence like the other parts of the
1

;

admixture which

it requires for
exercise of
its universal
an expla
faculty of thought

the

:

nation which seems to harmo
nise better with the meaning
of Sib Sec. than that of BRENTANO, ibidr. 120 sqq.], 2) kav
TI efoj, uxnrtp Ttji alfftir^TiKef)
vvv 5 ovOfy (ffTiv : b, 22. airopi)&amp;lt;T(i*
5 6.v TIS, ci 6 vovs airXovv
O~TI
upyav6i&amp;gt;

ecu cbrafles

Observat.

[HAYDUCK,

in loc. al. Arlst. p. 3, not
without reason regards these
words as strange, inasmuch as it
hardly requires to be explained,
as is done 1. 25 sqq., that TO
airatits is not subject to irdcrxew
he would therefore strike them
out we might prefer instead of
- see
cnraGts
to
read
a/j.iyes
429, a, 18 quoted above] Kal
erit.

/J.(pfi

aAAoiaxns

nor i
eirta ycvris
but
rather an T/pe/uui *cal
Tapaxys the removal of obstruc
tions which hinder the reason in
the exercise of its functions, re
sembling the awakening from
Arc.

(TTT]/j.r]s

,

sleep.
1

Seep 93,n.6 ( ?/p. Xupio-rbs
often applied to Nous, the lower
faculties of the soul being ax^piis

cf.

&amp;lt;rrot;

1,

prejed.and

DeAn. ii.

infra.

trtpov

;

%X fl KOlltbv,
fl
TO vof iv trdax.* lv T L
vor,trfi
IGTW. This independence of the
reason
the
remark
explains
.

.

.

7TO&amp;gt;S

t

added, De An. ii. 1, 413,
a, 4 sqq. to the definition of the
soul as the entelechy of its body

which

is

:

follows that, the soul (or at any
rate certain parts of it, if it lias
it

parts) is not separate (xupun-bs)
irom the body ov
a\\ evia. 76
ouQtv K(i}\vti (see p. 6, n. 1, snj&amp;gt;ra).
Cf further n. 3 below, p. 96, n. 2, in
fra, and the passages referred to

^v

:

.

below bearing
De An.

also
i

uponi/ou$iro&amp;lt;77TJKbj ;
i.

toiKtv

6rwns

8,

vii.

3,

VOT)TIKOV

Ibid.

247,

407,

33
T]
nv\ Kal

a,

r)pe/j.r,&amp;lt;Tfi.

(irtfTTafffi /uaAAoj/

7)

b,

fJLtpOVS

247, a, 28

1

Kivf)(T(t.
:

fftS
:

ou8

:

7V/ yx.
al

TOU

O.\\OlU&amp;gt;(TflS.

aAAo

^v

oi5e

foil. n. p. 96, n.
2. 413, b, 24
:

8e ToD vov Kal TTJS BtupririKris
ovStviru (pavfpbv, aAA toiKf

TTfpl

,

fJiTf]6ffl /JLTTjOtl

;

Ka&dirfp

,

(Ivat, Kal

rb

TOVTO

atoi/ TOV

(pOaprov.
-

See preced. and foil. n. and
further statement De An.
iii. 4, 429, a, 29
on 8 ou x ^oia
dirddfta TOV alo-0-rjTiKOv Kal TOV
?/
the

:

vorjTiKov, tyavfpbv
tlpluiv

at(T6r)iris

IK

ou

Tov&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;p6opa

vovs QTO.V TI
i)TTOv

TUV

tir\

Kal TTJS ala-dr,(Tus.

SvvaTai

yap

aladdvtffdai

alffOrjTuv

.

.

.

aAA

1

6

o~(p6opa VOTJTOV.
viToSft o~T(pa, aAAa Kal

vor,o~r)

KJ?Ta

alff0r)T/j.ev

rj

oi&amp;gt;x

TO /At v yap au707jT/cbi/ OVK
avfv (TWMoros, 6 5e x (a P l T S- In view
of these definite declarations, the

/j.d\\ov

~

attempt (KAMPE, Erkenntnisth.
d. Ar. 12-49) to attribute to the
Nous a material substratum con
sisting of {ether must appear at
the outset a profitless one. Not
even the passage quoted p. 6,
n. 2, from Gen. An. ii. 3 can be
adduced in support of it, for
even there the o-trtp/jia of the
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soul
is

l

nor

;

is it

affected

real, therefore,

2
by the death of the body.

only in the act of thinking

^vxnf}) o.px^],so far as it refers to

Sui/c^uet

the Nous, is described as

fisepyeia

5

KaOd-rrep

rd

XPTT&I

and even although

ffdfjLaros

enters the

said that it

70^77, it does not
this that it is united

with the

from

it is

womb

rrjs

:

in its life

;

the

70^

itself it enters

cf.

p. 100, infra.

;

Furthermore, even although the
rather like the Nous is called divine
and unchangeable, the essential
distinction between them (the
one is a body, the other is not) is

not thereby abolished, for it has
already been shown, i. 476, that
we have nothing to do with any

and when
immaterial matter
p. 32, 39, argues in sup
port of his view that the stars,
;

KAMPE,

which are made of tether, are in
telligent beings, he forgets that it

not the stars themselves that are
so, but the spirits by whom they
and their spheres are moved.
Although, lastly, the Nous is said,
Eth. x. 7, 1177, b, 34, as com
pared with the multiplicity of the
other faculties of the soul, to be
of small compass(T&amp;lt; uyKy fj.iKp bv)
but pre-eminent in power and
value, we cannot fairly conclude
is

from

this

metaphorical expres

sion that it is held by Aristotle
to be united to a body.

Gen. An. ii. 3, 736,
Aristotle asks
ir6repov
1

a, 31,

Kvf)/j.a.Ti

3)

he replies

ou, Kal ir69ev ;

(b,

8)

:

TT&amp;gt;

to

which

/*ei/

olv

dpeirriK^v -fyvxty TO ffTTfp/uLara Kal
TO. Kvfi/JLara rd x u P lffrra SfjAoy oVt

irplv

ru&amp;gt;v

fy

/CUTJ-

Kal irate? rb

rpo&amp;lt;pfyv

Toiatrrrjs tyvx?)s

With

fpyov.

the

to

^y%^ alffdririK^j
and J/OTJTIK)? he then shows that
either all their parts must come
regard

into being for the first time at the
moment of birth or must all have
pre-existed, or else that some of

them do the one, some the other,
and continues on uev roiwv
:

re

ol6v

oi&amp;gt;x

iraffas

(pai fpov IffTiv
6(T(av yap fffriv

irpovTrapxeiv
rS)v TOIOVTWV.

fK

Sri\ov

,

apx&v

r]

ei/ep-yeta

OTI ravras

avtv

avev iroS&v
Siffre
Kal
o{/re
6vpa6ev tlfficvai a^vvarov.
yap auras KaO auras t(rifvai oiov
re axwpio TOi s ovffas,
OUT
eV
flcrivai
T^ yap
ff(a/j.aTi
&amp;lt;nrfpfj.o.

irepiTTw/na
Tpo&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;T)s

/u.Ta0a\\ova&quot;ns

ecrrlv

TTJS

[and therefore not

something coming

from with

AeiVeTai 8e [S^j] rbv vovv

out].

irei(Tievai
p.6vov OvpaOzv
flvai p.6vov
ovQev yap

Kal Otiov

avrov

TTJ

evepyeia Koivoove iffcaiJi.aTiK^ tvepytia.
737, a, 7: rb Se TTJS 701/7)? &c.
see p. 6, D. 2,s/ip. DeAn.i. 4; see

For further discussion of
the question of the entrance of
reason into the body, see p. 80,
supra.
2
De An. i. 4, 408, b, 18: 6
foil. n.

5e vovs eoiKev eyyiveffOai
ovffa Kal ov (f&amp;gt;9eipO 6ai.

yap
yhpa

:

0ereW,

CXOVTU,

^copt^o/iei/a

follow

oran^ other material substratum
the Nous is said, indeed, to be in
the body during life, but not to
be mixed up with it or entangled

from without

OVK

fjidrtav e A/cet rriv

to this

apart

;

UXOVTO.

juei/

It

tirl

e&amp;lt;pOeipfT

&^

UTTO

ov&amp;lt;r(a

TIS

/^d\t(rra
TT^S ei/ Tc3

ct/uaupwcrecos, vvv 5 tffws oirep
i
rcav aicr9 r)T r)pi(av (Tvpftaivfi

yap AajSoi

6 Trperr^uTTjs op/na ToiovSl,
Kal 6 veos.
(bcrre

j8A.67rot &j/ itxrirep

TO 77jpa5 OU

T&amp;lt;

T^]V TJ/VX^V Tt TTTTOV-

PHYSICS
from this

the mere
And
potentiality of thought.
since actual thought in the
of
nature
sphere
precedes
the mere potentiality to
think, while in the sphere of
the
human mind potentiality
necessarily precedes
2
actuality, Aristotle distinguishes two kinds of Reason
in man
the Actual and the
the Active and
it is

1

Potential,
that which produces
everything, and that
which becomes everything. 4 The former alone is
sepa

the Passive

rate

3

:

and distinct from the
body

impassible, eternal,

immortal, absolutely pure and perfect Actuality.
i,

ctAA

(v

co

[

=

a\\a.

Qtvai ri tn(1vo Iv
&amp;lt;$

Kal
Ka&direp tv /j.0ais Kal v6(Tois.
ST) Kal Tb decapriv /uiapaivfTai

TO vofTv

&\\ov rtvbs

[inside the body]
tpdapo/j-fvov, aiTo $f airaQts taniv
[the subject of airaOts is TO voovv,
which corresponds to vovs above
and is to be supplied from voelv]
6 Se vovs Iffus
QedrfpAv rt
.

.

to-o)

.

Kal

airaBfs iariv.

iii.

5,

430, a, 22

(see p. 98, n. 1, infra)-, MetapJi.
xii. 3, 1070, a, 24
sqq. (see Sec.
on Immortality, infra).
De An. iii. 4/429, a, 21 sqq.
b. 5 sqq. 30; see i. 199, n. 2,
supra, where the meaning of this
1

statement is further explained.
2
See i. 199, n. 2, supra
*
Aristotle certainly speaks of
vovs iraOirriKbs

(see p. 98, n.

1,

injra) on the other hand, he no
where uses the expression irotrjTi/c6s vovs (cf. BONITZ, Ind. Ar.
491,
b, 2; WALTER, Die Lelire r. d.
praJd. Vern. 278 sqq.), perhaps
because he wished to avoid the
ambiguity which might arise out
of the opposition he elsewhere
makes betwc en iroitiv and irpdrrdv
on the one hand, and
on the other (see i. 182, n. 2,

Pas-

wpra), if the vovs iroirjr. were
taken to be the antithesis of
vovs efup^riKbs (J)e An ii.
3, 415
a, 11, iii.

a, 14), in

9,432, b, 27, iii. 10,433,
the same sense as vovs

TrpaKTiKbs(De An. iii. ibid.) must
But a-* the vov* iroirjr. is called
afrtov Kal iron)TtKbv, as it is said
iravra iroie ii arid as iroirjriKbs is
elsewhere constantly used as the
antitheses of TTO^TIKOS
(Tnd. Ar.
555, b, 16 sqq.), we seem to be
in
perfectly justified
speaking
of the passive and the active
reason, especially as this seems
to be already a
recognised mode
of expnssion in ALEX. De An.
be.

,

140

WALTER, 282).
De An. \\\. 5 init.:

(cf.
4

Sxrirep

(v airdap

eirel

S

Qvafi for! ri
ytvet (TOVTO 8i

rrj

TO

u.iv i/A 77 (KdffTt,)

TO

al-Tiov

;

0eo&amp;gt;pe?i/

VOL.

II.

,

Kal

iravra, olov

ironjTiKdv,

r$

iroit iv

rexvr) irpbs r^v v\yv
avdyKr) K al lv rrj \^vx]J
avras ras StaQop ds. Kal
ICTTIV 6 /j.fv roiovros vovs
r$ -rrdvra
ytv(o~Qai, 6 5t rep trdvra iroit iv, us
i]

HJS

TIS, olov

rtva

Kal TO

uvra

w

TO
&amp;lt;pus

&amp;lt;pus

iroifl

tvtpyfia

yap
ra ovvdptt

rpoirov
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sive Reason,

on the other hand,

the body, and

is

a partaker in

is

born and dies with

its states.

1

If we try, however, to reduce this account to a clear
and consistent theory, we are met by many questions

which Aristotle has

left

unanswered.

Ibid, where Aristotle con
tinues Kal OVTOS 6 vovs [6 Troirj1

:

Ti/cbs]

xcapLffTos

a/xryrjs

TTJ

oixr ta

Kal

aTTdflrjs

Kal

&v

evepyeia.

[or

ael yap Ti/j.i.d&amp;gt;Tpov TO
TOV irdaxovTOs Kal f) apxb
TO 8 avr6 GQ-TLV T] /car
v\r]s.

evfpyeid],
TTOLOVV

5

TTjr

ivpyeiav eVicTTrj^Tj TW -rrpdyfj-ari [of.
398, n. 3, sujjra^ 8e Kara Svva/j.iv

i.

r)

8e
Xpovca Trporepa ev rw evl, O ACOS
ovSe [so To^STR. reads instead of
v v0
OV X OT *
ou] XP V W
~
ore 8 ov vosl.
x w P LO ^ s 5 carl

^

&amp;lt;*AA

^

p.6vov rovd oirep earl [apart from
the body it is only what it is

without admixture of any foreign
ingredient], Kal TOVTO JJ.OVQV a9dov p.vi]fj.ovf\)oui.fv
va-rov Kal a iSiov.
TOVTO jitej/ airaOes, 6 8e
8e, on
7ro0T]TiKbs vovs (pdapT^s Kal aveu
rovrov ovdev voei. The words at
the beginning of this passage
are interpreted by BEENTANO

(Psychol. d. AT. 175) and HEETLING- (Mat. u. Form, 173) as
also is
this Nous
meaning

This is opposed, how
separate.
ever, both to the grammar and
to the sense of the passage in the
;

first place, the connection is thus
broken between this sentence and
the preceding (we should require
/cal, OVTOS 8e 6 vovs &c.),
and, secondly, not only is there
nothing in the previous discus
sion about another kind of Xous

at least

(

which is also x wot os and airaO rjs,
but Aristotle knows of none such,
the vovs TrafojTi/cbs, of which he has
of course
j ust been speaking, being
&amp;lt;&quot;

not

arraO^s,

while the Nous that

of, c. 4 (as will be shown
101, n. 2, infra), is itself the
active Nous. The words: TO 8

is

spoken

p.

ai&amp;gt;To

that follow are repeated
at the beginning of c. 7 but as
they there awkwardly interrupt
the connection, TORSTEIK, p. 199,
is doubtless right in holding that
they along with the rest of c. 7,
.

.

.

-xp6v(f

;

1

(to reTe\(T/j.evov, 431, a, 7)

On the other
hand, TORSTEIK (p. 185) cannot
be right in striking out the
oy% in the words oAA
ou%
oTe juei/ j/oe? &c. According to his
no
reading
intelligible meaning
can be attached to the remark
that the Nous at one time thinks,
at another it ceases to think
whereas it becomes quite intelli
are out of place.

;

gible if

we suppose Aristotle to say:

In the world as a whole merely
potential knowledge does not pre
cede actual knowledge even in the
order of time (not to speak of that
of being) it is not the case (in the
world as a whole) that the Nous
[this must in any case be supplied
as the subject] at onetime thinks,
at another ceases to think.
(To
make this sense more obvious
a comma might be placed instead
of a colon before ctAA
&c.)
Nor is this sense inconsistent with
ael i/oetV, c. 4, 430, a, 5, as
yur/
these words refer to thought in
the individual, in which the pas
sage before us also recognises tiie
distinction between the potential
and the actual, and therefore TO
;

oi&amp;gt;x

/x.7?

ael vosiv.

PHYSICS
In the

first place,

might appear that this
that
it

99

with regard to Active
Reason, it
not only the Divine in
man, but

is

1

identical with the Divine
Spirit itself.

it is

man

enters each

For while

along with the germ of his physical

and psychical nature as
something individual, yet at the
same time the terms in which it is described are such as
apply only to the Universal Spirit.

what

to understand

abstracted from

it

is left

It is at least difficult

of individuality

not only

when we have

all

corporeal life, but also
active evolution, 2 all
passive states, and with these
3
all
and
self-consciousness.
So far Alexander
memory
all

of Aphrodisias had excellent cause to seek for
the
Active Reason in the Divine
Spirit rather than in a
4
But this cannot be Aristotle s
part of the human soul.

meaning. For the extramundane Divine Spirit cannot
be identified with the
indwelling principle of Reason
which passes into the individual at birth and is a

Since

1

n. 1

soul. 5

Yet how we are
precisely to
ourselves this part of our
soul, and what

represent to
kind of reality
say.

part

human

of the

we

it is

are to ascribe to

said to enter the

See the passages cited, p. 96,
2, supra, and Eth. x. 7,

and

177 a

\

l

r

V

votsj
b, :KI

5

:

I

^re
et

5^

:

f&amp;gt;lT

* B

TJV

&quot;

eV

0iW

6

v

v *a *

T)&amp;gt;

T)p.! v dfiorarov.

vovs irpbs rbv

This can only be where there
is a transition from the
potential
to the actual; in the active reaon, on the other hand, there is

nothing merely potential, for all
pure actuality
That even these belong to
the sphere of the
passive reason

w

is

expressly stated

De An. iii. 5 (p.

is

difficult to

body from without, 6

97, n. I), and proved in the sequel
*
Cf. Part. iii. a,
4

712,

The distinction between the
active and the passive reason is
said (and to this

^
AMMOX.
A*-

:

it, it

b,

THEMIST

pp. 188 sq. Sp.

L&amp;gt;e

and
c }

in PHILOP. De An
also appeal) to res
(see ibid. uj,ra); of oneuop
rys ^v x ^s it is said, De In iii 4
425), a, 10, 15, that it is aira^s
the vovs x prrto is called. De An
ii.
2,
413, b, 24, ^yrj s y os
erepov Sec
.

o,

^

See

p. 96, n. 1,

supra

H

2
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it

And

must have existed previously.

this is evidently

Aristotle s view.
Since, moreover, even after it has
entered the body it stands aloof from it and takes
1

2
no part in its activity, the independence of its life is
not compromised by this union, nor is it conditioned in
any way by the life of the body. But on the other hand,
whether we look at the matter from our own or from

Aristotle s point of view, the individuality which belongs
to Reason as a part of the human soul appears in this

For according to Aristotle the

to be sacrificed.

way

individual Callias or the individual Socrates

consti

is

tuted only by the union of the universal form of man
3
with this particular human body.
So, in like manner,

human body and employs it
an individual human
have
do
we
as its instrument
united
with no body, or
But how when it is
reason.
when Reason

only

in spite of such union it has no material organ
wholly unaffected by the body, it could be the

when
and

enters a

is

how, in other words,
could constitute a rational Ego, baffles comprehen-

reason of this definite individual
it

In the passage 736, b, 15 sqq.
referred to at p. 96 mj}., it is said
with regard to the 4/u%^ o.Lffdr]riKn
1

j

and

i/orjTi/CAj

avayKaiov B

:

ovo-asirpoTtpov [sc. ras

tfroi

i|/ux&quot;

/U.TJ

V/

s] e

-

yf(TdaLTrd(Ta.5.^TrdffasTrpovirapxovffas,
1)

TOS

p.fv

})

ev

TTJ

menses]

ras 8e
\i\ri

/j.^

/j.^],

o-Trep^a]

Ovpadev
p. a.v

-^

eyyive&amp;lt;rOai

the
TOU
TavOa [in the
[from the

[therefore in

tiff* XOovaas

appej/os (rTrep,uaTt,

mother]

Kal

JJLGV

3)

h

e /celflej

&amp;lt;?A0ov&amp;lt;ras,

eV 5e

eV

T&amp;lt;

&ppevi

juej/

passage proceeds immediately to
say (see p. 96, n. 1 on ^v roivw
,

stotle

afivvarov

Trpovirapxew

it

is

and

Bvpadev

are

inseparably connected, and that accordingly if
the latter is true of the Nous and
of it alone, the former must also
eiVieVcu

be true.

-/)

awaffas ^ ^tr)5eras 5e fjL-f], As the

etGTieVat

Ovpadfv

obvious that according to Ari-

~
T&amp;lt;

e 7711/o^eVas

ras

oix o16v re irdffas
qavepov tcn-iv [since some are
united to bodily organs], Sxrre Kal

Cf.p.94, n.2, p. 96, n. l,sitp.

(ovdev avrov

rrj

tvepyeia

ffwu-ariKr) fvepyeia).
3

Cf.

i.

3G9, n.

5, 6,

supra.
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Aristotle himself says, 2 indeed, that we do not
recollect the former existence of active reason, because
sion. 1

the passive reason which renders
thought possible,
this is perishable; 3
just as he predicates con-

it is

and

How

1

the budy

its
is

connection with

in this case possible

fit all is
equally unintelligible,
seeing that according to p. 10(5,
n. 5, Infra, the body is connected
with the soul itself as its tool.
In the words quoted p. 98, n.

1,

*?//&amp;gt;.,

from DC An.

iii.

5,

430, a,

23 o j /jvrjfjovivo/jifv 8e &C. It does
not matter very much whether
we understand these words in
their simplest sense as meaning
that in the present life we have
no recollection of the former one,
or that after death we have no
recollection of the present life, or
more generally that the eternal
life of the active Nous is
wholly
without memory for the reasons
why wedonotiemember hold of
the continuity of consciousness
between the life which the rtason
lives in union with the
passive
Nous and that which it lives in
freedom from it both backwards
and forwards. In the first in
:

:

stance, however (as is shown by
BIEIIL, t eb. d. Hfgr. des vovs b.
Arist. Linz, 1864, p. 12 sq., and

TBXMDKLENBUBG

in loco, who,
n. on p. 404,
2nd ed., changed his view), the
words certainly mean that in the
present life we remember no
former one. This is the meaning
suggested by the context and
supported by the present tense of
the verb.

however, alter wards,

3

Ou fjLV7)/j.ov(vo/ui(v of on rovro
Hfv aira8(s, 6 8t TraQ^riK bs vovs
QQaprbs teal &v(v TOVTOV ovQtv vosi.
TBIHDELBNBUBQ translates the

latter words, and as the passive
reason does not think anything
apart from the active reason.
But it is not easy to see what
they add to the explanation. If
memory belongs to the vovs -rraQr)riicbs of course, as Qdaprbs
(which
as the antithesis of aiStov refers to
the beginning as well as the end
ing of existence, cf. i. 3(5(5, n. 1
Jin, supra) the latter can have no
recollection of the time in which
it did not
yet exist, or at the time

in

which

it

no longer exists; and

the remark

/cal &vfv
c. is there
fore superfluous. If, on the other
hand.it is the vovs airaQ^s to which
memory belongs, the failure of
memory is not explained at all,
since it is said, not that it cannot
do without the vovs iraOr)Ttitbs, but
that the vovs ira.9. cannot do with
out it in the exercise of its activity.
must takcTourou, therefore, as

We

meaning the vovs iradrir. and vofl
either in an absolute sense, ac
cording to a familiar usage in
Aristotle ovOtv voe? 6 vouv (or T)
^VXTI), no thought is possible, or
as having the active Nous for its

The latter is not incon
subject.
sistent with the previous ovx orf
Hfv vof7 &c. (p. 98, n. 1); for
even there it is admitted that in
the individual potential know
ledge precedes actual, and there
fore ovx OT * P* v vo *i &c. does not
apply to individual thought. It
is of this, however, that we must

understand Aristotle to speak
the words, &vtv TOVTOV ov&tv

in

voel,

which mean, therefore, nothing

ARISTOTLE
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tinuous thought (which he attributes to active
reason)
only of reason in general, and not of reason in any
individual,

But where

1

of reason which in

shall

we

look for that principle

unchangeable, eternal, unfettered

by the body, and ceaselessly active, if it coincides
neither with the Divine thought on the one
hand, nor
with the thought of any individual on the other ?

No

less serious are the difficulties that

doctrine of the passive reason.
led Aristotle to distinguish in the

We

surround the

understand what

instance a two
he could not overlook the gradual
evolutions of the spiritual life and the difference be
tween the faculty and the activity of Thought while,
on the other hand, he was forbidden by the
fold reason in

man

first

:

;

of his philosophy to think of

principles
Reason as in any

Pure

sense material, or at least to predicate of

it

attributes

which can belong to matter alone. We see,
what
in
also,
general he meant by the phrase Passive
Reason viz. the sum of those faculties of representa
and

states

:

which go beyond imagination and sensible percep
tion and yet fall short of that higher Thought, which
has found peace in perfect unity with its
The
object.
1 Passive Reason is that
side of Thought which deals

tion

with the manifold of sense.
of the body,

more than the statement elsewhere made, that the soul cannot
think without a

0az/Taa&amp;gt;ta

(cf. p.

108, n. 2, infra).
1

In the words of the passage
we have
been^ discussing (p. 98,
n. 1)
Se KO.TO. Siiva/aiv
XP V ^9:^
&amp;lt;?

Tfpa eV r$
2

In

It has its roots in the life

and develops out of sensible experience. 2

ej/1 &c.
this
sense

BEANDIS

(GescJi.

Handb.

d.

Untw.

i.

518,

cf.

1178) understands
by passive spirit, spirit in its
connection with representation
in so far as it borrows the
material for mediating thought
from it and sensible perception
and requires mental pictures, or
in so far as it operates as mediatii.

b,
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more

try to form a

definite

conception of this part or faculty of the soul, we find the
theory full of the most obvious contradictions and
defects.

On

the other hand, Passive Reason

is

iden

Nous and the

spiritual element in man.
This Aristotle definitely distinguishes from all the
tified

with

faculties of sense-perception, so that it is impossible to

identify it either, as Trendelenburg did, with the unity
of these, or, as Brentano does, 2 with fancy as the seat

of mental pictures. 3

man

All these

has in

common

with the beasts, whereas Nous is that which elevates
him above them. 4 And yet, on the other hand, every
thing is denied of the Passive Reason as such, which
elsewhere is regarded as peculiarly characteristic of

Reason itself.
Speaking of Nous quite generally,
Aristotle says that it is neither born nor dies ; it is
liable to neither suffering nor change ; it is separate
from the body and has no bodily organ
independently of the body
ing thought.
Veb. d.

lie-yr.

(Linz, 18(54,

But

IGsq.

:

Similarly,

BIEHL,

vovs b.

AKIST.

d.

Gymn.

Progr.*), pp.
the difficulties above

noted are not thus met.
Aritt. JJc An. 493 (405)
Quaj a sensu inde ad imagiaationem mentem antecesserunt, ad
1

:

res percipiendas menti necessaria sud ad intellegendas non
;

sufliciunt.

Omnesillas, qua? praio
cedunt, facilitates in unum quasi

nodum

collectas,

quatenusad

res

cngitandas post ulantur, vow TraflrjTIKJV dictas esse arbitramur.
.Similarly, HEBTLIXG, Mat. u.
Form, 17 4, defines voCsirafl. as the
cognitive capacity of the sensitive part.

it

enters
2
3

acts altogether

it

;

it

from without

;

Psychol. d. Ar. 208 sq.
Upon which see p. 108, n.

it

2,

infra.
4

p.

Cf.

p.

58

vovs TTO^T.

sq.,

61,

p.

The name

93 supra.
is

with

itself of

a preliminary ob-

jeetion to this explanation. For
the faculties of sensation and
presentation Aristotle has the
fixed terms,
and
AVhy, then, should he make use of
crf&amp;lt;r0Tj&amp;lt;m

4&amp;gt;a/Ta&amp;lt;na.

another incomprehensible and
misleading one without giving
any indication that it is synonyinous with these terms? Nor can
appeal be made to Eth. vi. 12,
1143, b, 4, as a&rflrjo-js does not
there
i.

mean

250, n.

1,

sense-perception
supra.

;

cf.
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neither comes into existence with
it.

1

Yet

in the sequel

we

it

learn that

truth only of the Active Keason.

nor perishes with
all

this holds in

It alone is
bodiless,

2
impassible, eternal, imperishable, &c.

By what

right,

then, Passive Reason can be regarded as Nous, or how
two natures with characteristics so incompatible the

one mutable, the other immutable the one
passive, the
the one mere
potentiality, the other
;

other impassive

;

how these two can constitute one
being, one spiritual personality, passes comprehension.
Nor do we require to look further than the
impossibility
of harmonising the Aristotelian doctrine of the twofold
ceaseless activity

Reason with
1

2

itself to find

Cf. p. 93 sq.
98.
p.

an explanation of the wide
Nor, indeed, would any

soul.

The attempt
to obviate this difficulty by the
supposition of a third form of

thing be gained by such an as
sumption. If it is said, in De An.
iii. 5, that the active Nous alone

vovs, as the

is xayno-Tby,

See

receptive understand

ing,
differing alike from the
active and the passive reason and

alluded to

De An.

TANO, Ptychol.

iii.

4

r

(BREN -

Ar. 143, 175,
204 sq. 208 HERTLING, Mat. u.
Form, 170 sq.) cannot be sup
Aristotle indeed calls
ported.
vovs (De An. iii. 4, 429, a,
15)
SSKTIK^V TOV etfious, but there is
not a word to indicate that he
d.

;

regards this
receptive reason
as a third faculty different from
the active and passive.
He is
speaking in De An. iii. 4 of Nous
as
he
does
al o in
quite generally,
identical terms and with the same
in
De
An.
i.4.
ii. 1, 2
generality
Gen. An. ii. 3 (p. 94, n. 2 p. 95,
;

;

n. l,p. 96,n. 2, sup.). It is
equally
difficult to obtain any clear con

ception of this

receptive under
standing or to find a place for
it in Aristotle s doctrine of the

airae^s,

and

ajmy^s, a6d-

the same pre
dicates are assigned in c. 4 to
a different faculty, i.e. the re
ceptive reason (there is no ex
press mention, indeed, here of its
eternity, but this is involved in
Xupivrbs), we have simply a con
tradiction in terms.
If, on the
other hand, those predicates are
first assigned to Nous in
general,
and it is afterwards added that
they belong only to the higher
part of it, whereas the other
statement made about it (that
it is
nothing fi&amp;gt;pyda before it
thinks see, p. 94, n. 2, supra&quot;) is
true of its lower part, there is at
least no obvious contradiction in
the explanation. In this case the
varos, dtSios,

if

;

difficulty arises later,

when we

further ask how are we to con
ceive of these two parts in de
tail.

105
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the views of
divergence of

its

to

critics as

true

its

1

meaning.
Reason
its

,

is not,

essence

Thought, which regarded
co.
the mediate process of forming
union of their several parts b

realises itself in

the gradual
captions by
of intelligible reality,
immediate
apprehension
is a sinMe
It deals, not with
act.
constituting one indivisible
had already

*

Theophrastus
found difficulties

in

Aristotle s
ed.

doctrine of the Nous (cf. 2nd
of Anup 077 sq.) The example

stoclesand Alexander of Aphroin. a.
disias shows (cf. XKLL. pt.

703sq.7l2)howthelaterPen|.ateon the subject. Cf.

tics differed

further the citations and expla
-1. 89.
nations of TIIKMIST. DC
De An. ij.
b, 9 sq. and PHILOP.
sqq. (less satisfactory

and

The

the question was debated.
views
older and the more recent
of the two
upon the doctrine
fold na ure of the Nous, especially
those of Avicenna, Aver(p. 8-2
dis
roe s and Thomas, are fully
(

.&amp;gt;)

5

cussed by BRKXTANO, ibid. sqq.
As already shown (i. 203, n.3,
Aristotle describes the
contact of i
thinking of yoDsasa
of thought. In this
with the
;&amp;gt;.),

object

way

it

has unity and especially

which

is

(Hialitative simplicity,
of space and
not, like the unity
itself divisible; De. In.
time,

again

hi.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

init.

:

TJ

M&quot;

* v rS}V aSiai

Tfl &

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;VK

Swoufi

SiaipeUy,

in

every spatial
not,
presented,
quantity, if
successively, but simultaneously
toudpvrov is
as a whole, an

oAA

l)

[i.e.
is
it

thoivhi, for though divisible
is not actually divided]

it

a\Xa

is

In the

SIMPL. lh- An. 07,1).
middle ages it was chieily among
the
the Arabian philosophers and
Halhn followers of Averroesthat
t .)-

^

re py, ow 7cxp effnv, kv

r

&amp;lt;

After
TTJJ ^ U X* S
the case
showing further that in
of space and time the indivisible
-

Kal aSioipeVv

known

quantities like the pointare
to the divisible,
only by antithesis
and that this is so also with evil,
24
Aristotle continues, 430, b,

:

TUV
Toucuriwv [these words, which
HTHIK also. 1H3 sqq., endeavours
which
to emend by a conjecture
not quite clear, seem ob
is
most
simply
viously to be
emended by assuming that rwv
S.
Cod.
gives
on-iW, for which
fVamW, Ins arisen from
T
and
s
error
reader
barrlov by a
tl

5e

nvi

/XT;

duplication;
divine reason,

tffnv

ivauniov

for the

vpdroir,

the

said also to have
no Ivavriov by reason of its im
materiality, Metapk. xii. 10, 1075,
b 21, 24], OUT^ tavrb
Kal titpytia tori Kal xwpitrrdv.
is

yii&amp;gt;w&amp;lt;TK*i

ow
OTCLV vorj

rb

JKTJKOS

rb

aSmipfro

That this knowledge

is

immediate
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any combination of conceptions, bat with the pure
conceptions themselves, which are the undemonstrable
It is, therefore,
presuppositions of all knowledge.
and must be distin
absolutely true and infallible,
1

2
3
guished from mediate apprehension or knowledge. Yet
Aristotle fails to tell us what are the faculties upon

which

its

these,

although we can hardly but suppose

exercise depends

and what

is

its relation to

that some

operation of the Active upon the Passive Reason

is

here

4
Similarly Opinion may be regarded as the
5
product of Reason and Perception, although here also

meant.

implied both here and in pas
sages such as Anal. Post. i. 3,
72, b, 18, ii. 9 init. (TUV ri eVrt
ra IJLSV &/M(ra Kal apxai elcriv, a Kal

is

eVrw

flvai Kal ri

viroQfffQai Se?

a\Xov TpOTTov (pavepa
10, 94,

a,

9,

where

that the reason

is

r)

Tronjtrcu) ; C.
it is added

the faculty
first prin

which has to do with
Of.

ciples.

i.

245 sqq.,

i.

197, n. 4,

supra.
1

!See

2

This

i.

197, n. 4, supra.

knowledge
was distinguished from, vovs by
Plato by the name Stdvoia or eVt(see ZELL. pt. i. 536, 2)
similarly Arist. De An. i. 4, 408,
24 sqq. where it is called
b,
Sidvoia, and ibid. ii. 3, 415, a, 7
sqq. where it is called \oyia pbs
and Stai/oia.
Usually, however,
Aristotle
employs Sidvoia and
;

8mz/oe?crtfai in a wider sense, for
thought generally (e.g. Metapli.
vi.

1,

1324,

1025,
20,

6

b,
c.

Polit. vii. 2,

;

1325, b, 20;
Etli. ii. 1 init.
Poet. 6, 1450, a,
rb XoyurriKov
2, and elsewhere)
indicates (De An. iii. 9, 432, b, 26)
a,

;

(see infra}. On Sidvoia, cf ALEX.
onMetaph. 1012, a, 2; THEMIST.
De Aw. 71, b, o TRENDBLENDe An. 272;
BURG, Arist.
.

;

SCHWEGLEE, Arist. MetapJi. iii.
183; EONITZ, Arist. NetapU. ii.
214, and especially WAITZ, Arist.
298 on A.oyto&amp;gt;tbs BONITZ,
39 sq.
3
Eth. vi. 3, 1139, b, 31 (after
explaining the distinguishing
Orff.

mediate

&amp;lt;TTT;/x7?

(e.(j. Eth. vi. 2, 1139, a, 12,
sqq. De An. iii. 10, 433, a, 12, b,
29, c. 11, 434, a, 7) it is the delibe
rative faculty, or practical reason

places

3,

;

;

likewise the faculty of thought
in general,
although in most

ii.

;

ibid.

characteristics
fj

/J.V

SetKTi/cy]

and

cf.

ot

e lriff-T^Tj)

:

tlFlffT flti.r) GffT\V e|/S O.TTO-

&pa

See further ibin above
It is a
163, n. 3.
meaning of the word
.

i.

further
when in Anal. Post.

i. 3, 72, b, 1 8,
33, 88, a, 36, an eVto-T^/iT? avairoSeiKTos is spoken of, and de

aS

fined

VTTQ\r}\l/lS

irpoTaa-eoas

T7JS

(on which see

a/H(TOV
i.

197,

supra).
4

On

the difference between

opinion and knowledge, see i.
163, supra.
3
On the one hand, 5J|o has
to do, not, like knowledge, with
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we are without any express statement. Moreover, it
must be by the operation of Reason that man can recall
at pleasure his former impressions and
recognise them
as his own.
To the same source in Reason we must
refer, lastly, practical wisdom or insight (&amp;lt;^povr](Tis)
and art.
These Aristotle distinguishes from know
1

ledge in that they both refer to something that can be
otherwise than it is
the former having for its object
;

an action, the

He

latter a creation. 2

remarks, however,

same time that they both depend upon right
knowledge, and he singles out wisdom especially as
one of the intellectual virtues. 3 But that which reveals
more clearly than anything else the dependence of
at the

reason upon the lower faculties in Aristotle
the

and

necessary

but with rb

immutable,
&\\ws

tv8ex6/J-evov

TTS
Kal

Post.
vii.

/J.TJ

avayKatas (Anal.

1139, b, 18); the contingent,
however, can only be known em
On the
pirically by perception.
oiher hand, inrdATj\//js, which in
reality coincides n meaning- with

(Eth. ibid.
Top. vi. 11, 149,
a, 10; Catcff. 7, 8, b. 10; Anal.
J*ri. ii. 21, 66, b, 18, 67, b, 12
sqq.
Arist.

;

and

elsewlure;

Org. i.
to
vovs,

WAITZ,

523),

is

as

and 5Ja is
distinguished (De An. hi. 3,
428, a, 20) from Qavraaia by the

signed

remark

:

5o?;

/j.tv

firerai

TTJ

O-TIS

(OVK IvStxerat yap So^u^ovTa ois
5oKe? /j.rj irtffTfi iftv), ruv 5f
Orjpiuv
ovdtvl virdpxfi TT UTTIS. favTatria 5e
iroAAojy.
fri irdcrp /j.fv 86r) O.KO-

\ovQt?

TT UTTIS,

See p. 74,
Kth. vi.

1

33, 89, a, 2; cf. Metapli.
15, 1039, b, 31 ; Etli. vi. 3,

iriffTfi Se roirfirf tfrdai,

fj.fi/

doctrine

uirdpxft,

\6yos

ov.

O./J.ffOV

i.

8rf|a

tviois fyavraffia.
5

s

n. 1. *unra.
4,

11-10,

u,

16

:

8e Trotr/vis Kal irpa^is
erepoi/,
avdyKT) rrjv r4xvT]v voirjfffus dAA
ov irpdt(DS fli ai.
Thus
eirtl

defined

(AY//,

\6yov

dAry^ot/y

(v/^V/.

and

tjs

dA770?;s

c.

vi.

e

4)

TTOITITIK}),

1140, a,

5,

ts
(f)(r6i&amp;gt;i](ris

3, b,

4)

\6yov irpaKTiKr)
TO ai/Opw-rrc,} ayada Kal KaKa.
On the former see further i. 208,
n. \ixnpra; on the latter Lili.
vi. 7 sq., c. 11, 1143, a, 8, c
13,
1143, b, 20, vi. 1152, a, 8; Pollt.
iii. I, 1277, a,
1
4, b, 25; and on
/j.fTa

irepl

Tronj&amp;lt;m;md7rpatsi.

183, n.

\&amp;gt;*upra.

We shall return to both in discuss

ing the Ethics.
3
See preced. n. and Jlhet. i.
5 farlv
9, 1366. b. 20:
aper)) Siavolas, KaQ ^v fv fjov\(v&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;pJvn&amp;lt;ris

taQai
Kanttiv

portor.

Svsavrai

TWV

irtpi

ttprjfj.fvwv

ayaQuv Kal
(Is
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is his view of the
gradual evolution of Knowledge out
of Perception and Experience. 1
He remarks, also, that
all
are
an inner
thoughts
necessarily accompanied

by

representation or imaginative picture, whose service to
Thought is similar to that of the drawn figure to the

And for this he finds a reason in the
inseparable union of insensible Forms with sensible
2
This complete interdependence of reason and
Things.
mathematician.

makes

sense, however, only

gaps which Aristotle

the more palpable the

all

Nous

doctrine of

s

leaves between

the two.

The same
Reason

true also of the practical
activity of
Even in the lower

is

in the sphere of the Will. 3

irrational animals

wherever there

Desire springs from sensation, for
sensation there is pleasure and
pain,

is

and with these comes Desire, which is indeed
nothing4
than the effort after what is
Sensation
pleasant.
announces to us in the first place only the existence of
an object, and towards this we
place ourselves by
the feelings of pleasure and
pain in definite attitudes
else

We

of acceptance or refusal.
See

205, supra.
iii.
8
see also
14: rrj 8e
7, 431, a,

i.

De An.

-

\l)id.

c.

^v x fj

Suxi/orjTi/cp

olov

;

ai(re-f]fj.a.ra

ovSeVore

j/oet

b

^&amp;gt;X h.

v

2

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stb

5j

vorjrtiuv eV rols

De Mem.

ra ^avrdcr^ara

v-rrdpxei

avev (pavrd(r^.a.ros f)
ra pev olv eftt} rb
$avra.&amp;lt;Twvi

j/oel.

419, b, HO: eVei 8e
OUK tanv & vfv Qxvrdv-

1,

vow

^aros- ffvpfaivci yap rb avrb irdOos
fvry vociv oiffp Ka l eV ra, StaypdtKf?rey&pov8ivirpo&amp;lt;r X p6nfvoi
Troo-bv
&pwfitvov ewai rb
rpiywvov, opus ypaQouev &puru&amp;lt;!vov
q&amp;gt;w

r$ rb

feel it to be

Kara rb

KOI 6 voScv

iro&amp;lt;r&v

^

K&V

good or bad,

Troa-bv

O/J./HOLTWJ/ irocrbv,

vo&amp;lt;ii

8

w,

riOerai

1/077,

ou%

rj

-rrpb

Troffov.

av 8 y tpixris p ruv iroff&v, Mptvrov
Trovbv
5e, TiOerai

ph

voet 5

?f

wp^eW,

iroabv ^ovov.

3

SciIRADER, Arlst. de VolunDoctr ma, Brandenb. 18i7
(Gymn. Progr.) WALTER, Die
Lelire v. d. prate. Vernunft -in d.
f/r u cJi. Phil. 1874.
4
De An. ii. 2, 413, b, 23, 3,
tate

;

414, b, 4

;

De

29; Part. An.
cf. p. 22, n. 1,

Sonino,
ii.

17,

supra.

1, 451, b,
661, a, 6;
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consequence longing or abhor

arises in us in

in a word, a Desire.

rence
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The ultimate ground of

1

the practical good,

this desire lies in

in that of

i.e.

which the possession or non-possession depends upon

own

o-.ir

The thought of

action.

this

sets the

good

2
appetitive part of the soul in motion, which in turn
the
the living
of
moves
the
body
organs
through

3

creature.

fj.(i&amp;gt;

The inner

De An

1

OTav

AuTTTjpui/. oiov Karcupaffa.

oiwKfi

i)

1139,

a,

(pfvytt

Siavoia

TO

fan

:

^

r/5w

8

1)

a7rd&amp;lt;a(Ta,

vi.

2,

fv

bVep

,

Kal

airotyaffis,

opffi S.wis Kal
TII

(&amp;lt;TTI

5e

/T

(pdvai

JJth.

[of.

Kara(parris

ev

T*

Kil

LM

TW

ofjioiov

vodv

Kal

fji6vov

o

a. 8:

431,

7,

iii.

ovv aio-0dvfo~dai

process by which desire arises

(1/777.]

Kal Xv-rrttaOai

i8f(T0ai

fjitv

ovv Kal TO

(Of.

c. 11,

&AAa (w
Y hantasy

434, a, 5.)

thus (as SCHRADKR,

p.

8 sq.

is

and

Ar. 161,
which con
nects our thoughts with the de
sires and impulses which spring
from them. Of the process, how
ever, by which thought ihus

BKKNTANO,

d.

Psijeltol

also remark) the link

/

TO tvepyftV TT)
ayadbv
Kal
[v.
Kal

TJ

&amp;lt;pvyrj

KaK\&amp;gt;v,

/)

ToiaiTa.

?/

vpeis rovro
KOT tvtpyfiav,

5e Kal

TO aurb]

1.

/U6iTO T7)Tl

oio~dY)TlKTJ

&amp;gt;

T\

rj

(Tfpov rb opeKriKbv Kal
O&T aAA7,Aa;
otire rov
a\\a rb eli ai aAAo.
ai(rdr)TLKov
All desire, there-lore, proi/x

/

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;(VKTiKbVi

supposes a presentation, although
latter must by no means be
mistaken for desire. I) An. iii.
tht&amp;gt;

10, 433, a, D

yf Svo

&amp;lt;jpfis

v)

voiis, ff

rt6f

us v&t\F\v

&amp;lt;pai:

ravra Kivovvra,

&quot;!)

TJS vr,v fyavTzaiav

TroAAa

rtva

8t

(Tai

:

TJ

irapa TT]V tirtaKo\ovf)oi(ri rats (parrafflcus

ffTt fjLt]v

yap

aAAois C?

Kal tv TO?S

ou5( \oyKTfji6s ((TTIV,

0/y

&quot;

aAAa

voi)&quot;

is

SdffTf tV\6*yVS TOLVTa
^a
rai ra Kivovvra, upfts ical tidvoia
Kal ?/ (fairaT a St
irpaKTiic/i
.

,

.

.

orav
b. 27

Kivrj,
:

fj

.

3)

[See

p.

f-

.

ov Kivt i

avfv

optKriKJV TO

OUK avfv (pavTaff tas
iraffa

I

f)

{

op

f&amp;gt;ov,

ea&amp;gt;s.

TavTp

(pavracria

:

-7}

ou

c.yadov.

(paivojJitvov

aAAa TO

-rrpaKTOv ayaQov.

6

TO lv$(xo/Avoi

^o~Ti

(X (ll/

OTt

-

Ktj/e?

fji *

v

^v

*i

TTUV

8f,

TrpaKrbv
Kal aAAa-s
TOtavTT) StVa-

T]
Ka\ov/j.tvn
eVei 8
IOT\
ipavfp6v
6V
TO
KIVOVV, S(VTOOV o
Tp a,
fJLV

/jiis

TT]S tyvxris

c0ets,
IV

.

KlVfl,

.

.

TpiTOV TO KlVOV/JLfVOV

TO

df KIVOVV SlTTOV, TO /J.f V CLKlviJTOV, Ti)
Of KIVOVV Ka\ Kivov/j.fvov [cf. i. 389,

TO

/jifv aKivijTov TJ
KIVOVV Kal
TO
Kivor/j.evov
opatTiK^v (Kivf~iTai
TO
vov
// bpfyfTai, Kal 7;
opfyi^uf
yap

to~Ti St

&amp;gt;njir&amp;lt;i&quot;\.

(bavraffia
5l

passes into desire Aristotle gives
no further analysis.
3
l)f A D. iii. 10, 433, a, 27
a:l Ktvf? /j.fv TO optKrbv [HS was
previously proved, 1. 14 sqq ]
T& ayaQbv 1) TO
aAAo TOUT ldT\v

8*

^ ai&amp;lt;T0iiTiKT]
\oyiffTiKri
73, n. 2, tnj&amp;gt;ra.~\ TOUTTJS

irpaKTov ayaQuv, TO 8c

ipeis

Kiv-rjo-is

DELENJIUIK;
tv(pyfia)

[v.

TIS IffTiv [as

rightly
1.

t)

Iv.

TREX-

reads]
TOKSTIl.

conjectures 77 cvepytia, but this is
unnecessary], TO 8f Ktvov/j.fvov TO
^i

TOUTO

8e

Kivtl ooyavtf rj ypf^jy,
taTiv.

o~:&amp;lt;&amp;gt;/j.aTiK^v

We
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Aristotle represents as a
syllogistic conclusion, inas
as in each action a given case is
under a

much

brought
In order properly to understand how
bodily movements spring from will and desire we must
general rule.

1

that

recollect

changes of inner feeling involve a
2
This
corresponding change in the state of the body.
is more
fully developed in the treatise on the Motion of
Animals. The process by which will follows
the
all

upon

presentation of the object,

we

is,

are told, a kind oi

The major premiss is the conception of a
end
the minor premiss is an actual instance
general
under
the general conception
while the con
coming
clusion is the action which issues from the
subsumption
of the second under the first. 3
Usually, however, the
inference.

;

;

recur to this

shall

point.

A

a

at

later

good commentary on

the passage before us is fur
nished by De Motu An. 6, 700,
b, 15 sqq., which is probably

modelled upon
1

ytiej/

it.

Eth. vi. 5, 1147, a, 25: r,
yap KaQoXov Sd|a 77 8 ere pa

Se

ical

ra

TTJS

tlvai /nGTa

^v^rjs

(Tu&amp;gt;fj.aTOs.

TTXVTO.

irddrj

6v/u.bs, Trpadrris,

TI x a P a Kai
(poftos, eAeo?, Qdp&os,
rb 0tAe?f re Kal fjuaeiv
aja.a yap
TOVTOIS Tracrxet TI rb (ru/na.
This
is seen in the fact that
according
to the physical state forcible im

pressions at one time produce
no effect at another, lig-ht im
pressions produce a deep effect.
ert 5e TO?TO fj.a\\ov
fyavep6v fj.i]Q;

a tcrdricns

Kvpia
[Similarly De
4, 434, a, 17.] orav 8e /*fa
e
yevrjTai
avr&v, avdyKt] TO CTVJJ.irtpavQ\v zvda jjikv &amp;lt;pdvai T}]V \l/vY nv
eV 8e TCUS iroi~r}riKa1s
irpdrrtiv evdus.

An,

ijbrj

iii.

r

oiov,
SeT,

et

Travrbs

TOUT} Se

y\vKeos yeveffdai

y\vici&amp;gt;,

ais

KaQ fKaarov, avdyKr) rbv

ei/

ri

T&V

fivvdfjLtvov

evbs yap (po/Sepov crv^fiaivovTos eV
rots Trddea-i yivovrai ro is rov
(pofioufievov [in

states].
(JTi
O0&quot;T6

ra
04

Kal pr)

consequ-nce of physical
S

el
TrJiOr)

OUTUS
Xoyoi

e^e&amp;lt;,

5r}Aoi/

tiaiv.

w\&amp;lt;ii

OpOl TOLOVTOl OlOV

Tb

OO-

Kto\voufvov apa TOVTO Kal
c. 13, 1144, a, 31: oi
irpdrreiv.

yap

rwj/

TrpaKrcav

Tf\os Kal rb apiffTov.
143, b, 3 (see i. 197, n.

Of. c. 12,

(Tv\\oyi&amp;lt;T/j.ol

roGSe.

Cf. Etli. ibid.

and what is said, p.
on pleasure and pain as

1147, a, 15.
b
1

4,

supra),

where a
minor premiss
is
spoken of in reference to action.
2
2)c An. i. 1, 403, a, 16: eot/ce

75, n. 2,

events in the cuVflrjT IK}} jUeo-oVrjy.
3
Mat. Ar,. 7, 701, a, 7 TTMS
Se vo&v 6r /ULW
irpdrrei, ore 8 ov
:

Kal

Kivt iTcu,

ST*

8

ov
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syllogism assumes a simpler form by the omission of
the obvious minor premiss
while, on the other hand,
of
the
of
the major premiss by the
the usurpation
place
l

;

demands of

cases

desire, in

when we

rashness. 2

constitutes

sideration,

act without con

The power of the

however, to move the organs of our body is here
explained as an effect of the heat and cold, which are
will,

caused by the feelings of pleasure and pain these in
turn, by the expansion or contraction of particular parts,
;

3
produce certain changes and movements in the body.
Kive&quot;iTai

toiKf

/

fiaivflV

Kdl

TrapaTT A. ] friers o~u/j.TU)V
aKIVrjTWV

TTfpl

Siavoov/Ati Ois Kal o-v\\oyio/j.fvois.
aAA.
e /ce?
/j.tv
dfuprj^a Tb Tf\os
.

.

fvTavQa 8
/c
T&V 5vo irpoTb avfj-irfpaa/jLa yiverai rj

.

Ta.(Tf&amp;lt;ji)v

?rpais, oiov OTO.V

fvOfws.

/3o8iet

iros,

on

Travrl

that of the cylinders (cf also the

avOpcaAfter illus

passage quoted p. 53, n. 2, from
Gen. An. ii. 5). The impulse,
however, in their case is given
avavo/J.fvwv TWV /uopia-i/ Sta Ofp/j.6-

v6r)(rr)

dvdpuTTcp, avTbs 8

fiaoio~Tfoi&amp;gt;

trating this by further examples.
at 8e
Aristotle proceeds, 1. 23
:

TrpoToVets of

dSuv

5ia ovo

TroirjTi/cat

8m

re TOU ayaQov Kal 8ia
TOV 5t/j/aToD [the latter perhaj&amp;gt;s
with reference to Etli. iii. 5,
ytvovrai,

1112, b, 24sqq.].
1
Ilnd. 1. 25
tptoiTWVTQJV

5e

&a&quot;rrtp

TTJTO Kal ird\iv (rurrTf\\o/j.vwv $ia
a\\oiovo i
tyv^iv Kal a\\oiov/j.(v&amp;lt;i} s.
8

of

of alcrO-^o-fis Kal al
al fj.fv
fvvoiai.

T^V

on

avOpuircf,

a\\oiu&amp;gt;(T(is

avrbs

Tp6nov ydp Tiva Tb (iSos TO voovTb TOV 6fp/j.ov i) tyvxpov fj rjSfbs
ol6v
*l &amp;lt;po/3fpov TOIOVTOV Tvyxdv f i
ir&amp;gt;j/

Kal

T&amp;lt;av

Sib Kal ocra /j.)) \oytcrL. 2S
duevoi irpaTTO/mev, raxv irpa.Trofj.fv.

Sib

Kal

typ iTTovai

brav yap (txpy-fiffp ^ TTJ aiffdrjfffi
irpbs Tb ov fVfKa % TT; (pavTaaia t)
T(f i/y, ou opfyfTai evdvs iroie i

irdSff Kal

/j.flu

O.VT

of

:

5e

yap

fpMTjjfffus

opf^ews
KOTIOV /J.OI, T)
iroTbv

fyavTaaia
3

vorifffws

yivfTai

fvtpyeta.
To5t

ataQrjais (1irv 1)
b vovs.
(v6vs irivti.

TJ
1)

Ibid.

701,

b,

7)

\tyl

^TTlOvfJiia

1

:

Tivis

fj.fvov

irtp

TTJS

al(T0r^o~fis

fTfOO.V

OVK fvoiarpififi.

v)

Kal

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;avTao~iai

yap

rwv

irporaaiv T-IJV or)\r]v oiS r/ Sidvoia
a (TKOTTf? ovSev
oiov (I rb

ayaObv

.

fvdvs virdpxovffiv
:

OUTGO

(VlOl,

automata, owing to the mechan
adjustment of the cylinders,
are set in motion by a slight
touch, so with living beings, in
whom the bones take the place
of wood and iron, the sinews
ical

y

Just as

io ..ffavTes

/j.6vov.

Kal

4v

8

QofiovvTai

TavTa Sf irdvTa

a\\oiu&amp;gt;(Tfis

ov/uifvcav

fKao~TOv,

Trpay/^aTciiv

elffiv.

o-u/maTt

T(j3

a\\oiTO.

/j.tv

^AOTTO) yivcTai.
on
/iTo/3oA^ yfvofjifvr) tv
(jLiKpa
Kal
TroAAoy
iroif
i
apXy /J.(yd\as
TO.

Siatyopas

slight

S

awoOfv,

OVK &Srj\ov
a
of the helm
;

movement

produces a great effect upon the
bow of a ship, so a small change
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Under Will

also Aristotle
who, like Plato, does not
Emotion
as a peculiar form of
regard
classes
activity
all that we should rather
place under the latter head.

Love, for example, he refers to 6vp,os, by which he
understands, not only spirit, but also heart.
1

As

Aristotle proceeds, however, Desire

bear a different character according as
rational

representation

or

found to

is

springs from
Granted that it is

not.

it

always the desirable that causes desire in us, yet the
desirable may be either a real or
merely an apparent
2

good,

and

so the desire itself

may

either spring

rational reflection or be irrational. 3
in the heart causes flushing,
pallor,
trembling-, &c. over the whole
C.
8
body.
o-px^n
H*v ovv,

1

:

avTT) yap fffriv f) rys ^y%7js Svva/ais
p (pi\ov/LLev. fff]fj.flov 5e
irpbs yap
rovs &amp;lt;rvvr)9eis Kal &amp;lt;pi\ovs 6 Ov/uibs

:

rys Kivijfffcas rb fv
TTpaKTO) SlUKrbv Kal &amp;lt;f)VKrOV
S
aKo\ov6e7rv
avdyKr]s
vorjffei Kal

e

r?7

avrwv

(pavraffia

6pfj.6rt]s

v) irpbs rovs ayv&ras,
b\iy up tiff Qai vojj.iffas. Cf foil pages.
DeAn. iii. 10; see i. 109, n.

alperai /u.a\\ov,

Kal

.

rb

$vis.
/j.fv yap \vn-fjpbv (j)VKrbv,
rb 8 f)5v SiWKrbv,
Hart Se TO,
Kal
iravra (T^eSo*/
rjSe o
\virrjpa
.

fj.fra

So

i|/v|ec&amp;gt;s

with

pleasure,

TWOS

.

.

Kal Bfp/j.6rr)ros.

fear,
c.

fright,
^j/^oi Se Kal

from

latter class

Polit. vii. 7, 1327, b, 40
6
fffriv d TTOIWV rb
(f&amp;gt;i\r]riK6v

Qvfj.6s

wffirep f tprjrai,
r&amp;lt;

To the

3,

De An. iii. 10, 433, a, 9 (see
109, n. 2, imp.} 1.22: vvv 5e 6
vovs ov fyaiverai KLVUV avev
opeecas
3

olov

elSw\ois -xpai/j-cvoi rols roiovrois, 6re /uej/ TJTTOV ore 8e yUaAAoz/
ainat ruv avrcav tiaiv. And since

^v

1.

;

sexual
e ATn Ses,

supra.

i)
orav Se
yap $ov\r,ffis opens
KOTO rbv \oytff/j.bv Ktv^rat, Kal Kara

fiov\-riffiv Kive?rai. r) 5 upe^is Kivel
irapa rbv Xoyiff/uiov. ?? yap 4vi6vfji.la
ovv iras
upfis ris fffriv. vovs

the inward patts from which the
motion of the limbs proceeds
are so arranged that these
changes
take place very easily in them,
the motions follow our
thoughts
instantaneously, ra fj.tv yap opya-

bpetis yivovrai evavrlai aAAyjAats,
rovro 5e ffv^fiaivti orav 6
\6yos
Kal T) Tridv/j. a evavriaL
dJo-j, yiverai

viKafj.fprj

8

[accusative] trapaaKsvafri
eViTTjSeiws ra nadr), r) S ope|is ra
irddri,

T-t]v

8

avrrj Se yiffrai
cua-0,;&amp;lt;recos.

Troir)TiKbv

aua

upeiv
//

Sta

(pavTa&ia

f)

vo^ffetas

5e Kal

ra%u
ruv

Kal Trader iKbv

%

Si

5ia rb
irpbs

yuej/

op66s
opdrj

opf^is 5e Kal Qavraffta Kal
Kal OVK bpQl). b, 5
eVel 8
:

;

eV TO?S

xp vov
yap vovs

(6
jj.fv
av9e\Keiv /ceAeuet,

rb ^877)
KIVOVV,
.

.

.

.

.

rb

api6jj.&amp;lt;

Ithet.

i.

erSet

.

cuffdrjffiv

810
j)

8

rb

exovffiv
jUe AAoi/

eiriBvuia Sia

/*ev ev

&v

elr)

Tb

optKriKbv, fi bptKriKbv,
Se irAei a) ra Kivovvra

11,

1370, a, 18: ruv Se
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belong anger and the appetite for sensual gratification.
In so far as reason goes to constitute the conception of
1

the end and reacts upon the desire it is called Practical
or Deliberative Reason.Desire which is guided by
at

t,

/J.CTO.

at 8e

a\oyol do~iv

/jLtv

\6yov.

fj.era

Sensual desires are
\6yov 5e off a IK rov

ciriQvfj.ovo

ii

Polit.

.

ill.

1277, a,
tyvxb *K \6yov Kal
optics. Ibid. vii. 15, 1334, b,
18 TT)S \^VX.TIS 6pu/j.(v Svo /J.(prj, rb
T( &\oyov Kal rb \6yov fX ol/ Ka ^
ras e|ets ras rovrtav Svo rbv apiOi/
rb fAfv tar iv upfts TO 8*
U.QV,
vovs.
Cf. foil. note.
Following Plato, Aristotle
often opposes these two forms of
4,

t&amp;gt;

:

:

1

a\oyos to one another
10 (see p. 1 1 4, n. 3, infra).
An. ii. 3, 414, b, 2 Cp{ u.ev

ptis

lihet.

De
yap

;

i.

:

firit)v/j.la

(tiriQvfjiia is

rov T]5fos)
Ttf

;

Kal 6v/j.bs Kal

;8ouA7j&amp;lt;m

then defined as
iii. D,

\oyi(TTtK(fj

432, b, 5

yap

TJ

i*pe|ts

:

ev re

$ov\T}(Tis

yiverai, Kal eV ry a\6ycp T] firidv/j.ta
Kal d evfj.6s. Eth. iii. 4, 1 111, b, 10
:

while irpoaipfffis is neither firtQvMa nor Qvfj.bs, since both the latter

belong also to irrational beings,
but the former does not. Polit. vii.
15 (see p. 114,n. 3, infra), cf. Mot.
An. G, 700, b, 22, c. 7, 701, a, 32
Eth. End. ii. 7, 1223, a, 2G M.
Mor. i. 12, 1187, b, 36. In the
Topics (ii. 7, 113, a, 35 sq., iv. 5,
126, a, 8, v. 1,
a, 10) the
Platonic division of the \oyia;

;

12i&amp;gt;,

Ov/j.o(itifs and (iridu/ui.^TiKbv is
employed as one which is gener
ally recognised, and JXh. vii. 7,

TIKOV,

1149,

a,

24 follows Plato in the

remark {Ph. d.Gr. i. 714) that

it is

unable to
than the desires: lot/ce

the

impulse to

first

n/jiupla,

:

moment that \tyos or
declares anything to be
Nevertheless in the
pleasant.
sure the
aiff6r)&amp;lt;ris

stricter psychological discussion,
De An. iii. 9, 432, a, 18 sqq.,
Aristotle rejects the view that the
\oyiffTiKuv,

and

dvfjiiKbv

which

produce motions, partly
because the distinction between
is less
that
than,
e.g.,

them

between the GpcirTiKbv and alffdrjand partly because the

riKbv,

opeKTiKbv cannot thus be divided
to consist of
three separate parts. Aristotle
gives no more accurate definition
of 9vp6s even P. Meyer s minute
discussion of the passages that

and the soul made

;

bear upon

it (

O

6v/j.bs

at conclusions as unsatisfactory
as the shorter one by Walter,

on the customary
According

ibid. 199 sqq.

meaning

of the word.

this, it indicates as a rule
the passions which prompt to the
avoidance or retaliation of in
juries. Nevertheless the tenderer
emotions are also assigned to it

to

;

cf. p. 112, n. 1.
-

De An.

iii.

10, 433, a, 14:

vovs 5e [sc. Kivi]TiKbv~\ o
Sf rov OfcaprjrtKov

Kal

upfis

n

f&amp;gt;

;

VOL.

II.

ej/f/ca

\oyio/j.tvos Kal & irpaKTiK6s
(fxpti

rov
6v/j.bs aKovfiv nfv
it
\6yov, irapaKovtiv Sf
yields to

ap. Arist.

Bonn, 187G) arrives

Platonenifjue,

rule

yap

4iri6vfjL7)-

riKuv are the three parts of the soul

less disgraceful to be
6v/jibs

given

by the reason without awaiting
its fuller commands
tiriOv/jLia, on
the other hand, makes for plea

fvtKo.

rov

r&amp;lt;p

rov
5ta-

T&amp;lt;Aet.

ou yap
7)
upfis, avrj] apxr) rov irpaKriKov
rb 5 t(r-^arov apx^ TTJS
vov
TI

Tr&amp;lt;iffa

irpd-
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1

reason Aristotle, with Plato, calls Will in the nar
2
rower sense of the word, appropriating the name Desire
to its irrational exercise.
fold

intended to submit
obtain a share in

own nature

The

to

man

of impulse stands

the other hand, being in

SxTTf euA^ ycos TCWTO.

ei/

q

JJ.GV

Z

TO.

decapov/mff
offais

see ch. xii. part

(f&amp;gt;ai-

;

e^oj/ra,

cu

apxai

1

yevei

Kal

e repcc

erepoi/

/j.opiu&amp;gt;v

Trpbs

7ap ra

raj

rr]s tyvxys
yevei rb Trpos

ru&amp;gt;v

rcjj

;

we

for that
2,

infra.

Ph. A. 6V.

i. p. 505.
Practical reason itself must
not be mistaken for will, which,
to Aristotle, isessentially a desire;
the former is merely thought in
relation to action.

2

De An.

3

ev 8e

ra eVSex^eva

aj

its

demands of reason,
Between these two kinds

it

ra Kivovvra, ope|is Kal Sidvoia
TrpaKTiKTi. See further, p. 109, n. 5,
Cf.c.9 432,b,27. Mh.vi.2,
1139, a, 6: uTro/cefo-flw 8vo ra \6yov
roiavra rwv

is
hand,
obedience to

with his Free Will

8i&amp;gt;o

j/ercu

*M/&amp;gt;.

this

two
it

irrational it resists the

4
and often overpowers them.

feus.

the one

and by

it,

On

it.

latter stands in a

On

reason.

to

relation

3

iii.

10,

433, a, 22

sqq. (see p. 112, n. 3, supra), and c.
11, 434, a, 12 (see foil, n.), where
is
/3ouA7j(ris
opposed to upei?,
eVrt 8 t]
Eliet. i. 10, 1369, a, 2
:

XoyicrriKov.

h.oyie(rdai

rb yap fiovAedeaOai Kal
ravrbv, ovdfls 8e j8ou-

Aewerat Trepl
aXXcas ^X tv
Kal
7) Sidvoia
&quot;

rS&amp;gt;v

yttTj

^

^

ei/Sexo/u.ercDi

a ^ T77

l*-*

vv

v

a\7]6fia TrpaKTiKTfj,
TTJS Se 6fupr)riK7Js Siavoias Kal
eu Kal
^.rjSe TroirjTt/cJjs rb
7}

M&quot;&amp;gt;?

Trpa/CTt/cyjs

Siavorj-

rtKov

exot

TT?

8

aA7]0eta

CjU.oAo7cos

ope^ei T^ opOyj.
OUT?? OL-0ez/ /cti^et.

L. 35

aAA ^

:

cra

8ta//oiO

eVe/ca

TOU

Ibid.

c. 12, 1143, b,
*wpra. P^Zif vii.
14, 1333, a, 24 Si-ijprjTai re Six??
FT?) xA*vnv
fvor], Ka0 ov Trep etco[rb
:ai TrpaKriK-f].

1

;

see

p. 11)7, n. 4,

.

:

SicupeTi/

o

juei/

7ap

Acfyos 6 8e eecapr]TtK6s.

Cf p. 106, n. 2, sup. For a closer
view of the practical reason and
the activity which proceeds from
.

eli/cu ayaQbv&quot;)

:

crTrofScuW, o re aKparrjs
SeTy Trpdrrew irpdrrci.

oi erat elicit
oi&amp;gt;x

a

oi ercu

Cf.
See further, p. 113, 11. 1.
statements, Ph. d. Gr. i. p.
505, and p. 719, 3. At other times
the word has a wider meaning, as
Pollt. vii. 15, 1334, b, 22 (Qv^bs yap

PLATO S

KaKws ra\7]6es etrri Kal
rovro ydp eVri Trai/rbs
foyov, rov Se TtpaKriKOv Kal
i)

orav oirjOfj
ctAA
/)
ahoyoi 8 opeeis op7^
Eth. v. 11, 1136, b,
Kal ctrtevpia.
ovre yap /SouAercu ovdfls & fir]
7

yap jSouAercu

en Se ejrL6v/m.ia Kal yevoevdvs vTrapx^t ToTs TraiSiotr).

Kal fiovXrjffis
/j.vois

In

Eth.

iii.

6,

both meanings

are concerned, where to the question whether jSo^Aryo-ts has reference to the good or to the ap-

parently good, the reply is given
that per se, and in a virtuous
man, it is to the former alone in
a bad man, to the latter,
4
Eth. i. 13, 1102, b, 13 we
;

:
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must distinguish in the soul a
rational and an irrational part.
The latter, however, is of two
kinds.
The one of its con
stituent parts, the nutritive soul,
has nothing to do with action
;

ZoiKf

Kal

8e

tyuXV 5

ns

a\\T]

d^oyos

&amp;lt;pv(ris

flvai,

rr]s

/j.fTfxov(ra

Both in the
temperate and the intemperate
man, reason operates on the one
hand (paivfrat 8 fv avrols Kal
/jLfvroi

\6yov.

irrj

;

&\\o

rbv \6yov irf(pvKbs,
al dvnrtlvti
\oytf.
drfxvws yap KafldVep rd
Trapa\f\v/j.fva rov &amp;lt;rta/j.aros /j.6pix
&

ri irapa

rf

/jidxfTai

ra 5eta

els

rovvavr iov

irpoaipoviJLfvdiv Kivrjcrat
els rd apurrfpa

Kal

Qipfrat,

rdvavria yap
Kal

ra&amp;gt;

fv

M
at

trapa-

rr)s
6pu.al

\!/VXT}S

CTTI

ruv aKparuv

flvai TI irapd

rp tyvxrj VO/JLKTTIOV
rbv \6-)oi fvavnovfj.f-

vov

Kal

.

.

.

rovrtf

,

dvTiftdivov

and that

actions,

our own power to be good or bad,

1

o-Qalpa [v.

&&amp;lt;nr(p

it lies

in

Aristotle s firm

is

1.

-aj/J

upe^is

TI

TT/I/

5e del

orav aKpaaia ytvqrai. (pvcrei
avu dpxiKurepa Kal Kti/e?,
j)

&o~re

rptls

(&amp;gt;/3e|tj/,

(popds

Kivrio~6ai.

ijSrj

The various attempts made to
explain and amend the last
passage by TRKNDELENBURG and
TORSTRIK, in loco, BRENT ANO,
Psyehol. d. Ar. Ill sq., and the
Greek commentators (discussed
in Tren.), it is the more justifiable
here to omit as the thought ex
pressed is clear enough. Depart
ing from previous editions, Zeller
would now suggest
ork 5 eKfivri
: .

ravrrjv,

.

.

avca

f)

oio&quot;7rep

Kara), 6re

o

o~&amp;lt;palpa

ryv

y upeis
yfi/rjrai
Ari
[(pvo-ei
/ctj/e?], So-T,
stotle s doctrine differs from that
of Plato as presented Ph. d. Gr. i.
713 sq., only in this, that in place
of the Platonic 6v/j.bs we have
here the appetites as a whole.
Kth. iii. 7, 1113, b, 6:
.

.

.

.

.

.

&amp;lt;fcc.

1

&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;

irfidapx*? yovv

ftirofj.fi&amp;gt;

rb rov cyKparovs

\&amp;lt;&amp;gt;yw

.

.

(paivtrai

.

rb /u.(v
Sr) Kal rl) aKoyov SiTr6v.
yap (pvriKbv ovSafj.us Koivwvf \6you,

T)

rb 5

Kal 6 Aws opfKTiKbv

eiri6v/j.r)TiKbi

((TTIV tt JTOV
?T KaTT\KO()V
Kal irfidapxiKOv
on 5f TTfi

T^S,

.

.

.

\6yov rb aXoyov,

trass

virb

Kal

vov0fTT}ffis Ko.1 iTuffa

T]

re Kal wapdK\r)0-is.

cl

V ols rb

&amp;lt;rrot

i

aKOvffriKov n.

1333, a,

14,
IJ.fpij

1(5

:

Pol tt.

Snjp-nrai

fj.(vov.

VIKO.

T

V

vii

5&amp;gt;v

^

5

r)/juv

yur?,

bit

f(p

ei

e c/)

ripuv

tan,

e^)

-fj/juv

to~rai

rb

/j.rj
irpdrrftv
Kal rb Trpdrrfiv
fl
5
TIJJUV.
ftp T]fjuv

1J/JUV,

e

rd KOKa irpdrrfiv Kal rd aiaxpd,
o/jLoius 5e Kal rb fj.7) Trpdrrfiv, rovro
rb dyadots Kal KaKoIs 6^04,
apa rb firifiKfffi Kal &amp;lt;pav\ois
flvai
TO?S ye vvv flprnj-fvois
i)
Kal rbv avQpuirov
d/j.&amp;lt;pi(T0r]Tr)r(oi
5

T]V

^

TJ/iu/

.

.

,

ov (partov
ru&amp;gt;v

fl

5e

eTi/aj

oi5e yfvvrjrrjv

Sxnrep

Kal rfKvuv ;
author of his

dpx^v

irpd^ftav,

ravra

[if

he

is

De An. iii. 11, 434, a, 12
own actions] (paivtrat Kal /ITJ
Morf [^ opens ] Kal /ai/el /j.fv fls &\\as dpxds dvayayflv

&ov\r)o-ii&amp;gt;

:

ore 5

e/ceu/Tj

ravrrjv,

rb

/JLT]
irpdrrfiv, Kal
Kal rb vai
Sacrr fl rb

atcrxpbv ov, Kal

.

8vo

rb /j.fv fxfi
tyvxys,
aurb, rb 5 OVK *x fl fv
aurb, \6yq&amp;gt; 5 viraKovfiv SuvaTTJS

\6yov Kad
Kad

5c

yap ty

5e Kal

Kal rb

alffxpbv ov

5e

aperrj, 6/j.oiws

TJ

fv oTs

irpdrrfiv Ka\bv bv
Kal rb /j.rj irpdrrtiv

Ka\bv

e

TOVTO tydvai \6yov e^eti
Kal rb \6yov ex ov T ^ t*-* v
Kup .ws Kal (v aurif, rb 5 Sxnrep
jrarpbs

al

KOKia.

Trpdrreii&amp;gt;,

t

fjL(T(X fl

5e

rnjilv

r&amp;lt;

rds

&quot;0

TiiJ.1v,

6iv

Kal at

fx
irapd
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which he supports by the recognised volun1
and by the moral responsibility
which is presupposed in legislation and in the judgment
and
universally passed in re wards and punishments, praise
conviction,

tariness of virtue,

2
In the case of settled
blame, exhortation and warning.
moral states, it is true that he believes it to be partly

These in their beginnings, indeed, depend
but when we have once become good

otherwise.

upon

ourselves

or bad

;

not to be so, as
just as little in our power
3
manner
In
like
he admits
be
well.
to
are sick

it is

when we
when the

will has once acquired a definite bent, the
4
But when it is
external action necessarily follows.
said that all desire what seems good to them, and that

that

Aristotle
they are not responsible for this seeming,
refuses to admit it, since even the disposition which
5
determines our moral judgments is our own creation.
Nor does he regard with more favour the attempt to

prove from the nature of the disjunctive judgment the
aura
rj/juv Kal eKovffia.
1112, b, 31: eotjce 8r], Kadd-

Tliuv Kal
c.

5,

Trep

T(av

&amp;lt;=(/&amp;gt;

eTprjrat,

avdpwiros

elvai

apx^l

Trpdwv, and elsewhere.

On

Aristotle s doctrine of the freedom of the will, see SCHEADER,
ibid.
TRENDELENBUKG, Histor.
;

Beitr. ii. 149 sqq.
1
Aristotle frequently makes
use of this argument, accusing
the dictum of Socrates and EpiovQels

charmus,
a/ca&amp;gt;i/

i

jiuucap

462, 5,

ticcav irovripbs

ouS

(on which see Ph. d. Gr.

iii.

b, 119, 2, cf. 719, 3),

of the inconsistency of declaring
good to be voluntary, evil involuntary; EtU. iii. 7, 1113, b,
14, 1114, b, 12 sqq.
2
Mil. ibid. 1113- b, 21, 1114,
a, 31,

where

this is fully discussed

and the question investigated
far and in what cases we

how

irresponsible for ignorance or

i&amp;lt;re

mental and bodily defects, and
how far, on the other hand, we
are responsible for

them

as in

themselves culpable.
*

J5t7t.

sqq., b,

iii.

30,

7,

cf.

8,

v.

1114, a, 12

13, 1137, a, 4,

17
particular just and unjust
actions are voluntary and easy,
but rb uSl e^orras TOAITQ, TTOL^LV
:

ovre

potSto v

o&V eV

4

Metapli.
supra.
5
Ibid. iii.

ix. 5,

7,

avrols.

see

1114,

i.

385, n. 2,

a,

31 sqq.

The question how far it is possible
consciously to commit a mistake
is more fully discussed in the
Ethics.

See infra.
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1
On the
of a contingent result.
logical impossibility
voluntariness as an essential condi
lie

regards
contrary,
tion of all action that

ment

2
;

and

if

the subject of moral judg
this does not exhaust the conception of
is

volition (for Aristotle calls the actions of children and
3
even of animals voluntary), at least without volun

tariness
is

no volition

If

nil

that

is

is possible.

not also intentional, yet

all

that

is

voluntary

intentional

must

See i. 230, n. 4, supra. It has
already been there shown that
Aristotle does not hereby avoid
but this only
all difficulties;

ask to which of these the ignor
ance refers the action being
involuntary in the highest degree
when the mistake concerns the

shows more clearly how impor
tant he regarded it to rescue the
possibility of voluntary actions.

essential

1

JJth.

iii. 1

TraflTj

Kal

fjifv

tirl

init.

TT/S dperf/s
Kal trpd^fis o&njs,
ro?s fKovffiois ivalvwv

5); irtpl

:

T

Kal

\fy6ywv yivo/mevwi ,
aKovffiois (rvyyvd /j.Tis t

tirl

8e roTs

In C.
&c.
1135. a, 23 sqq. rb
fKovffiov and aKovffiov are fully
discussed.
According to the
account here given, that is in
1-3, cf.

v. 10,

is done under
compulsion or in ignorance. We
must distinguish, however, in the
former between physical compul

voluntary which

:

points of

not

if

;

the doer does not regret

he acquiesces in it, so that
while it cannot be regarded as
voluntary, it is not involuntary
in the sense of being apainst his
will (c. 2 init. and Jin. cf. vii. 8,
On the
1150, a, 21, c.
init.).
other hand, that is (c. 3 init.)
(Kovffiov ov r; apx^l fV avrif (tSon TCI
fKaffra tv ols ^ irpais, or
Kafl
(1135, a, 2 ,}) t av rts TUIV
UVTUV eiSws Kal fjL^ ayvoiav
;

&amp;lt;J

t&amp;lt;p

/J.-f}T

the latter,bet ween unconsciousac-

iroiovffiv

t\QT\(ayvoovvra iroteiV), which may
also be voluntary (as when some
thing is done in haste or anger),

Katfpevoi.

and action from ignorance

(5i

ayvoiav vpdrrfiv).
As, further,
there are many things on which
an action depends (nearly corre
sponding to the familiar yuis,
quid, iibi, &c., Aristotle mentions
Kal ri Kal irtpl ri J) (v T IVI

m

:

IvioTf 8
Kal rivt, olov
opydvcf Kal tvfua rivos), we must

irpaTTd,

aim and

it

which constitutes absolute
involuntariness, and moral com
pulsion, which is only relative; in
sion,

its

object. Finally, it makes a differ
to
ence, according
Aristotle,
whether an action committed in
ignorance is matter of regret or

i&amp;gt;V

Jfhet.

i.

/J.-f]T

(I /J.f,Tf

10, 13(58, b,

OV (VtKa.
5):

Cf.

6KcWes $

oaa ti86TfS Kal /j.)] avayOn the other hand,
deliberation is not a necessary
condition of voluntariness: on the
Aristotle
contrary,
expressly
denies that passion and emotion
destroy the voluntariness of an
action.
3

Ktli. iii. 3, 4, 1111, a, 24, b,
Will, however, in the stricter
sense (see p. 114, n. 3, *itj)ra\
cannot be attributed to either of
8.

them.
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needs be voluntary.
It is in his view the intention
upon
which in the first instance the moral quality of an act
1

2
In like manner deliberation is only possible
depends.
with reference to those things which lie within our own

power.

3

Aristotle, however, has not

attempted to indi

more exactly the inner processes by which free
volition operates, nor to solve all the difficulties which
surround the doctrine of the Freedom of the Will. The
cate

1

Eth.

irpoa peffLs

ou

4, 1111, b, G: f)
eKoucnov /j.fv (paiverai,

iii.
8/7

TauTOv

aAA

8e,

TOV

fKovaiov

eirl

yap

jaev

TaAAa

Kal

irXeov TO

(palverai
fKOVfflOV OU

877

TTO.V

(irpoe\6/iiej/oi jj.lv

TO

8

Aristotle
0u^bs,

then

aTarra.)

further

distin

from eTTiflu^ a,
(by which he here

Trpoaipeffis

fiov\fi&amp;lt;ns

means

misli, rather than mill as it
directed towards what is im
possible and beyond our power)
and 8J|a (or, more accurately,
a certain kind of 8J|a, e.g.
is

opinion

right
right,

what

is

what

upon

is

to be feared, &c.,

and generally upon practical
its
characteristic
questions)
mark is deliberation (c. 5, 1113,
/3ouAei;Tbj/ Se KCU
a, 2
TO auTO, ir\)]v aty&pia /j.e
TO yap e/c TJJS 0ov\7]s
irpoaiperov
ac
TTpo:cpi.dei
TrpocupeToV eVTiv)
cordingly, Tb TrpoaLperbv is defined
as )8ouAetrrbi ope/CTOj/ rcav
r]fJ.7v,
;

:

;

e&amp;lt;/)

and

irpoaipeais as fiovhevTiK^

TWV

upeis

?
e&amp;gt;

TOU

jjfuv

(Und.

ftov\ev(ra(r6ai

opeyopeda Kara

1.

yap

1135,

[7rpaTT0 u.ei ]
airpoaipSTa
1

said Do An. Hi. 11, 434, a, 12, cf.
o sq., to be without part in TO

1.

(So

7T00CU/3ToV.

el^6res

9

Trpoj3ov\ua dfj.i oi f

Se

2

:

guishes

v. 10,

6aa airpofiovXevTa.}. On the
other hand, up^is in the narrower
sense of mere irrational desire is

Koivavf?,

also lihet. ibid.
bcra /uej/ ovv
e/coWes [sc. iroiovffiv~\, ov iravra,
Trpoaipov/nevoi,

cf.

a

irpoatpecris ],

[/;

repeated Eth.

b, 10
6o*cc

/xei/

8 ou.

is

1139, a, 23,

ettovfriov /cat

ou, Kal TO, eai(pvrjs
Xeyo/aev, Kara -rrpoaipecriv
1112, a, 14: eKovffiov /j.ev

fKovcna

same description
vi. 2,

S q.);

e/c

tcpivavres
TT]V /3ouAeuo-/. The

T&amp;lt;

TO,

4,

/ca/ca

1112,
a

yap

TrpoaLpelcrdai

rayaQa

?j

Troioi rives fff/j.v
(ibid. c.

a, 1).

BouAeuo ue0a Se

Trepl

fjfMv TTpaKTu;v,ibid. c. 6,

ruv

e&amp;lt;p

11 12, a, 30.

Aristotle further shows (1112, b,
11 sqq. vii. 9, 1151, a, 16) that
deliberation deals, not with the

end, but with the means. We set
ourselves an end and then ask,
just as in mathematical analysis,
what are the conditions under
which it may be attained we
;

next inquire what is required to
create these conditions, and so on
until we arrive by a process of
analysis at the first condition of
the desired result which lies in
our power. With the knowledge
of this condition, deliberation
ceases
with the endeavour to
realise it, action begins.
Cf.
THEXDELENBURG, Histor. Bcitr.
;

ii. 381
WALTER, Lclire
sq.
pralit. Vcrn. 220 sq.
;

&amp;gt;i\

d.

H9
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clearly perceiving these points belongs
to the Stoics, while it has been left to modern philosophy
credit of

first

their force.
fully to appreciate

Before going on, however, to examine from the point
of view of the Aristotelian Ethics the forms of activity
from free self-determination, there are
which

proceed

some anthropological questions which still demand inves
These have been already touched upon, but
tigation.
only now admit of a complete survey.

As

Aristotle recognises in the collective sphere of

animate existence a progressive evolution to ever higher
forms of life, so he regards the life of the human soul from
Man unites in himself every
of view.
the same
point

form of

life.

of sensation

To the

nutritive

life

he adds the power

to these again the life
in him from sensation to

and motion, and

Thought rises
to reflexion and
and
imagination, and thence
memory
the highest stage of the pure intuitions of the reason
He is
will.
action, from sensual desires, to rational
and
experience, but
capable not merely of perception
in moral
himself
He raises
also of art and science.
of reason.

;

action

above animal desire just as in the latter he

transcends the merely vegetable processes of nutrition
Aristotle accordingly sums up his
and propagation.
the
Soul in a single sentence the
of
doctrine
whole
all Actuality, inasmuch as it
sense
Soul is in a certain
:

unites in itself the sensual and the spiritual,

and thus

a description which applies
contains the Form of both
But just as
to the soul of man.
especially, of course,
we found it to be a defect in Plato s theory that he was
}

1

See

vol.

i.

p. 199, n. 2,

supra.
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unable to find any inner principle of unity in the three
parts into which he had divided the soul, and that he
failed

undoubtedly

to

1

scientific accuracy,

so

The

similar omission.
nutritive life

might

whether the

latter is

propound

we have

this

problem with

to regret in Aristotle a

between the sensitive and
have suggested the question
an evolution from the former, or

relation

itself

whether they come into existence simultaneously, and
subsist side by side separate from one another.
And
where, if the latter be the case, are we to look for the con
nection between them and the unity of animal life ? This
difficulty,

however,

Keasori and

its

more pressing

is still

in reference to

relation to the lower faculties of the

Whether we regard the beginning, progress, or
their union,
everywhere we find the same un
solved dualism
nowhere do we meet with any satis
2
factory answer to the question where we are to look
soul.

end of

;

for the

the one power
unifying principle of personality
it unites all the other
parts of the

which governs while
soul. 3

The

birth

of the

soul, speaking generally,
coincides, according to Aristotle, with that of the body

whose entelechy

it

He

is.

not

only rejects

any

assumption of pre-existence, but he expressly declares
that the germ of the life of the soul is contained in the

male semen and passes with it from the
begetter into
the begotten. 4
on
the
other
he
i.s unable to
But,
hand,
1

-

Ph.

d. 6fr.

Which

i.

pp. 717 sq.

Aristotle,

however,

does not forget to put to Plato
see p. 23, n.
1

1,

;

supra.

Even8cHELL Sattempt(J5^

Elnheit des Seelenlebens aits d.
Prinolpien d. arut. Phil, entmicltelt. Freib.
1873) to prove the

complete consistency of the Aristotelian doctrine is wholly un
successful.
Detailed criticism
of it may here be omitted without prejudice to the following
investigation.
4

n. 3,

See p. 10, n.

and

1, p. 6, n. 2, p.

p. 96, n. 1,

suvra.

53,

rnrsics
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apply this to the rational part of the soul, since that is
something wholly different from the principle of life in
the body.

While, therefore,

it is

held that the

in the seed, it is

this also is

propagated
the same time that it alone enters

and

is

man from

not involved in his physical

germ of

yet asserted

life.

3

l

at
2

without,

But how an

immaterial principle which has absolutely nothing in
common with the body and possesses no bodily organ

can be said to reside in the semen and propagate

through

it, is

wholly incomprehensible

the fact that not one word

manner

or

of

its

is

4

anywhere

entrance

into

riot

to

itself

mention

said of the time

Nor can

it.

this

difficulty be met by the assumption that the Spirit
5
proceeds direct from God, whether we regard its origin
as an event necessarily following the operation of

natural laws, or as in each case the effect of a creative
act of the Divine Will. 6
For the former view, which
1

See

90,

p.

n.

1,2,

,&amp;lt;w-

J&amp;gt;ra.

It enters
in the seed,

the womb, indeed,
but comes to the latter

evpa9(v, as is clearly explained in
the passages quoted, p. 90, n, 1,

Gen. An.
3

,

3, 73(5, b,

Xwpiarbs (Gen.

737, a, 9;
1

ii.

and

DiAn.m.

as perhaps
of the Ideas,

1

and body

(p. 3, n. 2, supra),
applicable to the reason, \\hich
has no such implement. Cf. p.

An.

5; seep.

ii.

and p. 100, n. 2.
BRANDTS, Gr.-ltom. Phil.

94, n. 2,
*

15 sqq.
3,

t.

1178.

so-

called

The

9(5, n.

sup.), which here,
also in Plato s account

p. 98. n.

implement it employs, which is
used to explain the union of soul

,

ii.

latter view, that of the
creationists, was not

awTouTfj tvfpyfia Koivtavft awnaTiK))
(vtpyfia being used for it, 739, a,

only generally assumed by medisuval Aristotelians as
undoubtedly
Aristotle s, but is accepted by
BRENTAXO, I sychol. d. Ar. 395
sqq whom HEKTLING, Nat. lind
Form, 170 (more cautiously also

28.

L.

means not merely

separable but actually separate,
the equivalent phrase ovQtv yap

4

We

cannot conceive of an
immaterial being occupying a
position in space, nor is the relation of the active force to the

,

SCHNEIDER,

If lire

d. Arist.

to follow.

Uiuttrblichlfeitg-

64

sq.), is

inclined

According to BKEN.,

the spiritual part is created out
of nothing by the immediate act

ARISTOTLE
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coincides

more

or less with the doctrine of Emanation,

not only no support whatsoever in Aristotle s
it is wholly irreconcilable with his view of
but
system,
the unchangeable and transcendent nature of God.
there

is

1

The assumption, on the other hand, of the creation of
the human spirit by the Deity conflicts with Aristotle s
2
that God does not
express and emphatic statement
3

interfere actively in the world by an exercise of will.
Aristotle says, moreover, as distinctly as possible, that

the spirit is exempt from birth no less than from death,
4
thus attributing to it pre-existence, though in a certain
It was impossible, accordingly, that
impersonal sense.
the question how and by whom it was produced at the
birth of the

question
spirit s

body should have even been

by him.

raised

only question that could arise the
regarding the causes which determine the

Even upon

the

union with

a

human

body,

and with

in each particular case,

particular body
the way in which this union takes place

writings contain not a single word

Aristotle

whether

;

this

and regarding
s

be that

it

this question never suggested itself to him, or that he
of God, and at the same time the
character of a human body is
given to the material part (p.

199); the reason

God from nothing
at

which the

is

produced by

at the
foetus in

moment
its

na-

turaldevelopmentreachesthelast
stage (which, according to n. 2,
preceding page, must be at a point
of time previous at any rate to the
procreative act); see also

p.

203.

Cf.alsoi. 413 sqq. Still less
of course can we, with GKOTE
1

ii.
220, 230), regard
(Arist.
the absolutely immaterial spirit

to

be an effluence from the

the Qelov

On which

3

As

is

by BIEHL
b.

tether,

&amp;lt;rw/*a.

2

Arist.

see i. 399 sq.
rightly remarked also

Begriff vovs
1864
Gymn -

(Utto. d.

Linz,

;

Prof/r. p. 9).
4

Cf. the passages

96, n. 1,

quoted^ p.
The
andp._101,n.2,*p.

obvious meaning of these passages cannot justly be set aside
upon the general grounds advocated by BRENTANO, p. 196 sq.,
which find no support either in
the psychology of Aristotle or in
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regarded it as insoluble and preferred to leave it alone.
Nor is he more explicit with regard to the question of
the origin of the Passive Reason, whose existence is
1

l

and end with that of the body. 2 Although
we should naturally assume that he regards it as the
outcome of the union of the active spirit with the
faculty of reproductive imagination, yet he gives us no
said to begin

hint to help us to form a definite conception of
If

its

3

origin.

we

faculties,

farther examine the union in

we

find

man

understand

of different

how

in one

can be united, of which the one

t\vo parts

being

to

it difficult

is

exposed to passive states, the other incapable of pas
the former bound up with the body, the latter
sivity
;

Does Reason, we may

without a physical organ.

ask,

participate in the physical life and the mutation of the
lower faculties, or do the latter participate in the im

We

might
mutability and impassiveness of Reason ?
support for both assumptions in Aristotle s writ

find

ings, yet each in turn can be

shown

to be inconsistent

with the presuppositions of his philosophy.
any rightly interpreted statement
to be found in his texts.
The words, Gen An. ii. ;?,
7. UI, b, 5, to which liURNTANO,
1

11)5, calls attention, point rather
to this: Sib Kal irepl vov, TTOTC Kal

TTWS

T

Kal

/j.fTa\a/j.&dvfi

fj.fr4x.ovTa TCIUTTJ?

airopiav

6v/j.f1ff6ai

TTJS

Tr\f(&amp;lt;nriv

TO

ir60fi&amp;gt;

apx^^i *X

l

Kal 5e? irpo-

Kara ^vva^iv

Aa/3e&amp;lt;V

2

Cf. p. 98, n. 2.

3

SCHLOTTMANN (Das

ijangliche

Ycr-

und Unrcrgangliche

in

the

vie it sold.
Seele nacJi Arist.
Hallo, 1873, p. 46 sq.) supposes
the passive reason to be a radiation of the active on its entry
into the body.
This assumption,
however, (inds no support in any
statement of Aristotle or in his
system as a whole. According
to Aristotelian principles, the
d.

and
promote

reason, like all immaterial

unmoved

KaQoirov ^vSf^trai.

Kal

On

being,

can

the development of other things
solicitation, but cannot de-

by

velop anything else from itself.
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one hand, in his account

of

Reason

Passive

1

the

qualities of the perishable parts of the soul are trans

Eeason

ferred to

such

;

Form

immaterial

while, on the other hand, just as
in general or the motive power as

said to be itself

is

unmoved,

2

so Aristotle denies

movement and change not only to Eeason, but also to
the Soul in general. 3 The conception of the Passive
Reason, in
tions

we

fact,

concentrates in itself

See p. 96 sqq. supra.
See the passage already
quoted, p 5, from De An. 1.
Aristotle opens the dis
3, 4.
cussion at the beginning- of c. 3
with the explanation that not
only is it not true to say that the
soul can, from its nature, be an
1

-

eavrb Kivovi
dAA ev TI T&V aSurb inrdpxew avrrj Kivrjo iv.
,

vdroov

Of the arguments by which
is

proved, the

is

to

Aristotle

vincing

:

first

this

(40(5, a,

12)

completely con

recrffdpoav

Se

Kivr^eccv

oixrSiv, (popus, dAAotaVews, fydiffeccs,
av^aecas, 3) fjiiav rovr&v Kivolr kv
irXdovs % Trdaas.
el Se Ktve irai
/)
l*.)l

Kara

o-v/n^e/B-nKos,

*av

4&amp;gt;vtTL

el Se rovro
virdpxoi KivT](ns avrrj.
Kal roTros
Trdffai yap al Aex#e?0&quot;cu

Kivi ]o-eis

ev

el 5
ear\v i)
rb Kivelv eauT^i ,
ov Kara (ru^^e^Tj/cbs avrrj TO Kiviia&ai vTrdpxfi.
After proving in
detail how impossible it is that
the soul should move, and espe
cially that it should move in
space, Aristotle returns, c. 4,
408, a, 30, once more to the
original question and declares
r6Tru&amp;gt;.

ovffia TTJS tyvxrjs

that

impossible that the
soul should be
self-moving it
can move and be moved only
Kara (Tf/xjSeySTj/cby, olov KivtiffQai
it

is

;

u

eV

/j.ev

the contradic

all

are at present considering. 4

The motionlessrovro 5e Kivdladai

fffrl,

a\\cas S o^x olov
re KivetaQai Kara roirov avrr,v.
It
v-iro

TT)S

tyvx^s

might,

indeed,

appear that

moves

itself.

(pa/j.fv

ai,

en

Oai

it

r^v

yap

Se opyt^eadai re Kal

ravra

Kal Siavoe taOai

8e

irdvra Kiv ^creis elvai SoKovcnv.
oQev olriOtir) ris av avr^v KivelaQai
TO S oi K effrtv o.va.yKouov
.

fie\riov

yap

fffcas

eAeeTi/

tyvx f)
voelo dai,
^uXl5-

rliv

TOiro 5e

/m.r)

eKfivrjs,

\eyeiv i^v

/nafOdveiv

dAAa

rijs KivrjO fcas
/J.expi

7)

u.))

cos

8

8mTTJ

ev

aAA

oijcrys,

ore

^

avOpwirov

ore

air

eKeivys,

ravo [it is
a motion which proceeds from
the senses to the soul], rj 8
olov

7]

ju.ev

afffOriais ctTrb

a?r

avd]u.vr)o~is

rots

eKfivrjs

al&amp;lt;rQt]ri]p{ois

Pliys. vii. 3,

l

246, b,

rds ev

enl

itivijtreis

$i

24,

p.ovds.

shows

with

reference to the higher
faculties that neither virtue and
% ice on the one hand, nor
thought
on the other, can be said to be
an a\\oicao~is of the soul, al
though they are produced by an

dAAoiWis
3

Cf.

i.

Cf. p. 94, n. 2.
386, n. 1, and

n. 1, aujfra.
4

See

p.

103

sq.

supra.

i.

359,
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ness of the lower faculties of the soul

among

the characteristic

contradicted

is

by what has just been said about
difference between them and Reason.

other things

*

For how can they be susceptible of impression when
they are wholly excluded from movement and change,
2
seeing that every impression involves a change ?
Where, finally, are we to look in this union of hetero

geneous parts for that centre of equilibrium of the soul s
It cannot reside, it
life, which we call Personality ?

would seem, in Reason, for this
element in man which

is

versal

is

the permanent uni
unaffected by the

changing conditions of individual life it is not born,
and it does not die it is free from all suffering and
;

;

it is
subject to no failure or error; neither
3
love nor hate nor memory nor even intellectual
activity

change;

4
belongs to it, but only to the man in whom it resides.
Neither can Personality lie in the lower faculties of the

For, on the one hand, Aristotle, as we have just
seen, combats the view that these are subject to motion,
soul.

and

finds the proper subject of the

changing states of
and
even
of
feeling
intelligent thought, riot in the soul
but
in
the
union
of both soul and body in man.
itself,
On the other hand, he asserts that the essence of each
As, for instance, the passage
quoted, p. 109, n. 5, according to
which, in desire, the appetitive
part of the soul is both mover
and moved, the $fov is only
moved and the description of
1

;

sensation, p. 58, n. 4.
2
See i. 454, n. 2, 3.
3
Aiai/oio in the sense of discursive thought as explained, p.
10G, n. 2.
4

Besides the passages quoted,

p.

n.

90,

cf.

supra,
a,

2(&amp;gt;

:

vovs

3,

and

/j.fv

124, n.

p.

De An.

iii.

10,

2,

433,

olv iras 6p66s, but

especially De An. i. 4, 408, b, 24:
fat rb votiv 8)j Kal rb
Qewpflv /iapaivfrai

&\\ov rivbs

&amp;lt;ro&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;0e;po-

avrb Se airaOts tariv (see p.
rb SeStavoeweai
9(5, n. 2, supra ),
Kal ^jAeu/ % futrtiv OUK eo-rii/ ^/cctvov -n-ctflTj, aAAa rovSl rov f^oi/ros
iKtlvo ex 6
Kal TOVTOV
iKtivo,

/xeVou,

-

-fj

&amp;lt;pdfipofj.(vov

ot/re

SiJ&amp;gt;
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individual

is

his reason, 1

by which he understands, not

thought alone, but every kind of intellectual appre
hension. 2 And if he refuses to acknowledge the soul as
the subject of emotion, he is not likely to find it in the
3
The most serious difficulty, however, arises in
body.
Will cannot
connection with his theory of the Will.

in itself is
belong
o to Reason as such, for Reason taken
Even practical thought
not practical but theoretical.
is sometimes regarded by Aristotle as a function of a
different faculty

come from

in fact,

Movement and

from theoretic. 4
desire,

which in turn

action,

excited by

is

5
Desire, again, can cause movement, but
imagination.
not rational movement, 6 for it belongs to animals as well

ov yap e/cetVou

fyiXsl

^j/,

aAAa TOV

KOLVOV, u aTroAcoAei
1
Etli. x. 7, 1178, a, 2: 5o ete
lvai eitaffros TOVTO [i.e.
5 Uv Kal
.

TO Kvpiov Kal
j/ous] enrep
ix. 4, 1166, a, 16, 22:

a/uLfivov.

rov Sia-

voriTiKOv x&piv oirep fKaffros eivat
5o eie 8 av TU voovv
Sowet
.

.

cKaffros

.

eTi/cu

if)

^aXiffra.

c.

8,

1168, b, 28: the good man might
be said to be pre-eminently
avros, seeing that love of the
most essential (Kvpiwrarov^) part
of himself predominates in all
he does.
Sxrnep 5e Kal iro Ais rb
&amp;lt;pi\-

Kupioorarov

a\\o

irav
iros

.

crvcrTrjfjLa,

Kal

.

.

ctKparris

/j.d\i&amp;lt;TT

\eyerai,

Kal
2
3

ovrca Kal avOpwSe Kal

ra

/JLera \6yoi&amp;gt; /xoAiffTa.
p. 93, n. 5, supra.
Etli. x. 2, 1173, b, 10: if

an avair^pwcns, the
body must be that which feels
pleasure, but this is not the case.
4

:

:

:

rb XoyiffriKbv Kal 6
6
/caAou/xei/os vovs fffrlv 6 KLVWV
fj.V yap CewpTjTiKos ovQev votl irpaKtbv, oi/Se Ae 7ei Trepl QevKTOv Kal
SIUKTOV ovQev, T] Se Kivnais ?} $euSLUKOVTOS ri ^ariv.
T)
yovros
ctAAa

/j.7]v

oi/Se

n

aAA

orav dewpri

oi&amp;lt;8

Ti

Kal

n

roiovrov,

eirirdTrovros TOV

vov

vafis rr\s Siavoias fyzvysiv

aAAa Kara

ov KiveiTai

ry KpanTv Tbv

See

pleasure

2,

4yKpaT7]s

/)

Kovcri(as

See the passages from Etli.
1139, a, 35, already em
Sidvoia 5
ployed, p. 113 sq.
avr^ ovQtv /ai/e?, aAA. ^ ej/e/ca TOV
Kal TrpaKTiK-f). De An. iii. 10, 433,
6 fj.kv vovs ov tyaiverai KIVOCV
a, 22
C. 9, 432, b, 2G
avev ope&cas.
5

vi.

flvai So/cel Kal

&S TOVTOV Ka&amp;lt;TTOU OVTOS
/JL7],
TTirpayvai SOKOVVIV avTol Kal

VOVV

supra.

eiridvfj.iav

o\ws

Kal

TTpdrrei, olov 6

v)

Tf]V

aKpaT^s.

larai,

t\uv r^v
ws krepov TWOS

TOU

TTOietV /cara Trjv

bpujjiev

larpLKrjv OVK

Kvpiov

on

Kal

n

OVTOS

AA

OV

6

T^

is

Eth.

vi.

2; see p. 113, n.

2,

8

De An.

passage just
7]

opeis

iii.

9 fin., after the

uoted:

aAAa

Kvpia TTJS

^V
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Both
man, whereas the Will belongs to man alone.
Reason and Desire must therefore enter into Will as
2
But in which of these two the
constituent parts.
1

as

essence of the Will or the power of free self-determina
On the one hand, the
tion resides, it is hard to say.

power of controlling desire

is

attributed to lleason, which

defined as the motive force, or more accurately the
3
source from which the resolutions, of the will proceed:

is

4
treated as a perversity of Reason.
the other hand, it is asserted that Reason initiates

and immorality

On

ol

is

yap eyKpaTfts

tiri6v/J.ovvT(S ov

^V

opty6/j.evoi

irpaTTovo-iv

6tiv aAA

1

uv

hand, must
(I ulit. i. 5:

-

Cf.p.ll4,n.3,andp.ll7,n.3.
See p. 114, n :?. and Etk.

ot& otfr avtv
1139, a, 33
vov Kal oiavoias OVT avcv yOiKiis

vi. 2,

(ffrlv
v)

:

ffws

r

vovs

apxT] avOpwiros.

7rpoa

7?

Kal

SiavoriTiKi]

uptts

b,

irpoaipfffis.

T]

opfKTiKos

fj

-i

:

pe(m

8io
fy

Toiavrt]

If, in

opposition
be said that

to the above view, it
1 he will
belongs to 3pets, which
as a
is regarded by Aristotle
separate part of the soul (SciiRA-

DER, Arist. de Volunt. D^tr. 12),
thiscannotbeadmitted. Aristotle
himself states clearly enough that
reason is an element of will, but
reason is essentially different
from the animal soul to which
uptis belongs.
*

Aristotle

frequently says
in the soul
belongs by nature to the reason.
It is Kvpiov in it (Eth. x. 7, ix. 8
it has no
.*ee p 126, n. 1, snjira )
12:
superior (Dc An. i 5, 410, a,

that the

command

;

;

TTJS 5e

4&amp;gt;ux*)*

^ va

1

Tt

P e TTOI/ Kai
5

aoivarwTfpov
&PXOV, ativvaTOV
? rt TOV
Desire, on the other
&amp;lt;oD).

the

reason

aKo\ov6ovo~i

.

1

obey

6 5e vovs

above

:

l)c An. iii. 9, v. 598, 5
fTrirdrrovros TOV vov. Etli.

the opeKTiicbv partakes of
Karr^oov fcmv avrov Kal
ireidapxiKovi similarly JPolit. vii.
i.

13

:

\6yos,

rj

\6yos, however,
14, v. p. 5S8
in
the reason),
resides only
and this obedience it is which
difference be
constitutes the
;

the tyKpar^s and the
aKpar^s (De An. iii. 9, see p. 120,
In Etli. iii. 5, 1113, a,
n. G).

tween

T)

(TrausTcu

7rpciei,

70^ tKacrios

orav

fls aisrliv

TJTWJ/ irus

avaydyr) TTJ/

apx^v [so. TT)S irpd^fus when he is
convinced that the action depends
only on himself] Kal auToD[thisis
the partitive genitive] els TO yyovTO irpoaipovfj.(vov),
fj.fi/ov TOVTO yap
we must understand by T& 7/701^6vov the reason, not (as WALTER,
Lehre r. d. jtrakt. Vernunft, 222
sqq. prefers to take it) the har
monious union of reason and en
deavour, the man as a whcle,
which could not be called the
governing part of the man.
4
Eth. vii. 7, 1150, a, 1 sqq, c.
9, 11 51, a,

17 sq.
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no movement and
Reason cannot

is

err, it

perfect

and

infallible.

1

But

which belong the doing of good and the doing of

Where

if

cannot be the seat of the Will, to

Aristotle actually supposes this to reside,

evil.

it is

im

possible to say. He is clearly drawn in opposite directions
by opposite considerations between which he is unable to

His high conception of
take up any decided position.
the nature of the spiritual element in man forbids him
to implicate Reason in the life of the body, or to
attribute to it error and immorality ; on the other hand,

Reason alone that the reins of government in
But the two elements are
the soul can be committed.
in reality inseparable, and in deducing only what is
to

it is

good in our actions from Reason, while limiting to the
lower faculties of the soul all that is faulty, every act

which has

for its object

what

is

divisible

and

corporeal,

up human

in act or state, he breaks

nature
change
which
no
into two parts between
living bond of con
2
Similar difficulties would
nection can be discovered.
all

1

on the former head,

Cf.

p.

126, n. 5, on the second, De An. iii.
10(p. 125,n. 4), andp. iy7,n.4,M14: rovyap
2)ra. Ktk.i. 13, 1102, b,
Kal

tyKparovs

rov

aKpzrovs rbv

tyvx^s TO Xoyov t-^ov
t-na.woviji.tv
bpQws yap Kal enl ra
so that in
/3e \THTTa TcapaKaKel

Xoyov Kal

rrjs

incontinence the mistake does
not lie with the rational part of
the soul ibid. ix. 8, 1169, a, 17
:

;

Trcis

yap vovs aipelrat TO

fie\Ti&amp;lt;nov

eTneiK/js TrfiQjpx^ T$
is said to conin the subordination of the
higher portions of the soul to
the reason, which in its turn
always chooses the right.
eauT&amp;lt;,

v(p,

sist

6 8

where virtue

2
The difficulty remains even although we assume with BKANDIS

a, 105 sq. ii. b, 1042 sq.) that
freedom, according to Aristotle,
consists in the spirit s faculty of
self-evolution in accordance with
(iii.

its

own

For we

fundamental nature.
ask to which part of

may

the soul this evolution belongs ?
The active reason cannot certainly evolve itself, for it is unchangeable; nor can the appetitive
and. sensitive exhibit free selfevolution,

being

always deter-

mined by something else only
where there is reason do we find
;

Lastly, the Passive
Keason, which is the only other

free activity.
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have arisen in regard to self-consciousness had Aristotle
gone deeper into this aspect of the question. But just
his failure to do so or to raise the
question in the form
in which it now presents itself to
us, as to what it is
that constitutes the permanent self amid our
changing
acts and states, shows more
clearly than anything else
how imperfectly he grasped the problem of the
unity of
1

the personal

life.

man from without, and if its
union with the other faculties of his
soul, and with the
Now,

alternative,
charge of

reason enters

if

open to the
indefiniteness

is

same
and

we cannot find
definite place for it between
reason and sense. The above defi
nition of freedom is more li ke Leib
nitz s than Aristotle s. Here also,
as in the case already discussed
contradiction

;

any

413, supra, sq., BBANDIS seems
to
find
too close a resem

i.

blance between Aristotelian and

modern German doctrines. The
argument upon which he chiefly
iclies for the above view is
that,
if

self-determination has its seat
the governing part of our
nature, and therefore
in the
spirit, and if further the spirit is
the essence of a man, we may
conclude that it must develop
by freeself-determination accord
ing to its original character as
individual essence. But spirit or
reason constitutes,
to
in

according

Aristotle, only one side of the
will ; its reference to sense is as

essential an element. Will is not
pure reason, but rational desire.
And even were it not so, if will
were exclusively an exercise of
reason, we could only conclude
that it is as incapable of evolu-

VOL.

II.

tion as of error, for
according to
Aristotle s
expressed

opinion

change and evolution are con

fined to the sphere of sensation
or even more strictly to the
It

body.
say

is

difficult, therefore, to

what Aristotle regarded as the
seat of the freedom of the will.

He remarks, indeed, that we
are conscious of
every form of
our activity as such, and there
fore of our own existence.
Etk.
ix. 9, 1070, a, 29
& 8 6puv on
opa ai(r6dt&amp;gt;crai Kal & O.KOVWV on
1

:

^

aKovfi Kal 6 fiaSifav
eirl

ruv a\\ow

on

6fj.oiws

ftaoifci, Kal

to~n

n

rb

on et&amp;gt;pyov/j.ev, Stare
av on alvOavJ/jieQa Kal
on voov/j.fv.
TO 5 on
voolfjifv
aio-9av6/j.(0a % voov/j.ev, on ffffifi/
aiffOavo/j.fvov

aia-6at&amp;gt;olfJLftf

rb yap elvai ^v alaQdveaQai % voiiv
)
This consciousness,
however, he
regards as immediately given with
the activity in question. In
per
ception it has its seat in the
ctnntnunig (seep. 69, n.
3).
the identity of self -con
sciousness in the different activi

nff/isita

How

which he refers to different
parts and faculties of the soul is
ties

to

be

explained

he does

inquire.

K

not
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to be merely an external
body, continues throughout
a union which begins
that
but
cannot
we
expect
one,
1
time.
in
end
also
will
in time
Upon this point, Ari

with Plato that there

stotle holds

is

a mortal and also

These unite together
an immortal
at the beginning of the earthly life, and separate from
one another again at its close. In the further develop
part in the soul.

he at first closely
ment, moreover, of this thought
earlier
his
In
Plato.
followed
writings he enunciated
the Platonic doctrines of the pre-existence of the soul,
death to
its incarceration in the body, and its return at
a higher existence.

He

2

therefore assumed the con

tinued personality and self-conscious existence of the
individual after death, although he failed, like Plato,
the question how far this doctrine
fully to investigate
the
with
was consistent
presuppositions of the Platonic
3

philosophy.

With

the independent development of

own

system, however,
these
assumptions.
question
his

he was necessarily led to
As he came to conceive

and to define
body and soul as essentially united,
the soul as the entelechy of the body, and as, further, he
of

became convinced that every soul requires its own
must remain wholly inoperative
proper organ, and
not only to regard the
in the other world as a myth,
pilgrimage of the soul
but also to question the doctrines of pre-existence and

without

it,

he was necessarily

led,

Plato. 4
immortality as they were held by
1

Aristotle s doctrine

2

of im-

discussed

by
SCHRADER, Jakrb.f. PMloUgie,
vol. 81 and 82 (1860), H. 2, p.
Leonh.
SCHNEIDER,
89-104

ject
Of.

rnsterUiehlieitslehre d. Aristot.
(Passau, 18G7), p. 100 sqq.

Ill

mortality

is

The
have

Inasmuch

as

references on this sub-

already been

BERNAYS, Dial.

d.

given.
Arist.

21 sqq. 143 sqq.
3

On which

cf.

Ph.

;

sq.
4

Of. p. 10, supra.

d.

Gr.

i.
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the soul

and

is

lai

dependent upon the body

for its existence

must come into existence and
perish
with it. Only incorporeal spirit can
precede and outlast
the bodily life.
But this, according to Aristotle, is to
activity, it

be found only in the reason and in that
part of it
is without taint of the lower activities of
the
soul
namely, the Active Nous. Neither the sensitive

which

nor the nutritive life can exist without the
body.
These come into existence in and with it, and can no
more be conceived of apart from it than
walking apart
from feet.
Even Passive Reason is
like
1

transitory,

everything else which is subject to impression and
change. The Active Reason alone is eternal and im
alone

not only separable, but in its
very nature absolutely separated from the body. 2 But
what now is the active reason which thus alone outlives
it

perishable;

deatli ?

is

It is the universal as
distinguished

individual

from the

element in man.

All personal forms of
on
the
other
are
referred either to the
activity,
hand,
lower faculties of the soul, or to the
whole, which is

made up of soul and body, and which at death ceases
If we think of reason as
separate from the
body, we must exclude from it love and hate,
to be.

memory

and
1

*&quot;J

intelligent
See

p. G, n.

1

,

thought;

and

p. 9(5, n.

] ,

)T a

likewise,

of

course,

al&quot;l

6 vovs

iraffav yap aUvarov
See
on this point the
passages cited on pp. 125, n. 4 and
3

2

bee p
and Itetapk.
Sf

3

Kal

[whether

n.

98,
xii.

3,

S&amp;lt;rrrp6v

an&amp;gt;thiny

1,

gupra,

1070, a, 24:

n

v-rrofjifvfi

remains after

the dissolution of the constituent
parts of a composite substance]
&amp;lt;rKt*T(oi&amp;gt; -&amp;lt;fV

Mui&amp;gt;yapov0cvKu\vft,

ov*irityvxr)ToiovTov,n})irZ(raa\\

101, n. 3,

De An.

i. 4,
408, a,
In the
430, a, 22.
first of these
passages Si av0f t(T e a ^
Qt\tiv /urc&amp;lt;V, /mvrtfjLovfvftv are expressly denied of reason, and

sqq.

iii.

L&amp;gt;4

5,

t

the statement that these
belong
any sense to a rational

in

being

K2
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with the feelings of pleasure and
of which belong to the sphere of the sensitive

affections, together
all

pain,

and since even will depends
the union of Reason with Desire,

life

for existence

;

also

it

upon
must peiish

1

with the lower parts of the soul.
Spirit or thought
Aristotle doubtless conceived of as surviving death, and
it .realises itself

since

this activity
it is

held to

in which

we

only in the activity of thought,

also must remain untouched by death, as
be proof against old age. 2 But of the way

are to think of this continuance of thought
from the body and the lower faculties

after its separation

Even
of the soul Aristotle gives us no hint whatever.
is impossible without the aid of pictorial
thought

3

cannot be said to exist in

any
imagination, which
the death of the sentient soul.
intelligible sense after
the body, which the soul as individual pre

And when
4

supposes
reflexion

;

;

when perception, imagination, memory,
when the feelings of pleasure and pain, the
addition

qualified by the
ot/re /U.VTJ/coT/ TOVTOV (f)OeLpo/j.vov
ov yap e /ceiVou
OVT
b airoXuXev.
i\v, a\\a rov KOLVOV,
With regard to the second, it has
already *been remarked, p. 101, n.
ov /j-vrj/j-ovevo2,.s ?/;., that the words
Se refer in the first instance,
/j^ev
indeed, to the failure to remember
tbe existence out of time of the

is

/j.oi&amp;gt;evei

:

Sib

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;i\er.

Nous anterior to its life in time,but
that what is true of the present
life in relation to an anterior one
must be eqnalJy true of the
future life in relation to the pre-

Since memory (according
sent.
to p. 70 sq.) is an attribute of the

perishes at death, no individual

thought is possible

p. 128, n. 3, supra}, according to
which the words ov ^i/Tj^oj/euo^ej/,

&c.refertothecontinuousactivity
of the vovs iroirjTiicus in the present life as an unconscious one,
is consistent neither with the
connection in which they stand
nor with the meaning which is
constantly attached to jKv^/uoveweiv
in Aristotelian phraseology,
Cf p. 109, n. 1, 2, and p. 126
.

sq.

and depends upon

2

the bodily organs, and since
without the passive reason, which

3

sensitive soul

(p. 101, n. 3), it

obvious that neither can survive
death. SCHLOTTMANN s explanation (p. 50 of the work mentioned

is

4

See
See
Cf.

p. 96, n. 2. supra.
p. 108, n. 2, supra.
i.

369

sq.,

supra.
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emotions, the desires and the will
when, finally, the
whole being compounded of the union of soul and
body has ceased as a whole to be, we are at a loss to
see where that solitary remnant which he calls spirit
;

can

and how we can

still speak of
any
Aristotle
himself in
And,
indeed,
personal
expressly rejecting the idea that the dead can be happy,
and in comparing their state to the loss of all sense, 2
still

reside,

life

all.

Even BRENTANO

1

d.

at

1

S Pgf/cliol.

128 sq. fails to find a

Arittt.

satisfactory answer to this ques
tion while maintaining that the
soul must remain an individual
entity after its separation from
the body, he yet admits that it is
no longer a complete substance,
;

repeating the statement,

But how a man
same person when he

sq.

196
can be the
p.

is no longer
perfect substance which he
is in the present life, it is difficult
not to mention that the
to see
contradiction of an
imperfect
substance finds no place in Ari

the

:

stotle s system.
2

Eth.

iii.

4,

1111, b, 22(fioi\-n-

TUV aSwdruv, olov adavavias} is not here in point, as
aQa.va.aia must be understood to
ffis

5

tffT\

mean

here, not immortality after

ilcatli,

but immunity from death,

deathlessness.
Ibid. c. 11, 1115,
the discussion is merely of
a, 26
the common opinion.
On the
other hand, Kth. i, 11 is of im
portance for our question. Ari
:

stotle here asks

whether the dead

can be happy, and replies (1100,
a, 13):
a\\ci3s

ff Tovr6 yf TravT(\u&amp;gt;s aroirov
Tf Kal rots \fyovaiv TUMV

(&quot;vtpyfidv

8e

nva

TTJJ/

fv$ai/j.oviav

;

fl

\fyoutv rbv TfOvfwra
fJiova /^TjSe 2,6\wv TOVTO fiov\frai
kc., obviously implying that the
IJL))

fi&amp;gt;5ai-

dead are incapable of any ac

He

tivity.

says, indeed, in the

passage that follows
flva( TI

TO&amp;gt;

aya6uv, ttirep Kal
ai(r6avo/j.et/ci) 5
b. 1

:

foiKf

:

5oe? yap

reQvfuTL Kal KaK&v Kal

yap

e/c

T&amp;lt;j5

{uvrt

/j.

77

and

p. 1 101 ,
TOVTWV, fl Kal

e,

avrovs

drtovv, C?T
ayatibv 6iVe &quot;rovvavTiov, atpavpdv TI
Kal IJLIKP&V fy OTrAcik ^ fKfivoiS flvai,
5ti Ki/e?Tc

fl

5e

irpds

/J.T],

roaovrov yf Kal TOIOVTOV

fv5a ifj.ovas rovs /U.TJ
ovras [those who are not so] /urjSe
TOVS ovras afyaipt iGQai T& /j.aKapiov.
His meaning, however, cannot,
here be that the dead have a feel
ing of happiness or unhappiness
Siarrf

/AT)

iroifiv

which is increased by the pro
sperity or misfortune of posterity
(which is the subject under dis
cussion). This is even expressly
denied and would be wholly in
consistent with the rest of Ari
stotle s teaching.
He is here
speaking of the a sthetic estimate
of human life, the question being
how far the picture of happiness
with which the life of a man pre
sents us is altered by the light or
shade cast
upon it by the
fortunes of his descendants, just
as (1100, a, 20) by the honour or
disgrace which follow himself
death.
How remote is
an actual, personal immortality
from
Aristotle s
is
thought
after
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seems

deny the existence of any such remnant.

to

Under these circumstances

it is
impossible to say that
a
doctrine
of personal
taught
immortality.
taught merely the continued existence of

Aristotle

He

1

thinking

denying to

the attributes of
personality,
and never explaining nor apparently even
raising the
spirit,

it

all

how

far this spirit can still be
regarded as
an
as
individual,
belonging
incorporeal reason, in
spite of its eternity and impassivity, certainly is. 2
In
this omission we have
only another instance of that

question,

to

defect which, taking its rise in the
permeates the whole of Aristotle s

Platonic school,
Anthropology. Just

as his

Metaphysics gives us no clear and consistent
account of Individuality, so his
Psychology fails with

regard to Personality. As he there left it undeter
mined whether the ground of individual existence lies
in Matter or in

Form, so here we are left in the dark
whether Personality resides in the higher or in the
lower faculties of the soul, in the immortal or in the
as to

We

mortal part of our nature.
are left to conclude
that each of these alternatives involves difficulties which
Aristotle has done nothing to
remove,
obvious also from Eth.i^..

8, 11P.9,

The good man, he there
do much for his friends

a, 18.

says, will

and country, kav
ffKeiv

.

7/rr0?7i/cu

(T&amp;lt;p

tVmuTOj/j)
^.iav

inreponroQfft

TroAA

Trpa^iv

ITT? TvxovTws, Kal
KaX ffv Kal /j.eyaXTiv ?}

n-oXXas Kal piKpas.
QvriffKovcri

8erj

oXiyov
yap
xp6vov
j8pa /AciXXov eAotr &v r)

.

.

TOUT

TO?S 5 virepairotcrces

(Tv/m-fiati/ei

.

KaXbv eavTols.
Besides the inherent worth of the
noble deed Plato would certainly

alpovvrai yap

/j.eya

and which, there-

have referred in such a case to
the recompense in the next life;
in Aristotle there is no trace of
The same
any such conception
is

true of JJr/t. iii. 12, 1117, b, 10
&v /ua/Aoi
T/;J/

:

oVo&amp;gt;

fjiaXXovfirl -ry

Bavar^ Xviv^ff^ai

TW TOLOVTW yap

uaAttrra Cfjv aEiov
OVTOS neyiarcav ayaO uii/ airo-

Kal

orTepetYcu eiSws.
l

ScHRADEE,

-

See

ibid. 101 sq.

p. 99, n. 5,

supra.
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himself to observe.

Reason as such or Pure Spirit cannot,

it

would appear,

be the seat of Personality, since it is the eternal,
It is un
universal, and immutable element in man.
the
and
and
birth
touched
changes of the
death,
by

by

temporal
ita

own

It abides

life.

life,

immutably within the

circle of

without receiving impressions from with

out or passing any part of its activity beyond itself.
To the sphere of sense, on the other hand, are assigned

between
multiplicity and movement, all interchange
in a
the world and man, all mutation and evolution
all

word,

and living in personal exist
Yet the personality and free self-determina

all

ence.

that

is

definite

tion of a rational being cannot be said to reside in the
Wherein does it, then,
sensitive part of his nature.

To

reside ?

this question Aristotle has

no answer

;

for

at
just as Reason, on his view, enters the sensitive soul
birth from without and leaves it again at death, so

during

life

the two.

any inner unity between
said about the Passive Reason

also there is lacking

And what

and the Will

is

is

wholly unfitted, on account of

its

vague

ness and uncertainty, to afford any scientific principle
that can mediate between the heterogeneous parts of

the

human

soul.
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CHAPTER

XII

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
A.

HITHERTO we have had

Elides
for

our aim the investigation
have now to

We

of the knowledge of reality as such.
deal with an activity to which
as a

knowledge serves only
This consists either in production or in
The scientific investigation of the latter

means.

action. 1

Aristotle embraces under the general

name

of Politics, 2
Politics proper, or

distinguishing, however, between
the doctrine of the State, and Ethics, 3 which
naturally
See i. 181, n. 3, supra, and
upon the method of this science, i.
168, n. 2, supra. That it has not to
1

do, however,merely with practical
interests is obvious among other
passages from Polit. iii. 8 init.
:

8el

e
jUt/f/ja&amp;gt;

T IS

e/cao&quot;T77

Sia fj.a.KpOTpwv enreTi/
TOVTOW roov Trohireiuv

Kal yap e^ei TIVO.S airopias,
5e TTfpl eitd(TTr]v peOofiov (pi\o-

Tl
)3

A e TT o T

olKtl6v

i&amp;gt;

i

ean

Ka\

p.}]

npbs
rb

/nr)

T

See

187, supra. Practical
is also called r)
irepl
Etli x 10,
Tavdp&iriva
1181, b, 15.
3
The common view of the
relation between them, which
i.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\o(TO(f)ia,

was adopted

i.
187, viz. that
Ethics treats of the moral activity
of the individual, Politics of the
State, cannot, even in view of

JJ.6VOV O.1TOTrpdrrt iv

what NICKES, De polit. Arist.
Libr. p. 5 sq., and BRANDIS, p.

ri

1335, remark, be admitted to be
wrong. Aristotle certainly dis

5

Trapopav

/uTjSe

aAAa 8r)\ovv ^}]v irepl
eKaffTov aXiiQeiav.
While, there
fore, practical philosophy qua
practical has to do with action,
qua philosophy it has the scien
tific interest of
pure knowledge.
KaraAeiTreii/,

2

philosophy

tinguishes (Eth. x. 10) between
the two parts of Politics on the
ground that the second deals
with the means by which the

knowledge of virtue acquired

in
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precedes it. Turning to the latter, we must ask first
the End of all human action is defined by Aristotle.

how

We

then proceed to his account of the nature of

shall

Moral Activity and of the particular Virtues passing
thence with him to the discussion of Friendship, which
;

forms the link between Ethics and Politics.
the

first

is

applied to

life,

and

he proves the necessity of this
further
on the
investigation
ground that discussions (or know
ledge, \6yui) are not able of
themselves to make men virtuous.
Accordingly, Ethics and Politics
may be said to be related to one
another* as the pure and the
applied part of one and the same
But as those means are
science.
to be found, according to Ari
stotle,

only in the

life

of the

community, upon which the Ethics
(as an account of moral activities
as such) does not further enter,
the above description corresponds
to the actual relation in which
the works stand to one another.

Even

Aristotle,

tinguishes (Eth.

moreover, dis
vi. 8,

1141, b, 23)

between two kinds of practical
knowledge that which refers to
the individual, and that which
refers to the community,
tan
8, he says, Kal TJ ITO\ITIK^ Kal
:

rj

aiirais, and after
distinguishing the different de
partments of politics (TT/S irfpl
ir6\iv, sc. f7Tj(TT7J,uTjs he continues

dvai ov ravTbv

:

7;

irepi avritv Kal tVa.

While,

how

ever, Qpdvnvis is knowledge in
relation to moral conduct, ethics
is

simply the account of the prin

ciples

which

Eudemus

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;p6vr](Tis

establishes.

186, n. 4, supra)
accordingly calls it by this name.
(r.

i.

1

not true that the Magna,
subordinates politics to
ethics (Bit AN DIS,
the latter
is there described at the very
It is

Mo rail a

//&amp;lt;//.):

outset

as a

,/j.tpos

rrjs

iro\tTiKris,

being added that the subject
as a whole should be called, not
it

When

NJCKES,
ethics, but politics.
ibid., sees in the Ethics only ti
the
sianiiitnn
description (in so far
as it indicates merely the ascer
tainment and enumeration of the
constituent parts of the suminunt
Ijonuni) is too narrow; the Kthlcs
itself classifies its contents (x.
10 init.) under the four titles of
the smiimum bonum, the virtues,
friendship, and pleasure so that
it is apparent, even on the sur
face, that it is not a mere descrip
tion of the surnmum bonum, but
an account of moral action as a
whole. If, on the other hand, we
include in the discussion of the
summit in bonum the detailed
investigation into all its condi
tions and constituent parts, the
treatise

upon

botittm, this

suggested description would be
too wide, for its most important
constituent, theoretic activity, is
not fully discussed in the Eth&amp;gt;c*.
We have already discussed
sq ) the threefold revision
(p.
of the Ethics of Aristotle, and
shall confine ourselves in the
following account to the Xicomachean Ethics, which alone is
the
giving
genuine,
parallel
1

{)(&amp;gt;

.
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I

The End of

.

all

human

l

activity

is

the Good,

or,

accurately, that Good which is within the reach of
human action, for Ethics has no concern with the

more

abstract Idea of the Good. 2

The final aim of all action
must be the highest Good in other words, it must be
something which is sought, not for the sake of anything
else, but simply and solely for its own sake, and is
:

sufficient of itself to invest life
passages from the other two only
where they elucida e or deviate
from it in any important respect.
1

on this subject TEICH( Die Einheit der arist.

Cf.

MULLEE

Eudamonie, Bulletin de

la Class?

with the highest worth. 3

Nor

is it true that the idea of
the good, at any rate as an ideal,
furnishes the guiding principle
in the pursuit of the KTIJTO. nal
Inter alia,
irpaKTo, rwv ayaOwv.

he says

who

ri*u$eX t]Q-i $ TfKTcav Trpbs TT/J/
avrov Tf^vnv etSws auro rdya66v,
&c., as though moral philosophy
were meant for the service of

elements and the external con

handicraft. This it certainly is
not in Aristotle himself (as may

Mst.-philol. et polit. de
VAcademic
de St-Petersbotirg,

d.

Sci.

N. 20 sqq. p. 305 sqq.),
rightly emphasises the dis
tinction between the constituent
t.

xvi.

ditions of happiness.
2

Etll.

i.

KOL Tracra /uefloSoy,

re

teal

etyieo-Oai

Uaa-a re ^j/T?

1 init.

6/j.o cas

Trpoaip(Tis,
So/ceT
Sib

8e irpa^is

ayaOov

KaAus

TWOS
airefp-f]-

vavro

raya6bv, ov Trdvr tyierai.
is called here (1094, a,
18), and c. 2, 1095, a, 16, irpcucrlv
and irpaKrbv a.yaQ6v.
Aristotle

This good

a-erai

friropov 5e Kal

:

r

l

v&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;di/TT]s

herewith be expressly remarked
in view of the remarks of TEICHMULLEE, loc. ait. 315 sq.), and
yet it must be if he is justified
in using against Plato an argu
ment that with equal justice
might be turned against himself
for it must be confessed that the
advantage to be derived by the
weaver or the carpenter in the
pursuit of his calling from Ari
;

next comes to speak more fully, c.
4, of the Platonic Idea of the
Good (Ph. d. Gr. i. 591 sqq.), and

stotle s

after

bringing forward several
other
it
arguments
against
this
says, ibid.
109(5,
b, 30:
discussion,
however,
properly
et
belongs to another science

is

yap Kal

atpovfj.6a (irpotKTi yap OVTCO -y els
aireipov, SKTT cleat Kevfyv Kal /j.aT-

;

ecrrti/

Forscli.

4v

n Kal [so EASSOW,

die nilwin. Eth.
53 sq., with three MSS., for T&]
KOIVTJ

iil&amp;gt;.

KaT-r)yopov/j.vov
/ca0

us OVK

a;/

eft?

ayadbv $)
avrb SXov

TTpaKTov ovSe

treatise

not great.
3
Eth. i.

upon happiness
5

1094, a, 18: et 817
re Aos effrl TWV irpaKT&v o Si
avrd pov\6fjLeda,, raAAa 8e Sia
1,

TI

TOUTO,

Kal

^

iravra

Si

erepoi/

J

aiav TT]V ope^ii/) SyjAoi/ us TOUT ~av
di] Tayadtiv [absolute good] Kal
r6 apHTTov.
c. 5 : in every form

of activity the
TO-

AoiTra

good

is

that ov
the

irpaTTerat
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This highest Good is admitted on all hands to be
but when we ask in what Happiness itself
Happiness
l

:

a trr

Tf\os.

airavTW

ruv

TI

ft

irpa.KTu&amp;gt;v

Tf Aor, TOUT

&v e?7j
TO irpaKTov ayaQbv, ci 8e irAeiw,
8*
T()
TOUTO
apHTTOV T(\tl6v
.

TI

to~Tl

.

.

.

&amp;lt;paivfTai

.

TeAetoVtpoi/

.
J

\eyofjifv TO Ka6
Si fTfpov Kal r6

aipfTOf TWV

ai&amp;gt;T&

81

1344;

MOXSCHEB,

N. Marl).
9 sqq.), gives a wholly
inadmissible sense to the passage
18(51,

in

Etli.

p.

;

how could what

grow

#AAo

asks,

KaO aura Kal 5ia
TovQ alpfTuv, Kal air\ws 8)) Tt
TO Kad avTo alpfTOV afl
iroTt 8 fiAAo.
And further on
TO yap T(\eiov ayaQov atirapKes
elj/cu 8oe?
TO 8 avrapKfs
KO.\

p.

crit.

(Jiurst.

TOV

8ta&amp;gt;KTO&amp;gt;

^UTjSfTroTe

8e

(KRANDIS,

?

is

complete

TEICIIMULLER

(as

still

rightly

312), or how can
happiness, which contains all
in
itself, be inoreas-ed bv
goods
Inc. cit. p.

1

:

.

.

.

O fJLOVOVfJLfVOV
fi iov Kal /j.r)$fvbs

alpSTOV TTOltl
eVSea (simi
larly PLATO, Phileb. 22, B); x. G,
Cf. i. 12, where
117G, b, 3, 30.
TldefJ.fV

TOV

it is explained that
happiness,
as complete in itself, is not an
eVau eroV, but a rifiiov, something&quot;
Kpt&quot;tTTOV
1

Eth.
init.,

TUV

tiraiVtTWV.

Aristotle

presupposes

this,

Ilhet. i. 5
2, 1095, a, 17
as something universally

i.

;

further additions? Moreover, it
is expressly said, Eth. x. 2, 1172,
the
b, 32, that nothing can be
good & /J.CTO. TIVOS TUV *cct0 avro

ayaGuv alpeTWTfpov yivfTai. TEICHAIULLKR accordingly proposes to
take the sentence as an anagoge
happiness is the most desirable
thing, if we do not regard it as
a sum, but if we do, then the
addition of the smallest of goods
:

must make it more desirable,
and therefore we cannot regard
it

as a

sum

of particular goods.

The same explanation

is

given

acknowledged. He proves it more
fully, Eth. i. 5, 1097, a, 34 sqq.;
cf x. 6, 11 76, b, 3, 30, from the
points of view indicated in the
preceding note. In Eth. i. 5, how

by THILO, Xeitschr. /. exactc
Phil ii. 3, 284 sq., and LA AS

ever, the words, 1097, b,

whether

.

make a

difficulty

here said,
TT\V

irdvT&amp;lt;av

tvSat/not iav

:

eri

1(5

sqq.,

8e, it is

aiptTiaTarriv [sc.

olu/jif6a

f/vatl

/u?/

8e Sf/Aor us aipfTWTtpav /j.tTa TOV

(\axio~TOu TWV ayaduv
yap ayaOwv yiveTai TO
fifvov, ayaBwv 8e TO fj.f7ov aiptTWTfpov aei. The most obvious
meaning of these words, viz.
that happiness is in the highest
degree desirable without the
addition of anything else, and is
increased by eveiy
addition
although of ever so small a good

The question, how
(see infra).
ever, in the passage is, not whether
a sum of goods, but
the most desirable
of things or not nor does o~wmean regarded as a
apiO/j.ov(j.ft&amp;gt;os
sum
auvapiO/j.e ii can only here
have the meaning which it has
in the kindred passage (explained
is

happiness

it

is

;

;

by

iii.
T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;.

ALKXANIJUH

2,

J17, a,

1(5,

and

in loco) llhct. i. 7,
13(53, b, 19; Polit. vi. 3, 1318, a,
35; Soph. El. 5, 167, a, 25; Eth.
ii. 3, 1105, b, 1; i.e. it must mean
either to count along with or
to count up; when used with
a singular subject it can of course
only mean the former, and ac
cordingly is explained, 1. 14 of
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once

at

differences

consists,

arise.

Some

give the
activity, a

1

others to practical
preference to pleasure,
2
The first of these
life.
scientific
the
to
class
third
refutation.
deserve
to
Aristotle
to
views seems
hardly
the same passage, by
and understood in this sense,
M. Mor. i. 2, 1184, a, 15 sqq. cf.
KASSOW, Beitr. z. Erltl. d. nik.
Ethih (Weimar, 1862, Gymn.Progr. ), p. 5 sqq., where the ex
;

planations of LAAS (Ev$ai/j.ovla
Arist. Berl. 1858, 7 sqq.), MUNSCHEE, and others, are also dis

RAFSOW S own explana
cussed.
tion (p. 10: that happiness is
not to be reckoned among goods
nor regarded as a good beside
other goods ) is not easy to
harmonise with the language of
the passage. If the text is cor
rect, we must explain it rather
to mean
regard happiness
as the most desirable of all
it can be com
as
far
so
things,
:

We

pared with them without itself
being classed as one of the KO.VTO.
than any
[it is more desirable
thing else] if we desire to class
it as a good together with other
;

goods, it would become more
desirable still if its value were
increased by the addition of
ever so small another good.
But it is difficult to see the
force of the latter remark, for
the proof of the proposition
that happiness is perfect good, is

only weakened by this concession
to a non-Aristotelian point of
view. It is a question whether
the words u-n-epox?? yap
alperu&amp;gt;Tfpov del, or perhaps the whole
.

.

we may supply

the former case,

TTOLVTUV after aiperwrepav

the

in

and

words

explain
We hold that
them to mean
happiness is the most desirable
of all things so far as it is not

preceding

:

one of them or
classed along
with other things, combined with

itself classed as

in so far as

;

is

it

the smallest other good, that

it is

more desirable than all else be
The most recent editor
sides.
and commentator on the Niconiachean Ethics, KAMSAUER, pays
no regard either to the inherent
difficulty of the passage or to
the attempts of his predecessors
to solve
1

it.

Fee Etli.

i.

2,

1095,

a,

20

Rhet. ibid. 1360,
sqq., c. 9 init.
b, 14
sqq., where the things
;

which are commonly regarded as
happiness are enumerated and
discussed in detail for the special
necessities of the orator.
2

Aristotle

says previously,
1095, a, 28, that he does
not intend to investigate every
view upon the nature of happi
ness, but only such as are the
Etli.

i.

2,

and the
As such he
most plausible.
names -these three, c. 3 init.:
ino st. commonly accepted

rb jap ayaObv /ecu T^V ev^aL/j.oviav
OVK a\6yws eot/cacni/ e/c rwv jfltcoj/
iT7roAa U|8ai

eii/

ol

/

fj.lv

iro\\ol

/cat

.

passage from awo.piQ^.o\)^vf\v 8e
to alptrwT. del may not be an
In
insertion by a later hand.

yap

eicrt

re

/uaAtaTa ot irpotivvv eZp fyueVos Kal 6

Kal rptros 6 Oe(Dpr]TiK6s.
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a

is

life

he has a

good,

which

dedicated

is

to pleasure alone.
Pleasure, he remarks, cannot be the
these
for
among other reasons : that it is
highest (iood,

not self-sufficing that some pleasures are not desirable
that many things have an independent value of their
;

;

own wholly

apart from the pleasure that they bring
that pleasure and enjoyment are only a recreation, and
only exist for the sake of action ; that even the worst

men,

;

whom we

cannot

any sense happy, are

in

call

capable of sensual enjoyment, whereas that alone is
truly good which the virtuous man recognises as such.
1

Just as

little

can honour or wealth be admitted to be

The former does not so much aifect
the highest good.
those to whom it is paid as those who pay it ; its value,
moreover, consists essentially in the fact that it pro
duces consciousness of worth, which, therefore, is of
more value than the honour itself. 2 Wealth, again, is
not desired on
first

its

own

characteristic of

account, so that it wants the
in the higher sense. 3

Good

The happiness of man can, in fact,
4
activity, or more accurately in that
Eth. i. 3. 1095, b, 19, x. 2,
1172, b, 26, 1173, b, 28 to the end
of the chap.; c. 6, 1176, b, 121177, a, 9.
2
Kth. i. 3, 1095, b, 22 sqq.
3
Ibid. 1096, a, 5, of. Jt/ut. i.
5, 1361, a, 23.
4
reAristotle
frequently
peats that happiness does not
consist in the mere possession of
certain advantages, in a mere
f^ts (on which see i.285, n. 3, sujt.)
or KTTjcm, but in actual activity,
1

See

e.g.

consist only in his
activity

Eth.

1098, a, 3

;

-ft

XP^

(Tfl

3,

1095, b, 31,

and the more

statement,
8ta(ppti 8e

i.

which

c.
tffoas

r^

c. G,

definite

9,

1098,

ov

fjLiKpbv eV

B-pto&quot;rov

is

b,

31:

KTr,&amp;lt;rtt

uiroAa,uj3ai/eij/

Kol iv cei ^ tvfpye .a. TTJI/ /j.tv yap
(iv
CTat nyS tv ayaObv airoTeAeiV virdpxovffav, oiov rcf icaQev-

V5x

Sovri % Kal &\\&amp;lt;}s trus 4r)pyr)K6Ti,
8
ol6v re
TI\V
tvlpyeiav 011%
irpd(i yap ^| avdyicris Kal fv irpdfi.

As

at

the Olympic games it is not
be strong and fair, in

sutticicnt to
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proper to him as man.

Not the general

What

1

kind of activity is this ?
which he shares even

vital activity,

with plants not the sensitive activity, which belongs
to the lower animals as well as to man ; but the activity
of reason. 2
the activity of reason, in so far as it
;

Now

The proper hap
rightly performed, we call Virtue.
of
man
in
virtuous activity,
consists, therefore,
piness
is

inasmuch as there are several such, in the noblest
and most perfect of these. 3 But this is the theoretic
For it belongs to the
or pure activity of thought.
noblest faculty and directs itself to the highest object
or,

;

to
win the crown of
victory, but one must engage in
the contest for it so in life we

TO

win the good and the

Ti0efj.ev

order

fair

by

In reference to
action alone.
these passages, see x. 6, 1176, a,
33 eiTrofiei/ 8 on OVK HffTiv e|ts [^/
:

Kal yap
inrapx 01 av

v$ai/J.ovia~\

Sia

fiiov

SvffTvxovvTi ra
fj.a\\ov
ix.

9,

fls

TW KadevSovTi
.

.

fj.eyia Ta

/cal

.

.

.

.

nva

evtpyeidv

Tq3

aAAa

Bereov.

1169, b, 29: ^ euSa^oi/to
r(s ZGTIV, fj 8 evepyeia
OTt yivfTai Kal
vTrapx^i

evepyfid

S^Aov

oi&amp;gt;x

rb

tpyov

KiQapifrrov

yap rb Ki8apitiv,

(nrovfiaiov Se

rpbs
Ut&amp;gt;

v

el
8
OVTOOS, avOpwirov Se
epyov fa-ft]/ nva, ravrriv 8e
tyvxys evfpyfiav Kal irpdeis pera
\6yov, (nrovSaiov 8 avSpbs v ravra
Kal Ka\us, eKaaroi 8 ey Kara rrjv

oiKfiav

ft 8
aper^v aTTOTeAeiTai
ayadbv ^W^TJJ

ovTca TO a.vQp&irivov

evepyeia yiverai Kar* aper^v, t Se
TT\LOVS at aperal Kara T}\V apiarriv
Kal TeAeiOTarTji/. x. 6, 1176, b, 2
activities are valued either for
the sake of something else or for
their own sake the latter is the
:

;

Et-Jt.

i.

6,

shall discover

consists,

iffT\v

fpyw

i

\r)(pde t7]

TO epyov TOV

yap

av\r]rrj
TtyyiTri, Kal SAcos
TL
Kal
7rpS|ts, eV
ilpyov

avOpcairov.
Kal iravrl

So/ce?

we

1097, b, 24:

wherein happiness

tbcnrep

rayaObv

flvai

.

.

.

&v

roiavra

TW

bptTTiv

Kal TO eu,

Q

aiozT&v [so.
Se at ySetai.

e(TTf Tt

3

8

a,

7

:

5

el

tpyov av9p j0Trov I^U^TJS fvepyeta Kara \6yov T) fj.}] avev Xoyov,
rb 8 avro (pafJiev epyov elj/at
yeVet roCSe Kal rovSe fftrovfiaiov
cffTlv

T&amp;lt;i5

.

jrpoffri9e/j.fvr]s rrjs

war apeTijv

.

.

virep-

efi/cu

SOKOVVIV a!

irpd^fis. ra
(TTrovSa ia
TrpdrTfiv

epyov avrov.
Ibid. 1. 33 sqq.
Etli. i. 6, 10H8,

ovrca So^ejei/
-

when nothing is expected
from them beyond the activity
itself. Happiness (??. st/pra) must
be an activity of the latter kind.
case

ecTTiV].

Kar
yap /ca\a Kal
81
aura

ra&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

Kal

TU&amp;gt;V

Traidi&it

Happiness, however,
cannot consist in these (see p. 141,
n. 1, suj}.~), but (1177, a, 9) eV TO?S
Kar apeT//i/ evepyeiais it is (i. 10,
1099, b, 26) \l/vx?is evfpyfia Kar
;

apeTriv iroid ris,
(i.

13,

or

more accurately

in It.}, fyvxris

Kar apfr^v Tf\eiav.

evepyeid TIS
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exposed to the least interruption, and affords the

it is

highest pleasure; it is least dependent on foreign
support and external expedients it is its own aim and
;

and

valued purely for its own sake in it
arrives at rest and peace, while in the
military

object,

man
and

is

;

political, or in

the practical

Reason

activity itself.

life

ends which

ever restlessly pursuing
is

generally, he

outside

lie

the Divine in us.

is

the

It is the

The pure

true essence of the man.

activity of reason
his true nature.
It

can alone perfectly accord with
him unconditional satisfaction, and
raise him above the limitations of
humanity into the
life of God.
Next to it comes moral activity, which
alone can afford

1

Eth.

1

T]

fv\oyov
8

av

ffr]

rovro

KO.TQ.

f)

t&amp;lt;rr\v

aperfyv eWpyeia,
rr\v Kparivrrjv
aurtj

a\\o

TI,

eJfre

ruv

ov Kal avrb

8

l

:

/car

rov apiffrov.

eJfre

rarov,

7, inif.

x.

ffiSai/j-ovia

.

eV

clfre 8^7
.

.

vovs

efre Qtiov

fi/jiiv

ru Odo-

rovrov irtpytta Kara

TTJI/

oiKtiav aper^v efy af 7; reAe/a evSatSri 5 larl 6fwprjrtK^ elpi\fjLOvia.

After proving this as above,
Aristotle continues, 1177, b, 16:
Kara ras operas
8))
fi^v
TOI.

ra&amp;gt;v

irpd^foov at iro\iTiKal Kal iro\fiJ.iKal

avrai 8
t^lcrrai
fiffiv,

77

aVxoAot Kal rt\ovs rit/bs
Kal ov Si auras alpfrai
Sf rov lov fvfpyfia airovfiy

rf Siatyfpfty So/ce? QtwprjrtK}) ovo~a,
Kal irap
avrrjv ovSfvbs
(&amp;lt;(&amp;gt;ifo~0ai

8e ffvvav^fi rrjv (vipyfiav, Kal

rk avrapKfs 8)7 Kal &amp;lt;rxoAa&amp;lt;rrj/fbj/ Kal
arpvrov ws avOpwiry, Kal ova aAAa
rw /jLaKapiw airov(/j.frai, Kara, ravrrjv r))v

reAfta

tvtpytiav (paivfrai vvra,

avrr) av elrj avrotovros av f1t\
KOT avOpwirov ov

8)7 fvSatfjLuvia
.

.

.

Kptirrw

o

Sf
T^

77

yap

aAA

rj

avOpuirds tffnv ou
0e?J/
tv

n

7;

avr&amp;lt;

8e Siacpe pet rovro rov ffvvderov
roo-ovrcp Kal 77 tvepyeia rrjs Kara
off(f

r)]v a\\rjv dpr-f)V.

(see
1

:

we

require

Otlov &c.

ti 877

X.

164.

p.

S,

many

1178,
aids

b,

to

8e

Bewpovvn ovSfvbs riav
roiovruv irpos ye r^v tvepyaav
Xpf -a, aAA ws flwe iv K al ^ir6Sid
eVrt Trpos yf ryv Qtupiav
8
fj
action,

T&amp;lt;

tan

avdpwiros
aipftrai

ra

Kal

ir\fioo~i

(rvi),

/car

aptr^v irpdrrf iv
8tv)cr(Tai 8 ovv riav roiovruv irpbs
T^ avBpcairfvfffdai
8e reAeta
77
ev8ai/uiOi&amp;gt;la

(vtpyeia

on

Kal

Oewpr]riKrj ris 4crriv

tvrevQsv

av

(pavdr).

The gods are pre-eminently .con
sidered happy but what actions
can we assign to them ? Shall
we suppose that they exhibit
their justice
by buying and
their valour
selling,
by en
;

countering

danger, their liber

by gifts of money, their
self-command by the conquest of
evil desires?
Nor will they
sleep like Endymion.
rf S
ality

T&amp;gt;
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thus constitutes the second essential element of happi
ness.
Inasmuch, however, as it is the Divine in man
is called into exercise in thought, the latter may
be regarded as a superhuman good; whereas moral
virtue is in an especial sense tlie good of man.
While these are undoubtedly the essential and in

which

1

dispensable elements of Happiness, Aristotle does not
exclude from that notion other gifts and advantages,

some of which proceed from moral and
while others are independent of
oi
.

&c. (see i. ?97, n. 1, supra )
TO IS Trez/ yap 0eois airas 6
8 avOpcairois, t(p
iJ.aKa.pLOS, TO IS

Pol.

Tt,
.

fiios

it.

offov 6/j,oiu/j.d ri rr\s T0iavrr]s ei/epruiv 8 a\Xwv Cv v

Efh.

c.

8 init.

6

Kara

cu

Stare/vet

offov

dewplas.

e&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

dewp .a, Kal

rj

5)/

v8at/J.ovla,

rj

Kal evSaifjLOve iv [sc.jUaAAoz/ u

ou
rrjv

Kara

&amp;lt;ru,uj3e^8?//cis,

Qewplav

OUTTJ

&quot;yap

aAAa Kara
Ka& avrrjv

xii. 7, 1072,
rb ^KTTOV Kal
Cf. i. 398, n. 5, supra.
apiffrov.
The contradiction between these
statements and Pol. vii 2, 1324,
ris.

b,

24

:

rj

Metaph.

Oecopia

1325, b, 14 sqq. is only
apparent. In the latter passages
theoretic activity is not compared
as such with practical, but the
life of solitary devotion to science
with the social life of the state
and while the practical life is
declared to be the more excellent,
the expression is used in its wider
sense, and the theoretic activity
whi cli is self -suffi cing- and directed
towards no external end is ex
pressly said to be the most
a, 25, c. 3,

;

perfect form of irpais.

Cf. also

1334, b, 14.

x. 7 (see

preceding n.)

Sevrepws 5

:

rrjv

yap Kar

a\Xf]v aperi\v
aiirfyv

;

[eir&afytwv]
[/Bios]

eye/ryetcu avQpta-

ffWffevKTat Se /cat r)
rrj TOV tfdovs apery
&amp;lt;pp6vr]cns
avvriprf]fjLvai S avrai [the ethical
virtues] Kal ro?s Trd6e&amp;lt;n irepl rb
ffvv9erov ay eTe^
at 5e rov (rwQerov

TTLK.a.i

Knivwvei

rational activity,

Thus, for instance,

vii. 15,

1

.

yeias U7rap%6i

2

.

.

.

.

Kal 6 (Bios

aperat dvOpooiriKai.

.

877

.

6

avras Kal y evSai/novia. Ibid.
1178, b, 5 (see preceding n.).
As will be obvious from the pre
ceding account, the distinction
here is merely in the mode of
/car

we say with
327) that, because
Aristotle wavers in the mode of
presenting his view, the theoretic
understanding is intended to be
left out of account in defining
expression, nor can

BITTEB

human
-

(iii.

happiness.

The

statement that such
things deserve to be called ad
vantages only in so far as they

have a directly moral significance
(TEICHMULLER, loc. cit. 337 sq.)
is not Aristotle s
he calls them
;

enough goods, and that
which is a good is presumably
an advantage.
often
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a certain complete
happiness necessarily presupposes
child cannot be happy any more than
ness of life.
it can be virtuous, for it is still incapable of any rational,

A

is

insuflicient

we cannot

if

till

can, at

:

say with Solon that no man is
he is dead, yet we must admit that happiness
which has
rate, only be looked for in a life

Therefore,

happy

Mere temporary happiness, moreover,
2
one swallow does not make summer.

1

moral action.

any

reached a certain degree of maturity. Happiness, in
is the virtuous activity of the soul in a completed

man

Again,

for

requires

is

is

it

3

certain

happiness

perfect

fact,
life.

external goods.
true,
something
Happiness,
4
other than good fortune.
Poverty, sickness, and mis
fortune mav even serve the brave man as an occasion

and

for noble conduct,

one will

man any

a

call

Priam overtakes him

5
;

can be content with few

on the other hand, no

yet,

longer happy if the fate of a
and while the virtuous man
gifts of fortune,

1

2
3

little

influence,

Eth.

Eth.

10, 1100, a, 1.

i.

Ibid.
Ibid.

i.

fin.

1191,

11,

a,

14: ri

olv Kia\vft \fyeiv fvtiai/iova rbv
/car aper^v reAeiav fvfpyouvra Kal
rots ttcrbs ayaOo is iKavws /cexopTjyn/j.ffov,

M*7

icai

/Sia.

O

Tf^oi Ta xpovov

T&quot;bv

a\\a re \fiov

ftiov

Oju.ej oi/

;

j)

OUTO&amp;gt;

aovra Kara \6yov

irpoaQfTtov
Kal TeAfurTj-

cf p. 1H3, n.2,
rf\fia 8))
x. 7, 1177, b, 24
TJ
JTJ
fv$at/j.ovla ai/TTj &v
avOpwirov,
Xafioiaa ^KOS fiiov rt\fiov ovSfv
;

.

:

yapaTf\ist(TTiTui&amp;gt;Tris ei/Scuyuoyfas.
4
Polit. vii. 1, 1323, b, 26;

VOL.

II.

yet in

many

:

vii. 14,

1153, b, 21.

5

6

i.

him

6

without wealth,
can be accomplished; noble

to
respects they are indispensable

power,

happy man can

so far the really

And

never be miserable.

Eth. i. 11, 1101, a, 6 (see p.
of. vii. 14, 1158,
150, n. 2, infra)
;

Polit. vii. 13, 1332, a, 19.
ov /J.TJV
Kill. x. 9, 1179, a, 1
oajreW 76 iro\\u&amp;gt;v Kal fj.fyd\uv

b, 17

;

a

:

rbv
ei
t5ai/u(W;&amp;lt;roj/Ta,
eVSexercu &vtv TUV (KTUS jua/ca-

StrjcrfcrOai
/UTJ

piov

efo cu

ov yap tv

avrapKfS Kal
Kal

/JL^J

?/

apxorra yys

-rrpdrrfiv TO. Ka\a.
it is

virfp/3o\y

rb

Swarb^

5e

Kal 0a\aTTr)s

Private persons,

remarked, are as a rule the

liappiest.
a,

-rfj

irpit^ts,

Cf. Polit.

vii. 1,

38 sqq.

L

1323,
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birth, beauty, joy in

one

s

is

friendship
perfect happiness
to the happy than to the unhappy
;

to all

;

are elements

children,

in

even more necessary
;

health

is

invaluable

in a word, for complete satisfaction in life, besides
a certain supply of material and external

spiritual good,

is indispen
advantages (%opr)yia, svsrrjpia, svrjfjispta)
is a mistake to suppose is neces
this
it
and
sable,
2
the gods upon the virtuous man.
sarily bestowed by
1

taken in themselves, therefore, are
individual they may
certainly a good, although to the
3
often turn out an evil.
Aristotle reckoned an element in
Even

The

gifts of fortune

pleasure
the reproaches cast upon
happiness, defending it against
4
For he takes a quite
it
by Plato and Speusippus.

22,

i. 9, 1099, a. 31 sqq.
a, 1, c. 11, 1101, a, 14,
14, 1153, b, 17, viii. 1

See Etli.

1

c. 3,

1096,
vii.

irtit.

ix.

11 (to

9,

which

I shall

subsequently return), x. 8, 1178,
Polit. vii. 1,
a, 23 sq. c. 9 init.

elsewhere as
sistently treats
matter of chance see Etli. x.
10, 1099, b, 20 sqq. vii. 14, 1173,
;

b, 17

Polit. vii.
c. 13, 1332, a, 29.
3

;

Etli.

v.

;

1331, b, 41, also
Rhet.i. 5, 1360,b, 18 sqq.
2
Aristotle says, indeed, Eth.
x. 9 ad Jin., c. 10 init., that he
who lives according to reason is
1323,

a, 24, c. 13,

who take

cf. c.
4

2,

1,

1323, b, 27,

1129, b, 1 sqq.

ZELL. Ph.

d. Gr.

i.

pp. 506,

Whether Aristotle includes
the Cynics is not clear we might
861,3.

;

conclude so from Eth.

x.

ibid.

pular to scientific language, must
coincide with the natural opera
tion of the rational life. External
goods, on the other hand, he con

of the virtues or of health.

;

1

;

cf.

For Aristotle s
262, 2.
doctrine of pleasure see the full

plea
sure in that which is akin to
for
care
the
if
themselves
gods
men, such a one will be the most
highly favoured by them, and if
anything is their .gift it must be
happiness. We have already seen
that his system leaves no room
The
for a special providence.
care of the gods, therefore, if we
transfer the expression from po

dear to the gods,

;

13yw.

i.

discussion, Eth. x. 1-5,
It

15.
x.

is

1173,
ayaObv

2,

P.SV

aopLcrrov

sufficient

a, 15 : \4yovffi Se rb
wp:ff6ai, rrjv 5 r^ov^jv

effat,

/ma\\ov KOL
Phileb. 27,

12-

vii.

to quote

TO

on

Several

rb

(PLATO,
E sqq. 30, E sq. and
other passages, see ZELL. Ph. d.
Gr.i. 506); but the same is true
r\rrov

It is

further asserted that pleasure

is

a motion and a becoming (cf Ph.
d. Gr. i. 506, 3): but if it were a
.
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Plato had

nature.

relegated

pleasure to the sphere of indeterminate, motionless
Being or Becoming to Aristotle, on the other hand, it
;

rather the natural perfection of every activity, and as
such the immediate outcome of the perfected activity

is

in as true a sense as health

and beauty are the imme

outcome of bodily perfection. It is not a move
ment and a becoming, but the goal in which every
The
movement of life finds rest and completeness.
diate

1

must continue for a
and there
fore, like all motion, have a
definite velocity if a becoming,
it must have a definite product
motion

it

certain lapse of time,
;

;

the case:
pleasure is produced by a motion,
but it is not itself a motion (ibid.
1. 29
sqq. c. 3, 1174, a, 19 sqq.).
but neither of these

is

Furthermore, every pleasure in
it is a satisfaction,

volves a pain

:

and

pre
every satisfaction
supposes a want but there are

enjoyments which

jyr
.

;

involve

no

yfiav

1174,

rjSovf).

T?

8e

b,

31:

TT]v

Ivtpyfiav 77 f)8oin)
ov-% ws r) eis evvirdpxov(ra [as this
particular form of activity itself,
as, for instance, virtue], oAA. ws
(myiyv6/j.fv6v
a.K/j.aiois

T]

ri

S&amp;gt;pa.

rt\os
It

olov

lasts,

rots

there

long as the activity in
question continues as it was, but
changes and fades with the
fore, as

activity itself, which in man can
never but be an intermittent
one (cf. vii. 15, 1154, b, 20 sqq.),
c. 5,
1075, a, 20 avtv re yap
:

pain, and do not consist in satis
faction of a want these last,
however, are merely causesjof

evfpyfias ov yfocrai i]Sov^, iraffdv
re tvtpyeiav reAf tot T?
oQtv

pleasure, not the pleasure itself
(ibid. 1173, b, 7 sqq. vii. 15, 1154,
b, 15).
Lastly, there are evil
pleasures but it does not follow
for this reason that all pleasure is

yap

;

evil (x. 2, 1173, b, 20 sqq. c. 5,
1175, b, 24 sqq. vii. 13 f. 1153, a,
17-35, b, 7-13).
1
3 init.: pleasure
EtJi. x.
is like intuitive perception, com
plete at every moment of time
o\ov yap rl tart Kal KOT ouSeVa
XpAvov Xa&oi TIS &v T&amp;gt;5ovV $5 firl
:

f
fTtpa T(f
This is fur
oi6pcO a T(\fiov&amp;lt;rQat.
ther developed in the passage

that follows, prominence being
given to the fact that every ac
tivity obtains from the pleasure
springing from it a heightened
energy and power of endurance,
whereas it is disturbed by that
which proceeds from another
vii. 14, 1153, b,
14; see infra.
The statement, lihct. i. 11 init.
is
less accurate
faroKfiffdw
6
;

:

T^LUJ/

6r,ff(rai

rb elSos.

c.

20: Kara iraaav yap
ilSofTj,

6/j.oius

5e

4,

1174

a&quot;icrQt]ffiv

Sidvoia
5e

TTJI/

a,

rd

SOKOVCTI Kal

flvai rrjv

T]$ov})v

K[vt]a(v

nva

$v%ris Kal Kardcrracrtv a.6p6av
Kal alffdrir^v fls T^V virdp-^ova av
AyTTtji/ Se Tovvavriov.
For

TTJS

&amp;lt;pvffiv,

on the one hand, strictly speakL 2
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nobler an activity the higher the pleasure that accom
panies it. Thought and moral action afford the purest
1
but
pleasure, and the blessedness of God is nothing
the pleasure which springs from tbe most perfect

2

The

it

is

universal pursuit of pleasure, therefore,
according to Aristotle is an absolute necessity, and is,
3
Pleasure
indeed, nothing else than the instinct of life.
activity.

cannot,

true, be the highest

good

4

itself;

and a

distinction is

made between the

sure, each of

which has a value assigned to it in direct
which produces

different kinds of plea

proportion to the value of the activity

only the pleasure of the virtuous man is declared
5
to be true and truly human.
Nevertheless, Aristotle
it

;

is far

from excluding pleasure in general from the con

ception of happiness, or assigning to it the subordinate
place which Plato had marked out for it.

We

have

now

to

consider in what relation these

different conditions of happiness stand to one another.
That the most indispensable element of it the one in

which the essence of happiness must primarily be
sought can only be the scientific and moral activity
In
of the soul, is often enough asserted by Aristotle.

between activity

treating, for instance, of the relation
Aristotle does not regard
the soul as moved at all, and, on
the other, pleasure, according to
the passage just quoted, is not a
motion, but the consequence of a
motion. This definition is again
referred to, M. Nor. ii. 7, 1205,
ing,

b, 6.
1

mtaph.

xii.

7, 1072, b, 16,
1174, a, 4, c. 4,
1174, b, 20, c. 7, 1177, a, 22, b,
20, i. 9, 1099, a, 7-29, vii. 13,

24; EtU.

x.

2,

1153, a, 20.
2

Metaph.

1154, b, 25

ibid.

;

Eth.

vii.

15,

see p. 398, n. 5, sup.
3
vii. 14, 1153, b, 25-32, x. 2,
1172, b, 35 sqq. c. 4 sq. 1175, a,
10-21, ix. 9, 1170, a, 19.
4
See p. 140, supra.
5
x. 2, 1173, b, 20 sqq. c. 4
init. c. 5, 1175, a, 21 sqq. b, 24,
36 sqq. 1176, a, 17, c. 7, 1177, a,
23, i. 9, 1099, a, 11, vii. 14, 1153,
b, 29 sqq. and n. 1, supra.
;
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asserts the unconditioned superiority

and pleasure, he

A

of the former as definitely as could be desired.
seems to him unworthy of
devoted to

enjoyment
which he admits to be properly human
the only one that is more than human
the practical
Pleasure is not the end and motive
the theoretic.

The only
is

life

man.

activity
:

1

is

of our actions, but only a necessary concomitant of
If the two could be
according to nature.
activity

separated, a

man would

unconditionally prefer
*
to pleasure without activity
without
pleasure
activity
but as a matter of fact it is of the very essence of virtue
that we cannot separate pleasure from it, and that we

good

;

immediate satisfaction in virtuous activity without
3
From this point
from without.
any addition of pleasure
the distinct
and
s
ethics
Aristotle
of
of view the purity
His
ness of his utterances are beyond suspicion.

find

account of external goods might with more reason be
accused

making man

of

too dependent

upon merely
Yet even these he

natural and accidental advantages.
p. 140 sqq. supra.
Eth. x. 2 Jin.: ovSds T av
iraiS tov Sidvoiav fx uv
f\oiro
1

See

-

roiavra 5 al KUT
TjSt o.
aper^v irpdfis, facrr* Kal TOVTOIS
ovtev
a ^T ?
^ai Ka ^ Ka
f l(T ^ v

ra

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;rei

^

-

fji&amp;gt;

5ta

/3;

ij oUv T6 juoAKTTa,
rt

ols

^0

ou, rjSffyiei/os

oi5e

x at P

,

&i/

aperas

avrwv

ouSev

.

f)t&amp;gt;ovT]s

avrwv Zxnrfp irepidinov

3

6

o$

rivbs, otXA

TjSovTJ.

Mr Ka0

&amp;lt;{&amp;gt;i\oKd\ois

rots
b
.

ai

p)
.

yap ow5

(lpT]/j.(i&amp;gt;ots

x a! P uv

ayaBbs

fltv
v, f aurasw^ffn
Jiv
irpd^fis 7)56?ot

8

.

/car

^ffT\v

Ta?y fa\a7s

apcrV

.

.

.

Ka\\iffrov Kal
evSaifJLOvia, teal ov
WIOTOV
airavra yap
ravra
piffrai
rals IplffTCUS tvtpuirrfpx et TaCra
7 vii 13 13 2 a 22

&purrov

Kal

&pa

$iu&amp;gt;-

Sicufxlpet

ravra Kal

i

:

aur^v

/*^

see

C. 6,

p. 142, n. 3, tujtra.
3
JitV/. i. 9, 1009, a, 7

.

fipav,

(irovrai

-fjSoi/al,

Kal 6 3fos
TOS 8
.

M^f-

olov

avdyK-ns

fXotptea yap av
air

(I

TOS

iScVai,

5 ^$

.

Tro\\d T*

Kal

fj5oi/V,

8&amp;lt;

U/

TT)S

TrpotrSfTTai

Sfy

^

irfpl

iM60

yivon

iratfiia

ru&amp;gt;v

v \vK-nbrtvat.

roirrois

TO

T&amp;gt;

.

7^- /W

*^TI
7j5u$

-

roiovr6s tffnv &
TT&amp;gt;

aptr^v TO

.

-

.

?

tnrovSoibs

-

^

5&amp;lt;a
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in so much
only recognises
of a perfect
conditions
indispensable

and in so

ments of moral activity

life

in this he is undoubtedly
he is far from wishing to

and

l
;

they are the
and the instru

far as

On the other hand,
as the sport of fortune. He is convinced
represent man
his
that man s happiness and misery depend upon

right.

we can

that here alone

and moral condition

;
spiritual
look for the foundation of lasting satisfaction

that the

;

virtuous man cannot easily be shaken
happiness of the
or changed into misery by the
fortune
by external
2
Aristotle declares as unhesitatingly as
hardest lot.

Plato

3

of the

those

are

true goods

that the

soul:

are
external and physical goods, on the other hand,
1

vii.

Etli.

yap
fj

ib
ft&amp;gt;

reXeios

ev8ai/J.oi ia

5

e ^i-

ruv

6 evSai/J-tav

7rpo&amp;lt;r5elTai

o-cfyiart

10:

1153, b,

14,

evepyeia

Kal

ayaQvv

Ka\ TTJS rvxys, OTTCOS
ravra. ol Se rov

at

ru&amp;gt;v

/JL^

e/coj/Tes

3)

3)

aitovrfs ouSei/

1154, b, 11: How far
have certain bodily enjoyments
any \ alue ? ti ovrws u.ya9c.l at
KaKbv
avayKa taL, ori Kal rb
ayadov eanv ; ^ M^XP 1 rov ayaOai ;
ibid. i. 9 sq. 1099, a, 32. aSiWroj/
Xeyovo-iv.

^

pa8iov ra /caAa irpdrreiv
TroAAa
yap
axo p fjyriT ov 1ivTa.

7p

T)

ov

8t
TrpaTrerat, KaOdirep
Kal JT\OVTOV &c.
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\cav

5e XOITTUV

aya6u&amp;gt;v

bpydvwv Sia
b, 27: TWV

[besides virtue]

TO /AW vTrapxew avayKalov, ra Se
Kal
xP^ (ri !iia &quot;irefyvKtv
cvvtpya
opyavtKws.
40: &los

Polit. vii.
fjifv

apiffros,

1,

144

p.

sq.

;

11, 1100, b, 7: rb /xe/

i.

ts
x&quot;P

ov yap ev ravrats rb eu ^
dAAa irpoo SerTat rovrwv 6

op06v
KaKcos,

e/ n-aue; ,
avftpccwivos fiios, KaQdirep
/car ap^r^v evepKvpiai S elo~lv at

at 5
yeiai rr)S cv5aifj.ovias,

rov fvavTiov
OVTWS virapx* 1
.

fpywv

.

/3efiat6rr]S

.

r:aj/

&s

yap

KOI

ruiv
elvai.

Kovffiv

yap

avOpcairlvcav

irepl

ras eVep-

/movifj-wrfpat

aurai 80-

eTriffrri/jLtav

1101,

svavriai

ovfiei/

Trept

70105 ras Kar aper fjv

6: aBXios

a,

ouSeVoTe yevoir Uv o v f u.&i
av UpiamiKals
iJ.aKa.pios 76,
ouSe 7rot/c/Aos yc
rvxais irspnreo~Ti.
&amp;gt;ai

/j.ev

ov

,

l

fj-^v

Kal

evfj-erdpoXos

:

his

happiness

disturbed only
will be
_

by many
.

grievous misfortunes, from which
he will again recover only with
difficulty.

Lams,

1323, b,

Kal

Etli.

r ^ v Kar

lv

&quot;

:

sq.],

/j.eTX

dperV 7rpa|ewi/. Cf.
Etli. End. i. 2 Jin.

efiTro-

Tpox C

aperrjs

roffovrov &o~r

2

rbv Svffrvx iais fMtydXais
evdai/jLOva (pd(TKOvrS
% aya6bs [the Cynics:
cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. 258, 3, 267, 4;
but perhaps also PLATO see ilnd.

743

ra?s ir6\effiv, 6
fKaara)
Kdo~rca Kal Koivfj
Koivfj rats
fiera

D

sqq.

;

cf

.

v. 743, E; Gorg. 508,
PA, ^. ^r. i. p. 505 sq.
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the

former.

He

1

even

self-love consists in the
expressly says that since true
it does not hesitate for the
effort after

higher goods,
sake of friends and country to sacrifice all outward
and even life itself. Yet in all such cases the

advantage
highest reward

that of the morally beautiful actionis reaped by the doer of it, since a great and beautiful
action is of more value and affords a higher happiness
2

than a long life which has accomplished nothing great.
better to suffer than to do
Similarly, he holds that it is
case it is only our body
the
former
in
for
wrong,
Etlt.

i.

8,

1098, b, 12

:

vtvc-

TWV ayaQwv rpixy, Kal
e/crbs \fyofjLfVcav, TWV Se

8)7

T(i)v

fitv

tyvx^jv

irtpl

na-l

TO.

ffvfjia,

irfpl

tyvx^v Kvpiwrara hfyofj.fv Kal fj.dPollt.\\\. 1, 1323,
\iffTaaya6d.
a,

24

the happy

:

man must

pos

sess all three classes of goods
the only question is, in what
In re
decree and proportion.
;

spect of virtue, most people are
very easily contented (TT}S dperf/s
tX ftv tKavbv t/j/at vo/j.iov(Tiv diroff-

with riches, power, and
honour, on the other hand, there
We must
is no satisfying them.
point out to them, on KTWHTCU
ovovv)

Kal

;

0V T3.S CLpfTCLS ToTs
^Kftva raorais, Kal rb

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;V\O.TTOV&amp;lt;TIV

aAA

other
spiritual goods, on the
hand, are valuable in proportion
If the soul
to their greatness.
is of more value than the body
and external things, the goods of
the soul must be of more value
than bodily and external goods.
tyvxyS fVtKfV TO.VTO.
irdvras
8e?
aiperb Kal
(ppovovvras, o.AA
aipelffdai TOVS
OVK tKfivwv fixKfv
^vx hv- The
blessedness of the gods shows
that happiness depends for its
amount upon the degree of virtue
Tt

Se

T7JS

ire&amp;lt;puKtv

ff&amp;gt;

rV

and
Kal

insight, &s tvSai/jLwv
ovQtv
paKapios, Si

t

5e

ten

TUV

auTov
irotJi ns dvai r^)v
rcj5
and accordingly we dis

tfwTfpiKwv
avrbs Kal
&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;nv

aAAa

fj.tt&amp;gt;

b.yo.ti&amp;lt;Ji}v

8t

tinguish cvSaipovla from eiTux ia
*
Eth. ix. 8, 11G9, a, 6 sqq.,
where, among other things (see
especially the passage cited, p.
-

Sivoiav

AV,

&quot;i)

KeKOfffj.ritJ.fvois

To?y ^K7i/a

ir\fiw rwi

(s

fjitv

1

\pt]a(iJi(V,

(/

5

Toinois

Material posses
like
instrument,
sions,
every
have a natural limit imposed by
the purpose for which they are
used; increased beyond this limit
they are useless or mischievous
t \\tnrovff iv.

;

ra Ka\\tara
132). it is said, i)
TO.
irpdrTeiv KOivfj T &v irdvr eti)
Stovra [?] Kal i$ia CKa&amp;lt;rT(p ra piyi:

ffra ruv dyaBui
ovr6v tar iv. 31

rotTJ aptri]
eiKtirws 877 8oKt

(tirtp

,

:

(rirovSinos tlvai, avrl irdvTwv alpov/j.tvos

rb Ka\6v.
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or property that suffers, in the latter it is our character. 1
Aristotle thus keeps fast hold throughout of the principle

with which he started in the investigation of the highest
namely, that happiness consists primarily and

good

essentially in

acting according to reason, or in the
exercise of a perfected virtue.
Other goods can claim
to be considered as good only sub modo
in so far as
:

they are a natural product of this activity, like pleasure,
or a means to its attainment, like outward and physical
Should, however, a case occur in which a choice

goods.

must be made between the different goods, all others
must give way before the moral and spiritual, since
2
they alone are absolutely and unconditionally good.
If,

then, virtue

is

the essential condition of happi
is to
investigate the nature

ness, the problem of Ethics

and to exhibit

of virtue

3

its constituent parts
the
of
course
confined
to
question being
spiritual perfec
4
tion.
Now this, like spiritual activity
is of a
;

&quot;&quot;itself,

1

an

Eth.v. 15, 1138,

a,

28:

it is

both to suffer injustice
v. P.IIL-:
iirid to (In it. the former
being an \arrov, the latter a
TrAeoi/ %X lv r v flfffOV, but to do
evil

injustice

worse, as

is

it

alone

is

/j.Ta KaKias.
-

We

have already seen this
(p. Hi)), and shall find further
in his theory of virtue that Aristotle admits only those as g-enuine virtues which seek their end
in the moral activity itself
Eth.
iv
2 init.
al 5e /car
aperfyv
;

:

7rpa|eis /caAai Kal
6 Se 5i5oi;s .
.

.

.

rov /caAoO eVe/ca
u$j rov Ka\ov
.

.

aAAa Sm riv &A.A7JI/ ainav,
dAA &AAos TIS pydri-

6i/e:a

euScu^oj/m tyvxys fVfpyetd TLS KO.T
WLaper^v reXe iav, Trepl aperfis
(TKeirTeov rdxaykpo8r(astu (M\Tiov

Kal

-jrepl

rrjs

v$ai/j.ovias

By the word dper^ the
Greek meant, as is well known,
not only moral excellence but
every accomplishment or perfeo4

tion that belonged to person or
In this sense it is used

thing-.

by

Aristotle, e.g.

Mrtaph.

-

can only be a ques-

happiness

it

tion

spiritual

of

excellences

Eth. Hid. 1102,

a,

5e

avOpwjrivris

i.

13

:

eVel 5

tffrlv

rj

16,

;

ffcrai.

Eth.

v.

1021, b, 20 sqq. Eth. ii. 5 init.
and 2^ ass ^H
Here, however,
where we are dealing with human

OVK e\evdpios
3

0eo&amp;gt;p7j-

ffai/j.ei&amp;gt;.

on.

eVio /ceTTTeoj
Kal

13

:

yap rayaObv

irepl

;

apfrys
STJ\OV

ETHICS
twofold

nature:

intellectual

(t]diKr().

the

latter

the

to

to the activity of reason

control

of the

elements of the soul by the rational.
thought, the other in will.

irrational

The one has

1

its

Ethics has to do

seatjin^
with&quot;

and moral

(^avo^TiKr])

The formeT~relates

as such,

153

the latter?
2.

To

us in

aid

Moral

Virtue.

the investigation of the nature of

Moral Virtue, Aristotle begins by indicating where
we must look for virtue in general.
It is not an
emotion or a mere faculty, but a definite
of
quality

3

Emotions as such are not the object of

f^).

-V fv$atju.dv(av avdp
irivt)v.

wivrjv
TTJS

aper^v 5e Xeyopf
ov rr,v rov (rcu/xaroy, aAAa
Kal

^vxijs

v5zt/

TTJI&amp;gt;

After discussing (Eth. i. 13)
the difference between the ra
tional and the irrational element
in the sonl, and distinguishing
two kinds of the rational, that
to which rationality attaches in
a primitive, and that to which it
attaches in a derivative, sense,
1

thought and desire (see
n. 4,
1

114,

Aristotle continues,
Siopt^rai 5f Kal TJ aper^

f&amp;gt;uprd),

103, a, 3

Kara

p.

:

rriv Siafyopav ravT-rjt/

yap avruv ras

fj.ev

Of 7j0i/ias, aotyiav

Xtyofjitv

Siavor^riKa.^

fjifv

ras

Kal

which

TTJTO

Ka.

--rr

1-

He returns to this distinction at
the beginning of Etk. ii. 1, and
\i. 2.
Ethical virtue is thus
regarded asTheJirocIuct of desire
ruled by reason, i.e. of will (see
a view of it
p. 114, supra),

consistently maintained

which must have been different
had the object been the propor
tionate treatment of dianoetic
ethical virtue.
On this
point and on the discussion of
the dianoetic virtues in the sixth
book, see infra.
The relation of these three

and

:l

to one another
ii

5e

is

throughout.
2
This is obvious, not only
from the name of this science
and from isolated statements
which describe vpa^is as its sub
ject, e.g. those referred to p. 181,
n. 3, and Eth. ii. 2, 1104, a, 1,
but from the plan of the A icotnacliean
Ethics as a whole,

4 init.

:

is

explained EtJi.
TO V T?; tyvxfi

tVel ovv

rpta
itis, TOVTUV av ri

yiv6/jLfvu

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6fiov,

/JL

t&amp;lt;rrl,

irddr)
ffrj

rj

Svvaaeis
a

Bpdvos.
o ls

KTOS,
AVJTTJ,

KaO &s

l

SvvdfjLfis

$

TOVTOIV \ty6/j.tda

t
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In themselves they cannot make us
praise or blame.
either good or bad.
They are involuntary, whereas
virtue presuppose^ ffg flfHtttfaj^ti tillfi Wl11
They
_

movements

indicate certain

:

virtue

and

on the

vice,

other hand, are permanent states,
Nor can a mere
be
the
of
moral
faculty
object
judgment. Faculty is

innate

vvH-.ii

p.

a-nfl

;

VJPPJ

arp.

flf^yp

rprl

These

1

differ

from a mere faculty as well as from science (and
in this, that while the latter embrace both of two

finally

art)

opposites, the former

refer exclusively to one
^~the
has the power and knowledge of good has the
power and knowledge of evil also, but he who wills the
good cannot also at the same time will the evil/7 It is
:

man who

equally necessary, on the other hand, to distinguish
virtue from mere external action as such.
He who

would act morally must not only do the right, but he
must do it in the right frame of mind. 3 It is this, and
not the outward effect, that gives to the action its moral
worth. 4

It is just this

oiov Ka0

as Svvarol 6pyio~6rivai

as irpbs ra

On

which makes virtue and moral

irddr]

ir)

e^oyuer eu

:

yevei.

7]

n

dper^, eip-^rai,

%xy&amp;gt;

ex wv Tpdrrr). b, 5 ra jj.fv
ovv irpdy/j-ara 8 iKaia Kal o-wtypova
\eyerat, orav y rotavra ola. ~av o
8 iKaios ^ o
ff&fyptov Trpdj;iev 5i/ccuos
Se /cat (Tctxppwv earlv ovx o ravra
Trias

285, n. 3, supra.
Ibid. 1105, b, 28 sqq., ending
with the words o
ptv ovv eVri
e|ts cf. p.

1

TW

avrd TTWS
Si/ccuW r) o-axppovus
irpdrrerai, ctAAa Kal tav 6 irpdrrtav

Cf.

C.

:

1103, b, 21 sq.
oi5e
Etli. v. 1, 1129, a, 11
yap rbv
e^et rpoirov firi re

rovo-iv.

ruv

Aristotle

1,

:

a\)rl&amp;gt;v

rcav

eViO TTj/xwi/ Kal Svi
6|ecoi/.

firiffTr,/Li7]

djJ.fcoi

Kal

eirl

Kal

Svvo^ts ^.tv yap
r&v ivavr iuv r) avrfy

So/cel

Trpdrrwi/y aAAoc Kal 6 ovroa irpdrrcov
/MS ot StKaiot Kal ot
o~w(ppovs irpdrvi.

clvai (see p. 224, n. 3,
supra*), e|ts S
77 ev avna r&v svavri&v ou, olov o.7rb

init. et al. (see

rrjs vyteias ov Trpdrreraird tvavria,
dAAa ra vyieivd povov.

yap eV roJ

Se

3
Etk. ii. 3, 1105, a, 28: ra
Kara ras dperds yiv6fj.eva OVK edv

1144, a, 13 sqq.

13,

distin
accordingly
guishes between the just charac
ter and the just act, ibid. vi. JO,
4

e|ei,

JUd.

avrt]

SiSwo~iv.

iv.

below
2,

jrAr/flet

8e

&amp;gt;.

1120, b, 7

rwv

Kara

:

StSo^ueVwi/

r))v

ov
rb

ovo- iav
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we

are dealing here, not with
particular actions, but with the general character of the

insight so hard

actor.

that

:

1

^y

more accurately as
In so doing he defines the

Aristotle defines this character

of

a character

will.

ilie

limits of the moral sphere in both directions, distin

guishing moralj-klue, which has to do withju?tion, from
mere natural and therefore non-moral disposition on
the one hand, and from mere knowlejlg^jvlucli has no
human action on the other. The founda

reference to

and presupposition of morality lies in certain
natural qualities. In order to be able to act morally,
one must first be a man with a certain psychological

tion

and physical constitution
virtue

for

3
;

for

natural qualities
inclinations in

2

and with a natural capacity
virtue

every

which the moral

certain extent reside. 4

ol 5 avIbid. v. 13 init.
favrols otovrai tlvai rb
ecp
a Sj/celV, Sib Kal rb QIKO.IOV slvai
rb 5 OVK tffriv avyyfvpdSiov.
fcrdai /j.tv yap rrj rov ydrovos Kal
1

:

rb
rb

d\\a rb wSl fx VTas Tavra

oVrf paSiov o&r tir avTols.
Se Kal rb yvwvai ra 8i /ca:a
Kal ra a5i/ca ouSer otovrai ffotybv

iroif iv

6fj.oiws

5w

ol v6fjioi

Aeyovaiv
ov ^aAeTrov ^vvifvai.
aAA ou ravr
tffrl ra 5 Kaia aAA ^ Kara
irtpl

&amp;lt;ru/j.fif-

QrjKbs,
irdas

aAAa

vf/j.6fj.fi&amp;gt;a

vu&amp;gt;s

irparr6/j.va

5 iKata.

Kal

To know

an easy matter. On
the same ground Aristotle adds
that the just man cannot act
unjustly. Particular outward acts
this is not

8ei\a iVfiv

ravra

-

3

(o~rl,

aAAa rb

ou

doi/feTf

ir\^v Kara
uSl t^ovra

Cf. p. 116.
Pnlit. vii. 1^, 1332, a, 38.
iroiflv.

Etli.

apa

rb

Kal

irately

ffv/j.fitftiiKbs,

ravra

Xv^

on

qualities already to a

he might indeed perform, aAAa

ir^rd^ai rbv -n^aiov Kal Sovvai rrj
T ^ dpyvpiov paSiov Kal 4ir

eii/at,

impulses and

This natural disposition, how-

Ofxairoi

avroTs,

certain

presupposes

definite
((frvcri/cai Ifeis),

(fivcra

ii.

1,

otirf

110H, a, 23:
irapa

(ftixriv

otfr

tyyi-

v^vrai al aperal, aAAa
/j.fv
iv 8(affdat auras, rf\ftov/j.fvois
5e Sia rov tOovs.
Pollt. ibid.
ire&amp;lt;pvK6&amp;lt;Ti

r,/j.

:

dyadoi ye Kal

yiyvovrai
ra rpia Sf ravrd (ffn
did rpia&amp;gt;v.
tdos
\6yos.
(puffis
4
J-Jth.\i. 13, 1144, b, 4: iraffi
&amp;lt;TirovSaZoi

yap 5Ke? fKacrra r&v ijQwv

x flv

tyvff* 1 ira) s

K^

7P

ffutypoviKol Kal dvSpf ioi

t\o^tv

Mor.

i.

virdp-

8j.coioi

Kal

Kal

raAAa
(M.

cvQvs IK ytverijs.
35, 1197, b, 38, ii. 3, 1199,
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ever, is not yet moral.

It is found,

but even in the lower animals.

not only in children,
1

When, therefore,
Aristotle speaks of physical virtues, he
expressly dis
tinguishes these from virtue in the proper sense of
the word, 2 which consists in the union of natural
impulse with rational insight and its subordination to
3

Natural disposition and the
operation of natural
impulses do not depend upon ourselves, whereas virtue
is in our own
power. The former are innate in us
it.

tfro

4
gradually acquired by practice.

latter_.js

Aristotle

carries this principle of
excluding all involuntary

and inclinations from the moral
sphere
extend

He

so

moods

far as

to
to the earlier stages of the moral life itself.

it

not only excludes emotions such as
fear, anger,
from the sphere of praise and blame, 5 but he

pity, &c.,

b, 38, C. 7, 1206, b, 9.)

Cf. Polit.
on the unequal distribution
of moral and intellectual
capacity
in the different nations.
vii. 7,

H. An.

1

1,

ix.

1,

;

Ko.l

b,

xovffiv efeis,

.

8:

/cat

yap

v-rrdp-

vov p\a&epal

.

Trpdrreiv

eo-Tat

j)

Kvpius

5

.

fl

yutfl

o06j/

,

,

olaa TOT

1

i

,

-

8rj\oi&amp;gt;

aper&v

xepiyivcrcu,

60-X77/C6

6rt ouSe/aa

(pv&amp;lt;rei

s

j,

e| cOovs

iraptKKtivov airb rov e6ovs.
Kal

-^Iv irapa-

Swdpcts rovruv

irpt-

irp6repov: we become virtuous by
moral, vicious by immoral, action
x. 10, 1179,
20 (referring
b,
doubtless, as also does i. 10 init!

PLATO S Memo, 70, A, 99, E)
yiveveai 5 ayaBovs olovra.i ol u.fv
Qfoet, oi S %0ei, ol 5e SiSa X f}.
rb
pev ovv rrjs (pixrews SfjAoy &j OVK
virdp X ei, aAAa Sid rivas
6e .as alrtas rots
d\&amp;lt;ne&s ei, T v
X co-iv
On voluntariness
fadpxci.
as characteristic of moral virtue
ibid. ii. 4, 1106, a, 2, iii. 1 init
c. 4 init. and
p. 115
to

:

^v

&amp;gt;

&&amp;gt;s

1103 a 17: ^

aptrl,
Kat ToCj/o/ia

AAs eWerai

tpixrei

!

aper-f,.
1

,

e| is 6fj.ola

ylverai, ras

&VTWV

^

:

fyw

Siaffpci.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6aei

ZTL Stra

perception it is the antecedent
condition of perception, ras 5

Qaivovrai otxrai
&&amp;lt;nrep cr^an
Lffxvpw Hvev fyws Kivov^vcf trvp&aivei (TtyaXXtcrQai icrxvpws Sia rb
fill
fyir, ovrw Kal fvravQatav Se Aa^?; vovv, ev r$
.

.

Kvpta

77

eyptois al (pvaiKal

aAA &vev

.

supra;

viii.

;

1144,
7rcu&amp;lt;ri

1,

.

rtpov KopitfrteOa, varepov 5e ras
tvepyeias aTroSiSo^ei/.
Bight, for
example, we do not receive by

488, b, 12,

see p. 38, n.
see n. 3.
rb Kvpiws &ya6bv
1

MTi. rind.
-

i.

yap ruv

fiiKpbv

e| ov

ruv

T}QiK&amp;gt;v

^v iyyiverai

avOw

5

Etll.

sq., supra.
1105, b 28 see
supra.

ii.

p. 154, n. 1,

4,
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draws a distinction between continence (eyKpareia) and
In
virtue, incontinence and vice in the stricter sense.
like manner he regards
rather
as
an
emotion
modesty
than as a virtue. 2 In all these states of mind Aristotle
1

to find the

fails

universality of consciousness

action

proceeding from a principle. He holds that nothing is
moral which is not done with rational
insight, nothing
immoral which is not done in defiance of it.

While virtue is impossible without insight,
insight
and morality are not identical. As will in
general
3
consists of the union of reason and
desire, the moral
of
the
will
must
be
treated
under the same
quality
Moral virtue is concerned with pleasure and
category.
pain, since

it

has to do with actions and emotions which

cause these feelings pleasure and pain are the
primary
5
source of desire, 4 and the criterion of all our
actions,
:

1

Ibid. vii. 1, 1145, a, 17, 35
ibid. c. 9, 1150, b, 35, 1151, a, 27.

pain, and for this very reason are
to be counteracted by
punish-

Moderation, according to these
pa.vsiLTCS, is a ffirovSaia
ts, but

ments;

;

not^an

aptr-fi.

Ibid.

iv.

15,

ii.

1108, a,

7,

:

;

fv Tols irdQfffi.

On

3

and

On

i)8ovas
apfTT]
&amp;lt;pav\a

yap Kal \viras 4(rr\v T] T]QiKi]
Sta /uifv yap rrji/ r?50j&amp;gt;7/j/ ra
irpdrTopev 8ta 5e
a7rex&quot;^f #a

TUV Ka\tav
fl

aptrai

.

fl&amp;lt;ri

irtpl

TTJJ/ AUTTTJI/
.

.

irpd(is Kal

tn

5

at

rpiuv yap
ray alpecrtis Kal rpiuv
Qvyas, /caAoG (Tv/jiQfKal rpiuv ruv ivavrivv,
.

rwv

ras

rjSfos,

aivxpov
iravra

.

.

TO)J/ tis

els

povros

this cf. also pp. 107 sqq.
ii. 2,
1104, b, 8: irtpl

12th.

dew,

.

flvai
r)
Toiavri) irfpl ijSovas Kal
\vtra? TUV /SeATiWccj/ irpaKTiKr], T)
Se KaKia Tovvavriov

OVTWV

the will, see pp. 113 sq.

p. 126.

4

5

.

.

30 it is praiseworthy, indeed,
but not a virtue it is a /ieo-orTjs

rti/e s

yap

larpflai

Seiarpf iaio La TUV evavriuv 7re&amp;lt;v/caat
vir6Kfirai &pa r) rjSoi/T)
yiveaBai

0\a&(pov \vwrjpov, vffl
ravra 6 ayaOos KaropO-

fj.fv

con/ctJs eVrtt/ 6 5e

KaKbs ajuaprT/TiK^s,

/j.d\t(TTa 5e iff pi

TTJI/ ^Soi/vjj/

KOIVI)

re 70^ auTTj TQIS
(pots Kal Train
TO?S L-TTO r?V
Trap
Kal yap TC Ka\bv Kal rb
.
i)Sv Qaiverai
.
Ka.voviCou.fv 5e
Kal ras irndtis, ol /mtv /luAAoy ot 5
a&quot;pe&amp;lt;riv

irdOr],

.

r)boi/r)

Kal

ftl)

O-pfT^} TTfpl

All

~n

AUJTT/,

Kal Sia rovr

Uv

Tl5ovds Kal AwTTOV.

TJTTO^, r]$OVTJ

moral failings spring from

desire for pleasure

and

dislike of

.

r)

.

.

irt

Kal

pi rjSovas

irpaynareia

\VTTJ)

Kal

.

,

.

&(TTC

\vwas iruaa

Kal rfj aptrrj Kal

rp
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to

which we

refer in a certain sense

even the motives

of utility and right.
Aristotle, .therefore, contrp verts
2
the Socratic doctrine that virtue consists in knowledge.
1

His objection to this view is, broadly speaking, that it
the patho
neglects the irrational element of the soul,
3
a closer
to
When he proceeds
logical side of virtue.
investigation of
it rests

on

tained that

was

evil

its

fundamental principle, he shows that
Socrates had main

false presuppositions.

was impossible

it

and hurtful

do

to

evil

knowing that

Aristotle shows, on the contrary,
;
to overlook the distinction between

that to say this is
purely theoretic and practical knowledge.
first place,

it

4

For, in the

he remarks, we must distinguish between the

possession of knowledge as mere skill, and knowledge
I may know that a certain action is
as an activity.

good or bad, but this knowledge may in the particular
case remain latent, and in this way I may do evil with

moment

out being conscious at the
7ToAiTiK?r

&

yap eu TOVTOIS

/xei/

6 5e KO.KWS
Xp^/j-fvos ayaObs fffrai,
/eewccfe.
II. 5, 1106, b, 16: Ae 7
8e TT]V riOiKyv [aper?]!/] avrr] yap
Ibid. 1.
eo-Tt Trfpl 7ra07j Kal irpd^is.
a&amp;gt;

21,iii.linit. (seep. 117,n.2,m/?.)&amp;gt;
12, 1152, b, 4, 1172, b, 21 ; x.
7 see p. 143, n. 1, suvra.
Phys.

vii.
;

vii. 3,

247, a, 23

:

Kal TO o\ov

ryv

flSovdis Kal AUTTCUS
yQiKrjv ctperV
e?vai
avfj.ftf^f]K^v ?)
yap /car
evepyeiav rb TTJS r/Soi&amp;gt;y)s ^ 5ta
&quot;

/j.vriJ.-&amp;gt;iv

viii. 5,

$)

atrb TIJS

eATriSos.

Pol.

1340, a, 14.
:

clear distinction between pleasure and the good (v. p. 140 sq.).

it is evil.

But,

It must be taken, however, in
the light of what is said above,

H9,

P-

n.

3.

The

thought of

the good operates upon the will
through the medium of feeling,
itself
the good
presenting
as

something

desirable

affording pleasure

and

and

satisfac-

tion.
2

13, 1144, b, 17 sqq.
1146, b, 31 sqq. cf. c. 3
Eud. i. 5,
iuit. x. 10, 1179, b, 23
1216, b, vii. 13 fin.; M. Mor. i.

vii.

Etll. vi.

5,

;

1,

This statement (Eth. ii. 2
see preced. n.} might seem surprising, as Aristotle draws a very
1

that

H82, a, 15, c. 35, 1198, a, 10.
3
As may be concluded from

the statements in

EtJi. vi. 13, c,

2, 1139, a, 31, and especially M.
Cf. p. 157, n. 5, supra.
J/. i. 1.
4
See Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 118 sq.
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second place, concerning the content of this
knowledge, we have to distinguish between the general

in the

For if every
principle and its practical application.
action consists in bringing a particular case under a
general law, it is quite conceivable that the agent,
while he knows and presents to himself the moral law
in its universality, yet may neglect the application of it to
1

the particular case and permit himself to be here deter
mined by sensual desire instead of by moral principle. 2

While, .therefore, Socrates had asserted that no one

is

voluntarily wicked, Aristotle maintains, on the contrary,
that. m?yn is, master of his actions, and even .makes, this

^^-^^i

voluntariness of action the distin^iusliing majrk_o.the
3
In like
practical
^- as opposed to the theoretic Jjfe.
*

|

im^M^ri

manner

&quot;-

practical activity

iii&quot;

distinguished from artistic.
knowledge or skill to produce
i&amp;gt;

In art the chief thing is
certain works in conduct,
:

it is will.

In the former the

that the production should be of a certain
character in the latter the essential thing is that the
object

is

;

agent himself should be so. There the man
here it is the
intentionally is the better man
;

who

errs

man who

errs unintentionally. 4

Moral
sists in

5
activity, then, according to Aristotle,

the union of the

impulse with the rational activity of insight,
1

Cf. p. 110, n. 1,

-

Eth.

#uj&amp;gt;ra.

which deals
primarily with excess. Another
vii.

action as dis-

linguished from knowledge
which, however, Aristotle does
not mention in this connection
has already been mentioned, p.

or,

more

2, and p. 107, n. 2^svpra.
See pp. 115 sqq. supra.

183, n.
3

5,

characteristic of

con

merely natural activity of

Eth. ii. 3 (see
1140, b, 22; Metaph.

6), vi.

i.

vi.

~&amp;gt;,

1, lOiio,

b, 22.
4
i.

Eth.

vi.

1121), a,

83

5,

1140, b, 22

Metayh.

v.

cf. v.

29

fin.
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to

which we

refer in a certain sense

even the motives

1
of utility and right.
Arisktfl^J&erefpre, controverts
2
the Socratic doctrine that virtue consists in knowledge.

His objection

view

to this

is,

broadly speaking, that

it

neglects the irrational element of the soul, the patho
3
he proceeds to a closer
logical side of virtue.

When

investigation of
rests

it

on

tained that

was

evil

fundamental principle, he shows that
Socrates had main
presuppositions.

its

false

was impossible

it

and hurtful

do

to

evil

knowing that

it

4

Aristotle shows, on the contrary,
to overlook the distinction between
;

that to say this is
purely theoretic and practical knowledge.
first

place, he remarks,

we must

For, in the
distinguish between the

possession of knowledge as mere skill, and knowledge
I may know that a certain action is
as an activity.

good or bad, but this knowledge may in the particular
and in this way I may do evil with

case remain latent,

moment

out being conscious at the

6
/j-ev
yap e3 rovrois
ayaObs tarat, 6 8e KO.K&S
II. 5, 1106, b, 16: \tyoo

KO.KOS.

5e TT]v T)QiKTiv

[apeTTji/]

OMTI\

yap

Ibid. 1.
irpdets.
2i,iii.linit. (seep. 117, n.2,m/?.)
vii. 12, 1152, b, 4, 1172, b, 21 ; x.
7 see p. 143, n. 1, supra.
Phys.
ecrTi Trtpl TrdQr) Kal

;

Kal TO o\ov rr)v
rjSovais Kal Xinrats
avn&&amp;lt;if3r)Kev
% yap /car

vii. 3,

247, a, 23

rjQiK.T]v

aperfyv

eli/cu

Vpyeiav
Hvt.H-nv
viii. 5,

1)

:

ej/

TO TT?S

7y5oi/7js

UTTO TT}S

eA-n-iSos.

T)

8ta

Pol.

1340, a, 14.
:

clear distinction between pleasure and the good (v. p. 140 sq.).

it is evil.

But,

It must be taken, however, in
the light of what is said above,

149, n.

p.

3.

The

thought of

the good operates upon the will
through the medium of feeling,
itself
the good
presenting
as

something

desirable

affording pleasure

and

and

satisfac-

tion.
2

13, 1144, b, 17 sqq.
1146, b, 31 sqq. cf. C. 3
Eud. i. 5,
init. x. 10, 1179, b, 23
1216, b, vii. 13 fin.; M. Mor. i.

vii.

Etli. vi.

5,

;

1,

This statement (Etk. ii. 2
see preced. n.~) might seem surprising, as Aristotle draws a very
1

that

1182,
3

a, 15, c. 35,

1198, a, 10.

As may be concluded from

the statements in Eth.

vi. 13, c,

2, 1139, a, 31, and especially M.
Cf. p. 157, n. 5 4 supra.
J/. i. 1.
4
See Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 118 sq.
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second place, concerning the content of this
knowledge, we have to distinguish between the general

in the

For if every
principle and its practical application.
action consists in bringing a particular case under a
1

general law, it is quite conceivable that the agent,
while he knows and presents to himself the moral law
in its universality, yet may neglect the application of it to
the particular case and permit himself to be here deter
mined by sensual desire instead of by moral principle. 2

While, therefore, Socrates had asserted that no one is
voluntarily wicked, Aristotle maintains, on the contrary,
that, m^Ti is, master of his
actions, and even .makes, this
voluntariness of action the distinguishing mark o.the
In like
prai-ticnl MS opposed to the theoivtir life.1

manner

ical
|&amp;gt;r;irt

ac1

i\

In art the chief thing

works

certain
object

:

ity
is

is

disl

inguished from

art

isl Ic.

knowledge or skill to produce
In the former the

in conduct, it is will.

that the production should be of a certain
in the latter the essential thing is that the

is

character

;

There the man who errs
agent himself should be so.
is
the
better
man
here it is the man who
intentionally
;

errs unintentionally. 4
5
according to Aristotle, con
in the union of the merely natural activity of

Moral
sists

activity, then,

impulse with the rational activity of insight,
1

2

Cf. p. 110, n

1, xitjtra.

vii.

3

5,

characteristic of

action as dis-

tinguished from knowledgewhich, however, Aristotle does
not mention in this connection
has already been mentioned, p.

more

2, and p. 107, n. 2,svjmi.
See pp. 115 sqq. supra.
Eth. ii. 3 (see i. 6), vi.

Ib3, n.

which deals
primarily with excess. Another
Eth.

or,

.~&amp;gt;,

1140, b, 22; Metaph.

vi.

1,

1025,

1140, b, 22

cf. v.

b, 22.
i.

4
Eth. vi.
112 J, a, 83

6,

Metaph.

v. 21) fin.

ARISTOTLE
that which avoids the extremes of excess and defect,
and conversely,
and thus preserves the proper mean
l

:

wrong

which deviates on one side or the

activity is that

2
other from this boundary line.
the nature and position of the

In further determining
mean, we have to

C

j3ropp.r

take into account, not merely the object of our action,
but, what is much more important, our own personal

The problem
mean
relating to
proper
nature. 3

of morality ^s^tostri&e* the
ourselves in feeling and action
neither to overstep or fall short of the limit set by the
character of the agent, the object and the circum
stances.

4

Aristotle admits, indeed, that this description
ov av y apeTi],
Kal TO

jracra apeTTt],

%X OV
avrov ev

ai&amp;gt;To

OToreAe?

ev

:

aTrooiScao

avdpwTtov apery

.

.

TO

&quot;

av e|is

a(/&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;*(/&amp;gt;

1

:

1

,

.

&amp;lt;p9eipovo&quot;f)s

s

TO

Kal

.

rrjs

e AAei^/ecos

ev, Tiys 5e

juea&quot;OT7)Tos

inrepl3o\ris

...-)]

8

aerh

tffov

aKpwv,

T/S

r)S
ayadbs dv8pcoTros yiveTat KOI
eu TO eavTov tpyov cnroSuxrei.
el STJ iratra
Ibid. 1 100, b, 8
eTnffT i]fJiJ] ovTfa TO epyov ev eViTeAet
Trpbs TO fjieffov ft\4irovffa. Kal els
ws T^S
TOVTO ayoucra TO. epya (.
fj.lv

iraff-r)s

tacrirep

Kal

rj

Kal

e

8

8e o

jULecrov

eKarepov rcav
ev

earrlv

tffov

AAenJ/ea&amp;gt;s.

Trpdy/Aaros
&quot;^

Kal ravrbv

fJ.-f,re irAeo/a(&quot;ei

e\\( nrei. TOVTO 8
ev ovSe
Tavrbv iraffiv. If, for example,
two cutlets are too little food,
while ten are too much, the
fj.fffov Kara TO Trpay^a would be

fj.i]Te

oi&amp;gt;x

this amount, however, might
be too much for one, too little for
another OUTGO 8r? TTUS eTrio~T7]/ui.wv
six

:

:

fj.ev

i&amp;gt;Trep/3o\^v

(pevyei,

(pvcris,

yuei/

aTrex oj/
oirep

TO

rj/j.as

TraffL, Trpbs rj/nas

TT)V
e&amp;lt;rrlv,

Trpbs

vwepfio\ris

Aeyca 8e ToG

.

i

ei rj

$

irpay^a
fjieaov TI

i STJ TOUT
%X ei Ka^ V T0

i.v

eVi Trdvruv OVTWS

re

epyov

TO 8e

ai, /m.eo

Kal TTJV e\\ei\l/iv
^rjTe? Kal Tovd

fj.fffov

ov 5e ov TO TOU TTpdy-

aAAa TO

Aristotle remarks that either
the virtue or the vice have not
unfrequently no name to desig
nate them in common language

Hid. 1106, b, 16 (after the
words quoted inn. 1, sv^ o.) \eyco

Eth.

eo~Ti Trepl

2

;

1107, b, 1, 7, 30, 1108,
a, 5, ]6, iii. 10, 1115, b, 25, c. 14,
1111), a. 10, iv. 1, 1119, b, 34, c.
10 pq., 1125, b. 17, 26, c. 12, 1126,
b, 19, c. 18, 1127, a, 14.
3
Ibid. 1106, a, 26: ev vwrl
Aafte7v
5/7 (Twe^e? Kal diaipery
TO fj.lv ir^ewv TO 8 lAaTTOV rb 5
Kal
avra TJ /COT
auTo TO
t rroi/,
ii.

7,

&amp;lt;TTI

T

Trpbs ^uas.

4

:

8e T7]v

TOUTOIS

i]diK-f]v

[apeT^v]

Kal Trpdei.s, ev
vTrepfioX)) Kal

Trddrj

e&amp;lt;TT\v

Kal

TO

Kal

6apprjffai

olov

fj.e&amp;lt;rov.

opyiardrivai

yap

avTfj

Kal

Kal

8e

Kal
Kal

eTfiQv^r)ffai

eAefJaai

Kal

6 Aws

/cat
TjcrOrjvai
\vnr]9rivai eo~Ti Kal
fj.a\\ov Kal riTTOv, Kal apfyoTepa
oi K ev
TO 8 OT Set Kal e(p oTs Kal

irpbs

ovs Kal

ov eveKa Kal ws

Sel,
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a very general one, and that we have to look
we would discover the proper mean, and with
the right criterion of action (the opOos \6yos)
but
still

closer if
it

;

he can only here refer us to practical insight, whose
business

mark out what

to

right in particular
cases and he therefore defines virtue as l tha^ quality
of the will which preserves the mean suitably fo our
it is

is

;

nature, conformably to a reasonable definition, such as
man of insight would give. 2

the

from

tnis poifrt of view Aristotle goes on to deal
the particular virtues, without any attempt to
deduce them from any one definite principle. Even the

with

suggestions towards such a deduction which were to be

found in his own theory as above stated, he left on one
side.
Seeing that he had investigated the idea of
1

Virtue the essential
Happiness, and had found in
he
have
made an attempt to define
thereto,
might

means

the various kinds of activity which enable us to reach
this end, and so have sought to arrive at the main kinds
of

He

Virtue.

does, however, nothing of the kind.

Even where he gives us certain indications of the points
of view from which he deals with the order of the
T6 Kal apitTTOVi OTTtp

;j.f7ov

apT7jy.

|is

(&amp;lt;rr\v

Kal rb
tarrlv

rov

(ffrl r?is

Kal irepl ray irpdvirppo\)i Kal tAAenJ/ts

6/jLoiws Sf

fjLfffov

....

/ueo^Trjs

ns &pa

aper^, (rroxaffrtKr] ye ovva.
Cf. foil. n.
we outrht to
Etlt. vi. 1
T]

/jitcrov.
1

:

i-hoose, as before

remarked

5)
not the virtp!3o\ii or

the nfffov,
f\\fttyis- rb 5t

/jifffov

(ii.

is 6

ttTrlv

In

\6yos

& opQbs

tiling

ffri TJS ffKoirbs irpbs bis O.TTO-

/SAfTTwi/ 6

\tyfi.

rbv \&yov

Kal avirjtftv,

icat

TIS

KXU&amp;gt;V

(

very-

tiriTti&amp;gt;fi

tcrrlv opos

fitffOTJjTWV, &y /j.frav &amp;lt;f)a/j.ev flvai
TTJS vTTfpfio\ris Kal rris ^AAetyewy,
oftcras

Kara rov bpQdv \6yov.

t(m

5e T^ /mtv fitrf7v OVTOS a\r)Qtv JAW,
ov8ev 8e
5i^ Se? Kal -rrepl
&amp;lt;ra&amp;lt;es

-ras

r^s

.

.

.

^VXTJS

a\i]0(s tlvai
Kal

TOVT

i&amp;lt;*pi&amp;lt;Tp&amp;lt;vov

^e 5

T

rfs

n6vov

/*^/

e/pr/yueVoi

,

a\\a

tarlv

opQbs Ao yo? KO) TOVTOV ris opos.
Ibid. ii.
init.
Zanv apa
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

:

6

?;

aptri) f|ts irpoaipfrtKi] 4v /jifcoTriTi
oiffa rp Trpus r]fj.iis, &pi(Tfj.tvrj

\6y&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

Kal ws bv 6

&amp;lt;ppovi/j.os

bpifffiev.

ruv

M

2
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them, these points of
based on any principle. 1

ethical virtues in his treatment of

view are themselves in no

defining virtue as
Aristotle continues, Etli.

After

1

ue&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;$T?js,

ii.

7

way

from the general statement

:

turn to particular in
stances of the principle. Trepl /j.ev

we must
ovv

Kal

&amp;lt;p6flovs

....

fj.e/r6T r)s

avSpda

6dppr)

5e Kal

-rjfiovas

irepl

[those, i.e., as is here
hinted, and definitely stated in
and
iii. 1 3, 1 1 17, b, 27 sqq. of

AiWs

a^

ffwQpoffvi

yevtris&quot;]

;

r)

....

irepl

8e

to these belongs also

TL^V Kal
fieyaXotyvxia, and the
ari/j.iay
corresponding anonymous vir
tue the virepfioXr) of which is
irepl

/ji.eyaAoirp&amp;lt;lireia
.

.

Se

.

etrn 8e Kal Trepl

ambition,

which

opyrfv
calls

he

Furthermore, there are
three juefroTTjres which relate to
Koivwvia \6ya&amp;gt;v Kal 7rpa|ewv, one to
a\r)0es in these (aA.Tj0eta), the
two others to rti ?)5u, the one
T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

(p.

169,

n.

6,

infra),

the other
eV

7ra(ri

(p. 169,
TO?S Kara

and

bravery
-rtov

a\6yuv

T^&amp;gt;V

TrotSia,

iii.

/j.ep&i

Of

fiiov.

o-aj^poa-wrj

further remarked,

yap

tt&amp;gt;

n. 4, infra),

13j

it

is

SOKOVO-I

aiirai flvai

This classification,
however, is a loose one, nor is
any clearly defined principle
HACKEE S
discoverable in it.
attempt in his interesting essay
at

aperai.

(Das Eintlieilungs- und Anordmmgsprincip der moralisclten Tuf/endreihe in der nikomacMschen
Ethik, Berl. 1863) to show that
Aristotle is guided by such a
principle imports, apparently,
more into his account than is
admissible.
According to this
view, Aristotle intended to indi
cate in the first place those

which consist in the sub
ordination of the lower instincts
that are concerned with the
virtues

mere defence and maintenance
of life

:

bravery the virtue of

temperance the virtue of
The second group of
fTridv/uia.

6v/j.bs,

virtues (liberality, love of honour,
gentleness, and justice, which is
placed last for special reasons)
have for the sphere of their
exercise political life in time of

peace, and the part which the
individual takes in affairs of
state, as well as the positions he
the third the
occupies in it
;

But it
rd ev fjv.
is impossible to show that Ari
stotle founds his classification of
the virtues upon this scheme.
amenity of

In

the

life,

first

place,

the reason

which he himself gives for con
selfand
bravery
necting
command with one another is
that they stand for the virtues of
the irrational parts of a man;
this is only to say (unless, with
KAMSAUER, we reject the words
altogether) that it is suitable
to discuss self-command along

with bravery because it has
been customary since the time
of Plato to name these two
together as the virtues of Qv^s

and rd eTrtflu/xTjTi/c&j/ respectively.
Had he been governed by those
principles of classification which
Hacker ascribes to him, he must
have classed

Trpaor-ns

along with

the latter is the
subordination of the instinct of
self, the former is (iv. 11) the
bravery.

If

but anger
trepl opyds
springs from the instinct of
revenge, which, like bravery, has

yiieo-oTTjs

:
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therefore nothing for us to do bat to set out,
what
without reference to any exact logical connection,
which lie
Aristotle has himself said as to those virtues

There

is

enumerates.

The preliminary

proposition,

indeed,

6vn&s (iv. 11, 1126, a,
sqq.; Rhet. ii. 2 init. 12, 1389,

its seat in
11)

a,

26

Kal

:

2),

[of

ai/5pej(iTepoi
of/re
.
.

6v/jLw5is yap
6pfvos ovSfls

like

it

23 sqq.),

properly directed and controlled
that of a higher instinct which

(Eth. iii.
share

is concerned with civil life, that
he declares (Etli. iii. 11, 1116, b,

we

the brutes.
Anger and
bravery, therefore, are so closely
related that it is often difficult
to distinguish them from one
another (Eth. ii. 9, 1109, b, 1

23-1117,

with

138;&quot;),

b, 30,

TTO.QOS

anger

avSpias.

is

revenge (bpyitfufvot,
they can no more be
called brave than an animal when
it rushes in rage [8ta T&V OV/JLOV,
which here hardly differs from
who
op7^] upon the huntsman
has wounded it. Nor does the

even called
notwith

If,

this relationship, the
ras opyas is said to
to a different group of

virtues from bravery, on the
ground that the latter springs
only from the instinct to pre

life, while
concerned chiefly with

serve the vegetative
is

the
inflicted
upon
citizen (HACKER,
18), this is scarcely con

injuries

honour of a
p.

15,

sistent with the statements of
Etli. iv. 11, 1125, b,
Aristotle.
30, he says expressly of anger
TO. 5e liiiroiovvra iroAAa Kal SiaQe:

povra, and,

on the other hand, of

bravery, that it does not consist
in not fearing death under any
circumstances, but in not fearing

death iv
in

war

men

anger or

TifjiwpoviJifvoi)

/uco^rrjs irtpl

anger

when

:
!&amp;gt;)

for

desire

standing
belong

a,

despise danger from

cf. Ithet. ii.
sqq., iv. 11, 1 126, b, 1,
ii. 8,
5, 1383, b, 7), and in Rhet.

a

/j.ea-6rijs

C83,

cf. p.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;o|3etTaj,

and which,

11, 1116, b,

veoi]

from seeing
of an
anger that is

Aristotle

is

in bravery only the
animal instinct, in

yap opyt-

.

that there are more

TO?S KaAAf&amp;lt;rTots,especially
which
(iii. 9, 1115, a, 28),

has a much more direct relation
to political life than the loss of
merely personal honour. So far

virtues
position assigned to the
which are concerned with the
use of money admit of being
explained on the ground that
riches always secure a certain
social station to its possessor
(HACKER, p. 16), for there is no
allusion in Aristotle to this point
of view, although in the case of
of
/j.tya\oTrptiria (not, however,

mention

eAeuflepi oTTjs)

is

made,

other things, of expendi
ture for public purposes.
Tf, on
the other hand, this had been the

among

principle of classification.bravery
in war would have found a place
in this group.
Finally, it cannot
be said that the third group con
cerns T() fv
any more ^closely
than the other two for *5 C]? in
selfAristotelian
sense,
the
T?I&amp;gt;

;

command,
are

than

T()

and justice,
more important

liberality

certainly
T]5i&amp;gt;

tv ircuSta.
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I

virtues than one, is established by Aristotle, against
the position of Socrates, who had reduced them all to
Aristotle himself admits that all completed
Insight.

Virtue is in its essence and principle one and the same,
and that with Insight all other virtues are given.
Yet at the same time he shows that the natural basis
of virtue the moral circumstances
must be different
1

The

in different cases.
different

will of the slave, for

from the will of the freeman

woman and

the child

is

example,

is

the will of the

:

not the same as the will of the

adult man.

Therefore he holds that the moral activity
of different individuals must be different.
Not only

one individual possess a particular virtue which
others do not possess, but it is also true that different
will

demands must be made on each

particular class of
Aristotle says very little (and that not in his
Ethics, but in his (Economics) of the virtues of the

men. 2

1

jRtU. vi. 13, 1144, b, 31
ayaObv civai Kvpicas aveu
:

oi&amp;gt;x

olov
(f&amp;gt;poi

TC

f](recas,

oi&amp;gt;5e

avev

(ppovi/j.w

r?is

It appears, indeed,
rjdiKris aperrjs.
as though the virtues could be

separated from one another; ov
avros
yap 6
^v^viararos irpbs
aTracras, Scrre T^J/ p.\v ^ 817 T7]V 8
oviTd)
This is riot
i\r](p(as eo-rat.

TOVTO yap Kara fjt.lv ras
really so
(pvtniias dperas eVSe xerai, /ca0 cts Se
curAcSs
Aeyera: ayadbs, OVK eVSeX*
%** 7&quot;P T V
jj.iZ
:

(t&amp;gt;povf]&amp;lt;rL

01/0-77
-

Trao-cu virap^ovffiv.

See preceding

vi. 13,

^v

1260, a, 10:

TO.

fj.4pia

n.

and

Tracni/

rrjs

.

uw

aAA

$vx?is,

fvvwdpxei 5m0epoi Tcos
roivvv ava-yKalov fx iv Ka ^
rjQiKas

Pulit.

eVuTrapx^
.

.

o^o icas

7rf P^

Tas

Se?i/
aperds
vtro\f}iTr^(&amp;gt;v
ov rbv
perexeiv irdvras, dAA

dAA

avrbv rp6irov,
Trpbs

apxovra reAt ai/
^QiK^v aperV,

T&amp;lt;J/

Sxrre Qavepbv
fipr) uei
l

on

wv

:

O.

eVijSaAAet

O,TOI&amp;gt;

JT}] ffucppoavvt]

tov

5ib

^X flv

.

e/cacrrcj/

T&V

tianv

CLUTOV epyov.

T^&amp;gt;

^e?

5

rV

a\\uv
avro?s.

eVrti/ fjQucii aperr?

KOI ov-% f]
-yvvaiKos KCU avbpos,

TTO.VTWV.

Although it is not here
one virtue can exist
without the others, and although

&amp;lt;fcc.

said that

the other hand, this is admitted Eth. vi. 13 to be the case
only with the physical virtues, yet
the imperfect virtue of slaves or
women must be regarded as an
incomplete and partial possestion, which excludes the comprehensive virtue of insight, and
therefore extends to some and
not to Others.
oil
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In the Ethics he treats of Virtue in

several classes.

perfected form, which

it

assumes in man,

whom

its

alone he

elsewhere regards as the perfect type of humanity, and it
is of this alone that he describes the constituent parts.

Bravery 1 stands at the head of the

He

brave

is

who does not

list

of the virtues.

fear a glorious death or the

near danger of death, or more generally he who endures,
dares or fears what he ought to, for the right object, in

The extremes
at the right time. 2
as
the
mean
on the
stands
are
Bravery

way and

the right

between which

:

one side Insensibility and Foolhardiness, and on the other
Cowardice. 3 Nearly related to Bravery, but not to be
identified with it, are Civil Courage and the courage

which springs from compulsion, or anger, or the wish
which is founded upon fami

4
to escape from a pain, or

with the apparently terrible or upon the hope of
a favourable result. 5 Self-control 6 follows as the second
liarity

virtue, which, however, Aristotle limits to the preserva1

*

Eth. iii. 9-12.
C. 9, 1115, a, 33: &

Ka\bv

Qa.va.TQV aSeijs Kal offa

uvra c. 10, 1115,
eVeKa
ovv a 5eT Kal

tirityfpfi viroyvia

b. 17: 6

/Jifv

viro/jLfvuv Kal

most closely resembles true

Spei a

rbv
Qdvarov

irepl

bravery (1116, a, 27), 6n 5t
5i ai Sw yap Kal
aper^v yiverai
8ia KaAoD opeii/ (TJ/UTJS 70^) Kal

&amp;lt;5

(j&amp;gt;olBov/j.tyos,

Kal

ws

&amp;lt;pvyj]v

oveiSovs

8r Nevertheless

al&amp;lt;r\pov

Aristotle

OVTOS.

distin-

Kal irpdrrfi b di/SpeTos
fvfKa 6 ctj/5peTos viro/jitvei

guishes between them, iroAirjK//
avfipela being heteronomous to
the extent that the brave deed is
not done for its own sake.

Kal irpdrrei ra Kara r^v avSpeiav.
Cf. Rhet. i. 9, 136(5, b, 11
3
C. 10, 1115, b, 24 sqq.
4
As in suicide, which Ari-

contrast to aKo\a&amp;lt;na and to a
species of insensibility for which
there is no name, as it is not

KaluTe,d/uLoius$ Kal6app(t!v,av8p( ios
av 6 \6yos,
KOT aiav yap. Kal
a&amp;gt;9

jrao-xet

KaAoO

stotle

mark

.

.

.

5}j

therefore
regards as a
of
cowardice; iii. 11,

1110, a, 12, cf. ix. 4, 1166, b, 11.
5
C. 88 (where, however, 1117,
a,

20, the

omitted).
VOL. n.

words

Of

1)

Kal

must be

these, ITO\ITIK)) av-

a

2a0po(Tuv7j,

c.

1315,

in

found among men (c. 14, 11 19, a,
9; cf. vii. 11 init.: Aristotle
would perhaps have ascribed this
failing, of which be says, el 5e
ry p.r\Q(v tarw f)$v /t7)5e Siatyfpd
crepov

irfpov, ir6pp(a

av

rov

di)

M
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tion of the proper mean in the pleasures of touch and
in the satisfaction of the merely animal and sexual

Next comes Generosity ^as the proper mean
between Avarice and Extravagance, 2 the attitude in
giving and taking external goods which is at once
moral and worthy of a free man, 3 and the kindred virtue
impulses.

4
of Munificence in expenditure.

the Ascetics
eTj/at, to
avQpcairos
of a later time) cf. vii. 8, 1150,
a, 1 J sqq. and the passages re
ferred to below from book vii.
:

upon eyKpaTia and aKpaoia Rliet.
In the words with
ibid 1. 13.
which he opens this discussion,
;

8e

/xerd

[bravery]

Tavrt]v

ff(i)&amp;lt;ppo(Tvvf]s

5 o

\eyc&amp;gt;}/j.V

yap TUV a\6y(i)V

irepl

KOV o~

i

avTai eivai
at aptTai, Aristotle is referring to
/j.pu&amp;gt;v

Plato s doctrine he himself has
no reason to ascribe bravery, any
more than moral virtue as a
whole, to the irrational element
;

Magnanimity

5

(in his

OVK f\fvOepiov.
4
ibid.
4-6,
MeyaAoTrpeVem,
which is defined, 1122, a, 23, by
8

the

words

8a7rai/r;:

it

eV

peyeOti.

stands

Trpeirovo-ct.

midway be

tween fUKpoirpeireia, on the One
hand, and fiat/aw ia and aireipoKa\la
on the other. It differs from eAeu6epi6Tr]s in having to do, not only
with the right and proper, but
with the sumptuous expenditure

money (iv. 4, 1122, b, 10 sqq.,
where, however, 1. 18, we shall
b
have to read, with Cod. L b
of

M

Kal

effTiv

Hpyov

,

/m.eya\OTrpTreia

in the soul.
1

Or,

more

correctly,

libera

and d&amp;lt;roma. The
and more incurable of

Ai/eAeu0epta

worse

these faults is avarice, Eth. iv.
3, 1121, a, 19 sqq.
3
The noble
Eth. iv. 1-3.
spirit in

which Aristotle handles

this subject

may be

seen,

among

other passages, in c. 2 init. al 8e
KUT apeTTjv Trpdfis /caAal Kal TOV
Ka\ov eVefca. Kal 6 \evdepios ovv
TOV KaAou ei/e/ca Kal
Kal TavTa 7/Se cos ^ dAuTrcos
:

u&amp;gt;o~ei

.

.

6p9a&amp;gt;s
T^&amp;gt;

.

yap KUT*
i]Ki&amp;lt;rra

apeTTji

8e AuTTTjpoj/

aXvirov,
o 8e StSous ois

7]$v

^j

^ /j.7] TOV ita\ov eVewra aAAa
Sia TIV a\Xi]V ajVtai/, OVK \ev9epios
aAA ^AAos T LS prj^crerat. oi8 6
/xaAAoi/ yap eAotr av TO.
T?IS /caA?}s 7rpa|es, TOVTO
/*))

Se?,

of
work in great
and explain 1. 12 as
meaning either the magnitude
here is contributed by the fieya-

excellence

matters,

lity, eAei0epioT7js.

being a sort of great
ness of liberality in respect to
the same objects, or it is the
which con
magnitude here
stitutes, so to speak, the great
ness in the munificence, &c.
unless we prefer the surmise of
RASSOW, Forseh. ub. d. niltom.
Etkik. 82, who inserts Aaj8ouo-7js
AoTrpeTrrjs,

;

after peyfOos, which might easily
fallen out owing to the
ovo-ns which follows, so that the

have

meaning

is

liberality

which

is

directed to the same object at
taining a sort of grandeur ).
Rhet. i. 9, 13G6, b, 18.
5
MeyaAoiJ/uxi a as midway be-
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description of which Aristotle has, perhaps, before his
mind the example of his great pupil), honourable ambi
2
3
Gentleness, the social virtues of Amiability, 4
tion,
1

5
6
Simplicity, Geniality in company follow and to these
are added the graces of temperament, 7 Modesty, 8 and
:

9

righteous Indignation.
wards particular persons.

tween meanness of

spirit
tyux la ) ancl vanity (xavv6rtis)

7-9

Rhet.

;

ibid.

Mfya\6tyvx&amp;lt;&amp;gt;s

(112:$, b, 2) & f*.fya\uv

&ios &v

avrbv

this virtue,

:

iv.

J

aiu&amp;gt;v

therefore,

ex

actual

always presupposes

is

cellence.
1

Eth.

This
iv.

virtue
10, as the

&amp;lt;pi\oTi/j.ia

and

is

described,

mean between

a(pi\oTi/jiia,

which

related to ^yaXo^vx^o. as
to fj.fya\OTrptireia

depi6rr]s is

which there

for

is

is

i\\.

The

&quot;

X
is

and aypi6rris. Here also it
a question of social tact (cf.

1128,

;n

b,

fi(T6Ti)s

irfpl

bpyas,

Aristotle calls this virtue
jrpaoTTjs, the corresponding vices

11.

opyi\6r-ns

all

these
for the

however,
names are coined by him
purpose. The vpaos is accordingly
ing,

defined as 6

01$

5?

Kal ois

5e?

e&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

eri 8e

opyi6(j.fvos,
tire Kal oaov \pbvov.
3

and the

ty

oloV

^oA.cirJy.

title.
4
Using the word to designate
the nameless virtue which, Eth.
iv. 12, is opposed on the one side

to complaisance and flattery, on
the other to unsociableness and

rnoroseness, and described as the
social tact which knows d/xtAe??
us 5e?. Aristotle there remarks

that it closely resembles (pi\ia,
but differs from it in not resting
upon inclination or dislike to

VO/J.US

,

society.
7

Kal

Meo-^TTjres tV
iv rols TTfpl TO.

1108,

a,

30),

TO??

Trddeai

irde-r]

(ii.

called

End. iii.
End. iii.

7,

^o-o TTjres

TraQrjTiKal,

7 init.

these,

7

Among

classes also

us 5e7 Kal
Ibid, on the

Aristotle himself, iv.
comprises under this

Ka l

xaptcts

*^6t,

Kal

Which

14 fn.,

6

wirh especial reference,
however, to the entertainment of

and aopynala, remark
that

a.Kp6xo\os

:

OVTCDS
iv.

(etpwvtia,

is seen in
the PavKOTTzvovpyos), iv 13.
EvTpairf\ia or eVj5e|iOTTjs (iv.
14), the opposites being
aytoAo-

word.
-

End.
simply

(pi\ia.

and self-depreciation
of which the extreme

but

no proper

is

it

5
The likewise nameless moan
between vain-boast ing (a\a(oixia)

^Acut

1233, b, 29,

7,

called

and
8

AiStos.

See Eth

iv.

15,

ii.

7 (p. 157, n. 2,
supra). The
modest, man, according to these
is
the mean between
passages,
the shameless and the bashful

man

(Kara-nX-t]^).

Modesty,

how

is not so much a virtue in
the proper sense as a
praiseworthy
affection suitable only for
youth,
as the adult should do
nothing
of which he requires
to be

ever,

ashamed.
9
Only in ii. 7, 1108, a, 35
sqq., where it is described as
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Justice, however, claims the fullest treatment,
jt, t h e whole of the fifth book
;m&amp;lt;l

ArisCTeTias 3evqt ed

&quot;to

Considering the close connection be
and the Politics, it was necessary that
Ethics
the
tween
attention should be paid to the virtue upon
of his Ethics.

1

special

commonwealth most

which the maintenance of the

Justice, however, is not here to be
directly depends.
understood in the wider sense in which it is equivalent
2
to social virtue as a whole, but in its nar.ro. wer mean

which has to do with the distributipn
ing, as that virtue
3
the
of goods,
preservation, namely, of the proper mean
4
or proportion in assigning ad vantages or disadvantages.
concerns joy and sorrow at the
fortunes of others, and consists
in TO Au7re?&amp;lt;r0ai eirl TO?S avarices eu
Similarly Rhet. ii. 9
TrpdTTovffiv.

highest criterion

init.

S

it

1

Cf.

on

this

H.

subject:

FECHNEB, Ueber den

Gereclttifj-

keitsbegriff d. Arist. (Lpz. 1855),
27-56 HILDENBRAND, Gescli.

pp.
it.

:

System

cites

in

i.

other

281-331,

i.

S

351 sqq.

;

BURG, Hist. Beitr.
Ta 7roi7]Ti/cd
TTJS
ttUTTJS

euSaifjiovias

ap6T7j TeAeia, aAA.

afiiKOv

(5

Kal

ori

tcrov

.

.

.

i

ovv rb aSic. 9

init.

As the distinguishing mark

4

of dSt/cio in this narrower sense,
TrAeoye/cTeTv is mentioned (c. 4)
irepl rifj.r]v ^ xP^fJ ara *) ffwrypiav
-

,

TRENDELEN-

r))v

iii.

399 sqq.

Kal

(pv\aKTiKa

T&V

[Aopicav

KOLVUVIO.

the

a.ir\us

oAAa

oi%

$)

ft

avr&amp;lt;

vfjj.civ

.

.

.

T]

/met

it consists
33) in TO ir\eov

Keptiovs

1134,

a,
T&amp;lt;av

;

OTrAcSr

ayaOajv.

f\arrov Se T&V air\ws KaK&v.
justice, on the other hand,
said,

c.

1131, a,
Kad

9,

cirri

r]

1

:

fyv

Kal

Of
it is

T)

p.ev

6 Si /ccuos

Kara Trpcaipeatv

oi&amp;gt;

KO.KIO.

TOU

ctTrb

10,

(c.

erepoj/, of which it is said
that it is
/Afpos dpcrfjs ctAA oArj
aper^t, oi5 T) ivavria atiiKia yitepo?
ciAry

v.

aviaov, TO SiKaiov taov.

KOV

?rpbs

KaKias aAA

Eth.

SrjAov

&.VHTOV,

TO

effrl

cf.

;

afitKos aviffos Kal

can TOV aviaov TOVTO

ri

JJ.SCTOV

T

o

Staatieorter-

Kal

TTO\lTlKrt

TTJ

PRANTL

rb

eVei S

:

nvi e^ot^ej/ tvl ovo/nari TreptAa/SeTi/ ravra Trdvra, Kal SL r]5ov^v

literature;

BLUNTSCHLI

bucJi,

vnd Staatswho also

d. tiechts-

j)7iiJo!tojjJne;

init.

TOV
avr&amp;lt;

TrpaKTi/cbs
SiKaiov, Kal Sia^e^uTjTi/cbs
irpbs

a\\ov Kal

crepe*)

ov% OUTUIS ucrre

TOV

Kal
irpbs

TTJS oATjs dperTJs ovffa xP^ ais ^pos
&\\OV, T) 5 TTJS KO.KLO.S ( Etk. V. 3,

erepoi/,

1129. b, 17, 25 sqq. 1130, a,

TOV /3Aa/3epo? 8 a.vd.Tra\iv,
a\\a TOV
TOV KCT avaXoyiav,
ouoiws 5e Kal a\\a) irpos a\\oi&amp;gt;.
It

8, c.

1130,b, 18).
a
For the mean, as in the case
of every other virtue, is here the

f,

&quot;LVOV

is

(Rhct.

i.

9,

13GG, b, 9)

fj.lv
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But this proportion will be different according as we
are dealing with the distribution of civil advantages
and the common property, which is the function of
dis^ributivejustice, or with the removal and prevention
of wrongs, which is the function of corrective justice.
1

In both cases the distribution of goods according to the
law oSpHfettty must be the aim. 2 But this law demands
in the former case that each should receive, not an
equal

amount, but an amount proportionate to his deserts.

The

is

distribution, therefore,

here

as the merits of

A

made

in a geometrical

are to those of B, so

is
proportion
the honour or advantage which
receives to that which
B receives. 3 In the other case, which relates to the
:

A

correction of inequalities produced by wrong,
contracts, there is no question of the merits

and to
of the

^v^ryone who has done wrong must suffer
in proportion to the unjust profit which he has

individual,
loss

appropriated

;

there

amount equivalent

is

suffered the wrong. 4
5t

V

TO.

CLVTWV fKCHTToi

subtracted from his gains

to the loss of the

In like manner, in buying and
%x ovfflv

-

K

ght and justice, therefore, find
a place only among beings who,

man, may possess too much

like

or too little

not

among

those

who, like the gods, are confined
to no limit in this respect, or
who, like the incurably bad, are
incompetent to possess anything
at all
1

;

an

man. who has

Eth. v. 13, 1137, a, 26.
should speak rather of

We

and private

Jieitr.

ii.

357 sqq.

;

BRANDTS,

p.

1421 sq.; KASSOW, Forsch. lib. d.
iiikoin. Eth. 17, 93).
This is referred to Polit. iii.
1280, a, 16.
Conversely of
public burdens, each would have
to take his share according to his
!),

capacity for discharging them,
Aristotle, however, does not touch
upon this point, although he

must have had

it in

view, Eth.

v.

right.
AiKaiov in this sense = taov,
&$IKOV = &VHTOV: in the wider sense,

where he speaks
of the (\arrov and u.(?ov KO.KOV.

on the other hand, the former =
v6/j.ifj.ov, the latter = *apdi&amp;gt;o/j.ov (v.

gain) and

public

6;

cf.

TRENDELENBURG,

lli*t.

7,

1131, b, 20,
4

By

f&amp;gt;5oy

r)/j.ia

(advantage or
(disadvantage or

loss) Aristotle means in this connection, as he remarks, Et.1i, v
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selling, renting, letting, &c., it is a question merely of
the value of the article.
Here, therefore, the rule is

that of arithmetical equality

much an amount

is

from him who has too

:

taken which will render both sides

In matters of exchange this equality consists
equal.
2
The universal measure of value is
in equality of value.
1

7, 1132, a, 10, not merely what is
commonly understood by them.
As he comprehends under correc

tive justice not only penal
also civil law, as well as the

but
law

of contract, he has greatly to

extend the customary significa
of the words in order to

tion

include these different concep
tions under a common form of ex
pression. Accordingly he classes
every injustice which anyone
commits as /ce pSos, every injustice
which anyone suffers as fTjjufa.
1
Ibid. c. 5-7, especially c.
5,

1130, b, 30:

SiKaiov
rats

fv

rt/xfjs

l

r)

a\\wv

Koivtovovcri

8e TO

rov

ocra

rrjs

eV TO?S

/car

avrrjv
eTSos TO ev

effriv

jj.fi/

Stavo a.a is

ru&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

Kara ^e pos

rrjs 5e

Kal

diKaio(rvvf]s

xprHndrcav
/uepiara ro?s
7)

iroXireias,

.

.

ffvva\\dyfj.acri

rovrov Se ue

rj

.

ei/

Siop-

ruv

5vo

&amp;lt;rvvo.\\ay/jidrwif TO, /j.fv

yap

effri TO.

S

T0ta5e olov

aKovarta, kKOvffia
wvr),

Trpatris,

/j.ev

ra

Saveiff/mbs,

eyyvr], xpTjcrts, TrapaKarad-^Kr]. /j.l(TOucrts
fKovcria Se Ae yerat, STI TJ
l fSiv
ffvvaXXayfj.a.TU}V TOVTMV

a PX

l

eKoiHTLos.

ruv

8

aKuvcrLwv

ra

/u.ev

AaflpaTa, oiov K\OTTTJ, /xotxeia, fpapjuaweta,
Trpoaywyeia, SouAaTrar/a,
SoAofptw a, \]/evo/j.aprvpia, ra 8e
fiiaia,

olov cu/aa,

apirayr),

irypcacris,

irr)\aKi(r/j.6s.

T&

(j.(v

yap

Secr/j-bs,

Bdi/aros,

KaKrjyopta,

irpo-

b, 27
Siavf/jLrjrLKbv SiKaiov

c.

ruiv K.OIVWV ae:

6,

1131,

:

Kara rfy a.va\oy(av

ri]v

/cat

etpTj/ieVTjr

lav

Kotvcav

cbro

yap

yiyvrjrai

rj

Kara rov \6yov rov
avrbv cWep ex ovffl ^P^ 5 ^AArjAa ra
effrai

,

rb

Kal

ejVere^SeVra

TO

aSiKov

avTiKi/ji.fvov rep SiKaict) rovrcp irapa
TO avdAoydv iffriv. TO 5 ev ro7s
diicaiov tffrl

ffvva\\dy/j.a&amp;lt;n

fj.ev

faov

TO aSiKov avurov, aAA ou
Kara r^v ava\oyiav eKfivrjv aAAa
ical

ri,

Kara ryv
8ia(ppi,
eo Tepyjo

aAAa

ovOev yap

api9/j.r]rLK^v.
i

ei/

TrieiKr]s

&amp;lt;pav\ov

fyavhos

eVjet/cr)

7)

air.

.

.

rov /3\d/Sovs rr]v o~ia&amp;lt;popav
PLATO
p,6vov )8A67ret 6 v6/u.os &c.
( Gory. 508, A) had opposed lo~6Trpbs

TTJS yecdfierpiKT] to 7rAeoi/e|ta.
2

After

discussing,

in

the

above passage, both distributive

and corrective justice, Aristotle
comes (c. 8) to the view that
justice consists in retribution, TO
avrnreTTovObs (on which see Pit. d.
GT. i. 3GO, 2). This he rejects as a
valid definition of justice in
general, since it is applicable
neither to distributive nor even,
strictly speaking, to
punitive
justice.

rest

Only

upon

Koivcoviai aAAa/crj/cat

which,
however, is here, not Kar iaor-rira,
but Kar ava\oyiav
avrnroielv
u ueVet r] Tr6\is
yap avd\oyov
31
(1132, b,
sqq.): it is not
the same, but different, though
T
equivalent thing1r!iTe exchanged
for
one another,
the
norm
for each exchange being conrt&amp;gt;

avrnreirovObs,
:

o&quot;u

/

y

r&amp;lt;2
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symbol which

d. tin-

1.1,

reprfifiPir

fo

tained in the formula: as are
the goods of the one to those of
the other, so must that which
the former obtains be to that
Of.
which the latter obtains.
It is thus obvious
ix. 1 init.
that the previous assertion, that
corrective justice proceeds ac
cording to arithmetical propor
tion, is inapplicable to this whole
class

of

173

transactions.

But

it

Now

ULLUUC.V

1i&quot;&quot;nnfl

much support for this view.
From the passages quoted in the

find

preceding note, it is obvious that
by distributive justice, Aristotle
means that which has to do with
the distribution of Koiva, whether
these are honour or other advan
tages by corrective justice, on
the other hand, so far as it relates
to cKovcria ffvva\\dy/u.aTa, in the
;

geometrical as A s act is to B s,
so is the treatment which A re
ceives to that which B receives.
Only indemnification for injury
to
determined
is
according
arithmetical proportion, and even
here it is merely an analogy, as

dealing in
not the
legal justice of litigation, as the
expression (Kovffia (rvva\\dy/j.ara
indicates, since it is a name given
to them (c. 5) because they rest
upon voluntary contract. Even
in these there are redress and cor
rection the loss which, e.g., the
seller suffers on the deliverance

it is only an equivalent that is
granted (it is an obvious defect
in Aristotle s theory that it makes

of his goods is compensated by
the payment for the same, so
that neither party loses or gains

no distinction between indemni
and punishment, and
fication
here treats punishment, which
certainly has other aims as well,
merely as a loss inflicted upon
the transgressor for the purpose

1332, a, 18), and only when
no agreement can be arrived at
is the judge called in to under

not even apply to penal
justice. Even here the proportion

does
is

:

of rectifying his unjust gain).

however, TRENDELEN405 sqq.) distin
guishes the justice in payment
and repayment, upon the basis
of which contracts
are con

When,
liUBti

(ibid.

from corrective jus
tice, and assigns it to distribu
so
that
the latter embraces
tive,
the mutual justice of exchange
cluded,

first

instance,

commercial

fair

life,

and

:

(c. 7,

take the settlement. They be
long, therefore, not to 5iwe,u7)TiKbv, but to SiopdurtKov Siiccuov.
On some other defects in Ari
stotle s theory of justice,

which the chief

is

among

his failure

clearly to grasp the general con
ception of right, and to deduce

a

scientific
rights, see
p.

scheme of natural

HILDENBRAND,

ibid.

293 sqq.
Ibid.

as well as the distributive justice
of the state, while corrective
justice is confined to the action
of the judge, either in inflicting
penalties or in deciding cases of

a\\ay-f)

disputed ownership, he cannot

Xpu a,

1133,

a,

19:

& rb v6/j.ur/j. e
iravra yap
yivfrai irus jjLtaov
Se? &pa fvi rivi travra
/uerpei
Herpt iffQa.i, uxrirep cAe x^T? Trpdrepot/.
rovro 8 tarl rp ntv a\r)6tia r\
&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

teal

.

$7

.

.

TTCU/TO (rvvtxei

.

.

.

olov 8
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justice consists in right dealing* with reference to these
relations injustice in the opposite. Justice requires that
:

a

man

should not assign to himself greater profit or less
to the other party greater loss or less
profit, than

loss,

rightfully belongs to each
injustice consists in doing
so.
just or an unjust man, again, may be defined
:

A

1

as one

mode

whose

will identifies itself

with one or the other

These two, injustice in the act and in
the agent, do not absolutely coincide.
A man may do
2
without
injustice
acting unjustly, and one may act
of action.

3
and accord
unjustly without therefore being unjust
ingly Aristotle makes a distinction between hurt,
;

4
wrong, and injustice.

tion

vird\\ay/j.a rrjs

Kara

76701/6

name

crw9r]Krji

vo^iv^a,

from

,

whence the
Cf

v6p.os.

.

b,

asked

is

Kovvra

fj.

fjTrw

eVel S

:

aStKOV

aSiK fjfj.aTa aSiKccv

ea-riv

e?j/at,

fjSr)

6

aSiirola

afiiKos effrtv

10 sqq. ix. 1,1164, a, 1.
See the
further treatment of money, Polit. i. 9, 1257, a, 31
sqq.

KXtTrrns ^
poLxbs v) XrjarT-fis ; the reply is,
that if one, e.g., commits adul

See p. 170, n. 4, snjjra, and
ibid. c. 9, 1134, a, 6.
As justice

tery from passion, not 8td irpoaipV, we must say: dSt/ce?
OVf, aSlKOS S OVK 60-TJJ/, oloV

1

thus consists in respect for the
rights of others, it is called an
dAAoVpzoi/ dyaObv, c.
1130, a, 3,
c. 10, 1134, b, 2.
Etli. v. 10, 1135, a, 15 Zvruv
5e rwv SiKaiwv ital dSi/ccoy rS)V
?&amp;gt;,

&quot;

:

elprj/J.fVd)v,

dSiKe?

Trpayet, orav knuv

OTO.V

aKoov,

5i/ccuo7rpa7er

KOS

.

.

dAA

ns avra
OVT
T)

SIKCUO-

irpdrrr)

dSt/cel

/card

ovre

ffvufiefi-r)-

dSiKTj^a Se Kal

.

HTTO.I

a.SiKr]/J.a

Kal

|Uei&amp;gt;

S

TO

Kov&amp;lt;riov

*C.

9 (see p. 170, u.

4,

.

su-

\ the SLKULOS had been defined
as TrpaKTtKos icara Trpoaip(ri v
TOV SiKaiov
c. 10 init. the
ques
:

olov

ouSe
Se,
Cf. follow
ing note, and p. 116, n. 3.
4
Ibid. 1135, b, 11, all actions
K\TTTr)S,

e/cAe^/e

fj.oixev&amp;lt;T

Se

.

are divided into voluntary and
involuntary, and the former again
into intentional and unintentional
(see p. 116 sqq. supra) rpi&v 5^
:

ovcruv fiXafiiav

r&v

kv

tingaishedA(77 from
Ph.

TTpOfffj.
3

dSt/c/ar,

rals KOLVU-

viais [in a passage which Ari
stotle has here, perhaps, in view,
Lams, ix. 861, E, PLATO had dis-

r&amp;lt;S

OI/TTOJ edi/ p.}]

Ka.(rrr]v

d.

ayvoias

Gr.

i.

dStKTj/ia, cf.

719, 3 fin. ] ra p.v yuer

afj.aprri/j.ard eVrtj/

[or

more

accurately, 1. 16, either drvx^ara
or afj.apT fj/iaTa. a/Aaprdvei ^v yap
orav i) dpx^ eV avry fj TTJS alrias,
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in discussing the nature of justice we must further
take account of the difference between complete and
Kighta in the
incomplete natural and legal right.
only between those who are free and
hence the distinction between political and

fullest sense exist
l

equal

;

2

domestic or

paternal,

right, again, is

Political
proprietary right.
divided into natural and legal right the

former of which

;

is

men

all

binding upon

in like

manner,

while the latter rests on arbitrary statute, or refers to
particular cases
orav

8&quot;

fiff,

and relations

anger]

pe treuis,
6,uoj

.

.

.

orav
8e,

Uv

abiKOS Kal piO\Qf]p6s
Kal Sifcatos, orav irpo.

titwv

/j.6vov

.

.

StKaioirpayf t
lint
TT
parry
.

even involuntariness can only
excuse oo~a p.)) p.6vov dyvoovvrts
ayvoiav a/j.aprdi ovo i,
not wrong committed in thought
lessness which is caused by cul

aAAci Kal

81

1134, a, 25: rb C*?rovjj-fvov tan Kal TO OTrAoDs ftixaiov
rovro 8e
Kal rb Tro\triKbi 8 iKaiov.
tffriv ftrl KOIVUVUV &iuv irpbs rb slvai
C. 10,

avTapKtiav,

rb 5e

Kal rb rtKvov,

KTrj/uLa

UHTTTfp /JLtplS

irpbs

aVTOV

.

evn

yuva&quot;iKa

taw

t\*vQfp(av Kal

7)

ava\oyiav 1) Kar
dpid/j.6v.
Where these conditions are ab
sent, we have not TO iro\tTiKbv

Kar

.

.

Sib /U.O.\\OV

5 iKaiov

1)

irpbs

rovro yap tffri
Krr)/j.ara
rb otKovofjLiKbv SiKaiov
frepov 8f
ital rovro rov iroXiriKOv.
Ibid. 1134, b, 18: rov Sc
TTO\ITIKOV SlKa lOV rb /JLfV &amp;lt;pUO~lKOV
(0~ri rb 8e vopiKuv, &amp;lt;pv(riKbv /mev rb

riKva Ka\

:&amp;lt;

Kal ov Tq5 5o/ce?^ ^

pable passion.
1

ravrbv rovrois aAA ouoiov ov
yap tarty dSiKia irpbs ra aurov
oil

in passion:
CK irpoai-

5e

o&amp;gt;s

however dissimilar

for

orav 8

e\6/j.tvos diKaioirpayp
8e,

.

.

irpofiov\fvo~as

[wrong done
c.fj.

.

e|co06i/]

/.oj

3
;

o

t

aAAws,

f)
.

dpxris

.

fri

.

/JL^I,

VO^JUKOV 8e

ovBfv Siatptpfi ovrcas
orav 8e Owvrai ftiaiptpfi
/J.fv

oaa

riav

firl

Cf. c.

vo/jLoOfrovo-iv.

KadfKao~ra

12, 1136, b,
is universal

Natural right
unwritten law [VO/JLOS Koivbs aypa-

33.

5 Kaiov,

positive right [v6p.os fStos],
on the other hand, is described
as written law (Rhet. i. 10,

lar

b, 7

d\\a rl SiKaiov [a particu
kind of justice, as distin
guished from rb air\(as Si /catov]
The former
Ka\ KaQ OjUotoTTjra.

&amp;lt;^&amp;gt;os]

;

13(&amp;gt;8,

cf. c. 14,

VOJJLOV
(b, 13) is
ouroi
tv ol$ eir*(pvKfi flvai v6[JLOS
5 i\ffo.v Iv ols virapxti lff6ri]S rov

1375, a, 16, c. 15,
b, 23; Eth.\\n.
1375, a, 27,
but even here
15, 1162, b, 21)
there is a distinction between
the written and the unwritten
(or that part which belongs to

6.p\fiv Kal apxtffdat.

custom and

always Kara

-

Ibid.

1134,

b,
v fiiKaiov Kal

Kal

8
TI)

:

T?&amp;gt;

5e

TrarpiKov

;

137&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,

:

1373, b, 4
a, 35.

;

habit), RJu-t.
cf.

Eth. x. 10,

i.

13,

1180,
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and changeable human laws and institutions may be,
we cannot deny that there is a natural right, nor is the
existence of a natural standard disproved by the possi1
jbility of divergence from it.
Indeed, such natural

the only means of supplementing the defects
which, seeing that it is a mere general rule and cannot

1

is

right

&amp;lt;j

by its very nature take account of exceptions, attach
even to the best law. 2 When such an exception occurs
necessary to sacrifice legal in order to save natural
This rectification of positive by natural
right.
right
constitutes Equity. 3
Several other questions, which
it is

I

I

V

Aristotle takes occasion to discuss in the course of his

researches into the nature of justice, 4
1

Eth.
Rhet.

of.

1134, b, 24 sqq.

v. 10,

;

13, 1373, b, 6 sqq.,

i.

where Aristotle appeals for the
(pvffet KOLvbv Siicaiov to well-known
verses in Sophocles and Empethe universal
docles, and to
agreement of men.
2
Similarly PLATO, Ph. d. Gr.
i.

763,
3

1.

Eth.v.

14, especially 1137,
rb faiences SiKaiov fj.ev fffriv,
5
ov Tb Kara vopov 5e, a A A. eirav6p-

b. 11:

6(0fj.a

proving
SiKaiov

the
fj.ev

And

SiKalov.

vo[j.i/ui.ov

Kal

Tiv6s SiKaiov [on
n. 1, supra], ov

:

816

TOV

1.

which

TOV

24

f3f\Tiov

above,

eo~Ti

after

see p. 175,

air\u&amp;gt;s

Se

[which

here as Polit.iii. 6, 1279, a, 18, and
Eth.v. 10, 1134, a, 25 =
Si
/ccuoz/] aAAa TOV Sia TO aTrAws [for
which Trap a TO air\. might be
the words, how
conjectured

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;TiKov

:

ever,

may be

explained by sup
TO avrAcos, not
but bpiaacfQai, or a similar

plying after
Si/ccuoj/,

word]
aVTTf)

T]

Sia

0,/j.apTrifji.aTos.
(j)VCriS

7}

TOV

av6pdu(j.a vofjiov y

Kal

ZffTiv

tTTieiKOVS,

e AAenrei

67T-

8ia TO

we may here

pass

Ka66\ov.
The eViet/c^s is there
fore (1. 35) 6 TUV TOiovToav irpoaipTlK05 Kal TTpaKTlKOS, Kal 6 /JL^I
dKpif3o8iKaios &c., and eVtet/cem is
SiKaioavvi] TLS Kal ovx erepa TLS
6| tS .
4

Whether it

is

possible volun

tarily to suffer injury and to do
oneself an injury, and whether

in an unequal distribution the
distributor or the receiver com

mits the wrong. Aristotle deals
with these questions, Eth. v. c.
11, 12

and

15.

He

is

prevented

from

finding any satisfactory
solution of them, partly by the
limitation of injustice to TrAeoi/e|fe, partly by the failure
is connected with it

which

clearly to
distinguish between alienable
rights, of which it is true volentl

non Jit injuria, and inalienable,
and similarly between civil and
penal wrongs. Doubts have been
entertained as to the genuine
ness of one part of these discus
sions.
Chap. 15 is connected
with the discussion of justice in

tiTHICS
over, especially as he arrives at
with regard to them.
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no definite conclusions

The discussion of the principal

virtues serves

to

confirm the truth of the general definition of
virtue
In all of thorn the question i rmo
previously given.
*
the preservation of fjm
hntivoon

^

pmp^

extremes of error.
proper

mean?

But how

&quot;Neither

are

we

to discover the

in the previous

general dis
cussion nor in his account of the individual virtues has
Aristotle provided us with
reliable criterion of

judgment upon

this head.

any
In the former, he refers us

to insight as the guide to the
l
discovery of the right ;
in the latter, it is the
between
two
opposition
vicious

and one-sided extremes that reveals the
proper mean.
But when we ask what kind of conduct is vicious there
manner which is certainly not
Aristotle s.
SPENGEL (Abh. d.
Bair. AJtad. philos.-philol. Kl.
a

470) proposes therefore to
transpose c. 10 and c. 14, but
this does not get over the diffi
culty, as c. 13 would still disturb
the connection between c. 12 and
15.
FISCHER (De Eth. Xicom.
p. 13 sqq.) and FKITZSCIIE
(EtJiica, Eudemi, 117, 120 sqq.)
regard c. 15 as a fragment from
the fourth book of the Eudemian
Ethics.
BRANDIS, p. 1438 sq.,
leaves the choice open between
these and other possible explana
tions (e.g. that it is a
preliminary
note to a
larger
iii.

&amp;lt;$-c.

The

difficulties

discussion).
to dis

seem

if we place c. 15, with the
exception of the last sentence,
between c. 12 and 13. It is not
true that the question which it
discusses
has
been
already

appear

VOL.

II.

settled: in c. 11 it was asked
whether what one suffers volun
tarily, here whether what one
inflicts on oneself, is a
wrong.

This investigation is
expressly
said to be still in
prospect at the
of
c.
beginning
12, and while it
is certainly not
more, it is also
not less satisfactory than the kin
dred investigations; c. 11 and 12.

TEBNDBLENBUBG

declares

him

self, ibid. 423, satisfied

with this
transposition, in support of which
he appeals to M. Mor. i. 34,

119G,
\
the other
hand, RAMSAUER has not a word
in allusion to the
difficulty of the
In ihe text of
position of c. 15.
c. 15 itself,
however, the order is
certainly defective;
cf.
RAM
SAUER, in loco, RASSOW, Forsch.
fiber die nikom. Eth.
42, 77, 96
See p. 1G3, n. 2,
supra.
a, 28,

15,

compared with Eth.

1138,

1

b,

8.

On

N
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none to enlighten us but the man of insight/ no ulti
mate criterion but the notion which he may have formed
All moral judgment, and with it
of the proper mean.

is

moral msightj is thus conditioned by Insight.
If,
then, we would understand the true nature of moral
all

virtue

we must next

face the question of the nature of

Insight, and accordingly Aristotle devotes the sixth
book of the Ethics to its discussion, illustrating it by
comparison with kindred qualities, and explaining its
1

practical import.
1

It is

To

this

usual to assign a more

independent position to the sec
tion upon the dianoetic virtues.
The Ethics is thought to be a gene
ral account of all the virtues which
are partly moral and partly in
tellectual the former are treated
;

of B. ii.-v., the latter B. vi.

But

while Eudemus (according to
Eth. Eud. ii. 1, 1220, a, 4-15)

may have

treated his subject in

way, Aristotle s intention
seems to have been different.
Ethics, according to Aristotle,
is
merely a part of Politics
(see p. 135 sq.) from which

this

Eudemus

1218, b, 13) is
careful to distinguish it as a
separate science. Its aim is not
8,

(i.

(see p. 181, n.

3,

supra)

yvucris,

but

(Eth. Eud. i. 1, 1214, a, 10,
represents it as not only know
ledge, but also action ), and
accordingly it requires experi
ence and character to understand
it (Eth. N. i, 1095, a, 2 sqq., see
irpa^Ls

supra). It would be
inconsistent with this practical
aim (an objection which, accord
ing to M. Mor. i. 35, 1197, b, 27,
was already urged by the older
Peripatetics, and which is there

p. 161, n. 2, 3,

end he

first

distinguishes,

inadequately met), if the Ethics
were to deal with intellectual
activity for its

own

sake,

and

without relation to human action
in the sense in which vi. 7, 1141,
a, 28 declares that Politics has
The
nothing to do with it.
treatment, moreover, in the sixth
book, as it stands, if it professes
to give a complete account of
dianoetic virtue, is ver}^ unsatis
The highest modes of
factory.
intellectual activity are precisely
those which are
disposed of
most briefly. This, on the other

hand, becomes perfectly intelli
gible if we suppose the true aim
to be the investigation of
cns, the other dianoetic virtues
being only mentioned here in
order to mark off the province of
4&amp;gt;p6vt]-

Qpovncris from theirs and clearly
to exhibit its peculiarities by the
antithesis. Aristotle has to speak
of (pp6vr)ffLs, because, as he him
self says,

c.

1

(p. 163, 2, supra),

he has defined moral virtue as
conduct according to opdbs \6yos,
(pp6vi/j.os would define it,
and because the discussion forms

or as the

a necessary part of a complete
account of moral virtue. Cf. on
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we have already seen, a two-fold
the ^heoretic and the
that which deals with
practical
necessary truth, and that which deals with what is
as

:

matter of choice.^ Inquiring further how reason, know
2
are related to one
ledge, wisdom, insight and art
ho
answers
that
deals Tjrifli neces
another,
Jviiowledp^e
sary truth r .which
head also

is

perceived by an indirect process of

13 (p. 166, n. 1,
supra}, x. 8, 1178, a, 16: o-wtfvKrai Of Kal r/
rij rov
this

vi.

&amp;lt;pp6vri&amp;lt;ris

ffOovs apfry. Kal avrt] rfi (ppovfjaft,
r,o~f&amp;lt;4)s
tlirtp at /Jifv rrjs
o.pxo-1
&amp;lt;ppoi

Kara ras riBtKas flffiv operas, rb 8
op9bv rwv rfBiKwv Kara r}]v &amp;lt;pp6vr](Tiv.
See p. 113, n. 1, supra.
1

2

Etli. vi. 3 init.

a\ri6fvfi

ifyvxh

fj

f&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;

Karacpavat

to translate by
lack of a better

for

insight

wordj,

ravra

vovs, wiroAr/ij/f L

(To&amp;lt;pia,

yap

Whether

Aristotle
intends to
treat all five or only some of
those virtues is, on our view of
the aim of this discussion, not

,

from
view

Tug.

nikom. Eth. Munch. 1852) in re
and
as
garding
the only dianoetic virtues the
former, that of the \6yov ex ov s
far as it has for its object rd
lvdex^/J-tvov 6AAws fx flv the latter
with the qualities which are sub
&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;pia

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;p6vri&amp;lt;Tis

:

^

i

&amp;gt;

ordinate to
71/wfiTj,

it

(ei&amp;gt;/3ouAj a,

SCIV^TTJJ), in

avvtais,

so far as

it

to TO 4v^fx^^ fvov ^AAws
%X* IV of vovs, on the other hand,
he says that as immediate it
refers
I

cannot be regarded as a virtue,
of tirurrrinri and Ttx vr that they
are not virtues, but that there is
l

&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;/a

whose sphere

is

TO&quot;

eVSe-

But, apart
inaccuracy, Prantl s
for
in the first
untenable,
&quot;-

this
is

place Aristotle expressly says,
c.
2 init., that the dianoetic
virtues are the subject of the dis
cussion that follows, and nowhere
hints that there is any difference
in this respect among the five
which he enumerates c. 3, and in
the second place Aristotle s defi
nition

d.

cro&amp;lt;p

a\\us ex e

five.

dianoet.

an

:

;

very important. At the same time
die

arid

likewise in the last
.u..
Aristotle cer
tainly speaks of o-o^/o.c. 7, 1141,
a, 12, as aperr) Te ^rys, but
only in
the popular sense as
has
to do only with the
necessary, it
cannot in this sense be aperrt

we cannot agree with PRANTL
(Ueber

&amp;lt;ro(p!a,

fVjffT^/uTjs,

instance

TI

we have

[which

aper))

apfrrj rfx^ns,

taroo 8^ ols

:

airotydvai TreVre rbv api6/j.6v

4

an

quality

of
If
is

virtue applies

every
a virtue

to all

praiseworthy
( Kill.

i.

13/rw.

:

ruv 8e cee0i rots etrau eras dptrav
AeV/tf j/) tirurrrinri and Te xpi) are
undoubtedly ffis ^watverai (as
example of fis, e lno-T^Tj is the
one which is given in Categ. c. 8,8,
a, 29, 11, a, 24); if, on the other
hand, we accept the definition of
virtue elsewhere (Top. v. 3,
131,
b, 1), & ruv CXOVTO iroit &amp;lt;T7roy5cuoj/,
i

this also is applicable to both.
The same is true of vovs when
conceived of, not as a
special
part of the soul, but as a special
quality of that part, as it must be
when classed along with

^irto-T^,
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in other words,

thought

by inference

that necessary

;

also the object of reason (vovs) in that narrower
sense in which it means the power of grasping in an act

truth

is

of immediate cognition those highest and most universal
truths which are the presuppositions of all knowledge ; 2
c. 12 init., moreover, it is ex
pressly described as a ejs, but if

&c.
it

;

is

a

e|is

it

must be a

e|ts

in other words, an dpenrj.
1
of.
Ibid. c. 3;
243,
p.
supra.
Ibid. c. 6, and frequently,
From reason
v. p. 244,
sqq.
vovs
in
this sense
irpaKTiKos
eVcuverrj

is

:

The

distinguished.

according to

De An.

difference,
10,

iii.

Eth.

volves a self-contradiction,

e%efv) TOV eVxarou Kal e
Kal TTJS erepas irpordcrecos.

yap TOV ov

TWV

/ca0

avrai
e/c
yap
TO KaOo\ov [the

eVe/ca

e/coorra

last

clause, e /c
hitherto baffled

Sec.,

the

commen

and ought perhaps

there

concerned with

knows the unchangeable

all

a!

tiffcov

apxal

^ n ms
eVSe ^oj/rcu a\X&amp;lt;as ex etl/
further treatment of the prac
-

p/t]

tical reason Aristotle is hardly
consistent. In the passages cited,
p. 113, n. 2, its function is de
scribed as Pov\vea8ai or \oyiwhile it -is itself called r6
Ce&amp;lt;r0cu,

\oyia-TiKov

it is

;

of less import (ac

supra) that
for vovs TrpaKTiKos stand also fitdvoia

cording to

p. 106, n. 2,

Siai/or?irpaKTLK ii, TrpaKTiKov Kal
On the other hand we
TIKOV.
read, Eth. vi. 12, 1143, a, 35 Kal
:

o vovs TCOV

fcrxo-Twv

eTr

ajui(p6Tepct

yap
TrpdaTwv opwv Kal TWV
ecrxaTwv vovs eVrt Kal ov \6yos, /cat
5 fj.fv
Kara ras c\7ro5ei|eis TUV

Kal

aKLvfiTW

TU&amp;gt;V

optj.iv

Kal Trpdorcav, 6 5

rcus TrpaKTLKaTs [so.

TTitrT^/uLais,

ev

not

the species irpaKTiKal
as the
ci7ro5et|eis cannot stand
antithesis to the genus ciTroSe^is;
moreover, the former phrase in
a7roSet|ea i, as

tators,

has

yap,

vi. 2, 12 (p. 113, n. 2, cf. 118, n. 1,
supra], is that the object of the
practical reason is action, and
therefore TO eV5ex- &\\(as *x* iv
whereas the theoretic reason is
i

a.Tr6-

according to p. 243 sq. being
a conclusion from necessary
premises, whereas deliberation
has to do with TO
Settjs

to

be

struck out]. TOVTWV ovv %x eil/ ^e?
a^crdrjaiv,

cording
is,

avTt]

of

ciples

second

8

etrrl

Ac

vovs.

to this passage also
besides the reason which

tffxa-TOV, Tb

prin-

demonstrations,
is
object

whose

eVSex^uej/oy,

rj

a
V

TO

erepa

Trp6Taa-is, and which, therefore, is
described as an
of these
can only refer to these
a/f&amp;lt;r07?&amp;lt;m

can only be meant the same as iii.
5, 1112, b, 23 (cf. vi. 9, 1142, a,
24 and p. 118, n. 3, supra, ) where
it is said, TO effxa-Tov ev Trj ava\ixrei irp&Tov eTi/at ev TT/ ytveaei,

the primary condition (-rrp&Tov
afriov, 1112, b, 19) for the attain
ment of a certain end, with the
discovery of which deliberation
ceases and action begins, as set
forth, iii. 5, 1112, b, 11 sqq.; De

An. iii. 10 (see p. 113, n. 2, supra }.
As it lies in our own power to

make this condition actual
it

is

But

it

or not,

described as eVSex^uei/oi/.
does not coincide in mean-
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thatjiitiduin consists in the union of reason
ing,

as

WALTER, Lehrc

r.

d.

prakt. Vern. 222, assumes, with
the fTtpa irp6raffis, the second
The latter is the
premise.
minor premise of the practical
in the example ad
syllogism
duced, Eth. vi. 5 (seep. 110, n. 1,
:

improper sense described p, 250,
supra (for another example,

n. 1,

Eth.

v.

here calls

it

,

as,then, rb irpaKrov

is described as
rb (ffxarov, vi. 8, 1141,b, 27, c. 8,
1 142, a, 24 also, and
only this can
be meant by rb eVSe^. in the
passage before us, the minor

premise ( tlu s is sweet, this is
shameful ) does not refer to a
mere possibility but to an un
alterable reality.
It is certainly
surprising to be told that both of
these are not known by a \6yos,

but by Nous, seeing that the
minor premise of the practical
syllogism is matter of perception,
not of Nous, while the conclusion,
rb eo-xoToi/, being deduced from
the premises, is matter, not of
vovs, but of \6yos, not of im
mediate but of mediate know
Nevertheless, although
cases (as in the above,
rovrl y\vKv) the minor
premise of
the practical syllogism is a real
perception, there are other cases
ledge.
in

in

many

which

it

transcends mere per

ception as, for instance, when
the major premise is we must
do what is just, the minor this
action is just.
In such cases we
can only speak of crfT0Tj(m in the
:

tffxarov,

20),

and

remarks

(r.

1109,

afcr0Tj&amp;lt;m

better to call

clause this is sweet
the fffx a rov t on the other hand, which
leads immediately to action is
the conclusion (in the given case
TOVTOV ytvecQai 8e?), which is
called, DC An. iii. 10 (see p. 113,
n. 2, git/tra), Etlt. vi. 8, 114] b, 1 2,
:

i),

himself

p. 183, n. 4, infra)

the

;

ii.

Aristotle

iravrbs y\vKeos yvta6ai
5e?, rovrl 5e y\vKv, &c., it is the

SM/yra),

and know

b,

that what he
it

(pp6vt]ffis.

the

i.e.

must be object

would bo
But even

of

irpaKrov,

a1(rOi)&amp;lt;ris,

a particular, and

is

all

as

par

ticulars are so (cf. p. 183,
infra).

What is more remarkable is that
the passage before us places the
function of the practical reason,
not in /3ov\evf(rdai (on which
r. p. 182, n, 5,
infra), but in the
cognition of the ertpa irpuracris
and the efrxarov. It is wholly
inadmissible
to
with
say,
WALTER, ibid. 7G sqq., that it is
speaking of the theoretic reason
and not of the practical at all.
It

impossible to understand
6 yuei/ Kara ras O.TTO5ej|ets, &c.,to mean that one and
the same Nous knows both.
If
we examine c. 2 of this book (see
p. 113, n. 2, supra) where, consis
tently with other passages, ra
oAAcos ex 6
ar expressly
ffSex
assigned to the vovs irpaKTiKbs as
the sphere of its action, while
the OeupriTiKos is confined to the
sphere of necessary truth, and if
we consider how important a
place the latter doctrine has in
is

words

the

.

&quot;

Aristotle s philosophy (cf. p. 197,
supra Anal. Post. i. 33 iuit.:
of the frSfx- &AAo&amp;gt;s *x civ there is
neither an ^Trto-TTj^uTj nor a vovs),
n. 4,

;

we must regard it as more than
improbable that what in all other
passages is in the distinctest
terms denied of this reason is
here expressly affirmed of it.
Such an explanation is unneces
sary

:

Aristotle says of

&amp;lt;pp6vrj(ris,

ARISTOTLE
ledge in the

highest and

of the

cognition

worthiest

These three, therefore, constitute the purely

1

objects.

theoretic side of reason.

which we know

its

matter of

human

ifc

hand,
the one

case as

concerns

it

is,

and therefore

On
human

the

effort.

and insight 2 deal with

art

processes by
they deal

What

laws.

with cannot be otherwise than as
cannot be

the

are

They

the actual and

other

action

production,

:

in

the

in

conduct. 3

Insight alone, therefore, of all
can
be our guide in matters of
activities
the cognitive
It is not, however, the only element in the
conduct.
other as

it is

The ultimate aims

determination of conduct.

are determined, according to Aristotle,
iion. but by (In- character of Hie \vill:
the virtue of thepractical reason,
both that practical deliberation,
and that the immediate know
ledge of the cffxa-Tov and irpcutTov,
is the sphere of its operation

He
(see p. ISf^n. 3, infra).
attributes, therefore, to it the
knowledge both of the actual,
which is the starting-point of
deliberation, and of the purpose
which

is its goal.
C. 7, 1141, a, 16 (after rejscling the common and in
1

accurate use of the word
Share SrjAoj/

T&V

iiriart]p.Siv

rov

iipa

on

a vovs

Kal

rj

a)

:

/cat

faffr

It

is

best for

hand

TJ

man

on the other

:

Kal

co-rl

ffocpia

eVto-rV 1?

Kal vovs rcav Ti/m.itoTa.Twi ry (pixrei.
8e (f)p6vr)cris irfpl TO,
c. 8 init.
T]
:

avQp&inva

Ka.1

irepl

u&amp;gt;v

Herri

fiov-

ToCr

Hpyov flvai (pa/j.ev, rb eu )3ouAfiiea9ai, fiovXeverai S ovdels irepl

^

TUV afivvdrwv a\\ws %-%* lv
oawv
T\OS ri fffn Kal rovro
See also p. 183,
irpaKrbv a.ya.Q6v.
i

fji.$i

n. 2, supra.
3

See

4

As was rightly pointed out

Trepl ras
Uv r)
eft?

eVio T^yU.Tj, tixnrep

would be preposterous,

Aristotle continues, c. 7, 1141,
and
a, 20, to regard
&amp;lt;pp6vr}(ris
TTO\ITIK)) as the highest know
in that case we should
ledge
;

former

the

The
concerned with what

ra CK rwv

Of. p. 290, n. 2, supra.
2

regard-, man as
all
of
beings.

to

noblest
is

:&amp;gt;

of action

not by deliberaor, as he would

5e?

&amp;lt;ro(f):a.

/j.6vov

ciAAa

a\f]&VLV.

!
&amp;lt;rofy

aKpiftecrrdT-r) &i/

enj

fj.$)

ei SeVcu,

apxwi
upX a s
(To&amp;lt;p

(To&amp;lt;p6v

ri

have

4

p. 107, n. 2,

by WALTER,

Lelire

supra.
v.

d.

praU.

Vern. 44, 78, and HAETENSTEIN
in opposition to TEENDELENBi EG (Hist. Beitr. ii. 378), and
the earlier view of the present
treatise.
5

Uth.

iii.

jSovAevtfytefla 8e

a\\a
the

irepl

rwv

physician,

1112,

5,

ou

ircpl

b,

r&amp;gt;v

11

:

re\&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v

ra reAT?. So
the orator, the

irpks

ETHICS
explain it, while
the moral cli

aim

all

1

at

happiness, it depends upon
each individual wherein he r-ecks

[

Practical deliberation

it.

183

the only sphere of the

is

exercise of insight 2 and since this has to do, not with
universal propositions, but with their application to
given cases, knowledge of the particular is more in
;

than knowledge of the universal. 3 It
this application to practical aims and to particular

dispensable to
is

it

given cases that distinguishes insight both from science
and from theoretic reason. 4 On the other hand, it is
re Aoj

TI

irws

Kal Sta riv(av tffrai aKoirovcri.

vi.

legislator

6tp.fvoi

:

13, 1144, a, 8

:

(f&amp;gt;p6i^T](ni&amp;gt;

apfTTjv

/j.V

77

Kal TTJV

i]6iK^v

apfrr) rbv ffKoirbv

yap

opQbv, T) 8e (ppo^ffis TO. irpbs
L. 20
u.fv
ovv
rovrov.
TT]V
iroif t

:

irpoaipfO~iv op6r)V Trote?

5

aper^/, To

1

T)

Offa fKfivTjs eVe/ca irf(pvK

Tfcdai

OVK

(Tipas

(ffri

TTJS

See

$vvd/j.((0s.

irpdr-

apTj)s aAA
further,

p. 18G, n. 6, infra.
1
See p. 139, n. 1, supra.
C. 8 init. ; see p. 118, n. 3,

14 (with
reference to the words quoted n. 2
EtJt. vi. 8, 11-11, b,

preced. p.) oi/5
riq&amp;gt;p6vTiais
TUV KaOo\ov /J.6vov, a\\a 8f? Kal TO,
KadfKaara yvu&amp;gt;pi(iv irpaKriKi] yap,
5e irpa^is TTfpl ra Ka8(Kaara.
7;
6&amp;lt;rnj/

:

And

8

T]

puv

Kilt. vi.

accordingly (as

also Metaph.

i.

is

remarked

881, a, 12 sqq.)

1),

1142, a, 23

(ppdvrjais OVK eVtcrTTJ/iTj,

rov yap fffxo.rov
[in the

efy?jTai

182, n. 2,,

vi//&amp;gt;.,

(a-rlv,

un

:

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;arc-

Sxnrfp

passage quoted,

where

p.

was shown

it

to be concerned with the irpaicrbv
ayad6v; cf. C. 8, 1141, b, 27 rb
yap \^-! (pi(Tp.a irpaKrov ws
TO -yap irpaKrbv TOIOVTOV [so. t(
avriKfirai yuej/ 8^j rqU via
6
TOV].
/j.fv yap vovs ruv opoav, aii/ OVK t(TTi
\6yos, T] 8e rov eVxctrou, ov OVK
:

t

tcmv

iitpra.
3

4

rb tpyov airor (\i7rai

Kara r^v

1142, a, 11), being without

(c. 9,

expeiience.

T]

TO&amp;gt;V

eTTifTT^r/,

Sri rb eV TO?S

avrr\

ato~6i]&amp;lt;ns,

oi&amp;gt;x

o ia

/j.adTjfj.ar

arr]o~frai

Tpiycuiuv-

aAA

aAA

oAA.

iS icuf,

t

yap

fjta\\ov
8
tKciv-ns

^AAo c/Sos.
This passage has been discussed
in recent times by TRENDELENBUIJO (Hist. Beitr. ii. 380 sq.),
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;povr)ffis,

irpaKTiKr)

TEICIIMULLER (Arixt. Forsch. i.
253-202), and more exhaustively
by WALTER (Lehr. v. d. prakt.
I erti. 3G 1-433).
The best view
of Aristotle s meaning and the
which it
rests
grounds on

TO.\JTI\V

may

xperience

without

knowledge

without apprehension of the
universal) is as a rule of greater
practical use than knowledge
without experience. 77 5e (pptwjcns
(i.e.

Sxrrf 5e? anQu (x flv %
[the apprehension of the
particular] jj.a\\ov. For the same

reason young people lac

be

follows:

shortly
Qp6vrtffis is

gtrished from

stated
as
here distin-

^TTJO-T^/UTJ

by marks
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seen in both these respects to be a manifestation of
practical reason, the essential characteristics of which it
which are already familiar

When

to us.

further opposed to
Nous, which is described as con
it

is

cerned with indemonstrable prin
ciples, we can obviously under
stand by Nous in this sense only
the theoretic, not that reason

which Aristotle calls practical
and distinguishes from the former

perception but with a perceptive
judgment. The ato-e^a-is, there
fore, which is concerned with the
eo-xarov of practical deliberation
is

not

ruv

alcrQriffis

of

iSicav, i.e.

the

the

sensible
qualities of objects which are pre
sent to particular senses (as was
shown, p. 69 sq. slip., this is always

apprehension

as a different faculty of the soul
on no other ground than that it

accompanied by particular sensa
tions), but an aia-9-nffis of another

(like (pp6vt]&amp;lt;ns, according to the
passage before us) has to do with
the Trpy.Kr bv, the eV5ex^uej/oj/, the

kind. What that kind is is not
expressly said, but merely indi

IVxaroi/ (see p. 180, n. 2, supra}.
Finally, it cannot surprise us
that the ftrxarov, with which
insight is concerned, is said to

be the object not of eiriffrri/j.-n
but of cuo-flrjcns. For this ^xa-rov,
which is found in the conclusion
of the practical
syllogism, is
that in the fulfilment of which
action consists, and is always
therefore a definite and particular
result the ea-xarov is the source
of the resolution to undertake
this journe}% to assist this one
who is in need, &c. (cf. p. 180,
n. 2).
^But the particular is not
the object of scientific know
cf
ledge but of perception
While this is so, we
p. 163 sq.
have to deal in the conclusion
of the practical
syllogism (often
also, as was shown, p. 180
;

;

.

sq.,

minor premise), not only
with the apprehension of an
actual fact, but at the same time
with its subsumption under a
universal concept (as in the con
clusion
I wish a
good teacher
Socrates is a good teacherSocrates must be
my teacher )
accordingly, not with a simple
in its

:

;

cated by an example
that which informs us
:

TO?S

/j.adrj/ua.TiKo is

it is like

on

rb eV

ecrxaroi/ rpiyuvov,

that in the analysis of a figure the
last term which resists all analysis
is a triangle.
(For only so can
the words be understood, as is
almost universally recognised
;

EAMSAUER S

explanation, which
takes the general proposition to

mean primani vel simplicissimam
omnium fcjhram essc tria-nf/ulum,
is contradicted
by the circum
noted by himself that
such a proposition is not known
In other words,
by ai&amp;lt;rdr)(ris.)
this ate- dy ir is involves a judgment
stance

upon the quality of its object.
But such propositions as this
must be done differ even from
the given instance,
this is a
triangle, in that they refer to

something in the^wsfewsfc-andnot
merely to something present to
the senses. They are therefore
still further removed from per
ception in the proper sense than
it is.
Hence he adds they are
more of the nature of (pp6vri(ris it
is more akin to atad-rivis.
The pas
:

;

sage, therefore, gives

and there is no reason

good sense,
to reject the

/=

t

ETHICS

ISO

so perfectly reproduces that we have no difficulty in re
in other
cognising in it the virtue of practical reason
Its
words, practical reason educated to a virtue.
is
hand
otrthe
one
the
and
individual
his
object
good,
on the other the commonwealth in the former case it
1

:

is

Insight in the narrower sense, in the latter Politics,
is further divided into (Economics, and the

which again

sciences of Legislation and Government. 2
In the sure
of
the
means
to
the
ends
indicated
discovery
proper
by
3
in right judgment on the
Insight consists Prudence
matters with which practical Insight has to deal, Under
;

j

standing;

in so far as a

man judges

words from on rb tv TOIS pad. to
the end, in which case we should
have to suppose that the actual
conclusion of the chapter has
been lost.
1

Aristotle does not, indeed,

expressly say so, but he attri
butes to vovs irpaKTiKbs (see
n.
p. 180,
2) precisely those
activities in which
ex
presses itself, viz. j8ouAeiW0ai
and occupation with the eV5exdufvov, the irpaKTbv ayaBbv, the
fff%(nov, and remarks of both
that they are concerned with
matters of
not
of
afoflrjo-jy,
&amp;lt;pp6i&amp;gt;fiffis

knowledge (p. 183, n. 4, supra}.
These statements are consistent
only on the supposition that they
refer to one and the same sub
ject, and that insight is merely
the right state of the practic.al
reason.
PKAXTL S view {ibid. p.
15), ttiat it is the virtue of rb
$oa(TTiKbv, is refuted even by the
passage which he quotes on its
behalf, c. 10, 1142, b, 8 sqq., not
to speak of c. 3, 1139, b, 15
sqq.
2
C. 8 sq. 1141, b, 23-1142,

a,

10;
3

equitably on these

cf..p. 136.
ibid.

E\&amp;gt;pov\ta,

p. 118, n. 3, supra.
to this account of

c.

10;

cf.

According
it,

fvfiov\ia

must not be confounded with
knowledge into which inquiry
and deliberation do not enter as
elements, nor with tvaroxia and
ayxivoia, which discover what is
right without

much

deliberation,

nor with S6a, which also is not
an inquiry but it is a definite
quality of the understanding
;

see p. 10(5, n. 2), viz.
bpOorys fiov\fis T] Kara rb dx^eAi^uoi/,
Ka.1 ov Set Kal &s Kal ore.
And we
must further here distinguish
between rb O.TT\US fv j8e/3ot/AtO&amp;lt;r0ai
and rb Trpos ri T(\os fti /3ffiov\fvffdat.
Only the former deserves
be called
unconditionally to
(v&ov\ia, which is therefore de
fined as bp66TT)s TJ Kara
(Sidvoia,

irp6s ri r(\os, ou
4

2iWis,

relation to
1143, a, 6

7}

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;p6v

ibid.

c.

11.

Its

is described
TO avra
TT?

&amp;lt;pp6vr)ffis
:

irepl
Icrrlv, O\JK

/xei&amp;gt;

tffri

5f raiirbv

ARISTOTLE
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we

matters towards others,

him Right-minded.

call

1

Just, therefore, as all perfection of theoretic reason is
included in Wisdom, so all the virtues of the practical
reason are traced back to Insight. 2 The nflt^ffl.! bn,si.^

of insight

the intellectual acuteness which enables us

is

and apply the proper means to a given end. 3
If this is turned to good ends it becomes a virtue, in the
opposite case a vice so that the root from which spring
the insight of the virtuous man and the cunning of the
knave is one and the same. 4 The character of our ends,
find

to_

;

however, depends in the first instance upon our will, and
the character of our will upon our virtue and in that
;

sense insight
Kal

may

(pp6i&amp;gt;r]a

TJ

fj.V

yap

effTW Tt yap
rb reAos avrrjs

fTTirciKTiK; ]

&amp;lt;pf&amp;gt;6vn(Tis

5e? irpdrTeiis
ftrriv
5e
i]

?}

jU?/,

avi&amp;gt;f(Tis

It consists eV

TW

eVl rb Kpiveiv Trepl
i]

LS

be said to be conditioned by virtue. 5

&amp;lt;pp6vr\&amp;lt;ris

ecrriv,

KpiTiK.}) fj.6vov.

vyvw[j.ovas Kal

T\V

yvca/J.rjv, is

11

1143,

ffvyyviafj.7]

opOi],

yvu&amp;gt;/j.7]

Kpiriif^

rov

All right conduct
bpQ-l).
towards others, however, has to
do with equity (c. 12, 1143, a,
firifKovs

31).
2

Aristotle accordingly con
cludes the discussion of the
dianoetic virtues with the words
:

Tt

fJ.fV

OVV

&amp;lt;TT\V

T)

(pp6vr)(TlS

KO.l

r)

.
so that he
ftpr)Tai,
himself appears to regard these
as representative of the two chief
classes of the dianoetic virtues.
There is this difference, moreover,
between them and most of the
others (c. 12, 1148, b, (5 sq. c. 9,
&amp;lt;ro(pia

.

,

and

&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;ta

Ibid.

c. 13,

ns 8vva/J.is

avrri 8

fyv

:

ra Trpbs
(TKoirbv ffvvrzivovra

roiavri) axrre

f&amp;lt;rrl

Svi acrOai

1
fort
144, a, 23
KuXovcri Seti/oTTjro.

ravra irpdrrfiv

Kal

rvy-

according

19 sqq. fj rov
similarly

a,

Kpicris

=

877

rbv vivortQfvra

Kal Kpiiftv Ka\ws.

KaQ

yvw^-rj

extent natural gifts,
are not.

Sd^y

rovrwv Trepl Ssv
a\\ov \tyovros,

and

&amp;lt;pp6vr)cris

3

-^priffQai rrj

sqq.) that while vovs,
are to a certain

a, 11

1142,

Gvvtffis

4

1.
26
&v M ei/ ovv 6
av
p Ka\bs, f-rraiver-f]
Se $av\os, iravovpyia.
VII. 11,
8m rb r^jv SfivoT-^ra
1152, a, 11
Siatyepeiv rr)s (f&amp;gt;poi/r,fff(as TOV ftpri/Li.cvov -rpoTfov
Kal Kara yttej/ rbv

Ibid.

:

&amp;lt;TTIV,

:

.

.

.

\6yov tyyvs eivai, Siafydpeiv Se Kara
T })v irpoa peffiv. See above. Plato

had already remarked (Rep. vi.
491 E)that the same natural gift
which rightly guided produces
great virtue, under wrong- guid
ance is the source of great vice.
5
Eth. vi.13, 11 44, a, 8, 20 (see
p. 182, n. 5, iwp.). Ibid. 1. 28 (after
the words quoted n. 3, 4 )
5
:

TI

&amp;lt;ppovricris

OVK avev

TTJS

oi&amp;gt;x

Tl

e&amp;lt;m

$eivorr)s,

dAA

Swd/Jieus ravrrjs,

i]

ETHICS
But, conversely, virtue

may
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also be said to be condi

l

for just as virtue directs the will
tioned by insight
to ynofl
teaches it the proper means to,
objects, insight
employ in tne purauiTottnemTjSlora^irtue, there;

fortv-uud in- iij-lit

tj^rffives

the

nmdii

reciprocal] v

the will a bent

I.

&amp;gt;n

one another:

the

in

direction

of

the good, wITile the latter tells us what actions uiv
8
The circle in which we seem here to be in
good.

not really resolved by saying 4 that virtue and
insight come into existence and grow up together by a
that every single vir
gradual process of habituation
volved

is

;

tuous action presupposes insight, every instance of true
5
but that if we are in search
practical insight virtue
;

of the primal germ from which both of these are evolved,
we must look for it in education, by which the insight
of the older generation produces the virtue of the

This solution might suffice if we were deal
ing merely with the moral development of individuals,

younger.

eis [which here, as p. 153,
a permanent

3

vi.

1145, n, 4:

13,

OVK

fcrrat

fj

n. 3, xvjira, indicates

Trpoaipeais opQi) avtv

quality] rip vfj./j.ari Tourcfj yiverai
tyvxys [insight is compared
to the eye also] OVK avfv apfrris

avfv apfrrjs r) /Jitv
ij
oe TO irpbs rb rt\os iroif i irpdrTfiv.
3
1
30
ovv
44,
Srj\ov
(K
OTI ovx ^ov Te
elpr]tj.(

TTJS

.

.

Staarp((pfi

.

yap

fj

(jLOxQilpta Kal

iroie? irfpl las TtpaKriSbffTf tyavfpltv ori o5uKas apxas.
VOTOV &amp;lt;pp6vi/j.ov elxai fj.7) 6vraa.yaQ6v.
5e 5te0Cf. c. 5, 1140, b, 17
bia\l/evO&amp;lt;r6ai.

:

ifio Ai:- Ka.

6apfj.tvif) 5t

ov fya ivfTni
8el

auTy]
Tot/0

VII.

TJ

TO&amp;gt;

Qpofhaews
yap TO Tf Aos,

1

ayaQov
oi5e

fTfft

tlvai Kvpius avfv

X. 8

;

avfv T
see p. 178, n.

4

TEENDELENBURG,

BcitT.
5

ii.

385
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this point to J/.

3//?r.

apfrwv, a\\a cvvfpyovai

8

supra.

See

p. 182, n. 5, supra.

Kill.

refers
3,

on

1200,

8; of/re yap avfv TIJS typov-1 afws
&\\ai apfral ytvovrat,
7j
QpAvria-ts rc\fia &vev ruv a\\wv

n. 3,

Eth.

Histor.

ii.

al

9,

Jin.

q.

1151, a, 14 sqq.
vi. 13, 1144, b, 1-32.
Cf. preceding note and p. 150,
1

1

.supra.

8101

alpflaQai Travra Kal irpa.TT(iv.

v&amp;lt;i)v

&amp;lt;pp6vi/j.oi/

apfTT)s.

\virf)v fvOvs

apx^),o jOf [sc.^aii
rovrov tvfKfv /cat

:

1&amp;gt;,

TU&amp;gt;V

&amp;lt;rJ5

a,

oW

TTOIS

/JLT
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and with the question whether in time virtue here

But the chief difficulty
precedes insight or vice versa.
lies in the fact that they condition one another abso
lutely.

Virtue^ consists injji^p.Tvjmy
the

which can only be determined by

t.Tip.

proper mean,

man of insight.

l

be so, insight cannot belfttriLud Lo Lhe mere
of
means for the attainment of moral ends
discovery
the determination of the true ends themselves is impos
if

But,

this

:

while, on the other hand, prudence
of insight only when it is consecrated
to the accomplishment of moral ends.
sible

without

merits the

it

name

As

insight is the limit of moral virtue in one
direction, those activities which spring, not from the
will, but from natural impulse (without, however, on that

account being wholly withdrawn from the control of the
To this class belong
will) stand at the other extreme.
the passions. After the discussion, therefore, of insight,
follows a section of the Ethics which treats of the right

and wrong attitude towards the passions.

Aristotle

the former temperance, the latter intemperance
distinguishing them from the moral qualities of self-

calls

control (aGH^poavvrj) and licentiousness, 2 by pointing
out that while in the case of the latter the control or

tyranny of the desires rests upon a bent of the will
founded on principle, in the case of the former it rests
merely upon the strength or weakness of the will. For
morality centres in the relation of reason to desire,
concerned with pleasure and pain 3 if further
there is in this respect always a wrong as opposed to
if all

and

is

;

1

2

Cf. p. 163.
3

See

p.
.

P.
r. 167 n. 6, supra.

156 s.
sq. sura.
supra
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the right, n bad as opposed to the good
still this
opposi
tion may be of three different degrees and kinds.
If

we suppose on
from

the one

hand a perfected virtue, free
vice, and on the other a

alike

weakness and

all

absence of conscience,

we have

in

total

the former case a

divine and heroic perfection which hardly exists
among
men, in the latter a state of brutal insensibility which
1

If the character of the will, with
equally rare.
out being so completely and immutably good or bad as
is

in the cases just supposed, yet exhibits in fact either of
these qualities, we have moral virtue or vice. 2
Finally, if
we allow ourselves to be carried away by passion, without

actually willing the evil, this

is

defined as intemperance

or effeminacy ; if we resist the seductions of passion,
temperance or constancy. Temperance and

it is

intemper
ance have to do with the same object as self-control and
namely, bodily pain and pleasure.

licentiousness

difference lies in this, that while

The

in the case of the

former wrong conduct springs only from
passion, in
the case of the latter it springs from the character of
If in the pursuit of bodily pleasure or in
the will.
the avoidance of bodily pain, a

proper limit from
1

ijQri

Etlt. vii. 8 in it.

Sval

rois tifv

dpfrV rb
jTTOi.

aptr^v,
Kal

Kania
tvavria

et Srj,

ra

8

rb

8fjAa

irepl

ra

yap

fMfv

8 tyitpdrfiav /caAotvxej/

rV

w-p&s 5e
apfj.

T&V

:

(fxvKTtov rpia tcrrlv

axpaaia Qripdr-ns.

yap &mr(p

hv

B-npi6rrjra /j.d\urr

\tyfiv
Tjpwi/cTJi/

T^V
TWO.

virtp

Qeiav

KO.}

ovSf dypiov

Tj/xas
.

.

.

fcrrl /COK. O

oi8 apfrrj, ourcas
0eoO, aA.A f)
8 fT(p6v
operas,
/4ti/ rifJLiwTtpoi
oi&amp;gt;5e

f&amp;gt;

TI yevos

Ko.Klas. occ.

man

transgresses the

weakness and not from an

Of

OTJP^TTJS

evil

will,

Aristotle speaks further c. 6, 114
8, b, 19, 1149, a, 20, c. 7, 1149 b
27 sqq.
Among bestial desires

he reckons
rots apptat by
which, however, as the context
lie
means only passive
shows,
not active TraiSfpaffria.
See preceding note and the
remarks which follow
the
a&amp;lt;ppo8i&amp;lt;ria

upon

relation of ffcatypoffvvri and d/coAaffia to
^/cpoTeto and CLKpa&amp;lt;r{a. besides p. KK) sq.
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in the former case he

nate

if

;

or constant.
1

intemperate, in the latter effemi

is

he preserves the proper

Ibid.

G

C.

The

1

on

:

pey ovv

limit,

man

type of

latter

irepl

OI T eyKparels
rjSoj/ds Kal \viras elcrlv
Kal ot aKparets Kal jUOKal

KaprepiKol

he

is

still

temperate
from

differs

other hand (who is denned 1150,
b, 1 as e AAetTrwv irpbs a ol TroAAol Kal
avrirflvovffi Kal Svvavrai), avoids

More accurately,
Aa/col, (pavtp6v.
these qualities, like
aKoXaffia, refer to bodily pain and
pleasure; only in an improper
sense can we speak of xP 7 uc* Ta /

pain

aKpareTs Kal KepSovs Kal np.rjs Kal
6vu.ov. rcav 8e irpl ras ffa/u-ariKas
rbv
aTro\avffeis, irepl as Xeyopev

principle (Sid rb ireTreurflat), this
desire having its roots in his
moral character as a whole (Sid
rb roiovros elvai oTos Stco/cetj/ auras)

&amp;lt;ra&amp;gt;4&amp;gt;po(ruj/77aiid

&quot;

?/

aKoXaffrov, 6

(T&(ppova Kal

p.}]

r$

ruv T)$nvav SIOOKWV ras
inreppoXas Kal rwv Xviri]pS&amp;gt;v (pevyvv
dA\d Trapa irpoaipeaiv Kal rfy
SidVoiai/, aKparys Ae yerai, ov Kara

Trpoaipe tffOai

.

.

.

fj.fv

d/fpaTet 6 eyKparfys,

6 KaprepiKos.
the d/c^Aao-ros

paXaKy
11

avriKeirai
Se

undesignedly.

Se rep

:

r&amp;lt;

c. 9,

1151, a,
desires im

moderate bodily enjoyments on

.

effri

.

.

Se

ns

Sid iraQos

eKcrra-

rtKbs irapa rbv bpQ bv \6yov, &/ &o~re
lj.lv /J.$)
Trpdrreiv Kara rbv opQbv
faffre 5
TrdOos,
/cpareT rb
roiovrov olov TreirelffOai SiciiKfiv
avfdrjv Se?i/ ras roiavras rjSovds ov
ovr6s fffriv 6
/cpare?
aKpar^s
jSeATiw^ rov aKO\dcrrov, ouSe ^auAos

X6yov
eli/ai

Ma\aKia refers to the same

p.6vov.

The

objects.

and the
and the

oi&amp;gt;x

the eyKpar^s
eiffl

cruxppav,

a\\

ravra,

aKparijs, therefore,

a/foAao-ros,

Trepl

/xei/

wffavrtas

elcrlv,

ov
o: fjifv -n-poaipovvrai ol 5
irpoaipovvrai. 8tb /xaAAoi/ aKoXaarov

dAA
~av

ocrris

etiroifjiev,

/ur;

ras

Stc6/Ct

eiriOv/j-cov

%

Kal

uTrepBoAas

pfrpias \viras, /) rovrov
rb fTriOvfj.c tj/ ffcpotipa.
in reference to the
init.
Sta

C.

8

:

can

said objects,
&(rre

ovrus ex iv
&v ol iroX\o\

fj.fv

Kal

firraffQai

Se Kpareiv Kal
Kpeirrovs,
TOUTOJV 8 6
TTOAAol T^TTOUS
&amp;lt;TTL

Trepl

6

8e

ol

/J.CV

aKpar^s 6 8 eyKparrjs,

r)Soi/as

AUTTOS

irepl

u&amp;gt;v

^iaAa/cbs

&amp;lt;5

8e

itaprfpiKos ... 6 jJifiV ras virtp/SoAav SiMK&v rwv TjSecoj/ v) /fa0
^ Sia Trpoaipefftv, Si
uTrepjSoAas
auras Kal ^.TjSei^ 8t erepov airoficuvov,
6
e A/cenrajj/
6
8
aKoXaffros
.

.

.

Se /j.ffos ffuxppuv.
Se Kal & (pevycav ras (rwuariKas \vTras jifJ? Si yrrav dAAa Sia
di/Tt/ce^e^os,

6

6/j.iocas

Trpoaipc(Tii&amp;gt;.

The

/xaAa/cbj,

on the

aTrAaJs*
r)

ffw^rai yap rb fiXrio~rov,
&XXos S evavrios, 6 e/u/xevKal ou/c fKffrariKbs Sid ye rb

a.pX&quot;h-

eri/cos

ifdQos

(and so, previously, c. 4,
1146, b,22). C. 11, 1152,a, 15 the
intemperate man acts indeed
e/ccbv, Troj/T/pbs 8 ou -^ 7ap irpoaipeffis
:

-

axrfl

eTTiei/c^s

rj|U&amp;lt;7r^vr/pos.

He

resembles a state which has good
laws but which does not observe
them the iroviipbs one in which
the laws are observed, but are
bad. He differs, therefore, from
the aKoXacrros in that he feels re
;

morse for his actions

(cf.

Etli.

590 mid. above) and
is therefore not so incurable as
the latter. Accordingly, Aristotle
compares excess with epilepsy,
aKoXaffia with dropsy and con
iii.

2,

p.

sumption
init. ).

(c. 8,

Two

1150,

a,

21, c. 9

kinds of intemper

ance are further distinguished,
d&amp;lt;r0eVeta

and

Trpoirtreia,

that

ETHICS
the

man who
he

in that

is

is

1P1

virtuous in the proper sense
still

(o-w&amp;lt;fy&amp;gt;&&amp;gt;z/),

struggling with evil desires, from
free.
The general question of how

which the other

is

and how

possible to act from intemperance,

far

it is

to let our better

1

and

knowledge be overpowered by desire,

has been already discussed. 2
3.

Upon

Friendship
all that relates to the virtue of

the account of

the individual, there follows,

as already mentioned, a

80 morally beautiful

treatise

is the
upon Friendship.
conception of this relationship which we find here
unfolded, so deep the feeling of its indispensableness,
so pure and disinterested the character assigned to it,

so kindly the disposition that
the wealth of refined and

Aristotle could have left us no

own

of his

indicated, so profuse

is

happy thoughts, that
more splendid memorial

heart and character.

Aristotle justifies

him

admitting a discussion upon Friendship into
the Ethics partly by the remark that it also
belongs to
the account of virtue, 3 but chiefly on the ground of the
self for

which Is deliberately pursued and
that which, springing from violence of temper, is thoughtlessly
pursued of these the latter is
described as more curable (c. 8,
1150, b. 19 sqq. c. 11, 1152, a, 18,
The inconstancy of the in27).

excusable are exaggerations of
noble impulses (c. 6, 1148, a, 22
sqq.\ On anger, fear, compassion,
envy, &c. see also lihet. ii. 2,

temperate man finds its opposite
extreme in the headstrong and

\6yov 5;a ras
TTOK IV xal

self-willed

t^w

;

man

(itrxvywyy^/uoy,
The
iSioyixfifjLuv, c. 10, 1 151, b, 4).
excesses of anger are less to be
blamed than those of intern(c. 7, c.
cf. v. 10,

perance
sqq.;

and

p.

113,

n.

1150, a, 25
1135, b, 20-2!)
1); still more
8,

5-11.
C.

1

1,

1

15

ofos

(yxparris

6

J,

b, 34: 6 re

/urjStj/

irapa

(T(a/j.aTtKas

o-uxfrpw,

a\\

rjS

6

OVK tx uv
6v/j.ias, iral 6 ptv TOIOVTOS olos
^StffQai irapa rbv \6yov, 6 8
&

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;awAas

T/)8fcr6ai
&quot;

8

P.

a\\a

/J.TJ

ayfaOai.

(AVA. vii.
(trn yhp fye-HJ

aperfjs

:

1&quot;5

viii. 1 init.

fi.)
T&amp;lt;S
&amp;lt;r&amp;gt;

yap
r bv
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friends

l
:

has for

it

significance

and enjoy

ness

human

life.

the happy man, that he
it

Everyone requires

may keep

his happi
2

with

it

the
by sharing
others;
comfort and support
youth, for advice
old age, for assistance.
manhood, for united action
Friendship is a law of nature it unites parents and
afflicted, for

;

;

;

:

by a natural bond, citizen with citizen,
man with man. 3 What justice demands is supplied
in the highest degree by friendship, for it produces a
unanimity in which there no longer occurs any viola
tion of mutual rights. 4
It is, therefore, not
only
children

5
outwardly but morally necessary.

of

man

find in

satisfaction

;

their

it

The social impulses
most immediate expression and

and just for this reason it constitutes in
an essential part of Ethics. For as Ethics

Aristotle s view
is

him

and the moral
no account of moral activity
him complete which does not represent it as

conceived by

in general as Politics,

as life in society, 6 so

life

can be to

For what follows see

1

1155, a, 416.
Ibid. avev yap

Etli.

viii. 1,
2

eAofr

&i/

Trdvra

fyiXtav ouSeis

TO Xonra aya9a
yap ti^eAos TTJS

fjv, e^coi/

...

ri

roiavrris

atyaipedeio-ns
everripias
evepyecrias, $7 yiyverai ^.aAttrra Kal
eVcui eTWTaTTj Trpbs (pi\ovs.
3

16-26, where inter
alia: ftoi S &v ris Kal ev rats
nXuvais [wanderings] ws olKtiov
Ibid.

a-rras

c.

avOpwiros

Kal

avdptitnrcf}

Of. ix. 9, 1169, b, 17
taws Kal rb /J-ovcaTTju

iroie tv

yap eAoir
e^eiv aya6d

TTCIVT

yap

6

av6pa&amp;gt;TTos

On
infra.

this

fy iXov.

aroirov 8

:

ov9tls

ra

4

IMd.

(pi\wv

see

&j/

rbv
Ka6

iroXi-

Kal ffv^rjv

further

24

1.

uvrtav

/u.ei/

Siicaioi 5

(fvvris,
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iXias,

7rpo&amp;lt;r8eoj/Tai

ruv SiKaiwv rb

Kal

tlvai

(piAinbv

sqq.; hence,
ovSev 8e? SIKOLIO-

eWes

jJidXiffra

So/ce?

[the highest
the justice of friends].
justice
5
ov p.6vov 5 ava.yKa16v
L. 28
is

;

iffriv
ti

oAAa Kal Ka\6v.
See on this line

Etli.

x.

7,

1177,

a,

p. 186, n. 1.
6
30

^v

:

SiKaios Setrat irpbs ovs
SiKaioirpayfja ci Kal ^e9
wv, o/j.oi(as Se Kal 6
Kal
6
(raxppui/
avSpelos Kal rcav

aXXwv

eKaffros,

theoretic

only

virtue is self -sufficient
8
5
77
b,
avOpcciros

c. 8,

;

Trpdrreu/.

ra

1178,

eVrt

:

irXtioffi (rvfj alpf irai

/car

Cf. p. 144, n.

1,

Kal

aperV
supra,
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The examination,

therefore,

of

Friendship, while completing the study of Ethics,
constitutes at the same time the link which unites it

with the doctrine of the State.

1

understands in general
By friendship
every relationship of mutual good will of which both
2
This relationship, however, will
parties are conscious.
Aristotle

assume a
the

different character

according to the nature of

The objects of our
upon which it rests.
attachment are in general three the
good, the plea
surable, and the nsefnl 3 and irTour friends it
will
basis

:

-

be sometimes one of these, sometimes
another, which
attracts us.
We _ seek their friendship either on
account of the advantages which we expect fronTThem
or on account o? the pleasure which
they give us, or on
account of the good that we find in them. A true
friendship, however, can be based .only upon the last

He who loves his friend only
the sake of the profit or the
pleasure which he
obtains from him. does not
love
truly
him, but only his
of these three motives.
for

own advantage and enjoyment;
4
ingly his friendship changes.
1

Aristotle

inserts,

however,

two sections upon pleasure and
happiness between them, in the
tenth book ihus connecting the
end of the Ethics with the beginning, where the end of human
effort had been defined as
happines *T

.

VIII. 2, 1155, b, 31 sqq.
(where, however, 1. 33, rf must
be omitted after ^oi/). Friendship is here defined as c foot a tv
avTnrtiroi&amp;gt;06iri
as

^ becomes friendAa&amp;gt;0ai/ou&amp;lt;ra,

mutual good

VOL.

will

II.

with these accord

True friendship exists

ship only when each knows that
the other wishes him well. The
definition of the
Jihet i
5, 1361, b, 3(5, as one
&
oltrai ayaBa flvat
(Kfiv^, TrpaKTi K 6s
tv-riv avrwv Si
iKelvov, is a superticial one for rhetorical
purposes
3
Ibid. 1155. b, 18:
toKrtyip
&amp;lt;pi\os,

S&amp;lt;rris

ov irav QiXelrrGai
TOVTO 5
fhai

a\\a rb
ayaBbv

&amp;lt;pi\nToi&amp;gt;

b

-hfo

-J

xpfa^ov.
*

Ibid.

c.

3, 5.

Friendships

for the sake of profit are
for the most

part

formed

among

older
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between those alone who have spiritual affinities with
one another, and is founded upon virtue and esteem.
In such a friendship each loves the other

He

in himself.

is

for

what he

seeks his personal advantage and

pleasure in that which is good absolutely and in itself.
Such a friendship cannot be formed quickly, for the
friend must be tried by long intercourse before he can
l

be trusted

nor can

;

it

be extended to many, for an

inner relationship and a close acquaintance is only
2
It is, moreover,
possible with a few at the same time.

no mere matter of feeling and

inclination,

however indis

3
it, but of character, of which
may
as lasting an element as the virtue to which it is

be to

pensable these
it is

people those that are for the sake
of pleasure, among the young.
Only the latter require that the
friends should live together, and
they are least durable when the
parties are unlike one another
and pursue different ends the
one, for instance (as in unworthy
love affairs), his own pleasure, the
other his advantage. Cf. c. 10,
;

:

1159, b, 15, ix. 1, 1161, a, 3 sqq.
VIII. 4 init. reAei a 5 itrrlv

aya9oi [for they are so in so far as
they are good], olroi /nty ovv
fKetvoi Se

(/n Aoi,

Kal

Cf. n. 2
-

still

TOO

TJ

T

ruv ayadoov

V

(f)i\ia

7, 1158, a, 10 sqq., and
fully ix. 10.
VIII. 7, Il57, b, 28
eoiite

VIII.

more

;t

:

8

TJ

(f)i\!a

n. 3,

fjiev

e|ei

and

(f)i\f)(TLS

ovroi

6/j,oi(ai&amp;gt;

/u.d\i(rra

8t

&amp;lt;pi\oi

KCi ^ ov Kara
[they are friends for
the sake of one another and not
of merely accidental object]

avrovs yap ovrws ex oucri

o-v/jifiefi-nKos

ovv

Siafj,fvei

ayaOol

Ibid.

rj

3)o~iv,

c.

,

rainy
St

TJ

8

6 init.

(|)iAoi

ayadol

rovriav

81

:

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;iAia

aperr)
ol

OJHOIOL

fy

fws hv

jj-dvi/nov.

^uei/

ySovfyv

avrovs

q&amp;gt;iXt)ffis

ovx

&amp;lt;pavhoi.

rb XP^~
ol

oj/res,

&amp;lt;pi\oi

y

8

yap

yrrov

ai&amp;gt;ri(pi\ov(ri

rayada

yap

fiovKovrai dAA^Aois f/ aya6oi
ayaOol 8 elal /ca0 aurovs. ot
5e fiov\6/j.ei oi rayaOa TO?S (piAots
$Kflvtav eveKa,

yap

irdOti,

?

e|6a;s,

?)

8e

(on e|is, see p. 285,
p. 153, n. 8, supra}- ^

Kal /car dpe-

6/j.oius

cru/^jSe-

rovruis.

on following page.

1

:

Kara

&fj.oiwcrOai

Kal

8e

irpbs

ra

Se juera

Trpoaipfffts

rayaOa. fSovKovrai

O0
rots

Kara
But on the
further re
?

CKeivfav eVe/ca, o j

(f&amp;gt;i\ovtAVOis

a\\a Kad e|tz/.
hand, as is
marked, mutual pleasure in one
another s society is an element in
friendship of morose persons it
irdOos

other

;

ot roiovsaid, ibid. 1158, a, 7
roi euyot /ueV flviv dAAigAois
@ov-

is

:

Xovrai yap rayadd Kal airavrcacriv
els ras XP* ias
8 ov -KOMV
eicrl Sid rb /j.7]
crvvrj/ufpeveiv /xTjSe
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iXoi

dAArjAois, a 8^ /u.d\Lffr
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Every other kind, attaching as it does to
external and unessential, is
merely an

equivalent.

what

is

imperfect

copy of

true

this

This

1

friendship.

vpq^ires thnf.
friends should love only the
in
onn
n.nnt-.W that
ppood
should
receive
from
one another and
the^
only good

Virtuous men, on the other
rejnrn only good/
hand,
neither demand nor perform

any unworthy service to
to be done for them. 3
But just as true friendship rests on likeness and
equality of character and spiritual gifts, all
one another, nor even permit

friendship

may be
See

1

and

said to rest

1158,
115!), b, 2 sqq.
0.

4,

upon

on preceding page,

n. 1

viii. 8,

*

4 sqq.

b,

115(J,

c. 10,

12:

b,

tffnv

[each is not only per se good,
but a good to his friend], ot yap
dyadul Kal
Kal

ayadol Kal dAA?j-

air\u&amp;gt;s

airAaJy

yap

it

ol

ayadol

rj8e?y Kal

The equality

equality.
TO

is

tomey [which we
cannot explain with
BIIANDIS, p.
&amp;lt;pi\(w

147G, as the love of friends is like
the love of their virtue, for the
words preceding forbid this trans
lation
the meaning is: inas
much as love is a praiseworthy
thing, it is a kind of perfection
in the friends, or is based
upon
as therefore, the
perfection;
that
rests
friendship
upon actual
merits is lasting, that which rests
upon true love must be so
too].
ftff
tv ols TOVTO
ytvfTai KUT
;

,

tKacTTq} yap /ca0 T^Sovijv
tiff tv at oiKfiai
irpdtis Kal al Toiava\\&quot;f)\ois

TWV

TCU,

TOV

Tts

8e al avTal t)
1157, b, 33: fyihovvTO avro7s ayaQov
&amp;lt;pi\ov

dyadwv

c. 7,

0/j.oiai.

6

yap dyados
dyadov yivfTai y

&amp;lt;pi\ovo~iv

jAfvos

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;l\os

yfi/6-

&amp;lt;pi\os

t/ca-

TC TO auTif) dyadov
Tfpos ovv
Kal TO taov dvTairoSiSuai TTJ 3ov\rjo~fi
Kal
v jSet
Tfp
\ty(Tai yap
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\fl

&amp;lt;|)iA({T7js

Kb
&quot;&quot;

is

^f, so that the same
pro
here cited as ix. 8, 1168, b,

\eytTai ydp

:

xi

x

/j.d\i&amp;lt;TTa

&amp;lt;pi\6Tr)s

-

Trj

vip.01

OVTW
/i/

^a\to-

&amp;lt;pi\

5

ot

Kal

&amp;lt;pi\

0i

)

8

S,

Kal

Kal

l&amp;lt;r6Tr)s

nd\i&amp;lt;TTa

6^016^5

Ol

.

.

TU&amp;gt;V

lo~6Ti)s~\

dyadwv Tav&

iftov yi jvf treat
ir\ovffi v ,
a/j.adilS

ntv

6/j.oioTr)s
TI

TUV

C. 10, 1159, b,

and viii.
T^S

TWV

10, 1150, a,
(plA/OS oKo&quot;f)S
tl&amp;gt;

p,A,

S

titan- ol
yap
TVyxdtXl TiS tv5f))S
TOVTOV
c^i^cyox dvTiSupfnat. a\\ v
This
is so even in the
case of lovers
Uus S f oi-8 tpifTat Tb tvavTlov T oD
ivarrlov
Ka6
aM, d\\ a Kara
&&amp;gt;V.

&amp;lt;pi\o&amp;lt;t)i\ui/

1

34

TU

:

p.a\\ov 5
&amp;lt;pt\?V

Kttl

firaitoufj.tvwv, fyiKuv

/car

ivarriu

.

.

8

avuroi

lad&ivTo yap

^

av.

TOVTWV

j)

av Ka l

[or with Cod.

omit

verb
8

lff6Tf]s

i)

dtjav,

OVTOI
(f&amp;gt;t\ia.

TOVTO
n. 2,

ydp

dyadov.

supra.

o 2
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when both

parties, besides having like objects
one
another in respect of worth.
like
are
view,
the
other
on
hand, the object of each is dif
When,
1
ferent, or when one of the parties is superior to the

perfect

in

we have

2

other,

proportional instead of perfect equality

each lays claim to love and service from
the other, proportionate to his worth to him. 3 JFrie_nd-^
ship is thus akin to justice, in which also the question
or analogy

:

one oTthe establishment of

is

human

of

tions

4

society

;

As in the case of the lover
and his beloved, or the artist and
his-fBSjptt-, in which the one party
seeks pleasure, the other advan
tage or of the sophist and his
disciple, in which the former
teaches and the latter pays ix. 1,
1

;

;

2-32

193, n. 4, sup.
E.g. the relation of parents
and children, elders and youths,
man and wife, ruler and ruled,

1164,

a,

cf. p.

:

2

1158, a, 8, and elsewhere.
VIII. 8 init. etVt 8 ovv a!

viii. 8,
3

equality in the rela

but law and right take
at
Parents
i]fffis Kal at (piXiai,
perform a different service for
&amp;lt;^i\

children from that which chil

dren perform for parents
so
long as each party does the duty
that belongs to it they are in a
right and enduring relation to
each other. dvd\oyov 8 eV iraffais
;

KaO

TCUS
Kal

T^V

rbc

vTrepoxftv oijaais (f)t\iais
8e? yiveaOai, olov

(pl\ijfftv

dfAeivw u.a\\ov
Kal rbv

ta ()ai

fy

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\e

(iXely,

:

e/pTj/xe i/cu

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\iai

avra yiyverai

TO yap
eV ttroTT/ri
KalfiovXov-

dir dfj.fyo lv

rai d\X-f]\ois

erepov dv6

dvr

u(f)e\fias.

c.

rwv

8

J

erepov

olov

i&v

ovffwv
rcov

15
.

fj8oj/V

init.
.

.

:

Kal KaO

ev Iff6rriri

/

rpir-

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;l\a&amp;gt;V

TUV 8e
yap

6/j.otdcs

virfpoxfa (ical
dyadol (f)i\ot yivovrai Kal

a/JLeivwv xeipovi, 6/j.oid)s 8e Kal ^SeTs,

wal Sta rb

XP^

cl(/)eAeiais

Kal

tcrovs juev

Kal

KOT

roTs

iff6ri)rct SeT

AotTToTs

TOVS 5

dva\oyov rats virepoxais
diro8t8&amp;lt;Jrai.
c. 8, 1158, b, 17 (after
citing examples of friendship in
unlike relations) Tfpa ryapkKdcrrov
TOVTWV dper^t Kal rb Hpyov, erepa
:

KM

(

a

&amp;lt;pi\ovffiv

erepat ovv Kal

(pfayo is yiyvr)rai,
Ia6ri]s 5 8^ rr)s

Cf. c. 13, 1161,
rb KUT
21, c. 16, 1163, b, 11
eiravHro?
Kal
dj-iav yap
T^V
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;tAtas

:

o~(f&amp;gt;*i

ix.

fyiXiav.

1

init.

Sf roTs ai/o^oetSeVt

:

eV

irdirais

[those
in which the two parties pursue
different ends] rb dvd\oyov Ic
Kal

T^V

(rcbfei
t,

olov Kal

dvrl

(j&amp;gt;i\iats

(f)i\iav,

v Trj
r&amp;lt;av

yivcrai /car o|( oi

TcpfyiXelv

iffdfiv,

r]

ircas

elvat 8o/feT.

a,

&quot;

dviffovs T(f

Se

r6re ytyvtrai

lo-d&vres raTs
Sia^epovres) roiis
A40

diav

/car

yap

,

&c.

4

VIII. 11 init.: ?o&amp;lt;/ceS
TTfpl ravra Kal eV roTs avrols eli/a:
Kal rb S tKaiov
tv aird(Tr)
^ re
yap Koivuvia 8o/ce?Ti Sfaaiov flvai Kal
.

.

.

&amp;lt;pi\ia

&amp;lt;pl\ia

8e.

criVi ftrl

T&

.

.

.

/ca0 offov Se

KOIVWVOV-

TOCTOVTOV fffTi

5 iKaiov.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\ta

Kal

yap

Cf. p. 192, n. 4, supra,
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instance of relations of inequality,

which individuals are treated in proportion to their
worth, and only secondarily of relations of equality,
in

whereas in friendship the reverse

which

is

the case

that

:

primary and perfect is the friendship between
while
that which exists between those who are
equals,
is

not equals

is

1

only secondary.

next discusses those connections which

Aristotle

are analogous to friendship in the narrower sense.
He
remarks that every community, even such as exists for

a special purpose, involves a kind of
friendship, and he
shows especially with regard to that form of community

which embraces

all

others

namely, the

political

what

personal relations correspond to its principal forms, that
2
is, to the various kinds of constitution.
From these,

which are more of the nature of contracts, he then pro
ceeds to separate the relationships of kindred and
pure
1

VI

rb

ttrov

rfj

&amp;lt;pi\ia

9 init.:
5e
&iJio
fv re ro?s SiKa ots Kal tv

I f.

&amp;lt;as

oi&amp;gt;x

&amp;lt;paiv*rai

ex*iv

fern yap

master and

slave, no friendship
but in such cases
possible
there are not even rights (c. 18,
is

;

tv nfv ro7s SiKaiots Icfav
TTpwTws rb
/car d|iav
[i.e. Siavf/j.r)riKbv Siicaiov,

ibid.

which

a trifling one, and it is obvious
from the quotations on p. 196, n. 4,

is

based upon analogy

;

see p. 171 sqq.], rb 8* Kara iroaov
[i.e. SiopBuriKbv, which proceeds
upon the principle of arithmetical

equality] Sturtpus, ev 5c TT?
rb
Kara iroabv trpu-us [since
perfect friendship, of which all
other forms arc imperfect imitalions, is that which is concluded
&amp;lt;pi\ia

fj.ii&amp;gt;

between persons equally worthy
for the sake of their worth see
p.
n. 2, SM/W/], rb
J4, 11. l,and 11
5e Kar diav
in
Sevrtpws
support of
which Aristotle points to the fact
that where the inequality is very
;

J

&amp;gt;5,

:

preat, as in the case of

gods or

(c.

13,

men and

1161, a, 32 sqq.)

cf. x. 8, 1178, b, 10).
The
;
distinction, as a whole, is rather

and

p.

li&amp;gt;2,

n. 4,

supra, that

it

was

not accepted even by Aristotle
himself as exhaustive of thesubject. The reason is to be found in
the obscurity caused by his failure
clearly to separate between the:
and the moral side of
legal
&quot;

justice.

On the special relations of
travelling companions, comrades
in war, members of clans, guilds,
&c., cf. viii. 11; on the State
and the various forms of constitution, c. 12 sq., and p. 190, n.
-

4,suj&amp;gt;ra.
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On the same principle he distinguishes later
two kinds of the friendship which rests on mutual
advantage, which are related to one another as written
to unwritten law
the legal, in which the mutual
1

friendship.

on

2

:

obligations are definitely fixed, and which therefore is
merely a form of contract and the moral, in which the
;

services to be rendered are left to the

which give

rise

He

friends.

good

will of the

Aristotle further examines the occasions

individual.

to

discord

remarks that

and separation between

chiefly in friendship for
the sake of advantage that mutual recriminations arise,
for where friendship is cherished for the sake of virtue

there

is

a rivalry in

it is

mutual

service,

which successfully
where

excludes any sense of unfairness on either side
it

is

founded merely upon pleasure

it

is

;

likewise

impossible for either party to complain of unfairness, if
fails to find what he seeks.
On the other hand, the
man who performs a friendly service in the hope of

he

obtaining a like return, too often finds himself disap
3
The same may be said of
pointed in his expectations.
between
friendships
unequals. Here also unfair claims

demands that the
more worthy should be recompensed for that which
cannot be repaid to him in kind by a corresponding
measure of honour. 4 Finally, misunderstandings easily

are frequently made, whereas justice

1

/JLW

VIII. 14 init.i
ovv

et fnjrcu

7rct(ra

d(f)opi&amp;lt;rei

(rv-yyevifriji

8e

$i\ia

Kal

TroAtTttfcu

8

T^V
KOL

fv Koivcaviq

eVrlj/,

KaOdirep

av TIS r^v T
fTaipiK-f]V.
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;uAeTiKcu

a!
at

Kal oaai rotavrai, KOIviaviKais eo iKaffi /j.a\.\ov
olov yap
Ka.9 6/j.o\oyiav riva (paivovTcu eTi/ai.

&amp;lt;rv/j.ir\o

els

LKal,

TavTas Se rd^eifv &v ris Kal r^v
Relationships of kindred

are discussed in c. 14, partly also
c. 12 sq.
shall return to these
in the section upon the Family.
2
VIII. 15, 1102, 1), 21 srjq.
8ec the interesting- discuss ion ill viii. 15.
Ci also wlial is
said on the relation of teacher
and scholar, ix. 1, 1164, a, 32 sqq.
4
VIII. 1C.

We

:t

.
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where each party has a different object in view in

arise

Aristotle further discusses
entering upon the alliance.
the cases where a man s duty towards his friend con
1

with his duty towards others, and he lays down
the wise principle that in oacli case we must consider
flicts

peculiar obligations which the circumstances in
2
He asks whether a friendly alliance should be

the

volve.

dissolved if one of the parties to it changes, and he
answers that separation is unavoidable in cases where

the

change

one in the essential conditions of the

is

He

3

surveys the relation between love of
self and love of friends, recognising in the latter a

connection.

reflection of the attitude

tains towards himself;

which the virtuous man main

1

and he connects with

question

friend more, deciding

impossible that there
1

.

;

xupra.
-

IX.

2,

tirel 5

:

Kal

&amp;lt;po1s

fKafrrois

rovra

a, 16,
especially
(rtpa yovfvvi Kal ctSeAll(k&quot;&amp;gt;,

fraipois

Kal

evcpytrais,

ra oiKfla Kal ra

airovffj.ijrfov

.

.

.

Kal

ap/j.6r&amp;lt;rvy-

Kal iro\lrais

KOL

ytvtffi
&amp;lt;pv\eTais
Kal TO?S AyjTroTs anaaiv atl Trtipartov
5?;

TO

oiKf.~t.ov

ra

(KOLcrrois

a-rrofffjifiv,

Kal

&amp;lt;rvyKpivtiv

virdpxovra KOT oiicei6&quot;When
TTJTO Kal apfr^v
xP^
the relation is homogeneous this
comparison is easier when he&quot;

&quot;.

-i)

:

terogeneous, it is more difficult
to make; but even in the latter
case it cannot be neglected.
3
IX. 3: this is, of course,
the case where the friendship is
based upon pleasure or advanor, again, when one has
tage
;

s

by pointing out that it is
should be any real opposition

it

For the fuller discussion of
this case see ix. 1
cf p. 193, n. 4,

30

this the

whether one should love oneself or one

been deceived in a friend, supposing oneself to have been loved
disinterestedly (Sic TO 750os), while
with the other it was only a
matter of pleasure or profit. If
a friend degenerates
morally,
the first duty is to aid him in
if
but
he
himself,
recovering
proves incurable, separation is
the only resource, for one cannot
and ought not to love a bad

man.

If, lastly, as is often the
case in youthful companionships,
the one outruns the other in

moral and intellectual dovelopment, true fellowship becomes
henceforth impossible; nevertheless, the early connection should
be honoured as much as it
can be.
4
IX. 4, ibid. HOfi, b,
where the discord in the soul o

G-2l&amp;gt;,
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between the claims of those two, since true
sists in

coveting for

morally beautiful

what

ourselves

and great

;

con

self-love

best

is

i.e.

the

but we participate in this

only the more fully in proportion to the sacrifice we make
for a friend.
In the same spirit Aristotle expresses him
1

self (to pass over other points

2

the view that the
) upon
happy man can dispense with friends. He denies this
on many grounds. 3 The happy man, he says, needs

whom

friends

he

may

benefit

the contemplation of
enjoyment akin

;

their excellence affords a high sense of
to the consciousness of one s own

it

;

energise in

company with

is

others than alone

easier

to

one gains
moral invigoration for oneself from intercourse with
Above all, man is by nature formed for
good men.
association with others, and the happy man can least
afford to lead a solitary life
his own life and activity is a

of that

life

and

4

;

for just as to each

;

man

good, and his consciousness

activity a pleasure, so also the existence

whom his own existence is doubled, and
the consciousness of this existence, which he
enjoys in
intercourse with him, must be a joy and a good. 5
But
of a friend, in

the wicked is depicted with reniarkable truth, and the moral
is drawn consistently with the
practical aim of the Ethics ef 8*7
TO ovrcas e xeti/ Xiav ecrrlv &9\iov,
T^V /j.oxOr)piav Smrera:

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;evKTfov

IJ.ivws
1

&c.

IX.

8,

see p. 133, n.

2,

supra,

ad fin., p. 151, n. 2, supra.
The relation of ctfj/om
5) and devoid (c. 6) to

children

one

s

8)

(c.

friends,

;

the

(ix.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\io,

;

of

neither too small nor too great,
but ought to include so many
ocroi tls rb
iKavoi, seeing
that a close relationship is possible only
between few, the
&amp;lt;rv($v

closest

(epo&amp;gt;s

as

uTrepjSoA??

only between two

the apparent fact that the benefactor usually loves the benefited
more than the latter the former,
every one loving his own production, as the mother does her

number

which ought to be

&amp;lt;pi\ias},

although of
political friends (members of the
same party) one can have a great

number.
3
IX.
4

n. 3,
5

;

9, cf. viii. 1,

IX, 9, 1169,
supra.

b,

Ibid. 1170,

a,

1

1155, a, 5.
7; see p. 192,

13 sqq. where,
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we ask

further whether we require friends
1
or
prosperity
adversity, the answer is, that it
if

to

necessary

2

them

possess

in

adversity,

more in
is more

nobler

in

In the former case we are more in need of

prosperity.
their help ;

manly

which know how

natures,

bear

to

pain alone, have more need of friendly sympathy in the
other case.
man ought to be eager to invite his
friends to share his joys, loath to have recourse to them

A

in sorrow

on the other hand, he ought to be more

;

ready to hasten to them when they are in trouble than
in joy.
True friendship, however, demands both. 3
Friendship is an association and community of life, an
extension of self-love to embrace others.
Each takes
the same delight in the existence and
activity of his
friend as he does in his own, and
imparts to his friend

what he most values himself. 4
after first referring to alaOdvtffQai
votiv
as
constituents of
human life, Aristotle proceeds,
1. 19
rb fie fji/ rffv naff avrb aya.

edvfa-eai

auro

or i

fj

.

.

Siuirep
TO 5
1

(owe

cirl

l&amp;gt;,

ruv

TO 5

yap aya6bv ^wij,
a.ya9bv uirdpxov tv taury alff&dv7)5u.
[In being conscious of
perception and thought we are
conscious of life: rb yap tlvai fy
atV0a/e(70at Kal voe iv, a, 32.] ... is
5e irpbs eavrbv *x fl
virovoa ius, Kal
irpbs rbv (pi\ov
crepes yap avrds 6
ftrriv
KaQdwfp ovv rb avrbv
tivai aipiTov fdnv
t/catrT^, OVTW Kal
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;6(T(i

IX.
-

&amp;lt;pi\os

rb

rb 8

irapawMjffiuy.
(faai fy alpfrbv Sia rb aiffQavtadai
avrov ayaBov ovros. i\ 8 rotavrrj
rbv^&amp;lt;pi\ov

7)

KaQ favrr)v, avvaiff6dv(cr6ai apa 5(7 Kal rov
tin
(ffnv, rovro ot yivon &j/ ^i/
atffOri(Tts r)0t?a

&amp;lt;pi\ou

1

T&amp;lt;

11.

similar

ween

rb tv

^0(TKrj/j.dru}v

distinction

be-

and ayaObv or
Ka\bv has already come before

\

*&amp;lt;rdai

.

A

TU&amp;gt;V

v/j.r6ai.

r$ avry

/ca0

^4&amp;lt;av

eVl

Sxrirep

aia-

:

Kal

voids

:

Kal r)8twi/
iraaiv ijSu fit/at.

Knvwvtlv Ao -ywi/ Kal 8movru yap &i/ 5o et rb ffvfijv
ruv avdpuiruv Ae-yeo-flat, Kal ovx

&amp;lt;rvyv

and

6&amp;lt;ai&amp;gt;

Friendship, therefore,

avayttalov

165, n.

us, p.
2), 1 JL

1

n.

(from MetapJt.i.
CLPolit.vii.

5,gupra.
11, 1333, a, 36 TO

8

xP^ ^a

eVe/cei/.

,

:

rwi&amp;gt;

KO\WV

3
i)

]\

irapovvta

concludes,

a^a7Ko?a Kal

ruv

Sr]

tV

&amp;lt;pi\wv,

airatnv

c.

aiptri)

(paivrrai.
4
bee n. 5 above, and ix. 1 (H!
he end of the section upon friend1

1

ship)

:

ap&quot;

obv, Sxrirfp rots tpwtri

rb

6pav a.ya.ir^r6Tar6v tan, . ovru
Kal rols (j&amp;gt;i\ots alprurar6v tffri rb
(Tvrjv ; Kotvtavia yap rj &amp;lt;pi\ia. Kal
.

us

irpbs

tavrbv t^ 6

?

ovrw

.

Kal irpbs
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the most conspicuous example of the natural sociableIt is the bond that
ness and solidarity of mankind.
is

men to one another, not in any merely outward
manner, as by a community of legal rights, but by the
In friendship indi
deepest instincts of their nature.

unites

vidual morality expands into a spiritual communion.
But this communion is still limited and dependent on
It
the accidental circumstances of personal relations.
a
a
and
wider scope
is in the State that it first receives

more

solid foundation

in

laws and

fixed

permanent

institutions.

T^V

fy iXov.

Trepl

OTl fffTlV aipGT fl

avruv 8

if

a iffOfjfns

KCU TTfp] T^V

&amp;lt;pi\OV

5r]

77

Iv TO}

5

ivepyeut

(TV^fjV,

&C.

yiverai

avro7a

!&amp;gt;03

CHAPTER

XIII

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
P.
1.

OF

Xecetxity,

Aristotle

s

(CONTINUED)

Politics 1

Nature and Function of the State

theory of the State

it

may

be said, as of

some other portions of his philosophy, that there are
several points in it on which it is difficult for us to obtain
certainty or completeness of view, owing to the state
in which his treatise on Politics has come down to us.

So rare

is

the union, so unequal, where they exist,
of the powers and qualities which

the distribution,

we here

find combined in equal proportions, that the
eight books of the Politics of Aristotle form, indeed, one
of the most remarkable works that antiquity has be

queathed to

us.

With

the most comprehensive

know

ledge of the facts of history and the completest insight
into the actual conditions of social life, Aristotle here

combines the subtlest power of marshalling in the
service of scientific thought the materials which are
so supplied.
But the completion of the work was
On the more recent literature which treats of Aristotle s
theory of the State as u whole
and in its several parts, see HIL1

nEXBRAxn, fteftc/t. v. tfi/*t. tier
Jtrc/itsmid Staattphilosopkie

(Li-ip/i^,

1X(0).

UEBKBWEG,
(5th ed.

i.

:M2

6V*&amp;lt;*ri*t,i.

1X7(&amp;gt;)

;

:
s&amp;lt;|q.

203

so.

SuSEMIHL, Jahrb.

/. Phifal. vol. xcix. 593, ciii. 110,

BUUSIAN S JaJtrcsbcrichl,
1874, p. 5 J2 sq. 1877, p. 372 sqq.

and
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and
probably prevented by the death of the author
when the sketches which he had left came to be put to
1

;

2

gether.

it

was impossible to avoid

lacunae,

and these must

See Appendix,
2
Here, as in the case of the
Metaphysics (see p. 76 sq. supra),
the notes left by Aristotle seem

it impossible to
Cicero, make
accept this view, even were we
to grant that the note,
?
f?
a place in
0(j)p., did not find

to have been simply put together
without revision or alteration.

Hermippus s enumeration until
after Apellicon s discovery of the
books, and to treat Krohn s eli
mination of the supposed Theophrastian passages from our text
as less arbitrary than it is.
The

1

Tradition does

not

tell

us who
but as
as the

undertook this task
Theophrastus is named
editor of the Metaphysics (p.
have been he
79), it may
which would explain the fact
that the Polities seems to have
been in circulation also under his
;

;

name.

alluded to by Diog.
24, in the curious words
It is

same arguments hold good
against

also

HILDENBRAND S

(Gesch.
StaatspkiL i. 360)

Redds- u.
and ONCKEN S
d.

(Staatsl. d. Arist.

rov

65 sq.) supposition that the
Politics at the death of the
author existed only in the original
MS., and that between the death

of Aristotle

of Theophrastus and Apellicon s
discovery it had disappeared. It
may, indeed, appear strange that
during this period we find such

v.

:

As they stand, these
a--7j.
words give no conceivable sense,
as it could not have been in
tended to explain the nature
s

Politics

by compar

ing them with Theophrastus

s

as

The

the better known.

question,
rises
whether the
therefore,
words TTO\. aKpodcrews d 97 are not

alone original, $
hav
ing been first placed in the
margin by another hand, and
then incorporated in the text as
with ws taken from
rj
eo&amp;lt;ppd&amp;lt;TTov

0(}&amp;gt;p.

aKpodo-ews preceding

it.

KROHN

supposes that the con
junction of the works of Theo
phrastus und Aristotle in the
cellar at Scepsis may partly ex
(ibid. 51)

plain

why much

that belongs to

Theophrastus should have found
its way into the Politics of Ari
stotle,

and why

it finally

came

to

be thought that Theophrastus
was its author but the indica
tions given, p. 150, supra, of the
use of the work up to the time of
;

i.

meagre traces of it, but this finds
sufficient
in the
explanation
feebleness of the interest taken
at this time in political investiga
tions, and the poverty of the
philosophical remains that have
survived to us from it. Even in
the later ages, this most important
account of Aristotle s political
doctrines is seldom mentioned
(see the passages cited by SUSEwho follows
MIHL,
xlv,
p.
d. Pol. d. Arisf.
SPENGEL,
Ucl&amp;gt;.

Miinchn. Akad.

v. 44 J, and
Ar. 242
hardly a dozen in fifteen centu
ries), and, apart from the extract

\_Abli. d.

HEITZ,

in

Verl. Schr. d.

STOB^EUS (see

p. 203, supra), is

not discussed with any fullness
except by the Platonist EUBULUS
(Part iii. a, 71 9, b, 408, 1, PORPH.
V. Plot. 15, 20;, a part of whose
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always remain a serious hindrance to the student of the
Politics, even although the leading thoughts and funda
mental features of the treatise are hardly affected by them.

However valuable

individual virtue and the

ledge which instructs us in

know

may be, Aristotle yet
finds, as was to be expected in a Greek, that both are
inadequate so long as they are confined to individuals.
it

Morality finds its first perfect realisation in the State.
In itself, the moral activityjof a .community is greater,

more

and more divine than that of
But even the continuous production and

perfect, nobler,

individuals. 1

maintenance of virtue

Mere

State.

is

dependent wholly upon the

instruction

is

he who

is

majority of cases

:

admonition nor understands

listens to

in

insufficient

the

vast

a slave to desire neither
It is fear of

it.

punishment, not aversion to evil, that moves him. He
knows nothing of joy in what is noble for its own sake.

How

is
it possible,
then, to correct inveterate ten
dencies by mere exhortation?
Habit and education
alone are of any avail, not only with children, but with

adults as well, for these also are for the most
part amen
able only to legal constraint.
But a good education and
2
stringent laws are possible only in the State.
Only in
3
the State can man attain his proper good.
Life in the

State

is

the natural vocation of man.
TUV

riav

vir

ApicrrorfXavs tv

UO\ITIKUV

irpbs r^v
n\druvos TloXneiav dj/Tfip^eVwi/
has been made public by MAI,

Stvrtpcp

Collect. Vatic,
1

1-^tli. i.

ii.

1,

671 sqq.

101)4, b, 7

yap

[r6 Tt Aos] et/1 Kal
v yf Kal TtXcurrtpov rb
Kal

/col

aycun)Tbi&amp;gt;
Ka\\ioi&amp;gt;

Aae&amp;lt;V

Kal

pfv yap Kal tvl
tQvd

5e Kal 6fi6r(pov

w6\fffiv.
2

Ibid.x. 10.
Pollt.

:

6*

/cal Tav&quot;r6v iff-riv

4&amp;gt;cuVfTa&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;rufit&amp;gt;

n6vy,

His nature has

i.

1

init.

Every

so-

ciety aims at some good, /uaA/o-To
8e Kal TOV Kvpiwrdrov irdvruv
[sc.
(TTOxaC Tai ] *? iravuv Kvpiurdrij Kal
TraVas irfpitxovcra TOS &\\as
avrri
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destined

him

he alone of

for society, 1 as is clear

from the fact that
2
power of speech.

creatures possesses the

all

In the State moral activity finds at once its condition
and completion. The State is the moral whole, and is
therefore prior in itself to the individual and the
3

family

only in the order of its origin in time and of
need does it come after them. 4 Only a being

:

human
who is more

who

or

less

is

than

human can

live apart

from the community of the State. To man it is in
dispensable. For as with moral culture he is the noblest
of

all

without law and right he is the
is the function

so

creatures,

worst

and the adjustment of rights

of the

community

8

fffrlv

KO\ov[ifvi] TroAty Kal r]
Ettl. 1. I,

&quot;h

KOlMvia

at large. 5

TTOXlTtKT}.

T]

rb returns [TTJS iro\i1094, b, 6
r4\os irepifx 01 & v ra TUP
aAAcoy, SoffTf TOUT
eft? ravQpwHow far this is
irivov ayadov.
consistent with the higher place
assigned to 0eo&amp;gt;p/a has been al
:

Ti/cf/y]

&quot;av

ready discussed,
1

TUV

Polit.
(pixrei

:
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ucret

With

&amp;lt;yov.

p.4v

:

iii.

6,

fffriv &v/ecu (j.rfSei/

dAArjAwi/ @oT)6eias

;

;

Trp6rpov

i.

TTJ

Sr]

2,

1253,
ir6\ts

&amp;lt;f)i&amp;gt;(rei

tKaffTOs r]/j.uv canv.
o\ov Ttp6repov avaynauov
Kal

pepovs.

.

.

.

Only in this sense is it said,
Etli. viii. 14, 1162, a, 17:
yap rf; (pvtTfi avvSvatTTiKbv pa.
,

offcp

oiKia

OVK eAoTTOi/ opeyovrai rov av^fjv.
see p. 192, n. 3, zupra
Etli. ix. 9
cf. preceding note.
Polit. i. 2, 1253, a, 7 sqq.
Polit.

-rj

fffriv.

4

irpoTfpov Kal avay-TroAfcoy.

which serves

Se^/xei/ot TTJS irap

3

reAoy yap
re Aoy

Tratra TroAty

Kal at irpaiTai Koivuviai
CCUTCU e/ceiVcor,
8e (pvcrts

lTrep

a physical need, and

iroXiTiKbv, 8tb

q&amp;gt;ov

e

on

1253, a, 2

2,

OpuTTos (pvarei TroAm/cbi/

Bpdoiros

1252, b, 30: Sib
eVrlv,

143 sq. supra.

a reference to this passage,
1278, b, 19

morality, therefore,

iro\is effrl, Kal ori av-

i.

r)

p.

The

et

yap

^

a,

19:

^)

otKia

rb yap
rov

elrat

That
is

there

fore definitely distinct from rb
Ka\6v\ see p. 201, n. 2, supra.
But this does not prejudice the
subordination of every other
social bond to the political.
On

the other hand, the State and
the household seem rather to be
regarded by Eudemus as parallel
institutions

1242,

a,

22

(see
:

6

aAAa
economics

IAOVOV iroXiriKbv

End.

yap

vii.

avBpfairos

e|ei

10,

ov

Kal oiKovofMKbv

Cyov*),
being also
separated by him from politics
see p. 186, n. 4, vupra.
5
Polit. i. 2, 1253, a, 27
6 5
;

avrdpK7]s

:

oAAoi

is

to satisfy

rb

6 Aov.

POLITICS
of individuals has

State

:

Ethics

its

L&amp;gt;07

indispensable complement in the

is fulfilled

in Politics.

from what has just been

It follows

said,

that the

function of the_ State cannot, according to Aristotle.Jbe
limited to that which even then, it would seem, was

held by some, as

number

the protection
certainly owes

human

to a

it

modern

in

much

has been held by a
times, to be

its

only one

larger

namelv,

of person and property. K, ^ The State
origin, as Aristotle admits, primarily

its

Families unite in communities for

need.

communities again into States.
is not
thereby ex
function does not stop with care for theV

purposes of intercourse

;

But the conception of the State
hausted.

Its

physical wellbeing of its members, since this care is
extended to slaves and domestic animals as well as toj
nor even with the common protection
citizens
against L
;

external enemies and security of intercourse. Such a/
community is an alliance and not a commonwealth, nor
is it less

While

so because the allies form a
geographical unit.
to
the
existence
of a
indispensable

it is

political)

community that

these objects should be
secured,/
in
a
the
State,
yet
proper sense of the word, first arises
from the effort of the citizens to realise a perfect andj
all

1

(fj.vos

i

avrpKfiav,

ir6\tws. wffTf ^ 6i]piov % 6f6s (as he
has said already at line 3 of the

same page:
Kal

ov

6

&iro\is

5m

(pvcnv

5m

TV\T\V tfrot &amp;lt;pav\6s
tar iv ^ Kpfirrwv /) avOpuiros) (pixret
olv i] 6p(j.)) tv TTIKTIV tirl ri]v rot-

fj.(i&amp;gt;

Koivuvlav

6 5e Trpwros (Tvari)ffas (Jifyiardiv ayaOiav atrios. wffirfp

a.vri]v

yap Kal rt\tudev
s

$i\narov ruv

tariv,

ourw

Kal

irvrtov.
e\ov&amp;lt;ra
(\(ai&amp;gt;

xa

-

uir\a

tyvfrai

7rwT
u

5

T77

700

avflpcairos

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;puvr)ati

Kal apfrrj, ols

tari xpiiadai /uni\i(rra
avoaiutrarov /col
aypiwraroi/

ttrl ra.va.vria.

Sib

avtv aptrris
iroXir IK&V

...
})

yap

Sf

7;

SiKrj

Koivuvias rdis tariv
SiKaiou Kpltris.

?;

SiKaioffvvr)

Tro\iriK?is

St

SI/CTI

rov
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(self-sufficing social

The aim

1

life.

of the State

in

is,

2
word, the happiness of the citizens.
Happiness,
3
however, consists in the unimpeded exercise of virtue.
The happiness of a whole people cannot differ from that

/a
\

Accordingly, the highest function of the
is to form and educate citizens,

of individuals.

State and of statecraft

Polit. i. 2, 1252, b, 12
rj
ovv fls iraarav f)/j.epav ffvveffrt]Kara fyvffiv olic6s
Kvia Koivuvia

vo/j.ias.

TT\fi6va)v OIKIUV

aperris

1

8

:

/j.ev

*o~riv.

.

.

.

8

rj

e/c

KOivcavia TrpAri) xpr/aews fVfKff p.^)
u.d\io~ra Se Kara
etyriufpov Kw/ni].

oiKev ^

&amp;lt;t)vo~iv

/cdtyiTj

airoiKia ot/cias

From

the extension of the
family springs the village com
munity, which in the earliest
times is ruled by the head of the
elvai.

family

.

.

.

T)

8

e /c

ir\ei6vcav

KWU.UV Koivwvia re Aetos iro\is,

f)

5rj

%xovo~a irepas rys avrapKeias
CTTOS enrelV, yi.vou.fvii juev ovv

irao~T]s

us
rov
Stb

TIV

eVe/cef, ovcra

Se rov e3

Tr6\ts tyvffti tcrrlv,

Traffa

iii.

9,

1280, a, 25

Civil
for the
:

&quot;fjv

o-v/j./jLa^ias

eVe/cev,

afiiKcavrai,

.

p-fire

Sircos

virb

Sia

ras

Being merely

con

such partners are
federates,
neither under any common au
thority cure TOU iroiovs rivas elvai
SeT &amp;lt;t&amp;gt;povriov(riv arepot robs erepovs,
ou8 OTTWS /irjSely afitKOS Ho~rai
virb
ras avvO f)Kas M^^

r&amp;lt;av

a3&amp;gt;iKi)(rov(nv

\6yov

/j.rj

Every other combination
an alliance, not a State every
law which does not aim at
making the citizens just and
good is a (ruvflrj/cTj, not a v6p.os.
is

;

Nor does

it

alter matters if the

parties in question inhabit the
same place, tyavepbv roivvv, 6n
rj ir6\is OVK Hern Koivcavia r6irov Kal
rov /j.^] a.SiKe iv ff(pas avrobs Kal TTJS

ravra
ov

JJLSV

oi5

fj.})v

rovrwv airavruv
rov eu

^5rj

Kal roils ytveffi,

^COTJS

9,

TfAos
.

.

.

ir6\is,

dAA

r]

rfv noivtavia Kal rals o lKiais,

Kal avrdpKOvs.
2
Polit. iii.
8e

TT^Ats

KOlvatvla

XP IV

reAetas

1280,

39:

b,

ovv ir^Aews rb eS

/J.fv

rovro 8

yev&v Kal

7)

rjv

KUfJ-cav

fays reAefas Kal avrdpKOVs.
rb rjv
earlv, us
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;a/J.fv,

riav Ka\iav

vdaiu.6vws Kal KaAcDs.

ydpiv Qtrsov eTvat rfyv
ov rov
KOiviaviav, aAA

cov

vii.

o-vtfjv.

Se

ir6his

6/j.oiwv,

8, 1328,
KOivuvia ris

evfKfV 8e

XO^vt]S

api(TTr)s.

rb

evSaiu-ovia

aperris evepytia
re Aetos &C.
3

onus

us

7

rfj

fjv.

society exists not merely
protection of property, nor yet
rov ($v IJLOVOV eVe/cej/, a\\a /j.a\Aoi&amp;gt;
rov ev fjv (/col yap &j/ SovAuv Kal
ir6\is
vvv 5
r&v ah.\u)v tyw
OVK (rn Sia rb /j.}) /j-ere-^etv euSotfj.ovias yitTjSe rov fjv Kara irpoaipeffiv),
^ir)T

zlvai

eVijiifAes

ovo/j.aoiJ.fvr) TroAet,

etirep

reAos yap
Kal at TrpStrai Koivwviai
5e fyvais re\os
avrt] 4KLV(t&amp;gt;v, r)
{&amp;lt;rriv.

aperrjs Kal KaKias iro\iriKrjs
tv oVot (ppovriovo~iv evKal (pavepbv ori 5e? irepl
r)

See

p.

35:

a,

ei/Se-

^w^s rys
eTrel

apiffrov,

Kal

8

fffrlv

avrt]

xP^ ff ls

137 sqq. supra.

r,

ruv

eo~n

Se

T

s
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moral and spiritual fitness, and
an inherently noble and satis

all

to furnish the impulse to

The qualities which make a good
fying activity.
citizen and a brave man are thus seen to be the same
1

:

the completed virtue of a citizen is not a virtue, but
virtue in its application to civic life. 2 Virtue,
however,
See p. 208. n. 1, supra-, Eth.
13, 1102, a, 7, ii. 1, 1103, b, 3
1

i.

;

Pol-it, vii.
-

2 init.,
iii. 4

c.

15

*

into.

Is the

virtue
of the av^ip ayaQbs identical with
that of the iro\irrjs ffirovSalos or
not ? Absolutely identical they
certainly are not (as has already
Polit.

:

been remarked, Eth.

v. 5,

28), for not only does
different form of State
b,

1130,

each

make

peculiar demands upon its mem
bers (civil virtue, therefore, will
have a different character under
different forms of constitution),
but the State itself consists of
heterogeneous elements, and not
merely of men of mature virtue.
In so far, on the other hand, as
the State may be regarded as a
free community, as being the
government of freemen and
equals (iro\iTiKr) apx?), o-pX^ r ^ v
Kal

o[j.oi(av

e\fv6(pu)V,

1277, b,

7

they coincide, for no one is
qualified to be a member of such
a State who does not know both
sqq.),

how

command and how to
in other words, who is not

to

obey
an avyp ayadus. Hence, c. 18,
128H, a, 37, with reference to c.
4

:

tv

5e

Tols

irpwTois

fSeixdrj

\6yois 5ri TTJV avrrju avayKaiov
avSpbs aptrrji flvai Kal iro\irov TTJS
jr6\t(as TT)S dptOTTjs.
vii. 1, 1323,
8*
iro Aews
Kal
b, 33
avSpia
:

Kal

Kal

(ppovt/Aos

1328, b, 37: *V rf}
iro\irfvo/u.vy ir6\t Kal
c. J,

rrj

,-

H(vp StKaiovs avSpas air\us, oAAa
fj.r] Trpbs rfy viroQfaiv (in reference
to a given State
the vpbs rrjv
viroQecriv 8 iKaios is he
who, while
;

he sides with existing laws and
institutions, defends even what
severe and unjust in
them),
13, 1332, a, 36: Kal yap et
jravras eVSe ^erai &amp;lt;nrov8aiovs
eli/cu,
Kad* txaarov Se ruv iro\irwv
/i?j
is
c.

[even although it be possible for
the community as a whole to
be excellent while each of the
individuals is not, the imperfec
tions of the members
being com
pensated for by the perfection
of the whole; we shall have to
allude to this further on in refer
ring to Polit. iii. 11, 13, 15],
ourws alptru&amp;gt;Tpov [yet the latter,
that all the individuals
viz.
should be virtuous, is the more
d/coAoi/fle? yap rw Ka6
desirable]
;

(Kao-rov

Kal

1332, a, 11
apx&amp;lt;av

:

rb

iravras.

c.

14,

As the virtue of the

and the best man

is

one

and the same, but
State

all

in the best
are fitted to govern, the

legislation must aim at making
the citizens in it g;ood men.
C. 15 init.: ttrd 5f
rbv avrov
opov avayKalov tlvai ry re apiary

all

.

dvSpl Kal rrj aplarrrj

.

.

Ac

iro\irfia.

Kal (ppoVrjcm r))v avrijv
Svvau.iv Kal u.op&amp;lt;f)T)v, wv fj.tra-

cording to these explanations, the

\tytrai

iravras a.vayKa tov ayaOovs thai rovs

ii}i&amp;gt;

VOL.

II.

words

(iii.

4,

1277, a, 4)

P

ci

^
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is

twofold

theoretic

and

practical.

To ask which

of

equivalent here to asking whether
superior
is to be the ultimate aim of civil life
war
or
peace
since the proper occupation for times of peace is,
in war the main
according Aristotle, Science, whereas
is the acquisition of the greatest possible power

these

is

is

;

object
of action.

1

But we have already seen that

places the theoretic

life

much higher than

Aristotle

the practical,

and accordingly we are not surprised to find him
like the
sharply criticising those constitutions which,
for war
rather
are
the
Cretan,
adapted
Spartan and

than for peace.

Such

quests in view, as

if

States, he says, have only con
kind of dominion over others,

every

whatsoever
upon whomsoever it may be forced and by
means achieved, were permissible and on this account
the spirit of violence and
they nourish in individuals
the arts of peace, and
from
them
ambition, and estrange
;

so

when their dominion is secured and the martial activity

should give place to the peaceful, such States forthwith
Aristotle himself regards the peaceful
/Ifall into decay.
I

true object of social
occupations as the

permits only as a
eV

Til

0-7rou5cua

means

TroAei

life

;

war

he)

to peace, only, therefore, in so
farj

TroA ras,

do
occurring, moreover, as they
in a dialectical discussion (an
to be understood
) are not
as though Aristotle himself intended to deny that necessity,
He means them merely as a preliminary affirmation of the condition under which alone civil
and individual virtue absolutely
coincide. Whether and under
what circumstances this condition is present, is the subject of

the discussion that follows,
This parallel, however,

is

only partially relevant. Aristotle
tells us himself (Polit. vii. 15,
1334, a, 22 sqq.) that even moral
virtues,

such as justice and

self -

especially indispensable in time of peace,
Moreover, while scientific activity certainly needs peace most,
yet it can only at best be practised by a small minority of the

command, are

citizens.
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necessary for self-defence or for the subjugation of
He de^\
those whom Nature has destined to serve.

/ as

it is

mands, accordingly, that besides bravery and constancy,
which are necessary in order that the State may assert
its

i

r

independence, the virtues of peace

temperance, and

namely, justice,
should
(&amp;lt;f)i\ocro(f)ia)
j

scientific culture

1
also be cultivated.

It

\

cannot be denied that the aim or

It is not,
is thus placed sufficiently high.
indeed, to Aristotle the absolutely highest, as it was to
To him as to his teacher
the Greeks of an earlier age.
the highest is that scientific activity which in itself can

the State

This alone it is in
dispense with the society of others.
man attains the highest perfection permitted him
by his nature, in which he transcends the limits of

which

humanity and

lives the life of

God.

Only as man does

he require practical virtue and the community in which
2
As man, however, these are wholly
it manifests itself.
him.
But the highest form of com
to
indispensable
munity, embracing and completing every other, is the
Its aim comprehends every other moral aim,
State.
while

its institutions

extend

it

not only give security and stability

by means of law and education, but
We thus arrive at aV
over a whole people.

moral

to the

life

definition of the highest function of the State as that

of
is

/

making the citizens Jiappy by means of virtue. This/
essentially the same view of civil life that we have

already

met with

1

Polit. vii.

Eth. x.
143, n.

7,
1,

aiid

3,

2,

1177, b,

I.

on

.Li only

in Plato.

do the two philosophers
c.

14,

differ
15;

Cf. also p.
war for the

acquisition of slaves, Polit.

i.

S,

;i

single feature

from one another, but

it

125(5, b, 28.
-

x. 8,

1

the citations from
and other passages, p.

( f.

n. 1.

v 2

AV//.

143,
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Is a fundamental one.
thing

else

upon

earth,

In Plato the State,
is

like every

essentially related to the other

world, whence all truth and reality spring.
ultimate source of his political idealism.

This

is

the

Just as the

Ideas belong to that supersensible world, so the philo
the realisation of
sophical rulers to whom he entrusts
these Ideas in the State have their

home

there also, and

\ only unwillingly descend to take part in earthly affairs.
/The State, therefore, serves not only for moral educa-

but also as a preparation for that higher life of
the disembodied spirit into which a beautiful glimpse
\
Of this
Vis opened to us at the end of the Republic.

]

tion,

view of the State and of

human

life

in general,

we

find

We have

simply and solely here
to do with the ^present life and with that happiness
which is the immediate outcome of moral and spiritual
It is not the aim of the State to represent
perfection.

no trace in

Aristotle.

an ideal world beyond or to prepare for another life,
but to satisfy the wants of the present. And just as
he does not require philosophy to be the ruling principle
in politics, as we shall see immediately, so, on the other
hand, he sees no opposition between these two, such
as

might make the

political activity of the philosopher

He holds that human
appear as a painful sacrifice.
nature has two equally essential sides which find their
satisfaction in the practical activity of the statesman

and the theoretic activity of the philosopher respectively.

Man
live in contemplation alone.
in
life
a
renounce
as man cannot
practical
community.
It is no mere compulsion, but a moral need, which makes
the State and the life which it offers a necessity for
None but God can

him

.
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the aim of the Politics to investigate the means
by which the State fulfils its functions, the various
more or less perfect conceptions of the nature of these
It

is

and the institutions that correspond to them.
But before applying himself to this investigation, Ari
stotle in the first book of his political treatise discusses
for he holds that in
the Family and the Household
functions,

;

order perfectly to understand the nature of the State,
it is necessary to analyse it into its simplest con
stituents.

1

The Household as a Constituent Element of the State

2.

The State
and as such

But just
essence

the most perfect form of human society,
prior to every other in order of thought.

is

is

as elsewhere in Aristotle that
is

is first

in

last in origin, the primordial principle the

last result, so the first natural

form of society

namely,

precedes the political as the condition of

the Family
its

which

2
origin in time.

The family
relations of

is constituted by means of the three
husband and wife, parents and children,

master and servant. 3
1

Polit.

touching

i.

1,

upon

1252, a, 17 (after
the distinction

between political and household
rb \fyoeconomy): $rj\ov
8&quot;

C&amp;lt;TTCU

Kara TTJV
[by which lie means
not so much his method, as the
plan which he intends to follow
in the investigation, and which
he had indicated at the end of

/jLfvov

titirTKoirov&amp;lt;n

/jLtvriv

/j-fQaSov

v&amp;lt;pt)yti-

the Bthvcti].
&&amp;lt;nr(p
yap Iv rols
aAAois T&
avvQfrov /ixp j TaJv
aawtifTuv avdyxii Statptiv (raina
yap ^Aax trra p6pia. rov iravrbs),
vol.. u.

Kal

OUT&&amp;gt;

ir6\iv

^

S&amp;gt;v

(TKoirovvrts oi^/uefla Kal irtpl

/uaAAoy, rt re Siacptpov
Kal ft TI Tf-^viK^v fWe ^erat AaySeiV
Cf. C.
Trepl tKaarov rcav prjBfi/Twv.
;j

init.
-

Polit.

i.

2.

a

Ibid. c. U, c. i{, c. 12 init.
Aristotle describes, in c.2, the relations of man and wife, slave and
freeman, as the two fundamental
ones.
He begins with the discushion of the latter, c. !J sqq.,

and connects with

it

that of the
*

l-

3
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The

relation of

husband and wife Aristotle

treats as

A natural instinct forms, indeed,

an essentially moral one.

but the union must assume the higher forms
The reason
of friendship, good will, and mutual service.

its basis,

1

is that the moral capacities of each are partly
and partly different, and that therefore a free rela

of this
similar

between them is not only possible, but is demanded
need of both to find their complement. They
the
by
The wife as
stand, in one sense, upon equal terms.

tion

well as the husband has a will of her

own and

a virtue

She, too, must be treated as a free
the women are slaves, this is a proof to

proper to herself.

person. Where
Aristotle that the

On

men

by nature, since

also are slaves

2
can unite himself only with a free woman.
the other hand, it is also true that the moral

a free

man

capacities of the

woman

differ in

from those of the man: her will

and

is

kind and in degree

weak

(a/cvpos), her

her vocation, as a
is
not
independent production but quiet retire
whole,
ment and domesticity. 3 The true relation, accordingly,
virtue less perfect

reserving

kinds of
the two

relations,

c.

different

13,

self-sufficient,

property

remaining

1260,

b,

8,

for

treatment, on the
ground that the education of
women and children and all
household arrangements must
depend upon the character and
aim of the State. The discussion
of these, however, is not resumed
in the Politics as we have it,

natural to us,

family

is

said in

lib. vii.

and

viii.

on education being without special
reference to family life. For the
purpose of exposition, it
to take the order which

is
is

best

more

to discuss the

slavery

and

pro-

Eth.

viii.

perty.
l

subsequent

what

i.e.

before

Polit.

2 init.

i.

;

14, 1162, a, 16 sqq.; cf.CEc. i. 3 sq.
Polit. i. 2, 1252, a. 1 sqq. c.
13, 1260, a. 12 sqq.; Etli. ibid.
3
Polit. i. 5, 1254, b, 13, c. 13,
1260, a, 12, 20 sqq. iii. 4, 1277,

of.
(Ec. i. if, (id Jin.
20 sqq.
Hist. An. ix. 1, where differences
of character and disposition are
discussed in so far as they proceed from difference of sex. See
ra fl^Aeo /j.a\aKu&amp;gt;esp. 60S, a, 35

b,

;

;

:

repa nal KaKovpyorepa Kal

TJTTOJ/
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man

can only exist where the man, as the
superior, bears rule, while the woman is treated as a free
partner in the household, and as such is not only
of

to

protected from every kind of injustice, but also has her
own proper sphere, with which the man does not
interfere.

It is

an association of
other

in

unequal

rights
frequently describes

words,

free
it

an aristocracy.

it,

members with

is,

as

Aristotle

1

the relation between Parent and Child,
in discussing which, however, Aristotle confines himself
characteristically enough almost solely to the relation

Less free

is

between father and son. 2

In spite of the advanced
have no

quoted, mother and daughter

views

just
further attention

As Aristotle had
paid to them.
married relation to an aristocracy, he

compared the
3
The
compares that of father and son to a monarchy.
child has, strictly speaking, no rights as against his
air\ci Kal TrpoirfTfVTfpa Kal irtpl ri)v
ra&amp;gt;v

TfKvuv

TO. 5

Kal

Tpofyiiv (ppovricrTiKwrfpa,

oppfva fvavrldis 0u ua&amp;gt;8e&amp;lt;rTepa,
aypiurtpa Kal air\ov&amp;lt;TTtpa Kal
l

twiftov\a

JJTTOV

.

.

.

yw)]

avSpbs

i\(rn*ov((TTepoi Kal apiSaKpv /j.(i\\ov,
(TJ 5e (pOovtpuTfpov Kal uf^ijuoipoKal (pi\o\oiSopov /j.a\\ov Kal
e ort 5e KalSvcrOv/uLov
ir\r)KTiKu&amp;gt;T(pov.
rfpoif,

H?i\\ov
5v(rt\iu,

Tb

Ori\v rov appevos
Kal
avatSiffTfpM

irarriT^Tfpov

tie

Kal
Kal
Kal

tTi 5f aypvirv6T(pov

Kal o\(t3s aKiv^Tit6ri\v TOV apptvos, Kal
aTToj/Js Imiv.
fiorjOtiS(,

wcrirfp

^Ae x^i?,

Kat

rb appev rov ^rjAeJs
contrast the
careful observation upon which

the levity with which Plato
452 K sqq. cf. Ph. d. Gr. i. p.
775) denies that there is any inherent difference between the
sexes beyond that of their natural
functions.
r
Eth. A viii. 12, 1160, b, 32
(Rcj&amp;gt;.

v.

;

.

sqq. C. !. {, 1161, a, 22 ; cf. V. 10,
1134, b, 15; Eud. vii. 9, 1241, b,
Polit. i. 13, 1260, a, 9
(Ec.
i. 4, where details and
practical
L&amp;gt;!)

;

;

directions are given upon this
head. ( f. further, p. 222 sq. infru.
*
Such passages as Eth. viii.
14, 1161, b, 26, ix. 7,

this

We may

comparison

is

based with

rele-

vant.
3

av$p(i6T(pov
tffrtv.

1168, a, 24,

can hardly be regarded as

c.

13

28.)

EtJt. tf. viii. 12, 1160, b, 2G,
iirit.

(End.

vii.

9, 1241, b,
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1

only a part of his parent, but the
the duty, namely, of
father has a duty to his child
2
The reason of this
its highest interests.
for
providing
and
a
has
a
will
virtue
of its own,
is that the child
father,

being

still

although both are imperfect.

They

are both perfect in

and we may therefore describe the right
relation between father and son as one in which the
former imparts his more perfect virtue to the latter,
his

father,

while the son by his obedience appropriates the virtue
of his father. 3

The

position, lastly, of the Slave is one of complete
To the institution of slavery Aristotle
dependence.

has devoted special attention, partly with the view ot

and

and partly of
of treating slavesThat slavery is, in the first place, a necessity, follows,
according to Aristotle, from the very nature of the
investigating

its

necessity

justice,

laying down the proper method

household, whose requirements demand not only lifeless
but also living and rational utensils. But utensils are
Hence to com
the property of him who uses them.
plete
1

viii.
-

3

the

accommodations of the household, human

Hid. v. 10, 1134, b, 8 ; cf.
16, 1163, b, 18.
Polit. iii. 6, 1278, b, 37.
Polit.

i.
13, 1260, a, 12, 31;
1278, a, 4. A complete
discussion of the family would
include that of the fraternal
bond, but upon this Aristotle
does not enter in the Politics
only in the Ethics does he touch
upon the relation existing between brothers, in treating of

cf.

iii.

5,

^

He remarks that
friendship.
brotherly love rests partly upon
common parentage, which of itself

bond of union, and
partly upon community of life
and education; and that friendship
between brothers resembles that
between those of the same age.
constitutes a

c.

He compares

their relation-

ship to a timocracy in so far as
the &quot;parties in it are naturally
upon an equality, and difference

the only ground of
and ends by tracing
the bond of connection between
more distant relatives in a similar
in

age

is

superiorit}

;

analysis; viii. 12-14, 1161, a, 3,25,
30 sqq. 1162, a, 9 sqq.

b,
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beings are required who shall be the property of their
in other words, slaves. 2
master
That, in the second
is
that
it
rests
not
place, slavery
just,
upon legal enact
1

ments merely, as some even then affirmed, 3 but also upon
the laws of nature, Aristotle tries to prove from the
men.

difference in the natural condition of

Those who

are by nature fitted only for physical employments
justly
come under the power of those who are capable of
intellectual activity, since these are their superiors,
just
as the gods are the superiors of men or men of the
beasts, and since generally the intellect must rule the

Aristotle even goes the length of
body.
affirming that
nature has willed a physical distinction between them,

and that

is

it

freeman finds

only a Imus
its

way

natww when

the soul of a

into the body of a slave. 5

And

since this in general is actually the relation of Bar
barians to Greeks, the former are held to be the

natural slaves of the latter. 6
1

-

/t

/i.)

Polit.

A
is

i.

slave
&i/

4

;

(Ec.

i.

KTTJ/UI

7}

would

5 wit.

being (Polit.

i.

4

Hvdpwiros &v

5e

upyavov irpaKriKbv [see
ibid. 1254, a, 1 sqq.] Kal x w P lff ~
a Qvo-ft Sov\os is 6 /JL^ avrov

(KTTJ/XO

T&amp;lt;fi/),

&amp;lt;p\&amp;gt;fffi.

s

dx\

6A\oi;,

Polif.

i.

3,

j/0po&amp;gt;7ros

5e.

1253, b, 18 sqq.

1255, a, 7; cf. Ph. d. Gr.
i.
1007, 2, 4th edit.
ONCKEN,
StuntuJ. d. Arist. ii. 32 sq.
4
Ibid. c. 5, 1254, b, 16, 34,

c.

Aristotle therefore regards

6,

;

vii. 3, 1325, a, 2H.
Plato had
already expressed this idea; cf.
Ph. d. Gr. i. 755, 2.
5
Poht. i. 5, 1254, b, 27, where
he adds: if one portion of the
human race were physically as
superior to the rest as the gods
are represented to be, no one

refuse them
uncondisubmission. The remark
is characteristic of a Greek.
As
in his view the spiritual character
naturally and necessarily expresses itself in a harmonious
external form, he finds in the
tional

acknowledged beauty of

his

own

race a direct proof of its absolute
superiority to barbarian peoples.
How much more from this point
of view would the slavery of
black and coloured races have

seemed

him

to be justified.
1252, b, 5, c. 6,
1255, a, 28 cf. vii. 7. Aristotle
certainly admits exceptions to
this assertion; Nature, he remarks, i. 6, 1255, b, 1, intends,
indeed, that just as man springs
6

to

Polit.

\.

;

2,
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not only slavery itself as justifiable, but also war for
the acquisition of slaves, provided only the slavery be
strictly limited to those who are by nature destined to
1

It

it.

whom

is unjust only when it is inflicted on those
nature has destined to rule.
The practice,

accordingly, of treating prisoners of war indiscriminately
as slaves, is condemned by Aristotle on the ground that
captivity

overtake even the best and those

may

who

have been unjustly attacked. 2 The nature of the rela
tion of master and slave must of course be ruled by

A wife has a weak will and a boy
an imperfect one, but a slave has none at all. His
will resides in his master
obedience and usefulness in

these principles.

;

service

the only virtues which he is capable of
That the slave, being a man, must also

are
3

exercising.
possess a virtue

proper to him as man is, indeed,
admitted by Aristotle, but he immediately adds that
the slave can only possess a minimum of this virtue. 4
Similarly he recommends a mild and humane treatment
He makes it the duty of the master to
of slaves.

from man, and beast from beast,
so the good should spring- from

to be slaves, as

the good, but she does not always
succeed in this. He continues:

if

war

is

to

on

Etudes

a

p*v

l u.&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;iff/3

ovv

f)Tr)a is

fx

T

t

[the

the lawfulness of
OVK flalv

/

\6yov rj
doubt about
&quot;

slavery]

ot /j.fv tyvo-ei.

Kal

Sov\oi ol 5

This can only
that all slaves or freemen
not so by nature, for he

eXfvOepoi

8r)\oi&amp;gt;.

mean
are

immediately adds
SidopiffTai

Ttf

/j.i&amp;gt;

:

Kal ort eV

ri&amp;lt;rl

rb TOIOVTOV, wv o~v/j(ppfi
rb o~ov\evLv rip 5e TO

There must
thus nevertheless be tribes born
Seo&quot;jr6^iv

Kal SIKCUOJ/.

c. 2, ibid.,

is

presupposed

and must be assumed

for the capture of slaves

be
a.

stead of

THUEOT,

justified.

Arist. 10, proposes inOVK fio~lv ol juej/,
OVK

flo-lv el ^77,

which, however, would

yield the awkward meaning that
all slaves are so by nature,
l

Polit.

2

Hid.

4

Polit. ibid.

1256, b. 23 sqq.
1255, a, 21 sqq.
3
Polit. i. 13, 1259, a, 21 sqq.
Poet. 15,
1260, a, 1224, 33
1454, a, 20.
i.

8,

c. 6,

;
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is

possible to

them

l
;

he commends the practice of promising them freedom
as the reward of good conduct. 2 And yet he holds that
the power of the master as a whole is despotic, and that
love on his part towards a slave is as impossible as love
of the gods towards man. 3
That Aristotle holds this
to be true of the slave

&amp;lt;jua

slave and not fjua

4
man, we

can only regard as an inconsistency which does him
honour.
Greek morals and Greek ways of thought

were too powerful within him to permit him to draw
more logical inference 5 that man qua man cannot

the

be a slave.

To the investigation of slavery, Aristotle appends
more general discussions upon property and modes of
1

Polit. i. 7, c. 13, 1200, b, 3:
tpavfpbv TO -.VVV BTI rr)S roiavrrjs
5ouA&&amp;gt; rbv
dpfrris airiov eli/at 5e?
T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

Seo TroTTji
ol

.

.

5i& \4yovffiv ov

/caAo&amp;gt;s

\6yov TOVS SouAouy diro(TTfpovvTfs

Kal

&amp;lt;pd(TKOi&amp;gt;Tfs

(triTd^fi

vovQ(TT)T(ov

I.i6vov

TOVS Sov\ovs ^

yap

xprjrrtfat

/uaAAoi/

TOVS irdlSas.

On

the
treatment of slaves see
further in
i. 5.
Polit. vii. 10 fin., upon which
(Ki&amp;gt;.

HlLDBNBBAND.

ileclit*- u.

Maats-

400, pertinently re -narks
that this is inconsistent with
Aristotle s
for
he
principles
whom nature condemns to
slavery ought not to be set frte
he whom nature has not so con
demned ought not to be held in

phil.

i.

:

;

slavery.
3

Eth.

viii. 12,

11GO, b, 29, c.
cf. viii. 9
Id, 11(50. a, 30 sqq.
(see i. 3^8. n. 1, supra}.
;

4

5

Kill. viii.

13/w.
As HITTER (iii. SlU) showed
and as it continues to be,

it to be,

in spite of

FECHNER S

(GrereohtigJteitsbeg r

.

d.

objection
Arist. p.

119) that according to Aristotle
there are differences even within
the sphere of human reason.
Aristotle certainly assumes such
differences and even asserts, as
we have just seen, that they go
so deep as to render a portion of
mankind incapable of freedom.
But, the real question is whether
this assertion still holds true if we
are at the same time compelled
to admit that even one who
belongs to this portion of man

kind
Kal

is

Suvd/Afvos Koivtavriaai v6/j.ov
Kal
Ka9
5rj,

ffvvd^Krjs,

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;jA/a$

offov avBpwiros, and that there is a
SiKaiov iravrl avQpwirq irpbs irdvra.

To a thing, a possession, no
To a man
rights can belong.
who has no will and either no
virtue at all or only that of a
slave friend.-hip, on Aristotle s
principles,

is

impossible.
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l
somewhat loosely, with the remark that
acquisition
a
slaves being
part of a man s property, the subject of
2
He distinguishes
property here finds a natural place.

two kinds of production: natural, and artificial. 3 The
former embraces all those modes of activity by which
the

of

necessities

are

life

the

obtained

From

4
cattle, hunting, agriculture, &c.
the products of these arises, in the

rearing of
the barter of

first place,

exchange,

likewise regarded as a natural mode of pro
duction, since it immediately serves the satisfaction of
natural wants. 5
But the introduction, for the sake of

which

1

is

Polit.

i.

8-11,

cf. (Ec.

i.

6.

Slaves had
been previously described (c. 4
init. ) as a part of Krrjffis, and
KTf]riKri as a part of o\Kovojj.io.
nevertheless one cannot accept
TBICHMULLER S statement (p. 338
of the treatise cited 137, n. 2, sup.)
i hat this section
is here quite in
For in c. 3 only the three
place.
-

See Polit.

i.

8.

;

relations of master and slave,
husband and wife, father and
children were adduced as the

but his ingenuity has here dis
covered a connection which is not
to be found in Aristotle, and has
no existence but in the commen
tator s own mind.
3
OTI /uez/ TOIVW effri
C. 8 Ji.n.
:

TIS

KrrjTiKr]

c. 9 init.
alriav, 8r)\ov.
8e yevos a\\
KaXovai /ecu SiKaiov avrb
etrri 5
Xpr)/u.aTiffTiK-f)v ....
&amp;lt;f)vffL

7)

ov

5

6TOi yltaAAOJ/.

[?

few words

now

also
&

Herri

:

n

8e

^.epos

rejected by SUSE-

(pvcrei

efMiretpias

HTTI

:

auTciz/,

rtvbs Kal Te x*

8

and
a,

rots

(pvaiv

^\v

proper

subjects of economics,
in 1253, b, 12, the theory of
property is only touched upon in

Kara

olKOvdjJLOlS Kal TO?S TTOAlTlKoIs, Kal Si

7js

r}

/iifv

dAAa
yiv-

4

After enumerating the vari
ous kinds of natural production,
and among them, strangely

/J.ev

eiVcu

^yiffrov

/xe pos

enough (1256, a, 36, b, 5), A^a-reta,
which is neither natural to a moral

which is
merely

being nor a productive activity
at all, he says of them (1256, b,

supplementary to the study of
economics. TEICHMULLEK sug
gests that the remark in the
text upon the way in which
the theory of production is con
nected with the discussion of
slavery, only betrays a confu
sion with regard to the meaning

fv /Hey oi)v elSos KTTJTIKTJS
26)
Kara (pixnv TTJS ot/coi/o/xiK^s /uepos
ea-rlv .... &v [a constructio acl
sensum, referring to the different

MIHL]

oiKovofj.ia..

So/eel

rols

8e

rots

avTijs, viz. xP^aTio-Tt/cr?,

thus here regarded as

of

external goods in Aristotle:

:

activities
this class]

comprehended under
fffrl

Q.-TUV irpbs
^co
L/J.WV ets
5

c.

KOLVwviav TroAews
9,

$)

otcas.

1257, a, 28, after the
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commerce, of money as the universal standard of value

was followed by the development of artificial produc
tion, which has in view, not the requirements of life, but
the possession of money. 2
Only the former of these
kinds of production is an indispensable part of domestic
3
It has to do with real wealth, which
economy.
may

be defined as the stock of household necessaries, and for
this reason it is strictly limited by household needs. 4

Money-getting, on the other hand, is wholly unlimited,
herein showing itself to be naturally bad and
opposed
to the true art of life, inasmuch as it
serves, not to
purify and exalt it, but only to provide the means of
material existence and enjoyment/
Production as a

whole

accordingly, held by Aristotle in small esteem,

is,

and the more so, the more exclusively it is occupied
with mere money-making business, since of all unnatural
modes of production he believes money-lending to be
the most unnatural of all. 6
He confines himself, ac

what remains of

cordingly, in

account of barter

:

77

/j.fi&amp;gt;

ofiv roi-

of/re irapa tyvmv
ouTfxpr^uaTJo-TiKfjs eVrlj/ ettosovSev

avrrj
fls

fj.fr aft\rjriKT)

a.vair\r,p&amp;lt;i)(nt&amp;gt;

See

1

3

pi)

I)

on

:

crfpa

ij

irfpl /JLtv ofiv TTJS
-

re
.

.

rys avayKaias,
avrys OIKOVO^IK^ 5e

irtp\

/j.tv

irepl r)]v rpoQ-qv.

TrAoDros opydvuv

:

Kal foiKtv o

y

tlvai.

a\r)6ii&amp;gt;bs

r)

yap

c

U,

c.

10,

fjieytSft, d

Tr\i)06s sariv

iro\iriK&amp;lt;av.

b.

1257,

28-125*,

a,

ir\ovros

K

rr/s roiavrrjs

fws aurdpKfta irpbs
ayadfyv
OVK airfipos lanv .... ovStv

1258, a, 40: rfjs 5
5tKalws(ov

/jLtTafiMiTiKTis ^fyo/j.fvr]s

yap Kara QIKTIV dAA
t trrli
),
fv\oywrara
6fto\0(rrariK^ Sia rb
j/OyuiV/uoros

*
c. S, 1256, b, 30
(following
he passage cited p. 220, n.4,///.)

rovriai/

o&n

14.

supra.

xP 1HJ aTl(rriK ns

Kal

Kara tyvaiv
1

8e

cirri

ouSf^ias

atrfipov
ir\-f)Qfi

UIKOVO/ULIKWV Kal

1257, a, 30 sqq.
Jin.

avaynaias

(&quot;ip-qrai

Karatyvaiv

i)c.

p. 173,

c. 9,
C.

TTJS

yap opyavov
r^xvns of/re

3

avrapKfias
2

yap

this discussion, to a divi-

OVK
t&amp;lt;p

tlie

t lvai

oirep

a\\i ]\wv

dir

/uurt irai
air avrov

r^v

liropiaBT]

TI

rov
Kal

Krrjffiv

[not from

proper use of gold], /uerayap *y4vero xdpiv, 6 St

fio\r)s

TOKOS aur& noitl ir\4ov
Kal /j.d\t(rra
-xpr}ij.ari&amp;lt;Tp.(av

iraort.

tcrriv

&amp;lt;pv(Ttv

.

.

u

ovros
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and to a few remarks
2
monopoly of a commodity.
He places, however, a different estimate upon the
scientific treatment of these matters and upon the con
sion of

into its various kinds,

it

1

art of obtaining a

upon the

3
duct of them in actual practice.
Sharing as he does
the
Greek
extent
fullest
the
to
contempt for manual
4

he naturally assigns to the latter a lower place
in proportion as it makes less claim upon the moral
labour,

more exclusively of
the
and
stamps
body more deeply
physical occupations,
with the marks of toil. 5
Plato had demanded in his Republic that the family

and

intellectual qualities, consists

and household should be absorbed in the State. A
community of wives, children, and goods had appeared
to him to be the arrangement which was most desirable
and alone suited

He enumerates

1

kinds

three
(1 )

to the perfect State.

Plato desired that

this view.

of

agriculture,
ot/cetoTciTTj

&amp;lt;fec.

c.

1

1
:

cattle-rearing,
xp-rjfji.aTLO TLK fi
;

(2) jUTa,8ArjTi/f7?,

branches,

in

xp^p-aria-riK}]

with

fj.Tropia,

its

three

roKiff/j.bs,

the last of which
includes all mechanical indusHiaQapvia.,

tries

;

(3)

occupying an

inter-

medial e

made

(1259, a, 3),
actually attempted
afterwarcls in the second book of

the Economics.

He adduces him-

As a
he refers to earlier writers
upon husbandry, &c. (1258, b,
self

only two examples.

rule,

59).

Aristotle rejects

things should be held

such subjects, as it is
05 TCS
XP^ ffL P- ov t^ v
pya(rias,
over

T

fyopTiKbv 8e TO tvSiaTpifitiv.
3
iravra 8e
11 init
c.
:

roiavra

ra

Oewpiav e \fi&amp;gt;0epov
e/wretpiaj/ avayKaiav.
^X t T^l v
4
Further proofs of this will
meet us in the section upon the
constitution of tbe State,
Ibid. 1258, b, 35: elcrl 8e rex~
T$?I/

/mtv

&amp;gt;

r&amp;gt;

uAoTo/um,
position
jueTaAAou/ryia, &C.
He desires that a collection
of these and similar artifices

should be
such as is

all

lie will not himself linger

viKcararai

yuei/

e Aaxi&amp;lt;rroi/ TT)S

8

eV als

Aitrra,

ra

rwv fpya.ffi.wv OTTCV
rv^s. Bavavcrorarai
\oaft&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;7ai

(ru&amp;gt;/j.aTa

SouAi/ccyTOTcu

crw/j.a.Tos

TrAeiVTcu

8e

xP^&quot;

oirov
eis

p.d-

TOV

ayev-

oVou e Aax o Toi/ jrpoaSe i
With the definition of
aper^s.
TO f$c.vav&amp;lt;Tov cf. c 5, 1254, b, 24
i-ea-rarai 8e

PLATO,

cqq.
J A.

(7

6

rf.

He

6V.

Rep.

vi.

495 D

754, 3).
expresses his views
i.

on

POLITICS
in

common

03:3

in order that the State

perfect unity possible.
unity; it is a whole

might be the most

But a State

not merely a

is

composed of many and various
If perfect unity without
parts.
multiplicity were the
highest, then must the State shrink into the Household,
and the Household into the Individual.
But even if we
1

granted that unity

is

the best thing for a State,
yet the
not, he thinks,

arrangements which Plato proposes would

be the proper means for its attainment. Not to
speak of
the difficulties which such proposals would involve in
their application, 2 Plato had said 3 that the
unity of the
State will be the most complete when all call the same
thing mine and thine.
acutely remarks,

is

But

this assertion, as Aristotle

If

ambiguous.

all

could treat the

same things as their own private
property, unity might
perhaps be thus promoted. That however, is not pos
sible.
If, on the other hand, children and
are
goods

common property of all. the desired result will
follow.
On the contrary, with the exclusiveness of

to be the

not

1

these relationships,

their worth and all that
gives
would be destroyed one who had
the thousandth part of a claim
upon each of a thousand
sons, and was not even quite sure of that, would not

them

all

real significance

this subject, not in the first book,

which treats of the family, but
in the second, which treats of
earlier ideal States.

This dis-

cussion is, however, mentioned
here out of its order for convenionce of exposition.
1

Polit.

(cf. c. 5,

ii. 2,
1261, a, 9 sqq.
1263, b, 29 sqq.) where,

inter alia, he says
tfjiv

us

{j.n\\oi/

:

xairot fyav*p6v

trpoioixra Kal yivo^vri pia
ot5e TT^AJS eo-rai
IT \ijQos

:

yap
ov

n T^V
rfvov 6

I&amp;lt;TT\V

rj

tcrrlv ^ iroAty
* ir\fi6vwv av8pwiruv

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v(nv

JTO AIJ,

aAAa

xal

&amp;lt;?

t18 f i S ia -

ov yap ytvtrat vd\is
tyfp&vT&v
!|
This is the basis, ruorefyiotW.
over, of the self-sufficiency of the
State ibid, b, 10 sqq.
For a. fuller discussion of
which, see c. 3 sq. 1262, a, 14-40,
;

b, 24 sqq.
:l

Itcj). v.

c. 3,

462

C.

1261, b, l6-. )2.
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The same is true of
towards any one.
so far from leading to unity,
Here,
also,
property.
community of possession would be an inexhaustible
1

feel as a father

source of

strife.

tion of property

common

use.

3

What

2

is

required

is

the just distribu

and the voluntary surrender of it to a
Community of goods, on the other

hand, along with the desire of private possession,
destroys also the joy of benevolence and generosity;
and just as community of women annihilates the virtue
of temperance in the relations of the sexes, so community
4
of goods renders impossible that virttfe which consists in
5
In this opposition
the right attitude towards property.
to the Platonic socialism we shall not only recognise
Aristotle s practical sense, his clear insight into the laws

and conditions of actual

life,

his aversion to all ethical

onesidedness and his deep knowledge of human nature
and of social life, but we shall not fail to observe that
here, as in Plato, the political views are closely connected

with the principles of the metaphysical system. Plato
had demanded the abolition of all private possession

and the suppression of

all

individual interests, because

only in the Idea or Universal that he acknowledges
6
Aristotle refuses to follow
any title to true reality.
him here. To him the Individual is the primary reality,
it is

1

1262,
2
3

Jin.

:

e7i/cu

Ibid. 1261, b, 32 sqq. c. 4,
a, 40 sqq.
c. 5, 1262, b, 37-1263, a, 27.
Ibid. 1263, a, 21-40, where
roivvv on fieXnov
(/&amp;gt;az/epoi/

juev IS as TO.S KT-fi&amp;lt;reis rfj 8e
tiiroieiv KOIVO.S.
This is re-

Xpyo
peated
1

vii. 10,

1329, b, 41.
as to which,

i.e., e AeufleptoTTjs,

see supra.
5
Ibid. 1263,

reproach with regard to awQpoffvvt]

is

cording
refrain

certainly unjust, for acto Plato, each has to
all women who arc

from

not assigned to him by the
government. The Platonic community of women is certainly not
meant to be licence of desire (see
the further discussion of this in

ZELLER S
a.

40-b, 14. The

6

Vortr. u.

See Ph. d.Gr.

Abh.
i.

i.

76).

p. 780.
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claim to recognition.

In his meta

physics individual things are regarded, not as the mere
shadows of the idea, but as independent realities
;

universal conceptions not as independent
substances,
but as the expression for the common
peculiarity of a
number of individuals. Similarly in his moral philo

sophy he transfers the ultimate end of human action and
social institutions from the State to the individual, and
looks for its attainment in his free
self-development.

The highest aim
of

of the State consists in the
happiness
of the whole rests upon the

The good

its citizens.

In like
good of the individuals who compose it.
manner must the action by which it is to be attained
It is
proceed from the individual of his own free will.
1

only from within through culture and education, and
not by compulsory institutions, that the
unity of the
State can be secured.In politics as in metaphysics
1

Plato had

met the objection

(llep.iv. 420 B sqq.) that he had
failed to make his
guardians

happy, with the remark th;it the
question is of the happiness, not
of a part, but of the whole
;

Aristotle

replies (Pol-it, ii. 5,
12(51, b, 17): aSvvarov 5e fvSai/j.0-

vtlv 6\t)v,
^TiavTrXtiaruv M^ [we
should omit this fj.ii, or read fl
instead of 1) /IT)] TTO.VTWV
1)
/)

nvuv

Ix^vmv

[Similarly,

T

vii. 9.

^

fj.tp&amp;lt;av

V

evSaifj.oviai

irdA.ii/

/3Afi|/aj/Tos

5e? \(yciv OITVJS,

ou/c

/jLtpos rt

tis

iravras rovs TroAiras.]

tls

TUV avruv rb
Upriov

.

1H29, a, 23. tv-

Sai/jLova Sf

aAA

ov yap

fySni^oj/etj/ wvirep

rovro yap

ti&amp;gt;$fx

fTai

rb
r&

uirdpxftv TUV 5t nepiav /U7j5eTf py, TO Sc fvSai/uLovf iv
In these remarks we have only
8\(f&amp;gt;

a8vt&amp;gt;aTot&amp;gt;,

VOL.

II.

the other side of the truth nor is
it any solution of the
difficulty
here raised to represent the life
of the guardians, as PKto himself
does in a subsequent passage
(Rep. v. 465 E), as the happiest.
Plato in principle denies what
Aristotle asserts, vi/. that the
happiness of the individuals as
such must be the test and criteterionof all political institutions;
and for that very reason he in the
same passage demands that the
individuals should seek their
highest happiness in unselfish devotion.
Polit. ii. 5. 12(53, h, 36: the
true nature of the Stale must not
;

be sacrificed
conception
l,jw/;.);

i-f

oAAa

to

an exaggerated

unity (see
SfTirATjfloj

p. 223, n.

iv

*

.

Q

.

.

8jct
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the central point with Plato is the Universal, with
The former demands that
Aristotle the Individual.

the whole should realise
interests of individuals

upon the

satisfaction

ends without regard to the
the latter that it be reared

its
:

of

all

individual interests that

be regarded.
These remarks form a natural introduction to the

have a true

title to

discussion of the various forms of political constitution.
To this, after criticising earlier political sketches and
1

theories,

Aristotle applies himself in the third book of
The link which we should look for between

the Politics.

the family and the State,

viz.

the conception of

Society,

was not yet an object of inquiry. A science of Sociology
belongs to modern, indeed to quite recent times. Even
the idea of the community, to which there then existed
nearer analogies, is not a special subject of discussion.
Aristotle as a Greek the State is coincident with the

To

City the community, therefore, so far as it is different
from the State, can only be the Village this, however,
is a merely transitional form which is lost in the City
;

;

or Nation so soon as a comprehensive social union takes
KOIV^V Kal /ufa/ Troielv

TV

Kal r6v ye jieAAoj/Ta
TrotSeiov elffdyeiv, Kal vo/j-i^ovra Sia

[sc

7Tc5A.ii/]

ravr-ns fffeadai rr,vir6\iv (nrovSaiav,
&TOWOV TO?S TOIOVTOIS [community

women and

of

goods]

Siopdovv, ctAAa /j.rj rots
Kal To7s VO/JLOIS.
&amp;lt;pi\o(ro&amp;lt;pia

e9e&amp;lt;ri

oteffOai

Kal ry

One cannot here enter into
the details of this criticism as
they are to be found in the second
book of the Politics.
After a
1

lively polemic (c. 1-5) against
the community of women, children, and goods, and other pro-

posals of the Republic, Aristotle
proceeds t,o discuss (c. 6) PLATO S
Laws [on these and other assertions with regard to Plato s
political philosophy see ZELLER,
Platon. Stud. 288 sqq. 203-207]
the proposals of Phaleas and
Hippodamus (c. 7 sq.); the Spartan (c. 9), the Cretan (c. 10),
and the Carthaginian (c. 11)
constitutions and, finally (c. 12
see, however, Ph. d. Gr. i. 676),
the laws of Solon, Zaleucus,
Charondas, and other ancient
;

:

legislators.

:
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the place of mere local association limited to the needs
of trade.
1

But the particular
this social

which

it

must

by means of which
end, and the forms

institutions

union has to realise
take, will

its

depend

character of the individuals

essentially

whom

it

upon the

includes.

It

is

with these, therefore, that Aristotle next deals. \^

The State and

3.

The State

is

stituent parts of

it

the Citizens

the composite whole, and the con
the subjects whose relations to one

another are determined by the character of the con
are the citizens.stitution
What, then, constitutes a

One can

citizen or citizenship ?

being a citizen of it.
to its courts of law.

live in a city

without

even be admitted

Foreigners may
the other hand,

On

it is

not neces

sary that the citizen should be born of citizen parents, for
in that case neither the first founders of a State nor those

who

at any time have the franchise conferred on them
would be citizens. 3 A citizen in the proper sense of the

word

is

one who

is

entitled to take part in the govern

ment of the State and in the administration of justice. A
State is an aggregate of such persons, which must be suffi
cient of itself to satisfy all the demands of their common
life.

1

4

See

It is true that as the essence of a

3

p. 208, n. 1,

supra.
1274, b, 36 sqq.
the iro\iTe. a is TUV T^V TTO\IV
OIKOVVTUV rdis ns the TroAjs, on
the other hand, is a composite
whole consisting of many parts
-

Polit.

iii. 1,

:

;

TToAircij/ rt TrAfjflos.

b,

Polit.

iii.

21 sqq.
Ibid.

TTOA/TTJS 5

c.

thing consists

1 sq.

1,

1275, a, 7 sqq.

1275, a,

air\us ov&tv TUV

22:

&\\u:t&amp;gt;

opifrrai fjia\\ov ^
rf nrexfiv
Kpio-fws nal apx^s (similarly, c. 13,

1283, b, 42).

After some further

*Q2
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in general not in its matter but in its form, the essence
of the State must be sought for in its form or con

A

State remains the same so long as its
constitution remains unaltered, even although the indi
viduals who are the People should change; on the
stitution.

other hand, the State changes

when

its

constitution

is

the same.
changbd, even although the citizens remain
Yet it is equally true that the constitution has to adapt
1

itself to

the character and condition of the

The members

men

for

whom it is designed.
not equal to one another in every respect, but neither

of the State are

2
Now all constitu
are they unequal in every respect.
tional law is concerned with the distribution of political

An equal distribution is just only
rights and benefits.
on condition that the persons amongst whom they are
distributed are themselves equal to one another.
explanations, in

the course of

pointed out that under
apX^) we must include the business of the popular assembly, Aristotle concludes, ibid.b, J8: $ yap
etova-ia Koiitcavew dpx^ s ouA6im/o?s

which it

is

KpiriKrjs, TroAirrjj/ ^ 877 Aeyo^uej/
tivai rouTT/i TT)S TroAecos, iro\iv 5e

r)

rb

TU&amp;gt;V

TOLOVTWV

Tr\ri6os

iK.a.v bv

irpbs

With the last
aurapKeiav
clause, cf. p. 208, nn. 1 and 2.
c. 3, 1276, a, 34: How long
may the TT^AIS be said to be one
o&amp;gt;^s.

1

and the same

So long, it might
?
be answered, as it is inhabited by
the same race.
But this is

wrong
ris

:

ii

TTO/UTOJI/,

enrep
TTOAJS,

ydp
eo-ri

TroAiTeias

eVrt

Koivcav ia

Se

Koivuvia

yiyvofjLfvns

Tepas rcf eiSet Kal Sia^fpoixrrjs TTJS
TToAiTetas a.vayita iov slvai 86j;iev &v
iroXiv elvai fj.T) rrjv avT-fjv
/xaAnrra Ae/creov r^v avrty

/cat

rV

....

If, 011

ir6\iv fls rrjv Tro\iriav frKsirovras
ovo/j.a 5e /caAetV erepov 2) ravrov
e|e&amp;lt;n-i

KOI

avr^v Kal

T&V avr&v KaroiKo- ivrwv

ird/JLTra s

erepcav avftpwiruv.

however, we must
here understand, not merely the
constitution in the narrower
but the whole social
sense,

By

TroAireio,

organisation.
2
Cf. on the one hand p. 223,
n. 1, and on the other Pol. iv. 11,
1295, b, 25: /SouAerat 5e ye y
Tr6\Ls e| iawv eli/ot Kal opo iav on
for only between such
and Koivuvia troKiriK^
Cf. vii. 8, 1328, a, 35.
possible.
The citizens, as we shall find,
will be equal in freedom, in
yuaAitrra,
is

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;tAio

common political rights and to a
certain degree also in common
social virtue; they will be unlike
in property, avocation, descent,

and individual capacity.
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the other hand, the persons are
unequal, justice requires

an unequal distribution. In order, therefore,
rightly to
judge of the character of State institutions, we must
know wherein consists this equality and inequality with
which the State has to deal.
1

Of

essential importance in this
regard are, first of
the occupations and manner of life of the citizens. 2
Parallel to the distinction which we noted in the House
hold between freemen and slaves, we have
citizens

all,

among

who

themselves those

and those who have

exempt from menial

to devote themselves to

who performs menial
one who does so for
(Qris) or artisan

are

an individual

offices for

the community

a

is

labour,

it.

is

distinction appears from the statement

4

:

day-labourer

The importance of

:&amp;lt;

(ftdvavcros)

One

a slave

this

that the rights

of citizenship belong to persons of this class
only in
imperfect States, but not in the best. The object of the
latter is the happiness of the entire
people and so, as
;

only attainable through virtue, no one who
is incapable of true virtue can be a citizen in a State
of which virtue is at once the basis and the end.

happiness

1

is

9 init.
Both
democracy rest
upon right but neither upon perfect right. oIW So/cc? fa-ov TO SIKUIOV
tlvai, Kal ftrnv, dAA. ov iraffiv a\\a
Polit.

iii.

:

and

oligarchy

:

rols

tlvai fyavtv.
/cal

TTO&amp;lt;W

e^et

SiKaiov (Ivai- Kal yap to-nv, oAA.
ov iruaiv a\\a TO?S avivois.
c. 12,

3

avio-ov

5e iro\niK^v
rovro 8 &rrl TO
Koivrj ffvfj.&amp;lt;ptpov, 6oKt7 tie iraaiv laov
Tt TO SiKaiov (hai, as is
explained
in the ethical discussions
(see p.
171, su2)ra}. rl yap Kal -rial TO

1282, b,
ayadbv TO

Jl&amp;gt;:

IO-TI

Sitfaiov,

Kal

5e?*/

TO?S

foots

ivov

5

la-Arris

airopiav

iro\iTtKr,v.

tffrl

5(7^ \avddveiv
c.

ical

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;t\o-

13,1283,

a,

26 sqq.
2

TO

yap TOUT

0oq&amp;gt;lav

Sowe?

Kal

foois.

iroiwi/

(mo-o TTjs,

Polit.

iii,

5, vii. 9.

1278, a, 11.
1278, a, 15 sqq. vii. 9,
1328, b, 27 sqq. 1329, a, 19 sqq.
On this conception, which will
often meet us again, especially in
treating of the best State, see
further viii. 2, 1337, b, 8 sqq. c.
4, 133H, b, 33, c. 5, 1339, b, 9, c.
6, 1340, b, 40, 1341, a, 6, b, 14.
4

iii.

5,

iii.

5,
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and property are two further important points
While freemen as such are all
for consideration.
born claim to have inherited higher
equal, the nobly
and rank from their ancestors the rich, on the

Birtli

ability

;

a greater share in the government,
the greater part of the national
that
the
on
ground
their
is in
hands, and that propertied men in

other hand,

demand

property
all matters of business are more reliable than unAristotle does not, indeed, admit these
propertied.
claims unconditionally, but he does not regard

them

as

wholly unjustified, for although political privileges
cannot be claimed on the ground of each and every
of such as are of political im
superiority, but only

be denied that the advantages
portance, yet it cannot
Thus while in speaking of
in question are political.
l

the oligarchical demand
property distinctions he rejects
for a plutocracy with the pertinent observation that it
the
would be
only on the supposition that
justifiable

2
he can
nothing but a mercantile company, yet
not conceal from himself that distinctions of wealth are
Riches and
State.
of the
significance for the

State

is

highest
poverty both involve

many

kinds of moral

evil

:

the

the

commit outrage

poor
through arrogance,
neither how to
know
former
the
dishonesty
through
the latter neither
obey nor how to rule over freemen,
and where a
as freemen
how to rule nor how to
rich

;

obey

;

State has fallen asunder into rich and poor, it has lost
the inner bond of its communal life, in the equality,

The
the citizens.
unanimity, and social sympathy of
it
best
is
the
well-to-do middle class, being the mean,
:

1

iii.

12 sq. 1282, b, 21-1283, a, 37.

-

iii.

9,

1280, a, 22 sqq.
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best secured against excesses of its

of an

it

enemy;

is

the

own and

least anxious

attacks

to

put itself
forward in political life when the centre of
gravity
lies in it we have the most
orderly and enduring form
;

of government.
his

Whosoever would give stability to
must secure the support of

1

political institutions

this class, seeing that

it

holds the balance between the

two contending parties of the

rich

and the poor. 2

More

the political capacity of the
citizens.
The essential aim of the State is the happi
ness and moral perfection of the citizens he who is able

important

still,

is

however,

;

to contribute

most to

this will

influence in the State.

other quality
justice

fits

a

and military

have the best claim to

But that which more than any

man

to do so is virtue,
especially
while the latter is in

ability, since,

dispensable for the preservation of the State, the former
that which lies at the foundation of all
and

is

society

involves

all

upon which

principles
tioned. 4
1

iv.

other virtues. 3

political rights

may

According as one or other of these
11,1295,

where

b,

11296,

a,

further shown
that great cities are more exempt
from disquiet than small ones,
21,

There are thus different

it

is

because they have a
rous middle class;
cracies are more
oligarchies, because
class finds itself

more numethat demo-

stable than
the middle
more at home

in them
only, however, on condition that it does so and
that the
best lawgivers, e.y.

Solon, Lycurgus, Charondas, have
belonged to the middle class.
3
iv. 12, 1296, a, 34 sqq.
8
iii. 9, 1281, a, 2
sqq. c. 12 sq.
1283, a, 19-26, 37.

be appor
is

adopted,

The character and geographical position of the country,
and similar external circumstances
might also be here
adduced. To the political importanceot these, as may be seen from
Pidit.
7,

vii. 6, c. 1 1, 1330, b, 17, vi.
1321, a, 8 sqq., Aristotle was

keenly alive. He admits that a
maritime situation favours the
rise
of
a numerous nautical
population

and

thereby

pro-

motes democratic institutions,
He remarks that an acropolis is
favourable to monarchy and
oligarchy, a flat country to democracy, a number of fastnesses
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or as several of

them are combined

in a definite manner,

will be the character of the resulting constitution. For
while the differences in the general character of States

their end and of the
depend upon the view taken of
means by which it is pursued, the differences in the par
ticular form of their constitution depend upon the share
1

classes of the citizens in the
assigned to the different
activities by which these are
in
the
and
public benefits
2
The decisive question here, however, is
acquired.
:

that where horsebreeding succeeds, and cavalry
is therefore the chief military

to aristocracy

of

classes

citizens

;

soldiers,

artisans,

(farmers,
proprietors,

judges and adminis
priests,
Aristotle proceeds ibid.
weapon, oligarchies are easily trators)
5e rovrwv
5iwpt(r
formed, &c. At the same time C. 9 init.
he suggests means (ibid.} to \onrbv (TKetyaaBai. irdrepov iraffi KOLcounteract such results, and as
ov aX\ovs
these circumstances do not in
epyov rw
i5ta ra 5e KOiva
vTro9ereov, 3) ra
any case affect the form of con
(Of. ii.
stitution immediately, but only rovrcav e| avdyKijs eariv.
ravra yap Kal
through the character of the 1, 1260, b, 37.)
ev fJ.ev
TroteT ras iroXireias erepas
people as that is determined by
ovffL
them, he leaves them out of yap rais Srj/iO/cpaTcais /j.erex
*
Travresiravroav, eVSe ralsohiyapx
account in the present investi
rovvavriov.
Similarly, and with
ueVa&amp;gt;i

:

/

/j.ei&amp;gt;

&quot;*-

gation.
1

vii. 8, 1328, a,
Tr6\is KOivuvia ris effn

5e

eVe/cei/
cipicrTTjs.

eirel 5

apiarov,
5e

ourcos

TTJS

cof?s

caffre

^

5i

dpoiwv,

eVSexOjUeVrjs

effflv evSaifjLOvia

8e

avrr)

35:
ru&amp;gt;v

rb

apery* evepyeia

rovs p.e
rovs oe

avrrjs,

ws
rov

yiyve&amp;lt;Tdai

TOUT

atnov

ft)?}

KCU

ir\eiovs

fiiovs

yap rpoirov Kal Si aAAwi/
i
T6VTO Bripfvovres TOVS re
erepovs iroiovvrai Kal ras

the
After
enumerating
forms of activity which are in
dispensable to the existence of
society, and the corresponding
-

1

express reference to this passage,
rov plv
iv. 3, 1289, a, 27 sqq.
ovv elvai ir\eiovs iroXireias a lnov
:

or

i.

7rcto-7js

effrl pep?)

ir\ei&amp;lt;a

iroKews

A

State consists of
an aggregation of households,
of people of large, small and
average means, of warlike and
rbv

apLe/j.6v.

unwarlike, of farmers, merchants
and artisans further, there are
;

differences of birth

and capacity

Of these classes some
times fewer, sometimes more,
sometimes all, share in the
government (TroArreict). Qavepov
(aper-f)).

roivvv

on

TroAtreias
T]\&amp;lt;av

ra

/J.eprj

Kal

irXe iovs
e?5et

avayKa iov

Siacpepoixras

yap ravr

afy&v avrocv.

elvai

aAA-

etSet Siacpepei

TroAtreia

/J.ev

POLITICS
\Vho possesses the supreme po\ver who is sovereign ?
The different possible ways of adjusting the relations of
the various classes to one another are therefore enu

l

merated by Aristotle with a view to preparing the
way for an investigation into the comparative value of
particular forms of constitution, the conditions of their

and continuance, and the institutions which corre
spond to them.

rise

Forms of Constitution

4.

We

are accustomed to understand by the term Con
only the general form of government of a

stitution

particular State

sum

the

of the arrangements which
2
it of
political functions.

regulate the distribution within
yap
Se

TI

rcav

apx&v rd^is
Tai iravrfs

Siavf/j.oi

Svva/jLiv riav

Kara. T}\V

tf

Kara

fj.fTf^6i^r&amp;lt;av 7)

avruv laorrjTa KOLV^V

poses the sixth class was

tcrrl,

.

.

nv

avay-

.

Kalov apa iro\iT(ias elva . Torravras
1

Tafis Kara ras vir^po-^as
fltrt
Kal Kara ras SiaQopas
With the same view of
p.op(uv.
explaining the different forms of
constitution, the different classes
in a community are then again

men

tioned.)
1

iii.

G in it.

:

We

must ask

how many and what constitutions
there are

?

e&amp;lt;rri

iro\ws

5e iroAtTeux

offaiirfp

ru&amp;gt;v

enumerated

1290, b, 21 sqq.)
farmers, artisans,
traders, day-labourers, soldiers,
rich (ef/Tropoi) who serve the state

as

follows

(c. 4,

:

with their money, magistrates,

and members

judges,

supreme
this

of
.administration.

enumeration,

the

the
(In

words

and

oytoov, 1291, a, 33 sq.,
cause a difficulty, to avoid which
e/SSo^ov

NICKES, De Arist.

Polit. libr.
110, proposes to read eWov and

j85ojuoi/, while SUSEMIHL, in loco,
with COXRING, supposes a lacuna
before e/SSo/ioi/, in which he sup

S Kvpas
yap Ttavraxov rb

Kvptov

ira.i&amp;gt;TU)v.

,

rtia.

TroAiVevfta 5

(Cf.

c.

7,

TroAiVeu/xa rfjs
eVrli/

1279,

(/ci/pios)

;

TTO\I-

In
sove

a, 25.)

democracies the people
reign

T]

is

in oligarchies only

a minority of the people hence
the difference in these forms of
:

constitution.
This is at least the scientific
conception of the constitution
;

the written documents which
define the constitution certainly
neither contain all that according
to this conception is included
under it, nor do they confine
themselves to it, but generally
they contain all those laws which,
as fundamental to the State, seem
to require special sanction.
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Aristotle

meant

far

more by it.

He comprehends

under

the corresponding word Polity, not only all this, but also
the substantial character of the community in question, as
that expresses itself in the accepted theory of the State
and in the spirit of its government. 1 He has thus the

advantage of exhibiting more clearly than is commonly
done by modern writers the connection of the political
institutions of a people with its life as a whole, and is
exposed to the danger of treating these as some

less

thing independent and equally applicable to all com
munities. Here as elsewhere in the Politics the leading
of

characteristic

his

method

scientifically to trace everything

and to

is

the

back to

care

he takes

its real source,

find the principle of its explanation in its

peculiar nature.
denied that the

On

the

other

it

own

cannot be

hand,
treatment of political constitutions
suffers in simplicity when it does not confine itself to de

ducing them as the forms of an organised civil life from
the spirit and mutual relations of the citizens, but mixes
itself up with the discussion of the legal details of that
life

Aristotle is not free from this confusion,

itself.

2

alia,

TroAiTeiav, KO.& o vs 5e7roiJs&px OVTas

p. 232, n. 1, with which cf.
p. 232, n. 2, and p. 233, n. \, supra.

pv\drTiv TOVS TrapaSo also vii. 13
imt., and throughout the whole
discussion of the different forms

1

As

is

obvious, inter

from

Besides the passage just referred to above, see esp. Polit.
iv. 1, 1289, a, 13: irpbs yap TO.S

TOVS VOJJ.QVS Set r(Qt&amp;lt;rQai
aAA ov ras
Kcii TiQevTai irdvTfS,
iro\tTToAiTems irpbs TOVS v6/j.ovs.
Tf:a [j.ev yap effTi TOL^IS TCUS Tr^Aecrii/
TO.S
TI
Trspl
apxas, riva rpoirov
TT)S
veve/ArivTai, ital T( TO xvpiov
7roAiTe/as ital TL TO re Aos e:a&amp;lt;rT7js
TTo\LTfias

TTJS

Koivuvias

eo-Tiv

T&V

vo^oi

SrjAouj/rwj/

5e
TT]V

a.px LV

Ka^

l

fiaivovTas avrovs.

of constitution, the question as
to the nature of the TroAtreia is
taken to involve that of the
ultimate aim of the State, and
the investigation into the apiffTt]
TroAtreuz (see infra} is

more con-

cerned with the laws upon education and the like than with
questions properly constitutional
in our sense.
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although in general he has clearly distinguished be
tween questions of law and constitution.
1

In

investigating political constitutions Aristotle
2
complains that previous writers had contented them
selves with representing an ideal State, or else

with

eulogising the Spartan or some other historical consti
tution.
Aristotle himself aims at a more exhaustive

treatment of his subject.
Political science cannot, he
more
than
says, any
any other, liinib itself to the
description

of

form of State
circumstances

is
;

an

must

It

ideal.

show what

also

the best attainable under certain given
it must further take account of
actually

existing constitutions and of the conditions of their rise
and maintenance ; and it must be able, finally, to declare

what institutions are best adapted

for the majority of

States. 3

political ideal

1

(5,

The description of the

See preced. n. and Polit.

126.&quot;),

a,

1

;

Kth.

x. 10,

1181,

ii.

b,

as his predecessors have not
the
investigated
question of legislation, he will
himself treat generally of this
as well as of the State (TroAjreia).

12

:

(sufficiently)

L.

21

:

voia Tro\iTfia

aplrrrr),

Kal

TTOK fKaiTTT] ra-%Qe~KTv., Kal tiai vo/j.ois

Kal (Bfffi xp&UfvnPolit. iv. 1, 1288, b,

33 sqq.
This complaint, however, is not
altogether just in respectof Plato,
who not only in the Lairs had
placed a second State beside his
ideal republic, but in the Hep.
itself had fully discussed the
imperfect forms of constitution,
It is true, however, that none of
these investigations satisfies Aristotle s requirements.
3
Polit. iv. 1.
Aristotle here

must

sets before Politics a fourfold
problem: (1) iro\irflavT^va.p .ffr-nv
flcwprjaeu

ovaa

ris

/udAtirr

t&amp;lt;rri

efrj

Kal iroia

KO.T

ei&amp;gt;xV

tfj.Tro8iovTosT(JwtKT6s

the

air\us

also T^J/

^/c

;

Kpar an)

TO&amp;gt;J/

ns

.

juT?8ei/t&amp;gt;s

(2) besides

to discuss

vTroKCi/j.fvwvapi(rr-ijv\

similarly (3), r^v ^ vTroQffffws, and
(1) TT\V /j.d\i&amp;lt;TTa iraffais TCUS iro\((nv
ap/jL6TTov(rav (on which see c. 11
Of the^e four questions
init.).
the third has not infrequently been

very stiangely misunderstood,

by

e.g.

BABTHKLEMY ST-HiLAiRE,

but also by GOTTLINO in loco,
Aristotle himself, however, states
(1288, b, 28) his

meaning quite

In 5*
unambiguously.
he says, rV
virodforftas
?

Kal
?

TP/TTJJ/,

Stl

r^v SoOt ivav ovvaa-Qai
apx^ s TC 7r ^ s ^v yivono,

ytvop.(vr)

riva

rp6iroi/

&v

yap
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therefore be supplemented by a comprehensive survey
of actual facts. Aristotle does not renounce such an

but desires at the same time to investigate all
other possible forms of State, the conditions under which
they naturally rise, the laws which they adopt, and
He
the institutions by which they are maintained.
ideal,

examines States with the keen sense of the

who pays

investigator,
the great, to the

equal regard

scientific

and

to the small

normal and the abnormal, as well as

with the practical eye of the statesman, who desires to
do justice to the actual circumstances and adapt his
ideal to the given conditions.
\pbvov
oAet

\eyca 5

olov

fi

rrjv

rrujuySe ^Tj/ce

^TJTC

re elyou

roov avay-

He

1

enters into no details with refer
ence to the third of these (the
is

first
/cat

KO.IUV

[the necessary requisites
for the best], ^re r}\v eVSexo^ueV^i/
TWV virapxovTwv, aAAa TWO.
e/c
QavXoTepav.
(Cf. iv. 11, 1296, b,
9
\eyci) 8e rb irpbs irrrodeffiv, on
:

7roAAa/as

ovfft]S

eviois

;

The

TroAtreias

ftAAyjs

KwAucre:

oiidev

eli/cu
/uaAAoi/
erepav
also v. 11, 1314, a, 38.)

iroAireta e| virodf(re(as

is,

ac

cording to this statement, identi
with 7] Sode iaa TroAireia,
cal
inroOeffis
indicating the given
case, the particular circumstances
that are actually present, and
having, therefore, essentially the

same meaning as on p. 247, n. 2,
and Ph. d. Gr. i. 1015 med.,\vhere it
With
is distinguished from Beats.
the above passage PLAT. Lams,
v. 739, A sqq., has been compared.
The resemblance, however, is a
remote one for (1) Plato speaks
not of four but only of three
States to be depicted
(2) he
;

;

possesses, moreover,

that of

the Rep., the

second that of the Laws}, but he
can hardly have been thinking
of actually existing States
(3)
even the second State, that of
the Laws, does not correspond
with Aristotle s iroXireia. e/c ruv
vwoKiiu.fvwv apio-rr], for Plato does
not show in this work what is
the best that can be evolved from
;

existing circumstances, but, just
as in the Rep., sketches the
outline of an ideal State, which
only differs from that in the
Rep. in bearing a closer resem
blance to reality. Still less can
the State in the Laws be identified
with Aristotle s TroAtreia e| viro04-

nor would Grote
a-ecos
dpfo-TT?,
have done so (Plato, iii. 357 sq.)
had he not wrongly explained
fnr69e(ns to mean an
assumed
principle.
1

his

35

:

See his complaint against
predecessors, ibid. 1288, b,
o&amp;gt;s

fj.ev(tiv

01

irepl

irXelaroi rcav aTro(paivoTroAireias,

/cat

et

raAAa
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the philosophic spirit, which traces political institutions
Ia3k to their inner sources, looks past individual facts
conceptions, and while engaged in the
investigation of existing realities keeps an eye steadily
fixed on the ideal.
It is just this combination of dis
similar and rarely united qualities that makes Ari
to

universal

stotle s political
its

philosophy so unique and unrivalled in

kind.

Two

points of view have

discussion, from

mate the

emerged in the preceding
which we may distinguish and esti
forms

different

of political

constitution

the recognised aim of government, and the distri
bution of political power.
In the former respect the
contrast is between those States in which the common
viz.

good and those in which the advantage of the rulers is
In treating, on the other
pursued as the highest end.
1

hand, of the distribution of political power, Aristotle
retains at first the
customary arithmetical division of
States according as they are
governed by one, by some,
Combining these two principles,

or by all of the citizens.

he enumerates six forms of constitution, three of which
and three bad, setting down all those as un
and
just
despotic in which the aim is not the common
good, but the advantage of the rulers. 2
Where the
are good

\tyova-i

KO\WS,

r&amp;lt;av

ye

\pf\ai^tav

SianapTdvovowt.
iii. (). 1278.
a,30sqq.
1

:

As

in

the Household the government of
the slaves aims at
securing in the
first instance the
advantage of
the master, and only
secondarily
that of the blavea as a moans to
the former, and as the government
of the family, on the other
hand,

aims primarily at the good of the
governed, but in a secondary way
also at that of the head of the
house in so far as he is himself
a member of the family so in

we must distinguish
the two above-mentioned kinds
of government.
the State

-

oVai

iii.

yuei/

&amp;lt;;//,:

Qavepbv rolvw &s

iroArr*reu rb KOIV\]

(r
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its object the common good, if
the sovereign, we have a monarchy if a minority,
if the whole body of the citizens, a
an aristocracy

administration has for

one

is

;

;

polity

where

;

has for

it

object the advantage of
degenerates into tyranny,

its

the

sovereign, monarchy
aristocracy into oligarchy, polity into democracy.

ffKoirovtriv,

avrai

oval

TO

8e

ff(ptTepov

T&V bpQ&v

irapeKfld&amp;lt;Tis

/J.6vov

Traaai

T&amp;gt;V

Kal

TroAiTeiwi/

Seo-TroTiKai yap, fj 8e Tr6\is KOivcavta
Hence iii
raiv f\v6epcav CITTLV.

n (pixrei SeoTrocr17 init. ecrrt
TOV Kal &AAo BaffiXevrbv Kai &\\o
&quot;yap

noXiriKbv Kal 8 iKaiov Kal ffvi*.fyepov
TvpavviKov 8 OVK IO&quot;TI Kara &amp;lt;pv(nv,

TUV

ouSe

&AA6DI/

yiyverai Trapa
1

TroAiTetwi/

b crat

ravra

yap

slffiv

irapeKfiaffeis

Polit.

fyvffiv.

7, iv.

1289, a,
26, b, 9 Eth. viii. 12. Aristotle s
account is here essentially that of
iii.

2,

;

Plato in the Politicus (cf. Ph. d.
Gr. i. p. 784), of which he himself,
Polit. iv. 2, 1289, b, 5, reminds
us, while at the same time he
differs from it in a single respect.
There is, indeed, between the
Ethics and the Politics this
divergency, that while in the
latter the third of the three true
forms of constitution is called
simply polity, it is said in the

Ethics

V
ol

:

T^ TTJ

5

Tijj.oKpaTiK.Tjv

7rAe?a-Tot

crepancy,

^ airb
\eyeiv

/caAelV.

however,

than the
earlier
For as a matter of

Politics.

OTrAoJs

apxovrcav, r^apTTj/ueVcu

This

considerably

opdal

jj.lv

Kara TO

vovffiv ovcrai

1

This dis
not so

is

important that we may infer
from it a change in Aristotle s
political views, or that to peimit
time for its occurrence we may
place the Ethics on this ground

fact the latter also describes it s
polity as a timocracy (see Ph.
d. Gr. i. p. 745 sq.), so that the
difference resolves itself finally
into this: that in the Ethics,
brevitatis causa, Aristotle calls it
timocracy, whereas in the Politics
he appropriates to it the common
term iroAtre/a, as he has room

here to describe more accurately
what he means by it. IsocR.

Panath. 131, has been taken to
refer to the passage just cited
from the Ethics (ONCKEX, Staatsl.
ii. 160), and the conclu
drawn that the Ethics cannot
have been composed later than
ann. 342-339 B.C. (HENKEL, Stud,
zur Gesch. d. griech. Lehre vom
Oncken takes another
Staat, 46
view). But it seems more probable

d. Arist.

sion

;

that the passage refers to Plato,
who in the Politicus (302 D sq.)
legal democracy, and
in the Republic (viii. 545 B, c)
timocracy, as peculiar forms of
constitution; for Isocrates does
not say that the writer upon
whom his attack is made identi
fies these two (as Aristotle does).
If, however, we are to find here
a reference to the followers of
Plato as well, and especially to

adduces

Aristotle, it

would probably be

better to suppose that the rhe
torician has in view one of his dia-
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principle of arrangement, however,

is

not consistently

might appear from
preserved throughout
that
the above statement
aristocracy and polity differ
from monarchy only in the number of the rulers, we
;

for while it

learn in another passage that this itself depends upon
So the government by
the character of the people.
one is natural where in a people one family has a pre

eminent faculty

community

for

government; aristocracy, where a
is content to submit to the

of free citizens

government of the

fittest

polity,

;

where the population

a military one which, having distributed the offices
of State among the propertied classes according to the

is

standard of merit, knows both

how

to

command and

Referring further to the distinction
obey.
between democracy and oligarchy, Aristotle criticises

how

1

to

those

who

look for

it

in the fact that in the former the

whole body, in the latter a minority, of the citizens
This numerical distinction, he
hold the sovereignty.

merely accidental and derivative the essential
consists in
opposition of these two forms of constitution
holds, is

:

the fact that in the one the rich, in the other the poor,
bear rule. 2 In like manner that polity which stands

distinguished by the preponderance of
Elsewhere he finds the characteristic
the middle class.

between them

is

3

logues (such as that mentioned in
Pulit. iii 6; see i. p. 119, n. 1,
That the Ethics cannot
supra).
have been composed so early as
Henkel believes, has already been
shown, i. p. 154 sq.
1

fjitV

&

iii. 17, 1288, a, 1
olv T& TOIOVTJV

ire&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vKe

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;tp(iv

:

fta(ri\fvrbv

4&amp;lt;TTl

TT\T)QoS

761/05 vir(pex ov

irpbs

irityvKtv lyyivtaQai
KOI/,

Kara

TrAfjflos

^wa^vov &px fff
v6/j.ov

rbv

KOT

^

1

1,

iroAe/u-

Ka \ &PX

al

duu&amp;gt;

Vf/uLOfTU TO?S CVTr6pOlS TttS

KaT

riycpovias -iro\niK^&amp;gt;.
5f 7TATJ00S ft 1Tf(j&amp;gt;VKf
0.pKTTOKpaTlKbl&amp;gt;

dperrji/

irX^Qos &px* ff ai
T^vrwvfKfvQepwva.p-x^v
aper^v ijyf/j.ovtK(i&amp;gt;v irpbs iro\irtKTii&amp;gt;
dpxV, vo\iriKov 5e irArjflos lv $
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;(peiv

8m-

O.pX&amp;lt;is.

8 cf C. 7 Jin. IV.
Pvlit12, 129(5, a, 1, b, 21 sqq.
*
IV. 12, 129(5, b, 38.
.
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and equality, in
peculiarity of democracy in freedom
the fact that all free men have an equal share in the
government; and then combining this principle with
the two others, he says that in democracy the majority
of the poor and the free, in oligarchy conversely the
l
for
minority of the rich and the noble, are the rulers
of
votes
since in a State where all are equal the majority
decides, and the poor always form a majority, these
;

2
Fol
have necessarily the power in their own hands.
indicates
he
of
line
same
the
virtue,
thought,
lowing up
of dif
wealth, and freedom as severally characteristic

of aristocracy,
3
In a third
wealth of oligarchy, freedom of democracy.

forms of

ferent

1

lv.

4,

where

(1290, b, 1)
of

it

said
orav

first

is

877^05 pev tffriv

:

e Aeuflepoi Kvpioi Sxriv, oAryapx a

orav
at the

but afterwards

of ir\ou(Tioi,

8

end

5-nfj.OKparia

(1.

/uev

17): aAA eo-n
orav of eAevflepot

Kal airopoi TrAeious

apX?js SHTLV,
irXovaioi Kal

6vrS

\evdepia

yap

evyevecrrepoi o\iyoi
b, 34: efrrep
ev
Iffrlv
,uaAt&amp;lt;JT
viro\a/j.fidvov(ri

or]fJi.oKparia Kaflcurep

riVtS Kal
-

TTIS

vi.

;

.

v-jr6de(ns

.

e Aeuflepm

:

TaTs

eV

which

from

e Aevflepms

yap rb

expressed 1317,
Kara TO iffov~]
5e

ev

8rj

/

uo

v rl

h

KO

rb

dAAa

government

by

majority follows as an infe-ence
that again
(ffvfji&alvei) and from
government by the poor.
3

iv.

7roAtTi as,
(rb

yap

1294,

8,

Kparias

ovv
eAeu-

T;

ffvflfhuvtt

5r]jj.oKpaTLaLS

KvpiwTfpovs elyou TOUS air6povs r&v
TrAetous yap etVt, Kvpior
inr6p&amp;lt;i)v
The
84 TO TO?S 7rAetoo&quot;i 86av.
equality of all citizens is thus
seen to be the fundamental point

/xez/

TroAireios

^f]^oKpariKris

16

virtue

:

lff6rr)S.

2 init

0ep:a [or as it is
b,

Kvpioi rr\s
8 orav of

oAryapx&quot;*

Hid. 1291,

ovres.

.

constitution

a,

10:

apto-TO-

yap

aper^,
opos
5e TT\OVTOS. S&quot;fl/JLOV 8
L. 19: Tpta e oVi Ta

yu.ei/

e Aeu^ep

a TrAoCTOS a

TeTaprov,

o

KaXovffiv

t]
evyeveiav, a/coAofOeT ToTs Suo iv
yap evyeveid effTLV ap^cuos TT\OVTOS
Cf. iii. 12, 1283, a,
K al apeT^j).

aiav, TOVTOV 8 ovros rov
rb -rrXrjOos avayxalov eli/ot

16 sqq. (see p. 229, supra); v. 9,
1310, a, 28 Rliet. i. 8, 1366, a,
4 eo-Ti 8e 8r)/J.oKpaTias p.ev TeAos

~av 8d|r? TOIS TrAeioa-/,
Kvpiov, Kal 6
TofV elvai Kal re Aos Kal TOUT eli/at
taov
TO 8iKaLOt&amp;gt;
Qaffi yhp SeTf

oAiyopX as 5e TrAoiJTOS,
iratSeiav
apiffTOKpartas Se Ta Trpbs
8e
ra
Kal
v6p.i/J.a,
rvpavviSos

v
/car

n

;

:

e AeuQepta,
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he enumerates four constitutions

passage

:

democracy,

and government by one.
In a
democracy, he says, the offices of government are dis
tributed according to lot, in an
oligarchy according to
property, in an aristocracy
to
oligarchy, aristocracy,

education/

according

The government of one is a
monarchy if it is founded
upon law and order otherwise it is a tyranny. These
;

statements

are

not

altogether consistent with one
another; but a still greater difficulty arises from the
circumstance that in the further
development of his argu
ment Aristotle diverges widely from the order of
arrange

ment which is naturally
suggested by the previous survey
of the different forms of constitution.
Thus we should
have expected from Book III. 14 onwards a
discussion
first of the three
good kinds of State, and then of the
three bad.
Instead of this, Aristotle follows
the

up
9-13

introductory dissertations which occupy chaps.
of the third book with a discussion of

monarchy

(III.

he next proposes to
investigate (III. 18)
the best form of State,
which, however, he only partially
does in the books
(VII. and VIII.) which ought to follow
here; he next turns, in the fourth book

14-17);

to

the

remaining

forms

of

constitution,

(chap.

2),

with

the

remark that of the six
previously enumerated forms
monarchy and aristocracy have been

disposed of, as
these coincide with the best
State, and that it therefore
remains to discuss
polity, oligarchy, democracy, and
Rhet
8 ,1385 b, 20.
political capacity and attach1

i

n*(afcr*roC vopov K^^,
which we are to understand
not so much intellectual culture
b&amp;gt;

as an education

m

accordance
With law and morality and the

VOL.

II.

men t

to the
existing constitution

which spring

^nrfr.?

a^ro^ar/a

from

*
it-W^E

&amp;lt;

tp xowi r t ;$

&quot;

K
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he accordingly now proceeds to investigate,
in the first place (chap. 4, 1291, b, 14-chap. 6, end),
the different forms of democracy and oligarchy then

tyranny

;

;

polity as the proper blending of these
constitutions, along with several kindred forms

8

(chap.

two

sq.)

This
and, lastly, tyranny (chap. 10).
the
account
is
from
much
too
previous
divergence
fundamental to permit of its being accounted for by the
incomplete character of the Politics alone, and too
(chap. 7)

;

indispensable to permit of its being explained away.
are forced to admit that just as Aristotle in his
1

We

account of the distinguishing characteristics of demo
cracy and oligarchy unites several different points of

view which he

fails

completely to harmonise with one
he is not free

another, so also in his treatment of polity

from a certain

vacillation.

On

the

one hand, he

reckons it among the good States, on the ground that
it is based upon the virtue of the citizens and aims at
the

1

common
E.

fl.

good.

in the

manner

FECHNEK

posed by

On

(lib.

d.

the other hand, he

pro-

Ge-

reohtigkeittibegriff d. Arist. p.
71 sq. n., cf.p. 92, l),who assumes

that by the polity of Etli. viii.
12 and Polit. iv. we muse understand something different from
the true polity which appears
in Polit. vii. as the ideal State,
Setting aside the unlikelihood of
Aristotle

s

describing two

dif-

ferent forms of constitution by
the same name without qualifying addition, and of his totally
omitting in his subsequent discussion. all further mention of the
4
true polity described in iii., we

is

unable to

may point out: (1) that the
perfect State described in vii.
and viii. is never referred to
(not even iii. 7,1279, a, 39, vii.
14, 1332, a, 34) as polity (VoAiTeia
simply), bat as aristrocacy or
apiart] iro\iTeia (eg. iv. 7, 1293, b,
c. 2, 1289, a, 31), and that
1,
polity stands only third amon^r
true constitutions
(2) that in
pasages such as Polit. iv. 2 init.
c. 8 init. we are
expressly forbidden to make any distinction
between the polity of iv. and of
the Ethics, and the polity previously mentioned among the true
forms of constitution.
:
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with true monarchy and aristocracy.

1

government by the many, and a majority
can never atttain to so high a degree of virtue and
it is still

insight as is possible to one or to few. The one field in
whicli a polity can win distinction is the
military, and
accordingly the sovereign in it will naturally be the
2
The
body of those capable of bearing arms.
which
the
State
is
here
founded
therefore, upon

collective
virtue,

is an imperfect one.
The natural antagonisms between
the citizens are not removed, as in an
aristocracy, by a

comprehensive and uniform education of all and an
from meaner employments. The
pro
blem, therefore, must be to devise for it such institu
equal freedom

tions that antagonistic forces will be held in
equilibrium,
the excesses alike of democracy and of
oligarchy avoided,

and the foundation

laid for that predominance of the
middle classes whicli constitutes in Aristotle s
opinion,

we

as

shall see, the chief

advantage of

polity.

While

possible in this way to explain the place which this
form of constitution occupies in Aristotle s account, the
defect in
ambiguity of its position remains a
it is

permanent

his theory of the

State.

The fundamental mistake

1

Cf. Eth. viii. 12, 1160, a,
rovTwv 5e [of the true forms
of State] /SfATUTTTj fiei/ rj Pacri\fia,
XpiVTTj5 7;Ti/iO/cpaT/o(whichhere
iroXireta ; cf. p. 238, n. 1
?//;.)
b, 1(5: democracy is chiefly related
to timocracy, the majority of the
( it i/ens
ruling in both with equal

35

:

,

and springs from it almost
imperceptibly.
2
iii. 7, 1279, a, 39:
/o pev
yap Sm^f peii/ /car aptr^v 1) o\iyovs
right,

*-

j,

ir\fious 5

fiSri

\a\tirbv

ijKpi^uKrdai

etAAa

irpbs

^d\i&amp;lt;rra

r^v

iruffav
TroAe^iKTJi/

apfrrjv
at/TTj

yap tv ir\r)6(i yiyverai.
Stomp
Kara TOUTTJI/ TT\V TroAtretaj/ Kvpiurarov rb irpoiro\f/j.ovv Kal /j.trt-

x ovaiv

ol
o-vrris
TO
K(Krt\^tvoi
In accordance with this
passage and c. 17 (see 239, n. 1,
we should read in L 37
suj&amp;gt;ra)

OTTAO.

(differently from SPENGEL, All,
d. Miinchn. Altad.
pkilot.-pkilol.
KL. v. 23). instead of rb irA?}0o^
rb
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however, which

the cause of this ambiguity, consists

is

in the crude division of political constitutions into

good
and bad, with which he starts. In polity and that
which is akin to it, there
improper form of aristocracy
two alternatives a third
these
between
itself
obtrudes
to it, unless
kind, which has no clear place assigned
the
we give up this division and supplement
qualitative

and bad
opposition between good
1
difference in degrees of perfection.

by a quantitative

Inquiring next into the respective
different forms of constitution,

was said above
question

is

viz.

we must

that in each and

titles

of these

what
them the

first recal
all

of

of a distribution of rights and privileges

which can only be determined according to the prin
These demand that
of distributive justice.
ciples

an equal portion
unequals, on the
their
to
in
inequality an unequal
proportion
contrary,

equals

receive

;

It is not, however, each and every superiority
portion.
that entitles to political privileges, but only those which,
like birth, freedom, wealth, virtue, stand in intimate
relation to the qualities which are essential to a citizen,
elements in a full and satisfyand are the
2

indispensable

takes
himself
Aristotle
to justify the
(iv. 8 init.)
he assigns to polity,
place
OVK
ETa|a/iei/ 8 OVTCDS, he says,
1

occasion

olffav oijre
e /c/Bao-ii/

ravT-rjv

cure

apurroKparias,

TO.S

on

[polity] Trap&pri pr)0eicras

rb

pets

dAr/fles

Snjjua/yrrjKam rr}? opQorart]s
But this only
TroXireias, &c.

Tratrat

serves to corroborate the above
remarks. For if polity is neither
the best nor a vicious form of
constitution, it is obvious that
constitutions cannot be divided

simply into good and bad, seeing
that what differentiates polity
from the best State is a mere
want, so that one and the same
constitution presents itself in
comparison with the best as a
defective one ( St^ap-Hj/coo-i), in
comparison with all others as a
Even in respect of the
true one.
other forms Aristotle admits
that they may be relatively

good;

cf.

e.g.

v.

9,

1309,

18-35.
-

See

p.

228 sq. supra.

b,
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But even any one of such advantages

1

as these confers no title to rule in the State.

Those who

demand

to stand on a
footing of equality with others
in everything because
they are equal in something, or

who assert pre-eminence

in all respects on the ground of
some put forward an unfounded claim. 2

pre-eminence in

The problem

;

the relative
is, to determine
worth of those qualities upon which a title to political
privileges can be based, and thus to estimate the value
therefore

of the claims of the various classes to the
sovereignty, as
these express themselves in the various forms of con
stitution. 3

The highest of these qualities, and that
which in the perfect State is alone of importance,
Aristotle declares, as we have
to be
already seen,
1

virtue

although he does not deny to the others their
But besides the character of individuals,

;

importance.

we must

also take into account their numerical
propor

It does not follow because

tion.

members of

a

are

minority

individually in virtue, insight

must therefore be superior

to

an individual or the

superior to

all

the rest

and property, that they
the whole body taken

A

majority of individuals, each of whom
taken by himself is inferior to the
minority, may as a
whole possess an advantage over them, as each member
together.

finds his

complement in the other, and all thus attain a
The individual contribution to the

higher perfection.
1

iii.

23

;

2

12,

1282,

cf. p. 22!) sq.

1283,

iii.

a,

9,

2G,

b,

1280, a,
v.

13,

thus, but the above statement of
it corresponds to what he
says
iii. 13, 1283, a, 29-b, 9 upon the

25

a^iff^r-nffts

21-1283,

a,

supra.
1,

sqq. b, 35.
3
Aristotle does

22,

1301,

c.

a,

not himself
formulate the problem precisely

&pxtw

and the

$*?.

P.

230

sq.

wtpra.

Kpivis

rlvas
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State in this case

but the

is less,

sum

of the contribu

If
greater than in the case of the others.
this does not hold of every body of people without
distinction, yet there may be peoples of whom it is

tions

true.

1

is

2

In such

cases, while it

would certainly be wrong

members

to entrust to individual

of the majority offices

of State which require special personal qualifications,
yet it must be the people as a whole who in the public
assemblies and law courts pass decisions, elect magi

and supervise their administration, 3 all the more
would be in the highest degree dangerous for the

strates,

as it

State

convert

to

the

majority of

the

citizens

into

enemies by completely excluding them from a share in
the government. 4 In answer to the objection that this
is

to set the incapable in

judgment over the capable, to
more important function (viz. the highest

place the
1

Aristotle frequently returns
to this acute remark, which is of
so much importance in estimat-

ing democratic institutions
iii.

1 1 inlt.

:

on

see

;

8e Se? Kvpiov

eli/cu

/j.a\\ov rb Tr\7)0os T) rovs api&amp;lt;rrovs
fj.ev oXiyovs 5e, Sd|etej/ &v \veff6ai

Kai TIV

ex etv o-iroplav,

a\-f]diav.

fKaffr6s
ofj.d)S

Se ttav

ra^a

rovs yap TTO\\OVS,
fffnv

&amp;gt;v

,

XoprnQevrav

[similarly
a, 25]- iro\\uv yap

c.

15,

OVTUV

eKatrrov /*6piov e%etz/
aperrjs Kal
(ppovti&amp;lt;rws, Kal yivfffdai ffvvf\66vras
&(nrep tva av6p j}Trov rb TT\T)QOS
TroAuTroSa Kal iroKv^ipa Kal Tro\\as
ovria Kal irepl
eX&quot;T
al(re-f)(Tfis.
ra tfQ-ri Kal r^v Sidvoiav. c. 13,
a,

40:

a\*a

uV

/col

ol

[sc.

elalv, ws
ir\si6v(av
Trpbs

&e\riovs
ran*

rovs
eXdrrovs.
1283, b, 33 ouSei/ yap
Kw\vei TTOTC TO IT \rj9os flvai freXnov
:

ruv oXiywv
us

/ca0

3

ical

eitaffrov

iii.

avrjp,

(TvveA06vras sivai
e/ceti/coj/,
oix &s tKaffrov

aAA. us ffv/j-Travras blov ra
(rv/j.(poprjra Setirva riav e/c pius SOTTCII/TJS

1283,

Kal

fj-evuv

a

ov a-irov^aios

*\drrovs

rovs

irpbs

antyHTfi-nryveiav av irepl TT
Kal yap Kpcirrovs Kal

eVSe^erai

eA.T/ou?

128H,

irXeiovs

By

Tr\ov(Ti(f&amp;gt;Tpov,

aAA us

ov%

adp6ovs.

11,1282, b, 15.
the public scrutiny

(tvdvvr)), C.

11, 1281, b, 33, 1282,

a, 26.

11,
1281, b, 21 sqq.,
especially 1. 34 iravres f^v yap
exovai
iKavT}v ato-dya-iv,
Kal fjayvv^voi roils 0e\r{oo~i ras
ir6\is oHpshovcriv, Kaddirsp r)
c.

:

&amp;lt;rvvf\Q6vre&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

^

ttadapa rpotp}} ^uera rys Kadapas

iraaav

xP

xwpts S
rb npivsiv

6\iyijs
irepl

iroiei

r) ffL lJ-

v

&amp;lt;t}T
p&amp;lt;z

e/catrroy

t&amp;lt;rrtv

rr)t&amp;gt;

^^s
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authority in the State) in the hands of those who are
excluded from the less important (viz. the individual
Aristotle

offices),

adds to the above exposition

l

the

further pertinent observation that there are many things
of which the user can judge as well as or better than

the specialist who makes them 2 in other words, that
the people, although it may not understand much about
:

the details of State and government, may yet know well
enough whether or not a government is advancing its

The smaller

interests.

viduals

may

capacity, therefore, of the indi

be counterbalanced and even outweighed by

numbers

their greater

;

and

vice

versa,

their greater

The more capable
capacity by their smaller number.
have no claim to the possession of power if there are too
few of them

The

first

that

its

But

3
govern or to form of themselves a State.

to

condition of the survival of any constitution is
supporters should be superior to its enemies.

this

of quality alone, but of
by taking both of these elements
can properly estimate the balance

a question, not

is

numbers.

It is only

into account that

of political power.

we

The stronger party

or so decisively in one of
1

14

is

the one which

superior to the other, either in both

is

:

Cf.
3f(TTat

these respects
that the deficiency in

them

further c. 11, 1282, a,
yap fKatnos /j.tv \fipo)v

rb iravTuv TOVTWV

irKeiov

KaQ

fva.

^)

ruv

Kal KO.T 6\tyovs /j.(yd\as

KpiT^s riav ciSorow, airavrfs 5e
(TW(\Q6vTts v) fit\Tiovs 1) ov xeipovs.
L. 34: ov yap 6 SiKaar^s ovtf 6

apx&s

(KK\rj(na(rrr)s apx^v tarlv, a\\a TO
SiKaaTTjpiov Kal i] /SowA?; Kal 6 5rt/j.os

o\lyoi irdfj-irav ol T^J/
apeTiiv e^Dcrey, riva 5e? SieAeiV rbv
rp6irov ; 7) rb o\iyoi irpbs rb tpyov
8e? (TKoirf iv, tl Suvarol SioiKflv T^V
ir6\iv v) TOITOVTOI TO ir\r]dos

rcai

tffTi

8f

fKaffros

prjdfVTwi/

rovruv

.

.

.

SHTTC

fj.6pt.6u

SiKaicos

eV -yap
Kvpiov /*i6i/uv TO ir\riQos
jroAAwj/ o 5^uoy Kal rj &ov\r) Kal rb
5iKao~T-fjpiov.

Kal

TO

-

3

a.px^&amp;gt;VT(av.

Ibid. 1282, a, 17.
iii.
1283, b, 0:
K&amp;gt;,

apidfibv

e&amp;lt;

$))

rbv

fltv

S&amp;gt;O~T

ttvai iro\iv t

alriav.
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the other

is

more than counterbalanced.

The influence

1

of individuals or classes will be in proportion to the
amount which they severally contribute to the stability
of the State

and the attainment of

its

end.

The end,

however, must always be the good of the whole, and
not the advantage of any particular class. 2 And since
this object is more
certainly attained under the rule of
law than under that of men, who are continually
subject
to all kinds of weakness and
passion, Aristotle differs

from Plato

3

in concluding that it is better that
good
laws hold sway, and that magistrates be left to the

freedom of their own will only in cases which laws
to cover,

owing

to their necessary
universality

fail

and the

impossibility of taking account of every individual case
that may occur.
If it be objected that the law

may

1

iv.

12,

TrtfAecos

rrjs

TTJV

/j.eveiv

8e? yap
1296, b, 15
rb /3ov\6/J.}/Ol /J.fpOS
rov (j.)) /JouAo/teVou
:

ai

TroAiTeicw.

v.

[So

9,

eo-Tt 8e Tracra Tr6\is
1309, b, 16.]
K T
TOV TTOiOU Kal TOV TTOffOV.

\tyca 8e troibv

/u.ev

f\evOepiav TT\OV-

TOV iraiSeiav evycveiav, irocrbv 8e
r)]v rov Tr\r)9ovs inrepo^v.
ej/SeX*rai 8e rb fj.ev iroibv
erepca [Mepei

rys

5e /j.psi rb

-rroffbv,

TroAe&JS,

.

.

povs,

olov TrAe/ous rov

r&v ysvva(&amp;lt;av rovs
ruv irXovauav rovs a.Tr6-

fj.4vroL

roffovrov

oaov AeiTrecr^ai
Sib

ravra

OTTOV

Trpbs

fji.lv

a.ir6poi)v

ovv

Tr\TJeos

aAAyjAa
uTrepe xei

r^v

Kpariav,

Kal

rb

e/p^ei/Tjj/

\oyiav, evravda irefyvKev
e/caiTTOf

5e

OTTOU

yvtapifJitav
jroio)

rcav

ava-

e?j/at

elSos

or lawless,
Kparias
^[organised
&C.] Kara r^v uTrepoxV TOU S fjfj.ov
as
farmers or
[according

T^

r&amp;lt;av

GVTr6pci)v

fj.a\Xov

^ AetTrerat

VTrepreivei

ry

.

.

.

Kal
r&amp;lt;

evravOa

7ro&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;p,

Se 6\iyapx av, Kal rrjs
oAiyapxms
rbv avrbv rp6irov tKaffrov elSos
Kara rrjj/ inrepox^)^ TOV
STTOU 8e rb r&
.

.

-rrXriQos

aKp&v

rS&amp;gt;v

evravO

.

elvai
fy

labourers, &c., preponderate]

fy

Kal

eVSe^erat

r)

Barepov
TroAtTetoi/

fj.6vov,

elvai

(J.OVLU.OV.
2

iii. 13, 1283, b, 36
Ought
the legislator to look to the ad
vantage of the better or of the
rb 8
greater number?
6p9bv
rb 8 forces opdbv
Arjirreov taws
:

rb rfjs TroAews SArjs o~v/j.(pepov
Kal Trpbs rb Koivbv rb r&v iroXir&v.
Trpbs

Hence all forms of constitution
which do not aim at the general
welfare are resolutely regarded
as bad.
3
Cf Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 762 sq.
.
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be partial, Aristotle admits that it is true the law
be good or bad, just or unjust, according as the
constitution is so, since laws everywhere
correspond to
itself

;

will

the existing constitution.
But the conclusion which
he draws is. not that persons instead of laws should

The
adjudicate, but that constitutions should be good.
final result of all these considerations is,
therefore, the
1

demand

an order founded upon law, and aiming at
of all, in which influence and privi
should
be
lege
assigned to individuals and classes

the

for

common good
to

according
whole.

We

their

the

importance for

life

of

the

have next to consider the case in which an

individual or a minority possesses personal
qualities so
as
to
all
the
others put
outstanding
wholly
outweigh

Would it
together in ability and political importance.
not be unjust to place such persons on an
equal footing
iii. 10
In whom shall the
reside?
In
the
sovereignty
masses, the rich, the best, in
some distinguished citizen, or in
a tyrant ? After recounting all
these different views, and dismissing the third and fourth
with the remark that in that
case the majority of the citizens
would be excluded from all po1

:

litical rights, Aristotle continues,
1281. a, 34: dAA. fo-wr
ns
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;ai7j

rb Kvpiov u\cas &vdpwirov flvai
dAAo fj.)j v6nov &amp;lt;pav\ov, f^oj/rei 76
h.v

ra

irdQt]

&amp;lt;rvfi0aivovra

^vxw-

He

Sioicrfi irfpl

irtpl

T^V

suggests, indeed, an
&v oZv $ v6/j.os ^fv

objection
o\iyapxtKbs 8e
:

TUV

T)

5r]/j.oKpa.TiKbs, TI

i]iroprjfjLfi/(t)v ;

crv/j.-

as in the
case of the personal rule of the
fiyaerai yap 6/j.oiws

[/.&amp;lt;?.

rich or of the people]

TO.

Nevertheless he arrives
finally at the conclusion (1282,
b, 1)
rj Se -rrpwrrj
Xex^e ia-a airupia
iroiel &amp;lt;pav(pbv oi5i/ ovrws
trfpov
8ri
&s
robs v6/jiovs tlvat Kvpious
irptrepov.

:

5e&amp;lt;

Ki/j.(i/ovs opQws, rbv apxofra 5e, 6.v
re tls av re ir\iovs
irep\
rovrcov tli/ai
Kvpiovs tttpl ocruv
ol
f^aSwarovo-iv
v6^oi \fyttv O.KOIfiws 5ia rb
pdSiov tlvai KadoXov
&amp;lt;n,

^

irdvTuv.
But the
character of the laws depends
the
constitution (iro\iT(ia
upon
in the wider sense explained p.
232 sq.): iAXek p^v *l rovro, 5f)\oi/
ori TOVS fjLtv Kara ras op6as iroSr/Awcrcu

\ireias
roi/s 5e

irepl

avayKaiov flvai SiKa tovs,
Kara ras iraptK&tBriKvias ov
On the supremacv of law

Sttcatovs.

see p. 252, infra.
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with the others, whom in every respect they so far excel ?
it nob be as ridiculous as to ask the lion to enter

Would

on an alliance of equal rights with the hare ? If a
State will suffer no political inequality, nothing is left
but to exclude from

for it

excel the

its

members who thus

pale

common mass.

the Ostracism

In that sense, the institution of
not without a certain justification it

is

:

may, under certain circumstances, be indispensable to the
safety of the democracy. In itself, however, it is wholly
unjust, and, as a matter of fact, was abused for party
The true solution is to regard men of decisive
ends.
superiority, not as

mere members, but

rulers of the State, not as

They dwell among men like gods you
them or divide the power with

selves the law.

can as

as the destined

under the law, but as them

rule over

little

them

as you can divide the sovereignty of Jove.
Only
one attitude is possible towards them namely, voluntary

They

subjection.

1

iii.

fo-rtv

aperrjs
ej/i/s

1284, a,

13,

cis

?&amp;gt;:

el

-J)

ir\ciovs

Svi/arol

fievTot

TroAecws, &ffre
eTz/cti
p.

5e

ris

roffovrov Siacpepwv Kar

vTrep&o\&quot; j/,

/m.i]

are the natural, born kings

/J.*v

wATJpco^a
fj.})

ffvp.-

T&V

T^]V

T^V

r]5e

J

&AAa!i/ apfTTjv
Svvaja.iv O.VTJOV

irpks rr)v e Kfivwv, et

tro\iTiKT}v

et
els, r))v tKfivov
Serfov rovrovi (Atpos ir6\ect&amp;gt;s

/j.6voi&amp;gt;,

yap

aiGv/j.fvoi

TOCTOVTOV war

ovres

Kal

&&amp;lt;nrfp

eivai

T)]V TTO\ITIK.}]V

yap Oebv
voy.oQc&amp;lt;r

.av

TOVS tffovs Kal
Kara 5e
5vvdfj.ei.

irepl

QVK

eo-Tt

aptT^v
Siii/a/niv

eV av9p(airois eiKus

rbv TOIOVTOV

Kal rriV

rwv

v6p.os-

odev SJjAoy

on

avayKalov elvai
yevei Kal ry
rotovrcav
avrol yap eliri
T&amp;lt;$

rS&amp;gt;v

l
;

they

And then follows the disVO/J.QS.
cussion in the text above, after
which Aristotle continues, 1284.
aAA eVi TTJS aplffTrjs TTOb, 25
:

Aire/as

Kara

*X fl
TWI&amp;gt;

ToAArjc
^AAa;i/

vTrepox^v, olov

la^os

ov

airopiav,

ayad&v

rrjv

Kal TT\OVTOV

as, aAA &v TIS
Siatyepwv /car aper^v,
ical

5

iro\v&amp;lt;pi\

ov yap Srj
&i/ Se?f
eK/3a\\eiv
Kal ^Qiffrdvai r bv TOLOVTOV.
aAAa
owS
TQV
TOIOVTOV
fiv
/Jupxeit/ ye
&amp;lt;pa&quot;tej/

*

rov Albs
apx*iv a^Lotev, /j.piovTts ras apxxs.
AeiTrerat roivvv, owep eoiice TrecpuirapaTrXriffiov

yap

/ceVat, TreiOeaQai

K$.V

et

TOIOVTCP Travras
Sxrre fia(Ti\eas flvai rovs
TOLOVTOVS aitiiovs eV rats ir6^eaiv.
T&amp;lt;

afffj-evus,

Similarly

c.

17, 1288, a, 15 sqq.
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alone have a true and unconditional title to
monarchy.
Such a monarchy Aristotle calls the best of all consti

1

2

believing as he does that under it the wellof
the people is best secured for he alone is
being
in
this
king
high sense who is endowed with every
tutions,

;

excellence and free from every mortal defect ; nor will
such a one seek his own
at the cost of his

advantage

subjects, but, like a god, will lavish

out of his

upon them

benefits

own abundance. 3

In general, however, Ari
stotle is no eulogist of
monarchy. The different kinds
of it which he enumerates. 4 he
regards as mere varieties
of

two fundamental forms
1

Cf.

iii.

-

17, 1281, b, 41 sqq.

a, 8).

Eth. viii. 12, 11 GO, a, 35
TOVTUV of [of the true forms of
:

^eAn o-TTj

constitution]

ejf UTTTJ 8
3

Ibid, b, 2
aVT(j&amp;gt;

t&amp;lt;rri

6

TU&amp;gt;V

fia(Ti\evs

rj

TJ

n/jLOKparia.

^Iv yap rvpavvos

(TUjUL&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;fpOV

b

yap

:

^v

ffKOITf l,

6

Of

ov
dp^o/ueVcD*
6 /j.-fj avrdpKrjs
.

Kal

Trafft Tols ayaOo is
6
u-rrfpt^uy.
Of TOIOVTOS ovSfvbs
TO.
TrpOTSf iTai

oxpe At/id

ovv
Tols

avrif

/j.fi/

OVK

5 apxo/LLfvois

6

av

yap

OIOVTOS

K\r)pwTbs at- Tis clfrj
vs.
Cf. p. 250, n. l,xnj)ra.
4
In the section -irepl 0ao~i\e(as,
which Aristotle inserts iii. 14-17,

and which, as

it is
closely con
nected with the preceding dis
cussion, we must here notice.
Uesides true monarchy he there
enumerates five kinds* of mon
archical rule: (1) that of the
heroic age; (2) that which is
common among barbarians; (3)
the rule of the so-called JEsym-

neta? or elective princes
(4)
the Spartan; (5) unlimited mon
archy Oa^jScunAefo, c. 16 1287
;

command

namely, military
The

remarks

first

(c.

14,

of these kinds, he
1285, b, 3 sqq.,

20 sqq., a, 7, 14), was rather a
union of certain offices, judicial,
priestly, military

;

similarly, the

Spartan was an hereditary

mand.

com

The monarchy of the

barbarians, on the other hand,
is
an
hereditary mastership
1
(apx *) SfffiroTiK^j but the govern
ment of slaves is despotic, that
of freemen political
Polit. iii.
;

4,

1277, a,

32,

1271),

3;{,

a,

b,

8),

7, c. 6,

1278, b,
to which, how

ever, the subjects voluntarily
submit, and which is limited by
traditional usage (iii. 14, 1285,
Elective monarchy
a, 1(5, b, 23).
is a dictatorship either for life
or for a definite time or object.
(On the aipcT)) Tvpavvls r. ibid, a,
29 sqq. b, 25.) Only in an irre

sponsible monarchy is an indi
vidual actually master of a whole
people: it is a kind of magnified

domestic rule
(J.IK))

:

&&amp;lt;nrfp

yap

fta(Ti\fia TIS olitias

i]

OIKOVO-

I&amp;lt;JT\V,

OUTUS

&a(Ti\fia iru\fus Kal ftivovs fvb* 1)
ir\ti6vuv oiKovouia (ibid.l), 29
sqq.).
rj
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and irresponsible sovereignty.
The former,
is
to
the
most
diverse
forms of
however,
applicable
and
cannot, therefore, be the fundamental
constitution,

for

life

characteristic of

any one of them.

By

a monarchical

constitution, therefore, in the present inquiry,

mean

we can

But against this
irresponsible monarchy.
form of government there are, according to Aristotle,
only

many

1

That

objections.

it

may, under certain circum

stances, be natural and justifiable he does not, indeed,

A people which is incapable of governing itself
must needs have a governor. In such a case govern
ment by one is just and salutary. 2 If, on the other
deny.

hand, the case be one of a people consisting of freemen
who stand to one another in a relation of essential
equality, personal rule contradicts the natural law, which
in such States the only
assigns equal rights to equals
;

just arrangement is that
where this is the case it

monarch, that

rules. 3

ment by the

best

If,

man

power should alternate but
is law, and not the will of a
;

farther,

it

be said that govern

better than

is

government by

the best laws, because the latter issue only universal
decrees without regard to the peculiarities of particular
cases, we must remember, in the first place, that even
the individual
1

must be guided by universal principles

iii.

15, 1286, b,
7, c. 16 init.

33-1287,

a,

2

iii. 17 init., after
stating the
objections to monarchy Aristotle
continnes dAA ftrws TOUT eVi ^uei/
rivwv e^et rbv rpoirov TOVTOV, eVl
:

8e

Tivtav
oi&amp;gt;x

rov Kal a\\o
Kal
&amp;lt;Tvjj.&amp;lt;p4po

V

ovrtas.

tcrri

iro\iTLKbi/ Kal
.

c. 14,

monarchical power

yap

ri

among some barbarian
peoples as tyrannical. Nevertheless it is legitimate (Kara vopov
Kal irarpiK-fj)
Sia yap rb 8ov\iK&amp;lt;arepot flvat ra ijdr) cpvaci ol JJLZV fidplimited

;

fiapoi TUV E\\-fivwv, ol Se irepl
Affiav TWV Trepl TT]V Ev pw-jryv
,

SiKaiov

1285, a, 19
is
as un-

:

rV
IITTO-

SucrxepcuVoi/res. Cf. p. 239, n. 1, sup.
3
iii. 16, 1287, a, 8
sqq. cf. c.

17, 1288, a, 12, c. 15, 1286, a, 36.
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of government, and that it is better that these should
be administered in their purity than that they should

be obscured by distorting influences. Law is free from
such influences, whereas every human soul is exposed
to the disturbing influence of passion

without desire.

Where law

reigns,

God

;

law

is

reason

reigns incarnate

;

where the individual, the beast reigns as well.
If
this advantage seems to be again outweighed by the
1

inability of law to take account of particular cases as

the individual governor can, this is not decisive.
It
it
from
that
the
constitution
must
follows, indeed,

admit of an improvement upon the laws 2 that the
cases which the law does not take account of must be
submitted to authoritative judges and magistrates, and
that provision should be made by means of a special
education for a constant supply of men, to whom these
1

iii. 15, 1286, a,
J-20,
1287, a, 28: 6 /j.tv olv rbv

apx*w
8

1(5,

v6/jLov

Kf\vtiv

So/ceT

6tbv Kal rbv vovv
6

c.

JAOI/OUS,

avdpcairov Kf\fvd)v Trpoa-Tid-na-i

merit,

like

all

other

arts

and

sciences, reaches perfection gradually. From the earliest inhabitants of a country, whether they
be autochthonous or a remnant of

a more ancient population, little
insight is to be expected: it
Kal 6 6u/j.bs apxovras Siavrpecpei
would be absurd, therefore, to be
oi/]
Kal rovs apiffTous &v$pas. SioTrep
bound by their precedents; written
avfv operas vovs 6 v6pos Iffriv. laws, moreover, cannot embrace
Cf. p. 248 sq. vi. 4, J31S, b, 30
every individual case. Nevertheless great prudence is required in
7} yap
f^ovffla rov irpdrreiv 6 n av
tQt\rj TIS ov Svvarai &amp;lt;pv\drrfiv rb
changing the laws; the authority
tV fKaffry TWV avQpwirwv fyavXov.
of the law rests entirely on use
Etli. v. 10, 1134, a, 35: Stb OVK
and wont, and this ought not to
be infringed unnecessarily men
twfjLtv 6.px*w avOpwirov, a\\a rbv
\6yov [/. j/^uoi/], STI eavrtf TOVTO ought to put up with small
irote? Kal yivrrai rvpawos.
anomalies rather than injure the
Aristotle touches on this authority of the law and the
lie government and accustom the
point, ii. 8, 1268, b, 31 sqq.
there
that neither the citizens to regard legislative
says
written nor the unwritten laws changes lightly.
can be unchangeable. Govern-

Kal 6ripiov
% re yap
roiovrov [perhaps better
.

eiti6v/j.ia

:

roiovrov

:

;
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may be

functions

entrusted

but

;

does not by any

it

means follow that

^the highest authority in the State
should reside in an individual.
On the contrary, the
more undeniable it is that many are superior to one,

that the latter

more

liable to be fooled
by passion
and corrupted by desire than a multitude, and that
even the monarch cannot dispense with a multitude of
servants and assistants, the wiser it is to commit this
is

authority into the hands of the whole people and cause
l
to be exercised by them, rather than
by an individual

it

assuming always that the people consist of free and
2
capable men.
Furthermore, we cannot overlook the

and custom are more powerful than written
and that government by these at any rate has the
advantage over government by a man, even although
we deny this of written law. 3 A monarch, finally (and
fact that use

laws,

this

argument weighs heavily with

inevitably desire to
his family
1

C. 15,

16, 1287, a,

;

Aristotle), will almost
his sovereignty
hereditary in

and what guarantee have we in such a case

1286,

20-

make

b,

20-b,

a,

35

c.

1,

cf p. 246, n.
.

;

supra. Rhet. i. 1, 1354, a, 31 it
best that as much as possible
cases should be decided by law
and withdrawn from judicial consideration for (1) true insight is
2,

:

is

;

more

likely to be found in the
individual or the select few wno
make a law than in the many
who have to apply it (2) laws are
the product of mature delibera;

judicial decisions of the
(3) the most important
consideration of all the legislator establishes universal principles for the future, law courts
tion,

rnoment

;

:

and

popular assemblies

decide

upon a special case, in which
inclination, aversion and private
advantage not nnfrcquently play
a part. To these, therefore, we

must

leave, when possible, only
such questions as refer to matters

of fact
past or future,
Ibid. 1286, a, 35 eVrco 5e T&
:

Tr\rj9os

rbv

&v

ol

v^ov

i\evOpoi,
Trpdrrovrcs,

e/cAeiVeu/

irapa

fj.r)?&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

a\\

/)

avayKouov avrov.

Trepl

We

are dealing with ayaQol K a\
HvSpes
ical TTO^TUL. To the further
objection that in large masses factions
commonly arise, the reply is

made

&&amp;lt;rirep

3

:

on.

atrovtiouoi

KaKtlvos 6

c. 16,

els.

1287, b,

5.

ry
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that it will not pass into the most UD worthy hands, to
On all these grounds
the ruin of the whole people ?
l

Aristotle declares

to be better that the State be ruled

it

by a capable body of citizens than by an individual: in
other words, he gives aristocracy the preference over
2

*

monarchy.
latter, as

Only in two cases does he regard the

we have seen,

as justified

when a people stands

:

so low as to be incapable of self-government, or when
an individual stands so pre-eminently out over all others

that they are forced to revere him as their natural
Of the former, he could not fail to find many
ruler.
instances in actual experience he himself, for instance,
;

Of
explains the Asiatic despotisms on this principle.
the latter, neither his own time nor the whole history
him any example corresponding
even remotely to the description, except that of his own
3
The thought naturally suggests it
pupil Alexander.
self that he had him in his mind when he describes the

of his nation afforded

prince whose personal superiority
ruler.

4

Conversely,

ideal of the true

makes him a born

we can imagine

king

(if

that he used his

he had sketched

it

at so early

a period as his residence in Macedonia 5 ) as a means of
directing to beneficial ends a power which would endure
1

a

fj.fi/

c. 15, 128(5, b,
c.

TUV

15,

22.

1286, b, 3

ir\(i6i&amp;gt;toi&amp;gt;

avtipwv iravrtDV
Vertov, TT]v 5e TOV

$

aiptrtarfpoi av eft;
Kparia &affi\ftas.

:

el

V

dpx ?

S);

r^v

ayatJwi/

apiaroKpa-riav
li/^s /BatnAeiW,
iruXtaiv apurro-

haps have been mentioned alonghim; he was, however,
not a monarch, but a popular
side of

leader, and in Polit.
5 sqq. is treated

a,

12, 127-1,

demagogue.
4

Accordingly

early monarchies have changed
into* republics as the number of
capable people in the cities has
increased.
3
Pericles alone might per-

ii.

merely as a

See

Arist.
5

ii.

He

OXCKEN,

Alexander
(JO.

n. 1.

Staatsl.

d.

2G8 sq.
dedicated a treatise to
irtpl

aaiA6/os; see p.
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no opposition and no limitation, and of
saying to a
prince whose egotism would admit no title by the side
of his own that absolute
monarchy can only be merited
an
absolute
moral
by
equally
greatness. These specula
however, are delusive.

tions,

Aristotle himself remarks

that no one any longer exists so far
superior to all
others as the true king must needs be. 1
Moreover,

throughout the

he accepts the presuppositions

Politics

of Greek national

and

political life, and it is not
in
that
his
likely
theory of monarchy he should have
had the Macedonian Empire, whose
origin, like that ot
other peoples, he elsewhere traces to definite historical
2

sources, present to his thought. 3
v. 10, 1313, a, 3 : ov yiyvovTCU 8 eri ^cwiAeTcw vvv, ciAA

yiyvaivTai,

fj.ovapxicx.1

/j.a\\ov, Sia
&amp;lt;Tiov

fj.lv

rb

T?;I/

apx^iv

eTj/cu,

TOCTOVTOV
irpbs TO p.^yeQos
&O&quot;T

jJi

T 77 S

CC

TOITO
8e
ijSr]

^P%??S

e/ccWes

/j.i6vcav 8e

eli/cu

rovs

6^-

Siatyepovra
O.TT a pT (* IV
Kal Tb a|iI

CO(TT

mythical

Oi&amp;lt;X

jUJ

ov-y

Si

TIS 3) jSias,
^aTTciTT?? Upty
So/ce? TOVTO
elvai
Tvpavvis.

times

perhaps

Theseusseeing that
1286,

fiaffiXtiav GKOV-

Kvpiav, TroAAoif? 8
oiovs, Kal yUTjSe j/a

CO

Kal

It is better to explain

archy

a, 8 he
is the

stitution,

in

in

iii.

a

15,

supposes that mon
oldest form of con

perhaps

because the

few capable people in antiquity
stood
more prominently out
above the common man than in
later times.
2
Polit. v.

10,

1310,

b, 39,

where the Macedonian kings are
mentioned along with the Spartan
and Molossian as owing their

This does not, indeed, primarily position to their services as
refer to the appearance in a state founders of states.
3
monarchical of a
Even although the passage
previously
corre- vii. 7 (see
prince whose personality
t
vv^ic taken
*
ucUvCIl to
LU
yt^^w infra)
vivj
wj were
spends to that of the ideal king, mean that the Greek nation now
but to the introduction of mon
that it has become politically
archy in states which hitherto united (strictly speaking it had
have had another form of consti- not received /xtai/ iroXirfiav even
tution the words ^SeVa ... dpx ?]s from
Philip and Alexander) Ts
seem, however, to show that able to rule the world, and not
Aristotle in depicting
_,-j.
iuv/ true
& the
merely that it would be able to
king was not thinking of contem- rule the world if it were politi^.
Had lie
he u.t;j.rt;u.
^^i^ij examples.
desired cally united, it could not be
^ujjjAto. XACIU.
pprary
historical illustrations he would
quoted in proof of the view that
have preferred to look for them in Aristotle
(as OXCKEN, Staatsl. d.
i

&quot;-

;

1

^^

&quot;

&quot;
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on this subject upon purely scientific principles.
the different possible cases in which virtue

his views

Among

may

be the basis of political life, he had to take account of
that in which the virtue resides primarily in the
prince,

and in which

community,
that prowess which he himself
upon
possesses.
would certainly not be difficult to prove from Ari

confers
It

his spirit, passing into the

stotle s

it

own statements about

the weakness of

human

nature and the defects of absolute monarchy that such
a case can never actually occur, that even the
greatest

and ablest man

differs

from a god, and that no personal

a ruler can compensate for the
legally
organised co-operation of a free people, or can constitute
a claim to unlimited command over free men.
Deter

greatness in

mined, however, though Aristotle usually
tility to all false idealism,

in his hos

is

and careful though he

is

in

the Politics to keep clearly in view the conditions of
reality, he has here been unable wholly to rid himself

He

of idealistic bias.

who has

admits that the advent of a

a natural claim to sole
supremacy

is

man

a rare

exception; but he does not regard it as an impossibility,
and accordingly considers it his duty not to overlook
this case in the development of his
theory.
1

of

After thus discussing the principles of his division
states into their various kinds,
Aristotle next

proceeds to investigate the separate forms themselves,
beginning with the best, and passing from it to the
Arist.

sway

saw in its
Macedonian

21, supposes)

i.

under

unity

the
s

the

fulfilment

people destiny.
Jahrb. /. PhiloL

VOL.

II.

Cf.

of

his

SUSEMIHL,

ciii.

134

HENKEL,

Studien,

fcc.,

p. 97.

SUSEMIHL, Jahresber.
class.

AlterthitMsn:, 1875,
takes the same view.

fiber

p. 377,

sq.

s
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less perfect

examples.
as

however,

State/

of the

Best

is

incomplete.
already observed,
to notice the section of

We
it

The examination

must therefore be content
which we have before us.

5.

The Best State

1

For a perfect society certain natural conditions are
in the first place necessary for just as each art requires
a suitable material to work upon, so also does political
;

A

science.

community cannot, any more than an

indi

vidual, dispense with external equipment as the con
dition of complete happiness. 2
State, in the first

A

been frequently
It
has
denied that Aristotle intended to
depict an Ideal State (see HILDENBRAND, ibid. p. 427 sqq.
1

HENKEL,

ibid.

74)

;

his

own

however, as is
gradually coming to be generally
admitted, leave no doubt on this
declarations,

e.g. iii. 18 Jin. vii. 1
1324, a, 18, 23, c. 4
vn.it. c. 9, 1328, b, 33, c. 13 init.
c. 15 init. iv. 2, 1289, a, 30.
The
subject of the discussion in Polit.

head,
init.

Cf.

c.

2,

and

described by all
these passages without exception
as the apiffrri TroAtreia, the ir6\is
vii.

jU.eAAouo a

viii. is

/car

v%)]v

ffvveffrdvai.

and Aristotle expressly says that
in depicting such a State

that, while Plato declares

iravrdircKnv

r)/iias

limits of possibility.
This, how
ever, is precisely what Plato also
had asserted of the presupposi
tions of his ideal state {Rep. v.
473, c. vi. 499 c, D,502 c see Ph.
d.Gr.i. p. 776), and so small is the
difference in this respect between

tux&quot;

s etprjKej/ai,

Si/vara Se TTTJ
aAAa \a\eir a
(Rep. vii, 540 D), Aristotle says,
/j.i&amp;gt;

conversely (vii. 4, 1325, b, 38,
and almost in the same words
ii.

6,

1265, a,17):

Set TroAAo Trpov-rro-

redflffdai KaOdirep sv^ofJitvovs, elvcu
aSi/varov.
TOVTCDV
jueWot fJ.f]Qfv

Aristotle certainly declares the
most peculiar of Plato s propo
sals to be unsuitable and im

he is moreover not
entranced with his Ideal State
as to deny, as Plato does, to any
other the name of State and to
permit to the philosopher alone
a share in its administration he
practicable

;

s-o

;

many demands

assumptions must be made, but
these ought not to transcend the

;

them
I*.))

of political science that
it should
study also the less
perfect conditions of actuality
and ascertain what is best in the
circumstances but at the same
time he doubted as little as Plato
that Politics ought also to sketch
the ideal of a perfect State.
2
Polit. vii. 4 init.
;
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must be neither too small nor too great

too small

unity.

number

it

will lack

:

since

if

too great,
The true measure of its proportions is that the
of the citizens should, on the one
hand, suffice

for all wants, and,

independence

if

;

on the other, be

sufficiently within a
the
individual
members
keep
intimately
acquainted with one another and with the government.
Aristotle further desires a fruitful
country of sufficient

to

compass

1

extent, which itself supplies all the necessities of life
without leading to luxury, and which is
easily defended
and suitable for purposes of commerce. In this last
2
respect he defends, as against Plato, a maritime situa
tion, prescribing at the same time means of

avoiding

the inconveniences which

important

still,

A

people.

and

is

may

bring with

it.

3

More

the natural character of the

healthy community can only exist where

combine the complementary

the people
spirit

however,

it

qualities of
Aristotle agrees with Plato in

intellect.

holding that this

is so
among the Greeks alone. The
Northern barbarians, on the other hand, with their un-

Ibid. 1320, b, 5 sqq. where
at the end Aristotle says
roivvv us ovr6s tern Tr^Aewj opos
1

:

&ptffTos,

virfp0o\^

j)

/jityiffT-r)

irpbs
(va-vvoTTTos.
At

rov

8ri\ot&amp;gt;

Tr\4)8ovs

avTdpKfiav
fays
the same time he

maintains that the general criterion of the size of a state is,
not the irATjflos, but the Svvafus of
its population, that the
greatest
is that which is best
capable of
answering the peculiar ends of
the state, and that accordingly
we have to take into account the
number, not of the population,
but of the citizens proper ov
yap TOUT&J/ /jieydXr] r( ir6\ts Kal
:

vo\vdyftp(avos.

Cf.

Etli.

ix.

10,

1170, b, 31: of/re yap IK StKa
avOpuiruv ytvoir av ir6\is OVT K
SeKa nvpidSw tn ir6\is t&amp;lt;nlv we
shall not consider the latter too

low an estimate if we have in
view the Greek states in which
all full citizens share
directly in
the government (cf. Polit. ibid
1326, b, 6).
-

Laws, iv. init. this passage
undoubtedly present to Aristotle s mind, although he makes
no mention either of it or of its
;

is,

author,
3

Polit. vii. 5.

s 2
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may attain to freedom, but not to political
while the Asiatics, with all their art and
talent, are cowards, and destined by nature to be
The Greeks alone are capable of political
slaves.

tamed

spirit,

existence

;

1

they alone are endowed with that sense
of moral proportion which fortifies them on all sides
activity,

for

The conditions of
Greek spirit,
own people. Here, also, where

from extremes of excess or defect.
all civil

and moral

Aristotle, in a true

life

finds to exist only in his
it is

more

view of the intellectual state of

justifiable in

we have

the same national pride
which has already presented itself in a more repulsive
aspect in the discussion upon Slavery.
So far we have spoken only of such things as depend

the world at that time,

The most important

upon chance.
that which

of all, however, and
the essential element in the

constitutes

happiness of the state, is the virtue of the citizens,
which is no longer a matter of chance, but of free will
2

and

insight.

Here, therefore,

we must

call

upon

In the first place
political science to be our guide.
we shall have to determine by its aid how best to take

Under this
advantage of the external circumstances.
head comes all that Aristotle says of the division of the
land,
1

and

of the site

Polit. vii. 7,

where he says

the Greeks (1327, b, 29)
T&V E\\r)vwv yevos &ffirp
Kara TOVS roirovs, ovirws
yuere^ei,

/ecu

yap

and structure of the

evOv/jiov

:

rb

of

5e

self refers.
-

a/jL^olv

Kal Sia-

eVrtv, SioVep ^Aeuflepdj/ re
StareAel Kal jUcxAttrra troXiTv5fJ.tvov
vot\Tii&amp;lt;6v

al

Svvd/j.Gvoi

which passages Aristotle him-

of

/iecreuet

apx*U Trdvruv

/urns

Tvy% avov ToAireias (on which see
p. 256, n. 1); cf. PLATO, Rep. iv.
435 B, ii. 374 E sqq. to the latter

810

With

city.

Polit. vii.
/car

13,

1332,

vxr]v evx6/J-t9a

a,
TTJJ/

29

:

rfjs

wv rf TI^TJ Kvpta.
Kvptav yap avr^v inrdpxfiv TiQe^v
rb Se airovftatav elVat TT?
iro\iv
OVKfTl TU%TJS epyov, d\A eVKTTirj/XTjs
/col irpoaipeVecos.
Of. c. 1, 1323, b,

7roA.ecos ffvffTaffiv,

13,

and the whole chapter.
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reference to the first of these he proposes 1 that a portion
of the whole territory be set apart as state property,
from the produce of which the cost of religious services

and public banquets may be defrayed, and that of what
remains each citizen should receive two portions, one in
the neighbourhood of the city,

another towards the

2
He requires for the city not
boundary of its territory.
a
and
site
suitable
healthy
only
plan of structure, but

3

upon valid grounds the
and the Spartans regarded

also fortifications, deprecating

contempt with which Plato

Of much greater importance, however, are
means that must be adopted to secure the personal

the latter.
the

These will not in the most
capacity of the citizens.
sort
of
state
consist
perfect
merely in educating men
with a view to a particular form of constitution and to
their own particular aims, nor again in making them
efficient as a

community, although imperfect as indivi
on the contrary, since the virtue of citizens here
coincides with the virtue of man universally, care must
betaken to make each and every citizen a capable man,
and to fit all for taking part in the government of the
duals

;

5

But for this end three things are necessary.
The ultimate aim of human existence is the education
state.

of the reason. 6

As

the higher

is

always preceded by

the lower, the end by the means, in the order of time, 7
so the education of the reason must be preceded by
1

Ibid.

c.

4

10, 1329, b, 3(5 sqq.

2

There is a similar plan in
PLATO, Laws, 745 C sqq.; Aristotle,
however, in Polit. ii. 6, 1265, b,
24, considers Plato s arrangement,
merely on account of a trifling
difference, highly objectionable.
3
Polit. vii. U, 12.

5

Lans, vi. 778 D sq.
See vol. ii. p. 209, n.

2,

nujt.

142 sq. and Polit. vii.
6 5
1334, b. 14
\6yos IHUV
Cf.

j&amp;gt;.

:

lf&amp;gt;,

Kal 6 vovs TT)S

rc\os. Sxrrt
vpbs TOVTOVS r^v ytvfmv teal r^v
ruv IQuv 5? irapa(TKfvd^(ivfjL(
7

Cf. vol.

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;r(us

ii.

p. 28, n. 3,
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that

of the

irrational

element of the soul

namely,

and the training of desire by that of the
body.
must therefore have first a physical,
a

desire

We

secondly

moral, and lastly a philosophic training
nurture of the body must subserve the

and just as the
soul, so must the
;

education of the appetitive part subserve the reason.

1

demands that state interference
of the individual should
begin much earlier
customary in our days, and that it should regu

Aristotle, like Plato,

with the

than

is

life

even the procreation of children.
He does not, in
2
as
has
been
deed,
already shown, go so far as to make
late

mere fulfilment of official orders, as Plato
had done in the Republic. Nevertheless he also would
have laws to regulate the
should
age at which

this act the

marriage
3
take place and children be
begotten, careful regard
being paid to the consequences involved not only to the
children in relation to their
parents, but to the parents
in relation to one another. The law must even determine
at

what season of the year and
during what winds pro
may take place. It must prescribe the proper

creation

course of treatment for
pregnant women, procure the ex
posure of deformed children, and regulate the number of
births. For those children who are
superfluous, or whose

parents are either too young or too old, Aristotle, sharing
1

Polit.

vii. 15, 1334, b, 20:
TO Gupa vpfotpov rfj 7*1/6^v X ris, otiru K al TO &\oyov

wo-Trep 5e
&amp;lt;m

TTJS

TOU \6yov IXOJ/TOS
Sib Trp&rov
rov o-wparos T^V eVi^e Aeiai/
avayKawv vporfpav elvai %
rty rrjs
elytra
J&quot;X7?s,
r^v rijs operas,
?ve/ca
vov TT?J/ Tr)s
pd/Tot rov
rJjv Se TOU ff^aros rrjs
.

.

.

fj.fv

oy&amp;gt;eea&amp;gt;s,

Of. viii.S/w..

On reason

and
155

desire, v. vol.
sq. supra.

2

ii.

pp. 112 sq.,
[supra.

In the section on the Family,
3
Marriage ought to take place
with men about the age of
thirty- seven, with women about
eighteen procreation ought not
to be continued beyond the fiftyfourth or fifty-fifth year of a
;

man s

age.
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as
as he does the indifference of ancients in general

immoral practices, roundly recommends abor
on the ground that what has as
it
justifying

to such
tion,

From the control of pro
has no rights.
yet no life,
to
education., which he regards
creation Aristotle passes
with the first moment of life, and extend
as
1

beginning
2
From the earliest years of its life carej
ing to the last.
must be taken to secure for the child, not only suitable^
and
exercise and
training, but also games
physical

Chilstories as a preparation for its moral education.
the
to
as
little
society of
dren must be left as
possible

and kept altogether out of the way of improper^
conversation and pictures, which, indeed, ought not to
slaves,

be tolerated at

all.

3

JTbeir public education begins at
4

Aristotle
the age of seven, and lasts till twenty-one.
of
in
favour
his
state-regulated educafounds
argument
communal
the
for
life, for it is
its importance
tion

upon

the moral quality of the citizens which supports the
fabric and determines the character of the common

and if a man would practise virtue in the state^,
5
As in the
he must begin early to acquire it.
whole state
the
as
be
must
state all
equally capable,
man
no
as
and
in
view,
has one common object
belongs^
to himself, but all belong to the state, this education)
wealth

;

best&amp;gt;

All

1

this

treated

is

of

Ib ul.

in
:&amp;gt;

Pol-it, vii. 16.

LEFMAXX.Zte Arixt.Hom. Education
Princ. Berl. 1864; BlEHL, Die
Erzielnnifjdehre d. Arlst. Gymn.For
Progr. Innsbruck, 1877.
other literature on the subject,

With what

follows

UBBBRWEQ.

see
vol.

i.

s

p. 172
17.

v ii

H\*t.

Eng. Tr.

cf.

of PJtil.

133f&amp;gt;,

Polit.

viii.

b,

35 sqq.

I

init.,

where

rb yap $805 TTJS iroXirttas fa&amp;lt;rT7js rb OIKC?OV Kal &amp;lt;pv\drreiv *f0
rfr voXtTtia* Kal K aG-

-inter alia

la-n\w

:

apx^,

&amp;lt;?

^&quot;

KpariKbv bvpoKpeerla*,
op X ^&quot; o^yapx^

^

M&amp;lt;&quot;

rb 8

M

/W*o\ty-

*&amp;lt;

rb

alrunf

pi\rrToy

fas 3Xr(oyos

iroXiTffof.

Cf. v. 9, 1310, a, 12,
p. 200, n. 2, tujnra.

and

vol.

ii.
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in common and must be
regulated
ijn every detail with a view to the wants of the whole.
Its one object, therefore, must be to train up men who

J^must be wholly

1

know how

shall

The same

to

the

practise

principle will

virtue of freemen.

determine the subjects of in

and the method of their treatment. ^Thus
of the arts which serve the wants of life, the future
struction

I

}

which are worthy of a
man, and which vulgarise neither mind nor body, 2
such as reading, writing, and drawing, the last of which,
citizens shall learn only those

Ufree

besides

practical utility, possesses the higher merit
of training the eye for the study of physical beauty. 3
its

But even among those arts which belong to a liberal
education in the stricter sense, there is an essential
between those which we learn for the sake of
and those which we learn for

difference

their practical application

Hid.

1

of.
1337, a, 21 sqq.
n.2. Aristotle recognises,
in^eed (Eth. x. 10, 1180, b, 7),
that private education may be able
more readily to adapt itself to the
needs of the pupil, but replies that
public education does not necessarily neglect these, provided that
it is entrusted to the
proper hands,
2
viii.
on per
2, 1337, b, 4
olv ra avayKaia Se?
;

p. 209.

:

8i5a&amp;lt;r/ce&amp;lt;r0cu

T&V

xprjo-tVcoj/,

ou Trai/ra,

Sirip-nfj.fi/cav

Qepcav tpyotv KOI

(pavepbv

on

ova

on

OVK a5rj\ov
ru&amp;gt;v

re

5e

e Aeu-

ruv avf\v8fpcav,

TOIOVTICV Se? /nerrcav xptlffi/jLav iroi^o-fi rbv

Txovra

ru&amp;gt;v

fidvavaov. fiavavcrov
epyov elvai Se? TOVTO vopifriv Kal
avTTjv Kal fj.d.Qfi(nv, offai

irpbs

ras

/x$7

ras

%p^(rejy Kal ras irpd^fis
rf)s aperfys &xpT)(rTov curfpyd-

(ovTai

rb

rV ^uxV

rcav

tXevOepwj/ ^
Ari^ T^V tiiavotav.

cru&amp;gt;fj.a

stotle agrees

with Plato (cf Ph.
.

d.

Gr. i. p. 754) in regarding this
as the effect of trades (ju.io-9api/i/cat
tpyao-iai) generally they leave
thought unexercisecl and generate
low views. These, however, are
to be found even with the higher
;

activities
(music, gymnastics,
&c.) if these are pursued in a onesided way as a vocation. There
are many things, finally, that a

man may do

for himself or a
friend, or for some good purpose,
but not
in
the
service of

Strangers.
3

viii. 3,

23, 1338, a,

1337, b,

13 sqq. Ibid. 1. 37
useful arts are many

:

among

the

which must

be learned, not merely for the
sake of their utility, but also as
aids to further culture. Such are
ypa/j.fj.anK^

and

ypatyiK-fi.

value of the latter
6ewpr)TiKbv rov Trepl
K&amp;lt;i\\ovs.

is

T

The chief
on -noiii
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The former have

sake.

end outside of

their

themselves in something attained by their means, while
tne latter find it within themselves, in the high and
satisfying activities which their own exercise affords.
latter are the higher, that they are the only

That the

in Aristotle s
truly liberal arts, hardly requires proof
the
branches of
of
_twji_.diief
As, moreover,
1

/view.
n education

the Greeks-

among

the latter

&amp;gt;

practised more

is

mujic and gymnastics
as an aid to soldierly

former directly ministers to mental
not wonderful that he should disapprove

efficiency, while the

\

/

culture,

it is

of that one-sided preference for physical training which
He
^was the basis of the Spartan system of education.

}

remarks that where physical exercise and endurance are
made so exclusively an object, a ferocity is produced
which differs widely from true bravery nor do these
;

means

suffice

sought

viz.

attainment even of the object
superiority in war: for since Sparta had
for the

Besides what is said sup. ii.
141 sqq., on the superiority of
theory to practice, and, p. 209 sq.,
on peaceful and warlike avoca1

p.

tions.cf.
a,

35

:

X&pW)

on this head

vii.

14,1383,

[avcryKT)] WAeyLtovfifj/ ejpVrJs
a.crxo\iav 5e (TXOATJS, TO 5

avayKala Kal xpr)(ri/j.a TUV Ka\u&amp;gt;v
(VfKfv.
Similarly c. 15, 1334, a,
14, viii. 3, 1337, b, 28 (on music):
vvv fjitv yap us 77801/775 X*P IV
1
TT\(7ffToi /j.(Tfxovffiv avTijs-

apxys

traai&amp;gt;

ol 5

{

Iv iroiSe/a, Sia rb Ti)v

tyvaiv ai/r^v fare ii

.

.

.

/ULTJ

IJ.QVOV

a(rxo\( iv opdus aAAa Kal ffxo^&C* 11
Ka\u&amp;gt;s

.

fj.a\\ov

v TTJS

.

.

et

$f

ao&quot;x&amp;lt;&amp;gt;A.i

70^

a/^.(pw

o/pcrbi/
as,

Kal

TO

6\&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;s

^rjTTjTf oi/ TI iroiovirras Sf? (rxo^d^fiv.

Mere amusement

(iratSia)

is

not

an end but only a means

in itself

of recreation, and
more necessary in

accordingly
than

a&amp;lt;rxoA

The

latter consists in
o&quot;xoA^.
the attainment of the end, and
therefore results immediately in
in

pleasure and happiness; the for-

an end which

rner is effort after

not yet attained.
Sri 5*7 Kal irpbs T^V lv

is

&&amp;lt;rrf

o&quot;X^ v

u-o-vQaveiv

Stvfffdai,

Kal

Seu/xara

tavruv

Kal

rrj

&TTCL

tyavtpbv

Siayuyfi
Kal

irai-

ravra per ra irairavras ras fjLad^fffis

clvai x^-P 1

&quot;*

Tas ^e

trpbs TT)^

o-^xo^iav us

avayKaias Kal X^P IV
8n fity roivvv
a\\&amp;lt;i}V.
iratStia rts ^v
wy xP r) ^M T?
yt ely
ou8
TraiStvTtov
rovs
is
avayKaiav, a\\ us fafvOfpiov Kal
/caAVi $a-vtp6v tanv.
.

.

4&amp;lt;rrl

.

&amp;lt;r

oi&amp;gt;x

l/
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ceased to have a monopoly of gymnastic training, she
had lost her superiority over other states.
Aristotle
desires, therefore, to see

end of

gymnastics duly subordinated

education, and to prevent the
more exhausting exercises from being practised before
the body has acquired sufficient strength and the mind
to the true

all

has received a counterbalancing bias from other studies.
Turning to music, by which Aristotle means in the
1

._

instance music in the narrower sense of the word,
in which it does not include poetry, 2 we have to distin
first

guish between several uses to which

be put. 3
It serves for purposes of pleasure and of moral educa
4
it soothes the spirit,
tion
and furnishes an enjoyable
it

may

;

5

occupation.

In the education of youth, however,

ethical effect is

1

17

:

the

main

viii. 4, especially 1338, b,
ovre yap ev rots &\\ois cpois

otfr

TT!

avSpiav

T&amp;lt;av

edvcav

a.KO\ovQov(Tav

dpwpev

rfyv

rots

aypicaa\\a /j.a\\ov rots T]/j.epci)Kal
\eovr
ct&amp;gt;$e(rtv
tfQeffiv
repois
(ixrre rb KO.\OV aAA. ov rb BfjpiwSes
Se? irpurayuvLffrelv
ov yap \VKOS

rdrois,

.

.

.

ov5e Toav a\X(i)v dfjpiwv TI aycaviaa.no &i/ ovQeva KaAbv nivSwov,

a\\a
Xiav

/j.a\\ov
els

avfy aya96s.

ravra avevres TOVS

oi

Se

ira iSas,

ruv avayKatcDf airaifiaywyfiTovs
fiavavaovs KaTepydovrai Kara ye rb a.\-r)0es, irpbs ev re
Kal

Troi ffa avres,

fj.6vov

epyov rp iroXiriKri

irotTjo ai/Tes,
Sis ^rj(Tji/ 6

Kal irpbs TOVTO

\6yos, eTepwv.

-

in

PLATO, on the other hand,
the section of the Rep, upon

musical education, deals chiefly
with poetry-its form and content,
bee Ph. d. Gr. i. pp. 773, 779 sq.
3

Polit. viii. 5,

The young

thing.

1339, b, 11, c

7,

its

are too

1341, b, 36.
4

By

the Kddapffis which is
by sacred music

effected, not only

(fJ.e\r)
etopyia.&VTcC), but by all
music Polit. viii. 1342, a, 4 sqq.
For the fuller discussion of
;

KaOapffts,

see ch. xv. infra.

5

By this word Ari
means generally an activity
its end in itself, and
is therefore necessarily accom
panied by pleasure, like every
Aiayvy-fi.

stotle

which has

activity which is complete in it
self (seep. 146 sq. gu-p.)
He there
fore makes a distinction between
those arts which serve human
need and those which serve
5 iay cay)] (Mfitaph.

i.

1

sq. 981, b,

17, 982, b, 22), comprehending
under the latter all kinds of
enjoyment, both nobler and
humbler. In this wider sense,
mere amusements can be classed

as Siaywyr) (as in AY//,

iv.

14 init.

POLITICS
immature

to practise

it

as an independent occupation.

amusement and

It is well adapted, indeed, for
tion,

since

may

not be

music to

affords innocent pleasure

it

this

2G7
1

recrea

but pleasure

;

made an end in learning, and to limit
would be to assign too low a place to it. 2

All the more important, on the other hand, is its in
fluence upon character.
Music more than any other

,

art represents

moral states and qualities

anger, gen

:

modesty, and every variety of virtue,
vice and passion find here their expression. This representation awakens kindred feelings in the souls of the
tleness, bravery,

,

,

We

hearers. 3

accustom ourselves to be pleased or
and the feelings which we

pained by certain things,
have accustomed ourselves
imitation

entertain

to

towards the

we

are likely to entertain also towards the
But virtue consists just in this in
reality in life.
feeling pleasure in what is good, pain in what is bad.
:

Music, therefore, is one of the most important means of
education, all the more so because its effect upon the
12 sqq.; Polit. viii.
In the narrower
1339, b, 22).
sense, however, Aristotle uses
this expression for the
higher
activities of the kind indicated
x. G, 1176, b,
f&amp;gt;,

(StcrywyT?

e?Aeu06/nor, Polit. viii. 5,

1339, b, 5). Accordingly he calls,
Eth. ix. 11, 1171, b, 12, the
society of friends, or Metaph. xii.
7 (p. 398, n. 6, supra), Eth. x. 7,
1177, a, 25, the active thought of
the divine and the human spirit
tiaytayii. In Polit. vii. 15, 1334, a,
1G, in the discussion touched

upon on

209 sq., he mentions
*X*M an( l Siayuy^ together, and
in the passage before us, c. 5,
p.

1339, a, 25, 29, b,

13, c. 7, 1:111,

he distinguishes the application of music to purposes of
b, 40,

iroiSti

and

avdirav&amp;lt;ris

from that

Siayuy))? teal irpbs
saying (1339, b, 17) of the latter
that rb Ka\bv and -i)$ov)i are united
in it. Cf. BONITZ, Arlst. Afrt,
//.
irpbs

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;pot&amp;gt;r)&amp;lt;7iv,

/

ii.

45;

Ind. Ar.

SCHWEGLEE,

178,

33;

a,

Arlst. Jfctaph.

iii.

19 sq.
viii. 5, 1339, a, 29:
they
have no claim to Siayuy^) ovBtvl
:

ykp arcAe?
-

31,

irpo&amp;lt;r-f)Ki

reAos.

Ibid. 1339, a, 26-41, b, 14-

42 sqq.
u

aKpowpfvoi rut/

vovrai irdvTts

fj.i/j.^(Tfwv

(Tv/j.ira6f ts.

yiy-
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is in no small degree strengthened by the plea
sure that accompanies it. 1
These considerations de
termine the rules which Aristotle lays down for musical

young

be separated from actual
practice, without which no true understanding of music
can be arrived at but since the aim of musical educainstruction.

It cannot, indeed,

;

/

tion is not the practice of the art itself, but only the
[cultivation of the musical taste, the former must be

confined to the period of apprenticeship, seeing that it
Even in the
(does not become a man to be a musician.

&amp;lt;f

must not be crossed which separ
ates the connoisseur from the professional artist. 2
To
the latter, music is a trade which ministers to the taste
case of children the line

of the uneducated masses

;

artisan, enfeebling to the

so it

is

the occupation of an
to the

body and degrading

To the freeman, on the other hand, it is a means
and education. 3 The choice of the instruments and melodies to be used for purposes of instrucmind.

of culture
f

.

tion will be

made with

ever, the quiet

this end in view.
Besides, how
and simple music which alone he would

permit his citizens to practise, Aristotle authorises for

more exciting and artificial style,
which may be either earnest and purifying for those
who have received a liberal education, or of a less chaste
public occasions a

description for the recreation of the lower classes
slaves.

a,

education

a-yojj/as

and

\f

Ibid. 1339, a, 21 sqq. 1340,
7-b, 19.
2
Aristotle deprecates in gen-

era!

ra

4

ra

-n-pbs

rovs

TOVS T^XVIKOVS vvvTsivovra.,

8av/j.d(TLa Kal Trepirra
epycw,
& vvv f\rj\v0v els TOVS
ay&vas, ex
TU&amp;gt;V

Se
G,

T&V aycavuv
1341, a 10.

els

T^V

iraiSfiav.

c.

,

3

a, 17,

viii.

6,
1340, b-20, 1341,
1341, b, 8-18, c. 5, 1339, b,

8.
4

Ibid.

c. 6,

1341, a-b,

8, C. 7.
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these remarks the Politics ends, leaving even

the discussion of music unfinished.

1

It is inconceivable,

however, that Aristotle intended to conclude here his
With so keen a sense of the
treatise upon education.

importance of music as an element in education, and
with Plato s example before him, it is impossible that
he should have overlooked that of poetry and, indeed,
;

he betrays his intention of discussing
to treat

of comedy. 2

subsequently

improbable that a

it

man like

Aristotle,

in his proposal

most

It is also

who regarded

scientific activity as the highest of all,

the

and as the most

in happiness, and who considered
of
such vital importance as an element
science
political
3
in social life, should have passed over in silence the whole
essential element

4
he have desired
subject of scientific training. Nor could
to entrust it to private effort, for he says that the whole of
Aristotle himself repeatedly
education must be public.

indicates that after ethical, he intends to discuss intel
lectual culture.
1

For after

5

viii.

He

promises, moreover, to return to

7 inlt.

we

should have had a discussion of
cf. HiLDENBRAND,i&/V7.
453 (as opposed to NICKKS,

rhythm;
p.

De

Arist. Polit. Libr. p. 93).
rovs 8e
vii. 17, 1336, b, 20
vtwrtpovs O#T id/Ji^wv oKre
2

:

Kti)/j.&amp;lt;p-

5i a?

Qfaras
5

j/o/zofleTTjTfov
tiriffT-bffavTas 5e?

.

.

.

5iopi&amp;lt;rai

See Etli. x. 10, 1180, a, 32,
20 sqq.
4
It is the question of the
education of the citizens that
leads to the statement, Polit. vii.
14, 1333, b, 16 sqq., that theoretic
activity is the highest and the
aim of all the others. It must
b,

therefore be the goal and one of
the most essential elements of
education in the best state.
5
Polit. vii. 15, 1334, b, 8:
Xoiirbv

Seurc ot
tBfffiv.

5e
T&amp;lt;

0ea&amp;gt;p7j&amp;lt;rcu

\6ytp

ir6rtpov

irpti-Ttpov

ravra yap

f)

ireu-

ro?s

5e? irpbs &AA7jA.a

ffVfJU^Wfttw ffvfjupwviav

r^v

aplffr-qv.

The answer is, that moral education must precede (see p. 261,
supra); by which it is implied
that a section on scientific education will follow. Several departments are spoken of, viii. 3,
1338, a, 30 sqq., as belonging to

a liberal education, and
scribed, viii. 4,
after entering

it is

1339, a,

upon

4,

pre-

that

manhood
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the

of the family

life

and

to female education (to

which

he attaches the greatest importance, and the neglect
of which he severely censures), and to discuss these at
greater length in connection with the various forms of
l
in the text, however, as we have it, this
constitution ;

ment

not

is

promise

fulfilled.

He

2

further speaks of punish
we should accord-

of education, 3 and

means

as a

young people should receive
preliminary instruction for the
space of three years in the other
departments Oa0^ucn-a) before
the more exhausting exercise in
gymnastics begins, as the two are

For we cannot regard the
allusions which we
find in ii. 6, 7, 9 as such a fulfil
ment.
3
The measure of punishment
has already been found (see end of

incompatible physical exhaus
tion being inimical to thought
so that a place should
(Stcw/ota)
here be assigned to the discussion

last

of scientific instruction.
1

Polit.

Se avo pbs
Kal

13, 1260, b, 8
irepl
yvvaiKbs Kal rfKvuv
TT)S re -nepl fKaarov

i.

Kal

irarpbs,

:

avT&v

aperris,

avrovs

6/j.i\ias,

Ka\a&amp;gt;s

Kal rys irpbs
ri rb Ka\ws Kal

ff&amp;lt;pas

Kal irus

o~rl,

rb

Set

^

ev

rb Se /ca/cws c^eiryetr/,
ras 7roA.tTeias avayKaiov eire\-

SitaKfiv
TTfpl

fjisv

eV rois

eVei yap oiKia /J.ev iraffa /J.epos
ravra 8 OJ K/OS, rty 5e TOV

Qfiv

8\ov

TOV

TT]V

irpbs

8e?

dperVt avayKatov

irpbs TT\V
ftXtirovras iraiSevetv Kal

rovs TralSas Kal

TO.S

yvva&quot;iKas,

efaep

rb T$)V iro\iv elvai
Kal rovs iratSas elvai
a&quot;irov5aiav
(nrovo atovs Kal ras ywaiKas airov-

TI

Sm^e pei

Saias,
fj.fv

irpbs

avayKatov 5e

yap

^fiicrv

fj-epos

Se

TUV

iraiSuv

yivovrai

rvjs

yvva&quot;iKes

\evdfpci)v,
Koivtavoii

8ia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;epiv

e/c

al

ra&amp;gt;v

ol

iro\iTeias.

9, 1269, b, 17: eV ovais
TroAtrejajs (f&amp;gt;av\ws e^ei rb trspl ras

Cf.

ii.

yvvalKas,

rb

^JJLKTV

rr)S

2

occasional

chap.) in the principle of
corrective justice, according to

which each must
proportion

advantage
which he has unjustly usurped.
The aim of punishment, on the
other hand, according to Ari
who here agrees with Plato
(Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 744) is chiefly to
improve the culprit and deter
him from further wrong-doing,
but partly also, in so far as he is
himself incurable, to protect
society against him. Cf. Rhet.
i.
10, 1269, b, ]2: SiaQepei 5e
stotle,

rtfjuapia

BRANDIS,

b, 1673, A, 769.

Kal

K6\affts

T]

fj.fv

yap

K6Xacrts rov Traaxovros cVe/ca eariv,
5e ri/jioopia rov TTOIOVVTOS, tva
r)

Eth. ii. 2 see p. 157,
ibid. x. 10, 1179,b, 28
he who lives by passion cannot be
improved by mere exhortation
T oil 8oK6? A.^7^ vire iKGiv rb
irdeos a\\a fiia. Ibid. 1180, a, 4 (cf
p. 271, n. 4, infra ) the better kind
of men, say some [i.e. Plato
but
Aristotle himself is clearly of the
aTTo-irX^pwdfj.

;

n. 5, sup.

:

;

o\&amp;lt;i)S

.

:

same opinion], must be admon
ished,
overt

ii.

suffer loss in

the

to

airfiQovffi Se Kal

a&amp;lt;pvf(rrfpois

re Kal rifj.cap!as
rovs 8 avtdrovs

/coA.a&amp;lt;reis

#A.a&amp;gt;s

eiri-

e-
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ingly have expected a full discussion of its aims and
application, with at least a sketch of the outlines of a

system of penal justice but in the Politics, as we have it,
touched upon. Similarly, questions of
;

this subject is not

2
public economy, of the treatment of slaves, and of drink
3
ing habits, though proposed for discussion, are left
1

untouched

;

and generally

may

it

be said the whole

question of the regulation of the life of adult citizens is
passed over in silence, although it is impossible to doubt
that Aristotle regarded this as one of the chief problems
of political science, and that, like Plato, he intended
that education should be continued as a principle of moral
4
The same is
guidance throughout the whole of life.

already remarked, of the whole question of
if the Politics gives us little light on this
legislation
as

true,

:

rbv iJLfv yap firieiKri Kal
rb Ka\bv favra
ireiQ8f &amp;lt;pav\ov rjSovTjs
apxT}ff*iv, rbv
6py6fjLfvov \virri Ko\deffdai &&amp;lt;rirfp
Ibid. iii. 7, 1113, b,
virovyiov.
23: Ko\dov(Ti yap Kal rifji^povvrai
rous Spuvras /j.ox6iipa
rovs 5e
9fi(tUf

irpbs

T&amp;lt;#

.

TCI

Ka\a

roiis

fjikv

Trpdrroi/Tas

.

.

Tijj.wffiv,

us

rovs

5c

TrpoTpttyovTfs,

The aim,

therefore,
of punishment, unless we have to
do with an incurable offender, is
improvement: in the first inK(a\vffoi&amp;gt;T(s.

Cf.

HlLDEN BRAND,

stance, however, only that improvement of conduct which
springs from the fear of punishment, not that more fundamental
one of the inclinations which is
effected in nobler natures by instruction and admonition
improvement, therefore, only in the
sense in which it corresponds to
the determent of the offender.
:

ibid.

299 sqq.
T^V

irtpl KTTjtreojs Kal rrjs irepl

\6y&amp;lt;p

ovaiav
Tp6irov

fviropias

%X fitf

irws

v pbs

5e?

Kal riva

TT)^

xpriffiv

1326, b, 32 sqq.
\Qjin.
3
vii. 17, 1336, b, 24, where
the reference to the subsequent
discussions does not apply to
comedy alone,
avr-fjv.
2

a,

vii. 5,

vii.

4
Besides Pollt. vii. 12, 1331,
35 sqq. c. 17, 1336, b, 8 sqq. cf.

especially Etli. x. 10, 1180, a,
oi&amp;gt;x

iKavbv

5

ttrus

vtovs

1

:

UVTQ.S

rpo^r\s Kal ^Tri/j.(\(ias TUX*W opBris,
oAA ^irttS^ Kal avtipuQivras 5
tirirriSfvdi
irtpl

ravra

avra Kal
5eo/yue0

t6if&amp;lt;rdat,

&i/

vApw

oAcoy irtpl irdvra rbv fiiov
iro\\ol dvdyKij
/j.a\\ov
Kal
irfiOapxov&amp;lt;ri

ol

Kal
Kal

yap
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we must throw

the blame, not upon Aristotle but
upon the incomplete condition of the work.
In the completed work we should also have had a
head,

more detailed account of the constitution of the Best
In the text before us we find only two of its
State.
characteristics described
citizenship,

namely, the conditions of

and the division in

of political power.

it

its

In

reference to the former of these, Aristotle, like Plato,

with a truly Greek contempt for physical labour, would
handicraft but also agriculture a dis

make not only

qualification for citizenship in the most perfect state.
For the citizen of such a state can only be one who

possesses all the attributes of a capable man ; but in
order to acquire these, and to devote himself to the
service of the state, he requires a leisure and freedom

from the lower avocations which

is

impossible to the

and the labourer.

Such
in
to
must
the
State
be
left
Best
occupations, therefore,
The citizens must direct all their
slaves and metoeci.
energy to the defence and administration of the state

husbandman, the

artisan,

;

they alone, moreover, are to be the possessors of landed
estates, since the national property belongs only to the
citizens.

On

1

all citizens must take
commonwealth. This, accord
demanded equally by justice and

the other hand,

part in the direction of the

ing to Aristotle, is
since those
necessity
;

who stand on

a footing of essen

tial equality must have equal rights, and those who
possess the power will not permit themselves to be
excluded from the government. 2 But since the actual
vii. 9, 1328,
24 sqq.
b,
1329, a, 17-26,35, c. 10, 1329, b,
36, after the Egyptian and other
1

similar

dispositions

touched upon.
2

vii.

9,

have been

Of. p. 299,n. 4,sup.
1329, a, 9, c. 13,
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administration cannot consist of the whole mass of the

must be a

citizens, since there

difference

between ruler

and ruled, and since different qualities are demanded in
in the latter
the administrator and in the soldier
physical strength, in the former mature insightAristotle considers it desirable to assign different spheres
to different ages

:

military service to the young, the

duties of government, including the priestly offices, to
the elders and while thus offering to all a share in the
administration, to entrust actual power only to those
;

who

more advanced

are

in

life.

1

Such

is

Aristotle s

2

In its fundamental concep
account of Aristocracy.
tion as the rule of virtue and culture, it is closely
from which, however, it widely
although even here the difference

related to Plato
detail

in

;

s,

differs
is

one

rather of social than of strictly political organisation.
ol
rj/^v Se irdvrfs
1332, a, 34
TroAiTCu ^erexoi/tri TT)J iroAtTf os.
:

c.

14,1332, b, 12-32.

2-17, 27-34,
c. 14, 1332, b, 32-1333, b, 11.
1: apitrroiv.
7, 1293, b,
Ka\f7v
olv Ka\&amp;lt;os %x
Kpariav
1

1329,

vii. 9,

a,

l

/j.ft&amp;gt;

irtpl

^s

\6yois
curAws
MTJ

Siri\6o/j.fv

r)]v

KOT

avSpvv

irpwrois

yap IK rwv apiaruv
apfrrjv

TroAtre/ov,

inrudfcr iv

irpbs

P.OVTIV

eV TOIS

Tivo.

/cat

ayaOwv

[cf. viii. 9, 1328,^ b,
Si/caiov
irpoffayoptixiv

37],
api-

1289, a, 31.
Unite consistent with this is the
definition of aristocracy, iii. 1,
} 279, a, 34
(see p. 237, supra&quot;), as

ffroKpariav.

Cf.

c. 2,

the rule TUV o\iycav fjLtv ir\ti6vd&amp;gt;v
5
in the interest of the
i/bs
first
common
for, in the
2:&amp;lt;&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;l,

VOL.

II.

place, Aristotle is there speakine
only of common usage (/coAe?v 5
!wf)a/j.fv), giving it at the same
time as the sole ground of its

right to the title that
rule of the best for the

it is

the

common

good; and, secondly, in the per
fect State it is always actually
There is
a minority who rule.
therefore no ground for distin
guishing between the aristocracy
mentioned in iii. 7 from that
which is spoken of under the

same n;ime

FECHNER,

ArM.

in iv. 7 and vii. (see
GcreoktiglteiUbegr. d.

p. 92, n.).

Still

less

can

17 (p. 239, n. \, supra) be cited
in support of this distinction,
inasmuch as it exactly suits the
ideal State.

iii.

1
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6.

Imperfect

Forms of Constitution

Besides the best constitution, there are others which,
deviating from

it

in different

also call for discussion.
differ

they

ways and

different degrees, 1
All these, indeed, in so far as

from the ideal

state,

must be reckoned

2

but this does not prevent them from having
a certain conditional justification in given circumstances

defective

;

or form, differing from one another in the degree of
their relative worth and stability. Aristotle enumerates,
3
already seen, three chief forms of imperfect
constitution: Democracy, Oligarchy, Tyranny; to which
as he proceeds he afterwards adds as a fourth, Polity,

as

we have

together with several mixed forms which are akin to it.
Democracy is based upon civil equality and freedom.

In order that the citizens

be equal, they must all
have an equal right to share in the government the
community, therefore, must be autocratic, and a majority

may

;

must

decide.

In order that the citizens

may

be

free, 011

the other hand, everyone must have liberty to live as he
pleases; no one, therefore, has the right to command
another, or, so far as this

is unavoidable, command, like
4
must
All institutions, there
obedience,
belong to all.
fore, are democratic which are based upon the principles

that election to the
1
-

See
Cf.

offices

p. 235 sq. supra.
the passages which are

cited p. 238, n. \, supra, especially
Pollt. iv. 2, 1 289, b, 6
Plato says,
if the oligarchy &c. be
good, the
democratic form of constitution
is the worst, whereas if they are
:

bad,
ravras

it is

the best.

f^n/JLaprr]f^i/as

^e?s
elva

8e o Aws

of state should be

made

KO.\

ySeArtw /aev oAryapxi aj/ &\Xt]i&amp;gt;
&\\rjs ov /coAws e^ei ^7* , rirrov
5e
The imperfect forms
&amp;lt;auA.7ji&amp;gt;.

of constitution are usually called
irapcit&dffeis.
3

P.

4

vi.

237 sqq.
2,

1317,

a,

40-b,

inter alia] see p. 239 sq.

16,
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that
or by rotation
no property qualification, or only an inconsiderable one,
be attached to them that their duration or their powers

by universal

either

by

suffrage,

lot,

;

;

be limited

;

that

share

all

justice, especially in

in

the

administration of

more important cases; that

the

the competence of the popular assembly be extended,
that of the executive restricted, as much as possible
;

that

magistrates, judges, senators, and priests be
The senate is a democratic institution. When its

all

paid.

functions are

merged

in those of the popular assembly,

Low origin,
the government is more democratic still.
to
be demo
are
considered
of
want
education,
poverty,
cratic qualities.

1

But

may be

as these characteristics

found in different degrees in different states, as more
over a particular state may exhibit all or only some of
2
As these
them, different forms of democracy arise.
variations will themselves chiefly depend, according to
of
Aristotle, upon the occupation and manner of life

the people, it is of the highest political importance
whether the population consists of peasants, artisans,
or traders, or of one of the various classes of seamen,
or of poor day-labourers, or of people without the
full rights of citizenship, or whether and in what

manner these elements
tion

1

engaged

a

vi.

iv.

1317, b, 1(5-1318, a,
1300, a, 31.
1, 1317, a 22, 29 sqq.
4, 121)1, b, 15 sqq. c.
(&amp;gt;

12 (see p. 248, n. 1, *?///ra),
In
7 init. c. 1, 1317, a, 22 sqq

lidt. c.
vi.

the. latter

of the

vm

passage both grounds

difference in democratic
ii

combined

in

it.

3

A

popula

in agriculture or in cattle-breeding

Ibid.

3, iv. lo,
2

are

is

in

the character of
the population, and the extent to
which the institutions are demoera tic are mentioned side by
side. From other passages, however, it is evident that Aristotle
regards the second of these as
dependent upon the first.
* T 9
constitutions

*

*
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general content

can devote

if it

It is satisfied, therefore,

peace.
in the administration

:

as, for

itself to its

work

in

with a moderate share

example, the choice of the

and the par
magistrates, their responsibility to itself,
For
administration
of
the
justice.
ticipation of all in
the rest, it will like to leave its business in the hands
of sensible men.

A

democracy.
labourers

is

a

This

is

community

the most orderly form of
of artisans, traders, and

much more troublesome body

to

deal

Their employments act more prejudicially upon
the character, and being closely packed together in the
with.

city they are always ready to

meet

for deliberation in

If all without exception possess the
public assemblies.
if those who are not freebom
full rights of citizenship
;

citizens are admitted to the franchise

;

if

the old tribal

and communal bonds are dissolved and the different
elements in the population massed indiscriminately
if the force of custom is relaxed and the
together
;

control over

women,

children,

and

slaves

is

weakened,

there necessarily arises that unregulated form of demo
cracy which, as licence has always more attraction for
In this
them than order, is so dear to the masses.
1

there arise different forms of democracy, of which
2
The first is that in which
Aristotle enumerates four.

way

actual equality reigns, and in which, while no exclusive
1

Polit.

struck out)
24 sqq.
-

vi.

1318,

ever,

b,
;

of.

4

howmust be

(where,
13,
iv.

A&quot;?

12, 1296, b,

4, 1291, b, 30 sqq. c. fi,
12, ibid., vi. 4, 1318, b, 6,
fifth form seems,
1319, a, 38.

cf.

iv.

c.

A

iv. 4,

1291, b, 39, to be inserted
first and the second

between the

;

however, according to this passage, TO ras apxas
airb rip.tifji.drwv clvcu, according to
iv. 6 init. is rather a characterWith
istic of the first form.
its peculiarity,

SUSEMIHL and

others,

it

will

therefore be better to omit &\\o
5e in the passage referred to. Cf.

HENKEL,

ibid. p. 82.
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conceded either to rich or poor, a certain
although a small one is at
property qualification
The second form is that in
offices.
tached to the public
which no condition is attached to eligibility for office be

influence

is

yond citizenship and irreproachable character.

A

third

that in which, while the public offices belong by right
to every citizen, the government is still conducted on

is

constitutional

democracy

is,

The

principles.
finally, that in

fourth

or

unlimited

which the decrees of the

people are placed above the laws in which the people,
led by demagogues, as a tyrant by his courtiers, becomes
a despot, and in which all constitutional order dis
;

appears in the absolute power of the many-headed
1

sovereign.

Oligarchy consists, as we already know, in the rule
But here, also, we find a
of the propertied classes.

un
progress from more moderate forms to absolute,
The mildest is that in which, while
limited oligarchy.
a property qualification sufficient to exclude the mass
of poorer citizens from the exercise of political rights is
demanded, the franchise is yet freely conceded to all

The second form is
possess the requisite amount.
that in which the government is originally in the pos

who

session only of the richest, who fill up their own ranks by
citizens
co-optation, either from the whole body of the

or from a certain class.

The

third

is

that in which

father to son. The fourth,
political power descends from
to tyranny and unlimited demofinally, as a parallel

With the account of this
form of democracy, ibid. 1292, a,
1

I

2,

sqq. v. 11, 1313, b, 32 sqq. vi.
1317, b, 13 sqq., cf. PLATO S

viii. 557 A sqq. 562
493, with the spirit of

Rep.
vi.
it

has obviously

B sqq.
which

much in common.
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cracy,

is

no laws.

that in which hereditary power is limited
by
Aristotle, however, here remarks, in terms

1

that would apply equally to all forms of
government,
that the spirit of the administration is not
unfrequently
at variance with the
and
legal form of the
constitution,
that this is especially the case when a
change in the
constitution is imminent. 2
In this way there arise

mixed forms of constitution

these, however, are just
as often the result of the conscious effort to avoid the
;

one-sidedness of democracy and
oligarchy, as is the case
with aristocracy commonly so called and with
polity.
*

Although the name aristocracy belongs,

strictly

speaking, only to the best form
stotle yet

permits

of constitution, Ari
to be applied to those forms also

it

which, while they do not, like the former, make the
virtue of the whole body of the citizens their chief
aim,
yet in electing to public office look, not to wealth only,
but also to capacity. This kind of
aristocracy, there
fore, is a mixed form of government in which
olig

and genuinely aristocratic elements

archical, democratic,

are

all

combined. 3 To this form
polity
v

-

5

^

.

als ets

.

(

7?^Aa/ce8at^oi/tcoi

Kal

olov eV

.

,

Kap X rtS6vi

MA.AO/.

1307, a,

n

rr,

ruv

Ka\ovfjifvwv

api&amp;lt;TroKpariuv

ras yap airoKXivovvas jj.a\\ov
irpbs
rfy 6\iyapxiav apiffroKparias KaAoGtrtv, ras Se irpbs rb Tr\ydos TroAt-

^i|ts

v. 7,

e

ravra yap at vo\ire7ai
o\iyap x iav
re Treipwrat unyvvvai Kal at TroAAal

.

o\iyapx(ta&amp;gt;

K aus

re K al r^v aperV,
nd\itrra 5e ra
5vo
\{y w Se ra Svo 5rj fwv Kal

ra 5vo povov olov
ets apfrfa T
Kal

ea-rt

cu

Kal
Srj/moKpariav
6\iyapxiav, eV 8e T f) apiaroKparta ravrd

rcav Svo
rovrwv, SqfioKparias re /cat aperrjs
Kai rpirov offai rrjs
/caAotyie
vys iroXireias pTrovo~t irpbs r}]v
OTJ/XOI/,

x

TroAireta

:

.

4
closely allied.

7:

-

Ibid. 1292, b, 11.
3
So iv. 7, where Aristotle goes
on to enumerate three kinds of
aristocracy in this sense oirou y
TroAn-ei a 0AeW eft re TT\OVTOV Kal

aperr^Kcd S^o^,
/cat eV

is

retas.
*
.

See. preceding note,

and

iv
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democracy.
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rich

-
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;
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as a mixture of oligarchy

and

on a proper proportion between
the result of the union in one

form or another of oligarchic and democratic institu
3
and accordingly it may be classed equally,
tions
;

of the right sort, as a demo
4
Its leading feature is, in a
cracy and as an oligarchy.
rich
word, the reconciliation of the antagonism between

union

in so far as this

is

and poor and their respective governments. Where the
is discovered
problem is solved, and the proper mean
of
forms
one-sided
between
government, there must
result a universal contentment with existing institutions,
and as a consequence fixity and permanence in the con11,

129&quot;),

ffiv

a,

31

ical

:

fflTO/JLfV,

TO.

r

vvv

irilT

2(iT(pU

/J.(V

irAe/o-Tcm

TOIS

yap as
uv

irepl

apHTTOKparias,

TUV

ir6\f&amp;lt;av,

TJ

CCTTJ yap
1298, b, 33
us air\us etVelv p.i^is

8,

:

voXireia

eltiQaffi
o\i-yapxias fa\ SiujLOKparias,

56 /caAeTj/ ras

niv

airoK\ivov&amp;lt;ras

[on this expres
Gen. An. i.

alia,

722, b, 11; PLATO, Symp.
191 D] AaftjSoj/oi/Tos ffvvOeTfov.
This may be effected in three
ways (1) by simply uniting dif
ferent institutions in each e.y.
the oligarchical custom of punish
take
ing the rich if they refuse to
with the
part in court business,
18,

ra 5e

TTOXlTfia
yflTVlUffl TTJ Ka\OV/JLVr)
8ib iTfpl a/J.(po7v us fjuas \fKTfov.
iv.

sion, cf. inter

us

:

:

democratic custom of paying
poor men a day s wage for appearnote, ing in court; (2) by a comproapiffroKparias. Cf. preceding
T1..-.7
ion^
fai 5^ mise e.g. by making neither a
Ibid. 1294,
TOia ((TTl TO. ajU^)i(T/37JTOUfTO T7JS high nor a low but a moderate
property qualification a condition
lff6rr]TOS TTjy iro\ireias, t\tvdpia
of admission to the popular assem
IT\OVTOS apcr^i,
fyavfpov OTI Tt]v
T&V (vir6puv bly (3) by borrowing one of two
fifv TOIV Svolv n lfyv,
kindred institutions from olig
Kal TUV air6puv, iroXiTtiav \tK-rtov,
5f TUV TplUV aplCTTOKpaT iaV
TflV
archy, another from democracy
TUV &\\uv -rrapa T^V e.g. from the former, appointment
fj.d\icrTa
instead of by
aXrjdi^v Kal irpuTTjv. See p. 278, to office by election
lot; from the latter, the abolition
n. 3, supra.
3
in order to obtain a of all property qualifications.
iv. 9
4
Ibid. 1295, b, 14 sqq., where
polity we must fix our attention
on the institutions which are this is shown more fully from the
example of the Spartan constitu
peculiar to democracy and olig
tion.
4/carfpas
archy, (Ira K TOVTUV

irbs
5e

TTJI/

irpbs

ras
SrjiJiOKpariav iro\iTfias,
6\iyapx iav /xoAAov

TV

..

jc&amp;gt;

:

:

a&amp;gt;

.

.

.

;

:

:

4

a&amp;lt;p
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as a whole.

stitution

1

Hence

form of

polity is the

government which promises to be the most enduring,
For if we
and is the best adapted for most states.
the
most
of
consideration
out
leave
perfect constitution,
and the virtue and culture which render it possible, and
2
ask which is the most desirable, only one answer is
that in which the disadvantages of one-sided
possible
forms of government are avoided by combining them, 3
:

and in which neither the poor nor the rich part of the
population, but the prosperous middle class, has the

But

decisive voice. 4

this is exactly what we find in
the
It exhibits
antagonistic forces of rich and

polity.

poor in equilibrium, and must itself, therefore, rest on
the class which stands between them.
It is the inter

mediate form of constitution, 5 that which is more
favourable than any other to common well-being and
universal justice, 6 and presupposes the preponderance
1

Ibid.

34

1.

:

SeT 8 eV TT) iroXi-

/

rei a TTJ /ue ut7/ie V77 Ka\ws a/A^orepa
So/ceiV elvat Kal ^.rjSerepoy, Kal &amp;lt;rcoeJ

crQai Si

avrrjs

avrTJs Kal /nfy eco0ej/, Kal St
ir\eiovs e|a&amp;gt;0ev eli/at
/J.))
T&amp;lt;

rovs ftov\o/j.vovs [not by the fact
that the majority of those who
wish another form of constitution
are excluded from participation
in State management] (eftj yap &/
Kal

irovripcf,

Ty

-rroXiTfia

2

Cf

.

av &ov\fffdat TroAtTTJS TroAews

/UTjS

erepav
6\us.

rovO vwdpxov)

/j.fjdev

TU&amp;gt;V

iv. 1 1

wit.

:

rts 8 apio-Tr)

ris apiffros ftios rais
TrAeiVTais Tr6\(ri Kal rots 7rAei&amp;lt;T7ots
TWJ/ avQptviruv (UifjT6
TTpbs

apT^v

rV

ffvyKpivova-i
virep rovs ISiuras,
^rjTf irpbs iraiSeiav $ &amp;lt;pixrecDs Selrat

xP

aAAa

fiiov

K.oiv(avr\&amp;lt;ro.i

ras

TrXfiarras

To

^raarx^iv.

which

5

re rbv rots ir\eiffTois
Svvarbv Kal iroXireiav i]s
TroAeis

ei/Se^erou

this question (with

cf p. 235) the answer
then given as in the text.
3
iv. 11, 1297, a, 6
fay 8
.

:

apeivov

is

fci/

TroXireia /a%0f), TCKTOUT^

f)

/io^t^core po.
4
v. 11 ;
5

^ueo-Tj

Cf v. 1, 1302, a, 2 sqq.
seep. 248, n. 1, supra.
TroAtre/a, iv. 11, 1296,
.

a, 37.
6

iroAirefo Kal

Kal

iroXiTtiav TTJV /car

riy /ias

rvxypas,

yurjrc

-jrpbs

iv.
11, 1296, a 22: why is
the best constitution, that which
is intermediate
between olig -

archy and democracy, so rare ?
Because in most cities the middle
class

(rb

because

p.fffov} is

in

the

parties the victors

too

wars

weak

;

between
established no
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of the middle class over each of the other two.

The

1

more any one of the other forms of constitution approxi
mates to this the better it will be, the more widely it
from

differs

we

if

it

stances which

leave out of account the circum

may give it a relative value in a particular
And as virtue consists in preserving

the worse. 2

case

it may be said that
polity corresponds
than
closely
any other form of government to the

the proper mean,

more

3

of virtue in the state

life

and accordingly we

;

be quite consistent in classing
tions,

and in representing
all classes

among

it

as based

shall

constitu

among good

upon the diffusion

of a definite measure of civic virtue. 4

further, this virtue be sought for pre-eminently in

If,

military capacity,
iro\iT(ia
iro\iT(a

KoivT)

Ka

ai\

and

;

polity be defined as the governhands. ONCKEN, on the other
hand, Staatsl. d. Arist. ii. 269,
refers the passage to Philip of
Macedon but while he certainly
left each state its own constitu
tion in the treaty of 338, it is not
known that he anywhere intro
duced (oTToSoui/at) or restored the
Can the reference
fj.t(TT) iroXiTfla.
be. to P^paminondas and the com
munities of Megalopolis and Messene which were founded by him
iv. 12
see p. 248, n. 1, supra.
Ibid. 1296, b, 2 sq.
3
Cf. Polit. iv. 11, 1295, a, 35:
el yap Ka\ws tv ro7s TjOtKols
efynjTcu
rb rbv fv^aifjLova fi iov flvai rbv KOT

n
because
ecause in

manner in the contest for the
hegemony of Greece one party
like

favoured democracy, the other
and because men are
accustomed ,u7j5e ftovXttrQai r5 iaov
aAA t) apx*w t]Teiv T) Kparov/jifvovs
inrontixiv.
Speaking of the influ
ence TWV Iv Tiyefjiovia ycvo/uLfVtoi/

;

oligarchy,

EAAaSos, Aristotle here re
for these reasons
marks, 1. 39
the /*6(T7j iroAiTeia is either never
TTJS

:

found or
(is

it

yap

o\iyd.Kts Kal irap

av^ip

&amp;lt;rweirei(T07j

ravrrjv airofiovvai

.

1

6\iyois
/j.6vos

T^V ra^iv.

;

TUV

The

was formerly taken to be
Lycurgus others have suggested
Theseus (SCHNEIDER, ii. 486 of
his edition;
SPENGEL, Arist.
(Is av^ft

;

Stud.

iii.

ibid. 89,

50),

T^V

Solon (HENKEL,

SUSEMIHL,

in

Simian

rbv

/j.fcrov

avayKa iov
(Kdarois

eVSe^oy^eV/js Tu^6?i/ /j.fff6ri]ros. rovs
5e avrovs rovrovs tipovs avayna tov

s

Jakresberickt for 1875, p. 376 sq.)
and others. It cannot be said of
any of these, however, that the
hegemony of Hellas was in his

aptr))i&amp;gt;,

fttov flvai 0f\TL(rroi/, TTJS

elvai Kal iro Afws

apery s Kal /ca/cms

Kal

yap tro\iTf(a

ris

TroA&amp;lt;T6i

T]

Ian ir6\us.
*

i

as

See

p. 243, n. 1,

supra.

/3/os
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ment

of the

men

able to bear arms, 1 it may be
pointed
out in support of that view, first, that the
only form of
constitution which will be tolerated by a
military popu
lation is one founded upon universal freedom and
2

equality;

and, secondly, that the heavy-armed footconstituted the main strength of the

who

soldiers

Greek armies belonged

chiefly to the well-to-do portion
3
people.
Nevertheless, the ambiguity of the
position of polity in Aristotle s account of it, to which

of the

attention has already been called in this
chapter, cannot
be said to be either justified or explained
away by these

remarks.

The worst

of

all

forms of constitution

is
Tyranny,
namely, true monarchy has been
transformed into its opposite. 4
In the course of the

for in it the best

brief discussion

which he devotes to

it,

Aristotle distin

guishes three kinds of tyranny, applying the same name,
not only to absolute despotism, but also to the elective

monarchy of some barbarous peoples, and to the dicta
True tyranny,
torship of the old Greek ^Esymnetae.
however, is only to be found in a state where an indi
vidual wields absolute power in his own interest and
5
against the will of the people.
1

2

iii. 7,

On

1281, b,
1

17; see p. 243, n. 2, *wp.
head, cf. iii. 11,

this

28 sq.

vi, 7,

oirXiTLKav

J.821, a,

TWV

W-.^rbykp

evTTopoov eVrt ua\\ov
/) T&v
The reason of this
uiropuv.
is to be
sought for partly in the
fact that the
of the

equipment

was expensive, but
hoplites
chiefly in the preliminary training in gymnastics required by
the service. Cf. also Pollt. iv.
13, 1297, a, 29 sqq.

4

also

iv.
vii.

2, 1289, a, 38 sqq. (of.
1313, a, 34-1314, a, 29).

On the same principle, according
to this passage,
oligarchy is the
second worst, as aristocracy is
the second best, constitution,
while democracy is the most
tolerable of the false forms, being
a perversion of polity. For a
fuller statement of thesameview,
see JEth.
5

viii.

Polit.

12.
iv.

10

;

cf

iii

14
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Aristotle next proceeds to examine what division of
of the different
power is best adapted to each

political

kinds of constitution, distinguishing here three sources
the deliberative assemblies, the magi
of
1

authority

:

2
The functions, however,
and the law courts.
of these three were not so defined as to permit of their

strates,

with the legislature, the
being completely identified
3
and the judicature of modern political theory.
He does not omit to draw attention here to the tricks
and sophistries by which the predominant party, in one

executive,

or other form of government, seeks to circumvent its
4
it
opponent and to advance its own interests, making

however, that he himself sets small store by such
5
He further discusses the
petty and hollow devices.
fit a man for the discharge of the more
that
qualities

clear,

He demands

for this

end

important offices of state.
not merely experience, business capacity, and attach
ment to the existing constitution, but before everything

12H5, a,

and

16-b, 3,

p.

240

sq.

iv.
14-16; cf.
b 17-1318,a, 10.
1

-

iv.

vi.

14, 121)7, b, 37

1317,

2,

eo-ri 5)j

:

p6pia rtav iroXireiuv iraffwv,
rbv airovSaiov
vfpl Siv Set Ofupi iv
rb ffv^fpov
Kaffrrj
rpta

Ka
tx*&quot;

^

s

avd-yKt)

Kal

Ka\ws,

TroAiTfias a\\-f)\ccv SiaQeptiv iv

StaQfpew tKaarov TOVTWV

rwv Tpiwv Toiiruv
&OV\fVOHtVOV

TTfpl

ev

[lev

TUV

ryv
ras

T$

tern 5f
ri

rb

KOLVWV,

SfvTepov 5e rb irfpl ras apxas
rpirov 5 ri rb SiKa&v.
s
Ildd. 129S, a, 3, Aristotle
Continues: Kvpiov 8 tffrl rb &ov.

\tv

Kal StaAixrews, Kal
v6fuavt Kal irepl Qo.va.rov Kal
Kal
Kal
Srj^euo-ea-s,

Kal

&amp;lt;rv/j./j.axias

ire P^

supra.

fi.evov iff pi

iro\ffj.ov

Kal

eip-f)vris

ru&amp;gt;v

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;vyr\s

evOwwv, so that conformably to
Greek usage the deliberative assembly, in addition to its legislative
functions, has important
judicial and executive duties to
perform.
irpoQaafus xty&quot; ** T J*
woAtTffaw
irpbs TOV 5^/iov, the 6\iyapxiKa (rofyiffna-ra TTJS
vo/j.o6((rias, and on the other hand
& tv TCUS S^/iOKpOTJatS TTpbs TttOx
4

&quot;O&amp;lt;ra

ffo&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i(ovrai

avruro&amp;lt;plovTai, iv.
b

v

2,

/o? irtffreveiv rots

irpbs

rb

t\tyx*T&quot;

13.

40,
1307^, b,

he advises

ffO(piff/j.aros

ffvyKtifj.fvois

A^os
7P ^^

TWV ipyuv:

:

xapiv
e

-
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kind of culture and character which

else that

harmony with the

spirit of the constitution.

He

1

in

is

passes

2
in review the various offices of state, leaving off at the

point where we should naturally have expected that
laws which
portion of the missing discussion of the
relate to public offices.

He

treats with especial care,

however, the causes which produce change and dissolu
3
tion in particular forms of constitution and the means
to counteract

them. 4

Here,

he

also,

is

true to his

of specifying as fully as possible, as the result
of wide observation and reflection, all the various causes

method

which are

at

work and the nature

of their effects;

and accordingly he challenges the conclusions of Plato s
in states and
Republic on the subject of the revolutions
their causes, with justice indeed, in so far as his theory
of politics is in stricter accordance with facts, but at

the same time not without a certain misunderstanding
This whole section is excep

5
of their true character.

of acute observation, sound
tionally rich in examples
and profound knowledge of the world; it

judgment,

a
impossible, however, to do more here than mention
interest.
Two
of
these
stand
of
few of the chief points
is

out in special prominence. In the first place, he warns
us against under-estimating small deviations from the
status

(]uo,

or insignificant occasions of party strife.

Important though the objects for which parties contend
usually are, the actual outbreak of hostilities may be
where the third com-

2

nionly neglected point of the dpeTT?

a

TroAtre/a

4

1

v.

9,

Ka\ Siiiaioavvri tv
7j

Trpbs Tt)v

e/ca&amp;lt;rrr?

iro\iTiav is discussed

with especial fullness. Cf.p. 286,
n. 3, infra.

5

vi. 8.

v. 1-7, 10.
v. 8, 9, 11, vi. 5-7.
v.

12,

1315,

a,

40 sqq.

ZELLKB, Platan. Stud. 206

;

sq.

cf.
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1

and small as the

first,

yet this

may

and so there may
about
come
from
small
gradually
beginnings a complete
revolution in the whole. Secondly, we have the prin
which
constitutes
one
of the leading thoughts in
ciple
Aristotle s Politics, and is not the least of the many
be

the cause

itself

of a

greater,

proofs of political insight
namely, that every form of

exhibited in the work
government brings ruin on

by its own excess, and that moderation in the use
of authority, justice to all, good administration and
moral capacity are the best means of retaining power.
itself

Democracies are ruined by demagogy and by injustice
towards the prosperous classes oligarchies, by oppres
;

sion of the people and by the limitation of political
monarchies by arrogance
rights to too small a minority
;

and outrage in the

rulers.

3

He who

desires the

main

tenance of any particular form of government must
endeavour above everything to keep it within the limits
of moderation, and prevent it from courting its own
destruction by any one-sided insistence on the principle
of its constitution; 4 he must endeavour to reconcile con1

of
t

K

v.

4 init.
ov

yiyvovrai /JL*V olv
trtpl piKpiav oAA
(TTaaidfrwi 5e irepi

ffrdfffts

uiKpuv.

:

fj.d\iffra 5e

6rav

,

iv

nal of

ro7s

/j.iKpal

Kvpiois

tV

apxy y&P yiyvfTai
8
apx^ \f-yfrai
in support
11/j.iffv flvai iravros &ic.
of wliich there follows a rich
collection of examples.
v. 7, 1307, a, 40
sqq. c. 3,
.

.

.

rj/jLa,

TJ

;

1303, a, 20.
3

2,

v. 5, c.

6

1306, a, 12,

init., ibid.
c.

130,&quot;,

10, 1311

a.

b,

22

These are not the only
causes of their ruin, according to
Aristotle, but they are among
the most frequent and important.
4
v. 1), 1309, b, 18: irapa iravra

sqq.

5e TOO/TO 8el

^

XavQdveiv, 5 vvv
TOS iraptK&e&rjKvtas iroAtrei as, rb ptaov
TroAAa 70^ TUV
SOKOVVTWV STJ/J.OTIKWV \vti ras STJ^UOKparlas Ka.1 TWV b\iyapxiKtav ras
o\iyapx ias, as is well shown in
what follows. Cf. vi. 5, 1320, a,
2 sqq.

\avddvfi
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flicting factions

he must counterbalance the prepon

;

derance of one by assigning corresponding influence
to the other, and so preserve the former from excess.
1

all, he must be careful to prevent the public
from being worked for selfish ends, or one portion
of the people from being plundered and oppressed
by

Above

offices

Here the right course is precisely the
of
that
which is commonly pursued it is pre
opposite
the
natural
cisely
opponents of a constitution that require
the other.

:

most consideration, lest by unjust treatment they be
transformed into active enemies of the commonwealth. 2
In another respect what

is
required by the nature of
the opposite of that which commonly occurs.
Nothing is of greater importance for the preservation of
any form of state than the previous education of those

the case

is

whose hands the power

in.

is

3

But capacity

placed.

for

depends solely upon modesty and hardihood the
power of the oligarch is incompatible with effeminacy,
the freedom of the people with licentiousness. 4
And
rule

;

this is true of all forms of constitution without
excep1

1308, b, 24.
1308, b, 31-1309, a, 32,
1310, a, 2 sqq. vi 5, 1320, a,
4 sqq. 29 sqq. c. 7, 1321, a, 31
v. 8,
v. 8,

2

c. 9,

S(iq-

v.

1310,

9,

T&V

Se irdvTcov
OLaueveiv

TO.S

b\iywpov(ri

Kal

a,

TroAtretas,

,0ov\6ncvot,

supra.
4
Ibid.

ov

6(pe\os

vvv

rb

TU&amp;gt;V

vvv

T&amp;lt;av

yap

vajj-wv

eV

6&quot;

teal

^

Kpariais

Kal TreTratSeu^fVot sv rrj
Cf. pp. 261, 284, n. 1,

rovro 8
oleo-eai

:

19:

t&amp;lt;rri

5e rb Tre-

rais 6\iyapx iais ol
viol

p.a.\\ov

^T?

Kal

5e

ol

rpv^uxnv,

&quot;y^yvu.vo.ff-

wffrf

ical

Svvavrai

Similarly in clemo
ei/

rais roiavrais

Sr]/J.o-

us ySouAerot
eo~rl (pav\ov ov yap
5ouAe/ai/ eTj/ot rb $v irpbs
e Karros

r))v iroAirciav,
1.

ols

Oi

o~r)/j.oKpariav
Suvhaovrai ol

yiyvovTQ.i

ueurepi^eiv.

cracies

ol

TreirovrjKorfs,

fiov\ot&amp;gt;ra.i

TTOJ/TOJI/

x ai P ovffll/

ols

ol 8e Srjfj.oKpare io Oai.

p.ev

hiropcav

tvovrai

el

&amp;lt;xAA

apxovTwv

ptvoi

r^v iroXireiav ov

$

6Xiyapx*iv

inrb

oa.&amp;lt;r[j.V(t)i

TroAirei/o^eVoji/,

eiQtfffjLevoi

Trpbs

7rai5et5e&amp;lt;r0c

oope^i/j-cordruv

&amp;lt;rvi&amp;gt;8eb

Tro\ireta.

rb

TroAtreias.

r&v

p.4yi&amp;lt;rrov

eipljfjLCvatv

Trdi&amp;gt;Ts,

ras

irpos

oufley

12:

irpbs
iroizlv

bXiyapxovvres
p.ev

3

ru&amp;gt;v

-rraiSevaOai

rovro, rb

.

.

.

8e&quot;t

aAAa
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power of the monarch depends

continuance upon its limitation
and the un
rule
of
the
can
righteous
tyrant
only make men
for its

l

;

forget
origin by approaching in the form of
its administration to
The best means for
monarchy.

the odium of

its

the maintenance of tyranny is care for the common wellbeing, for the embellishment of the city, and for the
public services of religion, a modest household and good
economy, ready recognition of merit, a courteous and
dignified

bearing,

commanding

personality,

sobriety

and strength of character, regard for the
rights and
interests of all. 2
So in like manner with regard to

more despotic it is, the more need is there
order
in the government
for just as it is the
good
or
the
vessel
that
demands the most
sickly body
cranky

oligarchy, the
for

:

careful

management, so it is the bad state that most
requires good administration in order to counterbalance
its defects. 3
And so we arrive always at the same con
clusion
namely, that justice and morality are the only

However deep the

security for durability in states.
philosopher goes in the scientific

analysis of the forms
of constitution which more or less lack this foundation,
it is
only to arrive in the end at the same result, and to

show that in them also the government must be con
ducted upon the principles which more
obviously under
lie the true forms
that which in these last is the
:

1

v. 11

apxlai]
iv tirl
f

init.

:

ffw^ovTai

TV ras

/xev

TO nfTpiwTfpoi/.

\arr6vuv

5e [at

&a(n\(ias
6a(?

SKTI Kvpioi, TrAei w
iraffiv r))v

avayKaiov pivtiv

avroi Tf yap ^rrov yivovrai

yap

TIKO! Kal TO?S tf6cffiv foot /j.a\\ov
Kal vwb
apxo/j.tvuv (pQovovvra.
TWI&amp;gt;

?/TTOI/.

v

XP & vov
a.px&quot;hv

ticffiro-

-

H

1314, a, 29-1315, b,

10.
*

vi. o, 1, }20, b,

30 sqq.
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primary object of government namely, the well-being of
is in the former an indispensable means for
all
retaining
the sovereignty.

The

prevented Aristotle from developing his
with the fullness and completeness he
views
political
intended in his plan, and philosophy is, doubtless,
fates

greatly the loser.

which we have

it,

But even
the Politics

in the incomplete form in
the richest treasure that

is

down to us from antiquity, and, if we take into
account the difference of the times, it is the greatest con
tribution to the field of political science that we possess.
has come

CHAPTER XIV
RHETORIC

ARISTOTLE regards Rhetoric, as we have already seen, as
His treatment of this, as of other
auxiliary to Politics.
branches of science, was thoroughly revolutionary, and
1

be said to form an epoch in its history.
While his predecessors had contented themselves with
his labours

may

what was

little

more than a

collection

of

isolated

2

and

artifices, he sought to lay bare the
permanent principles which underlie a matter in which

oratorical aids

success

is

mere question of
best of practice and readiness, and thus

chance, or at

to lay the foundations

1

treatment of

account of the principles of the oratorical art.
art, as did the
1, supra, and
rhetorical works,

Cf. p. 185, n.

vol.

s

p. 72 sq.
Besides what PLATO, Plucd266 C sqq., and Aristotle

i.

2

rtts,

himself, Rliet. i. 1, 1354, a, 11
sqq., remarks, see also Ph. d. Gr.
p.

/j.fv

technical

does not limit the sphere of this

on Aristotle

i.

a

seeks to supply what Plato 4 had de
had not actually attempted namely, a

manded but

He

for

He

rhetoric. 3

scientific

as a

commonly regarded

1013 sqq.
Rhet. i.
ovv

Spwcnv,

VOL.

ol

8e

II.

1354, a, 6

1,

ol

Sid

fjCtv

flKr/

:

ruv

TavTa

&amp;lt;jvvi]Qeia.v

ST/AOV

dSoiroif iif
oi

re

81

Sid

eV8e&/ aura /cal
5 70^ firtrvyx^ vova lv
8

afj.&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;oTfpus

on

efrj

Kal
alriav

&amp;lt;ruvr]diav

ravro/j.drov,

r^v

ol

r^
5e
tv8fx TaL
if 6/j.o\oyf](raifv
&amp;gt;

4

curb

dtupt iv
TOIOVTOV ^877

TTOJ/TCS

e^oy

TroAAojj/

tirel

eeo&amp;gt;s.

x 6Tai

Ttx vj

l

s

elvai.

Phtedr. 269

Pit. d. (*r. p.

D sqq.

803

;

cf.

sq.

airb

U
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ordinary view, to forensic and perhaps political oratory.
He remarks, as his predecessor had done, that since the
gift of

speech

universal and

is

may be

most diverse purposes, and since

its

applied to the

whether

exercise,

in public or in private, in giving advice, in exhortation,
and in every kind of exposition, is essentially the same,
is not confined to
any special
as dialectic exhibits the forms of thought, so
rhetoric exhibit the forms of persuasive speech in

rhetoric, like dialectic,
field

l

;

must

and apart from their application

their universality,

all

2
On the other hand,
any particular subject-matter.
3
as Plato had already observed, the function of the art
the latter
of oratory is different from that of philosophy

to

:

aims at instruction, the former at persuasion the goal
4
of the one is truth, of the other probability.
Aristotle,
however, differs from his teacher in the value he attaches
;

and

to this art
5

to theoretical discussions devoted to its

He

agrees, indeed, with Plato in reproach
ing ordinary rhetoric with limiting itself to aims which
are merely external, and considering it merely as a
exposition.

means for exciting the emotions and winning over the
jury, and with neglecting the higher branch of oratory
1

BJiet.

and 1355,

1 init.,

i.

7, c. 2 init., iUd. 1356, a,
ii. 18 init. c. 1, 1377,
b,

PJiccdr. 261

PLATO,
-

Rhet.

8 &v rts

T)

i.

r}]v

^

A

3

b,

30 sqq.
21

;

cf.

sqq.

4, 1359, b, 12: oVp
8ia\KTiKr)v /) TCCUTTJI/

/ca0an-ep &i/ Svvd/m.eis
[rhetoric]
eirta-rr./j.a.s Tret[dexterities]
parai KaTaovceua^eii/, X fjfferai T^V
&amp;lt;xAA

tyvaiv avruiv

/iv

viroKi/jifi&amp;gt;(av

iU/7

a&amp;lt;pavi(ras

eirKTKevdfav

p.6vov

els

TW

/xera^a/Tri&amp;lt;TT-f]/J.as

TIVUV Trpayfj-drui

,

aAAa

Of. Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 803 sq.
Rhet. i. 1, 1355, a, 25, c. 2
See also infra.
init.
5
He does not, indeed, mention Plato in Rhet. i. 1, 1355, a,
20 sqq., but that he had him, and
especially his Goryias {Ph. d. Gr.
4

i.

p. 510), in his

mind

observed by SPEXGEL
Rhetorih des Arist.

:

plnlos.-pliilol.

Kl.

458

sq.).

Altad.

vi.

d.

is
(

rightly
Ueb, die

Abh.

d.
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in which these means
occupy a secondary place for
the lower, political for forensic
But on the
eloquence.
other hand he recognises that the one essential function
of the speaker, under all
circumstances, is to convince
his audience, and
accordingly he admits no rhetoric as
1

genuine which

is

not based upon dialectic or the art of
He even expressly declares

2
logical demonstration.

that

all rhetorical artifices must be
rigorously excluded
from the law courts, and orators forced to
confine
themselves exclusively to logical demonstration. 3 He
4
recognises, however, that all are not open to scientific
instruction, but that for the majority of men we must
start from the level of the common
consciousness, which
moves in a region of
probability, and not of abstract
truth.
Nor does he see any great
danger in so doing,
for men, he holds, have a natural sense
of
ami

truth,

5
as a general rule are
right.
the art of oratory we possess a
victory of right, as well as of

that in order that

we may

it is

He

reminds us that in

means

of
securing tho
defending ourselves; and
not fall a prey to tho arts of

opponents,
indispensable that
understand their nature. 6
As,

we should
in

therefore,

b 16
2
A

ourselves

the

Lou

s

..

,

1.

a
1,

sqq
1354, a, 24

:

ov yap 5

rbv

ir^wcaenv

iWw

rvyxdvovn

r?js AAitfei os

KO!

T

,rA6/a,
5&amp;lt;o

?,v

Wm

iii
m.

1,

14M a,
1404,

^ oni
1

Cf. p. 256, n. 2
Ibid, and 1355, b&quot;2tho
suse of the art

w
this is true

sqq.

-13oo, a 14: rhetoric is
based upon dialectic r6 re y*
P
;

of

all

accomplish
mcnts except virtue-thc
moro
so in proportion to thei

valuo
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he had supplemented the investigation of scientific proof
by that of probable proof, in the Politics the account of
the best with that of defective constitutions, so in the
Rhetoric, he does not omit to treat of those aids to the
orator which supplement actual proof, and to discuss the
art of demonstration, not only in its strict sense, but also
in the sense of probable proof,

which

starts

with what

is

universally acknowledged and obvious to the mass of
But as he regards the former as the most
mankind.
1

out between the

two sciences
most part well
grounded, it does not follow from
this that the above account of
their relation to one another is
incorrect, and that we have a
right, with Thurot, to set aside

1
treats
Aristotle therefore
rhetoric, not only as the counter
part of dialectic (uvriffrpofyos rfj

Rliet.

StoAe/cTj/cf?,

i.

1

are, so far, for the

init.

which, however, primarily re
fers merely to the fact that
they both deal, not with the con
the universal
tents, but with
forms of thought and speech),
but as a branch (see p. 185, n. 1,
supra) and even as a part of it

the definite statement in Rliet. i.
For the
2, by altering the text.
orator s most important function,

according to Aristotle, is demon
stration, which, as only probable,
falls within the sphere of dia

(RJiet. i. 2, 1356, a, 30
Gr. i. 9,
that SPENGEL,
reads for ofj.oiw/j.a &quot;d/mola,&quot; is for
the question before us unimpor
tant, but the alteration is not
probable) a science compounded
In a
of analytic and ethics.
word, it consists for the most
part in an application of dia
lectic to certain practical pro

lectic (Rlict.

i. 1, 1355, a, 3
sqq.)
rhetoric
is
demonstration e|
tv$6(0v in reference to the sub
jects which are proper to publicspeaking, as dialectic is a like
kind of demonstration with refer
ence to all possible subjects. Nor

Rl&amp;gt;.et.

;

blems (described

can we accept THUEOT S proposal
(Etudes, 248 sqq.) to read, Rhct.

p. 295, infra}.

1355, a, 9, c. 2, 1356, a, 26,
Post. i. 11, 77, a, 29,
instead of Si
ai/aA.uTtKT?
As the doctrine of
e
evSJlwj/, dialectic necessarily
deals with inferences in general,
and as it is precisely inferences
of this kind which are the sub
ject-matter of rhetoric, it is better
to connect it with dialectic than

i.

While, therefore, we cannot di
rectly apply to rhetoric all that
true of dialectic in general,
and still less all that is true of
it as applied to the service of

is

philosophy, and while the dis
tinctions

;

which THUEOT (Etudes

sur Ari state, 154 sqq. 242 sq.
Questions sur la Rlietorique d
Aristote, 12 sq.) seeks to point
;

1,

Anal.
&quot;

&quot;

with analytic, using
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important sense, he devotes the fullest discussion to it.
Of the three books of the Rhetoric, the first two, being
the

section of his plan, treat of the

first

proof

(Tria-TSis)

means of

while the second and third parts, on

;

and arrangement (rafts), are compressed
into the last book, whose genuineness,
moreover, is not
style (\efts-)

beyond dispute.

1

Proofs, according to Aristotle, are divided into those

which

within the province of art and those which
Rhetoric as a science has to do only with the

fall

do not.
former. 2

These are of three kinds, according as they

depend upon the subject, the speaker, or the hearer.
speaker will produce conviction if he succeeds in
showing that his assertions are true arid that he is him
self worthy of credit, and if he knows how to create a

A

favourable impression upon his hearers. Under the first
of these heads, that of the
subject-matter, we shall have
to discuss demonstration
under the second, or the
character of the speaker, the means which the orator
;

takes to

recommend himself

to his audience

;

under the

third, or the disposition of the hearers, the appeals that

he makes to their emotions. 3
important part
three sections. 4
however,

On

sense.

The

first

and most

of rhetoric, therefore,

falls

into these

somewhat wide

ypaQal

the relation of din-

5e oaa.

in

a

lectio to rhetoric, see also
Arist. Org. ii. 435 sq.
1

d.

Cf. vol.

Or.

i.

5

p. 74, siqtra

;

Ph.

35

:

ruv

p. 381).

Ifttet.

5

i.

i.

/xrj

J

/&quot;&quot;

tvT( X

5f

t&amp;gt;oi.

-&amp;gt;i/j.uif

aTexvoi

arexva- 8*
ireiropia-rai

flffiv at

*ey&amp;gt;

a\\a

&&amp;lt;ra

irpovir-

lov /J.dprvpfs fidcravoi

avy-

ova Totavra, eircx

TTJS

^e6Sov

Kal 5i

i^uv

Saa-rt
KaraffKfvao-Orivai Svvar6v.
5e? rov-rcav rots n*v
TO.
xp^&amp;lt;ra&amp;lt;r0ai
5e tvpeiv.

*
j
j gqq
135G|
^
1377, b, 21 sqq. iii. 1, 1403, b, 9;
cf. i. 8, I), 1366, a, 8, 25.
*
vcpl TOS airoSd^is, IT. TO ^77,
2&amp;gt;

2, 1355, b,

r l(TTfcav

f

WAITZ,

Kal

5m

ir.

TO

TTO^TJ.

a&amp;lt;
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These, again, are found to deal with subjects of
and it is therefore not

different intrinsic importance,

1

unnatural that Aristotle should treat the

of them,

first

the theory of demonstration, at the greatest length.
Just as scientific proof proceeds by syllogism and induc
2

proceeds by enthymeme and instance.
The exposition of the various points of view from which
a subject may be treated, 3 the topics of oratory, occupies
tion, so rhetorical

a considerable portion of Aristotle s treatise nor does
he here limit himself to universal principles which are
equally applicable to every kind of speech, but discusses
;

those peculiarities in each which depend upon the par
ticular aim it has in view and the character of its
4
he thus seeks to exhibit the principles
subject-matter
of oratory, not only in respect to its general form, but
With this
also in respect to its particular matter.
;

aim he distinguishes three
See

1

different kinds or classes of

p. 291, n. 2,

supra.
1356, a, 35-1357,
the
of these
where
nature
b, 37,
means of proof is fully explained,
of. ii. 22 init.
Anal. Pri. ii. 27,
2

lllict.

i.

2,

;

70, a, 10.

An enthymeme, accord-

a ffvX\oyiff~
Rhct.
/u&s e| eiKfouv $ o-^eiW.
135G, b, 4 gives another definition
KaAw 8 eVflifyiTj/ia /jLtv prjing to this passage,

is

:

Topinov

irapdSeiyfMa

(rvXXuyiffiJLbv,

8e 4irayuy^v pf)TopiKriv

it comes,
however,
the orator, qua orator, is limited
to probable evidence.
3
In Rhet. i. 2, 1358, a, 2, ii.
26 init., and ii. 1 init., Aristotle
speaks only of the principles of
the enthymeme; but as the example only calls to mind in an
individual case what the enthy-

to the

;

same thing, as

meme states

in a universal propoaccount refers, as a
matter of fact, to demonstration
sition,

his

in general, as he, indeed, also
includes in it (e.g. ii. 20, c. 23,

1397, b, 12 sqq. 1398,

a,

32 sqq.)

example and induction.
4
Rhet. i. 2, 1358, a, 2 sqq.
the enthymeme consists partly of
which
universal
propositions
belong to no special art or science
:

and

are applicable, e.y., to physics
as well as ethics, partly of such as
are of limited application within
the sphere of a particular science,
physics or ethics the former
Aristotle calls r&iroi, the latter
?5ia or etSrj, remarking that the
e.&amp;lt;j.

;

distinction between them, fundamental as it is, had almost
entirely escaped his predecessors.
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speeches
deliberative, forensic, and declamatory.
first of these has to do with advice and
:

The

1

warning the
with
indictment
and
defence
the third, with
second,
;
The first deals with the future the
praise and blame.
second, with the past the third, pre-eminently with the
In the first, the question is of
present.
advantage and
;

;

;

disadvantage in the second, of right and wrong in
the third, of nobility and baseness. 2
Aristotle enu
merates the topics with which each of these has to deal. 3
;

;

He indicates the chief subjects upon which advice may
be required in politics, and the questions which arise in
connection with each, and upon which information must
be sought. He discusses minutely the
goal for which all
4

human

actions

make

its con
namely, happiness
5
the good and the things
;

stituents

and conditions

which we

call

;

G

good ; the marks by which we distinguish
7
of
a
goods
higher or a lower character
and, finally,
he gives a brief review of the
distinguishing charac
;

teristics of the different

as these

must

forms of government, inasmuch

in each case determine both the orator s

actual proposals and the attitude he assumes towards
his hearers. 8
Similarly, with a view to the orator s
practical guidance in the declamatory art, lie enlarges
upon the noble or honourable in conduct; upon virtue.

1

Aristotle

was

also

un-

doubtcdly the first to point out
this important division, for we
cannot regard the Rhctorica ad
Alexandrian (c. 2 init.), as has
been already remarked, vol. i. p.
7-1,

3

Ithet.

i.

See the

4

five

in Rhtt.

s

i.

it.

i.

G.

Ibid.

3.

more general

re-

i.

4 init.

Ibid. 1359, b, 18 sqq., where
are enumerated: revenue,

war and peace, defence, exports,
and imports, legislation,
6

*upra, as pro-Aristotelian.
&quot;

marks

&quot;

c. 7.

i.8,cf. vol. ii.p.

240,n.3,j/y&amp;gt;.
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chief forms, its outward signs and effects and upon
the method which the orator must adopt in treating of
For behoof of the forensic orator, he
these subjects. 1
its

;

and motives of
and
since
as
well
as good (which
unjust actions,
pleasure
has already been discussed) may be a motive, Aristotle
goes on to treat of the nature and kinds of pleasure and
discusses, in the first place, the causes

the pleasurable. 2 He inquires what it is in the circum
stances both of the perpetrator and of the sufferer of the

wrong that tempts

He investigates

to its committal. 3

the nature, the kinds, and the degrees of crime
adds, finally, in this section rules for the

4
;

and

employment of

those proofs which lie outside the province of art, and
which find a place only in a judicial trial. 5 The views
he propounds on all these subjects
agree, of course,
entirely with

what we already know of

his ethical

and

political convictions, except that here, in accordance
with the aim of the work, they are
presented in a more

popular, and therefore

and

form.

sometimes in a

less

accurate

after thus
discussing the
individual peculiarities of the different kinds of
oratory
scientific,

Only

does Aristotle proceed to
investigate those
6
which
are
proof
equally applicable to all,

forms of
discussing

under this head the universal forms of demonstration
namely, enthymeme and instance, together with a few
SPEXGEL, before the
seventeen chapters of the
second book. But even if, with
supra),\vith
first

Kal
Kova-iv,
4
i.

Rhet. i, 12.
13 sq., cf. c. 10

T.Vos

d5t-

BRANDis(iii.l94sq.)andTHUROT
init.

15, cf. p. 293, n. 2, supra,
18 (from 1391, b, 23 onwards), c. 26, if, that is to say, we
place this section (see vol. i. p. 74,
i.

ii.

(Etudes sur Arist. 228 sqq.), we
take the traditional order as the
original one, we must admit that
the contents of the section are
more in place here.
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Of the two other means of

1

proof, besides demonstration proper
namely, the per
sonal recommendations of the speaker and the impres

sion upon the audience
the former is only cursorily
touched upon, as the rules relating to it are deducible
from other parts of the argument. 2 On the other hand,
Aristotle goes into minute detail on the subject of the
emotions and their treatment on anger and the means
:

of arousing and soothing it 3 on love and hatred, desire
and aversion, and the means of exciting each of them 4
;

;

likewise on fear, shame, good will, sympathy, 5
indigna
6

7
To this he finally adds an
envy, and jealousy.
account of the influence which the age and outward

tion,

circumstances (rv^ai) of

man

a

exercise

upon

his

character and disposition. 8
These observations conclude

the

important section of the Rhetoric

the third book treats

;

more shortly of style and arrangement.
1

According to the announce-

ment made

c. IB fin., c. 19 treats
especially of possibility and iiupossibility, actual truth and falsehood, relative importance and unimportance (irfpl Svvarov KOI dSvvdrov, Kal irtrepov ytyovtv *) ov

yeyovfv Kal
%OUK earai, eri 8e
TTfpl ntytOovs Kal /j.iKp6ri]Tos
l.
c. 20 of
Trpdy/jLarwu,
J93, a, 19)
illustration, c. 21 of gnomology
t&amp;lt;rrai

i&amp;lt;av

mend him

in proof

and disproof
(c.

of

24);

23); of
instances

(c.

combating enthymemes

(c.

8
&quot;.

1378, a,

G

:

to

recom-

his

audience the

:

(i.9

;

.

.

4

5
ti

roli/vv

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;av&v

kv,

irepl

irfpl

rots wept
J

p.ev

TOJ apfras 5tj?pT?,ueVa&amp;gt;j
see p. 206, n. 1, gujt.) ATjirreW

fK TWI/

.

oQtv

Kal o-irovSaloi

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;p6vi/jLoi

ii.

8

TO
2,

.

(vvoias Kal (pi\ias iv
\tKreov vvv.

TTO^TJ
5.

c. 4.

c.

5-8.

The displeasure

at the miof unworthy
the account of
which in Rhet. ii. 9 harmonises
with that in EtU. ii. 7 (see p.

merited
persons

fortune

(&amp;gt;6&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;ns),

169).

Mi.

25)-

to

benevolence:

;

fallacies
for

In regard to the

orator must get credit for three
things insight, uprightness and

;

21-26 of enthymemes, for which
Aristotle gives, not only general
rules (c. 22), but a
complete topical account of the forms
employed
c.

and most

first

s

ii.

10, 11.

12-17.
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former, a distinction

drawn between
While desiderating a technical

in the first place

is

delivery and language.

system of instruction in rhetorical delivery, the author
regrets the influence which so external a matter exer
cises

on the general

He

effect of a speech. 1

next

calls

attention to the distinction between the language of
the orator and of the poet, demanding of the former,

two most essential requirements, clearness and
2
dignity, and advising as the means best fitted to secure
as its

them

that the speaker should confine himself to appro

priate expressions
qualities

He

and

effective

metaphors,

and conditions of which he proceeds

sentences,

7

grace

upon the

to enlarge.

4

5

fullness and
rhythm and structure of the

treats further of propriety of language,

suitability of expression.

3

He

and lucidity of presentation. 8

examines, finally, the tone that should be adopted in
written or oral discourse, and in the different kinds of
oration. 9

makes

It is impossible,

however, to give here in
striking observations which the writer
upon these subjects.
They clearly show that

detail the

many

1

iii. 1
1403, b, 21-1404, a, 23.
Aristotle does not go fully into
the discussion of what is good or
,

bad delivery he merely remarks
that it depends upon the voice
especially upon its power, melody
(apfj.oi ia) and rhythm.
;

-

rb

irpeTrov,

the proper

mean

between rb
and rb virep
rb aiwfj.a, between a bald and an
raireivbi&amp;gt;

overloaded
3

iii.

and syntax, are included definiteness and unambiguousness of
expression,
a-yvuffTov
ti

chiefly

1404, a, 24-b, 37.

eAA.7jj&amp;gt;i

evav-

Aeeo&amp;gt;s,

c, 7,

c.

6,

rb

which consists

in the true relation belatter

c. 9.
8

the

The

dcrre?oj/

and

ev8oKL/j.ovv,

irpb op.fj.druv iroielv, &c., c.

*

Ibid, to c. 4: fin.
TO
etj/, iii. 5, in which,
besides correct gender, number

TT)S

Af.

tween matter and style,
7
The former c. 8, the

st3 le.

1 sq.

OJKOS

-K^-KOV T.

as well as rb

and fv^paarov.

sq.
&amp;lt;J

c.

12.

10
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direct from

Aristotl&amp;gt;

in

yet founded upon his teaching.
present form,
in the last section of the Itkeiuric, which treats of
it is

its

arrangement, prominence is in the first place given to
two indispensable parts of every speech the presentation
:

of the subject-matter, and the demonstration. To these
are added in the majority of speeches an introduction
and a conclusion, so that there are four chief parts in
1

[ill.-

parts

The method of treatment which each of these
demands, and the rules both for their arrangement

and execution which the character of the circumstances
require, are discussed with great knowledge and pene
And just as Aristotle s theory of oratory as a
tration.

whole does not neglect the external aids to success, so
here also devices are touched upon \vhich are permitted
to the orator only in consideration of the

his hearers or of his case.

3

The

weakness of

Rhetoric stands in

this respect also as the exact counterpart of the Topics.

But here, as there, it is impossible to
detail.
discussions into greater
Xarrairp60eo~is, cxpnsltio.
tion is merely a particular kind
of it which is employed only in
forensic speeches c. lii, 1414, a,
1

;

the proofs,

c.

19 the conclu

sion.
a

Cf. c.y. c. 14, 141&quot;), b,
\av0dveiv on iravra.
/LIT?

5e? 5e

rov \6yov ra roiavra

34 sqq.
In accordance with
this division Aristotle discusses
first (c. 14 sq.) the introduction,
secondly (c. 1(!) the exposition of
the subject (which, however, he
here again calls Siriyrjffis), c. 17
c.

scj.

13.

these

follow

70^ d/cpoarV Kal ra
^Tre)

irpbs
ta&amp;gt;

/uaros aKouorra,
$ ovdtv 5e? irpooi/jiiov,

TO

irpay/j-a

iVeIV

ex]i &(rirep au/j.a

&&amp;lt;/

4:
f|o&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;pav\ov

rov irpdy-

/j.r)

roiovros

a\\ $ oaov

KtQahaiuows, iva
K&amp;lt;pa\T)i&amp;gt;.
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CHAPTER XV
THE PHILOSOPHY OF ART

l

BESIDES knowledge and action, Aristotle distinguishes,
as a third branch, artistic production,

and

to theoretic

and

The

latter,

practical he adds poetic science.

he

2

how

with the same comprehensive
grasp as the two former. Of such of his works as have
come down to us only one is devoted to art, and that
ever,

fails

to

treat

not to art as a whole, but to the art of poetry; and
even this we possess only in an imperfect form. But

even of those which are

lost

none treated of

of fine art, in a comprehensive manner. 3
1

art,

or even

Apart from a

2

E.
MULLER, Gescli. der
Theoric der Kunst bci den Alten,
ii. 1-181
BRANDIS, ii. b, 1683

See vol. i. pp. 106 sq., 182.
There is, according to Aria great difference bestotle,

sqq. iii. 156-178; TEICHMULLER,
Arist. Forsch. vol. i. ii. 1867,

tween these to TC XKTJ belong all
the products of intelligence,
beautiful and useful alike
see

1869

REIXKEXS,
Kunst les. ub. Trayoclw, 1870;
DOBING, Kunstleltre d. Arist.
1876.
For further literature on
the subject see below and of.
UEBERWEG, Grundr. i. 204 sq.
cf. SUSEMIHL, Jakrb.
f. P/tilol.
;

Arist.

iiber

;

Ixxxv. 395 sqq. xcv. 150 sqq. 221
sqq. 827 sqq. cv. 317 sqq., in the
preface and notes to his edition
of the Poetics (2 ed.
1874), and
in Hursian s Jakresbericht for
1873, p. 594 sqq. 1875, p. 381 sqq.
1876, p. 283 sqq.

3

;

;

inter aliap.lQ7,n.2, sup. , Metaph.
While re1, 981, b, 17, 21.

i.

marking, Metapli. ibid., that some
of the Ttx vai serve nplis ravayKaia,
others
Trpbs

ruv

irpbs Siaycoy^v,

7?8oj/V

jUTjSe

eTrio-Trj/xcDv

while

irpbs

en

/j.^

ravayKcua

are different from

both, he fails, nevertheless, to
give any fuller account of the
marks which distinguish the fine
from the merely useful arts in
Phys. ii. 8, 199, a, 15 he is discussing, not (as

TEICHMULLER,
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book upon Music, whose genuineness is highly doubtful,
we hear only of historical and dogmatic treatises upon
1

poets and the art of poetry,
probably likewise spurious.

among which some were

We

cannot, therefore, look
to Aristotle for a complete theory of art
nor are his
views even upon the art of poetry fully known to us
;

from the sources which we possess.
2
founded, like Plato s,
not on the conception of beauty in the abstract, but on

Aristotle s philosophy of art

that of art.

The conception

and undefined to the

is

of beauty remains vague

In dealing with moral beauty

last.

Aristotle compares the beautiful with the

much

on

as the latter is desirable

good inas

own

its

account,

3

remarking at the same time elsewhere that, looked
at from other points of view, it is as compared with
Ar. Forsch.

ii.

two kinds of

89 sqq. believes)
but a twofold

arts,

of art generally
relation
nature. Cf. p. 303, n. 3, infra,

DURING,
1

On

p.

to

and

80 sq.

this treatise see vol.

i.

p.

The fragment in
PLUT. De Mns. 23, p. 1139, which
ROSE (Fragm. 43, p. 1482) and
HEITZ (Fr. 75, p. 53) refer to
the Eudemvi, but for which a
103, n.

1,

suj&amp;gt;ra.

suitable place could hardly be
found in this dialogue, seems to
me to come from it.
cannot,
however, regard this little piece,

We

with

its

Pythagoreanism

copious style, as Aristotle
2

s

Pltifi&amp;gt;ni.f

which

it differs

from

it.

3

Rhet. i.
Ka\bv p.\v olv

9,
13G15, a,
tffrlv & Uv Si

33:
avrb

firaLverbv ?J, ^
& &i/
ayaQbv ov 7J8u ?J, on ayaOuv. ii.
rb K a\bv as dis
13, 1389, b, 37
tinguished from TO crv/j-Qepov or
that which is good for the indivi
dual is the air\us ayaQuv. Of the

alperbv

oj&amp;gt;

:

numberless

passages

in

which

rb Ka\bv is used of moral beauty,
of goodness, several have
i.e.
already come before us, e.g. p.
149, n.
192,

p.

and

not

work.
given

(as

Of which account is
i.
BELGER, DC
p. 71)5.
Arlst. inArte Poctica comjioncnda
d/isoipulOi gives a full
and careful account of the points
in which Aristotle s theory of
art agrees witli Plato s, and those
Ph. d. Gr.

in

3,

n.

lol,

p.
6,

supra.

n.

2,

We

and
can

however, in Aristotle
P. REE, ToG KO.\OV
notio
Arist.
i)i
Eth.
Halle, 1875,
attempts to do) any more accu
rate definition of this concep
tion neither in the ethical nor
in the aesthetic field does he
seem to have felt the need of
find,

;

such definition.
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goodness a wider conception,
is

for

while the term good

applied only to certain actions, beauty

is

predicated

what is unmoved and unchangeable.
As the
essential marks of beauty he indicates, at one time
2
3
order, symmetry and limitation, at another right size
4
And yet how vague the conception of
and order.
is
still
left, and especially how remote is held to
beauty
1

also of

be

its

all

from the assertion

relation to sensible appearance, is obvious above
5
that it is chiefly in the mathe-

Metapli. xiii. 3, 1078, a, 31
rb ayaBbv Kal rb Ka\bv
erepov, rb /J.V yap afl ei/ 7rpa|et, rb
1

:

Se

eVel

is

and

unmoved (of.
p. 404, supra}, as

he attributes to Him 7rpa|is in the
wider sense (vol. i. p. 400, 11. 1, ad
ft/). ). But this does not justify us in
converting the passage before us

TEICHMULLEE

does, Arist.
209, 255 sqq.) into the
opposite of its plain sense. It
offers merely a further proof of
the uncertainty of Aristotle s
language with reference to rb
ayaObv and rb /caAoV. In Mttaph.
xiii. 3 he is thinking only of good
in the ethical sense.

FonseU.

-

ii.

Metaph.

KaXov

&amp;lt;rv/j.fj.erpia

ei STj

of

ibid.

fj.fyi(TTa

1.

6^877

36

:

rov 5e

rdis

Kal rb fapiav.ivov.

Kal

The

here are not different kinds
but the forms or

beauty,

of things in which
reveals
itself.
How
these points of view are main
tained in Aristotle s rules of art
qualities

beauty

sqq.,

xix.

1.

3

Practically
as

rb

u&amp;gt;piffp.tvov,

identical

DORING

with

rightly

observes, p. 97.
4
Poet. 7, 1450, b, 36 (cf.
Pol. vii. 4, 1326, a, 29 sqq. b, 22
see p. 259, n. 1, supra, also^Y/i. iv.
3, 1123, b, 6): TO yap KaXbv tv
;

al

absolutely

p. 397, n. 3,

(as

38, xvii.

Accord

8e Kal fv rois aKivf)Tois.

ingly Mathematics (whose object,
according to p. 183, is the un
moved) has to deal in a special
Ari
sense with the beautiful.
stotle applies, indeed, good as
well as beautiful to the deity,

who

is shown by MULLEB, p. 9
who compares also Probl.

ra|et

eVrt,

SLO

otire

av TL ytvoiTO KaXbv
u 7X e at yap TJ Bewpia iyyvs rov
avat(r97)TOv xpovov yivofjLtvt]} ovre
irafj./jLy0fs- ov yap apa T] Bewpia
yiverai, aAA. o^fTai ro7s deupovai
rb v Kal rb 8Ao/ e/c rr\s dewpias,
&amp;lt;pov

n&quot;

(&quot;

olov

el

As a

visible object

/j.vpicav

orraSicov

ei Tj

$ov.

must be easily
taken in by the eye by virtue of
its size, so a mythus must be
easy to retain. The parenthesis
if
(a-vyx^rai yap, &c.) means
an object is too small, its parts
become merged in each other,
and no clear picture of it is pos
:

It is probable that XP^ VOV
after avaia-6-firov has crept into
the text from Pkys. iv. 13, 222,
b, 15 (see BONITZ, Arist. Stud.
sible.

i.

96
5

;

SUSEMIHL,

m loco).

Metapli. ibid. 1078., b, 1.
In reply to TEICHMULLEE S
objections to the above remark
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above characteristics find

their application.

If beauty is a quality not less of
a scientific investigation or a good action than of a

work of art, it is too vague a concept to serve as the
foundation of a philosophy of art.
Aristotle accord
ingly at the beginning of the Poetics sets it wholly
aside. and starts from the consideration of the nature
of Art. 2 The essence of art Aristotle, like Plato,
finds,
1

generally speaking, to be imitation.
(Arist. Forftch.

ii.

275

sq.),

SUSE-

MIHL (Jahrb. f. Philol. cv. p.
321) has pointed out the confusion
between the concrete
phenomena of sense (e fj. colours,
sounds, &c.) and the abstract,
mathematical forms of sensible
existence.
awlffraffQai

jue AAet

/caAws

TOVS
e|eti/

irws

pvOovs,
rj

ei

iroir}(ris

(TEICHMULLER,
278), are of
course no argument against this
ii.

view.

It is

hardly necessary to

point out that such expressions
fa\us \tyftv, &c.
xe
(e.g. in Meteor, i. 14, 352, a, 7,
11; Polit. iv. 14, 1297, b, 38;
Mrtaph. xiii. 6 init. Eth. vii. 13,
and innumerable other passages),
have nothing to do with the

as KoAis

&quot;

;

specifically aesthetic
rb Ka\6v.
2

meaning

TEICHMULLKR, indeed,

of

starting point
art, Aristotle

lias
in

its

origin

his theory of

would bave devoted himself before
everything
else

to its

closer investigation,
result
of
this investigation
as the
criterion of the claims of art.

and would have used the

This, however, he does not do
while, of course, he demands of a work of art that it

and the
four aesthetic ideas
(order, symmetry, limitation and
p.

and

should be beautiful, while he
speaks of a *aAy % X
M^floy, a
pvOos /caAAiW, a KCIAA C-TTJ rpay-

w

&c. (Poet. c. 9 fin. c. 11,
1452, a, 32, c. 13, 1452, b, 31,
1453, a, 12. 22, and passim}, yet
he never deduces any rule of art
from the universal conception of
beauty, but rather from the special aim of a particular art.
3
Poet. i. 1447, a, 12 Con the
different forms of
poetry and
y5/a,

music)
in

a detailed discussion of beauty

size), ibid.

It

:

The words here used,

1

Sct

:{

208-278, has at-

to show that Aristotle s
theory of art is based upon the
of
This
conception
beauty.

tempted

attempt, however, is rightly discredited by DOBING, p. 5 sqq.
If the abstract con93, sqq.
ception of beauty had been his

:

Truirai

Tvyxdvovviv

ov&amp;lt;rai

rb avvoXov.
c. 2 init.
and often. In the words,
T ^
Phy*. ii. 8, ISM), a, 15,
rex^n *ra p.tv ^TrtreAe? & 7; Qixns
/j-i^a-fis
e.

3 init.

o\&amp;lt;as

oSio/arel

airepydiraffOai,

fu/xe?Tc, art is
is

used as

5e

TO.

tine art.

mere imitation, but

it

It

may,

indeed, be also regarded as a
perfecting of nature, as in the
training of the voice or deportment.
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in the imitative instinct and the joy felt in its exercise
which distinguishes man above all other creatures ;

hence also the peculiar pleasure which art

affords. 1

In

this pleasure, springing as it does from the recognition
of the object represented in the picture and from the

enjoyment thus obtained, Aristotle further recognises
an intimation of the universal desire for knowledge. 2

But

as

knowledge

is

of very different value accord

ing to the nature of the object

known,

necessity be true of artistic imitation

3

this will of

The

also.

object
generally speaking, nature or the
4
But nature includes man
actual world of experience.

of imitation in art

and his actions

;

is,

indeed,

it is

with

man

alone that the

most impressive arts viz. poetry and music have to
do 5 and the object which it is the essential aim of the
;

imitative artist to represent consists not merely of the
outward appearance of things, but to a much greater
1

Poet, 4 init.,

added:

where it is
from the

this is obvious

fact that good pictures delight
us even when the objects represented produce themselves quite
as in
the opposite impression
the case of loathsome animals
or corpses. Cf. foil. n.
2
Poet. 4, 1448, b, 12, Ari:

continues
TOVTOV [joy in works of art], on
rb /JLavQdveiv ov /J.QVOV TO?S ^)i\o&amp;lt;r6stotle

:

eiKovas

/cat

TTO^TIK^,

o-v/j.paivei

fKe ivos, cTrei eav /u,^ Tir^r? Trpoecapa/cws, ov Sid /j.ifj.r)fjLa Troir)(rei

d\\d

Sid

Ti]v

irav
77

^

f/SG

avrb rb

e&amp;lt;

&amp;gt;

$&amp;lt;rre

ffv/u./3aivei.
4

opuvTts,

Kal

Kav

^e^T^eVov
yap firl Tovry
d\\a (Tv\\oyi(r/u6s CITTLV
X a(/P
on TOVTO e/ceTvo,
iJ.avQa.vsiv n

eVl

on

77,

ov

Koivcwovaiv
/Spax&quot;
yap TOVTO xaipovvi TO.S

d\\d

0capovvTas ^avQdvfiv Kal o~v\\oyieadai T( tKaffTOv, olov &TI OVTOS

TjSovjjv

Kal

/jLe/j-iu-nufvov

3

aAA

avrov. 8ta

Se

:

Kal TOLS a\\ois

Qois I$HTTOV,
0/j.oius-

atriov

rrjv xpoidv TJ Sid
77
jRket.i. 11, 1371, b,
a\\-r)v alnav.
4 eTrel Se rb jj.avQd.veiv re f)Sv Kal
Tb Qav^d^fiv, KOI TO. roidSe dvdyKrj
rjSe a flvai olov TO re
winrep ypatyiK^ Kal a

Cf. p. 303, n. 3, supra.
Phys. ii. 8 see p. 303, n. 3.
Cf. foil. n. and page. Even
:

3

of the art of dancing it is said,
c. 1. 1447, a, 27
Kal yap OVTOL
:

Sia

TUIV

pifjiOvvTai

ffX nu-aTi^oiJ.evwv

Kal

tfd-ri

Kal

pvd/j.a&amp;gt;v

irdQt]

Kal
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He may
essence.
degree of their inner intelligible
and
actual, or he
confine himself to what is universal
1
lie may
rise above it, or he may sink below it.
may

or as they are commonly
represent things as they are,
2
It is in re
as
or
to
be,
they ought to be.
supposed
last kind that the chief function
presentations of this
Art
of art consists.
according to Aristotle must re
as such, but the universal,
present not the individual
the necessary and the natural. It must not be content

The
but must idealise it.
must both be true to his subject
3
the poet must tell us, not what
and improve upon it
be according to the nature of
must
what
but
has been,
naked

to reflect

reality

painter, for instance,

;

the case, and on this account Aristotle prefers poetry to
and more nearly allied to philo
history, as higher
reveals to us not only individual
sophy, seeing that it
4
And this holds not only of
facts but universal laws.
Poet.

1

01

llOVVTai

2

init.

/JLL/JLOV/J.fl

:

Se

tvel

Oi

/it-

TTpdrrOVraS,

dvdyKT) 8e rovrovs ^ &amp;lt;rirov$aiovs ti
flvai
#ro* &f\riovas
Ko.9
7)
was ti x fi P ovas % Kai
.

.

.

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;av\ovs

TOIOVTOVS, which Aristotle proceeds to illustrate from painting,

poetry, and music.
Ibid. 25, 14GO, b, 7

yap
kv

iroibs,

^rcl

faypdQos

avdyKJi fjuptiadai rpiuv ovrwv

fvna.fi-

yap ola^v^i
olo flvai
eo-rii/, ^ olo^ao-l Kal 5o/ce?, ^
We may regard these words
5?.
;is genuine, although they stand
in a rather suspicious section.

rbv

aptO/JL^v

3

fj/uas

1)

Poet. 15, 1454, b, 8

jut/iTjo-is

far iv

Set

fj.i/j.f

duvs
VOL.

?;

11.

rpayyMa
iffdai

Kot

:

tird 8e

fifXriovwv,

rovs
01
701^

ISiav
ryv
/j.op(pT)v,
TTOlOVVTfS, KO\\IOVS
The idealism of
ypdtyovff iv.
the Greek statues of the gods
( ^ (1
not of course escape the

6/JLOlOVS

&amp;gt;

philosopher s notice;

of.

vol.

ii.

217. n. 5, su/tra.
l
ou rb rd yiPoet. 9 init.
v6/j.fva \4yeiv, TOVTO TTOIIJTOV tpyov

p.

:

:

/ii/t^T^S & irotTjrrjs, Soffircp
ris &\\os flitovoii

e ffTt

(I

airo8i56i Tes

dyadovs
fnflvoi

a\\ ofa
Kal ra
&^ ytvoiTO,
ei*cbs *) rb avaySvvara Kara
jb
Kawv.
yap Iffropucb* Kal & iroirrrys
ov rf c/n/ierpo \4ytiv /) fyfrpa
ftr) yap &i/ TO
HpoSoSiaQepovviv
rov ets /ieVpo rfd^vai, Kal ovStv
ris pcra
TJTTOV &v cTrj taropta
/ut rpou J) avtv utrpuv, oAAa rovry
pet, ry rov p.tv ra ytvop.*va
8ib
\fyfiv, rbv 5e ola Uv yfvoiro.
eVrii/,

f&amp;gt;

5ta&amp;lt;^e

Kal

&amp;lt;pi\offO(j&amp;gt;&amp;lt;aTfpov

rfov
rfpov

iroiiiffts

Kal

&amp;lt;nrov8aio~

Iffropias tffriv

^

p.fv
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The former in
also of comic.
poetry but
us forms which transcend ordinary
bringing before
of human
limits must give us an ennobled picture
serious

nature, for

it

must represent typical characters in

whom

is sensibly
the true nature of certain moral qualities
but the latter also, although dealing
exhibited to us
2
the weaknesses of human nature,
with
necessarily
attack
must nevertheless make it its chief end not to
l

;

character.
individuals but to present types of

5

C.

^aAAoi/ TO. Kad6\ov, 7)
Had eKaffrov \syei.

Troika-is

yap

TTOI^ TO
8e K00oAou /iev, T
TroT OTTO ffvpfiatvei Ae yen/ v) irparreiv Kara TO ei/cbs T] TO avayKalov

:

T]

Se

7]

TO.

iffTOpia

3

While,

^fv yap [comedy]

jSeArious

T&V

vvv.

C. 5

Z&amp;lt;TTI

o0

5e

TO.

67rpaej/

flidSrjs

1-151, b,

29

:

irotetV

v)

ri

apa ffvu-ftri ycv6ou0ej/
[rbv iroujrV]
^

oTa

eh/cu

Swara
a, 33

&i/

ouSei/ /cwAuei

TOIOUTO

yeveffOai Kal
Cf. C. 15, 1454,

ekos

-/e
:

X
T?

TO
TO eiKoy, cixTTe TOV roiovrov
roiaura \fyeiv v) irpdrretv /) 01/07f&amp;gt;

KoToi/

T)

ei/cbs,

KO! TOUTO

^CTO TOUTO

twos.

yiveffOai ;} avayKcuov
it is
1447, b, 13 sqq.:
r)

C.

1,

not the

metre but the content that makes
the poet.
Empedocles (whose
Aristotle praises
but
in Diog. viii. 56) has nothing
the metre in common with Homer.
1
Poet. 15 (see p. 305, n. 3,

Homeric power

continues: OUTW
supra), Aristotle

ToAAo TO
TWV

Kal
opyiAous Ka\ pa.dvp.ovs
tTrl

i)6(t&amp;gt;v,

7ropdSc-i7^,a
()

,.__ SeT &C.

note and

c.

/xej/,

KOTO

Cf.

13, 1153, a, 1G.

ou

dAAa

Tracrai/

IUd.

7ra0ej/.

K&.V

ewa

7evo/xea&amp;gt;i/

AA/a-

eKao-Toy, ri

5e

TOW
TO

fj.6pi.ov.

rt

7ap

/cat

KOI ou (pdapriKOV.
3
Cf. Pwrf. 9, 1451, b, 11 sqq.
c. 5, 1449, b, 5; Eth. iv. 14, 1128,
Aristotle here gives the
a, 22.
aj/coSui/oj/

the preference over
the Old because it refrains from
abuse (aurxpoAo7/a). He gives
Homer, moreover, the credit
of being
(Poet. 4, 1448, b, 34)
creator, in the character of Mar-

New Comedy

git es, of

comedy,

ou ifyoyov

dAAo

TO 7eAoToi&amp;gt; Spo/iOTOTroir/o-as. The
Poetics are doubtless the source
n. 2) of the re
(cf. vol. i. p. 102,
mark in CRAMEE S Anecd. Paris.
Append. I. (Arist. Poet, p 78;
VAHL. p. 208 Fr. 3 Sus.):
pei
r ^ s AoiSopios, eVet r/ pv
r) KOtfJUftil*
TO Trpoo&quot;onrapo/coAuTTTcos
;

5io^&amp;gt;e

AoiSopIo

6vra

KOKO

5t|eio-iV,

TTJS /caAou^eVTjs

^ 5e

SeiTo:

e^iKpaVews [indica

To this subject belongs
the remark in Ithet. iii. 18, 1419,
b, 7, where it is said that elpweia
is more worthy of the freeman
than /Sw^oAoxia. This also had

tion].
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and Aristotle agree in regarding art
as a species of imitation, they draw very different con
clusions from this account of it. Plato thinks of it only
as the imitation of sensible phenomena and accordingly

therefore, Plato

expresses the utmost
worthlessness of art

it

presentation
of universal truths

to us

vehicle

the

as

artistic

upon

and

falsity

Aristotle, on the other hand,

;

looks

the

for

contempt
!

sensible

and thus

places

above the empirical knowledge of individual things.
We are now in a position to explain what Aristotle

about the aim and the

says

two passages

2

to

distinguishes four different uses

sion to refer, he

been particularly treated of by
Aristotle in the Poetics (Rkct. i.
1

1372, a,

11,

Siwpurrai Se

:

In

Art.

of

effect

which we have already had occa

irepl

of

op9(os.

70)77)1 r

yap rovro rpirov Otrtov
wi
On the other hand it
flp-n/j.fi
is very definitely referred to in
the second (134 1, b, 3(5)
Kal

cf.

VAHLEX,

ibid. p.

76; Fr.

2),

from which must come Fr. 9 of
the

Paris,

Anci-d.

ibid.

tfQi)

:

a Kal ra
rd re
elpuviKa Kal ra rwv aKa^ov-jiv.
See Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 79 J a
view which is not consistent with
the fact that art is at the same
time regarded as one of the most
important means of education
whose function is the presentation
of moral ideas (ibid. p. 532 sq.
20y
772 sq. 800 sq; cf. ty
K&amp;lt;t)/j.(p8.as

/3a&amp;gt;/ioA&amp;lt;$x

rwi&amp;gt;

.

:

5

ov

evfKfv

/j.ius

xpT}(T0at

&amp;lt;pajj.lv

uKpeAci ay
Sflv aAAa

rfj

KO!

1

-

&quot;/

D).
2
Pol. viii. 5, 7, see p. 266,
supra. In the former of these
passages no mention is made of

purification

(133 J,

a,

;

it

15):

merely asked
rivos 5e? X*P IV

is

ir6rtpov
avairauffews
oirjTeov

irpbs

us

dpTTJ

.

irpbs

.

.

rpirov
re

ai/faiis

Kal Trpks rT]V TTJS avvrovlas aiairav-

But, on this account, to
ffiv}.
change the text of the latter
passage with SPENGEL (L eber
die Ka6ap&amp;lt;ns ruv Tradrj/j.dTcatf Ablt.
der philos.-philol. A /, der Bayr.
t

and to read
eveKtv Kal Ka^d^ffftas,
irpbs Siayuyj]v, rpirov
8t irpbs fotffiv re .Sec. or K. y. iratS.
K.
Kaflapo&quot;.,
irpbs aveaiv re
Aluid. ix.
Kal

yap
.

1,

16 sq.),

:

-jraifitias

.

.

&amp;lt;iv.

is

.

TI reiveiv rr\v

vvap.f:vi]v

Ka.6dp(T(i)S

8ia~ywyT)V,

irpbs

avdiravatv, rpiiov 8e irpbs Siayuy^v,

aurf/j,

.

Kal
5t

.

.

.

rb

a violent

which
xiv.

expedient against

BERN AYS

ISuy,

p.

(lihe-in.

AIus.

370 sqq.) rightly

x2
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music

it serves (i) as a relaxation and amusement
means of moral culture (iii) as an enjoyable exer
and (iv) as a purifying influence. Whether each

1

:

;

as a
(ii)
cise

;

;

form of art has this fourfold function or not, he does not
have regarded
expressly say nor could he in any case
;

them as all alike in this respect. Of the plastic arts he re
marks that their ethical effect, although considerable, is
of music, 2 while he probably hardly
thought of attributing a purifying influence to them.
Where they confine themselves to the exact imitation
inferior to that

of particular objects, they serve in his view no higher
than the satisfaction of a rather shallow

purpose

The first of these pro
hardly permissible, even
from the point of view of style,
while neither of them finds any
support in the alleged contra

protests.

posals

is

between c. 5 and c. 7, as
not unfrequently the case in
Aristotle that a preliminary divi
sion is supplemented in the sequel
diction

it is

what
on the

(cf e.g.
.

sqq.,

vol.

is said,

i.

1176, b, 27 sqq. p. 140, supra)
the former presupposes a higher
culture (see p. 309, n. 3, infra),
not so the latter and accordingly
they are completely separated
from one another, 1339, a, 25, b,
13, 15 sqq., ibid. 4; cf. a, 33.
;

:

Cf. p. 206, n. 5, sujtra.
-

Pol.

viii.

5,

1340,

a,

28

Se rccv alaOrjrwv iv

p. 400,

:

/j.tv

different classifica

tions of constitution) both, more
over, are inconsistent with the
distinction between edifying and
purifying music, as that is defi
nitely set forth in c. 7, and calls
for immediate notice.
Not merely three, as BEE-

TO?S ijdeaiv, oiov tv rots airro is Kal
ro7s yevffTols, aAA Iv rots oparo is

NAYS Hid. represents by taking
dj/a7raucris and Siaywyr) together.
Aristotle differentiates the two
very clearly: young people, he

ToiavTrjs cuV07j(rea;s KOivwvovffiv. ert
5e OVK tart Tavra 6/j.o iw/Jiara

;

1

are incapable of 81070)7}?,
they are very much
inclined to TrcuSta and dveffis (see
the
vol. ii. p. 267, n. 1, sujsra)
says,

whereas

;

an end in itself [re AosJ,
the latter a mere means (c. 5,

former
1339,

is

a, 29, b,

25-42

;

cf.

Eth.

s. 6,

ripe/ma

Gxy/JiaTa yap

moral
tures), aAA
(i.e.

eo&quot;Ti

attitudes
7ri

fj.iKpbv

roiavra

and ges
Kal

Trdvres

[read ov TroVres, as MtJLLER ibid.
10 sq. 348 sqq. conjectures] TT?S

TUIV

-}]dta&amp;gt;v,

aAAa

crTj/uela /xaAAo;

ra

tr^/uarc /cat ^paVaTa
Nevertheless, young
men ought not, oaov 5ta&amp;lt;|)ep6t Kal
TOVTUV Qzuipiav, to be
irepl r))v
allowed to study the pictures of
a Pauson but those of a Polygnotus Kav e? ns oAAos r&v ypa(peuv
yLyvop.ei/a
T()v

T]Q5i&amp;gt;v.
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Nor does he seem to expect from Comedy
see
which
below) either morally edifying or purify
(on
1

curiosity.

On the other hand, the purification of the
ing results.
emotions is the chief end, as we shall see, of serious
is not, of course, thereby ex
cluded from exercising upon the hearer other effects as
well which are either connected with or flow from the first.

art
poetry, although that

Granted that a part of this effect viz. the amusement
is due to the pleasure derived from sensible appear
ance, yet the higher and more valuable portion is due
to that ideal content which, according to Aristotle,

As

the function of Art to present.
intellectual

(Siaycoyr)) the

enjoyment

must appeal

it is

a means to nobler

higher poetry

to our reason, since according to Aristotelian

the
principles the measure of our rational activity is also
2
measure of our happiness
and, as a matter of fact,
;

Aristotle regards this purifying effect of art as standing
3
In like
in the closest relation to intellectual culture.

manner poetry can only

serve for moral edification by
and aim of moral action in

exhibiting to us the nature

examples that excite our admiration or abhorrence, as
4
Aristotle holds it ought undoubtedly to do.
Finally,
as to the purifying effect of Art, we must admit
1

Cf.

2

See

Eth.

x. 8,

vo&amp;gt;.

ii.

the

p. 304, n. 2, sup.

quotations

sup. vol.

ii.

p.

from

143,n.

1.

In the words quoted from
Pt^.viii.5, p. 307, n. 2, supra: irpbs
3

that

would not belong

&amp;lt;pp6vijaris

to Siaytay^ but to the previously
mentioned apery. This, however,
is incorrect.
By aper^ Aristotle

means moral

independently of him THUROT,
Etudes siir Arist. 101, propose to

virtue, the training
character
by Siayuy^i Kal
the training of the intellect and the taste.
Cf. what
was said about Siayuy^ supra,

read, instead of

vol.

5iayuyf]v TI ffv/j.fid\\eTai Kal tppovt\aiv.

TUVTJI/

SPENGEL,

(or

ibid. p. 16,

&amp;lt;pp&amp;lt;5v7)&amp;lt;nj

rlxv&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;paiv(iv),

,

and

tv&amp;lt;ppo-

remarking

of

;

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;p6v-n&amp;lt;ris,

ii.
4

p. 2GG, n. 6.

See

p.

301

sq.
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that to this day, after

all

the endless discussions to which

Tragedy has given rise, no
arrived at upon the question
has
been
agreement
wherein, according to his view, it consists and what are
1

Aristotle s definition of

This is, however, the
production.
in
extant
the
since
less extraordinary,
portion of the
Poetics the fuller discussion of purification contained in

the conditions of

its

2
missing, though the want may be
These show, in the
partly supplied from other passages.
first place, that the purification of the emotions which

the original work

is

effected

is

by art takes place not in the work of art itself,

but in those who see or hear

it.

the immediate object

as

is not,

For a review of these see
SUSEMIHL, Arist. IT. TroirjT. p. 36
sqq. and elsewhere (see p. 300,
n. 1); KEINKENS, p. 78-135, and
DORING, p. 203 sqq. 339 sq. the
some seventy
discusses
last
essays and treatises bearing on
the subject, most of them written
1

;

within the previous fifteen years.
2
See supra, vol. i. p. 102, n. 2.
3
GOETHE (Nacltlese zu Arist.
Poetik, 1826; JSrieftveoJisel mit
Zelter, iv. 288, v. 330, 354) ex
plained the words 5t eAeou KOL
tt TT]V TWV TOLOVTCaV
icdQapffiv in the defi
nition of tragedy, Poet. 6, 1449,
24 sqq. as referring to the
tranquillising effect upon the
This expla
actors themselves.
b,

now

univer
sally acknowledged to be inad
nation, however, is

missible

(e.(j.

by MULLBR,

3

We further learn that

was formerly supposed, 4

that the Kddapins is effected in
the audience, and the same may
be proved, as MULLEE well shows,
from the Poetics; for it could be
said that tragedy, through fear
and pity, effects a purification of
these emotions in the actors only
on condition that they came upon
the stage in a condition of fear
or pity, which
L/ESSIXG,
(as
Ilanih. Dramat. 78 St. has re

marked) is by no means usually,
and in the circumstances cannot
Ari
however, has expressed
himself on this point as clearly
A el yap
as possible, c. 14 init.
[he says in treating of the produc
tion of the &amp;lt;po/3epbv and
possibly often be, the case.
stotle,

KOI &vfv rov

rov

5av

fj-vOov uiffre

ovrca

TOV a-Kovovra ra

iv6jj.tva.

Kal (ppirreiv

teal

ibid.

380 sqq.; BERNAYS, ibid. 137;
SPENGEL, ibid. 6). Apart from
the linguistic difficulty, Pol. viii.
7, 1342, places beyond a doubt

4

Thus LESSING, with all pre
Ham b.Dram. 74-78
St. ( WerJee, vii. 352 sqq. Lackm.)
this purification depends on

vious writers,

:
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moral improvement, but primarily the production of
Aristotle himself defi
an effect upon the emotions.
between purification and moral
nitely distinguishes
culture as separate aims

l
:

he would use

for the latter as

a style of music which is wholly
opposed to the former
treatment. 2 PTe describes
different
different and requires
as a species of healing
purification, moreover,

and

as a

nothing else than the trans
formation of the passions into
promptitudes to virtue (p. 352).
lie has been followed by many

TOS

SPBNGEL in the
others,
e.g.
treatise referred to, p. 307, n. 2,

Kal TOVS (pofiriTiKobs Kal
f AfTJ/uovas
TOVS SAws iraOriTtKovs [the M8S.
reading for which Spengel un
necessarily suggests 6\ws TOVS
5 a\\ovs Kad offov (iriira0.], TOVS
TWV TOIOVTUV ewaaTy, Kal

snipra.

Pol. viii. 7, 1341, b, 36, see
?TI 5 OVK
c. G, 1341, a, 21

1

mpra

.

Kxipovs xprjffTfOV eV ols
Svvarai
dftapia KaOapffiv fj.n\\ov

T)

yiyvfffQai

larpfias -TV-

ravrb

.

ird(rx fiv

Tiva

8)j

Ka^ TOWS

KaQapaiv

Kal

auT&amp;lt;j3

S^e preceding n. and c 7.
1341, b, 32: since we must dis
tinguish a moral, a practical and
an exciting and inspiring kind of
music, and since further music
has to serve the different ends
there
stated at p. 307, n. 2,
fore Qavfpbv on xPWTtov pfv

TCUS

irdaais

a\\a

irpbs

T]9iKU)Ta.Tais

ov

appovtats,

av-r bv 5e rp6irov

Trdffais

-rbv

xP&quot;n

ffT * ov -

pev r^v iraitifiav rat?
irpbs 8e aKpoaviv trepans

YdpOVpyOVVTUV

KO.I

TCLlS TTpa.KTlKO.l

Kdl rats tvQovviaff-TiKous.

?

yap

i

irfpi

Kal TO.

&amp;gt;

8ia&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;(pei

r&amp;lt;f

does not seem to be any reason
to doubt these words with REIN-

KENS,
5

(v0ov(Tia&amp;lt;Tfj.6s.

TOUTTJS

nvfs

t\f os Kal
p. 156], olov

T^S

flffiv

Kal

Kivriafcas

IK 5c

ruv itpuv
6rav

x

&amp;lt;p6&os.

yap

/fara/f

virb

TO.

/xe Arj

KaOapTiKa iraptx fl

TO S
avdpw-xois.
cij8Aa/3r/
Xapav
(This is a further effect of purify
ing music, different from the cait purifies the 7ra07jOapffis itself
:

TiKol
all

;

and affords enjoyment to
the lacuna therefore which

TiiUROT, Etudes, 102 sq. surmises
before d/jLotus 5e cannot be ad
mitted.)

From

this

passage,

(however we may interpret its
general meaning) this at any rate
seems obvious, that according to
Aristotle there is a kind of music
which produces a catharsis,
although it possesses no ethical
character,

fl T V $ f
pus, rovro (v irdffais vwdpx
xal
/j.ii\\ov [there
T\TTOV

?Tt

taffirfp

X^vras Kal
rovro avayKalov

irpbs TOVS TOIOV-

V, taffTf

TOVS

Kadi&amp;lt;rra/j.fvovs

and may

not, there

be used in the education of
the youth, nor practised by the
it
citizens, although
may be
listened to by them
namely,
exciting music*; but if this is so,
the catharsis, while not without
an indirect moral influence,
re
in
itself, as
yet cannot
garded from the point of view
fore,
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mental alleviation accompanied by pleasure, and accord
1

ingly looks for it not in any improvement of the will or
in the production of virtuous inclinations, 2 but in the
equalisation of disturbances produced by violent emo
3
tions and the restoration of
equanimity. It is here of less

importance, in point of actual fact, whether it is the reli
gious or the medical meaning of purification that is pro

minent in Aristotle

mind

s

4
;

since in either case alike

we

are dealing with a figurative expression, in the sense that
the term does not admit of being transferred
literally

from the one sphere to the other, 5 and we can only decide
of its immediate effect, consist
in the production of a definite
character of will. That this is
true also of the
purification
effected by tragedy admits of less
doubt owing to the fact that pre
cisely those emotions with

which

has to deal (see infra) are
here expressly connected with
excitement, i.e. pity and fear.
See preceding n. Similarly
in Poet. c. 14, 1453, b, 10 the aim of
tragic representation, which ac
cording to c. 6 consists in cathar
ou yap
sis, is placed in a pleasure

it

1

:

iraffav 5e? ^VjT?j/ rjSovrjv curb
Si ay,

aAAa

airb

eAeov Kal

SeT rjSovrjv

rfyv olKGiav.
(p6fiov

rpaywSe T^J/

eTrel

Sta

7ra/ja&amp;lt;r/ceuaetj/

u.

/u.i l

rov

f)&amp;lt;re&amp;lt;as

TTOJTJ-

&C.
Viz. xaipeiv opdus Kal \virc?Pol. viii. 5, 1340, a, 15, 22
see p. 266, supra.
3
This is the sense in which
many writers in antiquity took
Hj&amp;gt;

2

&amp;lt;r0ai,

purification,

;

AEISTOXENUS
714), Ps. JAMBL.

e.g.

(Ph. d. Gr. i. p.
Mystcr. Aegypt. p. 22, PROKL. in
Plat. Hemp. (Plat. Opp. Basil.
1534) p. 360, 362, PLUT. Sept.
Sap. Conv. c. 13, p. 156 c.

conviv. III.

Quecst.

657
der

A

;

of.

8,

2,

11,

p.

BERNAYS, Grundzuge

Verlorenen Abhandlung d.
Arist. iibtr WirJcung der Trader
godie (Abh.
Hist.-philos.
Gesellscliaft in Breslau 1. 1858),
155
199.
id.
Ueber die
p.
sqq.
trag. Katharsis bei Arist. (RJiein.
Mm. xiv. 374 sq.)
4
After Bockh had indicated,
;

in 1830 ( Ges. kl. Scliriften, i.
180),
this reference in
to
icddapo-is

medical purgation it was taken
up first by A. WEIL (JJeb. d.

Wirkung der Trag.

nacli Arist.

Verhandl. der 10. Vers. deutscher
Philologcn, Bale, 1848, p. 136

more

fully and indepen
of his predecessors by
Bernays in the treatises men
tioned in preceding note which
go deeply into this question.
sqq.),

dently

These were followed by THUROT,
Etudes, 104, and many others
cf. BORING, ibid. 278
sqq. who
likewise resolutely defends this
view, ibid. p. 248 sqq.
3
On the other hand it cannot
be supposed that Aristotle uses
the word itddapa-is, which he had
coined to express a definite effect
;
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how far he means

extend the analogy contained in

to

3

ill

it

by a reference to other passages and to the whole scope
It seems probable that he took
of his doctrine.
tcdOapais. as we might use
purgation/ in the first instance to

mean the expulsion from the body of burdensome or inju
rious matter, 1 but that inasmuch as he

was here dealing
with the application of this conception to states of the
emotions, he came to connect with it, as he went on, the

idea of deliverance from pollution and spiritual disease as
well 2 just as in general one readily combines notions

connected with the same expression in a confused com
pound without clearly discriminating them from one
of artistic representation, in the
Politics of music in a different
sense from that in which in the
Poetics he employs it of tragedy,
nor does Pol. viii. 7, 1341, b, 38
give the remotest justification to
the presumption that the tragic
catharsis is specifically different
from the musical. The one may be
produced by different means from
the other, but the effect indicated

by

KaGapffis

must

itself in

both

cases be essentially the same,
unless we are to attribute to
Aristotle a confusion of terms

which is wholly misleading.
STARR, Arist. und die Wlrk. d.
Trag. p. 13 sq. 21 sq.,
sufficiently distinguish

does not

between

these two.
Polit.

viii.

7,

uxTirep larpcias
fffdis

.

.

.

Kal

apffiv

Tfaffi

own
1342,

expressions,
10, 14:
Kal KaOdp-

a,

rvx^ras

yiyvftrdai Tiva Ka6-

Kovtyi^ffrOat

/j.(d

^Sovrj^,

the remark in Ps. JAMBL. DC
My st. i. 11 that the emotions
(SvvdfjLfis Tu&amp;gt;vira6rj/j.drcav&quot;) airoir\rjpof i/rcu Kal tvnvdfv airoKaOaip6ibLf-

vai

.

.

.

that Aristotle
Renyy. 362
objects to Plato that he was
wrong in forbidding tragedy and

Comedy,

efrrep

Sia

roinwv Swarof
ra irdOrj Kal

t/uL/j.fTp jjs a.iroiTiu.ir\d.va.i

a.TToir\r (ravras

fvfpya irphs rrjv iraiT ^ irTTOvf}Kbs avrwv
BepairfvffavTcis all point to this.
According to Polit. viii.
l

Setav

ex 6

1 *

f&amp;gt;,

1341, a, 21, orgiastic music is in
place cV ols TJ detapta [the repre
sentation] KaQapffiv /j.a\\ov Svvarai
and c. 7, 1342, a,
t)
/j.ddr)&amp;lt;nv,
la.rptlaa.nd KaOapins are attributed
to e|op7ta^oj/TO r))V ^&quot;xV
7/A definite kind of religious music
is therefore compared in its effect
with medical purgation.
Aris
totle seems also to have employed
the word
which refers
to the cancelling of transgressions
by offerings and other religious
acts, to express the same effect.
1&amp;gt;

M^

a&amp;lt;po(ri(a&amp;lt;ris,

Aristotle s

1

in

airoiravovTai,

and

in PllOCL.

PBOCL.

360 represents him
why he rejected
tragedy and comedy, Kal Tavra
ibid. p.

as asking Plato
(TvvTf\ovffas
KO.QWV,

that

irpbs

a&amp;lt;po(ri&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;(Tiv

rcav

and replying himself, p. 362,

it is

not true that they serve
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This very notion of purgation, moreover, was
one in which the ancients were unable to keep the ideas of
from one another. 1 All the
healing and expiation distinct

another.

the question
more, however, are we bound to investigate
which
as to the internal processes
according to Aristotle
are the means and condition of the purification effected
art,

by
the

So much we learn from his own utterances, that
consists in deliverance from some

purification

dominating excitement of passion or overwhelming
~
and accordingly we must under
mental depression
;

3
stand by the expression in the first instance not any
the soul of permanent affections, but
purification within
4
When we ask
the removal from it of unhealthy ones.

Whoever

1

is

of

possessed

enthusiasm or any other violent
and enslaving emotion which
is
presses on him as a biirden
as Aristotle ex
KaraKuxtfJ-os,
8.
presses it, Pol. viii. 7. 1342, a,
KaraKwx^l or KO.TOKWX^, however,
dtia
is originally conceived of as
KaroKiaxT], from which deliverance
is to be obtained by reconcilia

tion with God, the

malady

is

a

divine visitation, the cure is the
result of propitiation (cf. PLA.TO,
Phtfdr. 244 Dsq.).
In the words quoted, p. 311,
n. 2, supra, from PoUt. viii. 7, en
thusiasm is spoken of as a form of

excitement by which many per
sons are possessed (/caraKwx^ 04 )?
and of which, by means of orgi
astic music, they are as it were
cured and purified, and the word
is used to express the
Kov(f&amp;gt;i(&amp;lt;rOai

same
3
4

effect.

As Zeller formerly thought.
ifaThe words icddapcris
might themselves mean
T&amp;lt;OV

either a purification of the emo
tions or deliverance from them,
for we may say either KaOaiptiv
Tiva Tivbs, to purify one of some
thing, or KaOaipeiv rl, to purge
defiling element. Medical
language adopted this use of the
word KaOapvis from the time of

away a

Hippocrates (see REINKENS, p.
151 sq. who follows Foesius). It
was transferred to the moral
the
sphere, e.g. by Plato, in
Phcsdo 69 B, when he says that
virtue

is KaQapcris

ns

rSiv TOIOVTWV

a deliverance from plea
Aristotle himself
sure, fear, &c.
uses KaOapa-is in the sense of a
purifying secretion, e.g. Gen.
An. iv. 5, 774, a, 1, where he
speaks of a KdOapffis Kara^ nvicav,
ibid. ii. 4, 738, a, 28 of a /ca0ap&amp;lt;m
rwv irpiTTtojj.a.T&amp;lt;av (for which,
These
is used).
1. 27,
air6icpi&amp;lt;ns
examples, combined with the

irdvT&amp;lt;av

passage referred to, n. 2 above,
make it probable that KaGapvis
TWV irad-n/jidrcov means a deliver-
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How
that

does Art effect this removal
it

produces this result

in harmless excitements

?

we
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are told by

some

by engaging and satisfying

man s

innate need of at times

The

1

experiencing more violent emotions.
character of the effect produced by art

is

peculiar

not, however,

How is it that the cure is
to be thus easily explained.
effected in this case by homoeopathic and not as in other
cases

by allopathic treatment

This view
ance from
irae^ara.
seems indeed inconsistent with
the terms of the well-known defini
tion of Tragedy (see p. 320, n. 4,
infra ) in which it is said that it
effects by pity and fear ryv TUV
roiovruv 7ra0rj/xdro/ KaQaptriv for
it seems as though the emotions
of pity and fear could not possibly
;

be banished
In answer to

by exciting them.
however, it has
pointed out by

this,

already been
others (as by RKINKENS, p. 161)
that the artificially excited emo
tions of tragic pity and fear serve
to release us from the emotions

(already, according to p. 311, n.2,
supra, existing in each in weaker
or stronger form) of a pity and fear
which are called forth by common
facts, and that this is the reason
why Aristotle writes TUV TOIOVTCCV
iraOrjucLTciiv instead of TOVTUV, the
two kinds of pity and fear
referred to being related to one

another, but not identical. (On
the other hand, the fact that he
writes
instead of TTO.Tra07i/j.d.T&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;v

unimportant, both words,
as BONITZ, Arist. Stud. 5, II, has
shown in opposition to BEUNAYS,
being used by Aristotle as per
6a&amp;gt;i/

is

fectly synonymous.)

Thus WEIL, ibid. 139; but
even Bernays falls short here
when he sivs that the catharsis
1

?

And why

2

has the

effected by art is a discharge of
as purgative
solicited emotions
:

means produce health

in

the

body by the expulsion of un
wholesome matter, so purifying
music produces a soothing effect
by providing an outlet for the
Cf.
ecstatic element in us, Sic.
171, 176, 164 and other passages
in his treatise of 1858. Similarly
his successors, e.g. DURING, who

declares, p. 259, that KaOapffis is
an excretion of diseased matter
by an increased production of it,
or
rather an acceleration of

Nature s own heal ng process,
which is already tending towards
and UEHEBboth these results
;

WEG, Zeitsclir f. Phil. L. 33 sqq.
who says it is a temporary de
.

liverance from certain feelings
(which, according to Ueberweg.
j-pring from a normal want) by

the excitement and indulgence
but he overlooks the
of them
fact that irdQ-nfjLa does not mean
every possible or even normal
;

feeling

(still

less

normal

wants, p. 33, and Grundr. i. 213;
see Eng. Tr. Hist, of Phil. vol. i.
only morbid or
p.
179), but
oppressive moods, and that it is
only from such that we require to
be purged.
Eth. ii. 2, 1104, b, 17 of

punishments:

larpfTai

yap rtvts
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artistic

excitement and not any other excitement of the

effect of producing peace and purification by
the expulsion of the morbid matter, whereas the frequent
recurrence of certain emotions in real life has rather

emotions the

the effect of producing an inclination to repeat them ?
but if he
Aristotle did not overlook this circumstance
l

;

observed

it

to explain

we may be
it.

And

quite sure that he also attempted
he has
this, as a matter of fact,

is indeed effected in his view by
and is a homoeopathic cure of
emotions
the
exciting
2
not to be expected from all
is
effect
this
but
them
excitements indifferently, but only from such as are

The

done.

&amp;lt;

catharsis

;

and by

artistic

artistic

Aristotle here means, as

we

his account of tragedy, not that
clearly gather from
which produces the most violent emotion in us, but
Had
that which produces emotion in the right way.
the artificial catharsis depended in Aristotle s view

emotions and not
merely upon the excitation of certain

upon the manner and means of exciting
of a work
them, he must have sought for the criterion
of art, not in its contents and their proper treatment,

also essentially

but singly and solely in its
3
This he is far from doing.

effect

We

upon the

spectators.

are forced, therefore,

eVaz/TiW

Aristotle cannot reiterate too of ten
that both the action and the

1

Cf.JEth.ii. 1,1103, b, 17 sqq.

-

Tragedy by pity and fear

characters in a tragedy must
evolve according to the laws of
necessity and probability {Poet.
Ibid, and c. 9,
7, 1450, b, 32.
see p. 305, n. 4, supra, c. 10, 1452,
and
a, 18, c. 15,1454, a, 33 sqq.),
he blames the poets for abandon ing the development which is
demanded by the nature of the
facts out of regard for the taste

elffiv, at

5e larpetai 5ia

T&amp;gt;V

TreQvKaa-t yiveffdai.

the purification of these
emotions (Poet. 6) sacred music
by producing in us astate of mental
excitement effects the cure and
purgation of excitement (Polit.
effects

:

1342, a,4sqq.,cf.c.5,1340,
See p. 311, n. 2, supra},
To mention only one thing,

viii. 7,

a, 8 sqq.
3
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why, according to Aristotle, the
excitement of the emotions produced by Art has a
in real life is
soothing effect, whereas their excitement

to look for the reason

followed by no such result, in the peculiar nature of
in other words, in that
artistic representation itself

which constitutes the generic difference between art
and reality. The latter presents us only with the par
former with the universal in the particular
the latter chance largely rules, the former must
Aristotle
reveal to us in its creations the fixity of law.

ticular, the

;

in

1

that this is the reason
certainly nowhere expressly says
influence
but if we would
;
why art exercises a purifying

supplement the mutilated fragments of his theory of art
which have come down to us in the spirit of the rest of

we can hardly resist this conclusion. Art,
we should then have to say, purifies and soothes the

his system

emotions in that

it

delivers us from such as are

morbid or

are subordinate to its
oppressive by exciting such as
what is merely per
law, directing them, not towards

what is universal in man, controlling
a
upon fixed principle and setting a definite
2
limit to their force.
Thus, for example, tragedy in the

sonal, but towards

their course

glimpse into the universal
into an eternal law of
time
of man and at the same
3
music calms mental excitement and holds it

fate of its heroes gives us a
lot

justice;

of the public (c. 9, 1451, b, 33
cf. c. 13, H53, a, 30 sqq.).
sqq.

possible

^ue rpajs

eiTroTrtyuTrAaj/ot

TO

w&amp;lt;07?.

;

304 sq. sujtra.
have at least a hint of
this thought in the statement
from Proclus, cited p. 313, n. 1,
to the effect that tragedy and
comedy serve as a cure of morbid
states of feeling by rendering it
1

See

We

p.

3

According to

Poet.

c.

13.

those who pass in it from fortune
to misfortune must be neither tinwholly innocent nor the wholly
bad they should be characters
distinguished neither by merit
nor wickedness, but standing
:
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spellbound by its rhythm and harmony.
Although
we do not know how Aristotle further developed this
thought, still we are forced to assume that he expressed
1

it

somehow. 2
If

we now turn from

these general views

upon Art

to the special arts, Aristotle himself provides us with
different principles according to which they might have

been

classified.

All art

is

imitation, but the means,

the objects, and the manner of this imitation are different.
The means of imitation are sometimes colour and form,
above than below the
standard o
morality

rather

common

/LL-rj

,

/3eAT,ofos /j.a\\ov
5ia /uo^Tjpiaj/ ctAAa

^ya\T]v. The tragedy
so constructed
that we can put ourselves in the
place of the hero, that we can say
5t

afj-apriav

must therefore be

what happens to him might
happen to each of us, while at
the same time we feel that the
fate which overtakes him is not
wholly undeserved, but

is

brought

on him by his own action, so
revealing the laws of the moral
order of the world. KOCK, Ueb.
d. Arist. Begr. d. Catharsis, 1851,
p. 11, strangely misunderstands
the sense of this passage in hold
ing that the purification of pity
depends upon the thought that
we do not need to pity the
sufferer

does

so immoderate!}

not

suffer

7
,

wholly

as he

un

the purification of
deservedly
fear, on the conviction that we
can avoid the misfortunes which
overtake the hero if we avoid the
mistake which has brought them
in its train.
If the effect of
tragedy had consisted for Ari
stotle in this trite moral applica
;

tion he would have recommended
above all those pieces which he
so decidedly rejects (ibid. 1453,
those, namely, in which
a, 1, 30)
great transgressions are punished
and virtue is rewarded, for in
these the spectator has the tranquillising sense that he can avoid

the penalty of transgression and
reap the reward of virtue in a
much higher degree. Aristotle

aware of the satisfaction which
these moral reflections give, but
says (ibid. ) that they belong to
the sphere, not of tragedy, but
is

of

comedy.
1

STAKE

(Arist.

und

die

Wlrli. d. Tray. 19 sqq.) curiously
enough expresses himself as satis

with Bernays explanation on
head, and in this way in
volves himself in the difficulty of
having to explain the catharsis,
fied

this

which Aristotle describes

in like

terms in connection with different
arts, quite differently in one case
and in the other. Cf. p. 312, n. 5.
In this view Zeller is at one
with BKANDIS, ii. b, 1710 sqq. iii.
163 sqq. and SUSEMIHL (Arist.
ir. TTOJTJT. 43 sqq.).
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sometimes the voice, sometimes words, harmony, and
these means, moreover, are sometimes em

rhythm

;

ployed singly, at other times several of them are com
bined.

1

The

chief objects of imitation are living
2

acting persons
moral worth. 3

and these

;

differ

The manner

and

from one another in

(here, however, Aristotle

is speaking of poetry only) differs according as the
forward other
imitator himself speaks or brings

speakers

and in the former case according as he speaks

;

in profrria persona, or merely reports the words of
others. 4
Aristotle, however, has not attempted to use

these differences as the basis of any systematic division
of the Arts as a whole.
Upon the particular arts,

moreover, with the exception of the art of poetry, very
we have only a
little has come down to us in his works
:

few occasional observations upon painting, 5 and a fuller
discussion of music, 6 the chief contents of which have
Poet.

i.

1447, a, 16 sqq.

-

fjLtfjLovvrat
roi&amp;gt;Tas,c.2,

ol fj.iij.ovij.tvoi irpdr-

1448, a,

1.

This state-

only slight modih cation from the passages quoted
p. 304, n. Iaud2,6-^.,ontherepresentation of particular natural
Aristotle would not
objects.
therefore have recognised landscape painting, which in his time
did not yet constitute an independent branch of art, as art
at all.
3
C. 2, see p. 305, n. 3, supra,

ment

suffers

4
Poet. c. 3 init. Aristotle
here distinguishes, as Susemihl
rightly observes, (a) /^elo-flai

to imitate (1)
yiyvo/j,tvoi/

of another), (2)

^

?)

us rbv avrbv Kai

Under

/j.era^d\\ouTa.

this

second category, along with per-

would fall also
poetry, although Aristotle
nowhere expressly refer* to it in
the Poetics as we have received
sonal narration

lyric

them. While very closely connected with Plato s division of
the forms of artistic presentation, Aristotle s does not wholly
coincide with it.
3,

p.

*
Poet. 2, 15, see 305, n. 1 and
supra. Pol. viii. o, v. vol. ii.
30S, n. 2, supra also Pol. viii.
;

airifyyt\\ovTa, (b} /j.ifjLf?o~6ai -navras
ruvs fjLtfj.ov/j.(Vovs us irpa.TTt&amp;gt;vTas xal

3, r. vol.

tVfp7oDvraj. Drama is constituted
by the latter in (a) it is possible

0-7.

;

$)
fTtp6v ri [TWO]
(by assuming the part

6

Pol.

p. 2(54, n. 3, supra,
viii. 3, 1337, b, 27, c.

ii.
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already been given.
stotle s writings

Finally, the extant portion of Ari

1

which deals with poetry limits

itself

almost entirely to tragedy. The art of poetry, we are told,
2
from the imitation
sprang from the imitative instinct
;

of noble

men and

actions

came epic poetry

from the

;

imitation of ignoble, satire
subsequently as the form
best adapted for the nobler poetry, tragedy was deve
3
Tragedy is the
loped ; as the best for satire, comedy.
;

imitation of an important completed action, of a certain
length, expressed in graceful style, which varies in the
several parts of the piece, to be acted, not merely narrated,
and effecting by means of pity and fear the purification

of these emotions.
is to

4

The

excite our

poetry
of the actors

first effect,

therefore, of tragic

sympathy by means of the

fate

the
their sufferings claim our pity
are
threatened
excite
in
us
which
with
they
dangers
that tragic suspense which in
fear for the final issue
:

;

5
the further development finds relief at one time in

Sup. vol. ii. p. 2G6 sqq. cf.p.
311, n. 1 &2. While Aristotle here
attributes to music especially (as
is there shown) the power of re-

4

1

presenting moral qualities, yet
he does not explain in the Politics
the grounds of this advantage
which it possesses over the other
arts. In Probl. xix. 27, cf c. 29 it
Sta ri rb aKowrbv /j.6vov
is asked
$0os lx et T v &amp;lt;UG$T\T&V ; and the
answer is given because we perceive movements through the
hearing alone, and the ?)0os ex.

:

:

presses itself in actions, and
therefore in movements. But this
passage can hardly be Aristotle s.
8
3

See

p. 303, supra.
c. 4, 5.

C. 6, 1449,

rpayuSta
/cat

^i^-ntris

b,

24

:

vpa^eus

corny ovv
a-rrovSaias

reAeias,

\6yy,

crueix?

[i.e. as is immediately afterwards explained,
so that the different kinds of

flSuv eV rols /noplois

\6yos Ae|is and ^e Aos
are employed in the dialogue
and chorus of the tragedy respec^5y&amp;lt;r/x.eVos

tively cf. c. 1 Jin. ] SpwvTwv Kal
c Ae ou
ou Si an-c^eAKis, St
Kal
;

TOIOVTUV
/3ou Trfpaivovaa T?;J/
[on which see supra, p. 314, n. 4,
TU&amp;gt;V

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;o

ad fin.~\
5

iraO-n/uLaTCDv

Kadapaiv.

Since the time of LESSING
(Hanib. Dramat. 75 St.} whom
Zeller followed in the previous
edition, the fear in Aristotle s
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fortunate,

turn

of

But since the tragic poet sets before us in his
heroes and in their fate universal
types of human nature
and life, our sympathies do not confine themselves to
events.

1

these particular characters, but extend to the common
elements of human nature and while thus on the one
;

hand self-regarding humours akin to
pity and fear are
created in us by our
participation in the experiences of
the actors, on the other our own
before
pain

gives way
the feeling of others
pain, our personal woes are silenced
at the spectacle of universal
destiny, we are delivered
from the oppressions that
on
and our

weigh

us,

emotions find peace in the
recognition of those eternal
laws which the course of the
2
This
piece reveals to us.
has been commonly
understood of fear for ourselves
excited by
that- those
^ the thought
,definition

&quot;~

whom we

see suffering are like
ourselves, and the fate which

overtakes them might overtake
us.
This view rests partly on
the observation that fear for the
heroes of tragedy is already in
volved in pity, and that there is,
therefore, no reason to make par
ticular

mention of

llhet.

ii.

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;6&os

is

;

5 init. ii.
defined as \virri

/ue AAoj/Tos

aia.s

partly on
8 init., where
it

f\fos

f/c

cpavra-

KCIKOV (pdaprixov })
as \virn ris tirl

_- T

(pOapriKy

\virnpw rov avatov rvyxdvuv.

Kal

But

not asserted that the fear
refers only to such
evils as
threaten ourselves any such as
sertion, indeed, would be wholly
false
and, on the other hand,
it holds also, as the distinction
between fear for ot hers and pity
for them, that the former is ex
cited by evils which are still
it

is

;

VOL.

II.

future to them, the latter
by
those which have
already befallen them.
On the contrary
it is rightly
objected to Lessing s
explanation (SUSEMIHL, Poet 57
sqq., and the authorities quoted
by him), that according to Ari
stotle s own indubitable state
ment the primary object of
tragic
fear is not ourselves but others
;

Poet. 13, 1458,
forjie says,

of eAeos
TTfpl

rbi&amp;gt;

6 8e Trfpl

and

(pdfios

:

6

p.tv

a, 4,

yap

avd^iov earn/ Svarv^ovvra,
rbv o yuoioi/, eAeos /uej/
Trepi

this explanation there
the further practical
objection
that fear for ourselves
produced
the
of
by
a
spectacle
T&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

is

tragedy

would hardly be the
proper
means of delivering us from this
same selfish fear.
The latter, however, as is
1

remarked

c.

13, 1453, a, 12 aqq,
Ho sqq., less to the character of
than
to that of
tragedy
comedy.
See sujtra, vol. ii.
p. 31G sq.
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first place upon the nature
impression depends in the
of the events represented.
These, therefore, are the

important thing in every tragic representation. Myth,
as Aristotle says, is the soul of tragedy, and accord
he sets himself to investigate, in the first place,
1

ingly
the qualities which are necessary in a tragedy that it may
3
2
effect its end viz. natural development, proper length,
:

To distinguish from

this purify

ing effect of tragedy the moral
effect as a second and different
result (as UEBEEWEG, Zeitschr.
Philos. xxxvi. 284 sqq. does)
seems to be incorrect. Although
Aristotle, in treating of music,

Poet. c. 6, where, inter alia,
1450, a, 15 (after the enumeration
of the six elements in tragedy,
1

places TrcuSeia, SLaywyr), KadapffLS
side by side as co-ordinate aims
2, supra) it does
follow that tragedy also
has to pursue all these aims
in like manner. On the contrary,
as there is both a moral and a
cathartic kind of music (i.e. one
which directly affects the will,

(see p. 307, n.

not

and one which primarily

affects

only the emotions and, through
them, moral character), there may
also be a kind of poetry whose

primary aim is catharsis. We
must assume that tragedy, accord
ing to Aristotle, is actually such
a cathartic species of poetry, inas

/j.eyiffrov

:

f.

ffrlv

T]

r&v

yap rpaywSia

f}

avQpw-jrcav
/ecu
.

rovruv

8e

TrpayfJ-drdnv ffixrracris
p-i^ffis (orriv OVK

.

a\\a

vSaifJ.ovlas

7rpa|ea;s

Kal

OVKOVV oirus ra

.

/Bi ou

Kal

KaKoSai/J.ovias
tf

a\\a ra

Trpdrrovcriv,

Xapfiavovai Sia ras
Kal 6 /j.v6os re Aos TTJS
irpd.yij.aT a
L. 38 apx^l V-tv ovv
rpayySias.

ra

:

Kal olov tyvx?) o /j.vdos TTJS rpaycaOf. C. 9,
Sias, Sevrepov 5e ra tf9T).

1451, b, 27

T^V

paXXov
T) rwv
On the other hand, the
ptrpuv.
effect produced
by the mere
spectacle ((tyis) is declared to be
roav

nvQuv

:

eli/ai

iroir]rT]v

5 el

TroL-rjrr]V

that which has the least artistic
value; ibid. 1450, b, 16.
2
C. 7, see supra, vol. ii. p. 316,
^

much

as in his definition of it
he must have given its aim in an

n. 3.

essentially complete form if he
gave it at all. It is quite com
to
patible with this to attribute

ibid.

question is decided,
1450, b, 34 sqq., in like
fashion to that in the Politics
the
(see p. 259, n. 1, supra) as to

tragedy a moral

effect,

but

it is

as a second, which is co
ordinate with the cathartic, but
follows from it as result, and
consists in the peaceful state of

added

feeling which is produced by the
purification of the emotions and
the habit of self-control which it
creates in us.

3

This

size of the State. The longer and
richer presentation is in itself

the more beautiful, provided that
the plot does not suffer in clear
ness (rb eixrupOTTTOi/) owing to its
length; the true criterion here
V offct} /jityedeL Kara rb et/cbs ^
is
^

:

rb

avayKalov
els

e&amp;lt;peris
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of events
unity of treatment, and the representation
2
He dis
that are typical and of universal interest.
1

and those
tinguishes simple events from complicated ones,
in which the change in the position of the characters is
brought about by some recognition or by some reversal of
3
fortune in the course of the piece.
Again he shows how

myths must be treated

in order to excite the emotions

of pity and fear instead of those of moral indignation
or of mere wonder, and in order to
or satisfaction
1

effect by means of these emotions them
and not merely by means of the outward repre
5
He further discusses what is required for
sentation.

produce this
selves

6
7
proper character-painting and composition, passing
of expression best adapted
finally to speak of the style
8
to tragedy.
cannot, however, here linger over

We

the violation of which Nemesis
vol. ii. p. 1 09, n. 9) has to
(see
suj&amp;gt;.

we may

interpret TO

Of the so-called three Ari
stotelian unities of the French

do,

school, only the unity of action
is to be found, as is well known,
see Poet. c.
in Aristotle himself

(c. 13, 1453, a, 3, c. 18, 1456, a,
21), attaches to the deserved mis
fortune of the transgressor. It

1451, b, 33 sqq. c. 18,
The 4 unity of
145(5, b, 10 sqq.
place he nowhere mentions, and
on that of time he only remarks

is

1

;

8

;

cf. c. 9,

1449, b, 12) that tragedy
endeavours to compress the action
into one day, or, at any rate, to
keep as nearly as possible within
(c.

5,

this limit, but he gives no rule.
2
C. 9 ; see sujt. ii. 305, n. 4.
3
C. 10, 11, 16, where avayvwpiffis

and

TreptireTCJo

are dis

cussed. On the genuineness and
position of c. 16, cf. SUSEMIHL,
at p. 12 sq. of his ed.
*
In this sense, viz. of thesatisfactionof that moral feeling with

TTOV

&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;t\dvdp(t)-

which, according to Aristotle

it

was by

Lessing) to refer to the

human

commonly taken

(as

which we accom

interest with

pany even the transgressor in
such a case but Aristotle ap
;

especially c. 18, to find
TO
precisely in the
punishment of wrong as such
one who wishes well to humanity
can wish no good to its enemies.
pears,

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;i\a.vQp(i)irov

:

a

C. 13, 14.
C. 17 sq.
C. 15, on the text and ar
rangement of which see SUSEMIIIL, p. 10, 13 sq.
6
7

cf.

8
Aeis c. 19-22, with which
MiiLLER, ibid. 131 sqq.
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With regard to the section
with
narrative
dealing
poetry, with which the Poetics,
as we have it, closes, we need only remark that Ari
stotle here also lays the main emphasis
upon the unity

these technical details.

1

of the action, finding in it the mark which
separates
epic poetry from history, which is the narrative of con

temporaneous events without reference to their inner
It is chiefly, moreover, on the
ground of

connection. 2

greater unity that in comparing tragedy with epic
poetry he assigns to the former the higher place as a
form of artistic composition. 3 Of the
remaining kinds
its

of poetry the extant portions of Aristotle s
treat.
Comedy alone is briefly touched

work do not

upon in an
and cursory as are his allusions 5 to
we can yet see from them that Aristotle was not

earlier passage
it,

inclined
value.

4

;

to concur

in

Plato

C. 23-26.

C. 23.
C. 26.

See supra,

vol.

ii.

p.

304 sq.

Supplementary to these (as
was shown by BEKNAYS) are
some statements to be found in
the editions of VAHLEN and
SUSEMIIIL, as was already remarked, vol. i. p. 102. Besides the
quotations, sup. vol. i. p. 306, n. 3,
p. 313, n.l, the division of comedy
into y4\us e/c rr\s Ae|ews and 7eAo&amp;gt;?
CK
Trpay/j-aruv is of especial
Cf.
interest in this connection.
TU&amp;gt;V

Rhciti.

JJERNAYS,
577 sqq.

Mus.

N.

F.

viii.

had conceived in a
general way of comedy only as the
representation of deformity, and
6

s

harsh

estimate

of

its

6

Plato

the pleasure produced by it as
malignancy. Only in the Laivs

does he admit it as a means of
moral education (see Ph. d. Gr I
800,802). Aristotle admits that it
has to do with human
infirmity,
but he adds that it deals
only
with harmless infirmities, and in
of it at the same
time thac it should devote itself
not to the ridicule of particular
persons but to depicting types
of character, he opened the
way
to the recognition of it as a
means of purifying and elevating

demanding

natural

sentiments.
Whether
Aristotle actually adopted this

view, and whether he assigned
comedy a higher position than
the music which, in Polit. viii.
7, 1342, a, 18 sqq., he withholds
from the common people, cannot
to

be positively decided,

CHAPTER XVI
RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF ARISTOTLE S PHILOSOPHY
the preceding section we had to deal with a
which Aristotle him
fragmentary account of a theory

IN

now before
developed more fully. In the section
has
made no
which
he
us we have to deal with a subject
touched upon
attempt to treat scientifically, but has only
Aristotle has not
in detached passages.
self

occasionally

in the
any more than Plato a philosophy of Religion
features
those
lacks
even
his
sense
scientific
system
which give to the Platonic philosophy, in spite of the
severe criticisms which it passes on the existing religion,
l

;

He does not
a peculiar religious character of its own.
fall back upon the popular faith, as Plato
to
require
had done in his theory of myths, although at the same
and un
time, on the principle that universal opinion
a certain truth, 2
without
are
never
tradition
reflecting
he willingly makes use of the suggestions and links of
3
His scientific researches
connection which it supplies.
1

His

view

of

the

Divine

Being, indeed, is set forth in the
but the question
Metaj)hyslc
with which the philosophy of
religion starts, as to the distin\

guishing characteristics of

reli-

gion especially in its relation to
fully
philosophy, is nowhere
investigated.
See supra, vol.

and
*

p. 2 J!, n.

i.

p. 256, n. 2,

.

For proofs of

this, see in/ra.
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do not exhibit that constant direct reference to the
personal

life

and circumstances of men which in an

especial degree gives to the Platonic philosophy its
*
even in morals the motives which he
religions tone ;

assigns for action are strictly ethical and not religions.
His whole view of the world rests upon the principle
of explaining things as completely as may be by a
reference to their natural causes

that the universe of

;

natural effects must be referred to a Divine cause he

never in the least doubts
scientific

explanation of

2

but as this affords no

;

them he never connects

indi

vidual facts and events, as Plato so often does, with
divine agency. The conception of Providence, common
to Socrates and Plato, as of a divine activity exercised

We

in individual cases, finds no place in Aristotle. 3
miss, therefore, in his system that warm glow of religious
feeling which in Plato has ever so strongly appealed
to

the

susceptible minds, and in comparison with which
Aristotelian philosophy seems to be cold and

lifeless.

It

would be wrong to deny or under-estimate the
which exists in this respect between the

difference

two philosophers.
in

a

different

They

certainly treat their subject
inner bond which in

The

spirit.

philosophy with religion is not indeed
in Aristotle, but it is so widely
severed
completely
expanded as to give to science the freest scope in
Plato

its

unites

own

scientific

1

field.

No

attempt

questions by

Cf. Ph. d. Gr,

i.

3

p.

is

ever

means of

793

2

sq.

Cf. supra, vol.

i.

p.

made

to

answer

religious presupposiSee
399

vol.
sq.

i.

p.

421 sq.
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tions.

On

religion

itself,

M7

the other hand, all positive treatment of
as a science in the same sense as art or

as from
morality, is as far from Aristotle s thoughts
which
each
attitude
Different as is the
Plato s.
in
actually takes up with regard to religion, yet
their scientific views of it they approach very near to

one another, the main difference in this respect being
is more strictly logical in drawing con

that Aristotle

whose

clusions

premises are

110

strangers to Plato s

we have already

seen, is con
Aristotle, as
thought.
Divine
vinced like Plato of the unity of the
Being
so far as we understand by this Deity in the proper
(in

sense of the word, or the highest efficient cause), of his
exaltation above the world, of his immaterial and purely
spiritual

nature, and of his faultless perfection

;

and

he strives to demonstrate with greater fullness and more
scientific accuracy than his predecessor not only the
existence

but also the

attributes

of

Deity.

But

while Plato had on the one hand identified God with
the Idea of the Good, which can only be conceived of
as impersonal, on the other he depicted his creative and
in conformity with popular repre

governing activity
sentations

of

and not without

sundry mythical
This ambiguity is removed by his
defines the Divine Nature clearly and
it,

embellishments.
pupil,

who

both sides: on the one hand God, as a
is guarded from all con
personal supernatural Being,
fusion with any merely universal conception or im
the other, as lie is limited in his
personal power while on
sharply on

;

thought and absolutely self-contained,
and he operates upon the world only to set in motion the

activity to pure
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,

outermost of the cosmic spheres.
Individual events
do not therefore upon this view admit of being referred
1

directly to

divine causation.

order that the corn

Zeus does not rain in

may grow

because, according to universal
rising vapours cool and descend

or be destroyed, but
laws of nature, the
as water

2

prophetic

;

dreams are not sent by the gods to reveal to us the
future, but, in so far as the question is here of causality

and not merely of chance coincidence, they are
be referred as natural effects to physical causes 3
Nor is the case in any degree altered by the fact that
at all

to

between God above and earth beneath numerous other
eternal beings find a place ; 4 since the operation of
those heavenly beings is likewise limited to causing the

motion of their own sphere, any interference on their
part with individual events of the kind that popular
belief attributes to its gods

The

question.

and demons

out of the

is

essential truth of the belief in Provi

Aristotle does not certainly on this

dence, however,

account resign.
He also recognises in the order of the
universe the operation of Divine Power and of rational
5

he believes especially that the gods care for
that
men,
they interest themselves in those who live
6
to
reason, and that happiness is their gift ;
according
design

;

1

See supra, vol. i. p. 388 sqq
Ph.d. Gr.i. p. 785 sqq. 591 sqq.
2
See supra, vol. i. p. 361, n. 1.
3
See supra, vol. ii. p. 75 sq.

;

cf.

Dir.
4
5

6

ris
6eG)V

1,

462, b, 20.

See supra, vol. i.
See vol. i. p. 420
Etlt.yi, 9,

eiri/u.e\fia

y iverai,

1179,

TU&amp;gt;V

a,

p.

494

sq.

sq.

24:

(&amp;gt;p0a&amp;gt;s

:

et

yap

avQpcairivwv viro
So/ce?, Kal en?

wcirep

av tvXoyov x a!-P LJ/ Te avrovs TO)
apVroj Kal T&? ffvyyevecrTdTci) (TOVTO
6 av efy 6 z/oDs) Kal rovs ayairuvras
ical ri/j.wi Tas az/reu/u.aAi&amp;lt;rra TOVTO
iroieiv &s r&v fyiXuv avrois eVi/xeAoure /ecu /caAws
ptvovs KOI
et
Trpdrrovras. i. 10, 1099, b, 11

^fv

olv

Kal

a\\o

TI

eVrl

Sdpriua av8p J;irois, evhoyov
evSaip-oviav

6s6aooTov

0ecDz/

ital rrjj/

elvat

Kal
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he also opposes the notion that God is envious, and
might therefore, if he liked, withhold from man his

But this Divine Providence
best gift of knowledge. 1
coincides completely for Aristotle with the operation of
2

all the more because in
setting aside
he
left
no
that direct
Platonic
room
for
the
eschatology
agency of the Deity which Plato had so largely ad
mitted into his pictures of the future life and its retribu

natural causes

God

tions.

;

stands according to Aristotle outside the

world, engaged in solitary self-contemplation ; he
the object of admiration and reverence;

man

is for
3

the

4
knowledge of him is the mind s highest aim ; in him
finite
lies the goal towards which, along with all
things,
man strives, and whose perfection excites his love. 5

But

6
expect no reciprocal love from God,

man can

as

which
THTTOV.
8

viii.

1162, a, 4

14,

:

&amp;lt;TTt

reKvois,
jjLfV irpbs yovels
avdpwTTOis Trpbs Beovs, us irpbs
^ yap ire Kal virfpex ov

vj

(j&amp;gt;i\ia

Kal

1

Mctaph.

sup. vol.

ii.

i.

TJ oi jrojTjral Kal

:

et 5)?

ir(&amp;lt;pvK

Aeyouo-i
iv

(f&amp;gt;Qoi&amp;gt;e

TO

df iov, eirlrovTov crv/LiftaivfH /j.d\i(Tra

fiK6s ....

d\A oKre rb

Qftov fyfjovs-

Vf. Pll. d.
pbv (v5fx fTai ^ at &
Gr. i. 602, 1, 787, 1.
2
Etli. i. 10: Aristotle con

tinues

:

rtj/a

&amp;lt;paiverai

na9i)&amp;lt;nv

%

8e

K&J/

et

/JLTJ

3

affK-ntriv irapayi-

If

we compare with

the passage quoted from
Eth. x. 10 on p. 156, n. 4,
we shall see that the happiness
this

8&amp;gt;ij&amp;gt;r&amp;lt;t.

(see supra, vol.

SEN EGA, 0. N.

cum dc Jtis agitur.
4
The Divine Being

vii.:

is

the

highest object of thought (see
supra, vol. i. p. 398 n. 2), and theo
logy therefore (vol. i. p. 184,
n. 1), the highest branch of philo

sophy.
6

n

xii. 7

!/rcf/w Aristotclcs ait, nunquam.
tins rcrccundiorcK csge debcrc quam

5

tlvai

consists

i

apfTTis aQ\ov Kal Tf\os apiffrov
Kal
i
QaivfTat Kal dewv

T&V BfioTaTwv

Mctaph.

i.p. 184, n. 1).

rb yap

ai

df6fft&amp;gt;oTos

capacities of man in the natural
possession of reason in which he
has still to secure himself by
actual study and practice.

982, b, 32 (see

2,

103, 3)

is

merely in the moral and spiritual

Cf. vol.

i.

p. 404,

sqq.

See supra, vol. i. p. 398, n. 1
which places the passage quoted,
Eth. viii.
p. 328. n. 6, supra, from
14 in the proper light; there is a
love
a) of men towards the
gods, but not vice versa.
,

(&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;iA
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neither

can he experience any influence from him
different from that of natural causes,

which would be

and

means whereby he
communion with him.

his reason is the only

enters into

1

direct

Holding these views, Aristotle could not concede to
the popular religion the same significance which Plato
it must
certainly have its own truth, fol
him from his view of the historical evolution
of mankind and the value of common opinion.
Uni
versal conviction is for him of itself a mark of truth, 2
all the more so when we are dealing with convictions
which have been transmitted by mankind from time

did.

That

lowed

for

immemorial.
is eternal,

Since the world, according to Aristotle,
the earth must be so also ; and if the earth

man must

be so as well. 3

But all parts of the
4
continual
and
one of the con
globe undergo
change,
of
this
is
that
man
s
sequences
development does not

is so,

proceed in an unbroken line but

is

and anon

ever

interrupted by relapses into a state of primitive bar
barism and ignorance, 5 from which a fresh start must

be

made

in the cyclic process of creation. 6
In this
and
all
art
have
been
lost
and
knowledge

all

way
re

discovered times without number, and similar notions
have recurred to mankind, not once or twice but with
incalculable frequency.
1

i.

Of.

on this point, supra,
and p. 403 sqq.

Nevertheless, a certain recolvol.

2

See supra,

3

Cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 32, n. 1.
See supra, vol. ii. p. 29 sq.
Cf. Polit. ii. 8, 1269, a, 4

4

5

vol.

i.

Orjaay, 6fj.oiovs eli/cu Kal TO S

ras Kal rovs

p. 329, n. 2,

p. 291, n. 5.

Xeyerai

re rovs irpcarovs, fire yrjye-

vt is tfffav err

eVc

fyQopas rivos eVcc-

^ue veti/

y-riyevcav,

ev

rots

&&amp;lt;rr

rovrwv

$6yfj.a(Tiv.

Cf. PJn/s. iv. 14, 223, b, 24

:

elic6s

Kara ruv

aroirov rb

rv%ov-

avo-firovs, &(Tirep Kal

&amp;lt;baa\

yap KVK\OV

irpa.yfj.ara.

elvat

ra

:
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amid the

lection of particular truths has been retained

man s

changes in

condition, and

it is

3, Jl

these remnants of

departed knowledge that, according to Aristotle, form
Even the popular
the kernel of mythical tradition.
has
its
in
roots
the search for truth,
faith, therefore,
1

whether we trace it back to that intuition of the divine
which even Aristotle is unwilling to contradict, 2 and

which he regarded as the source

to those experiences

of the popular theology, 3 or whether we trace it to a
tradition which, as a remnant of an older science or
religion,

reason.

must yet in the end have its roots in human
More particularly there are two truths which
like

Aristotle,

finds

Plato,

be contained

to

in

the

popular belief of his country first, that God exists
and secondly, that the stellar universe is in its nature
:

divine.

4

With

the further details of Greek mythology,
8

xii.

508, n. 2, supra.
Meteor, i. 3, 339,

not

we

alone

;

SCO

;

De Cwlo
b,

who have

19

:

this

p.
i.

it

3

;

is

view

6/jLO\oyov^fvu}S

irpurov aroixfiov as the
substance of the celestial world,
^oiVerat 8
apx ai/a T * vir6\-r]\l/is

p. 508, n. 2.

xa.1
irp6rfpov av9pu&amp;gt;irwv
ou yap 5^ ^rjo-o/xej/ aVa ot5e
Sis ov5
o\iya.Kis ras auras 5^as
avaKVKKfiv yivofjLfvas Iv rots av6pw-

proof

of the

auTTj
.

.

.

ru&amp;gt;v

.

aX\

irois,

aircipaKis.

Pollt. vii.

olv
10, 1329, b, 25: &amp;lt;TX^V
Kai TO. &\\a 8(7 vofjii^fiv fvprjo-dai
ev
rw TroAXy -%p6v(i),
iro\\d.Kis
/&quot;&quot;

p.a\\ov 5 a-jTfipdKis, as like needs
and states must always have led
to the same discoveries.
2
De Ccelo, ii. 1 fin.: Aristotle s view of the eternity of
the world is not only truer in
itself,

rbv

aAAo

6fbv

ai

jj.6v(i)s

T?7

juave/a rr] irtpl

Of

t^oip-fv

ovrws

airo(()aiVf(T6ai

ffvfj.-

Cf. the appeal to
\6ynvs.
trarpioi \6yoi, ibid. 2-S4, a, 2. Metap/i. xii. 8, see supra, vol. i.
&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;u&amp;gt;vovs

3

See supra,

The
;

vol.

i.

p. 390, n. 3.

first

hardly requires
see. however, the quota -

tions, vol.

i.

p. 390. n. 3, 4,

SKXTUS and ClCERO, and
n. 6, from the treatise DC

from

p. 395,
Carlo, i.

in the latter passage a trace of
true knowledge is discovered in
filename atuv, just ns elsewherein
that of the aether (/fal yap rnv-ro
.

;

rofo/o/ua Qeiws
apx a a / )- 1

ttydfynTai irapa

ruv

support of his docthe
trine of the divinity of
heavens and of the stars, Aristotle
appeals to the existing religion
referred
in the passage
just
&quot;

to.
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on the other hand, with all the doctrines and stories
which transfer the properties and weaknesses of human
nature to the gods in a word, with the whole range of
Aristotle is as completely
out of sympathy as Plato was the only difference is
that he no longer considers it necessary, as Plato had

anthropomorphic theology

;

such representations, but
If we ask
treats them simply as preposterous fables.
how those false elements have found their way into the
done, expressly to confute

1

to the

faith, Aristotle refers us

popular

inherent ten

dency in mankind to anthropomorphic representations
3
of the gods, 2 which offended even Xenophanes, or to
the fact that statesmen had accommodated themselves as
a matter of policy to this tendency, and used it for their
Even ancient tradition, he says, 4 recognises
that the heavens and the heavenly bodies are gods, and

own ends.

that the whole world

encircled

is

by

divinity.

All

else, however,
mythical embellishment, devised to
the
attract
multitude, to aid legislation, and to forward
therefore Plato had
&quot;While
the common interest.
is

permitted the legislator to employ myths (the origin of
1
Mctapli. xii. 8 see p. 508, n.
supra. Ibid. iii. 2, 997, b, 8 see
vol. i. p. 315, n. 2, C. 4, 1000, a, 18

Geovs

roi&amp;gt;s

;

2,

;

:

aAAa

vrepl

TU&amp;gt;V
/tiei&amp;gt;

pvOutcas

ffo^i^ofJi.

4v(V ovKafc lov yueTci cTTrouSvjs cTKOTrelv.
a poetic
Poet. 25, 14(50, b, 35
:

representation

is

by

justified

its

correspondence either with the
el 5e
ideal or with the actual
^.TjScTcpws. OTI ovTca Qaa-lv, olov ra
;

OVTG $z\riov
TTfpl 06oii/. laws yap
d\\
ofou Ac-7e&amp;gt;, ovr
a\t]9 n,
v

Sxnrep

z,evo&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;avf}s

aAA

ov

aSe.

Polit.

i.

2,

1252, b, 21: Kal

Qacrl
/uei/

Se

Sta

j8a&amp;lt;nAeue&amp;lt;r0cu,

TOVTO iravrts

OTL Kal avrol ol

Kal vvv ol 8e rb dpxaiov
&(Tirep Se Kal ra etSrj

ert

efiaonXevoi TO

avTo7s

d(po/ui.oLovcnv

ol

avdpcairoi,

OUTCO Kal rovs fiiovs TOOV Qe&v.

This

deduction of the belief in a
sovereign of the gods is all the
more remarkable, because Ari-

might equally well have
himself found in that tradition
a proof of the unity of God.
3
Cf Ph. d. Gr. i. 490.
4
In the passage quoted from
Metapli. xii. 8, in vol. i. p.508,n. 2.

stotle

.
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in the

State, Aristotle goes a step farther,
and thus comes a step nearer the view of sophistic
1

2
free-thinking as to the origin of religion, in maintain
ing that these myths, or at least a great part of them,
had been from the beginning invented for no other

This, indeed, is what we should expect from
purpose.
the strictness with which he himself excludes all that

mythical from his scientific investigations, his refusal
to introduce religious considerations into his naturalistic

is

view of the world, 3 and the exclusiveness with which he
relies in his Ethics upon moral motives to the neglect
Religion itself, indeed, he always
an absolute moral necessity. The man who
doubts whether the gods have a claim on our reverence

of the

religious.

treats as

subject, he says, not for instruction but
for punishment, just as would be the man who might

or not

is

a

1

fit

ask whether his parents have a claim upon his love.
As in his system the world cannot be thought of apart
from God, so neither can man apart from religion.

But

to rest this religion

upon such palpable

fables as

the myths of the popular belief can be justified only on
the ground of the aforesaid political expediency. 5 Ari
stotle

himself sometimes makes use of these myths, as

of other popular opinions, in order to point to some
and supra,

See Ph. d. Gr. i. 792.
Ibid. i. 1010 sq.
3
The expression is used in no
depreciatory sense, but as irulieating the view that everything
in the world is the effect of

4,

natural causes.

indispensable in education, as
roconcilcable
with the
easily

1

-

4

Top.

viii. 10,

1

i.

11, 105, a, 5, cf.

103, b, 15, ix.

I,

1

Eth.

104, b,

J

It is

if lie

had

vol. ii. p. 329, n. 3.
possible, indeed, that
completed the discus-

education in the best
ho would have accept ed
Plato s doctrine, that myths were

sion

of

state,

argument.
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universal truth embodied in them, 1 just as he likes to
trace back scientific assumptions to their most in
significant beginnings,
2
sayings and proverbs.

and to pay respect to popular
But apart from the few uni

versal principles of religion embodied in mythology,
he ascribes to it no deeper significance arid just as
little, on the other hand, does he seem to aim at its
;

purification.
3

religion,

just

He

presupposes for his State the existing
he did not renounce its

as personally

Thus Mi taph. i. 3, 983, b,
27, c. 4 init. xiv. 4, 1091, b, 3.
Phys. iv. 1, 208, b, 29, hints of
certain scientific views of the
world are discovered in the cos1

mogonic myths of Hesiod and
other poets Meteor, i. 9, 347, a,
5 the Oceanus is interpreted of
the air-current that encircles the
earth the myth of Atlas proves
that its inventors, with later
philosophers, attributed weight
to the heavens (De Cwlo, ii. 1,
284, a, 18, in the treatise De
Motu Anim. 3, 699, a, 27, Atlas
is interpreted to mean the world s
axis the same treatise, c. 4, 699,
;

;

;

b, 35, finds in

Homer

s lines

upon

the golden chain a reference to
the immobility of the primum

Aphrodite is said to
have obtained this name because
mov-ens)

;

of the frothy character of the

semen {Gen. An.
was united with

ii.

2fin.~);

Ares

this goddess by
the first inventors of this myth

because

warlike

rule, exhibit

natures, as

a

amorous propensities

in the
(Pol. ii. 9, 1269, b, 27)
fable which tells how the Argo
nauts had to leave Heracles
behind there lies a true political
observation (Polit. iii. 13, 1284,
;

a,

22)

;

the story that Athene

threw away the flute expresses
the truth that this instrument is
unnecessary for mental culture
1341, b, 2); the
worship of the Graces points to
the
necessity of
reciprocity
1133, a, 2); the
(Eth. v. 8,
(Polit. viii. 6,

number three

derives

its signifi

cance in the popular religion from
the fact that it is the first number
which has beginning-, middle, and

end (De
2

ix.

15,

Ccelo,
//.

Thus,

i.

1,

An.

268, a, 14).
vi. 35, 580, a,

32, 619, a, 18

he quotes

myths about animals in
the fragment from the Eudemus
(PLUT. Cons, ad Apoll. c. 27 fr.
40) he makes use of the story of
Midas and Silenus on his pre
several

;

;

dilection for proverbs, cf.
vol. i. p. 256, n. 2.
3

As

is

stfjjra,

obvious from Polit.

vii. 8,

1328, b, 11, c. 9, 1329, a,
29, c. 12, 1331, a, 24, c. 16, 1335,
But that he went so far
b, 14.
in his zeal for religion as to as
sign the fourth part of the land
collectively to the priesthood for
the support of religion cannot be

concluded

(as

has been suggested

in Ferienschr. N. F. i. 303) from
Polit. vii. 10, 1330, a, 8.
Ari
stotle says indeed here that the
land should be divided into pub-
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and expressed his dependence on friends and
relatives through the forms which it had consecrated
rites,

l

;

but of the Platonic demand

by philosophy we have not
Politics

reform of religion

for the

a trace in him,

and in his

he admits into the existing cultus things which he

2
Aristotle s philosophy
disapproves of in themselves.
relation to positive
in
the
loosest
a
whole
thus
as
stands

advantage of its ideas as links of literary
connection, but makes no further use of them. Just as
religion. It takes

however, does it desire to see religion purified or
reformed on the contrary, it seems to accept its im
not possibly be
perfections as something which could
little,

;

Each stands

otherwise.

to the other in

an attitude of

own way,
philosophy goes
about
without much troubling itself
religion, or fearing
from it any interruption in the prosecution of its own
essential

indifference

its

;

work.
and private, and the latter
again into two parts for the support of religion and the syssitia
respectively, but he does not say
that these parts should be of the
lie

same

size.

in this

Cf.

2

Polit. vii. 17, 133(5, b, 3
oAcos fj.fv olv alffxpo^oytav IK TTJS
:

ir6\fd)s,

Sxr-jrep

vu/jLodeT-rtv

&\\o

toplfiv

.

TJ,
.

.

Set

rbv

eVcl 5e rb

\cyeiv rt riau TOIOVTWV (opio/j.i&amp;gt;,
on Kal rb Qtuptiv ^

&amp;lt;pavfpbv

\6yovs

ovv laro) TO?S apxoucri /j.rjdf
efrai roiovruv
re 7P a
aya\na

M

&quot;ypa&amp;lt;pas

&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;V

^

ei
t
irapd run
itpa.&uv
0eo?y roiovrois ols Kal rbv rwdan^bv
/j.ifjLij&amp;lt;riv

Iuro8t9ct&amp;lt;rut

reference the
quotations on the subject of his
votive offerings and gifts to
the dead, in chap. i. ad fin.
1

*)

a^ffiv

6

irpbs 5e rovrois
robs exoiras
y\i-

& vS^os
v6fjLos

Kal virip
KIO.V v\fov irporjKovffav
avruv Kal rimxav Kal yvvaiKuv

The latter
shows how
Aristotle endeavoured to make
things which he disapproved of
and only unwillingly permitted,

r^aX^lv

robs Qeovs.

admission

clearly

at least as harmless as possible.
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CHAPTER XVII
RETROSPECT

THE
due

peculiar traits of the Aristotelian philosophy are
it of the two elements to which

to the fusion in

attention

was

1
called at the outset,

namely the

dialectic

or speculative, and the empirical or realistic.
On the
one hand the system finds the true essence of things to
consist in immaterial form, true knowledge of them in

the apprehension of their concept ; on the other hand,
it insists that the form should not be conceived of as a

transcendental idea existing apart from things, and that
it is the individual, and not the universal notion or
genus,
the ultimate reality.
It therefore represents
as
the
source
of concepts, which are
experience
only
not
obtained,
by turning away from the actual to an

that

is

ideal world, but

by apprehending in

their essence the

data of experience themselves thus, while pursuing the
dialectic development of the concept, it unites with it
a comprehensive observation of the facts.
Both traits
;

have their roots equally in the intellectual capacity of
author, whose greatness just consists in this rare

its

union in equal measure of qualities which in most
are found to be mutually exclusive of one another
1

Vol.

i.

p.

170 sqq.

men
:

the
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namely, of philosophic thought and the power
of accurate observation applied with living interest to
faculty,

the world of fact.

Hitherto these elements have been

combined in very

different proportions in philosophy.

In the school of Socrates and Plato the art of developing
the concept had far outstript the power of appreciating
fact.
They had directed attention to what is

the

inward in

man

outward world,

to the neglect of the

and had regarded thought itself as the immediate source
of our truth. Thought, that is to say, conceptions, stood
for what was absolutely certain, the criterion by which
the truth of experience was to be tested. The strongest
expression of, as well as the most remarkable deduction

from, this theory is to be found in the Platonic doctrine
Aristotle indeed shares the general presup
of Ideas.

he also is con
positions of this idealistic philosophy
vinced that the essence of things is only known by
in that which is the object
and consists
;

only
other words, in the form and not
He justly takes exception, however, to the

thought,
of our thought,
in the matter.

or, in

transcendental character of the Platonic Ideas. He can
not conceive of the form and the essence as existing
whose form and essence
separately from the things
Reflecting further that our own conceptions
they are.
are not independent of experience in their origin, he is
the more convinced of the error of the Platonic separa
tion between the Ideas

and the phenomena.

In place,

us with an essen
then, of the doctrine of Ideas he presents
the individual
but
the
It is not
genus
tially new view.
the substantial
which, according to Aristotle, constitutes
exist as a universal apart from
not
does
the
form
reality
z
VOL. II.
;
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the thing, but in
particular.

it

as the special form of this or that

While the general principle upon which the

Platonic Idealism

development of

it

is

founded

is

thus retained, the special

into the doctrine of Ideas

is

rejected.

Idea, which Plato had conceived of as transcenden
tal and supersensible, has a new place assigned to it as the
formative and efficient principle in the phenomenal

The

As

the inner essence of things, it is sought for in
the facts themselves, as these present themselves to us
world.

The Aristotelian doctrine may thus be
in experience.
described as alike the completion and the confutation of
the Platonic.

had

It confutes

given to it

:

it

in the form

which Plato

same time it develops his
more fully and logically than

yet at the

fundamental thought still
Plato himself had done, in that

it

attributes to form not

and primary
only, with him, complete

reality,

but also a

creative force to produce all else that is real. Aristotle,
therefore, traces the potency of thought much deeper

than Plato had been able to do throughout the whole
field of

phenomena.
this fundamental principle

From

all the leading
doctrines of the Aristotelian philosophy logically follow.
Since the universal cannot exist apart from the indi

vidual

it

cannot form an independent reality by

itself,

And since
the individual alone has substantial reality.
not
as
absolute
conceived
is
form
the
of,
essence,
abstracted from phenomena, but as the efficient cause
which works in them, it cannot stand as it does in Plato
in a relation of

mere opposition to that which

is

the

substratum of phenomena namely, matter. If form is
the absolutely real, matter cannot be the absolutely un-
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order that form

may be

able

to realise itself in the matter, there must exist between
the two a kinship or positive relation as well as the

apparent antagonism.
form,

it is

From

this

So matter

is

merely unrealised

the potentiality of which form

is

the actuality.

1

mutual relationship arises motion, and with it
all natural life, all growth and
decay, all change and
transmutation. But since the two principles of form and
motion stand originally towards one another in a relation
of mere antagonism and opposition, this relation itself,
in other words motion, presupposes for form an
absolute existence if it is the cause of all motion, it
or

;

must

itself

be unmoved, and precede

all

that

is

moved

not in order of time, at least in the logical order of
From the sum of the forms which are em
reality.
if

we must therefore distinguish the
or
God, as pure form or pure reason
mouens,

bodied in matter

primum

whose only object is itself.
ceed from form, they must

Since

all motions
pro
be striving towards
a certain definite form as their goal.
There is nothing
in nature which has not its own indwelling end

all

;

and since

all

motion leads

back to

us

a

primary

source of movement, the sum total of things is subor
dinate to some highest end, and constitutes an organic
whole in other words, an ordered world.
But since

form operates in matter which only gradually develops
into that which it is destined to become, the formal
design can only realise itself under manifold restraints,
and in conflict with the resistance of matter, atone time

with greater at another with
1

less perfection.

Cf. p. 340 sqq., vol.

Thus the

i.

z

2
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is composed of
many parts, which vary infinitely in
worth and beauty these again fall apart into the two
great sections of heaven and earth, of which the former

world

;

exhibits a gradual diminution, the latter, contrariwise,
a gradual increase in perfection.
But while all parts of
the world down to the most imperfect and insignificant
are essential elements in the whole, still the definite and
peculiar character of each has a claim

and accordingly

upon our regard,

not less in harmony with the
demands of the system than with the personal inclina
it

is

tions of its author to investigate great things and small
alike with scientific thoroughness, and to treat
nothing

with contempt as if it were insignificant and worthless for
This does not, of course, exclude such degrees
of importance among things themselves as Aristotle has
sought to point out in the sphere, for example, of animate
science.

1

So among mundane beings the first place is
man, since in him alone spirit reveals itself
as spirit.
The chief end of man, therefore, consists in
the cultivation and exercise of his spiritual
capacities
nature.

assigned to

:

in other words, scientific

the

essential

work

is

knowledge and moral

conditions

of happiness.

possible without

impossible for

man

appropriate

will are

But

as

material,

it

no
is

to dispense with external aids for

the realisation of his end; and as all things
develop
into that which they are capable of
becoming only
by a gradual process, so in the spiritual life of man
there

is

exhibited a gradual

process of development.

Thus from sense perception spring imagination and
1

See on this head, vol. i.
S statements noted, Ph.

PLATO

p.
d.

lf&amp;gt;7,

Gr.

n.
i.

3, p. 169, n. 3,
p. 665.

and also
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memory, from those arises thought natural capacity
precedes moral action, practice and habit precede moral
reason appears first as passive and as
knowledge
in
the lower faculties of the soul before it
entangled
;

;

realises itself as active in the purity of its being.

The

highest perfection of our spiritual life consists, however,
in scientific contemplation, for here alone reason is in

immediate contact with the pure forms of things, while
at the same time it is beyond question that reason
cannot confine
first

itself to

the immediate knowledge of

principles, but methodically pressing forward from

phenomena to conceptions, and tracing causes to their
effects, must finally embrace the whole sphere of reality.
This short survey has already shown us in the Ari
stotelian

outlines

system a well-planned doctrinal structure, the
of which are drawn with a firm hand in

The care
accordance with one fundamental thought.
and consistency with which the design is executed down
from the whole pre
ceding account. It is nevertheless true that, as we
have already had frequent occasion to remark, all the
and the
joints of the fabric are not equally secure
to the minutest detail is manifest

;

ultimate source of this defect must be sought for in
the fact that the foundations of the whole have not been
laid sufficiently deep.

in

Putting aside

all

those points

which the want of experimental knowledge has led
draw false conclusions and put forward un

Aristotle to

tenable explanations, and limiting ourselves merely to
the question of the self-consistency of his doctrine,

without entering upon that of its absolute truth,
we cannot deny that Aristotle has failed to unite the
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chief points of view in his system in a manner free from
Just as in his scientific procedure
self-contradiction.
dialectic

and observation, the speculative and the em

elements, are not

pirical

common

a priori method

equally balanced, but the
to Socrates and Plato con
1

the more strictly empirical,
tinually re-asserts itself over
so also in his metaphysical speculations we detect
There is nothing in the
a similar

phenomenon.

him

as

system which is so distasteful to
that dualism between Idea and phenomenon which
the doctrine of the abso
expressed itself sharply in
Platonic

lute existence of the Ideas,

and of the non-reality of

His opposition to this dualism is the key-note
matter.
of his whole reconstruction of the Platonic metaphysics

and of the fundamental ideas peculiar to his own system.
And yet, earnest and thorough as are his efforts to over

come

it,

He

he has not, after

all,

succeeded in doing

so.

denies Plato s doctrine that universal class notions

but he asserts with him
possess substantial reality ;
that all our conceptions are of the universal, and depend
2
He
for their truth upon the reality of their object.

combats the transcendental character of the Platonic
Ideas and the dualism between Idea and phenomenon.
But he himself leaves form and matter in a like funda
mental opposition to one another, in that he

fails to

trace

them back to a common source and the further develop
ment of these two principles involves him in the
;

contradiction 3 of maintaining that the essence and sub
stance of things is in the form, which at the same time
See

*?//?.

vol.

i.

3

p.

175 sq

On which

p. 258, sqq.
cf. vol.

i.

p.

2

Of. vol.

372 sqq.

i.

p.

334 sqq.
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a universal, and yet that the source of individuality
also of substantial ity must be the matter.

and therefore

He takes exception to Plato s doctrine on the ground
that his Ideas contain no principle of motion neverthe
less his own account of the relation between form and
;

matter leaves

all

actual motion equally unexplained.

God

He

as a personal being outside the world
but
places
lest he should derogate in anything from his perfection,

he thinks

;

it

necessary to deny to him the essential

conditions of personality.
So, to escape involving him
in the transmutations of finite things, he limits God s
operation (herein contradicting the more living idea of

God which he elsewhere entertains) to the production
of motion in the outer cosmic sphere, and so pictures
that activity to himself, as to assign spatial existence
to the Deity.

Connected with

this is the obscurity

his conception of Nature.

which surrounds

In the

spirit of antiquity he
describes Nature as a single being who operates with
a purpose, as a rational all-efficient power and yet his
system supplies no subject of which these attributes
:

be predicated.
Far as Aristotle has advanced
beyond the superficial teleology of Socrates and Plato,
he has none the less failed actually to solve the opposi
1

may

tion between physical and final causes 2 and while we
must admit that the problem with which he is here face
;

to face is

one that

still

taxes our resources, and that

we

cannot therefore reproach him with having failed to
solve it, it is yet curious to note how easily the two prin1

vol.

Cf. with the
i.

p.

420

sq.

above remarks

2

As

358 sqq.

be obvious from
464 sqq. and p. 17,

will
p.

p.

SHJ&amp;gt;.
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which he had posited

at the outset of his philo
in
the
might
sequel become mutually
and
exclusive
of
one another.
further
contradictory
arises
in
with
the
connection
Aristotelian
difficulty

ciples

sophy of nature

A

account of animate nature, and especially of man,
inasmuch as it is hard to discover any inner principle
of union between the various elements of the soul, and

harder

still to explain the phenomena of its life, if, like
other
every
moving force, the soul is held to be itself

unmoved.

The

difficulty,

when we ask how we
of personal

life

are to

reason

the

faculties of his soul,

however, becomes greatest
comprehend in the unity

and

of

man and

former in his spiritual acts and states
conceive of what

the lower

to determine the share of the
;

how we

are to

passive and incorporeal as at the
same time part of a soul which by its very definition is
the entelechy of the body, and to assign to personality

its

is

place between the two constituent parts of human
it while the other

nature of which the one transcends
sinks below

Turning

it.

1

finally to his

Moral Philosophy, we

here also Aristotle strove with

much

find that

success to correct

the one-sidedness of Socrates and Plato.

He

contradicts the Socratic doctrine that Virtue

not only

is

Know

ledge, but sets aside also Plato s distinction between
To him, all moral
ordinary and philosophic Virtue.
qualities are a matter of the Will, and have their primary

source not in instruction but in habit and education.

Nevertheless in the account of the intellectual virtues
there reveals itself an unmistakable
1

P. 119 sqq.

vacillation as to
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the relation in which moral knowledge stands to moral
action, while in the preference for theoretic over
l

practical activity (which follows indeed quite logically
from the Aristotelian doctrine of the soul) there reap
pears the same presupposition which lay at the root of the

very views that Aristotle controverted.
in

So, too, even

philosophy, however deep

his political

its
insight
other respects into the actual conditions of social

in
life,

and however great

superiority to Plato

its

s politi

we yet find remnants of the old idealism
much in the picture of the best State, yet

cal idealism,
if

not so

between true and

in that distinction

the

untenableness

of

false

forms of

which

becomes
government
manifest by the ambiguous position which the doctrine
2

itself assigns to

polity.

There thus runs through

every part of the Aristotelian system that dualism
which it had inherited from Plato, and which, with the
best intentions,

accepted

it

it

never succeeded, after

it

had once

as one of its fundamental principles, in

The more earnestly, on the other
Aristotle
strives to transcend this dualism, and
hand,
wholly overcoming.

the more unmistakable the contradictions in which he
involves himself

by

how heterogeneous

his efforts, the clearer

it

becomes

are the elements which are united

how difficult the problem which
Greek philosophy had to face when once the opposition
between idea and phenomenon, spirit and nature, had
been brought so clearly and sharply into view as it was
in his philosophy, and

in the Platonic doctrine.
Cf. p. 142 sq., ntjtra, and the
proposition (p. 396, vol. i.) that
only theoretic activity belongs
1

God which Aristotle expressly
applies to Ethics,
*
See p. 243, tujpra.
to
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Whether

means of satisfac
and what attempts in this

Aristotle provided the

torily solving this problem,

made by the later schools, it will be the
work to investigate as it proceeds. Those

direction were

task of this

who continued to build on Aristotelian
and who belonged to the Peripatetic school,

early followers

foundations

could not be expected to find a more satisfactory answer
to the main problem than Aristotle himself had suc

ceeded in finding. Aristotle

s

own

conclusions were

much

too deeply rooted in the fundamental presuppositions of
his system to permit of their being altered without a

reconstruction of the whole.

Yet on the other hand,

thinkers so keen and independent as the men of this
school continued to be, could not shut their eyes to the
difficulties of

it was there
means of escaping

the Aristotelian doctrine, and

fore natural that they should devise

since these difficulties ultimately arose from
idealism and observation, a spiritual and a
that
the fact
naturalistic view, had been united without being com

them.

But

and since such a reconciliation was im
there was noway of solving
possible on the given premises,
the contradiction but by the suppression of one of its
pletely reconciled,

It was, however, to be expected in the circum
stances that the scientific should obtain the preference
over the dialectic element, for it was the former that

terms.

of the
distinguishing characteristic
the
and
the
Aristotelian school in opposition to
Platonic,

constituted

the

interest thus implanted in it by its founder naturally
exercised a stronger fascination than the older doctrine
of Ideas which had been handed down by the common

new

tradition from Socrates

and Plato.

It

was just

this
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which might be expected

those who gave their allegiance to the
chiefly to attract
and so to have an undue prominence
later

philosophy,
deductions from Aristotelian
assigned to it in subsequent
The further development of the Peripatetic
ideas.
Its most
school corresponds to this expectation.
the immediately succeeding period
portant result in

im
was

more
to bring the purely naturalistic view of the world
the
of
the
to
spiritual
and more into prominence,
neglect
side of things.
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CHAPTER

XVIII

THE PERIPATETIC SCHOOL

AMONG

the numerous

THEOPHRASTUS

I

pupils of the Stagirite, Theo-

phrastus occupies the

first place.

Born

1

at Eresos in

2

Lesbos, he came early (perhaps even before the death
of Plato) into connection with Aristotle, 3 from whom in
1

DlOG.

v.

pirov yeyovaffi

35

rov

:

/uej/

87?

iroAAol

SIMPL. Pkys. 225,

a.

^rayei-

yvu&amp;gt;i

and

:

SchoL in
rbv frpunov ruv
avrov fj.adT]Tcov rbv
That
e6(pp.
he was actually so is evident
from all that we know of Theophrastus and his position in the
Peripatetic School.
2
He is constantly called
eoc}&amp;gt;pd(TTw

Ar. 92,

Epeffios.

;

b,

id.

22

Catc-fj.

:

According to PLUT. Adv.

Col. 33, 3, p. 112G; N.2&amp;gt;. suav.
sec. Epic. 15, 6, p. 1097, he

vim
had

delivered his native city twice
Tyrants. No particulars,
however, are given, and we are
not in a position to test the his
torical character of the state

from

ment.
3

first

According to DlOG. v. 36 he
attended at Eresos the in

structions

of

a

citizen called
aKoixras Ti\aru&amp;gt;vos

Alcippus, elr
[this is chronologically possible]

- by

/J.fTfffT7]

TTpbs

which

can only be meant that

it

AplffTOTCAfJU

Theophrastus, like Aristotle him
self, remained a member of the
Academy until the death of
Plato, and after that event con
tinued with Aristotle.
From
several indications, moreover, we
gather that Theophrastus was
with Aristotle in Macedonia; for

unreliable as

ment

is

( V. II. iv.

esteemed

highly

makes

AELIAN S state
19) that he was
by

Philip,

it

the more certain
that he was a friend of CallisIhenes, whom he could only have
come to know at that time, and
that he lamented his tragic end
in a work entitled KaA\icr0eV7js ?)
irepl

it

all

irei/Oovs

21, v. 9, 25;

De An.

(ClC.

DIOG.

THSC.
44

v.

iii.
;

10,

ALEX.

The posses
a property at Stagira
(DlOG. v. 52) and the repeated
mention of this town, and of the
162, bjin.).

sion of

museum

in it, also go to prove
that he was there at the same
time as Aristotle. The expres
sion which the latter is said to

have used with regard to him and
Callisthenes (DlOG. 39) is all the
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Before his death
point of age he was not far removed.
Aristotle committed to his charge not only his private
1

2

bub also his School, which he had probably
already handed over to him on his departure from
Athens. 3 Under Theophrastus the school grew even
affairs

more suspicious as

it

is

also

attributed to Plato .and Isocrates
(see Ph. d. &r. i.842, 1). Similarly
the assertion that Theophrastus
was originally called Tyrtamus,
and received the name
f6&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;pa.-

from Aristotle on account of
his graceful style (STRABO, xiii.
ClC. Orat. 19, (52
2, 4, p. 618
ffros

;

;

QtiiNTiL. Inst. x. 1, 83 ; PLIN.
//. Nat. praef. 29; DIOG.
38;
Sui D.
AMMON. DC Interpr.
17, b,and OLYMPIOD. V. Plat. p.
1) is justly called in question by

Apollodorus; these statements,
moreover, make him older than
Aristotle, and much too old to be
destined by the latter (see follow
ing note) as the husband of his
daughter, who was not yet grown

According to Diog., Theo

up.

phrastus s birth falls between
373 and 368 B.C. he was there
fore from eleven to sixteen years
;

younger than
2

;

0&amp;lt;ty&amp;gt;p.

:

BRANDIS,

iii.

251,

and MEYER

(Gescfi. der Botanik,

i.

147).

The year of Theophrastus s
birth and death can only be
determined approximately. Ac
1

to

AroLLODORUs

cording
(Diog.
58) he died Ol. 123 (288-281
but
the
is
not
B.C.),
year
given
that it was the third year of the
iii.
254;
Olympiad (BR^NDis,

;

NAUWERCK, De

Strat.

7),

and

that he was himself the head of
the school for thirty-five (BRAN
DIS ibid.) or thirty-six (RiTTER
iii.

408) years

is

mere conjecture.

DIOG. 40 gives his age as eighty five, and this is far more prob
able than the statement of the
spurious letter prefixed to Tlieophrastus s Characters, that he
composed this treatise at the age
of ninety-nine, and of HIERONYMUS (Ep. 34 Ad Ncpotian. iv. b,
258 Mart., where our text has
Themistoclem instead of Theophrastum ), that he was 107, for
here
follows
Diog. probably

Aristotle.

He begs Theophrastus, along

with some others, until Nicanor
can interest himself in the matter,
firt/j.fAe io-Oai

.

.

.

tav

^ov\t]rai

Kal fVSt x^Tcti OIT&amp;lt;, riav re TrcuSuov
Kal
EpTTi/AAtSos Kal TUV Kara\-

and in case Nicanor,
whose wife he had destined

\ftfj.fj.fvcav,

for
his

daughter Pythias, should die
before the marriage took place,
he enjoins upon him the duty of
marrying her in his stead and
becoming the guardian of her

younger brother. (See his Will,
DIOG. v. 12, 13.) Theophrastus
actually undertook the education
of the latter, as he also after
wards did that of the sons of Py
thias (see p. 20, n. 3, vol. i. DIOG.
53 SEXT Math. i. 258), and his
affection for him gave occasion
to one Aristippus, irtpl na\aias
;

;

to accuse him of erotic
relations with him (DiOG. 39).
In his Will (ibid. 51 sq.) Theo
Tpvtyrjs,

phrastus leaves directions for
the execution of pictures of Ari
stotle
3

and Nieomachus.

See p 37, and

p. 39, n. 1.
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1

more

flourishing,

dency

for

after holding the presi

and when,

2

thirty-four years, he died, honoured
3
both at home and
hostile attacks

more than

in spite of

many

the garden and the
abroad, he left it as an endowment
5
Nor
hall in which henceforth it had its settled abode.
4

re els
DlOG. 37
aTT-fiVTcav
T^V Siarpi^v avrov /xa07jral irpbs
1

:

If

SLffxiMovs.

that he

had

whole

his

this is meant
number during
we must suppose the Senate and people necessary

by

:

this

life

that the inner circle of his stu
dents is referred to; if he had
them all at one time it can only
have been at single lectures, per
on rhetoric or some other

haps
Zeno s expres
popular subject.
sion (PLUT. Prof, in Virt. c. 6
JDe se ipso laud. c.
fin. p. 78;
e/jibs

the

e/ceiVov

545)6

17, p.
6

Se

xP*&amp;gt;

s

/**&quot;,

refers to
of his students.

ffv/j.&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;u)v6Tpos

number

and in the matter of the
law of Sophocles (of. also ATHEN.
xiii. 610, e
KEISCHE, Forsch.
338), which made the consent of
this),

2

See p. 349, n. 1, supra.
See following note. Of the
Epicurus
Epicureans besides
himself (PLUT. adv. Col. 7, 2,
the hetaera Leontium
p. 1110)
Cic. JV.
also wrote against him
3

for the opening of a philosophical
school.
When, in consequence
of this law (prob. ann. 306-5),
all the philosophers, and among

them Theophrastus,

i.

33, 93.

Of foreign princes Cassander and Ptolemy, according to
DIOG. 37, gave him proofs of
their esteem; to the former of
4

dedicated a treatise
of
ir. jSacriAeias, the genuineness
which, however, was doubted by
some (DlOG. 47; DIONYS. AntiATHEN. iv. 144, e).
quit t. v. 73
The esteem in which he was
held at Athens was shown at his
burial (DlOG. 41), as also pre
viously in the matter of the

whom was

Athens

author; DlOG. 37 sq., cf. ZUMPT,
TIeber den Be stand der p kilos.
Scliulen in Atlicn, Abli. der Berl.
Akad. Mst.-pMl. Kl. 1842, 41 sq.
5
DlOG. 39 AeVrcu 5 avrbv
:

tSiov

Kal

TOV

52

KrJTToy

&amp;lt;&aA77pe

rbv

:

.

a&amp;gt;s

cr^eTi/

.

.

Se

K^TTOV

Trarov Kal ras

K fjTTCf} iraaas

r^]v

s will, ibid.

r bv irepiras irpbs rq

Kal

ot/ctos

Si So^a

/xera

rovro

Theophrastus

O.VTOS.

;

I),

left

said to have been chiefly
regard for him which -caused its
repeal and the punishment of its
is

it

TWI&amp;gt;

yfypafj-^vcav

(piXcav ael

\aeiv

rots )8oyAo//.eVois ffvffxoKal ffv/j.(J)L\o&amp;lt;ro(pe ii eV avrals

(eTretSi^Trep ov

rpiovffi

aAA
.

.

Svvar^v

iracriv

av6pu&amp;gt;-

aei

irois

JU.TJT

ei

&v tepbv KOLvrj
(rrwffav Se ol KOIVWVOVVTCS

cos
.

;

accusation
against

of

impiety brought

him by Agnonides, which

failed completely (perhaps AELIAN, V. H, viii. 12, relates to

&c. It is probable that
the sanctuary of the Muses, de
51 sq., with its two
scribed
chambers, in one of which were
hung the irivattzs eV als al rr}s yys
to the
TrepioSot eiVij/, belonged
buildings here mentioned. From
the words,
39, ^era rV Apt-

&quot;iTnrapxos
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were his services to the Peripatetic doctrine less con
In creative power of intellect he is not
spicuous.
But he was in
indeed to be compared with Aristotle.
fitted for the work of strengthening,
and
completing the system which the latter
extending
had left behind him. The interest in science by which
he was governed even to excess, and which led him to
subordinate all other concerns to its peaceful pursuit and

an especial degree

l

even to forego the pleasures of the family life; the insati
able thirst for knowledge which drew from him even

when dying complaints

of the shortness of

human

life

a
;

3

the industry which scarcely relaxed in extreme old age
the penetration, conspicuous even in what has come
;

&amp;lt;rroTf\ovs

rcAeurV ZUMPT

infers,

31 sq., that Aristotle had
previously possessed this garden,
and that as it was to be sold
after his death Demetrius man
aged that it should be trans
BRANferred to Theophrastus.
DIS (iii. 253) considers this infer
ence a rash one, but also sup
poses that Aristotle taught in a
house and garden of his own in
We have no infor
the Lyceum.
ibid.

mation, however, on this point;
yet the opposite cannot, after
what has been said p. 38, vol. i., be
inferred with any certainty from
the fact that Aristotle s will
makes no mention of any such

property.

Even the words upon

which ZUMPT
any special

relies, if

force,

they have

may with

equal reason be held to imply
that the Peripatetic school did
not become the owner of property
till

after Aristotle s death.

most probable,

It is

therefore, that
Aristotle did not give his in
structions in a garden of his own.

According to ATHEN. v. 186, a
402, Dind.), Theophrastus
(i.
left behind him also means to
provide common meals for mem
bers of the school.

That Theophrastus was still
unmarried at the time of Ari
stotle s death is obvious from the
1

will of the latter (see p. 349, n.
that he remained so is
2, supra}
obvious from his own and from
the total absence of any state
;

ment

the contrary. The reason
disdained the married
state he himself gives us in the
fragment in HlERON. Adv.J&rin.
i. 47, iv. b, 189, Mart,, hereafter to
be discussed, where he dissuades
the philosopher from it, chiefly
on the ground that it brings
with it disturbances incompatible
with the scientific life.
ti&amp;gt;

why he

2

v.

CiC. Tu*c.

41

Nrpotian.
3

paibs

iii.

28, 09;

iv. b,

.

.

Ad

268 Mart.

DlOG. 40: freAtuTO
.

DIOG.

HIERON. Ejnst. 24

;

^

yrj-
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down

us

to

guage and

of

that grace of lan
writings
fame of which survived him, 1

his

;

delivery, the

as well as the independence of his

stances

2

and the possession of

outward circum

the requisite means
for the prosecution of his learned labours 3
all these
must have contributed in a high degree to promote his
all

success as a scientific investigator and teacher.
The
numerous writings which he left behind him as a monu

ment to his diligence extend to every part of the field
of knowledge that was then open. 4
To us only a small
besides the passages
Cf.
quoted supra, p. 348, n. 3 fin.
TheoGic.Srut.3l, 121 quis
Tusc. v. 9, 24
plirasto dulcior ?

3

1

:

.

:

.

.

:

autem elegantlsaimus omnium

hie

pJiilosophorum et eruditissimus.
In his case, as in Aristotle s, this
merit belongs chiefly to his

popular writings, and especially
to the dialogues, which, like Ari
stotle s, are described as exoteric
(see p.

Ill,

n.

vol.

3,

2,

PHOKL. In Farm.

i.).

54
Cous. complains that the intro
ductions in them do not hang to
gether with the main content. Ac

cording to
i.

i.

fin.

p.

HERMIPPUS (ATHEN.

21, a) his personal adornment
his delivery

was excessive and

too theatrical.
Frequent men
tion is made of his witticisms,
e.g. PLUT. Qu. Conv. ii. 1, 9, 1, v.
5, 2,
c.

7 (vii. 10, 2, 15)

10 (Cupid. Div.

c.

;

8,

Lycurg.
p. 527;

PORPH. De Abstin.

iv. 4, p. 304).
infer Theophrastus s opulence
from his will
(DiOG. v. 51 sqq.). which speci
fies considerable property in land,
2

We may

slaves, and money, although the
total amount of the last (
59
sq.) is not stated.

Mention

made

is

of

his

which Aristotle s
constituted the ground floor, in
STRABO, xiii. 1, 54, p. 608, and
of

library,

in his will (DiOG. 52
3, a, where TOVTCOV

;

ATHEN.

i.

shows that

Theophrastus s name has fallen
out after that of Aristotle). O.
KIRCHNER, Die Botan. Sehr. d.
Theoplir. (Jalirb. f. Philol. Supplementbd. vii. 1874, p. 462 sqq.),
makes it appear probable from
Theophrastus s botanical works
that besides many parts of Greece
and Macedonia he had visited

Lower Egypt, perhaps also
Southern Thrace, and the coast
of Asia Minor, and thus added
Crete,

the knowledge of foreign coun
tries to his other

means

of re

search.
4

Hermippus and Andronicus
had made lists of his works (see
p. 49, n. 4, vol.
cf.

26;

i.

;

PORPHYR.

24) DIOG.

PLUT. Sulla,
Vit.

Plotini,

42-50 has presented
one (upon which cf. the
minute investigations of USEAnalecta
NER,
Theaphrastea,
Leipsic, 1858, 1-24; and on the
treatises on logic which it con
;

v.

to us

tains,

PRANTL, Gesch. der Log.

i.
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of these

portion

two on botany,
This

350).

list

1

multitudinous
a

works remains

few shorter treatises on

not only omits

trius

Poliorcetes

(Ol.

some known writings (USENER,

30(5 M.C.), vi. 3, 3, to

sq.) but follows a strange
order.
After two alphabetical
which the second is
lists, of

iv.

21

supplementary to the
but both of which probably

clearly
first,

give only those of the writings
of Theophrastus which were to
be found in the Alexandrine or
some other great library, follow
two more supplements the first
of these is not arranged accord
ing to any definite principle, the
second, if we exclude some in
sertions, is again alphabetical.
It is not improbable that this
list, as Usener thinks, is Hermippus s, come to us (cf. ROSE,
Arisl. Libr. Auct. 43 sq.) through
Favorinus, from whom DIOG.
immediately before (v. 41) quotes
;

Hermippus, and whose name

is

also introduced before the list of
ARIST. S writings (v. 21) and
before PLATO S will (iii. 40).
How far the writings here enu

are genuine we have
scarcely any means of judging

merated

;

makes it probable
them (the History
Geometry, Astronomy, and

USENER,

p. 17,

that a few of

of
Arithmetic,

perhaps

also

the

Jlistory of Theological Opinions,

50) belonged to Eudemus.
IT. (pvTuv uTTopias nine books
tyvrtav euViwi/six books. It has al

v. 48,
1

TT.

ready been shown (supra,
93, n. 2), that these

;

vol. i.p.

works arc by

Theophrastus and not by Ari
stotle in determining the date of
theircomposition we have further
to take into consideration the
;

allusions, Hist. PI. v. 2, 4, to the
destruction of Megara by Deme-

VOL.

II.

:

353

the

natural
118, 2

=

the archon-

ship of Simonides (Ol. 117, 2),
3, 2, to the expedition of
Ophelias (Ol 118, 1), ix. 4, 8. to

Hist. PL v. 8,
also refers to the period sub
sequent to the conquest of Cy

King Ant itronus.
1,

prus by Demetrius Poliorcetes
(DlODOfiUS, XX. 47 sqq. 73 sqq.),
and was therefore written after
Ol.

118,

2.

(Cf.

BRANDIS,

iii.

322 sq.)
SIMPLICIUS S state
ment, Pltys. 1, a, that Ari
stotle tieated

of plants

partly

historically and partly rctiologically can hardly refer to these

two works, and is the less impor
tant since SIMPL. (as already re
marked,

vol.

i.

p. 93, n. 2),

had no

personal acquaintance with Ari
stotle s treatise upon plants. In
the two works of Theophrastus,
besides many corruptions in the
a number of
text, there are
lacuna?. In the IT. tyvruvairiuv the
last sections (perhaps two books,
since DIOG. 40 speaks of the
treatise as consisting of eight)
are
lost
unmistakably
(cf.

SCHNEIDER,

Theoplir.

Opp.

v.

The ascription by
sqq.).
DIOG. 46 of ten books to the
232

Iffropia is

perhaps to be explained

by the supposition that one of
those which we have (SCHNEI
DER, ibid, thinks the fourth,
which certainly has a break, c.
12 Jin.) was divided in some
manuscripts;

contrariwise

the

fact that Hist. viii. 4, 5 and ix.
18, 2 are quoted by APOLLON.
Mirab. 33, 41, as respectively
from
an( l V
QVTUV points
to the loss of one of the earlier
&quot;**?)

AA
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2
fragments of a work on metaphysics and of
3
the important history of physics (which seems to have
been the treasure-house from which later tradition chiefly
1

science,

books or

combination with

its

On the other hand,
another.
the view that the ninth book of
the botanical treatise did not
originally belong to it (WIMMER,
Theoplir. Hist. Plant. 1842, p.
ix.) is with good reason rejected
De

KIRCHNER,

by

Theoplir.

Libr. Phytol. 34 sqq. it is known
as
part of the treatise not
only to DiOG. (Ibid.) but to
APOLLON., who in c. 29 quotes
:

ix. 13, 3
20, 4, c. 31, ix. 17, 4,
c. 41, ix. 18, 2, c. 48, ix. 11, 11,
;

c.

50, ix. 17, 3 (here expressly as

the eVxarT?

TTJS

Trpay^are/as)

;

it

unmistakably referred to in
the sixth book De Cans. Plant.,
even quoted ii. 6, 4 (of. Hist. ix.

is

18, 10), its contents are forecast
i. 12, 1, and in 1, 4
2,2; 8, 8;
19, 1, it refers back itself to the
;

earlier books.

Similarly

(Gfesch. d. Botanilt,

MEYER

176 sq.)

i.

32

sq., are
right in again setting aside the
view that the sixth book DC
Causis PI. could be a separate
work or wholly spurious. Even

and BRANDTS,

iii.

the remarks upon the
seven,

c.

4,

1,

2,

number

which Brandis

strange, contain nothing
surprising; Aristotle had already
counted seven primary colours
and seven tastes corresponding to
finds

the seven notes (see supra, vol. i.
p. 518, n. 3), and a statement
similar TO that which is here made
about the number seven, is to be
found in THEO PHR. De Vent is ( Fr.
5), 49, about the number three.
1

See SCHNEIDER, Opp.

WIMMER, vol.
sqq.
edition (1862).

i i.

i

of

647
his

2

Metaphysical aporite, with
regard to which we do not know
whether they belonged to a more
comprehensive work or merely to
Ac
an introductory treatise.
cording to the scholium at the
end, the work of which they
were a part was not included
either

or

by Hermippus

by An-

dronicus in their lists but quoted
by Nicolaus (of Damascus). On
the manifold corruptions of its
text, see besides the edd. of

BRANDIS

(Arist.

Metapli. 308 sqq.)

et

and

Tkeophr.

WIMMER

(Fragm. No 12), USENER in the
Rheln. Mus. xvi 259 sqq.
3
This work is called some
times
(ALEX.
IffTopta
apud SIMPL. Phys. 25, a, o.),
sometimes ^vtriKa (DiOG-. ix. 22
SIMPL. De Ccelo, Sehol. in Ar.
510, a, 42; STOB. KM. i. 522),
elsewhere fyva-iKal 86cu (DiOG. v.
&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;nK^]

;

48),

irepl

(pva-LKwv

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;riK.5)V

(ibid. 46),

(ALEX. Metaph.

Bon. 536,

a, 8 bk.),

TT.

TT.

24,

TOJI/

4;

rut/ (pvaLKuv

8ow/ (TAURUS apud PHILOP.
Adv. Prod.

vi. 8, 27).
DiOG. v.
46, assigns to it eighteen hooks, v.
48, 16. USENER, Anal. Tkeophr.

30 sqq., has collated the frag
ments of: it but the treatise,
;

irepl alffO-fiffecas ical alffdr]Twv

(WlM-

MER,
1), which Philippson
deals with, v\t] a.vQpwTrivn (1831),
81 sqq. (of. USENER, ibid. 27),
fr.

seems also to have belonged to
On the other hand, the sup

it.

position that the extract
ap.
PHILO. JEtern. m. c. 23-27, p. 510

Mang., is taken from it
(USENER, p. 38; BERN AYS, Tlieo-

sqq.

plirast,

iib.

Fr6mmig~k.

46) does
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accounts of the earlier physicists ) besides a
The Characters are only
an incomplete extract, with several foreign additions,
!

its

number of other fragments. 2

3
probably from Theophrastus s treatise upon Ethics.
The chief feature of the scientific labours of Theo-

phrastus,

so

far

as these

known

are

to

us,

is

the

endeavour to complete the compass and define more
sharply the

contents

of Aristotelian

The

doctrine.

fundamental principles of the system suffer no change
and are not unfrequently stated in the very words of
Aristotle. 4

Theophrastus, however, exerts himself to
develop his doctrine as completely as possible on every
side, to increase the number of scientific and ethical

commend itself; for a dog
matic and polemical discussion
with Zeno the Stoic (as ZELLER
has shown this to be in HERMES,
xi. 422 sqq.) can have formed no
part of an historical work, nor
does it at all resemble the treat
not

ise

IT.

either in tone or
In the first book of

euV07j&amp;lt;reo&amp;gt;s,

treatment.
the (pvffiK^i

IffTopia TllEOPHR. (as
in the AbfiaitdL d.
Berl. Altad. 1877, p. 150 sqq.)
had given a review of the prin
ciples of earlier philosophers, in
which he connected his work
with the first book of ARIST. S

is

shown

Jfetaphync*.
Fuller proof of this fact,
wliich he was the first to per

Schrift liber Fro HIM HJcleverly recovered from
PORPHYRY S De, Abxtincntia.
The treatise on indivisible lines
was also attributed to him,

j)hrast.

keit)

perhaps rightly.
By some even
ARIST. S Politics (see vol. ii supra
.

,

was referred to Theo
More recent writers
phrastus.
have attributed to him the trea
tises upon colour (SCHNEIDER, iv.
p. 204, n. 2)

who,

8(&amp;gt;4,

considers
portion of a larger
the other side see

however,

them only a

work; on
PRANTL, Arist. r. d. Farben, 84
sq.), upon Melissus, Xenophanes
(on this see Ph.

c.

d.

Or.

i.

47(i

1

sqq.)-

On this arid on the ethical
be found in H. DIELS
writings of 1 heophrastus see in
recent work, Doxoyraphi Grcrci^ fra.
4
As among others, KlRCHas also ibid. p. 473 sq. the
NER. Jahrb. f. Philol. Siipplefragments of the tyvautal 8oai.
2
To those collected in Wim- incntb. vii. 532 sqq. has shown
in respect
of
raer must be added chiefly the
the
botanical
remainder of the treatise rtpl works.
s, which IlEKNAYS (Tlieo3

ceive, will

A A

2
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observations, to apply the Aristotelian rules to particular
cases, especially to those which had been overlooked by
Aristotle, to correct the vagueness of particular con
His startingceptions and to set them in a clear light.
1

is

point

As

experience.

Aristotle in all his investiga

had taken his stand upon the firm ground of fact
and had established even the most universal conceptions
upon the basis of a comprehensive induction, Theotions

phrastus also is convinced that we must begin with
observation in order to attain to true conceptions.
Theories must coincide with the data of experience, and
they will do so if we start with the consideration of the
individual

perception furnishes the material which

2
;

either straightway apply to its own ends
the
difficulties which experience brings to
by solving
future discoveries. 3 Natural science,
for
utilise
light may

may

thought
or

Of.

292

:

solet,

BOETH. De Interpr.

p.

ut in aliis
similibus rebus

Theoj)hrasti(s,

qmim

de

tractat, qua*, scilicet ab Aristotele
ante tractates stint, in libra

%v

6n iroX\ax&s
ras

nal

curias

aXfjOca-repov
rf)

ra

Siai/oia,

Siatyopas

ws

8

viro&d\\i

cnrXcas

/j.ev

flecope?

Tax

C^reT.

eiVeli/

yap

TJ

&amp;lt;$)avep6v.

TO.S

ical

a^aOrjffis

Vrov&amp;lt;ra

quoqve de affirmations ct negaverbis
iisdem
tione
aliquibus
utitur, quibus in llOC libro Ariin omnibus
stotdes usus est
enim, fie quibus ipse disputed post
mayistrum, leviter ea tanQit, qua)
ab Aristotele dicta ante cognovit,
alias vero diligentius res non ab

ra
K&V

Aristotele tractatas exsequitur.
l
ei0u yap
Cans. PL i. 1, 1
vprj ffv^taveiffQai rovs \6yovs TO?S

^vo-i iriffretas ty-naiv
aiffQ-qviv
tnrb yap ravrrjs at ap^al irpbs T^V

.

.

.

:

17,

upijiJ.vois.

KadeKaa-ra

6

0upov(n

8e

TUJV

cv

roTs

r]
eviropovfj.ev
apxds K. T. A.

3

TU&amp;gt;V

trv^cavos

^0705 TWV yiyvopzvwv.
Trepi

8e

e/c

:

&

5
KaQtKaffra
ii.

yap

3,

:

cuV07j&amp;lt;m

Fr. 12 (Metaph.}, 19

5

biropiav
fj.rj

Suj/Tyrat

TO S

Trpoftaiveiv,

8t

rjs

6/j.oos

e^cuVeTcu TL (pus eV ry /J.T) (purl
fyrotvrwv eVl ir\4ov. Ibid. 25
pexpi t**v ovv nvbs Swd^da St
airb
r&v
alriov
Oewpelv, apxas
alcrO^fffiav Xa^dvovT^s. CLEMENS,
Strom, ii. 362, p 0eo&amp;lt;p. Se rV
:

;

apxw

\6yov rbv

ej/ TIJJUV

Kal

T^V Sidvoiav

SEXT. Math. vii.
217 Aristotle and Theophrastus
have two criteria, aiffQ^a-iv p-fv
alffd^Tuv, v6r]ffLV 5e raw voi\Koivbv
Se
ruv
d^^oTepcoi/,
TO evapyes.
e\cyw d
e/creiVovrat.
:

TU&amp;gt;V

u&amp;gt;s

e6&amp;lt;pp.,

:

4pyao/j.evri,
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moreover, must rest upon perception because it has to
do wholly with corporeal substance.
Theophrastus
1

accordingly keeps this principle steadily in view. Where
universal laws fail to explain particular facts, he does

not hesitate to refer us back to experience 2 where no
complete certainty is possible he will content himself,
;

like Plato and Aristotle, with mere probability 3 where
more exact proofs fail, he, like his master, brings analogy
to his aid, 4 but he warns us at the same time not to
;

analogy too

carry

far

or

mistake the

to

peculiar

5

phenomena. just as Aristotle had laid
as a fundamental axiom that everything must

characteristics of

down

We

be explained upon principles peculiar to itself. 6
cannot say, in truth, that Theophrastus has entirely
renounced the comprehensive and universal points of

view

own

but his

;

lirel 5e OVK &vev /JLfV
Fr. 18
s ovSf irfpl tvbs \KTfov,
:

iravra

eV

yap

(pva-fws,

&vfv

ovx

\fyovTcts

a.taQrio iv,

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;aiv6/j.fi/a

favra,

t)

dAAoian-i/ffjy

al

TWV

rb

virtp

^ov

Te

aAA&quot;

TTfipaadat

apxo/j.(t/ovs

^ ra

TTJS

irfpl

TavTci T6 Hal iTfpl TOvTd3V

/j.f(Tov, fls

T^I/

TO.

Kivrjo-ft

Se

ovx

7ra077Tt/CT;s

Kara\nrf iv

cnrb

Tai mjs

XP*1

flewpetV,

\a/j.^dvovras
cf rives

airb rovrcov,

Kal

KvpiwTfpai
apxai.

and

inclinations

o0

apa

TOVTM

irp6rfpai

rovs

scientific researches

a.&amp;lt;popiffp.ovs.

m

3

SiMPL. Phys. 5, a,
natural science cannot arrive at
the complete certainty of know-

:

aAA OVK anv-affTtov oia
ledge
TovTO (f&amp;gt;v(Tio\oylav aAA apK6?(T0at
XPV T V KaT r ^ v ^AiT6 P a XW*
SOKC?.
xal ovva.jLm&amp;gt;, us Kal
vol. i. p. 167 sq.
Cf. also
4
See Cans. PL iv. 4, D-ll
Hist. i. 1, 10 sq.
&
we must beHist. i. 1, 4
;

/

-

1

&quot;

0eo&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;pa&amp;lt;rr&amp;lt;p

8i(/&amp;gt;ril t

;

:

TO?S KaQfKciffTa rb aitpi&fs /JLU\\OV
alcTOijTiKTis StTrai
truj/eVeajj,

ware of comparing plants with
animals in every respect.
ravra /JLV o vrus viro\nifr4ov ov
p.6vov fls TCI vvv aAAa Kal TWV

\6ytf 5e OVK
Hist. i. 3,

ffa
/j.(\\4vTwv x^P tv
re oupopoiovv Trtpitpyov

2

Cans.

PL

ii.

8

4,

:

aAA

iv

&quot;(crcas

betvveen

cvfj-apfs atyopiaai.
5.

The

botanical

somewhat vague

;

Cf.

differences
species are

Sta

5^ ravra

Sxnrfp \iyofjifv OVK a.Kpifio\oyriTfov
T(f

op&amp;lt;f)

aAAa

rip

rvircf

\r)ir-rtov

&&amp;lt;rrf

ffdai irdvrus, iva.

^

7P

^

^v

rb y\ix f Kal T^V ouctfoy

Bfupiav.
mtjfrti, vol.

airt)ftd\\&amp;lt;i)/j.(v

6

See

1, 2, 3.

i.

p.

24 J, n.
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have an unmistakable bias in the direction of
particulars
rather than fundamental principles.
This

is

the method which Theophrastus and, follow

ing him, Eudemus have adopted

While holding

logic.

fast

in their treatment of

by Aristotelian

principles,

they have permitted themselves many divergences in
detail.
In discussing the Conception, for instance,
1

Theophrastus refused to admit that

all

contraries belong

same genus. 2 The doctrine of the Judgment,
again, to which both Eudemus and he devoted separate
3
received at their hands various
treatises,
additions,
to the

which, however, so far as we know, were of no great
4
They introduced a slight change in the

importance.

1

Of. PRANTL, Gescli. der Log.
346 sqq., who, however, seems
to undervalue the contributions

i.

of Theophrastus and Eudemus
to Logic.
2
Cf. fr. 15 (SiMPL. Categ.
Sohol. in, Ar. 89, a, 15).
105, a!
;

ALEX, on MetapJi. 1018,
also supra, vol.
3

i.

a,

25

;

p. 224, n. 3.

Theophrastus in the treat

ises irepl

/ecu

/caTo^cio-ecos

a7ro&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;a-

ALEX, in
(DlOG. 44, 46
Pr. 5, a, m, 21, b, m,
124, a, 128; Metapli. 653, b,
15; GALEN, Libr. Propr. 11,
xix. 42, K; BOETH. Ad Arist.
o-ews

;

Anal.

tie Interpr. 281, 286, 291,
327,
(Bale) Sekol. in Ar. 97, a, 38,
99, b, 36
PRANTL, 850, 4), TT.
;

;

f*s (DiOG. 47; DioNYS. Hal.
Comp. Verb. p. 212, Schaf.), TT.

A.6

TOV

TUU?

\6yov ffroi^iuiv (as
353, 23, in SIMPL. Categ.
Bale, rightly
emends).

PRANTL,
3,

ft,

As to Eudemus,
ALEX. Anal. Pr.
566, b, 15, Br.

;

TT.

6, b,

A.e|ea&amp;gt;s,

see

in Metaph.

Anon.

Soltol.

in

Arist. 146, a, 24; GALEN, ibid. On
their other logical treatises cf.

supra, vol.
p. 350,
6,

p.^64, n.

1222, b, 37,
4

in

i.

1..

audflth. End.
c.

PRANTL,

6 Jin. ii.
10, 1227, a, 10.
i.

Theophrastus distinguishes
his

between

tr.
treatise
/cara^acrecos
different meanings of

irporacris (ALEX.
ibid. 124,
;

m

189, a.

Anal. Pr.

5,

a,

a; Top. 83, a,
Similar distinctions are

quoted from the same treatise
and that TT. TOV n~oAAax&amp;lt;s (which
was probably on the model of Ari
stotle s

see sup. vol.

i.
p. 76 sq.);
noticed the predicative
force of the verb to be in exis

Eudemus

tential propositions {Anon. Scliol.
in Arist. 146, a, 24, and for

another remark of Eudemus on
the verb to be see ALEX. Anal.
Pr. 6, b, m). Theophrastus called
particular propositions indeter

minate (see sup.

vol. i.p. 233. n.

1,

and BOETH. De Interpr. 340, m
Svliol. in WAITZ, Ar. Org. i. 40
PRANTL, 356, 28), and Aristotle s
;

;
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with which
theory of the Conversion of Propositions,
Aristotle s treatment of the Syllogism begins, by sub
Aristotle s indirect, proof
stituting a direct, in place of
of the simple converse of universal negative proposi
As they further approached the question of the
tions.
1

Modality of Judgments from a different

\

indeterminate

/jLeraOfffcus

a.

(see

;

An.

they oonPr.

xiii.
;

cf.

b;
the

scholium which
45, gives

;

so,

PHI LOP.

2

Schol. in Ar. 148, b, 46

supra, vol. i. p. 232, n. 2 Steplianus and Cod. Laur. in WAITZ,
ibidAl sq and on his reasons for

doing

;

side,

PRANTL, 357). He dis

PHAXTL, 364,
from Minas). PBAXTL

criticises this

convenient proof

:

ZELLEB, on the contrary, con
siders it the right one, and says

tinguished in particular negative
not all
propositions between
and some not (Sclwl. in Ar.
In regard to the
145, a, 30).

that he cannot find for that of
Aristotle reasons founded on the
of genus and species
modality of judgments he made very nature
as Prantl professes to do.
a distinction between simple ne
2
Aristotle had taken the con
cessity and necessity resulting
from particular circumstances ceptions of possibility and neces
as has been remarked (see
(ALEX. An. P. 12, b, u.). He sity,
to express a
elucidated contradictory opposi
sup. vol. i. p. 234 sq.)
our know
quality of things, not of
tion, which he declared in general
he
to be indemonstrable (ALEX, on ledge of things. By the possible
that which
understand
not
does
15,
b,
653,
1006,
11,
a,
p.
Mctaplt.
we have no reason to deny, nor by
that con
Br.), with the remark
the necessary that which we are
tradictory propositions are abso
forced to accept, but by the
another
one
of
exclusive
lutely
that which by nature may
former
is fixed
their
when
meaning
only
and definite (Scltol. Aiubros. in equally be or not be, by the latter
must be.
WAITZ, ibid. 40). a caution that which by its nature

Theophrastus and Eudemus,
deed, have left us no general
statement on this subject (even in
in

against sophistical objections to

which PBAXTL,

p. 35(5,

unneces

sarily takes exception.

the passage quoted by PRANTL,

*In ABIST. Anal. Pr. i. 2, 25,
15.it stands: ei /arjStvl ruv B

a,

rb

A

vwdpx*

1

inrdpti rb B.

OVK
B rb

F,

&quot;5e

,

ei

51,

oiov T
TO fj.rf^fvl ruv
rb yap F

ydp nvi,

dXrjflfS (ffrai

A

362, 41,

TUV A ovStvl

*

To&amp;gt;f

virdpxfiv

B Ti tffTiv. Theophrastus and
Kudemus put it more simply

:

A

separate from
all B, B is therefore separate
from all A, and therefore no A is
if

B

no B

is

A,

is

(ALBX. An. Pri.

11, a,

m.

12,

a,

from ALEX. A mil. Pr.

only the words

virdipxov [sc. avctyKaiov
V X,
off y&P virdpx f t T&T*
re p.^i virdpx fl v, seem to be
long to THEO. S Prior Analytic*,
while the rest belong to Alex

Tt&amp;gt;

ulut&amp;gt;

ander himself) but it is obvious
from their departures from Ari
stotle, which we are about to men
;

tion,

that they take possibility
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sequently denied what Aristotle had affirmed, that
every assertion of possibility implies the opposite possi
bility, and they maintained, against his denial, the
of
convertibility of universal negative

judgments

possi

l

while with regard to conclusions whose
pre
mises are of different modality, they held
firmly by the
bility

;

principle that the conclusion follows the weaker premise. 2
further know that Theophrastus added to the four

We

Modes which Aristotle had assigned to the first
Figure
five new ones, obtained
by the conversion of the con
clusions or the premises, a
development in which we
3
certainly fail to see any advantage, and it is ppssible
4
that he treated the two other Figures in the same
way,

asserting at the same time, in opposition to Aristotle,
that these also give perfect conclusions. 5
He also

and necessity only
logical sense.
1
See sup. vol.

in the f orn.al

;

i.

p.

234 sq. and

ALEX. Anal. Pr. 14, a, m. Anon.
Schol. inAr. 150, a, 8. The proofs
of the two Peripatetics are given
in a scholium which PEANTL, 364..
45, prints from MINAS S notes on
;

Galen

s

sq. and on the third case, PHILOP.
Anal. Pr. li. a Schol. in Arist.
166, a, 12; on an argument of
Theophrastus relating to this,
ALEX. Anal. Pr. 82, b.).
3
For details see ALEX. Anal.
Pr. 22, b. 34, b. 35, a; Anon.
Schol. in AT. 188, a, 4, and

EiVtrywyfy

Sta^e/cri/cr?,

p.

The same writer s quotation, 362, 41, from ROETH. Interpr. 428, upon Theophrastus
relates merely to an unimportant
100.

explanation. Similarly a modification of an Aristotelian argu-

ment mentioned by ALEX. Ana!,
Pr. 42, b, n. is, as PRANTL, p.

PRANTL s citations, 365, 46, from
APUL. De Interpr. (Doym. Plat.
iii.), 273 sq. 280, Oud.
HOETH.
PHILOP. An.
Syll. Cat. 594 sq
Pr. xxi. b (Soliol. 152, b, 15) cf.
;

;

;

also

tures
a.

Prom an

apodeictic and a
categorical premise follows, they
a
said,
categorical from a categorical and hypothetical, a hypothetical from an apodeictic and
hypothetical also a hypothetical
conclusion (see svp. vol. i. p. 231
;

;

As PEANTL,
from ALEX. Anal. Pr.
in

Schol.

i.
Orrj.
Ivta/ritas

rov

Loyik, 282 sqq.
368 sq., conjec35,

Cf. following note.
5

370, also remarks, insignificant.
z

UEBERWEG,

4

o-xrj/xari

Arist.

&amp;lt;5

.

e5o|a&amp;lt;re

iravrts

WAITZ,

45:
5e Bo-r)9bs
T
ApioroTe Aei nepl rovol

.

eV

.

.

/cat

a7re5ei|ej/,

Seurep^

reAetof etVtv

/cat

.

.

on

rpircf

(which Ari-

stotle denies, see supra, vol. i.
p.
210, n. 4). ... ^atVerat Se /cat 0eo-
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It is more
changed the order of several of the Modes.
to
that
note
Theophrastus and
important, however,
1

Eudemus introduced

into

logic the theory of

Hypo

Both of these
and Disjunctive Syllogisms. 2
name
under
the
embraced
pointing
Hypothetical,
they
out that in the Disjunctive also that which is undeter
thetical

mined

at first is afterwards

of a second clause. 3

determined by the addition

They distinguished further two

those which, consist
ing of purely hypothetical propositions, only assign the
4
conditions under which something is or is not the case,

kinds of hypothetical conclusions

.

.

tvavr iav avT(p

Tr]V

(Aristotle) Trept TOVTOV 86av tx wv
In the third figure he placed
the fourth of Aristotle s modes
as simpler before the third, and
the sixth before the fifth (Anon,
PHILOP.
Schol. in Ar. 155, b, 8

:

ALEX.

128,

a,

Sc.hol.

190, a,

1,

(AruL. Hid.

however, Theophrastus expressly
said that these differ from ordi
nary categorical propositions only
that he nevertheless
in form
entered with such minuteness
into the discussion of them is
only one of the many proofs of
the frequently misspent industry
with which he traversed every

As ALEX. An. Pr. 131, b.
PHILOP. An. Pr. Ix. a; Schol.

detail.
3
Cf. PHILOP. An. Pr. Ix. b
Schol. in Ar. 170, a, 30 sqq.;

-

1

;

ibid.

34,

seventh

156,

a,

11),

adding a

mode which he obtained

by dividing the

first

p. 276).
2

;

in Ar. 169, b, 25 sqq., expressly
state.
According to BOETII.
Stfll.

Hypoth. 606 (in PRANTL,

879, 69),

Eudemus

treated this

subject more fully than Theo
Much less important
phrastus.
are the citations from Theophrastus s discussions upon syllogisms
Kara irp6&amp;lt;r\Ti^iv given by ALEX.
An. Pr. 128, a., cf. 88, a, m.
;

PHILOP. cii. a; Schol. in Ar. 189,
b, 12; Anon. ibid. 1. 43, 15)0, a,
These
18, cf. PRANTL, 376 sq.
are syllogisms formed of propo
sitions such as those mentioned
by Aristotle, Anal. Pr. ii. 5, 68,
a, 29, b, 10
$ TO A ^rjSevl rb B
:

itavrl

virdpxd

i:c.

According

to

;

;

That
109, b, m.
both these writers in the passages
named follow the Peripatetic

ALEX. An. Pr.

view, as presented by Theo
phrastus and Eudemus, is obvi
ous from the whole context.
Ot T IVOS UVTOS 1) /J.^ oinos

n

1

OVK

A
C

tffTtV

is.

is

IS

),

J)

is

Tt
if

tffTt

SflKVVVTfS

B

O

is,

is

if

(

if

A

is,

which are called by Theo

TplWV VTToQtTlKol OT
as also on
account of the similarity of the

phrastus
5t

o\u)v

flltt

uiroQ(TiKo\,

three propositions war ava.\oytav.
Theophrastus distinguished three
forms of these syllogisms corre
sponding to the three Aristote
lian figures of the categorical
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and those which prove that something
the latter a further division

made

is

or is not.

is

1

Of

into those with a

2
hypothetical and those with a disjunctive form, both
that what is
of which classes, however, agree in this

stated in the major premise as possible is either affirmed
or denied in the minor 3
Under the hypothetical are
finally

classed

Comparative,

4

as the

or,

Peripatetics

called them, Qualitative Syllogisms. 5
syllogism, except that he trans
posed the order of the second

and

ALEX.

third.

Anal.

Pr.

110, a.; of. 88, b.
PHILOP. ibid. 170, a, 13 sqq. 179,
a, 13 sqq. 189, a, 38.
1
PHILOP. Schol. in Ar. 170, a,
14,30 sqq. Of. ALBX.^W. P-r.88,b.
2
PHILOP. ibid. TWV rb eli/at
109,

b,

ra.

;

:

3)

/J.TJ

elpcu

06TJKWJ/

KaTa&amp;lt;TKva6vTcav

ol

(TKvdovo~iv

viro-

Kara/nev aitoAovOiav
ol of Sidfev^iv &C.
Of

the first, two forms are next enu
merated: those which by affirming
the antecedent affirm the conse
quent, and those which by deny
ing the consequent deny the

antecedent

A

is,

&c.

;

(

A

If

and

is,

If

:

B

A

is.

is,

But

B

is.

But B is not, &c.) Of the second
by a more complicated classifica
A is not
tion three forms (1)
at the same time B and C and D.
But it is B.
Therefore it is
.

:

neither C nor D. (2) A is either
B or C. But it is B. Therefore
it is not C.
(3) A is either B or 0.
But it is not B. Therefore it is C.
a
This categorical minor pre
mise following on a conditional
or disjunctive major, for which
the Stoics afterwards invented
the name TrpJo-A 771/^9, the older
Peripatetics

(ol

apxcuoi,

ol

irepl

PRANTL, 385,
68), following ARIST. (Anal Pr.
i.
23, 41, a, 30; cf. WAITZ, in
ApiCTTOTeATjj/,

cf.

c.

loco;

45,

29,

b,

15),

called

^eraA^is (ALEX. An. Pr. 88, a,
PHILOP. Schol. in
o. 109, a, m.
;

Ar. 169,

minor

b, 47, 178, b,
itself receives

If this

(i).

proof from
a categorical syllogism we have
the so-called mixed syllogism
(ALEX. 87, b, m. sq.). The con
ditional sentence is called avvn^antecedent, being the
/, the
the consequent the
(PHILOP. Sclwl. in Ar.
169, b, 40).
Theophrastus, how
ever, remarked the difference

here between those conditional
sentences in which the condition
is introduced problematically by
an Ei and those in which it is
introduced affirmatively by an
Eirel

DC Caelo, Scliol.
He remarked also

(SlMPL.

509, a, 3).

(ALEX. Anal. Pr. 131, b. Aid.;
cf. PRANTL, 378, 57) that the
fjLTa\t]tyis again is either a mere
hypothesis, or immediately cer
tain, or demonstrated either in
ductively or deductively.
4
Oi airb TOV /ji,a\\ov Kal TOV
if the
6/jiotov KOL TOV i)TTOv, e.g.
.

a good, so also is
the more precious but wealth,
which is less precious than health,
is a good, therefore health is so
less precious is

;

also.

Upon

this see

ALEX. An.

PHILOP.
b.
Pr. 88, b, m. 109, a.
An. Pr.lxxiv. b PRANTL, 389 sqq.
;

;

5

Kara

iroioTTfjra,

probably

fol-
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contributions of any importance to the second
the doctrine of Demon

division of the Analytics

have come down to us from Theophrastus or
Eudemus, and we may therefore assume that neither

stration

1

of them differed in any important point from the con
clusions of Aristotle on this subject.
The same is
in substance true of the
To]&amp;gt;i&amp;lt;

had devoted several

treatises.

which Theophrastus
cannot be proved that

to

x,

2

It

interpreted the subject-matter of the science dif
3
nor do the isolated utterances
ferently from Aristotle

lie

;

on this head which have come to us from Theophrastus
and Eudemus go beyond a few formal extensions of
Aristotelian doctrines. 4
lowing ARIST. An. Pr. i. 20, 45,
b, 16
where, however, this ex
not further explained.
Even PEANTL (p. 392 sq.)

pression
1

has failed to rind more than two
statements referring to this sub

one in PHILOP. An. Post.
Ar. 205, a,
Schol.
4(5,
distinguishing between $
ainb and
aur6, the other the
remark in the anonymous scho

ject

:

17, b.

&amp;gt;n

;

/&amp;lt;a0

lium, ibid. 240, a, 47, that defi
nition is embraced under demon
stration.

unimportant

Equally

are the remarks on

ALEX. Qu.
Speng.

;

JVat.

aurb in

/ca0

i.

on definition

p.

2(5,

in

S2,

OETII.

I

MwL

110, a,
Intcrpr. ii. 318,
34 on definition and demonstra
tion in Eustrat. in Libr. ii. Anal.
;

;

Post. 11, a, o.; Schol. 212, a, 17;
cf. ibid. 240, a, 47
on the im
possibility of proving contradic
tory propositions in ALEX, on
SYRIAN, in
^f?taJ&amp;gt;h. 100(5, a, 14;
:

Metajth.
treatise

b, 46.
2

is

(from the
Kara^dafws) and the

S72,
it.

b,

11

definition of a|i w,ua in

:

THEM 1ST.

Cf. PllANTl.,

:!.&quot;)()

11-

sq. nn.

14.
3

PRANTL,

from

De

p.

352,

statement

the

Interpr. 53, a.

;

infers

it

(AMMON.
in

Schol.

27; Anon. Ibid. 94,
that Theophrastus dis
a, 1(5)
tinguished a twofold relation,
one to the fact in regard to which
the question is one of truth or
the
to
falsehood, the other
hearers but the latter is here
assigned not, to dialectic but to
Ar. 108,

b,

;

The cita
rhetoric.
tion from the Analytics of KUDEMUS in ALEX. Top. 70, is also
quite Aristotelian.
poetry and

4

Theophrastus distinguished
between r6vos and irapa77A;u.a,
understanding by the latter a
rule which is general and in
definite, by the former one that
cf.
is definite (ALEX. Top. 72
of the topical heads,
5, m. (5S)
which Aristotle had enumerated
(ytvos and SiaQopa, tfpos, ISiov,
;

;
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The conclusion

to

which we are

so far led,

namely,

that Theophrastus
by no means inclined blindly to
accept the Aristotelian doctrines, becomes still more
is

obvious from the fragment on Metaphysics.

The

1

diffi

culties (aTTopiau) suggested in this fragment are directed
in great part to Aristotelian assumptions, but we are
left

wholly in the dark as to whether and in what way
Starting from

the author found the solution of them.

the distinction between First Philosophy and Physics,
Theophrastus here asks how their respective objects,
the supersensible and the sensible, are related to one
another; and after proving that there must be some

common bond of union between them and that the

super

must involve the sensible, he goes on to examine
how this is possible. 2 The principles of Mathematics
sensible

(to

which Speusippus had assigned the highest place)

are insufficient for the solution of the

problem

;

we

in
require a higher principle, and this we can find only
God. 3 God, therefore, must be the cause of motion in

Tavrbv ) he placed
well as Sicupopa, under
yevos (ibid. 25), and all others
o-iv*|8e|8Tj/e&s,

Tavr^i/, as

except

ffv/u.&fi-r)Kbs

under

opos

that we
but PBANTL, p. 395,
seems to be wrong in his in(ibid.

31

this

is

all

are told,

terpretation, cf. BBANDIS, iii.
to pass over
279). He asserted

some still more unimportant
remarks which are quoted by
ALEX, on Metaph. 1021, a, 31,
and

15 (Schol. 277, b, 32)
that opposites do not fall under
one and the same generic conT-&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;.

ception (see sup. vol. ii. 358, n.
Theophrastus s divison of

2).

yva&amp;gt;/j.ai

(GREGOR. CORINTH, ad
1154, w.), Eudeof questions (ALEX,
Top. 38), and his classification
of fallacies irapa
\Qiv (that
is if GALEN. ir. r. irapa T. \e f.

de

Met.Ji.

vii.

mus s division

TV

3. xiv. 589 sqq. follows
him), will be found in PBANTL,
397 sq.
See supra, vol. ii. p. 354, n. 2.
2
1 sqq.
2 read apx^l 8e,
we begin here with
v&repa., &c.,
the question whether, &c.
3
3 sq. according to USENEB S
&amp;lt;ro(pi&amp;lt;r/j..

*

;

emendation

(see

p.

354, n.

2,

supra) of which WIMMEB, p. 151,
11, ventured to accept even old re
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the world.

He

virtue of any

movement in himself, but of a causality more

produces that motion, however, not in

accordant with his nature
the lower creation, and

movement

endless

:

he

is

the object of desire to all
the cause of the

this alone is

of the heavens.

seemed

this view undoubtedly

in

Satisfactory though

many

1

respects,

it

was

If there be only one moving
the
spheres the same move
principle, why
how
can we explain the har
are
there
If
?
ment
several,

not without

its difficulties.

have not

all

mony of their movements ? But a satisfactory reason must
also be assigned for the multiplicity of the spheres, and,

as the outcome of

must be explained

in fine, everything

Why, moreover, should this natural desire of
design.
the spheres be directed to motion rather than to rest ?
And does not desire presuppose a soul, and therefore
motion

?

ej fir;

:

do not things under the moon as well

Why
4

;

read

2

we might propose to

Iv 6\iyots dvai Kal ir pur ois,
apa Kal Iv T irpwrtf.

^

TOVTWV
S 6
(A*XP l l** v
oiov a prios 6 \6yos, apxiiv re iroiwv
Kal
tvfpyaav Kal
fjiiav irdvTwv,
ovffiav d7ro5t5ous, ?Tt 5e
1

:

rV

^

TV

\tyuv, a\\

iro(r6v TI
Staiperbj/ /tnjSt

airAws

et s

Qaipuv

TIVO.

Kpfirrca

That every-

Kal Ofiorfpav.

/jifpiSa

for
thing has a natural desire
also stated by
is
the good
Theoph. in the fr. (from xtpl
TrAourou) tiehol. in Plat. Legg. p.
8

449,

TTAOI TOS,
TOI/S

15ekk.
irpbs

ayaBovs.

oiKtiov

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ifrai

:

Cw

6?

^&quot;

fjitvovs

kv

*

yap TOV

fKacrrov

dyaSov,

X ei/

airTJXOf

for

this

alone accords with its nature,
5c rfjs Kara QIHTIV optyfrai
8

7

sq.

(where

1.

12

W

for dvfjvvTov

we should perhaps

In
8 the remark
relating to the Platonists (TI ovv
TTJ
^LU^TJ(TJ, &c.) is hardly
a/Jia

read

aptffrov).

probably on account
the corruption of the text.
The sense ascribed to it by
HBANDis, iii. 328 sq. (q.v.), seems
be neither contained in
to
the text nor admissible in itself.
In the following words (
5))
e^eo-is, &\\us re Kal TOV apitrrov,
intelligible,

of

naff
M^ ra
pfra tyvxw,
^O^TTJTO Kal
fu^Kx &l/
Ta
^
fn&amp;gt;6v/jifva) USENEU, p. 267,
in place
Sto^opai/ happily reads
^of
unless the exprespfTaQopav
ssion fyfffis is used by a mere
\&amp;lt;yoi

5ia&amp;lt;}&amp;gt;opai&amp;gt;,

:

Even
analogy and improperly.
the fragment quoted in the
note
speaks only of
previous
living things.
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as things above

And how

desire the best ?

it

is it

that

in the heavenly sphere this desire produces
nothing
higher than rotation ? For the movements of the soul

and the reason are of a higher order than this. To
this,
however, it might be replied that all things cannot
attain to like perfection.
Finally we might ask whether
motion and desire are essential or merely accidental
attributes of the heavens.

1

Touching further on the
of
not
necessity
deducing
only some but all reality from
2
first principles, we find that even in reference to these
first

Are they formless and

gested.

with form, or both
tions

many new

principles themselves

And

?

if

the

questions are sug

material, or
first

obviously inadmissible, there

is

of these
is also

endowed
assump

a difficulty

in attributing design to
everything however insignifi
cant.
should therefore have to determine how far

We

order extends in the world and
3

points.

Again, what are we

why

it

ceases at certain

to say of rest ?

Has

it,

like motion, to

be deduced as something real from our

first principles,

or does positive reality belong
only to
sensible objects only to motion
and is

energy

among

rest only a cessation of

motion

describe the relation of

9-11.

In

10 instead of

USEXEE reads
would be ^better

it

Aa/*j8ai&amp;gt;et

;

read:

to

yap elvai K. o-u^ujS.
11-13 where, however, p.
1 53, W.n. we must punctuate thus:
8
ovv rauTT/s ^ TovTow
0-u,uj8cuVei
2

a7rJ&amp;gt;

ru&amp;gt;v

a.px&v
a?ro

T&

ai(t&amp;gt;(retv

&v

rwv &\\ccv ap

e^elrjs

tvtivs

,

TLS,

&v

rdxa

ns

Se Ka\

ridrjrai,

aTroSidovai Kal

rov Trpot^Qovra iravt(r9ai

4

How, again, are we to
Form and Matter ? Is matter

p.r)

as

?

the Platonisls are accused in the
sequel of doing,
3
14 sqq.
15 n.
where
instead of avrb we ought to read
a5 r6.
4
This apparently is the sense
of the first half of
16 what
follows, however, as it stands, is,
as BRANDTS, p. 332, says, unin;

:

telligible.
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non-existent although endowed with potential reality,
or is it an existence although still void of any definite

form

?

Why

l

is

the whole universe divided into contra

nothing without its opposite ?
2
does the worse far exceed in quantity the better ?

Why

ries so that there is

And

since on account of this diversity in tilings
also is of different kinds, the question rises

knowledge
what method

are to adopt in each case and how we are to define
3
To assign
the nature and the kinds of knowledge.

we

impossible, for we cannot go on
ad infinitum either in the sensible or the supersensible
world without renouncing the possibility of knowledge

causes to everything

is

;

but we can go a little way in that direction in advancing
from the sensible to the supersensible. When, however,
we reach ultimate grounds of reality we can go no
further, either because these

or because our eyes are too

have themselves no cause

weak

to penetrate into the

But if it be thought that the mind
brightest light.
knows these by immediate contact and therefore in
4

5

fallibly,

what

it is

to say
yet it is not easy, however necessary,
of which we make this assertion and which is

the object of this immediate
17. Instead of Swa/id 5 ty
(Br.) or Swdufi IJLCV bv (W.) we
ought probably to read Svvd.uei 8 ov.
1

t

*

enter

ff

18.

and

p.

24f&amp;gt;

direction

Mftaph.^
yap

w&amp;lt;T7rep

We

cannot here
19-20.
into
see,
particulars
;

however, BBANDIS, iii. 334 sq.
USENKR, ibid. p. 269 sq. places c.
19-27 W.) between cc.
8 Br. (
13 and 14 W.)
and 4 Br. (
4
The latter is a deviation
from Aristotle s doctrine (on
which cf. supra, vol. i. p. 205, n. 2,

3

knowledge.

&/JL/j.ara

TO rwv
xal

TTJS

vpbs rk

i.

t

rif

TT?

iravruv.

For Aristotle

vol.

9:

b,

WKT

rb Qtyyos (x

vovs

&amp;lt;pavfpu,rara
5

993,

1,

(a)

teal

O&TW
t&amp;gt;

^&quot;XTJ*

Granted,

sqq.) in the same
as
the
statement

ii.

irpbs

iipcpav,

6

s

view see sup.

p. 197, n. 4.

8
So we should understand the
words $ 20 \a\fir^ Se na\ els avrb
:

rovd

TJ

avvtvis

ttal

T;

*i&amp;lt;rra

.

.

.

.

fr
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world and the structure of the heavens

further, that the

and that we cannot,

therefore, point to the
causes of its origin, the problem yet remains of assign

is

]

eternal

the final aim of the con
ing the moving causes and
stitution of the world, and of explaining individual forms
of existence,
as such

demands

;

down

and plants. Astronomy
meet the former of those

to animals

inadequate to

is

since

motion

is

just

as

essential

the

to

heavens as life is to living creatures, we must seek a
cause
deeper origin for it in the essence and ultimate
design in the world

is

it

other considerations,

3

2

Upon the question of
not always clear, apart from

of the heavens themselves.

whether a thing exists

a

for

definite end or only in consequence of a chance coinci

dence or natural necessity

4
;

and even assuming design

we

are yet unable to prove its presence
in
every case, but must admit that there is much
equally

in the world,

rbv tipov. BEANDIS,
where we are
explains
to place a limit on inquiry,
which the text does not seem to
24
For the rest see
permit.

rivi irouiTeov
p. 336,

:

m

T apa&amp;lt;r6ai xtf
ay be sug)
gested instead of (pa Sios
iroQtv 5 &p^aa-0ai XP^ V
Otherwise
one might, still reading aAAcos,
omit the ^.a.Tt\v which precedes as
an explanatory gloss virep Se TOV
.

.

.

.

-

:

gq.
1

S

26 Jin. must

be

read

offot Se rbj/ ovpavbv
TTftyvitev
lov
Se,
viroXa/j.0di ov(nv ert

SPEXGEL

:

cu S-

&c.

BEANDIS, p. 337)
had already changed the unmeaning fyuepcoi into ^ /j-epoov.
2
This at any rate seems to be
(see

27 sq. (el ovv
the meaning of
affrpoXoyia. &c.)
3
28.
These are indicated
USENEE, Anal. Theophr. 48, here
proposes

:

&\\o)s

poSios

....

So/celi/,

&c.

6 a^dpia /j.^s ov

T
ej/ia
In that case
al

8))

JUT?

7rc/0

ej/e/ca

TOV Kal urjOev aAAcos,

o

ov pafiios, &C.
A.(j)OpifT/j.bs
here is equivalent to opia^s, as in
acfropifffJibs

the passage

fromTHEOPHEASTrs

in SIMPL. Pliys. 94, a.
4

Theophr. gives examples
29 sq. where, however,
30
LV we mus t
instead of rovrtav
read with USENEE (Hhein. Mus.
TOV %apii/.
In what
xvi. 278)
follows, it seems that the words
Kal TOUT &c. are somewhat out
X&quot;-P

,

of order.
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that seems to oppose its realisation and even that the
of this is largely in excess of that which
clearly

amount

exhibits design
in other words, that
excess over good.

evil

is

largely in

1

It is impossible from so mutilated a
fragment to
obtain any very exact information as to the views of
Theophrastus upon the ultimate grounds of
reality.

We

only see from it that he was not blind to the
culties of the Aristotelian doctrine, and that he

diili-

brought

these into prominence especially in connection with the
question of the relation between the mo tens and the

motum and with the

teleological view of nature.

We must

nevertheless admit that even in his MetajiJu/xics he has
kept closely to the main lines of the Master s doctrine,
as

is

obvious from his

important heads,

2

own express statements on

and from the general

28-34.
In
31 road
TovQ [or ravff J eVf/co TOV
Kal els rb apurrov, A.i77rreW, and
immediately after: Kal ctTrAois
1

:

el

8e

/j.7)

\fy6/j.fva (13r. and W. \eyo/j.fv a)
Kal K.O.& tKCKTTov.
In what follows
tirl rwv
will then correspond
to Ko0 (KCHTTOV. In
H2 we ought
perhaps to read
anapicuov rb
fif\Tiov Kal rb elvai .... iroAu

&&V

:

8e ir\r)dos

(without 77 or flvai) rb
In what follows the text

KaKov.

may have
aopiffria
tiSfi,

originally been

5e

KaOdirfp

the world of
must be
only, as in
nateness and
evil). After
seems to be

sion

Kal

/JLOVOV
TO.

:

olov

OVK *V
i/Arj?

TTJS

men

QvtTfcas (in
for the allu

there

to this

is

not

nature, indetermimateriality, but also
this, however, there
a pap and of the
missing words a/j.a0e(TTdTov alone
has survived.
Similarly in the

VOL.

II.

;

several

fact that

we

following passage to the protasis
yapKaT(pudfv (Ph. d. Gr, i.
852, JJ, where, however USENER S
conjecture, ibid. 280, TO 8 a6p6a
fl

Kal
KaT(p&amp;lt;i)6fv
ought to have
been mentioned) an apodosis is
needed this (the rarity of good
ness) is even truer of Man. Of
the next passage we have only a
fragment in the words TO /JL(V ovv
ovra.
The remainder is pro
bably complete or nearly com
:

the discussion, however,
then breaks suddenly off and we
are left without means of con
jecturing its further course. In
plete

$ 33

;

UsENL B s

tiri/j.i/j.t

firi/j..

ta-dai

rb

76 6e\fiv

conjecture (ibid.)
6f&quot;iov

air.)

airavra (for
much to

has

it.

support
2
Besides

the
theological
doctrines hereafter to be dis
cussed we may note the distinc-
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nowhere hear of any deviations from it. Even what
has come down to us of Theophrastus s theo

little

harmonises in every
logical views
It is indeed
doctrines of Aristotle.

God

that he declares

with the

respect

urged against him
one time to be Spirit, at

at

but the same objection
view we must have
whose
is urged against Aristotle,
find an easy ex
wholly misunderstood if we do not
another Heaven and the Stars

1

;

2

planation of

it

between form and matter
17, THEMIST. De An.
91,a,m) with all that it involves,
and the Aristotelian teleology,
The latter Theophr. expresses in

tion

(Metaph.

Aristotelian

PL

1

Cans.

phraseology,
ii.

7P

f/
1)
ovdev Trote? ^CITTJJ/ ^Kia-ra 8e
KOI
eV rots TrpdoTois
Kvpiwrdrots.
Ibid. i. 16, 11 (where moreover
in place of
5
we must read r?

i.

1,

(of.

1,

:

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;Tis

fi

8 )

:

del irpbs

again,

(Cans.

is
ii.

T

fteXriffrov

Cf. iv. 4, 2; 1,

[T) tyvffis].

partly

an

(ibid.

2.

6p/j.a

Art,

imitation

18, 2), partly

and completion

a support

ii.

i.

16, 5,

16, 10 sq. v.

1,1) of the designs

of nature;

it

(Cans, i.16, 10,
418, n. 3),

God

in the fact that while he identifies

differs, however
cf. sup. vol. i. p.

from nature in that the
from within out-

latter operates

wards, and therefore spontanewhile it
ously (e /c TWV avTo/jidrcav^
works from without by force, and
theref ore only piecemeal (Caus.i.
12,4); hence it is that art produces
much tbat is unnatural (ibid. i.
not
16, ll,!v. 1, 1 sq.). Even this is
without a purpose, but it serves
not the original design of nature
but certain ends of man (cf v.
these two, however, do
1, 1);
not coincide and may even con.

tradict one another (Cans.
1

21, 1 sq.

;

iv.

4,

1

16,

i.

Theophr.

distinguishes in reference
and their ripeness rty
TeAeioTTjra r^v re irpbs tytios /cal

here

to fruits

T^V

irpbs

rpotyrjv

y4ve&amp;lt;riv.

T\

5e

T]

plv yap

irpbs

8vva/j.iv

rov

irpls

yewav). Nevertheless even the
unnatural can by habit change
its nature {Cans. ii. 5, 5, iii. 8, 4,
ivr. 11,
5, 7); and on the other

hand

many

vegetables

and

animals are, Theophr. believes,
entrusted by nature herself to
the care of man, whereby only
they can reach perfection, and
just herein consists the difference
between wild and tame (Cans. i.
16, 23) which, as we shall find
hereafter, he regards as not
merely an artificial but a natural
distinction.

The Epicurean

in CiC. N. D.
nee rero Theoplirasti
inconstantia ferenda est ; inodo
l

i.

13, 35:

enim menti dicince tribuit princimodo ccelo, turn antem

patum,,

CLEMENS, Protrept.
0eo
(/&amp;gt;p

caeleitibus.

sideribmque

signix

.....

TTTJ

jj^v

c.

5, 44,

ovpavbv

B

:

TTTJ

5e in/eC/ia rbv 0ebv vtrovoel.
2
Cic. Ihid.
33, cf. KRISCHE,

Forscli.

276 sqq.
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in the highest sense with infinite
spirit alone, he yet
conceives of the motive forces in the stellar
spheres,

and

especially in the highest of them, as eternal

divine beings.

him

Theophrastus holds this view also.
in an absolute sense is
pure

God

also

To
1

reason,

single cause which co-ordinates

and
the

reality, and which,
produces motion in everything else, since
2
In proof of this
everything else desires it.
assumption
Theophrastus had appealed, it appears, like Aristotle, 3
to the universality of
He also de
religious beliefs.
all

itself unmoved,

1

5
scribed its universal operation as
Providence, without,
this
divine
however, distinguishing
causality from the

ordinary course of nature, and he demanded of mau that
5

1

1C: cert 8e [T&

Mctapli.
KIVOVV krepov Kal

&v ris
Kivii~\
avrbv ayy rbv vovv Kal rbv Qt6v.
Ibid.
4 sq. (see supra),
where inter alia
Qeia yap rj

yap avBpuiroi

....

t&amp;gt;

^ir

ovs

io-Topf?

ytvopevovs

adtovs

f6&amp;lt;(&amp;gt;pa&amp;lt;TTos

uir5

TTJS

yys

aQpous

:

iravruv apxr) Si
Kal 5ia/j.ivi

Ka6
r&amp;lt;f

arravra Kal

Ian

eVei 8 aKivrjTos

(pavepbv us OVK
e?r)
KivtiaQai ToTs TT?S tyixreus atria,
avTTjv,

a\\a

&quot;av

\oiirbv

Kpe iTTOvi
j)

r/s

....

TOV

a\\p

Tivl

Kal irpOTfpq,.

OptKTOV

KVK\IKT)

[so.

USENER

Suva/met
roiavTr] 5

(DVfflS,

a&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;

Kivqffis,

ibid. p.

7)S

T]

which

2G3 wishes to

ffvvcx))S Kal ajravaTos.
which cf. 3 up. vol. i. p. 3 1JO.

supply] ^
3

On

We may

*

at least infer this
in I ORPII. l)e
7 sq. (see also BERN AYS,

5

MINUC. FEL.

Octav. 19, 11

Thcojihraxtiis ct Xenon,

ad unitatem

:

$c .....

providential o nines
rtvolvuiitnr.
Cf. PROCL. in Tim.
e:
138,
/)
70^ p.6vos ?/ juaAjo-ra
FIAarajj

TTJ

TOV

airb

oovvros

Trpuj

alria Karex^TjcraTo, Qtivlv 6

Qe6&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;p.

As is seen from ALEX. APHR.,
who says at the end of his
&quot;

treatise DC Aiiiina
(f&amp;gt;avfpd&amp;gt;Tara
8e
SfiKwan ravrbv fcj/
rb Ka6 d/j.ap/u.fvrji
Kara
:

Qf6&amp;lt;l&amp;gt;pa&amp;lt;7Tos

(pvaiv

?&amp;lt;

from the fact that

tv T(

Abst.

indicates the course of the world
as divinely appointed, which
therefore Theophr. according to
his manner identified with the
order of nature, as he identified

ii.

Thephr.

ub.

Fromm. 56

sq.)

he

treats the neglect of all worship

as an exceptional outrage, on
account of which the Thracian
Thoans were destroyed by the
gods probably the same people
of whom SIM PL. in Epict. F,nchir.
38.
iv.
357 Schweigh. says
;

Ka\\iffO(Vfi

the lot which

for etyuap/xeVrj

God has appointed

to each individual with a
natural state. Cf.STOB. Eel.

:

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ipfrai

5e

irws

fls

BB

2

man s
i.

20G

:
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he should imitate its ceaseless intellectual activity. At
2
the same time he follows Aristotle in also attributing
3
a soul to the heavens, whose higher nature reveals
1

4

motion

itself in its orderly

;

and since he

is

likewise

in agreement with the Aristotelian doctrine of the
5
gether as the material of the heavenly structure and of
6
the eternity of the world, he could attribute blessedness

or divinity not only to the highest Heaven, of which

it

also with equal right to the
expressly asserted, but
7

is

(pvffiV ev fj TOTTOV
v curtail/ iroiKihcov, wpoaipe-

upon higher
had done.

eli/at TT?V eicdffTOv

[&amp;gt;u&amp;lt;ra&amp;gt;9

HEEREN and others],

tivai

SiSoxn rbv

As regards
TVXVS Kal avdyK-ns.
the two last, TUX?? means accident,
avdyKr) constraint (either of other
men or of natural necessity) as

TOVTO Qiiov

from tyixris or
distinguished
nature acting with a purpose.
From the allusions to Theophr. s
in
Providence
views
upon
ed.
Olympiodorus in Phfcd.

yeyparpev.

1

UTT

Orat.

JULIAN,
:

a\\a

Kelvov

Kal

vi.

185,

Uvdayopas

to

this effect

how

;

it

a

oi re

was

the view also of Theophr. is seen
from the note: Kal yap Kal 6
Apt(TTOTeA.7js
6 Oebs

TOVTO

&

yap

aei

-fy/ueTs

(see

Sia

(pf](rl,

e%et Siaycayrjv,
ovSev yap TIJJ.IOV

:

Oe&amp;lt;

far

apiffTTf]}

ecm.v

Kal

0etos eVrj,

4
Upon this see Mctapli. 34.
ClC. Tusc. i. 19, 45 liac enim pulchritudo etiain in terris patriam
illam et aritam (ut ait Theopliraztu^pliilo&opliiamcognitwnis
incensam excitavit
cnpiditate
the
refers to the beauty of

Kara Svua/j-LV 6/j.oiSiffOai
(pacn.
Plato especially expresses himself
.

ovpavbv

yap

^vx^s, ws ev TW irepl Ovpavov
(See also on the last
head p. 281, b. Plat. Theol. i. 12,
p. 35 Hamb.)

*o(ppd(TTOv rb

fJ-^XP 1

el

a,vev

inferred.

Spanh.

TT]v

e/uL^/vx^s

nothing can be

p. 169, 7

Finckh,

Kal

principles, as Plato
/j.-fyvxov yap Kal avrbs

Trore,

supra).

According to Diog. v. 49 Theophr.
wrote a treatise against the
Academics on the blessedness
of God.
2
See supra, vol. i. p. 495, n. 4.
3
Tim,.
in
Procl.
177, a
Theophrastus deems it unneces
of the
sary to base the existence
soul, as the cause of motion,
:

heavens.

By

iraTptos

Kal iraXaia.

meant, as the con
text also shows, knowledge of
the heavens, or astronomy.
5
to
TAURUS
According
(Scholiast to Timfcus, Sekker s
Scholia p. 437 and PHILOP.
jEtern, rn. xiii. 15), Theophr.
(pi\o(ro(pia

is

rejected Aristotle s doctrine of
the aether on the ground of
Plato s assertion (Tim. 31 B)
that all that is solid and visible
must consist of fire and earth.
6
On this see infra, p. 380.
7
See n. 2 and the quotation

from Aristotle su^.vol.

i.

p. 474.
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other heavenly spheres.
Between him and Aristotle
there is in this regard no difference of doctrine.
1

Theophrastus, however, devoted
to scientific than

much more

indeed

much more attention

to metaphysical

and had
That here also he

inquiries,

talent for them.

continued to build upon the foundations laid by Ari
stotle is beyond question
but we find him exerting
;

himself not only to supplement the results of his
teacher by further observation, but also to correct them
With
by re-examination of his scientific conceptions.

view he instituted an inquiry in a work of his own 2
Motion which lay at the root of

this

into the conception of

the Aristotelian doctrine of Nature

3
;

and he found

necessary to deviate in some respects from the teach
ing of Aristotle on this head. He asserted, for instance,
that Motion, which he agreed with Aristotle in defining
as the realisation of potentiality, 4 may be predicated in

it

As Theophr. according to
the passage quoted, sup. vol. i. p.
461, 3 accepted Aristotle s theory
of spheres, he was obliged to pre1

suppose also with Aristotle an
mover for each sphere
an hypothesis which was forced
upon him also by the principles
eternal

the

of

philosophy

Peripatetic

with
respect
moved.

to

mover

and

The three books TT. Kivfjo-fus.
these and on the eight books
of the Physics (if there were

On

really so
&amp;lt;b

many)

6n. p.

Thetyhr.

The

5,

see PHILIFPSON,
USKNER, Audi,
and IJRANDIS, iii.

84,
8,

remarks, as
87 had
already dona, that the eleventh
book TT. Kivya-tws and the four281.

KOSK,

last rightly

Arist.

of the Physics in SIMPL.
a, and Categ. 100, /3
(Schol. 331, a, 10, 92, b, 23) have
arisen out
of
mere clerical
errors (rip to. and rip t8 out of

Phys. 23,

From ej/St/cary in the
former passage came next Senary
in the Aldine text.
3
Theophrastus also says that
physics have to do only with the
motum (see sup vol. i. p. 417 sq.)

Tftl A).

;

2

&quot;TATj

teenth

libr.

ord.

see supra, vol. ii. p. 357, n. 1.
4
fvepyeia rov Svva.fj.ci KIVTITOV
$ Ktvrjrlv Kara ytvos tt&amp;lt;ao~rov rwv
i) rov 8wd/j.ti tivros $
Kar-nyopiuv
roiovrov ivTt\4x.tia. lvtprftui TIS
are\^ rov Svvd/j.fi Xvros $ roiovrov
Ka.8 tKaarov ytvos ruv Karrjyopiuv
(THEOPHR. Fr. 19 sq. 23 b,SlMPL.

Phys. 201,

b,

94, a,

ibid.) arf\^s yap

r)

m. Catcg.

Ki/Tj&amp;lt;m

(Til.

ARISTOTLE
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all

the categories

;

as

change

is

not confined, as Aristotle

1

tried to prove, to substance, size, quality, locality, but is
2
also applicable to relation, position, &c.

Again, Aristotle
change takes place gradually, and
therefore that everything which changes must be divi
3
sible
Theophrastus maintained, on the contrary, the

had asserted that

all

;

which Aristotle himself elsewhere

possibility

4

admits

apud THEMIST. De An.

p. 199, 20
It is plain from the quota
Sp.).
tion, sup. vol. i. p. 383, n. 1, that

In this more general
change.
sense he may have understood
motion of the
particularly the

with Ari
easy to see in
SIMPL. Categ. 77, e. Phys. 202, a,
the deviation from Aristotle
which HITTER (-iii. 413 sq.) finds.
The first passage (Fr. 24) runs
TOVTW /j.fv yap (Theophrastus)

soul

this completely agrees

Nor

stotle.

is it

:

TTJS

evepyeias,

eli/cu

Se

rriv

fj.ev

fvtpyeiav ws &v eV avri)
TTplX.^ v n v OVKCTl /Xei/TOt KO.I T7]V
Kivf](Tiv KJ.l

i

tvepytiav

icivT)ffiV

r^]v

l/cacrrou

yap

rb olKelov elSos evepyeiav
oixrav
e/cao Toy /j.rj

oixriav Kal
eli/cu

TO.\)TT]I&amp;gt;

(see infra ). Aristotle also,
however, frequently uses
synonymously with
and even he calls motion energy
as well as entelechy (see sup. vol.
i.
p. 383, n. 1) while, on the other
hand, Theophr. as well as Ari
stotle says that it is only an in
complete energy. According to
Priscian (in his paraphrase of the
:

Physics bk.

Opp. ed.
expressly

and

v.

287, Theophr.

p.

Wimm.

iii.

ravra

:

2(59) he says
5e [evepyeia
xprjffdai

Hicupfpet

KLvr)&amp;lt;ns^

This means, however
every motion is an energy, but
every energy is not a motion
energy is the wider, motion ihe

Se

is
It
narrower conception.
almost the opposite, therefore,
to RITTEE S explanation that he

sup. vol. ii. p. 373, n. 4). The remark
in Fr. 20 on the motion of relation
is obscure, and in the words: r)
yap eWp-yem Kivrjcris re /cat itaO aurb

:

Kivrjtriv.

1

See supra,

2

THEOPHE.

;

:

comprehend either the
conception of energy under that
of motion or the conception of

refuses to

motion
of

under

energy.
SIMPL. says:

5e?v
fjifv

the

Phys.

conception
202,

a,

6 Qettypatrros (^re?//
Trepl T&V Kivfiffewv et at
at Se wffirep
elfflv,
Kivf)&amp;lt;Tis

(&amp;gt;T]&amp;lt;n

evepyeiai rives, which he cites,
however, only as proof that
Theophr. uses KIVT](TLS not merely
pf motion in space, but of any

eviore

avayKa tov

avrols

rots

vol.

i.
p. 423, n. 1.
Fr. 19, 20, 23 (cf.

the

text is probably corrupt.
Perhaps we ought to read rj yap
:

evepytia

/ciVijcrts

TOV

But even so the passage
quite clear.
3
Phys.
vol.

i.

vi.

avr6.

/ca0

is

not

4 init. (see supra,

p. 439. n. 3), cf. c. 10.

Phys. i. 3, 186, a, 13, and in
the discussions upon light see
4

supra, vol.

i.

p. 518, n. 3.
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parts of a mass. Ari
same subject, had
the
in
with
connection
stotle finally,
at which a
moment
is
a
there
assumed that, although
of a simultaneous change in

1

all

2
completed, there is none at which it begins
3
Theophrastus rightly held this to be inconceivable.

change

He

is

;

further took serious exception to Aristotle

s

doctrine

of space. 4 If space is the limit set by the surrounding to
the surrounded body, the latter must be a plain surface ;
space would move, along with the surrounding body,

nor would every body be in
would not be more
space, since the outermost circle
over, all that is in space would cease to be so, without,
however, itself suffering any change, if the surrounding

which

inconceivable

is

;

;

body coalesced with

it

in

one whole or were wholly

removed.
Theophrastus was himself inclined to define
space as the order and position of bodies relatively to
5

1

THEMIST. Phys.

23 sqq.

SIMPL.
54 sqq.).

vi. 4, p.

389, 8 sqq.
Phys. 233, a,
c.

5,

On

m

40 Sp.), Plato

(Fr.

a,

the other hand the

citation from

Theophrastus

views upon time.
SIMPL. Plnjs. 141,
Theophrastus objects in

381,
Cf.

in

3

s

Fr. 21, b,

m.

;

the Physics to Aristotle
tion of space, 6ri TO

s defini

ffu&amp;gt;/j.a

tcrrai

not

tV enKpavfta, ort Kivov/mevos Zffrat &

directed against Aristotle, but is
agreement with him against
Melinus.

ToVos [but according to SlMPL.
Phys. 131, b, 130, a. 141, b,

SIMPL.

Pity*.

23,

a,

is

in

-

See

439, n. 4.
3
SIMPL. Phys. 230, a, in.
THEMIST. Phys. p. 380, 10 Sp.
(Schol. 410, b/44, 411, a, 0). Cf.
Eudemus in SIMPL. 231, b (Fr.
gitjjra, vol.

i.

p.

07 Sp.).
4
In respect to time, on the
other hand, he wholly agreed
with Aristotle SIMPL. Phys. 187,
a, m. cf. Categ. Schol. in Ar. 79,
b, 25
controverting apparently,
;

143,

that space
stotle also
i.

p.

432

is

and Eu

an axiom
immobile, as Ari
it

as

had done, see sup.

sq.

Phys.

iv. 4,

212,

vol.

a,

18

on

ov irnv aca/ma tv roVy (ovSc
yaprj air\avr)s), on, tav (TvvaxQiaaiv
at (T(pa7pai, Kal oAoy 6 ovpavbs OVK
(&amp;lt;TTai
tv roiTcf [cf. ARIST. Phys iv.
4, 211, a, 29], on TO. tv r6ir(f oi/ra,
tav
/j.r]Sfv avra /j-fTCLKiviidtirra.,
sqq.],

cuf&amp;gt;-

TO.

;

like
Eudemus (according to
SIMPL. Phys. 105, a, and b, Fr.

Theophrastus

a,

demus treated

(v

irfpifxovra avra, ovKtr

r6ir&amp;lt;p.
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Of less importance are some other state
ments quoted from the portions of his Physics which
dealt with more general questions. 2
In his treatise
one another.

1

3

which the extant passage upon
while
belongs,
holding fast to Aristotelian prin
4
ciples, he nevertheless finds certain difficulties. While
all other elements are themselves definite

upon the elements

to

fire

materials,

(whether we take

fire

it

to include

light

or

not)

which burn and give light;
be treated as an elementary substance ?

only exists in materials

how then can

it

we assume that in a higher
pure and unmixed, whereas upon earth

This can only be the case
5

heat

region

is

if

SIMPL. iUd. 149, b, m. (Fr.
Theophrastus says, though
only as a suggestion (ws eV aTropia
irpodywv rbv Xoyov)
^Trore OVK

kinds of becoming: by means of

avrbv ovaia rts 6 T^TTOS,

that which comes to be but only
in general a previous actuality

1

22)

:

:

eo-rt

/ca0

a\\a TT; raet Kal
ruv traytaTUT \eyerai Kara ras Qvfftis Kal
0e&amp;lt;rei

Swdpeis,

dfMoicof

(pvruiv Kal

eVt

5

o\ws T&V

&W

KOL

avo/j.oio/j.epwi

,

something

similar,

something

opposite, and .something which is
neither similar nor opposite to

(Fr. 16, b, SlMPL. ibid. 287, a).
3
According to Alex, in SIMPL.
De Ccelo, init., Schol. 468, a, 11,

efre ^^/v-^wv efre a^uxcoi/, t/j./j.op&amp;lt;pov
Se rfyv tyvariv e%JvTwv
Kal yap rovrd^is TIS Kal 0e&amp;lt;ns
pepcav

Theophrastus had discussed these

eo-rt irpbs

previous note)
^Physics, Bk. iii.

rv

T&amp;lt;av

rr)i&amp;gt;

oXyv

ovffiav

eKao-rov eV rf; avrov
x lv T oiKflav

V

TO&amp;gt;

TWV rov

0-w/j.aros

eTTLTro9 f]a

iv kv

eavrov
-

xvpw

At

the

Stb Kal

x^P a heyerat

rdw,

fj.tp5&amp;gt;v

firel

Kal

eKaffTov

Kal airaiT hfffie

TTJI/

Kal O(TIV.

of his
he had illustrated the
of
Aristotle s with the
beginning
remark that all natural existences
have their principles as all natural
bodies are composite CSiMPL.
Phys. 2, b, 5, b, m. ScJwl. in Ar.
PHILOP.
324, a, 22, 325, b, 15.
in the third
Phys. A, 2, m.)
which
was
also
entitled
book,
jr.
ovpavov, he distinguishes three

beginning

treatise

;

in the treatise

however

ovpavov, which
b, 33, and

IT.

435,

(illd.

is

the

same as

SlMPL. De Ccelo,
517, a, 31, however, cites also a
special work by him, Trepl rrjs rcSv

arQi^ iwv

yeveffews

Awil.

thinks

21,

same

as

Diog., v.

(USBNER,
perhaps
39, calls

the
TT.

7eveVecos).

The composition of the elements of heat, cold, &c. (see sup.
4

478 sqq
to this account,
26 rb yap irvp fle/j^bi/
Kal frpov refers).
Similarly the
theory of the natural weight and
cf. De Vent.
levity of bodies
vol.

i.

e.g.

De

p.

Jfftie,

.

;

:

;

22,

De
3

Sensv, 88 sq.
eV avry rf} irpurp

fftyaipa,

by
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only found in union with something else and in
becoming but in this case we must again

a process of

;

ask whether terrestrial

element or owes

its

fire

springs from the heavenly

origin to certain states and

move

burning material.
Again, how are we to
If
it consists of a kind of fire, this
?
sun
the
explain
must be very different from other fire if it does not

ments

1

in

;

we should then have to explain how it
In any case we should have to admit
kindle
fire.
can
that not only fire but also heat are properties. But how is
consist of

it

fire,

possible to admit this with regard to heat, which is a
more universal and elementary principle than fire ?

far

This suggests further questions.
first

A re heat, cold, &c. really

principles and not merely attributes

?

2

Are the

so-

called simple bodies not rather composite things ? since

even moisture cannot be without

fire,

for if

it

were

it

nor can the earth be wholly without
3
moisture, for if it were it would fall to pieces.

would freeze

;

We

are not, however, justified in ascribing to Theophrastus
on account of these criticisms an actual departure from
He is only following his
the Aristotelian doctrine. 4

general custom of pointing out the difficulties which his
Master s view involves, without necessarily giving it up.
It is the less necessary to follow Theophrastus
which, however, only the first
elemental sphere can be meant.

De Igne,
OLYMPTODOHUS
1

Cf. also
3-5.
in Metco-rol. i.

137, id.
2
Ibid. 5-7,

6 with
where
the words tv inroKfi/j-fvy nvl KO)
rb irvp noil 6 tfXios -rb Qfpp6v we
must supply ?x 6
3
Ibid. 8
(palvtrai yap ovrw
:

-

:

6ep/nbv KOI r
-riv&v dvai, OVK o-px^l
8vvd ufis
a,ua 5e KCU T) rwv

Xa^dvovffi rb
&&amp;lt;nrfp

Kal

irdtir)
4

Xtyo^fvaiv tyvais fJUKT-f) rf
Kol tvvirdpxovffa a\\T)\ois A:c.
4
Aristotle also says that the
elements do not present theinselves separately in actuality
sce M twa, vol. i. p. 4S2, n. 4.

air\u&amp;gt;v

;
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further in his discussion of

fire,

inasmuch

as, in spite

many true observations, he not unfrequently proceeds
upon false assumptions and fails to bring to the elucida

of

tion of the facts any actual

of combustion.

knowledge of the processes

Nor need we

1

enter into his account of

2

wind (the cause of which he traces to the motion of the
sun and warm vapours 3 ), of the origin of rain, 4 of the
signs of the

weather,

5

of stones, 6 of smells, 7 tastes, 8

Thus, for the explanation
several actual or supposed
phenomena, we have such as
sumptions as that the smaller
tire
(as also AEIST. supposes,
Gen. et Corr. i. 7, 323, b, 8) is
consumed by the greater, or that
it is suppressed and suffocated
by the density of the air (Fr. 3,
10 sq. 58 ; Fr. 10, 1 sq ) that a
cold environment increases the
interior heat by repulsion (avrt1

Tb)V Kal

;

IT.

ISpair. 23,

TT.

6; Cans. PI.

tmdpassivi

13,

(ilild.

TrepiffTao is)

;

15, 18, 74,

Aenro^/ux.

i.

cf.

Fr. 10,

3, vi.

18,11,
the Index under

12,

avrnrz pi (Travis,

avTnrepu(rra(T6ai.
PLUT. Qu. Nat. 13, p. 915) and
the like. Hence also the state

(in SIMPL. De Ciclo, 268,
K. Scliol. 513, a, 28) that
a, 27
there have been cases of sparks
darting from men s eyes.

ment

;

2

ri.

av4n&amp;lt;ov

(Fr.

5).

In

5
also

this work mention is
of that TT. vSdrwv (cf DlOG.
v. 45; USENEE, Anal TlieopJvr.l).
3
Ibid.
19 sq. ALEX, in
Meteorol. 100, b cf. sup. vol i.
p.51 4 sq. Theophrastus had spoken

of

made

.

;

more

fully on this subject in an
earlier treatise
Zte Vent. 1.
4
On this see OLYMPIO-

DORUS on
5

n.

Meteorol.

(TTjjueiwv

i.

222

vSdrwv Kal

id.

x^^wixav

n.

of

\(Q&amp;lt;av

Kal

eu5t&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;(Fr.

6).

(Fr. 2), according

59 written during the Archonship of Praxihulus (Ol. 116,
At the beginning
2, 315 B.C.)
of this essay the treatise on
to

Metals, on which
and supra, vol.

6,

mentioned.

makes stones

USENER, p.
p. 81, n. 1, is

cf.
i.

THEOPHR.
consist

(ibid.)

of

earth,

metals of water, herein (see sup.
vol. i. p. 514) connecting his doc
trine with
that of Aristotle,
whom he follows in general in
the treatment of this subject
(see SCHNEIDER S references in
his Commentar^ iv. 535 sqq. and

passim),

except

that

he

goes

much more deeply

into particu
lars than Aristotle did in the cor
responding section of the Meteor

ology

(iii. 3).

On

smells and tastes cf.
vi. 1-5 (on those of
plants, the rest of the book); on
smells alone: irepl
(Fr. 4).
Theophrastus here treats of the
kinds of smells which do not
7

Cans. PI.

O&amp;lt;T/J.GOV

permit of such sharp separation
as the kinds of tastes, and next
with great fullness of particular
fragrant or offensive substances,
1 heir mixture, &c.
Cf also PLUT.
Qu. Conv. i. 6, 1, 4.
8
On these also he had written
.
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3
colours,- sounds.

1

light,

His view of the structure of

a special treatise, according to
Dl(Kc. v. 4(5, in five books (cf.

USKNER,
84,n.l)

;

and

p. 8,

Cans. PI.

gup. vol.

i.

p.

he

enumerates seven chief tastes
with an obvious reminiscence of
ARIST. De Sengu, 4, 442, a, 19 (see
Ibid. c. 1, 1 he
vol. i. p. 85).
gives a definition of x v s which
agrees with that of Aristotle (see

^

sup. vol.

p. 518).

i.

^

OLYMPIOD.

Farbrn, 181 sqq. Fr. 89, 3,
also belongs to this group.

6

had
discussed
Theophr.
in
these
the treatise upon
Music. In the fragment of this
u

vi. 1, 2, 4, 1,

si&amp;lt;2&amp;gt;.

370

in

which Porphyry has pre
served (Fr. 89) in Ptol. Harm.
(WALL1SH, Opp. iii. 241 sqq.)
he controverts the assumption
that
the
difference between
higher and lower notes is merely
treatise

We

286 id. mentions an
assumption with reference to the
briny taste of sea water (that it
comes from the nature of the

a numerical one.
cannot
assert that the higher note either
consists of more parts or moves

bottom of the

Kivft-rai

Mctcorol

i.

sea).

Theophrastus had explained
on this subject in the
fifth book of the
Physics, of
which fragments have been pre
served to us in PRISCIAN S Para
1

his theory

phrase

PHILIPPSON.

(see

avepwirivr), pp.

&quot;YATJ

241 sqq.; WlMMHlt,

232 sqq.). On
10
light and transparency cf
The 5/a^aj/es is, according
sqq.
to the view here presented, which
agrees with Aristotle s (see sup.
vol. i. p. 518, n. 3), not a body but
a property or state of certain
Theophr.

Op it.

iii.

.

bodies,

and when light

is

the tvepyfia rov Statyavovs
tvtpyfia.

called
(

must be understood

18),
in

the wider sense of a ireU%ta or
certain change in the transparent.
The idea that light is a material

emanation

is

rejected.

All that can be obtained
on this subject from the works
of Theophrastus (to which, how
the
ever,
pseudo Aristotelian
treatise on Colours does not be
long cf. supra, vol ii. p. 355, n. 2)
is almost entirely in agreement
with Aristotle, and it is brought
together by PRAXTL, Arist. iib. d.
2

;

more

swiftly

(irAeious

apt6fj.ous

which according to
$ 6 Jin. seems to refer to the
greater swiftness of motion by
means of which in the same
time

3,

a greater
spaces) than

traverses

it

number

of

equal

the lower (the former was Herathe latter Plato s and
clides
,

assumption see Pit. d.
G55 n. and sup. vol. i.
p. 5 19). For in the first place if the
essence of sound is number, then
wherever we have number we
must also have sound on the
other hand, if number is not the
essence of sound, sounds are not
Aristotle

dr.

i.

s

887,

;

1

,

;

distinguished by number only
in the second place observation
shows that for a low note an
;

equally strong movement is re
quired as for a high one and
again the two could not accord
with one another if they moved
with unequal velocity or con
;

nn unequal number of
movements. If a higher note is
audible at a greater distance,

sisted of

only because it is trans
a merely forward
in
direction, whereas the deep note
is transmitted in all directions.

this

is

mitted
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1

the universe agrees in every respect with Aristotle s.
He shares also his doctrine that the world is without

beginning or end, defending it, a propos of Aristotle s
physical theory, with great fullness and success against
2
the founder of the Stoic school.

And

since

He holds

stotle in his general

plain

world.

that intervals do not ex
the difference in notes,
they merely make the latter per
ceptible by omission of the inter
In their case
mediate notes.
much more than in that of colours
a qualitative difference must be
Wherein this differ
admitted.

2

view of the

his
from
extract
on this subject given in
the pseudo Philo has already been

The

treatise

considered, sup. vol. ii. p. 354, n. 3.
Theophr. here (c. 23 sqq. Bern.)
controverts four arguments of

and

ence, however, consists, Theophr.
does not seem more precisely to

his

(as

is

have denned.

ZELLER S Hermes,

xi.

We

see this from the state
of Simplicius on the retro
gressive spheres quoted sup. vol. i.
p. 502. n. 1, and that of PseudoAlex, in Metaplt. 678, 13 Bon. (807,
1

ment

b, 9 Br.)

which agrees with

remark

Fr. 171

(ir.

it.

The

\xQvuv*) 6

T&amp;gt;V

that the air is nearer the fire
than is the water refers to Ari
stotle s
assumption that the
elements lie round the earth in
the form of a sphere. We need not
believe that Theophr. held the

Milky Way, as MACEOB. Samn.
Scip. i. 15 supposes, to be the

band that unites the two hemi
spheres of which the celestial
he may
sphere is composed
have compared it with such a
band, but the idea that the celes
;

tial

sphere

two parts
Aristotle s

composed of
inconsistent with
that the
doctrine

is

really

is

world by reason of :.he nature of
its materials can only have the
form of a perfect sphere (see sup.
It has already
vol. i. p. 486 sq.).
been remarked sup. vol. ii. p. 372,
that Theophrastus follows Ari

among

opponent

against them

maintains

shown

in

424 sq.) c.
25, p. 270, 6 sqq. that in the first
place their assertion that if the
world were without beginning
in the earth s
all unevenness
surface must long ago have been
fact
the
overlooks
earth
in the
fire
which originally heaved up the
levelled,

that

the

mountains

(cf.

on this Theophr.

F. 2, 3) also keeps them up and
in the second place if from the re
treat of the sea which has taken
place at particular places, a final
exhaustion of it and an absorp
tion of all elements in fire are
the
overlooks
inferred, this
fact that that decrease (as Ari
stotle had previously taught, see
;

sup. vol. ii. p. 30, n. 2) is a merely
local one and is counterbalanced
by an increase at other places
;

just as little in the third place
does it follow from the transitoriness of all particular parts of
the world, that the world as a

whole is transitory, inasmuch as
the destruction of one thing is
always the birth of another (cf. on
this sup. vol.

i.

p. 485).

If finally
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presuppositions of the Peripatetic system the
eternity of the human race was involved in the eternity

other

of the world,

1

while on the other hand the relatively

recent origin of civilisation was recognised by Theoof
phrastus and illustrated by researches into the origin
3

2
the arts upon which it depends and of religious rites,
he assumed with his Master that there occurred from

time to time overwhelming natural disasters which,
the
covering vast territories, either totally annihilated
state
to
the
them
inhabitants or reduced
primeval
again
4
The mistake, in fact, which Aristotle
of barbarism.
made in assuming with the old astronomy that in the
the earth
eternity of the universe is involved also that of
and the human race, 5 reveals itself again in Theophrastus.
field
Striking proof of Theophrastus s ability in the
works
his
two
is
afforded
of natural history
upon
by

tviavTwv vepioSois: and
further explaining how
both kinds of devastation occur,
and how the inhabitants of the
mountains are swept away by
the one, those of the valleys and
plains by the other, he proceeds
rovs Aex^ &quot;* rp6irovs
Kara

man and therefore also

/j.aKpa is

is

after

the world
said to have had a beginning,
because the arts without which
man cannot live have had one,
Theophr. opposes to this view
the theory developed in the

:

text.
1

Cf. sup. vol.

ii.

p. 32, n. 1.

7
DlOG. v. 47 mentions two
books by him TT. tvp-n/j-druv.
3
See more on this subject,

not permissible, says
the pseudo-Philo, C. 27, p. 27-i,
3 sqq. Bern., to judge the antiquity of man from that of the
ruv Kara yi)v
For
arts.
oitK
aOpowv inrdvrdiv oAAo TWV
It is

&amp;lt;p6opal

ir\tl&amp;lt;rT(av

airiais

Si

xa pvpiuv

Svcri

TO?S

dvariefi&amp;gt;Tai,Trvpbs

/j-tyivTais

KalvSaTos

KaracTKTiirTfiv 5
eV /ue pet &amp;lt;pafflv iv TTO.VV

d\fKTois Qopa is.

^pa^vrtpuv

a\\&amp;lt;av
^

vAcbrrou

rov

&amp;lt;0ejpo,ueVou

/ue pous

01/07/075 xal
dvQp^Truv tiri\nre7i&amp;gt;
tirdSai 5* at
rds rtx^as
Koual voaoi x aA rci r
Uptrrrai
5e avyfrav xal &\aaravfiv rb yivos
&amp;lt;?

.

infra.
4

^

.

.

M&amp;lt;&quot;

&amp;lt;

&quot;

&quot;

&amp;lt;

&amp;lt;

rwv

^

irpoKara\n]^Q4vr&amp;lt;av
&amp;lt;rfou

is

jo
TOS

tiriPpiffavt Stools, apx
xai^
rt xi os ird\iv avvi&amp;lt;TTa&amp;lt;r6ai, ov

rb

-npw-Tov yivo/j.(vas, oAAo rf) ptiward
TWV (xovrcw vnoairaviaQtlaa.*.
5

Cf.

AbhntuU.

on
ilff

this
Jt erl.

1878, pp. 10o sq.

Pkil.-hutor.
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1

plants.

Observations are there collected with the most

unwearied diligence from
sible at that time.

all
regions of the world acces
All the information attainable
by

the insufficient means and methods at the disposal
of the investigator of the period, not only upon the
form and parts, but also upon the development, the

and the geographical distribution
of a large number of plants, 2 is there set down. His
statements are moreover in general so reliable, and
where they rest on the testimony of others so cautious,
cultivation, the use,

that they give us the most favourable impression of his
power of observation and critical skill. Neither ancient

nor mediaeval times have any botanical work of equal
importance to compare with the writings of TheoThe scientific explanation of the facts,
phrastus.
however, was necessarily in the highest degree unsatis
factory, since neither botany nor science in general

was as yet adequate to this task.
Aristotle was
able in his geological works to compensate in some
degree for the like defect both by the general grandeur
of his fundamental thoughts and in particular by a
multitude of brilliant conjectures and startling observa

but Theophrastus cannot be compared with
Master in either of these respects.

tions

;

According to KIRCHNER,
Die Botan. Schrift d. Tit. (Jahrb.
1

f.

Philol.

Supplement!)

.

vii.)

p.

his

known before his time, we cannot
assume that he intended to
enumerate all that were known

497, he names 550 plants, and of
these there a re about 170 with regard to which we do not. know

to him.

whether they had been previously
known. As, however, he omits
several with regard to which it
can be proved that they were

collected

2

what BEANDIS, iii. 298
KIRCHXER, 499 sqq., have

Cf.

sqq.,

from the writings of
Theophrastus on the sources and

compa.ss of his botanical knowledge.
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ideas of his botanical theory are
Plants are living creatures. 2

taken from Aristotle.

1

Theophrastus does not make express mention of a soul
he regards their natural heat and moisture
in them
;

3

finding in these also the chief
individual
the
of
peculiarities by which they
ground
Hut in order
from
one
another. 4
are differentiated
as the seat of their

that they

life,

may germinate and

environment

is

grow, a suitable external
5
Their progress and

indispensable.

perfection, their improvement or deterioration depend,
therefore, in this respect, primarily upon the heat and
ibid. 514 sqq.
us a comparison of Theophrastus s botanical theory w ith
Aristotle s so far as we know it.

KIRCHNEB,

1

jzives

T

Zwvra, Caus

-

18, 2

;

i.

5, v. 5,

4,

5

(H0ta. ibid. v. 4,

have not

e07j

[t) 07j]

and

;

2;

they

irpdets,

like the animals, but they have
iovs, Hint. \. 1, 1.
3
Hist. i. 2, 4 airav yap fyvrbv
:

*X fi riva vyporrfra Kal
ftiffirfp

ffv/j.&amp;lt;pvrov

viro\(nr6vr(av

6(p/j.orrira

Kal

&amp;lt;fov,

yivfrai

yrjpas

Kal

8tp/j.Grr]Ti

The

r

\|/i/Xp ^TTjTt.

he remarks,

latter, however,
are difficult to mea

sure: he accordingly exerts

him

here and in c. 22 to dis
cover marks by means of which
we may recognise the degrees
of temperature in a plant, an
endeavour in which, as we might
suppose, he meets with very
self

little success.
5

&v
Kal

ffre

Stacpfpovffas

CHIIX.

ii.

4

3,

del

:

8ft

yap

r ^ v Kpaaiv

Tiva tx fiv

\/&amp;gt;yov

rrjs

7, 1
TTpbs TO irfplfXOV.
(Tajy tKaffTov
rb (Tvyyfvts rfjs
ayti Trpos riv olKtlov [r6irov~\
I

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;U&amp;lt;TU&amp;gt;S

Qdvaros

Kal

aftavais.

Cf.

3;
for germination
Cans. i. 1, 3
there is required f/j.f}ios vyp6rris
and
6fp/j.bv as well as a
certain proportion between them.
the seed contains
Hist. i. 11, 1
the ffvutyvrov vypbv Kal 0(pfj.bv, and
if these escape, it loses the power
See further
of germination.
Cans. ii. 6, 1 sq. 8, 3, and other
11,

:

&amp;lt;rv/uL&amp;lt;pvrov

:

passages.
4
Ibid. c.
Cf. Caug. i. 10, 5.
21, 3: ras ISias tKdffrwv Qvatis
f
n- ofiv vyporrin Kal
irriri Kal
rip&amp;lt;

-rrvKi&amp;gt;6rriri

Kal

[

Wi M M ER\s con ject ure]

fj.avorr)ri

Kal

rols

roiovrois

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;t

.

diov
T)

7/

0p^oT7j$ Kal

^TjpoTT/s Kal

ra

irp6(T(f&amp;gt;opa

TJ

ri

.

.

tyvxpoTrjs Kal

^tird yap

vyp6ri)S

Kara

rriv Kpaaiv.
^TnOvfj.ia traai

c.

rov
The statement of
(Tvyyffovs.
BEANDIS (iii. 319) that the effi
cacy of heat, &c., is conditioned
also by the opposite is not to be
found either in Cans. ii. 9, 9, or
it,

(&amp;gt;

:

yap

7;

anywhere
although

else in Theophrastus,
he states in another

connection,
passive

J/iat.

and

heterogeneous.

v.

active

1&amp;gt;,

7,

must

that

be
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moisture of the air and the ground and on the effects of
rain.
The more harmonious the relation in

sun and

which

all

1

these factors stand to one another and to the

2
plant, the more favourable are they to its development,
which is therefore conditioned partly by outward in

and partly by the peculiar nature of the plant
or the seed, in reference to the latter of which we must
again distinguish between the active force and the
3
passive susceptibility to impressions from without.

fluences

This

explanation does not, of course, with
Theophrastus any more than with Aristotle exclude the
teleological, which he finds both in the peculiar perfec
physical

tion of the plant itself

and in

its

usefulness for man,

without, however, going deeper into this side of the
question or developing it in relation to the rest of his

botanical theory. 4
The chief subjects discussed in the remaining por
tions of the two works upon plants are the parts, the
origin

and development, and the

classification of plants.

In considering the first of these Theophrastus en
counters the question whether annual growths such as
leaves, blossoms, and fruit are to be regarded as parts

Without giving a

of the plant or not.

definite

answer

to this question he inclines to the latter view, 5 and
accordingly names as the essential external parts of the
1
Of. Hist. i. 7, 1
Cans. \.
21, 2 sqq. ii. 13, 5, iii. 4, 3; 22, 3,
iv. 4, 9 sq. 13, and other passages.
;

In the explanation of the phenomena themselves, Theophrastus
indeed not unfrequently gets
into difficulty, and rescues himself by assumptions such as that
referred to sujtra, vol.

ii.

p. 378,

n. 1, of the compression of internal heat by external cold,
2
Cans. i. 10, 5 6, 8, ii. 9, 13,
;

and passim.
The Sweeps rov

iii. 4, 3,
3

TOV

Trarr^etj/,
4

See

5

Hist.

Cans.

si&amp;lt;pra,vol.

i.

1,

iroittv

and

iv. 1, 3.

1-4.

ii.

p. 369, n. 2.
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the root, stem
(or stalk), branches and twigs.*
shows how plants are differentiated
by the presence

plant

He

or absence, the
character, the size, and the position of
these parts, 3
remarking that there is
which is

found in

nothing

plants as invariably as mouth and
belly are
in animals, and that in view of the
infinite
variety of
botanical forms we must
frequently be content with
mere analogy. 4
As internal parts 5 he names
bark,
wood, pith, and as the constituent parts of these
again
sap, fibres, veins and pulp.*
From these, which are
all

&amp;lt;

permanent, he distinguishes

finally the yearly

elements, which, indeed, in

many

changing

cases are the whole

7

Here, however, as not
unfrequently elsewhere,
he takes the tree as the basis of his
it
investigation
seems to stand with him for the
plant.

;

perfect plant, just as

humanity stands with Aristotle
and man for the perfect
of

for the perfect

animal

type

humanity.
Tn his treatment of the
origin of plants, Theophrastus points out three distinct methods of
propagating
them, viz. from seed, from parts of other plants, and
by
8
The most natural of these is
spontaneous generation.
1

TO.

tfa

rfpia

(ibid.\

the

tro/UKOMw
vol.

(ibid- 12, cf. supra,
p. 517, n. 6, and vol. ii.

i.

P-2N, n. 12
pla, Kav\bs,
.

V

Si

M&quot;

ov r^v

dira-yerat [it depends on
this, i.e. on the 5vva/j.is QUO-IK)), not
on the position in the ground,

rpoQ

Hist.

i.

&amp;lt;pfp(Tat.

77)5

5e

o&s

6, 9] Kav\b*
K av\bv 8e

Myw

irpvKbs ^0 iv
avb TOVTOV
.

Toi/s

ej/ioi

Of TO

KaKovffiv

/3Xa&amp;lt;TTTjjua

VOL.

6f

TI.

.

.

tls &
rb uirip

a.Kpt/jL6vas

&amp;lt;TX^O^(VOVS,

ofrvs.

K\d5ov

rb (K TOVTUV tfi

Hut

Aristotle s view was not
altogether identical; see supra.
1, 9.

vol.

K\dSos

d/cpe/iou/,

ear* 5c pt(a

.

.

*v olov /toAicrra rb Irc
rcio?,
i.

p. 35, n. 4.
If/id.
sqq.

ii.
3

(&amp;gt;

Ibid. 10 sqq.
T*
ibid. ra
eVr2&amp;gt;y,

6/j.oiofj.fpri,

Hitt.

;

ibid. 2,
i.

meaning of

2,
tj,

&amp;lt;?

5&amp;gt;

v roOra,

1.

1,

On

3.

^&amp;gt;Ati//,

plants, see MEYER,
Hot. i. IfiO sq.
7
Hist. i. 2, 1 sq.

the
ripf o f

Gcgch

der

Here he follows Aristotlesee st/pra, vol.

ii.

p. 36.

c c
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All seed-bearing plants employ this method,
individuals among them exhibit another as

from seed.
even

if

This law, acccording to Theophrastus, is not only
obvious from observation, but follows still more clearly

well.

from the consideration that otherwise the seed of such
plants would serve no purpose, in a system of nature

where nothing,
is

seed,

least of all

purposeless.

Empedocles had

anything so essential as the

Theophrastus compares seed, as
but he has no true con

1

2
done, to eggs,

ception of the fructification and sexual differences of
He often distinguishes, indeed, between male
plants.

and female plants, 3 differing in this from Aristotle 4 but
when we inquire what he means by this, we find, in the
;

that this distinction refers always to plants
as a whole and not to the organs of fructification in

first place,

them, and can apply, therefore, only to the smallest
portion of the vegetable kingdom; that, in the second
place,

it is

not even to

applied by Theophrastus only to trees, and
all these
and, thirdly, that even here it rests
;

not upon any actual knowledge of the process of

fructifi

6
cation, but upon vague analogies of popular language.

1

ii.

Cans.

i.

1,1

sq.

4,

1; Hist,

1, 1, 3.
-

Cans.

i.

7, 1, cf.

ZELLBE, Ph.

717, 5. So also Aristotle,
Gen. An. i. 23, 731, a, 4.
3
See supra, vol. ii. p. 34, n. 1,

d. 6fr.

and

i.

p. 48.

4

See Index under

app-ni&amp;gt;

and

07j\vs.
5
.

mode

from his whole
of applying the distinction

It is clear

between male and female plants
that Theophrastus was not the
It is plain
first to make it.
that he found it already exist-

ing, and that it belongs in fact
to the unscientific use of lan-

He nowhere

gives a
definition of its
significance or its basis; on the
contrary, he frequently marks
it as a customary division by
the use of /caAoCtn or a similar
expression {e.g. Hist. iii. 3, 7, 8,

guagc.

more

1,

exact

12,

G,

15,

3,

18,

5).

The

division in his text is limited to
trees trees, he says, are divided
into male and female {Hist. i.
14, 5, iii. 8, 1; Cans. i. 22, 1, and
:

passim)

;

and nowhere does he
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the other hand, he instituted accurate observations
of germination in some

upon the process

Among

bulbs,

slips,

1

plants.

the different methods of
propagating plants by

which Theophrastus
minutely

&c.,

any other plant hut a tree
male or female
for although
he says (Hist. iv. 11, 4) of a
species of reed that in compari

call

;

son with others

it

is

die-

that their
8, 2), and
wood is harder, of closer tissue,
and darker, while the female are
more slender (Hist. iii. 9, ;}, v
(Hist.

i.

.

Cans. i. 8, 4).
4,
Only of the
date tree does Theophrastus
say
that the fruit of the female
female species.
Thoophrastus ripens and does not fall off if
speaks also (Cains, vi. 15, I) of the pollen of the male fall
upon
an oir/j.^ 0rj\vs. Even trees, how
he compares this with
it, and
the shedding of the
ever, do not all fall under the
spawn by
above division cf. Hist. i. 8, 2
the male fish but even in this
Kal TCI
he cannot see fructification in
&ppfva 5e TUV
the proper sense, as the fruit is
ifceS^OTcpa, *v ois CGTIV 6yU^)a).
This is enough to show that the supposed to be
already there;
division is not based on any his explanation of the
matter
correct conceptions as to the rather is that the fruit is
warmed
fructification of plants, and all and dried
the
and
by
he
pollen,
that he further states concerning compares the
process with the
it proves how little value mustcaprirication of figs (Can*, ii. 5),
be set upon it. The distinction 15, iii. 18, ]
Hist. ii. 8, J, 6, G).
between male and female trees He never supposes that all seedis found to consist in the former
formation depends upon fructifi
being barren, or at any rate cation. InCaux. iii. 18, 1, he ex
less fruitful
than the latter pressly rejects the idea which
(/fist. iii. 8, 1). The most general
might have been founded upon
this

Ori\vs

1

rf;

;

quite different
from a division into a male and
irpoa-o^fi,

is

:

;

;

6-rj\(tui&amp;gt;

;

distinction between trees is that
of male and female, &v rb /j.tv
TO
8e
tv

ols 5e a/J-fw

this fact

:

some,

however,
the latter kind

contrariwise call
trees male.
Cans.

ot

ii.

10,

1

:

/j.tv &Kapira TO. 5e Kapwi/uLa TUV
aypiuv, & 877 t)r)\ta TO. 8 &pptva
KaXovaiv. Cf. Hist. iii. {, 7, c. i), 1,

TO.

.

2, 4, 6, c.
c. 18, 5 ;

it is
remarked that
male have more branches

Moreover,
the

10, 4, c. 12, 0, c. 15, 3,
Cans. i. 22, 1, iv. 4, 2).

:

t

it,

iro\vKapiroTfpov

^

wpbs T& Tf\(ioyot&amp;gt;tw
afcapKcs tlvai TO 6r)\v remarking
that if it were so there would be
not only one or two
examples of

but

would necessarily esta
any

it

blish itself in all, or a t
rate in most, cases.
It is

not

therefore, that he
says (Cans. iv. 1. 10) that in the
case of plants the earth bears
surprising,

the same relation to the seed as
the mother does in the case of
animals.
1

Hi*t.

and some

viii. 2,

on grain, pulse,

trees.

cc2
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he reckons grafting and budding, in which he
stem serves as soil for the bud or the graft
the
says
annual
and, as a second method of a similar kind, the
1

cusses,

;

3

In

to

reference, finally,
spon
sprouting of plants.
taneous generation, Theophrastus indeed remarks that
this is not unfrequently merely apparent, the seeds of

many

as to escape observation,
plants being so minute
by winds, water and birds to
4
But that
where we least expect to find them.

or having been carried

places

does actually take place, especially in the case of
5
smaller plants, he does not doubt, and he explains it, like
the spontaneous generation of animals, as the result of
the decomposition of certain materials under the in6
fiuence of terrestrial and solar heat.
it

In classifying plants, Theophrastus arranges them
7
under the four heads of trees, bushes, shrubs and herbs,
at the same time to the unsatisfactoricalling attention
8
He further distinguishes
ness of this classification.

1

Hist.

ii.

Cans.

1 sq.

i.

1-4

Also propagation
and passim.
on
by the so-called tears (8a/cpua),
whicli see
1,

and

i

16$
2
3

cf

.

Cam

4, 6,

i.

MEYEE,

Hist.

Gcscli.

ii.

2,

der Hot.

Cd US.

i.

$6pov

10,

i.

where

1,

this

Cam.

i.

5,

5

;

cf

ii.

.

9, 6, 17, 5.

7
the
Hist. i. 3, 1, with
further explanation SeVSpov /j.ev
ovv eo-Ti TO a?rb pi&s /j.ovo(TTe\fx fS
TToAikAaSoj/ ofarbv OVK eva.ito\vTov
:

TTO\VQ&P.VOS 5t TO d:rb pifrs

Qpvyavov 8e TO

atru

irpo ibv

5

d&amp;lt;n-eAex

Kav\bs

(nrep/^o&amp;lt;p6pos.

Ibid.

o&rcas

6.

....

pifrs TroAvfrreAexes teal iro\i&amp;gt;K\a$ov
.... irJo 8e TO airb fifo (pv\\o-

H

(jdUS.

subject is further discussed.
4
Cans. i. 5, 2-4, ii. 17, 5;
Hist. iii. 1,5.
5
cf. Cans. i. 1, 2, 5, 1. ii. 9,
iii. 1, 4.
14, iv. 4, 10, Hint.
6

/cAaSov

2

:

Set

a7ro5exe&amp;lt;70cu

Kal

e?rl

rovs

8e
Kal

opovs

XaiJ.fta.veiv

rb irav \fjo/n4vovs

WSTUTT^
ei/m 70^ Uws eVoAActTTeti/
e,
ra 8e Kal irapa TV a-yovyV [by
8&amp;lt;{f

^

culture]

a\\OLorepa

eKfiaiveiv TTJS (pvffews.

yiveadai Kal
And after

by examples and
explaining
further enlarging upon this fact,
that there are also bushes and
herbs with the form of trees, and
that we niight thus be inclined
to lay more stress upon the size,
strength and durability of plants,
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between garden and wild plants,
fruit-bearing and
and non-blossoming, evergreen and

barren, blossoming

deciduous

while admitting that these also are
vanishing
distinctions, he yet regards them as the common natural
;

characteristics of certain classes.

He

1

lays special stress,

however, on the division into land and water plants. 2 Tn
his own treatment of plants he follows the first main
division, except that lie classes trees

and bushes toge
Into the further contents of his botanical writ
ings, however, we cannot here enter.
ther. 3

Of Theophrastus

work upon Zoology

s

5

hardly any
thing remains to us nor does the information which
we possess from other sources as to his zoological doc
:

trines justify us in
attributing to

he concludes again,

f&amp;gt;

:

bid

?/

-ravra &crirfp Ae-yo/ufi/ OVK
\oyrjTfov rip optf} a\\a T
\T]TTTfOl
1

TOVS

J/ist.

i&amp;gt;,

further

remarks

respect

to

c.

sqq.

14,

II.

the distinction

In
be

tween garden and wild plants
especially he observes here and
iii. 2, 1
sq. that this is a natural
one, as some plants degenerate
under cultivation, or at least do
not improve others, on the contrary (Cans. i. 16, 13), are de
;

signed for
2

1

;

it.

ffitt.

Cans.

ii.

i.

4,

2 sq. 14,

3, iv, 0.

3, 5.

s
Books ii.-v. of the History of
Plants treat of trees and bushes,

therefore

book

vi.

of ligneous
plants;
of shrubs; books vii.
herbs; book ix. dis

viii.
of
cusses the sap
and
qualities of plants.
4

BRAXDIS,

iii.

a review of the contents of both
works see also a shorter one in
MHYER, Getch. der Bot. i. 15!)

and some

5 sq.

in this field

;

OL^Oplff/ULOVS.

i.

him more

healing

302 sqq., gives

Seven books, which DiOG. v.
enumerates singly by

43

first

their particular titles, and &quot;then
comprehends under the common
title

TT.

others

Single books are
by Athenanis among

o&amp;gt;W.

also cited
;

see

USENER,

(Cam. Pl.u.
the

p.

himself

Theophrastus

17, 0, cf

Iffroplai irtpl

iv.
&quot;&amp;gt;,

5,

refers
7) to

He does not
we may judge

tyuv.

seem, however (if
from t he single tit les in Diogenes),
to have intended in this work to
give a complete natural history,
but only (as was his general
plan
where Aristotle had already laid
down the essential principles)
to

supplement Aristotle s work
by a minute treatment of par
ticular points.
To this work
belong Fr. 171-190.

ARISTOTLE
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than an extension of Aristotle

labours

s

by further obser

vations and some isolated researches of minor value.

His views upon the nature of

more importance.

soul are of

from him re
lating to this, apart from isolated,
and sometimes rather mythical,
!

The

to

also

#77

i.

1,

[^0rj]

1)

and

fish

;

relation

yap avBpwiros 3) p.6vov fy
The use which
tf/jLepov.

(Cau*.

17, 5;

Fr.

i.

1, 2,

171, 9,

ii. 9,

5, 5,
1.1,

174,

1,

fi,
(5

;

PORPH. DeAbst. ii. 5, accord
ing to which the first animals
must have sprung from the earth,
and the treatise IT.
avro^aro^v
in DIOG. v. 46)
their meta

cf.

TU&amp;gt;V

&&amp;gt;W

;

morphoses are mentioned in Cans.

food, &c. (Cans. PL ii. 3, 4
alterations of
17, 3)
place and season produce in them

ii.

air,

iii.

it is

6

;

;

sq.

man,

the different animals are to one
another Theophrastus had referred
to in the Natural History ( Caus.
9 cf.
ii. 17
5). Concerning the
origin of animals he also believes
in spontaneous generation even
in the case of eels, snakes and

they are
related to man, not only in body,
but also in soul (see infra, p. 394,
Their life proceeds in the
n. 1).
first instance from a native, in
ternal heat (Fr. 10 ir. AetTi-oif/ux. 2)
at the same time they require .a
suitable (tr^Merpos) environment,
7rpaets (Hist.

Several of the fuiida-

/j.d\iaTa

:

but

and of the human

that the measure of

citations

references to his natural history
the statement
(e.g. Fr. 175 and
in PLUT. Qu. com-, vii. 2, 1), are
the following:
limited to
Animals occupy a higher stage
than plants they have not only
life

life

2

1

;

certain changes (Hist. ii. 4, 4,
With
Cans. ii. 13, 5, 16, 0).
Aristotle (see Chap. X. stqrra)
the
Theophrastus emphasises
marks of design in their bodily
organs as against the older phys
ics
the physical organism is the
instrument, not, the cause of vital
:

16,

7,

iv.

5,

7.

Respiration

he conceives, with Aristotle, to
serve the purpose of refrigera
tion fish do not breathe, because
the water performs this service
:

for

them

(Fr. 171, 1, 3

;

cf.

Fr.

Lassitude is traced (Fr.
7, 1, 4, 6, 16) to a avvvn^is, a de
composition of certain consti
tuents of the body (cf. the
10, 1).

arvvr-ny/j-a,

vol.

ii.

p. 51, n. 2,

su}&amp;gt;.}

;

vertigo (Fr. 8, IT. l\iyyuv ), to the
of
the
circulation
irregular
humours in the head.
Fr. 9, TT.
ISpdrow investigates the proper
ties of perspiration and their
conditions.
impossible to trace in every parti
Fainting is the re
cular a definite design (Fr. 12, 29
sult of the want or loss of vital
see supra, vol. ii.p. 11, n. 2). A dis
heat in the respiratory organs
tinction is occasionally made be
(Fr. 10, ir. Aei7roi|/i;x as); simi
tween land- and water- animals larly palsy results frurn cold in
the blood (Fr. 11, IT. irapaXvaeus}.
(Hist. i. 4, 2,14, 3. iv. 6, 1 Cans. ii.
3, 5) wild and tame (Hist. iii. 2, 2,
Theophr. had spoken of the
Cans. i. 16, 13) on the latter dis
soul in Physics, Bks. iv. and v.,
tinction in Hist. i. 3, 6 he remarks which according to THEMIST, De

(De Sensn,

Here,
however, Theophrastus does not,
anj^ more than Aristotle (see Ch.
VII. supra), overlook the fact that
even in the case of animals it is
activity

24).

:

;

;

;
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mental conceptions of the Aristotelian doctrine are here

had described the soul
as the unmoved principle of all movement, and had
referred its apparent movements, in so far as they can
Theobe regarded as such, to the body.
Aristotle

called in question.

1

properly

of the lower activi
phrastus held that this is true only
on
the contrary, must,
ties of the soul thought-activity,
:

he thinks, be regarded as a movement of the
An. 91

a, Spengel
were also entitled

199, 11,

ii.

p.

ir.

i|/ix*}s-

See itupra, Ch. XI.
According to SIM PL. Pliys.
225, a, he said in the first
on al fj.(v
book IT. Kivf]fftws
2

:

Kal

opyal
opt(is Kal al ^TTiOviMiat
a JUOT Kal Ktvhaeis elffl Kal airb
8c
Scrat
TOVTUV apx^v tx
)
ravras OVK fffriv
Kpifffis Kal dcwpiai.
i

v&amp;lt;Tlv

els

d\\

ayayetv,

frepov

2

(fuibus tractat locos db
But
ante tractates.

Anstotele

1

(t&amp;gt;

in

llt/rix

soul.

eV

avrrj

very similarity makes it
possible that Hermolaus merely
transferred Theophrastns s name
from the second passage to the
a transference
first
hardly
justified by that passage itself.
The statements of Themistius
seem rather to refer to another,
and indeed far later, writer
this

than Theophrast us, e.cj when he
reproaches his anonymous op
ponent (68, a), with having
wholly
forgotten
apparently
Aristotle s views upon motion,
,

al

Tf\os,

KpiiTrAv ri
5^j

luifpos

Kal Bc

are

TOVTOIS eirdyei

rovrwv VKtirrfov

?Xt

vovs

fireifftwv Kal

ffaBev

Kal

5r)

5t

ft

T^V

et

virep

tipov,

&quot;&quot;P^s

fJ.fv

nva x^P
eirel

1

ovv

^^

TO

76

ravras 6iJ.o\oyovthat Theophrastus also described music as
Kivfjfffis flvai Kal

fjifvov.

We know

Kairoi

avvotyiv

^/f8e5o&amp;gt;/ca&amp;gt;s

fiav

K

TT(p

re\et (Theophrastus can

have

hardly

written such a

/c5e5a&amp;gt;/co&amp;gt;s

treatise
moreoverpoints to an

To him, also,
RITTER, iii. 413, refers THEMIST.
De An. G8 a, Sp ii. p. 29 sq.,
where divers objections to Ari
stotle s criticism of the assump

nor was it neces
original work
sary to appeal to this to prove
that Aristotle s theory of motion
might have been known to him);
when he reports of him (68, b.)

soul
the
tion that
moves,
are cited from an unnamed
writer who is described with the

ovffiav

KLVTJ&amp;lt;TIS

^vxrjs.

words

6

ruv

Apiarrorf\ovs
b. Sp.
p. 189, 6, certainly say
TOS (v ofs ^era^ej TO
and Hermolaus Barbiirus trans
lates (according to Hitter) both
^eTao-TTjs.

passages

THEMIST. 89

Theophrastut

in

its

:

(Ivai

Kal

hv

(pvffiv,

5ia

rovr6

/j.a\\ov
Tf;s ovcrias

\ov
&c. (this Theophrastus
would certainly not have said)
when he says to him with refer
ence to this that he appears not
to know the distinct ion of motion
i,

;

and energy.

The general tone
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Aristotle

had spoken of a Passive Reason, declaring
knowledge is innate, and that

that only the capacity of

capacity can only develop gradually into actual
but the development of that which is
knowledge
this

l

;

present at

first

only as a capacity

realisation of possibility

is

in other words, the

movement. 2

It is

improbable

that Theophrastus on this account defined the nature of
the soul differently from Aristotle 3 but on the other
;

hand, he found serious difficulty in accepting his view of
the relation between active and passive reason.
The
question, indeed, as to how reason can at once come from
without and be innate, may be answered by assuming
that it enters at the moment of birth.
But a further
difficulty arises

if

:

it

be true that reason

is

at first

nothing actually, but everything only potentially, how
does it accomplish that transition to actual thought
and passion, which we must attribute to it in one sense

when

performs an act of thought ? If it
it is
impelled to think by external things,
hard to understand how the incorporeal can be acted

or another,

it

be said that
it is

upon and altered by the corporeal. If it receives the
impulse from itself the only other alternative to imof Themistius s

argument conveys
the impression that he is dealing
with a contemporary.
See supra, vol. ii. p. 96.
2
See supra, vol.ii.p.380,n. 1.
8
JAMBLICHUS says, indeed,
in STOB. Eel. i. 870 crepoi 8e
[sc. TWV
Apio-TOTeAtKcDi/] re\fi6/car ovviav
TTJTCI UVT^V
rov 6eiov a^aros, t)v [the reA.etorr)s perhaps, not the 0e?oz/
1

:

a&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;op{ovTai

&amp;lt;Tw/j.a~\

xfiav
8^7

/taAe?

ApitTTOTeArjs,

ev eVots
*6&amp;lt;(&amp;gt;pa(rros.

But

Aristotle had himself defined
the soul as the entelechy of an

body.

organic

Theophrastus,

would have merely
added that the first substratum

therefore,

of the soul tlie Qftov a-wfj-a, is the
ether ; which, however, he probabty meant in the same sense in
,

which Aristotle also (see supra,
vol.

ii.

2) conceived of the
united to a substance

p. 0, n.

soul as

like the ether.
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then it is not passive at all. In
pulse from the senses
case
this
must
be of a different kind from
any
passivity
passivity in general

it is

:

not the mobilisation of that

which has not yet reached completion, but it is a state
of completion.
If, moreover, matter is defined as that

which

exists only potentially, dees not reason, conceived
of as mere potentiality, become something material ? If,
finally, the distinction must be made in the case of rea
son, as elsewhere,

between the

and the material

efficient

cause, the question yet remains, how are we further to
describe the nature of each ? what are we to understand

by the passive reason
reason, if

not innate,

if it is

1

and how

?

does

THEMIST.

in

Theophrastus

how

De An.

91 a, Sp. 198, 13 sq.
(the same in a rather poor and
corrupt extract in PBISCIAN S

paraphrase,

ii.

4,

Wimm.)

Se

vovs

f^tadfv

6

:

&v

yap

fj.fi/

yfiav,

Svi

/j.r]5fv

8e

d/J.fi

wffTTfp Kal

rj

aAA

Svvafj.ii/,

ircos

slvai KO.T

irdvra,

aur#7?&amp;lt;m.

\T)TTTfl)V. UlS Ol/5f

yap

365

p.

sq.
irore

Kal Sxrirep tiriQfros, 6/j.ws
Kal ris i) &amp;lt;pvo~is avrov ;

(TVfj.(pvf]S :

rb

is

that the active

it

innate, does not act from the very first ?

it is

avr6s

with

it

divine

Aristotle
well as

?

as

?

!

had said of
of

human

thought that in its exercise it is
the object of thought see supra,
;

vol.

i.

rt

Kal

and

197, n. 3,

p.

rb

199]

p.

a\n6v ;

itaff^iv

[sc. iroo x*&quot; ], ffafp fls

yap
yfiav

^i^ft,

uffirfp

8e?
4v*p-

T)

tvtp-

KctA.&amp;lt;is,

ou yap ovru

(pKTriKbv

us

vtroKfiuifV^v riva
KaOdirfp Kal (irl riav V\IKUV

[the above statement, that

afterwards originate

it

it is

nothing /COT Ivfpytiav, must not
be taken to mean that it is never
present itself rather is its pre
sence as faculty presupposed by
every exercise of reason]. a\\a
rb tlwOfv apa
us tiriQerov, oAA*
us Iv ry irpurrt yevftrft ffv/j,ircpi:

oi&amp;gt;x

5e troTc yivfrai TO t/oijrd;
[how
does reason become the object of
thought ? how does it unite itself

trdQos

;

avrov

iroia

T)

irurtpov

air&quot;

rb

;

/u.TO)8o/\.T} ;

(Ktivov

/j.fv

T}

apx$]

T)

Kal
air

yap [for on the one

ctir
tttt ivov SJ^tiev
voOs] (ovStv yap aty
sc. Tfdcr^ t] rut/ tv iroflej),

hand] na.ayjew
6.v

[sc.

&amp;lt;5

tavrov
TO 5e a^xV [1- opx^?) ;IS PEISCIAN
also has] irdvrui/ dvou Kal ^TT
avry rb voilv Kal fj.^ Sxrirfp rats
alffd-fiaffftv OLTT OUTOV [thought must
\

lie in its own power, and not come
to it from the object as sensation
to the senses
ouroG must be re
ferred to tKflvov ; BRENTANO S

changes, PsychoL d. Ar. 219, are
unnecessary], rdxa 5
Kal rovro aroirov, et 6 vovs v\ris
&i&amp;gt;

&amp;lt;pai&amp;gt;fiii
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That Theophrastus nevertheless held

by the Ari

fast

stotelian doctrine of the twofold nature of reason is

what we know of the way in which
beyond dispute
he silenced his doubts shows merely that he took the
l

;

various terms, as applied to reason, in a different sense
from that which they bear in other fields, holding that
t^et

airavTa

&v,

p.7]Sfv

(pvffiv

Se

eV Trdar)

TO

&amp;lt;j)ixrei,

/.lev

ws

vXt]i&amp;gt;

Kal

Themistius adds that
Theophrastus continued these
discussions in the fifth book of
the Physics, and in the second
on the Soul, and that they are

irdcrxovTos Kal y apx fl T /JS u Arjs.
TavTa yuev onroSe^eTaj, SiaTrope? e,
Tiffs ovv avTat al 5uo (pvffeis, Kal TL

fieo-ro iro\\u&amp;gt;v /J.ev airopiuv, TtoXX&v
8e eTTiffTaffewv iro\\u&amp;gt;v 8e Xvffewv.

Trd\iv

Tb

viroKei/ufvov

p.fvov

TI

iroif]TiK(f

The

7TCOS

5war6s.

result
Swctyiet vov

OTI

is,

&xeSbv

Tropovo~iv,

ere

ffVfAtyvfys,

Kal

Kal

avra

Sia-

effTiv

efre

TO.

e|w0eV

TOV

-jrepl

Siopieiv

8vt&amp;gt;d/j.i,

Tb 8e

o vovs, fl
apa ^AAws iraOrjTiKos
[PEISCIAK also has these words,
but he also quotes, as an intro
duction to them, the remark
that
we
cannot
suppose
reason to be wholly impassive

^ Sta T^V

^

:

fl

ovSev
WTT

6\us

yap

Kal

vo-{](TL\.
[1.

on

rb

avTOv

eV]

ATjTTTe oj/,

oAA

a&amp;gt;s

oi^ us rb
areA^s yap j]
fvzpyciav.
[So

also PEISCJAN.]
Kal irpoiuv
vol.
[following Aristotle, see
ii.
ras
ala-6r)(reis OVK
p. 61, n. 3]
avev (Tia/j.aros rbv 8e vovv xwpto&quot;ToV.
&amp;lt;p-r)&amp;lt;n

si&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;.,

/j.ei&amp;gt;

t

(Sib,

here adds PRTSCIAN,

272 W.,

T&amp;lt;2i/

c. 9, p.

e^w irpof\e6vTuv

[1.

7rpO(reA0.] ou SeTrat irpbs T^V reAeicaffiv.} a\l/d/jij&amp;gt;os Se Kal TWV irepl

TOV

TTOlf]TlKOV

VOV

$)

Sid

1&amp;gt;

[perhaps

T

L

yap

yeveffis ; HOLKCV ovv
a&amp;lt;j)6apTos.

OVK

ad ;

Kal dTraTTj Kal tyevSos;
/j.iiv ; The last para

\-f)Oi)

b, Sp.,

el pev
apparently, as follows
yap ws e is, (f)r)o~lv, 7) Svva/Ais fKeivcf
:

[the VOVS

TTOiTJT.], el /J.V 0~V/jl.&amp;lt;j)VTOS
et 8
vGTepov

evBvs e^p^v

&c.
The development of the
active reason from the potential
is described also in the fragment
in PEISCIAN, c. 10, which has its
place here, as the acquisition of

a

the sense discussed,
supra). For the
text in the above, besides SPENGEL and BRANDIS, iii. 288 sq.,
TOESTEIK, Arist. dc An. 187 sq.
and BEENTANO, ibid. 216 sqq.
may be consulted.
Of. previous note and supra,
e|is

vol.

i.

(in

p. 285, n. B,

1

OTI~]

crvvifjpTr]-

THEMISTIUS gives, 89
189, 8, more literally,

graph

vol.
0-K67TT60J/

TJ

Kal ayVVf]TOs, e^Trep Kal
evvirdpxvv 8 ovv, Sta T(

del, Kal

airadT]s,

fy

JJMIT OV

VOVS %K T6 TOV TfOLTJTlKOV Kal
el /xej/ ovv
TOV Suj/a/uet.
ffvu-fpvTOS
6 Kiv&v, Kal evOvs e ^pTjj/ Kal del
[so. Kive1v~\. el Se vo~Tepov, /xera
TLVOS Kal TTUS

fJ.ev

Kal TroiTjTt/cbv,

OTI del TlfjLl(t)TpOV TO TTOIOVV TOV

Kttl

efadev TTWS 8e ffv/Afp
Kal
\eyovffi Se Kal avrbv a.iraQr\
X(0pio~rbv, &o~irep rbv TroifjTiKb Kal
Tbv evepyeia
atrad^s
yap, (prjo iv,
TTWS

O!LTIOV

ii.

p.391,n.

2.
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evolution has no relation to the incorporeal, which
always present to it, but only to the corporeal, of

which

furnishes the explanation. 1
In the views to which we have just referred, and
especially in attributing motion to the activity of the
it

Theophrastus shows an unmistakeable inclination

soul,

man more

to identify the spiritual element in

closely

Similarly a statement has come
to us in which he asserts that the soul of man is

with the physical.

down

same nature as that of animals, that it exhibits
the same activities and states, and is only distinguished

of the

Even the intimations in
THEMISTIUS take this turn. The
potentiality of
passivity and
1

the reason is taken to be of
another kind than that of cor
poreal existence; as independent
of the body it does not require
external impressions in order to
reach completeness as active,
but is self -evolved from $vva/j.is
to eis
error and forget fulness
are explained by its union with
the body. On similar line? is the
Theophrastean defence of the Ari
stotelian doctrine which PRISCIAN gives us (see ii. 17, p. 277,
;

TTOXlV 5

W.)

ffo&amp;lt;p(t&amp;gt;rara

TO.

6/j/ot

8vi&amp;gt;d/j.fi

oiKfius

Kara
TTIV

rb

6

V1TO/J.l/JLl&quot;fl(TK(l
f6&amp;lt;pp.

irpdy/jLara

Kal

&amp;lt;pl\0-

us Kal avrb rb
rbv vovv Kal

tvtpytia

iva pi)

&amp;lt;rrcpf}&amp;lt;riv

us tirl rfjs
rb StW/uei, TI Kara

Kal iraBrjriK^v rfXeiuffiv
ciAAa
Ivfpytia virovo-f)ffu/j.fv

twdfi&amp;gt;

/u?j5f

us

tirl

rrjs

cuVflTjcreajs ,

Zvda

T&V al(rQr)Tr)picai&amp;gt; Kivr,fft(as
T)
\6yuv yivtrai irpo@o\}), Kal
0(waim] ruv
Ktintvuv
prjTJKTj, a\\a voepus tirl vov Kal rb
Sia TTJS
TU&amp;gt;V

?|a&amp;gt;

ov&amp;lt;ra

5vi&amp;gt;d/j.fi

Kal TO

fvfpyfia

Trpdy/j.aTa Xt]TrTtov

.

.

.

ra

clt&amp;gt;at

L O,

c.

p.

281, W. rovTo 5e [the previous
citation from Aristotle] ZiapQpuv
6 0. tirdyei
ctAA orav ytvTirai Kul
:

voi)6ri t

SrjAoy

on ravra

Kar

Ivtpynav

avrrj

STJAOJ/OTI,

point

way and take o.\nt\
yap
probably an explanation of

in this

as

8tw-

ri

[We must

ydp.

ra St

e|ft,

vot]Ta del, f^Trep ri eTTio-TTjyUTj
i] ravrb rots irpdy/jLa&amp;lt;nv

.

ry v$,
TOVTfvn ra

Priscian.]
voTjra,

virdpxd

&amp;lt;prjarl,

&amp;lt;Vet5^

/car

.

ra

fii)Aa,

.

/j.tv

ad

ovv iav ourols

ffVVtVTl Kal tO~Tl[v] UTTp TO, V01}TO.

ra Se tvv\a, orav

yoTjflfj, /cat

avra

ouStirore yap
voTj6r)(r6/j.fi a
ra ei/yAa ry v$ av\w uvrt aAA
orav 6 vovs ra iv
/n}] ws aura
atria ruv
/JLOVOV a\\a Kal
yivwffKT), Tort Kal raJ v(f virdptt ra
tvv\a Kara ryv alriav. In making
use of these passages it must not
be forgotten that we have in
them the words of Theophrastus
only in the paraphrase of a Neoa\n&amp;lt;?

avr&amp;lt;

u&amp;gt;s

plalonic.

tvv\&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v
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This, how
by a greater degree of perfection.
can only refer to the lower powers of the soul

from

1

it

ever,

2
exclusive of reason.

The

relation of the lower to the

higher elements of the soul seems also to have offered
insuperable difficulties to him we know at least that
in regard to the imagination he was in doubt whether
;

ought to be referred to the rational or the irrational
3
From what we know of his treatment of the
part.
it

doctrine of reason

we may

conjecture that he found this

4
subject also full of difficulty.

We

have

fuller details of

POBPH. De Abst. iii. 25
(apud BEENAYS, TbeopTir. ilbe-r
1

Frornmigk. 97, 184 for the frag
ment there given belongs, as
BERNAYS proves at p. 99, to this
book and not to the TT. (yW
;

(ppovfi(Tei0s)

:

e6&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;paffros

8e

Kal

K
TOWS
KfXpIJTCU Ao-yO).
avrwv yevvi]Q^vras .... oiic-

rOLOVTCp
rS)i&amp;gt;

eiovs

elvai

(pa/ney

(pvcrei

dAArjAcoi

.

So also of people of the same race,
even if they are not of the same
descent irdvras 8e rovs avdptioirovs
:

dAAirjAots

avyyevels elvai
rpotyrjs Kal

avrcav,

ij6(Jaf

Kal
Kal

ire(pvKa(nv at
&&amp;lt;?.].

Qdrepov,

T&V

....

TO?S (wots ai re

re

SuoTj/

elvai

Trpoy6v(ai&amp;gt;

KOivwvtiv

olKeiovs

(pa/j.fv

ru&amp;gt;v

avral

f)

f)

[i.e.

dAA

irdvrcav

SbaTrep

ra

ovrta TO
tav,

ye

^v

rats

Kal wacri

alcrO^crecriv.

Kal

the beasts are different in perare not in any very
different
the
from
position

.fection,

analoga

of v oCs

and

(ppovrjffis,

ascribed to the beasts by Ari
stotle {supra, vol. ii p. 27, n. 6,

and
3

p. 38, n. 2).

MMTL. DC An.

to the difference

As
80, a.
between phan

tasy and perception,

see

also

W.

With this theory of the
imagination was connected a
question referred to by PEIS
CIAN (see PLOTIN. p. 565, ed.

ap^al
seed, flesh,
r$ ras eV

crw{J.ara,

The rest concerns
oiKei6rris.
Porphyry, not Theophrastus.
3
The XoyHTfjiol, which with

T$
rep

avrots tyvxas aia&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;6povs TretpvKevai,
\eyca Sfy rats eiri6v/j.iais Kal rdis
opyats, eri 8e rots \oyHr/u.o is, Kal
fj.d\irrra

doctrine of

PEISCIAN,

ffoc/jidroav

TroXv 5e /xoAAo^

s

Kal

ravrov yevovs
fj.r]v

Theophrastus

rd?

fj.fi/

ra

avrois at avral TT6&amp;lt;pvapxa(. STjAo? 8e 77 riov iraQuv

c. 3, B,

263,

4

of.
BEANDIS, iii. 373).
to be noted, however, that

Didot,
It is

Priscian does not expressly name
Theophrastus and that the sup
position that he is here referring
to him is a conjecture of DiiB;

NEE S. The question is, why do
we remember our dreams when
we ure awake, and forget our
waking

life in

dreams

?

We

do

not get any clear answer from
Priscian.
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con

The views

-

clusions without important modification.
the objects
of previous philosophers upon the senses and
tested
are
accurately presented and
of sense-perception
3
doctrine.
the
of
view
of
Peripatetic
the

from

point
with Aristotle,
Theophrastus himself explains sensation,
of which
means
as a change in the organs of sense by

not in matter but in form, to
they become assimilated,
4
This effect proceeds from
the object of perception.
5
it may be produced it is
that
order
In
the object.
should stand to the organ of
necessary that the latter
of
in a certain harmonious relation, the nature
sense

which accordingly here forms an important subject of
it may not, however, be sought for either
discussion
of the con
in the homogeneity or the heterogeneity
7
of
The
alone.
terms
its
of
operation
stituent parts
r&amp;gt;

;

We

can only notice in pasanother
anthropological
inquiry namely, the discussion
on Melancholy, which is to be
found in the Aristotelian ProMem* (xxx. 1, pp. 1)58-966), the
which
Tbeophrastean origin
from the book ir. MeAa7
voXi as mentioned by Diou.v. 44),
ROSE DC. Lrut. Hl/:oKl.l\)\. has
detected by means of the referi

sin&quot;

rounding circumstances, sometimes a condition of cold and
weariness, and sometimes a heating and exciting effect,

For which see

-

vol.

p.

58 sqq. of

ii. *]&amp;gt;ra.

a

In

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;!

the

which see

vol.

De
11.

to/MM, as
p. 364, n. 3.

(/.&amp;lt;?.

ence therein (954,

book on Fire

(

a,

35,

20) to the
40).

Tlu-

diverse effects which it was customarv to attribute to the ^\a.iva
the aid
vox*, are explained, with
of an analogy drawn from the
effects of wine, by the theory
that the nt\an&amp;gt;a X o*AJ was of its
cold, but was capable
of
taking on a high degree
heat and that accordingly it
to the surproduced according

^

PRISCIAN, i. 1, p. 232,
\tyfi ptv olv KOI avrbs, Kara^
&vev TT)$ fays
effirj K al rovs \6yovs
7 tvcr0a t -niv ^e/tof&amp;lt;riy.
an eftheory of an
i.j. to the
the object
Huence from iwppoj,
sense, is attacked in the De
:

-,

Semu, 20, cf. Cans. PL vi. 5, 4.
Compare the passages cited from
Aristotle gupra, vol. n. p. 55) n. 2.
4
PRISCIAN, i. 37, p. 2o4, W.

own nature
of

to

p.

De Senm, 32, PRIW3. L 44,
Caa. PI. vi .2 1, o, 4.

2581.W,

,

Hot h views are attacked by
Theophrastus in the De
7
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the object upon the senses is always mediated, accord
In
ing to Theophrastus, by a third term.
1

developing

his

own

doctrine, as in criticising his predecessors, he
doubtless discussed each of the senses
separately, but

only a meagre

report

has

come down

here

to

2

us.

Like Aristotle, he distinguished the sensus communis
from the other senses, but did not wholly
agree with
that philosopher

s

view of the way in which the uni
He defends

versal qualities of matter are perceived. 3

the veracity of sensation against the attacks of
critus.

31; the first also ibid., 19, and
the second opud PRISC. i. 34,
p. 252. Cf. supra, vol. i. p. 454 sq.
Cf. supra, vol. i. p. 519 (on
the Snjxes and 8ioo&amp;gt;toj/). PRISC.
1

i.

16, 20, 30, 40, p. 241, 244, 250,

255; Caus. PL vi. 1, 1. Theophrastus here says, in agreement
with Aristotle (vide supra, vol. ii.
p. 64), that all sensations reach
us through some medium, which
is in the case of Touch our own
flesh, and in the case of the other
senses
certain external
sub
for Sight the trans
stances
parent medium for Hearing, the
air
for Taste, water for Smell,
air and water together.
He also
considers that the immediate
organs of sense-perception in the
Ciseof Sight, Hearing and Smell
are formed out of water and air.
Besides the passages already
cited, we ought to mention here
the observations (Fr. 4 De Odor.
:

;

;

;

Caus. PI. vi. 5, 1 sq. which
follow Aristotle, as to whom see
supra, vol. ii. p. 65, n. 3) that
although Smell is in man the
feeblest of the senses, yet he
alone cares for a pleasant smell
for its own sake, and that sensa4,

Demo-

4

;

tions

of

Hearing

make

the

keenest impression on our emo
tions (PLUT. De Audiendo, 2,
p.
and the account of eyes
38, a)
that send out fire (apud SIMPL.
DeCcelo, Schol. 513, a, 28 with
which the citations supra, vol. ii.
p. 65, n. 1, should be compared)
and the criticisms of the theory
;

;

;

of Democritus (see ZELLER, Ph.
d. Gr.i. p. 818) as to the existence of an image of any visible
object in the air. Nevertheless

THEOPHRASTUS

himself said
PRISCIAN, i. 33, p. 251, W)
as to images in mirrors
rrjs
(a.p.

:

fj.op(pris

(iHTTrep

aTTOTvircaffiv

eV

TC

a4pt yivtordai.
3

Aristotle

had said

(in the
425, a, 16 sqq.)
that size, form, fec. were per
ceived by means of motion &TO-

De Anima,

in.. 1,

;

(PRisc.

i.

46, p. 259,

W).

In the De Sensu, 68 sq.
(where, however, for the corrupt
in 68 we should read, not,
with Schneider and Philippson,
x uA 5 but rather 6ep/n.ov) he com plains that Democritus treated
weight, lightness, hardness and
4

&quot;

x&quot;/&quot;

.

softness as things in themselves,
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As

a Peripatetic, Theophrastus of course asserted
In his treatise on voluntary
the freedom of the will.
1

action

2

he fully discussed this subject, and possibly

took notice of the Stoic doctrine of determination that

was just then rising into

But on

notice.

on so many others in Aristotle

demanded

further

this point, as

psychology which

s

little

investigation,

known

is

of

Theophrastus s contribution to science.
We have somewhat fuller information as to his
ethical doctrines. 3

and yet considered

Here
cold,

also he merely continued the

heat,

sweetness &c., as merely relative
He argues
qualities of things.
that if these qualities depend on
the form of the atoms e.g. if

warmth

said

is

to

consist in

roundness of atoms then such
qualities must be in some sense
If they are supposed
objective.
not to be objective because they
do not appear alike to all men,
then the same conclusion should
follow as to

all

other qualities of

Even as to such qualities
things.
as
sweetness and bitterness,
people are deceived only as to a
particular case, and not as to the
nature of sweets and bitters.
Properties so essential as heat
and

cold, must be something be
longing to the bodies that have
them. Cf. on this the references

USENER, Anal Theophr.

4 sq.)
to Theophrastus the
42.
following ethical works:
TT.
three books (if this work
really treated of the different

attributes
io&amp;gt;j/

in

pursuits

dtwpriTiKbs,

life,

the

e.y.

fttos

airo\avffTi-

TTpaKTiiebs,

Kbs, &c. [cf. sujtra, vol.
n. 2], and was not

ii.

p. 140,

merely bio

graphical);

(ATHEN.
c),

TT.

a
tpooriKbs
467, b. (JOB,

43,

xiii. 5(52, e.

tpuros a (SlRABo, x.

4, 12,

478), Jr. fvSaifj.ovias (ATHEN.
xii. 543, xiii. 567, a; BEKKEU,
A need. Gr. i. 104, 31; CiC. Tusc.

p.

v.

9,

24, cf.

11);

14,

Tf ATJS a

,

7T.

.ELIAN.
T/SflJ TJS

TT. itfSoj/Tys

U.

V.
COS

ctAAo a

ix.

AptffTO-

(ATHEN.

xii.

526, d, 511, c; ibid. vi. 273, c.
viii. 347, e, where he adds, how
ever, that this work was also at
tributed to Chamaaleon) KctAA&amp;lt;;

gujira, vol.

i.

p. 209.

EPICURUS

ffOfvrjs i)Tr.

defended the atomic view against

fin.,

THEOPHRASTUS

21);

Adv.
1

Col. 7, 2,

p
STOB. Eel

irpOffSiaipt

i

(ap. PLUTARCH,
1110).
i.

206:

(Mein. -apdpoi)

&t6&amp;lt;pp.

rats

PSEUDOTT]V irpoa ptffiv.
PLUT. V. Horn. ii. 120, p. 1155.
2
fKovfflov
a
n.
DlOG. v. 43.
,

alriais

3

cf.

DlOG.

42 sq. (with which
the further information in

CiC.

7reV0oys(ALEX.
Tusc. v. 9, 25,
45,

DOR.

10, viii. 6,
ir.

ii.

ad

:

fin.&quot;)

(OLYMPIC)
47,
V

infra )

:

and

&amp;lt;pi\on/j.ias

3

269);

v.

v.

B.

b, ed. Vallars.

\|/eu5of} s TjSoj fjj

PhiUb.

10,

3

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i\las

infra, p. 409 sq.),
2 B. (CiC. ad Aft.
(i, ir.

iii.

ir.

(HiEKON. vi. 517,
GELL. .V. A. i. 3,

4

DC An.

T.

a

:

;

-

TT.

i]diKol
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work of

his chief merit being the
greater
it in details.
can-

Aristotle,

We

fullness with which he develops
a (ATHEN. vi. 254, d)
a: ir. opKovaf: ir. IT\OVTOV a (ASPAS.
in Mil. N. 51,andCiC. Off. ii. 16,
:

56).

iro

irpoB\^i/J.ara

(pvffiKaepcaTiKaa?

50,

;

ew

TT.

ii.

p. 355, n. 2),

aptTwv

;

TrcuSeias

ir.

TT. ffu&amp;lt;ppo(Tvvr)S

ft

work the

T)

TT.

a (to this

Fragm. apud

Floril. iv. 216, No. 124,ed.

A

STOB.
Mein.

might be

referred).

work

TT.

iraQ&v not

named by Diogenes

is

referred to by SIMPL. Cat eg. 69,
Theo
8. Schol. in AT. 70, b, 3.

phrastus, however, also wrote two
larger ethical works, of which one
may possibly be the ydiKal trxoA-al
of Diog., which must in that case
have had more than one book.
The two are referred to as HOiKo.
and TT. H0coj/. Out of
e6(pp. eV
PLUT. Pericl. 38
ruTs JiQiKois,
story about

a

quotes

Pericles.

TT.
T)Quv Theophr. had,
according to the Scholiast in
CEAMEE S Anecd. Parix. i. 194,
made mention of the avarice of

Ei rots

and

Simonides,

ATHEN.

xv. 673

of this scholar

wrote

five

teal

a sixth

We
this

to
according
a contemporary

e.

named Adrantus

books
Ae

ti/

book

Trepl

and

r&v

rols

must assume from
treatise

ethical

TUV

friTOv/j.fvwv,

irepi

eV

this that
of Theo-

phrastus was on a more compre
hensive scale than Aristotle s,
since it gave occasion for so much

more voluminous an historical
commentary and we also gather
;

expressly that

machcan

it,

Eth.

&c. (ABIST. Etll. v. 2,
was ascribed by
Theophrastus in the first book ir.
H0o)j/ to
Thecgnis, and in the
first book of the HOiica to PhoFrom one of these
cylides.
works, or perhaps from both, the
sketches of various faults which
are collected in the Characters
as we have it appear to have
StKaioffvvr),

Av. 1354
as to BEEN AYS view vide supra
in Aristoj)h.

(ScJtol.

In fact, EUSTBAT. in
N. 61, b, tells us, obvi
from
a well-informed
ously
the verse eV Se
source, that
ral books.

like the Nico-

Ethics, comprised seve

1129,

b,

29)

been borrowed. That this, as it
is an authentic work of
Theophrastus is incredible and
that a genuine treatise on Cha

stands,

;

racters

by him

underlies

it,

as

iii. 360, thinks
possible,
in fact very unlikely.
The
of
the
collection above
origin

BBANDIS,

is

suggested explains, on the one
hand, the fact that it does not

form a connected whole, and, on
the other, the fact that it exists
in several different recensions, as
to which cf. PETEBSEN,
Theoph.
Characteret, p. 56 sqq.,

PkUodemi

De

SAUPPE,

I.
x.
ritiis,
SPEXGKL,
p. 8.

(Weimar, 1853),
Abhandl. der MuitcJtener Altad.

Phil., Pkilos. Kleinsuhrijten, iii.
495, and
PETEESEX, Theojth.
Characteres, p. 66, have also sug
that
this Theophrastian
gested
treatise
has
been
used for
the statement of the ethical
teaching of the Peripatetics in
STOBAETJS, Eel. ii.
242-334,

HEEEEN having

already con
nected a part of the account (v.
his remarks on p. 254) with
THEOPHB. S book TT. fvrvxias. In
anv case, the sources from which
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not, however, fail here to observe a certain deviation
from Aristotle s point of view,
not so

much

in

new

consisting
or different conclusions as in a

slightly
altered estimate of the relative
importance of the dif
ferent elements which it is the problem of ethics to
combine. Aristotle had not overlooked the
significance
of external goods and circumstances for the moral life

of man, but he regarded these
only as aids and instru
ments of moral activity, and insisted on their subordina

In Theophrastus, on the other
hand, we find springing from his desire to escape from
all disturbances a
tendency to attach greater importance
to outward circumstances.
With that preference for
tion to practical virtue.

activity which is so deeply rooted in the
Aristotelian system, there is united in
Theophrastus
the demand of the student to be
permitted to devote

theoretic

himself without hindrance to his work as well as that
limitation to private life which was the
altered conditions of the time.
As a
this his moral tone lacks

outcome of the
consequence of

some of the rigor and

force

which, in spite of his cautious regard for the external
conditions of action, are so unmistakable in Aristotle.

The

objections, however,

especially

by

which were urged against him,
on this ground, are

his Stoic opponents,

manifestly exaggerated;

and Aristotle

the difference between

him

an insignificant one of
emphasis, not a
fundamental one of principle.
is

STOBJEUS drew must have been
of a much later date (cf. ZELLER,
Ph. d. Gr. iii. a, 546 sq.) and we
cannot use his statement as
evidence concerning the teaching

VOL.

II.

of Theophrastus himself,
except in

the one passage (at

named.
As
BRANDIS, p. 358-9.

lie

is

p.

300) where

to

this,

D D
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The character here attributed

to the ethical views

of Theophrastus shows itself especially in his account of
to be the goal of philosophy
happiness, which he holds
1
While he agrees
as of human activity in general.

with Aristotle in holding that virtue is absolutely
in a special
desirable, and regards it, if not alone, at least
2
sense as good, he yet was unable to admit that outward
He denied that virtue alone
conditions are indifferent.

was

or that the latter could

sufficient for happiness,

extreme forms of physical suffer
complained of the disturbances to which our

exist together with
3

ing.

He

Cic. Fin. v. 29, 86
auctoritas philosophise,
1

:

omnis
ut ait
in vita

the distinction. In Tusc. v. 9, 24,
CICEEO himself tells us that

Theophrastus, consistit
beata compararda. beate enim

admitted
Theophrastus
kinds of Goods as did

vivendi cupiditate incensi ornnes
sumus
assuming that the words
ut ait Th. are to be transposed to
this place, as appears probable.
2
CICERO, Legg. i. 13, 37-8,
counts Theophrastus and Aristotle
among those qui omnia recta et
honesta per se expetenda duxerunt, et aut nihil omnino inbonis

stotle (supra, vol.
d.

Pli.

Ari

p. 151, n. 1),

Academics (see

Plato and the

ZELLER,
and 879,

ii.

three.

Gr.

i.

808, n. 3,

n. 2).

3

Cic. Tusc.v. 8,24
Theophr.
statuisset, verbera, tormenta, cruciatus, patrias eversiones, exilia, orbitates magnam
.

.

.

:

cum

vim habere ad male misereque
numerandum, nisi quod per se vivendum [so said Aristotle also
nn. 1,
ipsum laudabile esset, aut certe v.supra,voi.ii.pp. 145, 150,
nullum habendum magnum bo- 2], non est ausus elate et ample
num, nisi quod vere laudari sua loqui, cum humiliter demisseque
vexatur autem ab
sponte posset. To Theophrastus, sentiret
however, we ought to ascribe only omnibus [by the Stoics and, above
quodmulta
the latter of these opinions, and all, the Academics]
this the more confidently be
disputarit, quamobrem is qui tor;

.

.

.

.

cause it is probable from the con
text that CICEEO is here, as else
where, following ANTIOGHUS,
whose eclectic point of view led
him to minimise the differences
between the ethics of the Stoics
and of the Peripatetics, just as
much as the Stoics, on their side,

were accustomed to exaggerate

queatur,

qui

.

.

crucietur,

beatus

non

Cf. Fin. v. 26,
possit.
It is no doubt the
77, 28, 85.

esse

same part of the teaching
which CICERO, in Acad. ii.

to
43,

134, alludes when he remarks that
Zeno had expected of virtue more
than human nature admitted,

Theophrasto multadiserte copio-
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subjected

shortness of

human

from the body;

1
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of the

which ceases just when we
2
have arrived at some degree of
and of the
insight
dependence of man upon circumstances which lie
3
It was not indeed his inten
beyond his own control.
life,

;

tion to depreciate in this
seek the essence of

way the worth of virtue,

or to

happiness in accidental advantages
and states, 4 but he certainly seems to attribute to out

ward

relations greater importance than his master

The explanation of

done.

this trait

had
must be sought,

however, in his predilection for the peace and quiet of
the life of study.
He is not accused of attributing to
external goods as such any positive value. 5 Even his
seque [contra] dicente and also
when he complains, in Acad. i. 9,
33, that Theophr.
spoliavit
virtutem suo decore iinbecillamque reddidit, quod negavit in ea
sola positum esse beate vivere
cf. Fin. v. 5, 12
Theophrastum

4

;

.

.

.

;

:

taiuen adhibeamus ad pleraque,
dummodo plus in virtute tenea-

quam

mus,

ille

tenuit, tirmitatis

et roboris.
1

:

ffu/j.ari
:

yvxfa

that

is,

in the Plutarch
p. t;%,

the

TeAe?/ tvoiiciov T^V

as

it is

explained

Fragment

i.

2, 2,

\virai, $6801, (TriOuniai,

frXoTvrlai.
2

n 2
-

Vide supra, vol.

ii.

p.

351,

-

s

Cic. Tusc.

v. 9,

idem Theophrastus
scholis

mpra

story

vol.

about

ii

p. 402, n. 1.
Pericles in

PLUT. Pericks, 38, can only be
intended to lead up to a negative
answer to the question which is
there proposed by Theophrastus,
el irpbs ras Tv as
X
TpfTrerai TO ^77
KCL\
KIVOVHWO. rots rwv a^^ar^v
7ra0e&amp;lt;ni/

to

the

i^ltrrarat rrjs apcr^s.

words cited from

As

Calli-

CICEBO himremarked and indicated by

sthenes, they are (as

ApvdPLUT.DeSanit.tv.24,
In PoRPH. De Abstin.
373 we have the saying

p. 135, e.
iv. 20, p.

iroAv T

Cf.

The

25

:

et

Vexatur
libris

et

omnium philosophorum,

quod

in Callisthene

illam

sententiam:

suo laudavit
vitam regit

fortuna, non sapientia. Cf.PLUT.
Cont. ad Apoll. 6, p. 104, d.

self

his metrical
translation) a phrase
of some other writer,
probably a
tragic orcomic poet, which Theo-

phrastus quoted and, besides, it
would be necessary, before we
could draw a safe inference from
them, tliat we should know the
context in which Theophrastus
introduced them.
An isolated
excerpt such as this in an attack
an
by
opponent is not a safe basis
for a conclusion as to Theophrastus s real teaching,
5
He is blamed merely because he holds that sorrows and
misfortune are a hindrance to
;

D D 2
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statements about
Aristotelian

pleasure
1

teaching.

closely

accord

with

But that preference

the

for the

which he shared with Aristotle 2 was in
his case not free from one-sided ness, and he held him
self aloof from all that might in any degree disturb him
life

scientific

in the practice of it.
fragment of his work

We

see this especially in the
3

from which he
upon Marriage
dissuaded the philosopher, both on the ground that the
care of a house and family withdrew him from his
work, and that he especially must be self-sufficient and
happiness

but this

;

is

;

genuine

Aristotelian teaching v. sup. vol.
But, on the other
ii.p. 402, n. 3.
hand, he required (ap. STOB. Floril. iv. 283, No. 202, Mein.), that
men should by simplicity of life
make themselves independent of
:

external things ; he desired, ap.
PLUT. Lye. 10 (see POBPH. De
Abst. iv. 4, p. 304), Cup. Div. 8,
a
p. 527, to see man become by
proper use of wealth &ir\ovros Kal
&T)\OS and he finds (ap. ClC.
Off. ii. 16, 56) the chief value of
riches in the fact that they serve
;

magnificentia et apparatio

for

popularium munerum.
In the passage given by
1

ASPASIITS (Class. Journal, xxix.
BRANDIS, iii.
115; cf.
381)

THEOPH.

says, as Aristotle also

said, that it is not the
a pleasure which is
blameworthy, but the passion-

might have
of

desire

ateness of the desire and the want
of self-control.
According to
OLYMPIODORUS (in Phileb. 269,
Stallb.,

he maintained

against

quality between different sorts of
pleasure, which the Peripatetic
He
admitted.
school always
meant merely, as is clear from the
fuller

given by
explanation
OLYMPIODORUS, that the ascrip
tion of truth and falsehood
to pleasure is inappropriate, be
cause every pleasure is for the

man who

a true pleasure,
false is there
fore never suitable. If the words
which follow still
prjTeoi/ &c.
it

if)

THEOPH., it seems that
he even admitted the use of the
words true and false in this
connection, if only they were

refer to

properly explained.
2
Cic. Fin. v 4, 11, says of
both, vitas autem degendas ratio
maxume quidem illis placuit
contemplatione et
quieta, in
cognitione posita rerum, &c. Ib.
25, 73, and Ad Att ii. 16, we are
told that Dicaaarchus gave the
to
the practical
preference
and Theophrastus to the
life,
theoretical.

3
HIERON. Adv. Jovln. i. 47,
a\\a Tracras a\r)Be?s. By iv. 6, 189, Mart. Vide Theohowever, he cannot have phrasti Opp. (ed. Schneid.) v,

Plato,

fA^

flvai

a\rj9rj

Kal

\J/ei&amp;gt;5r)

TjSovfyv,

this,

feels

and the predicate

meant

to

deny the differences in

221 sqq.
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able to dispense with family life.
It is quite consistent
with this attitude of thought that Theophrastus should
1

shun, as a hindrance to perfect happiness, such external
fatalities and sufferings as threaten freedom and
peace
of mind.

His nature was not adapted

with the world and with the
strength which

this

from the scientific

for the battle

The time and
would demand would be withdrawn
labours which were his only happi
ills

of

life.

would interrupt quiet contemplation and the
Therefore he
accompanied it.
avoided everything which might involve him in such a
conflict.
Both the Stoic and the Epicurean school at
ness

it

;

intellectual peace that

this

and

time aimed at making the wise
self-sufficient.

man independent

Theophrastus pursued the same

end, except that, true to the spirit of the Peripatetic
1

Theophrastus in this pas
is answering the question,
Whether the wise man would
take a wife ? He begins by say
ing that he would, si pulchra
esset, si bene morata, si honestis
parentibus, si ipse sanus ac dives.
But he promptly goes on to say
sage

that

all

these

conditions

are

seldom combined, and therefore
it
is
more prudent to avoid
Primum enim immatrimony.
pediri stadia philosophic, nee
posse

quemquam

libris ct uxori

The brst pos
teacher might be to be
found abroad, but one could not
go to seek him if one was tied
a wife. Again, a wife has no end
of costly wants.
She fills her
pariter inservire.

sible

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

husband

s ears, as
Theophrastus
explains in lively mimicry, with

hundreds of complaints and
reproaches, night and day. A poor

woman

is costly to
keep: a rich
unendurable. A man does
not discover his wife s faults
until after marriage.
Her de
mands, her jealousies, her insis
tences on what is due to her and
her family are endless. A beauti
ful wife is hardly to be kept
a wife without
faithful; yet
beauty is a burden, &c., &c. It is
wiser to leave one s housekeeping
to a faithful servant, and to trust
to one s friends in case of sick
As for company, a man
ness.
needs no wife the wi^e man is
never alone, for he has the wise
men of all ages for his com
panions; and if men fail him he
can speak with God. Nor should
one set store by children, for
they often
bring one rather
trouble and expense than joy or
For heirs, a man does
help.
better to choose his friends.

one

is

:
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he refused to overlook the external conditions of

ethics,

the self-sufficient

As

1

life.

in the points hitherto discussed the difference

discernible

between Theophrastus and Aristotle

one

is

of degree only, which does not admit of being strictly
defined, so also in the remaining portions of his moral

known

philosophy which are

to us

but seldom that

it is

Theo
any important divergence of view is visible.
phrastus, like Aristotle, defined virtue as the preserva

mean according

tion of the true

to reason

between two

more

accurately, as the quality of the will
directed to this end, under the guidance of insight. 2

vices,

1

or,

We

should not, however, be

referring to Theo
phrastus the line of argument set
out in GIG. Fin. v. 6, 17, 0, 24 sqq.
justified in

and STOB. Ed. ii. 24G sqq., in
which the Stoic dogma of the
according to nature is brought

life

into relation with the Peripatetic
theory of the different kinds of
Good for Cicero s account is de
;

ws kv

a,
sq. 2nd ed.) from Arius
Didymus, and the later Eclecti
cism has manifestly coloured both

n.

2

STOB. Ed.

ii.

BOO:

rb

olv

irpbs r/jUay ^ae croj/ aptrrrov, olov. (pfjirlv
6 &s6d)pa(TTos, eV TCUS
o8l
eVrux
&quot;*

TroAAa

fj.fv

if\dwi

Kal

fj.a.K.pS)S

Aerr^fras, ^51 8 6\iya Kal

GAISF.

unnecessarily

dSo-

[which

deletes]

oi5e rava-yitcua OVTOS 8e aura a eSei
V.TJ

rbv Kaipbv eAa/3ev. CUTTJ
avrrj

yap

jUea-OTTjs

irpbs
CTTOt

r]/j.as,

e|jy

TrpoaipertK^, fv /icrroTTjTi

rf)

T&amp;lt;

Trpbs

\6jCf.

r/as,

8l

v&amp;lt;f)

r]/a.u&amp;gt;v

& f(TTlV

wpi(r/j.vr)

1]

lapi-

ov&amp;lt;ra

Aristotelian
supra, vol. ii. p. 163,
Tivas

TTapaQf/ufvos

aKo\ov0ws Tea
(AEIST. Eth. N. ii. 7) vKoireiv
fireira Ka6
CKXCTTOV eird.yu&amp;gt;v eTretpdOr] TOV Tp-jirov rovrov [perhaps
we should read GKoirziv
K. eK.

v(f&amp;gt;r]yr]Tri

fTrdyuv r. rp. T.]
d/coAatrio,
rjs,

ia,

avvt]

ia
6pyi\oTr]s,
ai&amp;gt;a\yria
SiKaiodpaavrys, Sei\ia

av-

arrwria,

eAeu^epiOTTjs,

eXevdepia yU.e&quot;yaAo7rpe7reta, fjuKpoirptAfter an ex
(TaKaKwvia.
Treta,
planation on these lines of the
nature of the virtues named, he
adds, at p. 306 TOUTO yuey TO
TU&amp;gt;V

:

r]OiKcav
KO.TU.

apeTwv elSos

yWeor^TT^Ta
TV/I/

(^povfjcrei],

dAA

rj

Kara rb
SiKaios
Totoo&quot;8e

fj.lv

ffiioy,

Kal

TraOrjriKbi

dcapov/j,vov, &

avraKo\ovOiav e^et

Kal
TT)

apT$l

\6ycp, Kal

;

elVa

2].

bpiaeitv [this is

word the

rrv^uyias,

546

of these sources

(f&amp;gt;p6vi/j,os

for
definition

rived, according to c. 3, 8, 25, 75,
27, 81 from Antiochus, and that
in Stobasus (ZELLER, Ph. d. Gr.
iii.

6

word

irX.iiv

(ppovrjcris

aurat 8

5r/

[add

OLX ouoiwy,
TU. IS

rfdiKais

e /ceiV?;

Kara

dri [read o] fj.lv yap
earl Kal (ppovi/J.os, 6 yap
avrbv \6yos eiSoTro/e?, ov
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In the description of the different virtues and their
opposite vices we cannot doubt that he went into
greater detail than his master, although we can follow
his work here only in respect of some of the vices under
the uncertain guidance of the Characters.
He did not,
1

however, conceal from himself that the distinction be

tween the separate virtues is to a certain degree a
vanishing one, inasmuch as they all find in moral
2
That
insight a common root and connecting principle.
/j.T}v

or

Kara TO

i

[6]

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;p6vi/jios

/ecu

SiKaios

TUV Ka.\wv
K0.ya.dwv Koivus irpaKTiKbs $auAou
5
ov8fv6s (i.e.
is con
tained in the idea of justice
aAA.

iSiov,

OTI

&amp;lt;pp6tT\&amp;lt;ns

immediately, since justice is the
adjustment of relations concern
ing rights according to
but justice is contained in the
idea of &amp;lt;pp6vt)vis only mediately).
Down to this point the extract
seems to corne from,THEOFHRASTUS, because there is an unbroken
grammatical connection froai the
&amp;lt;pp6vi]&amp;lt;ns

;

words
fir a.
ira.paQffj.fvos,
&c.,
which can only refer to him.
The reading fv rais eVrux/ajs in
the second line of the passage

is

the persons acting where, that
is
to say, the /ueo^TTjs irpbs rb
irpay/jia. is observed, but not the
:

/j.f(r6rr]s

vol.

ii.

npbs

T?/zas

This cannot be said to be
proved with any certainty (as
has been already pointed out),
from what we find in STOB. Eel.
ii. 316
sqq., and CiC. Fin. v. 23,
It is, however, probable in
65.
itself, arguing on the analogy of
the general lines of Theophrastus s
work, and it is made still more
probable when we remember the
detailed description of a series of
failings which we have in the

We

Characters.

bably with some

TO?S

(as

PETERSEN,
however, himself distorts THEOPHRASTUS S meaning (which in
fvrvxio.s.

cf. sitjtra, vol.

ii.

BRANUIS,

outward

this evidently

of

great lengths.

^

.

which what

is

.

.

done may be right

in itself but not right in relation
to the particular circumstances of

told
i.

21,

by
a

:

p. 352, n. 1),

p.

pro
exaggeration

359, justly re

marks), that Theophrastus in his
lectures carried even a mimicry

is

incomplete excerpt
not very clearly expressed) when
he reads ical p.\]v rbv Kaipbv f\ar. K. f\. For the
&fv, in place of
words OVTOS
f\a&fv indicate,
not the correct course, but a third
kind of error, that, namely, in

are

HERMIPPUS (ap. ATHEN.

rightly supported by PETERSEN,
Cliaraeteres, 67
Theoplir.
sq.,
against HEEREN S conjecture, lv
irfpl

supra,

(cf.

p. 162, n. 3).

1

characteristics

to

His tendency to
and talent in such pictures of de
tail is obvious from the Fra-gm.
described at p. 405, n. 1,
The notice of Adrantus
xupra.
(supra, p. 400) is probably one of
just

numerous examples introduced
by him to illustrate his Ethics.
ALEX. APHR. De An. 155,
-
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one who so preferred

doubted

;

his Ethics

to

scientific

dianoetic from

distinguished

practical

activity

moral virtue cannot be

nor could he easily avoid touching
upon it in
but whether he here discussed it at
length

;

Nor have we fuller informa
impossible to tell.
tion as to his treatment of the passions. 2
are only
informed that he maintained, seemingly against Zeno,
the naturalness and inevitableness of certain
emotions,

it

1

is

We

such as anger against wrong-doing and under excite
ment. 3 For the rest he demands that no one should act

under the influence of passion for instance, that no
one should inflict punishment in anger. 4 Of the sins
iraffai

firoivro

&i&amp;gt;

at aperal

316, we find the ej-ts
to which belong crocpia,

Kara rbv &e6(ppaarrov ras Sia(popas

and

OI/ TOJ

the

AajSeiV,

&&amp;gt;s

fj.r)

KO.TO.

Tt Koivca-

auras aAArjAais. yivovrai 5
avrcus al Trpoffyyopiai Kara
rb
7rAe?o-Toi/.
Of. the end of the
vf iv

passage from STOB^US quoted in
the preceding note. Ibid. p. 270
:

decides, both for itself
and for all other virtues, what is
and what is not to be done, ruiv 8
&\\cav eKaffTt}v a.TroT/j.vetr6ai /j.6va
(bp ivrio-is

TO. Ka.6
1

not,

il&amp;gt;.

Kleinscliriften,

iii.

495) from the absence of the Dianoeh c Virtues in the Magna
Morafia. It is, however, to be
observed, on the one hand (as
ii.

G,

1566,

iii.

361,

^ng-gests), that these virtues are
not in fact unknown to that
book, and, on the other hand,
that it is impossible to prove
that the bo -k here follows Theophrastus. In STOBJEUS, Eel. ii.

distinguished from

irpaKTiK f).

Aristotle

si/2)ra,

vol.

Since,

how

himself

(see
178, n. 1) only
discussed the theoretic activities
in his EtliAcs so far as was neces
sary for the complete explana
tion of the ethical aspect of life,
ii.

p.

we cannot assume that Theophr.
treated the subject in any other
way.
3

PETERSEN,
66, concludes (with SPENGEL,
AWnndl. der Munolien. Akad.

BRANDTS,

e|is

ever,

eavrriv.

That he did

pJiilol.-philts.

(pp6vr)&amp;lt;ris,

SIMPL. Schol. in Ar.

70, b, 3,
Trad&v (d. q. r. supra,
us thai
tells
p. 399),

citing the
vol.

ii.

TT.

THEOPHR. distinguished the no
HTJVIS, 0/7777 and Gvfj.bs by

tions of

the formula of ^SAAoj/ /cai TJTTOV.
3
SENECA, Ue Ira, i. 14, 1,
1 2, 1
3 B ARL A AM, Eth. 863. StO.
ii. 13
(MM. Max.pat-r. xxvi. 37
,

D,

;

and apud BRAXDIS,

iii.

356).

Against the Stoics were doubt
less also directed the arguments
mentioned by SIMPL. Categ.
Schol. 86, b, 28, as to the muta
bility of the virtues.
STOB. Fforil. lit, 12.
4&amp;lt;
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of passion he declared those of desire to be worse than
anger, since

it is

worse to succumb to pleasure than to

1

pain.

Theophrastus, like Aristotle, had devoted special
attention to the moral relations which rest
upon com

munity of life. We know of special treatises written
2
He set
by him upon Friendship, Love, and Marriage.
the highest value

provided it is of the
not often the case. 3 He

upon Friendship

right kind, which, however,

is

even went so far as to permit slight violations of
duty
the interests of a friend could thereby be
greatly

if

furthered, holding that in this case the qualitatively
higher worth of moral virtue was outweighed by the

quantitative preponderance of the counterbalancing
advantage to a friend, just as the value of a little piece
of gold might be exceeded by a
large quantity of
4

copper.

All the

more necessary must prudence in the
The three

selection of friends have appeared to him. 5
1

M. AUREL. Trp. favr. ii. 10,
apnd CRAMER, Am-cd.

Schol.
Paris,
r.

i.

So also Aristotle

174.

supra, vol.

ii.

p. 190, n. 1

:

and

p. 113, n. 1.
2

Supra, vol. ii. p. 31)1), n. 2.
Theophrastus s three books on
Friendship were extensively used
by CICERO for his De Amicitia
cf. GKLL. N. A. i. 3, 11.
:

3

HIERON.

in

Mir/iam,

iii.

1548,Mart.: scripsit Theophrastus
tria de amicitia volumina, omni
earn praeferenscharitati, ettamen

raram

in rebus

testatus

est.

humanis esse conCf. the remark

quoted supra, vol. ii. p. 405, n. 1,
that to be cared for by a friend is
better than to betended by a wife,
4
See GELL. .V. A. i. 3,
10,

21-28,

who

gives

partly

the

Greek text, partly a translation
and summary. CICERO (Auric,
11 sqq. 17, Gl) passes, as Gellius
rightly
complains, much too
He delightly over this point.
claims passionately against the
which
view,
nobody set up, that
a man should commit treason or
othor gross crimes to oblige a
friend; but at the end he concedes in two words, that if a
friend s interests are very deeply

involved, declinandum sit de via,

modo ne sum ma turpitude seBBANDIS (iii. H53) sees
quatur.
in this a criticism of the

teaching
of Theophrastus but this does
not seem to be necessary.
;

*

PLUT.

F-rat.

Am.

8, p. 182,
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kinds of friendship which Aristotle had
distinguished
he also recognises, and doubtless in his treatise
upon
them made many fine observations upon the pecu
liarities of each of them and the divers relations in
1

us.
He has much less
with
the more passionate affection of the
sympathy
2

which friendship involves
lover

him

to

:

powers the

an

this is

which over

irrational desire

may only be enjoyed in
moderation. 3 This, however, is not the
ground of his
own disinclination to marriage ; 4 upon which, notwith
soul, and, like wine,

upon the education and the conduct of

standing, as
5

women, he
that

is

may

be credited with having said

Of Theophrastus
b (STOB.
Ep.

i.

much

true. 6

writings

we know,

STOB. Floril.

50 ad fin.

s political

Floril. 84, 14
SENECA,
see Schneider, v.
3, 2
;

;

we must try friends,
289)
before we love
them
with
our family, the converse is true.
1
EUSTHAT. in Eth, N. 141, a
(BRANDIS, iii. 352, by a slip re

3,

apart
:

It is

better SaveiffavTa ^povt^us a?roAa-

:

:

fers

it
to
Aspasius); Theophrastus and Eudemus held that
friendships of persons in unequal
relation were divisible into the
same three classes as friendships
of equality.
Cf. Eth. End. vii. 4

init.,

and see supra^

vol.

ii.

p.

1

96,

n. 3.
2

Examples are the

given in GELLIUS,

viii.

citations
6
In
:

reconciliations with friends ex
are
planations
dangerous
:

PLUT. Frat. Am.

20, p.

490

:

If

friends have
everything in com
mon, it must especially be true
that they have their
respective
friends in common
PLUT. Cato
:

Min.

37

Excessive friend
ship easily passes over into hate.
c.

;

&amp;lt;f)i\avQpuiroi)S

Further

9r)/j.6v(as.

fragments

THEOPHR.
HEYLBUT,
((&amp;gt;i\ias,

3

13 sqq.

STOB. FloriL

ATHEN.
4

interesting

of
this
work of
will
be found in
Zte Tkeojthr. Libr. IT.

xiii.

562,
vol.

64,

27,

29;

e.

p. 405, n. 1.

Supra,
See STOB. FloriL 74, 42 a
should neither wish to
see nor to be seen; ibid. 85, 7:
not politics but housekeeping is
her sphere; ibid. vol. iv. 193;
No. 31 Mem. education in ypd/nii.

5

:

woman

:

necessary for girls also,
but it should not be carried
beyond what is needful for house
keeping.
6
In the passage cited in
STOB. FloriL 3, 50, he insists on
/j.ara is

sympathy and friendliness to
wards wife and children. The
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from a number of historical statements,
only the general
he endeavoured to supplement the Ari

fact that here also

and that

stotelian teaching

to Aristotle s account of the

different kinds of States he

added a collection of laws.
In his own investigations into the nature of the State
he gave special prominence to the discussion of the
magisterial offices, and to the treatment of the problems
that

arise in connection with
special circumstances.
not to be supposed that
Theophrastus deviated in
any respect from the principles of Aristotle s political
doctrine
and if in addition to the national bond of
It is

]

;

Theo-

of

remaining fragments

ethical
texts give
phrastus s
us only isolated remarks, often
keen and finely observed, but

without any special philosophic,
interest.
Such are the apoph
thegms preserved by STOB.EUS in
the FlorilegiuiN (see the index
thereto) and by PLUTARCH, At/ig,
c,

2,

and

Sertar.

13

c.

statement as to his

:

the

commenda

tion of hospitality in Cic.

Off.

18, 64: the remark (probably
aimed at Anaxagoras) as to the
ii.

between pleasure and
pain, cited by ASPASIUS inArist.
relation

out a political philosophy, with
great knowledge of the subject
the locus de re(Dirin. ii. 1,
publica was, he says, a Platone
.

&amp;gt;

:

Aristotele Theophrasto totaque
Peripateticorum familia tractatus
uberrime
Lcgg. iii.G, 14: Theo
phrastus vero i nstitutus ab Ari
stotele habitavit, ut scitis, in eo
;

generererum ),buthegivesus fur
ther details as to the contents of
his political writings.
Lcgg. Hi. 5,
14:
Sed hujus loci de raagistratibus sunt propria quredam, a

Theophrasto primum, deinde a
Dione [? Diogene] Stoico quasita

Eth.

subtilius.

114.

nium

in

etiam barbarian, ab
mores instituta disciplinas, a Theophrasto
leges
efiam cognovimus; cumque uterque eorum docuisset, qualem in
republica principem esse con-

(Classical Journal, xxix.)
The note ap. ULYMPIOD.
Phlleb. 169 as to the three
fold \l/*v8os, relates, not to moral

falsehood, but to the possible
meanings of tytvSfc rjSov^ (cf.

supra, vol.
1

know

ii.

p. 404, n. 1.)

For almost everything we
of his politics

we

are in

debted to CICERO. We know,
in fact, that he was ono of
Cicero s
authors

favourite

(Ad

Att.

ii.

political

9,2).

Cicero

not only that Theo
phrastus had thoroughly worked
tells

us,

Fin.

v.

4,

fere civitatum,

14:

non

Om

Graecire

solum, sed
Aristotele

veniret, pluribus pncterea cum
scripsisset, quis esset optimus
hoc aniplius
reipublicaj status
:

Theophrastus, qu;c essent in re
publica inclinationes rerum et
momenta temporum, quibus esset

moderandum utcumque

res pos-
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fellow-citizenship he gives express prominence to the
natural brotherhood of all men, 1 yet this is quite in
2
harmony with the spirit of his master, however signi
ficant the

approach in

it

may be

to the cosmopolitanism

of the Stoics. 3

In one of his ethical writings Theophrastus expressed
views upon sacrifice in which the ascetic Aristotelian
Of Theophrastus s poli
works we know from
Diogenes, &c., the v6/j.oi in twentyfour books (see Fr. 97-106; the
fTTiTOfHT) vofj-av in 10 bks. can only
be a later extract from the
tularet.

vofj.01)

1

;

bk.

irapavo/jiui v

TT.

andl bk.

v6fjL(av

TT.

(DiOG. 47), perhaps also

Fin.

Cic.

(by

v.

;

see

USENEE,

TroAtT IKWV

supra, vol.

6 bks. iroXiTiK&v
again 2 bks. TTO\ITIKWV

e floii

;

(D. 45), and
(D. 50), which were probably a
duplicate or excerpt of the others
[unless we are to read in D. 50

HENKEL

with COBET and
z.

Gescli.

d.

Staat, p. 20), not

(Stud.

Lelire

griecli.

iroXiriKcav,

vom
but,

470 sqq.
See

the

1

See
Mh.viii.

;

(D,

42)

1

;

and

1

bk.
bk.

TT.
IT.

/JaffjAems

TvpawiSos

(D. 45), both probably combined
in the 2 bks.
jrpbs

TT.

paa-iAeias (D. 49)

KaffaavSpov

TT.

;

ySatriAeias

which

(D. 47),
according to
ATHEN. iv. 144, e, was also as
cribed to Sosibius 1 bk. TT. iraiSeias
4 bks. TTO\ITIKWV irpbs
/Sao-iAe tts
rovs Kaipovs (to which also the
2 bks. Kaipwv, D. 50, may be re
;

;

ferred).

This work

is

often cited

apud
cited

passage

from

is possible, not indeed
SoKe?
SoDAos, but g HvQpwjros
SiKaiov iravrl a.vQp&ir(p
yap elVai

77

n

&ai

vos TroA/retas

25,

a slave

irpbs irdvra.

;

iii.

p. 396, n. 1.

the

on the analogy of the Aristote
vol.
1,
(supra,
1 bk. ir. TT)S
p. 59) TroArn/coG]
iroAirefas
apiffTr)s
(D.
45) or
&f
irJAts
(D. 49) TT&S frpiffr
oiKolro 2 bks. eTrrro/zr/ TTJS nAara&amp;gt;-

passage

xvi.

13, 1161, b, 5 referred
to supra, p. 219, n. 5, where Ari
stotle says that a friendship with

lian

TToAiTt/cbs

ii.

2

Mus.

Rliein.

POBPH. De Abst.

;

Further

).

notes as to these writings and the
evidence about them will be
found in USENEE, Anal. Th.
6 sqq., HENKEL, ibid. 19 sqq.
and as to the vo^oi in particular,

excerpts from the t/6/j.oi 3 bks.
vo/j.o9tTiav (the title was no doubt
4 bks.
vo/jLoQerai. or irepl /o/io0.)
;

11 as the

4,

momenta temporum

tical

(p
7T

i

rbv 8vvd/j.evov KoivwvriKal
K aI
(Tuv0 f)Kr)S
S 77, /ca0 o ff o v & v 6 p
/

v6fj,ov

\i a

a&amp;gt;-

S.
3

Cf. BEENAYS, Theophr. iib.
FrommigJi. 100 sq. His remark that
in the Aristotelean Ethics there
is no note of the love of humanity
must be somewhat limited by the
passage j ust cited but we may
concede that in Theophrastus
;

this side
Aristotle

of

was

things,
far

which in
promi

less

nent, obtained much greater im
portance in conformity with the
spirit of the new epoch which
came with Alexander.
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followed Empedocles and anticipated Porphyry.
He
not only sought historically to prove that originally
1

only the simplest products of nature

2

were used for

and that animal offerings especially were of
3
origin, but he also demanded that men should

sacrifices,

later

abstain from the latter, and confine themselves to the

more harmless presentation of

fruits of the field. 4

The

slaughter, moreover, of animals in general and the use
of their flesh, in so far as the former was not rendered

necessary by their ferocity, the latter by lack of
other provisions, he was consistent enough to condemn,
on the ground that these beasts are akin to us, and
therefore possess rights as against us which forbid us
5
forcibly to rob them of -life. He did not, however, on this

account desire to renounce the national rites of

He

sacrifice.

G

merely said that their moral value lay, not in the
7
gift, but in the disposition of the giver.

greatness of the
1

The

first

Demonology, cannot be
taken from Theophrastus
and.
in fact, Porphyry does not as
cribe it to him.
Nor have we

later,

any

(vff/3eias, d. q. V.
p. 355, n. 2.
E.ij. first grass, then fruits ;
it.

supra, vol.
*

ii.

water, then honey, and, still
wine.
PORPH. De Abstin. ii. 5-8,
12-15, 20-1, pp. 39, 5(5, 62, 79,
&c., Hern. He dealt with human
a

sacrifices

(ibid.

c.

and with

7)

the peculiar customs of the Jews
as to sacrifices (ii. 20)
see, as to
the mistakes in the latter section,
BEBNAYS, p. 109 sqq. 184-5.
*
Ibid. c. 12 sqq. 22 sqq.
5
Ibid. c. 12-18, 22-23, and
of. mj)ra, ii. p. 396.
6
Ibid. ii. 43, p. 184
Kara
ra
tipqjttva
&eo((&amp;gt;pdffrtf)
;

:

0v&amp;lt;Toutv

Kal

Tj/iets.

belief in

;

sufficient

in

PLUT.

would only prove that, while he
could not accept it in the pre
vailing form, he did not feel free
to reject

it

absolutely.

Ajrud STOB. Floril

he says

3, 50,
rolvvv rbv /j.e\\ovra
irepl rb Oelov QiKo-

:

fi&amp;lt;rre

ivai
&amp;lt;f

The theory

which Porphyry here sets out,
that this view was founded on a

ground

Def. Chrac. 20, p. 420, to assert
that Theophrastus believed in
Daemons. Even if it be true that
the passage correctly represents
his attitude to the belief, it

iruKva

yap

and

iro\\a dvetv a\\a
rb Qtlov rb ^.fv

6ffturrjros

ap.

&amp;lt;n}p.eLoi

PORPH. De Abstin.

ii.

,

c.
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His whole conception of religion was undoubtedly iden
tical

with that of his master.

From
Rhetoric

1

the numerous works
2

are preserved. 3

Of

his

upon

works upon the theory of art 4

19, he goes on to say that the
costliness of the offering is not
the important thing, but rather
the purity of the intention; for
the Godhead will be best pleased

by the right direction of that in
us which is akin to Himself, and
most divine
with which cf
:

ARIST. Eth.

of Theophrastus

only a few not very important observations

.

1179, a, 24.
1
have shown this of his
theology, see supra, vol. ii. p. 370
ix. 9,

We

sq. As to matters touching popu
lar religion and its
ths,it would

my

be quite in the spirit of Aristotle
if
Theophrastus explained the
Prometheus myth by the theory
that Prometheus was the first
teacher of men (Fr. 50, b.
ScJwl. in Apoll. Rliod. ii. 1248),
and the myth of the Nymphs
nursing Dionysos by reference to
the tears of the vine (ATHEN.

CiC. De Invent, i. 35, 61), and
also the statement of A.MMONIUS

(Theophr. Fr. 74 sq. cf. svpra,\o\.
p. 363, n. 3) that Theophr. dis
tinguished in speech a double
relation
that to the hearers, and
that to the subject in hand.
With the former Rhetoric arid
Poetics are concerned, and these
studies accordingly have to do
with choice of expression, charm
ii.

of utterance, pleasing and effec
tive presentation of the
subject,
&C TTJS 8e 76 irpfjs ra irpdy/nara
:

TOV \6yov

o&quot;xo-ecas

6
i,

TO re

AMMONIUS cites this

Theophr. p. 20 whose conjecture,
that the words efify i^Trepl T^viav
priTopiKuv are the general title
covering the books separately
set out in the list, seems
very

sentence to prove that the TT.
dealt only with the
pf*T]i&amp;gt;ias
airotyavT iKbs \6yos: it must ac
cordingly have referred in the
text of Theophr. only to the
form of oral statement, and it
cannot have been intended as a
statement of the distinction be
tween philosophy in general and
Rhetoric and Poetics.
4
DIOG. 47-8, 43 mentions

probable.

tWO

xi. 465, b).
2

*

as

De

quo

cf.

UsENER, Anal.

The definition of the

ovei8icr/j.bs

cr/ccD/^a

afiaprlas iraptffxnv-

--

rtff^vos (PLUT. Qu. Conv. ii. 1,
4, 7, p. ?31), which is certainly
taken from one of the rhetorical
books (or perhaps, as BRANDTS,
iii.
366, suggests, from the IT.
yf\oiov) and a few similar details
(see Fr. 93-96, the Index to the

Rhetores Graeci

s. v.

Theophr.,

aild O116 7T.
in vi. 261, d,
names the latter, and in viii. 3J8,
a, also the TT. yf\oiov, but what he
professes to cite from it is quite
incredible.
The statement that
7T.

Kd)/j.w8ias

TTOtTJTt/CTJS,

;

ATHEN.

Tragedy was ^pcoi /crjs
Trepi(TTaa-ts (DiOMED. De Oratione,
p.
484, Putsch) could not have
satisfied Theophrastus as a com
ri&amp;gt;x&quot;ns

plete definition, after the elabo-
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the books on music, which were
highly valued by the
2
ancients, are the only ones of which we have
1

any
most part
refers to the physical explanation of
sounds, and has
3
Other
already been dealt with in that connection.

detailed

we

wise

Even

information.

effect of

this

for

the

learn merely that Theophrastus ascribed the
music to a movement of the soul, 4 by means

we

of which

are delivered from the trouble and
annoy
5
that he further

ance caused by certain affections;
rate investigation of the subject

which Aristotle had already pro
vided.

PLUT. N. P. Suar. V. sec.
Epic. 13, 4, p. 101)5, argues thus
ri \tyfis, &
against Epicurus
1

:

Eir/Koupe

;

KiOapytiuv Kal

av\r)T&amp;lt;av

a.Kpoao 6/j.fi os e/s rb Qtarpov
eV 5e
/3o5i
Qeocppdffrov
TTffl (TV/JKpUVlWV
8ia\yo/J.6VOV Kal
eo&amp;gt;06

1/

f is,

A.piffTotvov

&amp;lt;ri/yU7ro&amp;lt;rio&amp;gt;

irtpl

jU6Toj8oAo&amp;gt;

Kal

AptcTTotydvovs irepl O^pov ra
He thus
Kara\r)^-rj ra?s x P ffi
places Theophrastus on a level

2&amp;gt;ra

&quot;

with the famous musician Ari
stoxenus.

The

reference

to

ex
Theophrastus cannot be
plained (BRAM)is, iii. 369) of
table talk about Music found in
one of his books or otherwise
published by him, any more than
the reference to Aristoxenus

could be.
2
FI. novffiKys 2 bks.
(D. 47 cf.
infra, n 3); ap/jLoviKuv a (D. 4G)
if.
a
For a
pv6fj.uv
(D. 50).
Fragm. from bk. ii. ir. fiova-. (Fr.
see
89)
supra, vol. ii. p. 379, n. 3.

in animi motu, ut
putat
Theophrastus.
5
At the end of Fr. 89 he
T^S JUOVO-JKTJS,
says /xta 56
Ktvijffts T^S ^vxys [or, as he put

terea

:

it

earlier, Kivrjua

4

1

:

Supra, vol. ii. p. 379, n. 3.
So CKNSORIN. Di. Nat. 12,
haec [musica] enim sive in

voce tantummodo est
sive,
ut Aristoxenus, in voce et corsive
in
his
et pnoporis motu,
.

.

.

yue \ifS-nriKbv irfpl

Kara airu\v(nv
ra irdOfj KaKiutv, i)
The manifestly defec
fjiq fa.
tive clause at the end is amended

^uxV],

r))v

yiyvo/j.fi

rwt&amp;gt;

r)

T/

Sia

(

by BRANDIS,
not ^ KOTO

p.

by reading,

3H9,

o7r&amp;lt;$A.,

but ^

K. air6\.

Music is fitted to
give us relief from the pains that
arise from the emotions, or to
awake them whore they do not

meaning

:

This sense, however,
require, instead of
fy either oirov OVK 1 err I v or (av /j.^
$. Besides, the sense so obtaii.ed
exist.

^

would

is

not

altogether satisfactory.
suggests that the text
may have been somewhat as
follows $? K. air6\.

ZELLER

:

;

3

&amp;lt;pixns

.

.

.

Music is a movement of the soul
which brings relief from the pains
produced by the emotions, and so
produces in us a higher kind of
wellbeing than we should have
had, if these emotions had never
been aroused
which is exactly
the Aristotelian idea of Cathar
sis
cf. supra, vol. ii.
p. 309 sqq.
4

:

ARISTOTLE
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enumerated three of these affections
that he connected the
and possession

pleasure,

pain,

:

l

lively

;

impression

produced by music with the peculiar susceptibility of the
2
and that he held that even physical
auditory sense
;

disease could be cured

3
by music. So far as we may

infer

from these few fragments the nature of Theophrastus s
theory of art, it cannot have been different from that of
Aristotle.

PLUT. Qu. Cone.

1

628

AeV

:

8e

eocpp.

i.

5, 2, p.

phrastus
a

^ovaLKTJs
Kal

rov
]V

it is

ATHEN.
v6ffovs

impossible to say.
6n
xiv. 624, a
:

lurai

/Aovcmtr}

ffvvf)Qovs Kal

(fxavf^u.

See

LYDUS, De Mens. ii.
Roth., and in CRAMER S

Aev,

i

Karav\r](roi

also JOH.

rrj {ppvyiffTi ap/j.ovia.

7, p. 54,

P LIN. H. N.

Anecd. Paris,
2

irepl

u

i.

317, 15.

PLUT. De Aud.

2,

p. 38,

a

:

rrjs aKovffriKijs alffQ^ffews, *nv

0eo(/&amp;gt;p

TraQt]riK(ardrt]v elvai

&amp;lt;pT]cri

whether the further argu
ments are also taken from Theo-

iraffuv

;

TLS rov

The

xxviii.

like in

2, 21.

We

are told that viper bites and
other hurts were, according to

THEOPHR., healed by

flute-play

ing (GELL. iv. 13,
Miralll. c. 49).

APOLLOX.

2,
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CHAPTER XIX
Kl

DEMUS, ARISTOXENUS, DIOEARCIIUS, AND OTHERS

NEXT

in importance to Theophrastus of the

of Aristotle

disciples

l

comes Eudemus of

immediate
Rhodes. 2

Rivalling Theophrastus in erudition, he also wrote
treatises on the Peripatetic philosophy and
All that we know of him,
the history of science. 3

numerous

We

know nothing further
He is often referred
of his life.
to as the Rhodian and as the
scholar of Aristotle, to distin
guish him from other men of the
1

same name

(&amp;gt;.

FRITZSCIIE, Eth.

As he seems to
End. xiv).
have framed his Logic under
Theophrastus s personal in fluence,
but corresponded by letter with
him about Aristotle s Physics (r.
supra, vol. i. p. 136, n. 2, p. 143),
conjecture that he lived

we may

Athens under Theo
phrastus s teaching, and that he
afterwards went to his home, or
to some other
Cf.
country.
for a time at

infra, p. 419, n. 2.
2
He is so described in the
story referred to supra, vol. i.
p. 39, n. 1, and in the statement

that he edited
This
Metaphysics.
story, however, is made doubly
improbable by the statement
(ASCLKP. Schol in Ar. 519, b,

(ibid. p.

80, n.)

Aristotle s

VOL.

II.

38 sqq.) that Aristotle sent it to
to ask if it should be pub
lished, for the book is obviously

him

incomplete;
d.

cf.

Higt.-phil.

Abh

Berl. Akad. 1877, p. 156.
3
We know of the following

books by Eudemus (for the pas
sages where they are named see
FKITZSCHE, ibid, xv., and for
the Fragments, see STENGEL,
End. Fraijmi nta, ed. ii. 1H70):
^

iffropia,
Affrpo\oio-ropiai, the chief and

almost the unique source of all
lat er information as to the ancient
mathematicians and astronomers.
To these may perhaps be added a
history of theological ideas at
least, that he went into this
inquiry closely, and that in this
connection (following Aristotle
cf. supra, vol. i. p. 57, n.) he dealt
with the cosmogonies of Orpheus,
;

:

Homer, Hesiod, Acusilaus, Epimenides, and Pherecydes, and

E E
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however, goes to show that his merit as a philosopher
more in his appropriation and propagation
doctrines than in any independent deve
Aristotelian
of
consisted far

lopment of them. In logic, indeed, as has been already
shown, he found it necessary to deviate from his master
on isolated points, and in one or two not unimportant
2
but
to supplement the Aristotelian theory
1

respects

;

with

also

the

Babylonian,

Zoroastrian.Phosnician, and (less
accurately) the Egyptian theo
ries as to the origin of the world,
we learn from DAMASC. T)e
Princ. c. 124-5, p. 382 sqq. of.
DIOG. L. Protein. 9 (Fr. 117-8);
cf also supra,vol. ii. p. 352, n. 4: fin.
In the same connection he may
well have treated of the Platonic
Cosmogony, and the remark pre
served by PLUT. An. Procr. 7, 3,
;

.

may have

anatomical inquiries for

those

which a writer named Eude
mus is mentioned with praise by
GALEN (vide Index; RosE,ibid.
SPRENGEL, Gescli. d. Arzneik 4,
ed. i. 539-40), KUFUS, Epli. i. 9,
20, and the Homeric Scholiast
(v. FEITZSCHE, ibid. xx. 49-50).
Since this Eudemus, however,
is not in any of these places de
scribed as the Ehodian, and since,
according to GALEN (De L t.
;

890, De Semine,
646, Ifippocr. at
Plat. Plac. viii. 1, vol. v. 651,
LOG. Affect, iii. 14, vol. viii. 212,
in Aphor. vol. xviii. a, 7, Libr.

Anat.

3,

belonged to this discussion, al
though it might also belong to
There were also a
his Physics.
in at
TT.
yuvias, an AvaAuTt/ca
least two books (supra, i. p. 67, n. 1,
Fr. 109 sqq.), a IT.
ii. p. 358, n. 3
vol. i. p. 66, n. 1; Fr.
\ff&amp;lt;s(supra,
113 sqq.) but probably not Cate

ii.

vol. iv.

(supra, vol.
Then there was the
i. p. 65).
shall speak
Physics, which we
of presently, and the Ethics, of
which we still possess the first
three books and the last (supra,
vol. i. p. 98, n. 1).
zoological
work was also current under his
name in later times, as we know

(DiOG.

from APUL. Apol. c. 36 (Fr. 109),
JULIAN, Hist. An. iii. 20, 21, iv.

to

p.

1015, as to Matter,

;

;

gories or

TT.

epyUTji/e. as

A

8.

45,

53,

56,

JElian tells us of

not

To

v.

its

7; but what
contents does

6,

vol.

ii.

Propr. vol. xix. 30) he was clearly
not the senior of Herophilus, and
probably not of Erasistratus,

who was

a pupil of Theophrastus
57), nor of the Me-

v.

trodorus (SEXT. Math. i. 258)
who is referred to as the third

husband of Aristotle
(supra, vol.

i.

s

daughter

p. 20, n. 3)

;

we may

more probably suppose that he is
another Eudemus. The rhetori
cian Eudemus (De
cf
Gen.
:

FEITZSCHE,

p.

be distinguished
philosopher.
1

SIMPL.

/j.aprvpe i Se

T&amp;lt;

also

from

our

b
93,
Phys.
\6ycp Kal Ev5rj/j.os 6
:

TWV

make for its authenticity.
Eudemus EOSE (Arist.

.

is

xvii)

Api(TTOT\ovs

this

Libr.

Ord.

174)

also

-

assigns

Cf. supra, vol.

ii.

p.

358 sqq.
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he rightly held fast by its fundamental principles, and in
such changes as he made, we gather that he coincided

most part with Theophrastus, who, as the more
independent thinker of the two, probably here led the
In his account of Aristotle s
he followed
way.
for the

1

step by step the lines of the original, as a rule retaining
3
its
In his own I hynics he seems to have
very words.

permitted himself scarcely any important departure
from his master, 4 his modifications consisting merely of
a reduction of the number of books, 5 a few transposi
6

tions,

historical

This

and doctrinal explanations, and such

indicated by the
beyond those points
which they have in common,
there is very little noted which
is peculiar to Eudemus, but much
more which is peculiar to Theo
1

fact

is

that,

-

Apparently he undertook
work primarily as a text

book for his oral lectures cf. his
words a p. SIMPL. Phys. 173 a
:

:

ft

5f TIS iriffTfvffeK

rols

TlvOayo-

TO aura apid/j.^ [i.e.
that in a future world each in
will
dividual
entity
recur],

peiots, ass TraAii/

Kayw

/jLv6o\oyfi(rw rb
s rod] %x

Professor

&amp;lt;av

fiafiSiov

[the

fyitV KaOri/j.(-

vois.
If we take this passage
along with that quoted sujtra,
vol. i. p. 136, n. 2, it will be seen
to be probable that Eudemus set
up a school of his own in some
city other than Athens, and that

was

for this school
compiled his Physics.

it

that he

3

See the very full references
given supra, i. p. 148, n. 4.
4
SIMFLICIUS, who so often
speaks of EUDEMUS, notes only
a single such variance, and that
is

;

su/&amp;gt;ra,

i.

p. 423, n.

Yet we

1).

know

phrastus.
this

us (ibid. 93, b, 91, a
FT. 2(5)
that EUDEMUS in his second
book ascribed change in time
(i.e. a becoming old) to the four
Aristotelian kinds of motion (v.

sufficiently doubftul.

He

tells

that he did not agree with
Theophr. s extension of move
ment to all the categories (see
supra,

ii.

p.

373),

and

that,

in

explaining ARIST. Phys. v. 2, 22G,
a, 23, he expressly pointed out
that we could only talk of a
motion of relation by using the
word in a secondary sense (cf.
ibid. 201, b).
Apart from this
question, we shall find no vari
ance beyond the expression of a
few slight doubts as to unim
portant items of detail.
5
SIMPL. names only three
books in the work of Eudemus
and as the citations he gives us
extend over all the six earlier
;

Aristotelian books, (cf. following
notes) while the seventh was

passed over by Eudemus (*///; /v/,
i. p. 82), there cannot in all have
been more than four books in the

Kudemian Physics.
The inquiries which

in Ari-

ARISTOTLE
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seemed to him to
In the numer

changes in the mode of expression
be necessary for the sake of clearness.
ous fragments of his treatise we cannot
as

1

fail

to recognise

a true apprehension of the Aristotelian doctrine, careful
consideration of the different questions involved in it,
stotle

occupy

Pliys. vi.

1-2 were

dealt with by Eudemus (ace. to
SIMPL. 220, a) in connection
with the question as to the di
of Space
visibility ad infinitum
and Time, which is discussed in
AEIST. Phys. iii. 6 (cf. supra, i.p.
either wholly or in part
430, n. 1)
in his second book; whereas Space
and Time in general, discussed
by AEIST. in the fourth book of

the Physics, were by Eudemus
placed in the third (SiMPL. 124,

155, b, 167, b, 169, b, 173, a
So also
40, a).
Eudemus dealt in the second
;

a,

THEMIST. Phys.

book (perhaps in the same con
nection) with the question (which
ARISTOTLE discusses Phys. vi. 5

we may say of
fin.} how far
that it takes
qualitative change
time.
place in an indivisible
Otherwise Eudemus seems to
have followed the order of the
ad

works, excepting
always the seventh book. For at
the beginning of his commentary
on this seventh book, at p. 242, a,
SIMPL. says Kal 8 ye EttSnfiosfiexP

Aristotelian

fourth

the

and

that

of

the

eighth,

In the present edition ZELL.
has not considered it necessary
to demonstrate this position by a
review of the Fragments of the
Eudemian Physics, mostly found
in SIMPL., as was done in his
second German edition, pp. 701703
partly because BRANDIS,
iii. 218-240, has fully gone into
the contents and character of the
work, and partly because the
materials are also fully given by
SPENGEL, Fr. 1-82. The only
items the latter has passed over are
the remarks, apud SIMPL. Phys.
2, a, (cf. ABIST. MetapTi. xiv. 1,
1087, b, 13, and DiOG. iii. 24) that
Plato was the first who called the
material causes ffroix^o., and the
1

:

passage cited from PLUTARCH,
snpra, ii. p. 418. In the introduc
tion to this work, Eudemus (v.
SIMPL. 11, a; Fr. 4) raised the
question, not touched in the
Aristotelian Physics, whether each
of the different sciences should

deduce its own principles, or
whether they should in common
derive them from one higher
a.KO\ovd^ffas,
juareias /ce^aAaiois
rovro iraptXQuv us irfpirrbv eVl TO. science. Here also, however, as
ZELLER shows (Hist.-phil. AbeV T$ TeAeuraiaj fii&Xiq we^aAata
159
According to what is handl. d. Berl. Ahad. 1877, p.
/jierriXBev.
said at p. 216, a, Eudemus passed sqq. and supra, i. p. 79, n. 1)
EUDEMUS was following one of
directly from the end of the
i.e. the Me
his master s texts
fifth book to the sixth book.
1

:

ToDSe rois

tJAots

ff-^^v

rrjs Trpay-

Therefore the main part of the

and sixth books must have
come with Eudemus, as with
Aristotle, between the matter of

fifth

taphysics

(iii.

2,

iv.

3,

5),

of

which we also find echoes else
where in the Eudemian Physics.

El*DEM US, ETC.
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skilful elucidation of
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;

many
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statements and con

but we shall look in vain in them for fresh

scientific ideas or observations. 1

Passing over a noteworthy peculiarity in his doctrine
of the Categories, 2 we may observe an important devia
tion from his master in the borderland between
physics

and metaphysics.

While

in

agreeing with

general

Aristotle s theological conceptions, 3 Eudemus yet rightly
finds the assertion that the primum movens must itself
1

Eudemus,

says UBANDIS,

p. 240, very rightly, shows him
self in his Physics as a scholar

who

follows with care and com
prehension the lines of his
master s thought, and who only
leaves them reluctantly and in
minor matters.
When FBITZSCHE, Eth. End. xviii. rests the
opposite view on WEISSE S state

of the spheres, that, namely,
through the pole of which the
axis of the heavens passes, inas

much

moves quickest
reading which
SIMPL. found in Alexander, and
which is clearly better than that
of the SIMPL. MS. text itself).
as

(following

this

the

He maintained, however, follow
ing Aristotle (xirjjra, i. p. 39&quot;)), that
ment (Arist. Pliys. p. 300) that it had no parts cf. p. 422, n. 2, in
Eudemus in the Physics varied fra, and Spengel, p. 109: ft d/iepe s,
tart rb irpurws KIVOVV Kal
greatly from Aristotle, this only
shows that neither of them had
airTfrai rov Ktvovfj.fi/ov, TTUS tx fl
also re
accurately examined the state
irpbs avr6 ; Eudemus
ments of Simplicius.
peats the saying that God thinks
2
In Etli. JV. i. 4, 109(5, a, 24 only on himself (Eth. Eutl. vii.
A BIST, named 6 Categories ri, 12, 1245, b, 16 ov yap ovrus 6
e*bs fv ex fl [like a man], oAAa
TTOlbv,
TTOffbv,
Tl,
TTp6s
%p6vQS,
TOKOS
voflv avrbs
EUDEMUS, on the other f)4\Tiov ^ ware &\\o
atriov 5 on Tip.1v fjLtv
hand, says in the Eth. End. i. 8, irap avrSv.
1217, b, 2(5, that Being and the rb fv KaO (Tfpov, tKfivcf} 5e aitrbs
Good occur in many irruptis, the avrov rb ev eVrtV), and therefore
TI
Kal irpbs
iruibv,
he deduces the further proposi
irore,
TOVTUIS rb /JifV (V
KLVf lffOai TO
tions that the Godhead needs no
8* tv
Kiveiv? where the latter
friends, and that God, by reason
in
Aristotle of his wide separation from man
two, not found
(mjtra, i. p. 274), appear to re
kind, does not love man, or at least
place the Aristotelian TTOIW and does not so love man as man
loves God (see Eth. vii. 3-4,
a
Fr. 81, b, SIMPL. 319, a 1238, b, 27, 1239, a, 17, c. 12,
and b, says that the primum 1244, b, 7, 1245, b, 14 supra, i. p.
MiH cns has its seat (cf. Aristotle
398, n. 1).
sujtra, i.p.409,n. 4) in the largest
:

&amp;lt;pTj&amp;lt;nV,

fjL-f)

:

:

n

;

1

,

7ro&amp;lt;r2&amp;gt;j&amp;gt;,

T&amp;lt;

r&amp;lt;f

;

;
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move with the world

in order to

move

it

1

inconsistent

with the immateriality of the movens. He does not seem
to have observed, however, that the assumption which he
himself shares as to

its

position in space

is

equally

so,

nor

does he appear to have given any further explanation
of the way in which God moves the world. 2

we must look
most distinctive peculiarity of the Eudemian
Aristotle had confined himself entirely to the

It is to its theological side, again, that
for the

ethics.
1

3

Supra,

i.

It is the less easy to
see any solution of the question
in this argument, that the con
nection of the primum movens

409.

p.

Kivf]ffi.

2

p. 421, n. 3 Fr.
82, SIMPL. 320, a: 6 5eEt&amp;gt;8. TOVTO
/j.ev OVK aTrope i oirep 6 A.piarore\r]S,
VLsuj&amp;gt;ra,ii.

et

;

eVSe^eTcu ri

with the earth

is not satisfactory
either in itself or on the lines of
the Aristotelian system. For in
the theory stated by Eudemus the

KLVOV^VOV Kivelv

frvvf^Sis, aTrope? Se avrl

TOUTOU, ei
eVSe ^ercu rb O.K(VT\TOV Kivtiv
SoKel
rb KIVOVV Kara roirov ^
yap,
wQovv /) e\Kov Kivsiv [supTO,, i. p.
423. n. 1].
et 8e /.ify u.6vov ovrws,
aAA ovv aTrr6u.i/6v ye /) avrb ?) Si
aAAou, v) Si zj/bs i) ir\iov(ai rb Se
ouSej/^y ej/Se ^erat a
ov yap IffTiv avrov rb
(/&amp;gt;?]&amp;lt;rl,

earth does move by contact, and,
a thing which by its
nature is unmoved cannot be
taken as analogous to a thing
that is at rest, since rest (see

further,

!

,

a/xepe.&amp;lt;r

Trcpas,

7r&amp;lt;s

8e

ovv Kivr ffi rb

/cat

a/jiepes ;

t

Auet

cnropiav \eywv, on ra fjikv
Kivei ra. 5e Tjpe/xoGj/ra,
KivQvjj.fva

T^I/

ra

/cal

Kivov^eva Kivfi anro-

/u.tv

&\\(as

/j.va

riptu-ovvra

[1.

airr6/j.ei&amp;gt;a,

&\\&amp;lt;as

210, conjectures,

and
a \A

SPENGEL,

;

ra

BRANDIS,

CITTT.

p.

Se
iii.

;

2iAXa ^tAAws,

110,

KTTT.

but the words following
show that before the a&quot;AAs there
must be some reference to thai
co

^

i.
p. 419, n. 5 ad fin.) can
only be predicated of that which
has motion.
3
It has already been pointed
out (supra, i. p. 98, n. 1, cf. ii.
p. 176, n. 4) that this text is really
a work of Eudemus of which only
the first three books and the
seventh are preserved and that
FISCHER and FRITZSCHE are in

supra,

/j.ei&amp;gt;

ruv

airro/jLtvwv ra
irepara a/na [su-pra, i. p. 438, n. 1].

5e

error in referring-

1

;

15,

and books

vi.

to

and

it

book

vii.

v.

of the

at rest],
o^oicas 8e
ov yap &s r] 777 rrfV atpaipav
avrfyv avca
eKtVet,
pKpOe io av CTT
ovrus Kal rb irpdartas Kivr\ffav
ov

Nivoiuacliean Ethics.
Etli. End.
13-15 (which Fritzsche, with
the majority of the MSS., counts
as an
eighth book) contains
certain fragments of a larger
tract, the text of which is much

yap

injured.

\yhich

is

oi&amp;gt;%

iravra

Kivti
TI

Trpoyivo/j.ei rjs

ov yap

&j/

Kivfiffftas

eweTj/o

ert irpurcas Kivoir]

Se yrj ouSeVore

rjpe/ji.ovo

a irpurws

vii.

There is, however, no
doubt that this tract did in fact
stand at the end of the Eudemian
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natural side of

of morals

human aims and

423

capacities in his theory
action in its

Eudernus connects human

;

and end more closely with the divine. With
reference to the origin of action he remarks that many
people without acting from insight are yet fortunate in
origin

that they do ; and as he was unable to regard this
phenomenon as accidental on account of the regularity
of its occurrence, he held that it must be referred to a
all

1

a natural up
fortunate gift peculiar to these persons
But
inclination.
whence
comes
will
and
of
rightness

Man

this gift?

therefore

has not given

come from God, who

in the world. 2

ment
Ethics

proper (as FKITZSCIIE,
244, says, and BKANDIS, ii. b,
1564-5, proves), and nob before
bk. vii. as SPENUEL supposed
(p. 401-2, of the text cited gujmi,
i.
p. 98, n. 1 ), by reason of M. Mor.
7 (from 120G, a,

3(J

onwards)

8, 9.

On

the principles set out

i.

p. ;J62, n. o, p. 462, n. 3.

sw/mz,
2

In End.
was said that

i.

1,

1214, a, IB,

men

it

could become

happy either by ndQijcris or by
one of two other
o&amp;lt;rKT7(m, or in
ways tfroi Ka.6d.irfp oi
:

KOI

T

00\T]TfTOl

iiio-irep

evdov-

He goes
(Tid^ovTts, T) 5ia rvx nV
on in greater detail at End. vii.
14

:

with

everything
little

many

succeeds,

&amp;lt;pp6vi)ffis

Kvpia

however

they have (atypovts

uvrfs Karopdovffi
Ti&amp;gt;x&quot;n

people almost

iro\\a

eV

fTi 8e Kal ev ois

o fs

T]

Ttx vr

iroAu

)

/ueWot Kal TU^TJS fVujrcpx 6 ) unc ^ this, on the ;vbove
principles, is to be attributed, not
so
to chance, but to the
t
ttrrl,

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;ris

must
move

and the virtue
much

euTt/x^J as fixpvf is. ri 5e 8/j ; [he
goes on at 1247, b, 18] ap OVK
evfiffiv 6p/j.al Iv TTJ tyvxV a 1 ljifv
airb

5

al

\oyi(T/J.ov,

bp(vs

airb

irp6rfpa.i avrai ; fi ydp
5i
j]
tirtOvfj.iav yfifos
(pvarfi

a\6yov, Kal
fffn

(pvfffi

ye

irav.

&j/

fia8ioi
V(pU(1s,

ttHTITfp

&amp;lt;TTa.fj.evoi

(iSeti/,

01

e5 irftyvKatrt
dp/jLuffif* aAA. 8ri ij

OUTCUS

\6yov

(pvffis

irtcpvKf, /cal

fi&amp;gt;

rb ayaObv
8^ TiVfS (Ifftv
fyfilKol OVK (TTL-

t&quot;irl

et

Kal avtv

^TTidu/j.oii(ri

rovrov Kal r6re Kal OUTUS
OV 8fi Kal OT, OlSTOl

Kal

ffovffi

irvoia Sa.iu.ov to v TIVUS

it

that such people are not so

upe|ty,

1

:

the source of

Insight, moreover,

p.

ii.

to himself

it

is

Kav

Ti/xcticrii

cLs

Kal
Sel

lia

&&amp;lt;ppovts

Kal a\oyoi .... (Kfivovs /Atv TOIVVV

yap

dp/jL-h

Kal

KaTu&amp;gt;pt)w(T(i

,

r]

ope(s oi/aa ov eSei

6 8e \oyto~/j.bs

We may

-f)V

j]\(-

ask, he adds, at
End. 12-18, a, 15, op avrov TOVTOV
TvXn ttiria, TOV ^iriOv/j.ii&amp;lt;Tai ov Set
Kal ore Sei; and having, as will
be seen presently, answered this
in the negative, he adds, at line
24 rb 5( {riTovutvov TOI/T &rrl,
6ios.

:

Tt s

rj

rT;j

KtvT)(Ttus
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that springs from

it, however much they may differ in
themselves from this unreflecting apprehension of
right,
point to the same source, since every rational activity
presupposes the existence of reason, which must itself be
1

And just as virtue in its origin is
referred to God, so God is held to be the ultimate end
of all intellectual and moral
While Aristotle
the gift of God. 2

activity.

had described

scientific

knowledge as the highest intel
lectual activity and the most essential element in
happi
ness,

Eudemus

further conceives of this
knowledge as

the knowledge of God, and
accordingly converts Ari
stotle s proposition that
happiness is coextensive with

thought (Bscopia)

3

into the statement that
everything

8rj\ov 77, ticrirep eV
oAp,
6ebs Kal eV [so Fr. for irav] tKeivq
K
iv e?
-rrcas iravra rb
eV
[
77],
yap
r&amp;lt;$

apx^l ov \6yos
ri ovv ~av KptlrKal eTnoTTjyUTjs en? [/cal vov, as
Qtiov.

T]fju)j

&amp;lt;xAAa

TQV

5

\6yov

ri Kpelrrov.

SPENGEL and FEITZSCHE add]
0eos

0eoD]

yap
perhaps,
upyavov

apxty

TQitfbrriv,

7rA^i&amp;gt;

;

r]

[better,

aper^]
e/ceiVou

rov vov
or rov

1

Since this is without \6yos
see last note, and End. ibid. 1246,
b, 37, 1247, a, 13 sqq.
Eud. ibid. 1248, a, 15: in
the case-of such happily organised
;

natures does the ground of their
fortunate (fivcris lie in rvxy ?
ii)

OUTCO

rov

yap
KpeiTToav rov vov
hit
the
they

yap

measure without \6yos, not
through practice or experience,
but T(f
In the same
adds Eudemus, prophetic dreams
are to be explained eot/ce yap T\
apx^ [Nous as the principle of
immediate knowledge] airo\vo~

dAA

Kal

.

.

fy

Povhevffews

^-^ovffi

.

right

#e&amp;lt;.

w&amp;lt;iy,

:

TOV

y

07]

fo-nv

vo-f)o~as

ov

out

the

eis

eVoTjo-e
apx^l ris, ouS
vorjffai Kal TOUT

irpbrtpov

aireipov.

OVK apa rov

voriffai

6

vovs apx?), ou5e rov fiovXeixraffQai
ri ovv aAAo TrA^ rvx n /
fiovX-r).
#(TT airb rvxys airavra ecrrat, et
effri ris

the resulting activity is ra
tional (Siavoias epyov).
find
a similar view of T^T? in Ari-

143, n.

stoxenus.

yap

^ovXevad/nevos

not

is

[their insight

rb Se

We

Kal

fiov\tvffa&amp;lt;rf)ai-

e/3ov\ev&amp;lt;TaTO

1

:

Kal

come of a previous consideration],

Aoyoi iV^ueti/ /iaAAoi/.
Of. ii. p. 1225, a, 27
the condi
tion of the eV0ou(ria)j/Tesand7rpoAeyovTfs is not a free one, although
^.eVov

earat

irdvTcav

vor)&amp;lt;rai

e^co.

apx^l
5e

avr-T]

cleat &o~re

OVK f&Tiv

ris

Sia

rovro

rirov/j.evov,

ri

a\\r)

roiavrri rf
noittv ;

8vva&amp;lt;rdai

&c. (see last

two

notes).
3

Mil. N.
1.

x. 8

;

supra,

ii.

p.

Eudemus shows how

exactly he agrees with Aristotle
also in the statement (Eth. End.
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a good in proportion as it leads us to the contempla
All that hinders us on the other hand by

tion of God.

reason of excess or defect from the contemplation and
worship of God is evil and it is just this conception which
;

supplies what is wanting in Aristotle, namely a more
exact definition of the kind of action that is according to

The more persistently we keep that goal in view
the less shall we be distracted by the irrational element
in the soul.
But while the effort after the knowledge
reason.

1

1244, b, 23 sqq. 1245, a, 9
supra, 200, 6), that life is

vii. 12,

cf.

5e

;

else than altrQaveaQai Kal
yvupi^eiv, .... itxrre Sid TOVTO Kal
ael jSouAerat [men wish always
f}v

nothing

on

to live],

ael

f3ov\frai

yvupi-

ctv.

Eth. End. vii. 15, 1241), a, 21
(probably the conclusion of the
whole work) as the doctor has
a definite point of view [o pos], by
reference to which he judges
1

eVea
&quot;6

ovru

eVeu-Tj

d(DpriTtK6v.

ov

5

yap
J

riKws apx^v o debs, a\\ ov
(pp6vT)o~is (irtTaTTft (SiTrbv
Se rb ov eveKa
eV
8iwpio~Tai 8
&\\OLS), eirel e /celj/os 76 ovvevbs
SeTrat.
Uy this reading, in which
the words before and after
77

is,

are a parenthesis, the
is that
A man should
direct his life by that in him
which naturally rules but that
is
twofold, the active power

healthy. OVTU Kal rtp o-rrovoatcf)
ras irpd^is Kal alpeo~eis TWV
(pvaei u.ev ayaOuv OVK tiraiveriav Se

which determines a man s work,
and the end towards whicli that
The former is
power works.

Se? Tiva

Reason or
the latter is
found in the Godhead and the
Godhead as the highest end of

:

what

is,

and how

far anything

irepl

e/j/cu

opov Kal

TTJS

eeo;s Kal

Kal irtpl &amp;lt;pvyf)s xp~n~
n\-^Qovs Kal 6\iyoT7]Tos Kal

rfjs alptcreus
/J.O.TUV

ruv

Kal (pvyr)*,
evrvxTlfJ-aruv
[1
Kal irfpl xp77/xaTo&amp;gt;j ir\riOos Kal 6\i70T7JTO, &C.]. (V H(V OVV TOIS
TTp&amp;lt;J-

Tepov
TOtTO

f \fxO~n

T& us o \6yos ....

ov trafyts 8e
ii.p. I()i5,n. I] SeiSrj uxn\fp Kal
tv TO?$ d\\ois irpus TO apx ov Cf 1 Ka^
5

a\i)8fs

/J.(V,

[sii]&amp;gt;.

irpbs

rrjv

r$)v f^iv

Kara

ri]i/

rov apxovros ....

tvtpyfiav

e*7rel

Kal apxo/u.ei ov, Kal

TOV Se Seoi irpos
v.

auTT]

TTJJ/

8e Kal

fi

eavTC

Se oiTTrj
iAAws yap ?/
Kal a\\ws T/ vyieia,

Siwpio-rai

argument

:

;

&amp;lt;ppovi)ffis

;

:

our activity rules us not, how
ever, like a ruler who gives orders
for his own ends, since the God
head has no need of our services
and God is the end, not in thesense
in which man is, but in that higher
sense in which he can be also
the end for all men.
As to this
twofold meaning of the ov eVeica
Aristotle had stated his views in
his work on Philosophy
but his
extant works give us only a few
;

;

;

hints,

from which we gather that

a distinction

is

to be

drawn be-
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of
all

God

is,

according to Eudemus, the ultimate source of

morality, yet the form under which the latter

appears and the principle which gives unity
instance to

all

the virtues

which he

tion

calls

first

in the first

that goodness of disposi

is

uprightness (/caXoKayaOia), and
for what is abso

which consists in the habitual desire
lutely worthy, the noble

and the laudable,

own

for its

sake

in other words, in perfected virtue based on love
of the good.
Aristotle hud indeed touched upon this
1

tween that which profits by an
and that which is its
final end; cf. Pbyg. ii. 3,
194,
activity
a,

35

eV/uev

:

re Aos

St^ws

eipTjTai 8

MetapTi.
n. 3,
b, 1

ad

yap
yap

xii.

Jin.

7

Kal ridels

ir&s

rb ov

eV ro7s Trepl

i.

DC An.

ii.

p. 355,
4,

415,

irdvra yap l/ceiyou [roC 0e(ou]
opeyerai, KaKeivov eVe/ca Trpdrrei
:

Kara

oo~a Trparrei

IVeKo Strrbv rb

rb 8
rb 8e

fyvaiv.

ov

/j.ev

ov
&.

Eudeinus seems, in the passage
quoted above, to have this last
passage in his mind even if the
words rb 8 ov eV. &c., which
;

recur in line 20, should, us TBEXDELENBUEG thinks, be rejected.
Eudemus then goes on: v?rts ovv
Kal KryGis T&V (pvaei dyaduv
i^crei TT^V TOV 0ov /u.d\i(TTa
.

/)

v)

o-ct&amp;gt;fj.aTos

T&V aAAwv

/}

xprjfidra)!/

aya6u&amp;gt;v,

1

:

})

ai/TTj

rri Kal OVTOS 6 opos
8 v) Si eVSc-iav v) 8i vi

et

ft&quot;/

i]

supra,

9,
j/era

&amp;lt;FO-TIJ/,

p. 301, n. 3)

ii.

and only of the

&amp;lt;?7rai-

virtues

1248, b, 36) can this be said.
Ayadbs /aey ovv effriv y ra
ayadd ta-riv dyaOd(t\ Si(fi.,ii.p. 149,
n. 3, and Eth. N. v. 2, 1129, b, 3),
which happens only when the
right use is made of these goods
(honour, wealth, health, good
(cf.

&amp;lt;pv(rti

;

8e

/caAos

itdyaObs

TUV ayaQ&v ra KaAa virapxtw
avra Kal

avr&amp;lt;p

TOLOV rov.

rwv Ka\wv Kal
kvcKa.
a man proposes to be virtuous,
but only for the sake of these
natural goods, then he may be
indeed ayaQbs avyp, but he cannot
have Ka\oKaya6ia, for he desires
the beautiful not for its own

l

tyvxrjs

.

;

i.

^^ rovro

in

a\6yov] fj.epovs rrjs

of
of

Health, so the possession of all
virtues
is
the condition of
Rectitude.
It is, however, not
the
same thing as the mere
ayadbv elVcu.
Only those goods
are /caAa, oaa Si avra ovra cupera
(so read with SPENGEL, in lieu
of the immeaning iravra cf Rlitif.

fortune, &c.)

(pav\-r]. ex
i e.
but we have this
ex
our soul ] rfi ^uxf? Ka ^ OVTOS
in
is not
TTJS tyvxys 6 [which
Cod. R. and should be omitted]
opos apuTTOS, ra [1. TO] ^KiffTa
uifrQavfaQai rov aAAou [7 V. rightly

[so. 6

is /caAo/co/yaflio.

As the well-being of all parts
ihe body is the condition

T&amp;lt;

pe?v, avrr] 8e

This

their union.

ei/e/ca

&amp;lt;pt\oao&amp;lt;pias.

supra,

:

Eth. End. vii. 15, init.
Having dealt with the several
Virtues, we must also consider
the whole which is made up by

e lvui

If

St

ru&amp;gt;

irpaicriKbs

avru&amp;gt;v
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perfect virtue under the name of justice, but only
incidentally, and in so far as it presents itself in men s
relations to one another

the proper bond of union

:

between the virtues being, in

his view, insight. 2

In

giving express prominence to the quality of will and
disposition which lies at the foundation of all the virtues,

Eudemus

supplies a lacuna in the Aristotelian account.

In

however. Aristotle had stated the same prin

effect,

3
ciple in his discussion of the essential nature of virtue.

is

In other respects the Eudemian Ethic*, so far as it
to us, differs, like the Physics, from the Ari

known

stotelian only in individual transpositions,
elucidations,

and abbreviations, in changes of expression and the mean
4
Eudemus indeed breaks the close connec
ing of words.
tion between the Ethics and the Politics
by inserting
Economics as a third science between them. 5

In his

moreover, he gives a more independent place
Aristotle to the cognitive activities and to the

Ethics,

than

6
corresponding dianoetic virtues.

To those

sake.
latter

whom

of

this

is true, on the other hand
(before /ca) irpoaipovvrai, at 1249,
a, 3, there seems to be a small
lacuna}, not only the beautiful in
itself, but also every other
ood,

comes

to be

beautiful,

because

subserves an end which is the
beautiful 6 5 ol6/j.fvos ras aptras
8e*i/ fvfKa Ttav (KTos ayaOcav
(X
Kara
TO
TO.
Ka\a
(ru/ui&t&rjKbs

it

:

cll&amp;gt;

ovv

t(TTtv

n-poTTet.

Ka\oKayatiia

aptrr] Tf\aos.
1

Supra,

ii.

p. 170.

Sn]&amp;gt;ra,\\.

3

4

1

;

KM,

n. 1.

p. 154,
p. 149, n. 3.

Su2&amp;gt;ra,

155, n.

p.

With

ii.

what,

nn.

follows

3, 4

;

cf.

FKITZSCHE, JJth. End. xxix. sqq.

But these diver-

and also see BP.ANDIS, who at
b, 1557 sqq. iii. 240 sqq. has
put together the variations of the
Eitdcmian
Et/iu-x
from
the
ii.

Nieoniachtan.
3

Cf.sw/;., i.p.

be shown

infra,

18f&amp;gt;,n.4.

It will

in

discussing
the
Pseudo-Aristotelian
Ecunomws, that it is possible that
Eudernus himself wrote a treatise

on Economics, and that it may
perhaps be preserved to us in
bk. i. of that work.
6
Supra, ii. p. 178, n. 1. That
EuDEMUS,i.5, 1216, b, 16,includes
the poetical and practical sciences
under the term n-ocTjTiKat ^H-IOTT}/UCH, in contradistinction to the
theoretical,

it

unimportant.
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gencies have no perceptible influence upon his treat
ment of ethical questions. The further peculiarities of

Eudemian

the

Ethics are

still

Euu. condenses the open
ing (Eth. Nic. i. 1) into a few
words and begins with Nic. i. 9,
1099, a, 24; he expressly does
away in i. 2,1214, b, 11 sqq. with
the distinction drawn between
the constituents and the insepa
rable conditions of happiness (cf
1

.

supra, ii. p. 1 50, n. 1 i. p. 360, n. 1)
he expands in i. 5 Nic. i. 3 (partly
by using N. vi. 13 v. supra, ii. p.
:

;

;

i. 6 methodo
logical observations which are in
fact entirely in agreement with
Aristotle s views extends in c. 8
the discussion of the Idea of the
Good out of Nic. i. 4 with certain

158, n. 2 )

inserts in

;

;

general observations omits the
inquiry in Nic. i. 10-12 (cf. supra,
ii. p. 144 foil.) and modifies the
argument of Nic. i. 8-9 by com
;

bining it with what goes before.
In the discussion of the nature

Mh. End.

of Virtue,

ii. 1, 1218,
Aristotelian
matter (Nic. i. 6, x. 6 init. i. 11
init. i. 13, 1 102, b, 2 sqq.) freely
worked up
what follows is
more closely connected with Nic.
i. 13
and ii. 2 follows Nic. ii. 1
so ii. 3 is Nic. ii. 2, 1104, a, 12
sqq. ii. 5, 1106, a, 26, ii. 8 init.
the sketch of the virtues and
vices 1220, b, 36 sqq. (which
seems, however, to include later
additions
see FRITZSCHE, ad
loc.) follows Nic. ii. 7
1221, b,
9 sqq. rests on Me. iv. 11, 1126,

a,

31-1219, b, 26

is

;

;

;

;

:

more

On

unessential. 1

that virtue
hardly touched
was, however, called not merely
e|w (Eud. ii. 5, c. 10, 1227, b, 8,
&c.)i but also Staffers (ii. 1, 1218,
is

;

b, 38,

1220,

a,

29)

is

nothing.

Eud. ii. 5 is in essence taken
from Nic. ii. 8. The inquiry as
to free will, &c., is
opened
by Eudemus, ii. 6, with an intro
duction which is peculiar to him,
after which he gives, at c. 7-10,
in a free selection and order the
main points of the Aristotelian
argument in Nic. iii. 1-7 (cf.
BKANDIS, ii. b, 1388 sqq.), and
11 with the question
not put by, but for the
solution of which Nic. iii. 5, 1112,
b, 12 sqq. is used) whether it is
closes in

(which

c.

is

will (irpoaipeo-is) or insight (\6yos)
that virtue directs aright? Eude
mus decides for the former, be
cause the main question in virtue
is the end of our action, and
this is determined by the will
whereas the protection of our
;

power of insight from distortion
by desire is the business of iyitpdreta, which is a praiseworthy
quality, but

from

dpeTTj.

is

to be distinguished
In the treatment of

the specific virtues Eudemus
follows his master, with unim
portant variations, as follows iii.
1 (avSpeia) is Nic. iii. 8-12
iii.
2 (awfypoavvri) is Nic. iii. 13-15
:

;

;

then

we

a, 8 sqq. With Eud. ii. 4, cf Nic.
ii. 2,
1104, b, 13 sqq. and c. 4
init. Nic. ii. 1 (genesis of virtue

3) to Trpaor-ns
(Wie. iv. 11), and next (c. 4) to
4\cvQfpi6Ti]s (JV. iv. 1-3), and in
c. 5 to (J.eya\o\l/vxia (JV. iv. 7-9),
and C. 6 to fMfya\oirpeireia (N. iv.

by virtuous acts) is passed over,
and A/6 .ii. 5 (virtues are neither

abbreviated, and

;

.

nor

TraQt),

therefore

e geis)

4-6).

few

pass

(c.

These

are

generally

show only a

explanatory

additions.
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the other hand, the connection of ethics with theology,
discussed above, resting though it obviously does upon
Aristotelian doctrines, nevertheless presents an unmis
takable departure from the spirit of the Aristotelian
philosophy and an approach to the Platonic.
1

With

the religious attitude which characterised Eudemus, the naturalism of his fellow-disciples Aristoxenus
and Dicaearchus stands in striking contrast. The former
of these, 2 who, before he
Finally, in c. 7 (cf

supra,

with

i.

p.

1650

.

^V. iv.

became acquainted with Ari-

12-15, and
deals

Eudemus

(absent
aTrA^TTjs,

and

.M0.),

uj/^T?js

&amp;lt;r6

/

and

a\-f)6fia

evrpa-rreXia,

all

of

as

out supra, vol. i. p. 79) that he
was the author of bk. ii. (a)
of the Metaphysics.
See c. 1,
Stxnrfp yap Kal TO. TUV
993, a, 9

^eo-^TTjres iraQ-nriKal
aperal (1233, b, 18,

TO fyeyyos
WKTCpfotav u/j./j.ara
r ^ M e ^ rjfifpav. OVTW Kal rrjs
fX

which, with a certain variance
from Aristotle, he treats as
laudable qualities, but not as
virtues

in

the strict

sense,

being merely
or

QvaiKal
1234, a, 23 sqq.), because they do
*iAonot involve a irpoaipeais.

(Aic. iv. 10) is passed over
for certain virtues left with
out a name by Aristotle

Tifila

;

and

(&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;iAux

a\r,dfia)

Eudemus, as

usual,

has a technical term a note of
the later date of his book. The
three following books we possess
only (v. supra, i. p. 98, n. 1) in
The
the Aristotelian orginal.
seventh has in c. 1-12 chielly an
the
of
restatement
original
matter of the inquiry as to
Friendship (in Nic. viii. ix.) so
constructed that new ideas only
in minor points, and con
tradictions of the Aristotelian
teaching never. The three final
chapters of this book (more cor
rectly bk. viii.) have been already
dealt with, supra, ii. p. 422, n. 3.

appear

1

should

nephew

1

alSws, (pi\ia,

vf/j-fffii,

in

and

be named his
Pasicles (ap. PHILOP.
I asicrates
), who is also called
a scholar of Aristotle, if it be
true (according to the views set

nection

With Eudemus

in this

con

:

Trpb&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

L

vovs irpbs TO. rrj
ri/j.(Tfpos iftv\ris
fylHTfl tpO.VfpWTQ. Ta TTO.VTWV, aild Cf.
with this PLATO, J/cp. vii. init.
f&amp;gt;

Otherwise the contents of this
book show no remarkable pecu
liarity.
-

For the

life

and works

Aristoxenus see MAIINE,
Anosterd.

ttoxcno,

DC

of

Ari-

and

1793.

MiJLLER, Fragm. Hist. Gr. ii.
2(59 sqq., where the Fragments
are collected. He was born at
Tarentum (Sum. A/no-rdf STEPHANUS BYZ. DC Urb. Topas),
;

and was the son

of Spintharus

SEXT. Math. vi. 1
as to his alleged second name,
Mnesias apnd SUID., see MULLER, p. 269), who was a cele
brated musician (./ELIAN, H.
(DiOG.

ii.

Aniin.

ii.

20,

11,

;

p.

34,

Jac.).

He

learned also, according to SriD.
from the musician Lamprus (de
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had been a student of the Pythagorean philo
the highest
sophy, acquired by his writings on music
2
reputation among musicians of antiquity, and what we
know of his works amply justifies his fame. While far
stotle,

1

outstripping

quo
Ph.

v.

d.

all

his predecessors in the completeness of

p. 12; cf. ZELL.
p. 45. n. 3), from the

MAHNE,
Gr.

i.

Pythagorean Xenophilus (ibid.
and from Aristotle.
a scholar of Aristotle, he is
i.

p. 310, n. 5),

As

named by CiC. Fuse. i.
and GELL. N. A. iv. 11,

18,

41,

4.

He

himself refers in Harm. Elem. p.
30 (ZELL. ibid. p. 596, n. 3), to
an oral statement of Aristotle s,
and at p. 31 of the same he
relates that Aristotle used, in
his lecturing, to give out before
hand the subject and general
lines of his discussion.
relates that, being one

SUIDAS
of

the

most notable of Aristotle s scho
lars, he had expectations of be
coming his successor, and that
when this did not come about he
abused Aristotle after his death.
AEISTOCLES, however (supra, i. p.
11, n. 1, p. 12, n. 1), refutes the
last suggestion, and possibly it

was merely the statement cited
on

p. 11, n. 1 (which refers really
to another person), that started
the story.
learn further that
Aristoxenus lived at first, prob
ably in his youth, at Mantinea,
and that he was a friend of
Dicaaarchus (CiC. in Tusc.i. 18,41,
calls him his
aequalis et condiand in
Att. xiii.
scipulus,

We

Ad

he mentions a letter then
extant from Dicasarchus to AriWe know not on what
stox.).
grounds LUCIAN S story, Paras.
35, rests, that he was a parasite
32,

of Neleus (? Neleus of Scepsis
but he is of too late a date

;

;

supra, p. 137, n. 1, p. 139, n. 3).
In any case, we cannot rely on it.
i.

The period of the life of Aristox.,
which we cannot fix either
limit, is broadly determined by
his relations to Aristotle and
Dicawchus when CYRILL. C. Jul.
12 C, places him in Ol. 29 he is
confusing him (see MAHNE, 16)
of

:

with the

much

earlier Selinun-

tian poet he is, however, more
correct in 208, B, when he calls
him younger than Menedemus of
Pyrrha (ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. p. 365,
;

n. 2, p. 837).
1

The

us, in

list

of those

MULLER,

known

to

p. 270, includes

eleven works, some of
several books, on Music,
&c., and also on the

them in
Khythm,

Musical
Instruments.
We still possess
the three books TT. ap^oviKuiv
o-TotxeiW, a large fragment of
the TT. ^vQjjuKuv ffToix*io&amp;gt;v, and
other fragments (op. MAHNE, p.
130 sqq. and MULLEJB, p. 283
sqq.). For the literature covering
Aristoxenus s
harmonic
and

rhythmic theories, see UEBERWEG, Grundr. i. 216.
2

O

Movo-t/cbs

is

his regular

As the chief autho
on music, ALEX, in Top. 49

description
rity
classes

him with the great men
medicine and mathematics,
and Archimedes.
Hippocrates
Cf. also PLUT. sup. ii. p.415,n. 1
of

;
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his investigations, he was distinguished also in a high
2
degree by the strictness of his method, by the
1

accuracy

and by the thoroughness of his musical

of his definitions,

knowledge. He occupied himself besides with questions
of natural science, psychology, ethics, and politics, 3 as
well as with arithmetic 4 and with historical sketches. 5

Of the reliability of these last, however, his fabulous
statements about Socrates and Plato, 6 obviously inspired
in part by a depreciatory motive, give us
anything but
a favourable impression. 7
The views of Aristoxenus,

so far as they are known
union of the severe morality of the
Pythagoreans with the scientific empiricism of the Peri-

to us, exhibit a

CiC. Fin. v. 19, 50,
33.

VITRUV.

De

Orat.

iii.

SIMPL. Phys. 193, a;

132;
i.

since they are closely connected
with Pythagorean views. From

the

14, v. 4.

He

&amp;lt;Tu/j./j.iKTa

uiro/jLvr/mara,

we have

MULL ER,

frequently himself calls
attention, with a certain pride,
to the number and importance
of the inquiries which he was
the first to undertake e.g. in

in

Harm.

Harmonics (cited in Harm. El.
2) a work on Tragic Poets,
another on Flute-players, and
also a work called Bio

1

extracts
290-1,
which relate to natural history.
4
In the Fragm. from the ir.

-

It

El. pp. 2-7, 35-37, A;c.
is his custom to preface

eacb inquiry by a statement as
to the procedure to be followed,
and an out line of the argument,
so that the reader may be clear
as to the

way which

lies

before

and the

exact point at
which he finds himself; Harm.
El. p. 30-1,3-8, p. 43-4.
3
His works of ethical inter
est
not
the
included,
only
TlvQayopiKal airoQzfffis but also
a great part of his historical
writings about the Pythagoreans,
besides these, we hear of his
and v6fj.oi iro\ivufj.oi TraitifVTiKol
TIKO
The books about the
Pythagoreans may have contained
the passages concerning the soul
him,

-.

cited

in

the

following

notes,

STOB. Ed.

apid/j.riTiKTjs,
5

:

He composed a

i.

1(5.

History of

p.

which dealt apparently with all
famous Philosophers dowu

the

to Aristotle
HUTO,

;

and also the inrofjivl]from which we

IcrropiKa,

have citations referring to Plato

and Alexander the Great.

In

his other books also there was
no doubt much historical matter.
6
Cf. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. pp.
48, 51, 2, 54, G, 59
1,

373,

(5,

sqq. 342, 372,

and the story cited by

LUCIAN, Paras. 35 from Aristoxe
nus as to Plato s Sicilian journeys.
7
Generally speaking, the re
putation for learning which Cic.
Tusc. i. 18, 41; GELL. iv. 11, 4;
Hiuiiox. Hist. Eccl. Prajf. accord
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patetics.

Of

a stern and ascetic disposition,

1

although

a Peripatetic, he found himself so completely in agree
ment with the ethical teaching of the Pythagoreans,

that he puts his own views into the mouth of philo
2
The views he attributes to
sophers of this school.

Pythagoreans

of

commendatory

moderation,

piety,

gratitude, fidelity to friends, respect to parents, strict
obedience to law, and a careful education of the young, 3

while harmonising with the inner spirit of Pythagorean
ethics, at the same time unquestionably express his own
Similarly he connects himself with Pythopinion.
4
going a step beyond Eudemus, and
referring good fortune partly to a natural gift and
5
Even in his views upon
partly to divine inspiration.

in

agoreanisni

music the same tendency asserts

itself.

He

attributes

to music, as Aristotle, following the Pythagoreans,
him, may be as well deserved as
the reputation for style which Cic.
Ad Att. viii. 4 concedes to both
Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus.
1
So at least we are told:
^ELIAN, V.H. viii. 13, calls him
7eAcon ava Kpdros TTO\/J.IOS, and
ADAAST. aj). PROCL. in Tim. 192
ov irdvv TO e?5os
A. says of him
T&amp;lt;

:

avT]p e:e?j/os fJiOvaiK^s, aAA. oircas av
8d|?? TI K.aiv})v \eyeiv TretypovTiKus.

We must assume that he
himself composed, or so far as he
took them from ancient sources,
at least fully accepted, such
Pythagorean sayings as those in
the Life of Archytas cited infra,
in the following notes.
3
In
this
cf
connection,
the Fragm. quoted in ZELL. Pli.
d. fir. i. 428-9, and that apud
U. Floril. x. 67 (see MULLER,
2

.

had

ibid.Fr. 17), concerning artificial,
natural and morbid desires, and

the Fragm. given by ATHEN. xii.
545, a, out of the Life of Archytas
(Fr. 16), of which, however, he
has given only the first half, i.e.
the speech of Polyarchus in
praise of pleasure, while its refutation

by Archytas,
have followed,

must

which
is

not

quoted.
4

Supra, ii. p. 422 foil,
Fr. 21 ap. STOB. Eel. i.
206 (taken from the irvQ. airofyatrets)
irepl Se TVX^S ra5 ecpacrKov
5

:

eli/cu /xeVrot
KO.L Sai/u.6viov

[WYTT.
/j.fpos

conj. M.SV ri]
avrrjs, yevtcrBai

yap TriTri/oidvTivaTrapaTOv

r&v

Sai/uoviov

avOpctnruv eviois eVi rb /3e\Tiov
$ eirl rb x^Pv, KO.\ elvai &amp;lt;pavepoos /car
avTb TOVTO rovs fj.fv evrvx^s rovs
5e drupels, as
may be seen by the
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and educative, and at the same time
a purifying, effect, inasmuch as it calms emotion and
2
But while insisting
alleviates morbid states of feeling.
1

also clone, a moral

that music in this aspect should be permitted to retain
its original dignity and severity, he holds that the same

demand
ingly we

made by its character as art and accord
him bitterly complaining of the effeminacy

is

;

find

and barbarism which

in

usurped the place of the earlier

e/Sos,

tivai

Kal fvffroxoi, ot

(vavriav txovrfs

5e

/tei/

classic style.

this subject.

d&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;ue?s

Kal

aj&amp;gt;.

2
&amp;lt;pvffiv

Neverthe-

re

Kal trepov

5e

KO.& & ot

time had

3

eiK/Juets

any
judgment reach a fortunate
result, and the latter with every
care do not.

his

113(5, e, in opposition to Plato s
preference for the Dorian tones:
and the matter cited by OBIPROCL. in Tim. 27 c,
GENES
from Aristoxenus also belongs to

fact that the former without

Ti&amp;gt;xr)s

music of

the

/3Aa&amp;lt;TTotej/,

MARC. CAPELLA,

ix.

1)23

(Fr. 2-1) Aristox. and the Pytha
goreans believed that the f erocia
animi can be softened by music.
CRAMER, Anecd. Paris, i. 172,
the Pythagorean, according to
Aristox., used for the purification
of the body larpiKij, and for that
of the soul /jLouffiK-f].
PLUT. Mvs.
c. 13, 5, p. 114G-7: Arist. said
:

.See.

STUABO, i. 2, 3, p. 15-0:
Poetry as an instrument in edu
cation acts not by fyvxayatyta,
even the
but for ffw&amp;lt;ppoviffij.bs
musicians jueTaTrciotWcu TTJS aperris
TraitievriKol yap tlvai tya&i
ravrrjs
Kal eiravop9wriKol r&v i)duv, as,
the
Pythagoreans,
following
Aristoxenus said also. Cf. Jf r.
v. 70, taken
Floril.
a
17,
(STOB.
from the irvQ. airoQ.) the true
is not concerned with
the outward adornment of life,
but consists in a love for the
and
KoAa
60rj
(TrirriSfvfjLara
1

;

fladytffdai /JLOVGIKTIV [at banquets]
nap oaov 6 fjitv olvos a&amp;lt;pd\\fiv
1

:

&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;i\oKa\ia

Harm.

eVKrrfjuoi.

El. 31

:

TJ

/tier

rotauTT) [/LiOuo-tKTj] ^3AcnrTet TO. ij6r],
but we must
ij Sf roiavrri ax^eAeT

not on that account

demand

of

only a part
of the science of /JLOVVIKI), that it
should make people morally

Harmonics, which

is

The moral ett ect of music
referred to in the remark of

better.
is

Aristotle,

VOL.

ajt.

11.

PLUT. Mus.

c.

17,

TO.

TC

aui/jLara

Kal ras Stavolas.

5e /j.ovaiKr] rrj irtpl
Kal (Tv/j.u.frpia fls

r^)i&amp;gt;

araviv ay ft rf Kal
himself is said

if

avryv rafi re
tvav-riav Kara-

irpavvei.

Aristox

by APOLLON.
Mirab. c. 41) (who cites as his
authority Theophrastus) to have
cured bv music a man afflicted
with a mental ailment.
J
THEMIST. Or. xxxiii. p. 364
:

^817 Ti]v /jLovrriKTjV (TTfiparo

avappu-

vvvai, euros TC ayairuv ra dfSpjKwrtpa ruf Kpuv/mdrwv, Kal rots paOr)-

F
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Aristoxenus confronts his Pythagorean predecessors
as the founder of a school which remained opposed to

less

He
ages of antiquity.
reproaches them, not only with their imperfect treat
ment of the subject, 2 but also with their capricious
down

theirs

to

the

1

latest

since, instead of following the
of
facts, they had, as he believed, imposed
guidance
certain a priori presuppositions upon them. He himself

method of procedure

:

demands, indeed, as opposed to an unscientific empi
from the
ricism, principles and proofs; but he starts
data of experience, and refuses to seek for the essence
and causes of that which perception reveals to us in

any other

field

KKe\V&V

TCUS

a&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;ffj.evovs

than that which these supply. 3
TflG

(piXepyt iv

TO

Cf. as to this opposition of
the Pythagoreans or Harmonists,
and the Aristoxenians, whose
differences Ptolermeus seeks to
1

/J.O.\daKOV
appV&amp;lt;airbv

eV TO*? jiteAeo-ij/ whereon follows
an attack on the theatre music of
;

own

time. Aristox. himself
says in Fr. JO (ap. ATHEN. xiv.
as the people of the
632, a)
Italian Posidonia, who were first
Greeks and now Tyrrheneans or
Ilomans, still celebrate yearly
the Hellenic festival of sorrow
his

:

because they have become bar
Kal
barians, OVTW 8?) ovv,
KCL\ ra dtarpa fK&apfytieTs, eVeiSr;

solve,

fidpwrai Kal eis /j.tyd\riv 8ia(pdopav

Ka

aurovs

ava/j.i/ji.vria

poixriK-fi.

Ko/j.eda

Of. also

$v

2

Srj

Supra,

the remarks a/pud PLUT.
Couv. vii. 8. 1, 4, p. 711 c,
where Aristox. calls his oppo

and 2)e Mus. c. 31, p.
where he tells a contem
porary how ill it becomes him to
conform to the taste of the day.

p. 431, n. 1.

ii.

rj/j.t

:

is

&amp;lt;pvmKT]v

rj]v

yap

c^wv^i

1

KivelaQai, Kal oi/x ws erux 6
riOevai. Kal rovrtav airo-

joffBev, oi

Kal Tr?y

Qti.

1142,

vol.

Harm. El. 32
nva 0ajuej/

TretpaSjue&z Xzyeiv 6/j.o\oyovoTy (paivou.vots, ov KaOdirep

r)

and

KaXiav,

(c.

Ptol.

3

El. 23,

nents avavSpoi Kal Sia-reOpv/j./J.ei oi
ra dira 5t u^oucr/aj/ Kal aweipo-

i.

Harm. (Wallis. Opp. iii.) 189,
207, 209-10, CAESAR, Grundz. der
Rhytlimili, 22-3.

y
o ta

Harm.

Harmon.

from PTOLEM^EUS, Harm.
2, 9, 13, &c.), PORPHYR. in

CTLV

0X1701

De

BOJESEN,

Scicntia Grave. (Hafn. 1833)
p. 19 sqq. and the citations there

&amp;lt;pr](rl,

/j.ovffiKri,

In order,

fj-kv

/.ttr

a\\orpio\oy-

a tadr)(nis

e/c/cAi-

cbs oSfft-v oi//c aKpijSr),

Se

Ka.raaKevdovres

vorjrds
Kal
curias,

tovres \6yovs re nvas dpid/J.wv
elvai Kal rax?) irpbs a\\rj\a, eV ois
TO T o^i; Kal fiapv yiverai, irdvruv

a\\orpLd)Tdrovs
Kal

fvavrwdrovs

\6yovs

\(.yovres

ro~is (paivo/aevoLS
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moreover, to establish his conclusions upon an inde
pendent basis, he excludes on principle all those which

might be borrowed from another science the theory of
music, he holds, must be limited to its own proper field,
:

must completely exhaust it.
We cannot here enter more fully into Aristoxenus s
theory of music, and must be content with the statement
of its most general principles as an indication of its
character and tendency. 2
but

1

it

Sc airuO((Tiri{oiTfs

of

aiTias Kal

a7ro5e/eo&amp;gt;x,

fKama. avtv
aura TO

oi8e

must begin with data which are
immediately established by per
ception.
ffQai

airdaas
VOVTO.

8

IT

77

a.TTofitiKi vva.i

pay par (: a

lucofyv Kal

e&amp;lt;y

yap aKorj

ifiWflpois

....
5uo

(Is

TO.

npivofjifv

(TV/JL^a

-

avdyerai
re T^V

(&quot;is

Sidvoiav.

TTJJ

fj.d.T&v /Jif-yftir]. TTJ
/j.(v

rols

TOVTWV

Kal TO. (K

fJLOV(TlKr)S

rp

fjitv

TWV SmiTTj-

8t Siavota Ofwpov-

Music

ras TOVTUIV Swards.

is

not like Geometry. The latter
has no need of observation rep
;

T^V

TCt|t/

TOVTCtiV
IffTiv,

T]

T^S

r;

ad Jin.

p. 38,
TTJS

:

e /c

/iOWlTi/CTJS

re

alff6-f](rf&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;s

Kal

8uo 70^
(TVl/ifflS
/j.vf /u.r)S.
l

P. 43, ad Jin.
three things are
needful right apprehension of
the phenomena, right arrange
ment of them, and right conclu
sions from them.
As to the
:

somewhat

hostile criticisms of
later writers, such as PTOLEM.EUS

(Harm. i. 2, 13), PORPHYR. (in
Ptol. Harm. Wallis. 6^/7. iii. 211),
and HOKTHIUS (De Mus. 1417,
1472, 1476) upon the method of
Aristoxenus, see
sqq.
1

HKANDIS,

Harm.

MAHNE,

iii.

El.

p. 167
3SO-1.
44: Harmonics

(puvris

fi/

T&amp;lt;

ap\(-

OTTWJ

/W^T eis
OTTO
6/x7rt7rrw uep ,

virepopiav

TIVOS

/

atpos
av
fJ. f)r
apxi /J-fvoi,
Kajjunovrfs
fvrbs [narrowing the bounds of
our knowledge] TroAAa
oiKe cav
fy

KiVT)&amp;lt;it&amp;lt;as

ru&amp;gt;v

In fact, however,
Aristox. does not go into the
physical inquiries as to the nature
of tones; see next note, and cf.
diro\i/j.TrdvwiJ.fv.

ibid. pp. 1

and

8.

The

-

,

Ka06\ov 5e

TrapaTripTjTfov,

basis on which Aristox.
proceeds in his I/armotncs is the
human voice (cf. Harm. El. 19,
20,

and CEXSORIN.

c.

12,

who

says that Aristox. held that music
in voce et corporis
consisted

motu

but he cannot conclude
from this that he considered it
to consist merely in this and to
have no deeper basis, especially
as this would be in contradiction
with the quotation supra, vol. ii.
p. 432, n 5, and as CENSOBIN. in
the same passage, says of So
also that, according to
him, music was in voce.tantumrnodo ). The voice has two kinds
of movement
that of speech

crates

:

and that of song.

For speech

it
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Aristoxenus turther described the Soul as a
harmony,
The
definitely as the harmony of the Body.

and more

activities of the soul were held by him to
spring from
the concurrent movements of the bodily organs as their

a continuous motion
for
song a movement of intervals (/CIJ/TJ-

has
ffis

;

and

cruvfx n 5

SicKTr/jiUaTj/c/;)

:

that is, in speech we have a con
tinual change of tone, while in
singing each tone is held for a
certain time at the same level

Whether a tone
(ibid. p. 2, 8).
in itself a form of motion or

is

Aristox. says he will not
inquire (ibid. p. 9, 12) he says
a tone is at rest so long as it
no,

;

does not change its note, but
allows that this may be an actual
rest or may be merely a same
ness of motion

(d/j.a\6Tf]s

Kivf)&amp;lt;Te&amp;lt;as

nor will he go into
the question whether the voice
really can hold exactly the same
note, for it is enough that it
appears to us to do so. a-n-Aws
yap, orav av OVTU Kivrjrai T] (pwvr],
$ ravrorrjs)

;

C

orav 8e

KLvr](nv,

elra

So/celi/

iffraffQai

avvfxn heyo/Aty ravrriv

/co,

TTOV Soj-aaa
rtva r6irov
TOVTO Trot^rrao a iraXiv

ird\iv

&amp;lt;pavr),

/ecu

CTTTJI/CU

Stafiatvftv

e&amp;lt;p

erepas

rd&amp;lt;recas

arrival
iroteTi/

TTJ

rv

8o??,

[level of
tone]
KM. rovro eVaAAa

/.

be a bad

rv

human

voice or by any single
is said to be the Sia
TreWe Kal Sis Sia iraffoov ( = two oc
taves and a fifth) (p. 20).
The
notions of tone and interval are
defined (p. 16-7), and the differ
ent tone-systems are given
(p.
17-8) with the statement that of
these the diatonic is the most
original, the chromatic the next,
and the enharmonic the last, so
that the ear is with difficulty
accustomed to it (p. 19), &c. The
further course of the inquiry
cannot be followed here. That
Aristox. (as in Harm. pp. 24, 4546) fixed the compass of the
fourth at two and a half, of the
fifth at three and a half, and of
the octave at six tones, whereas
the true compass is rather less,
because the half-tones of the
fourth and fifth are not a full
half, is matter of criticism in

instrument

PTOLEM. Harm.

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;

r]v

lesser Sfeo-is (quarter tone) is
given as the smallest perceptible
and stateable difference of tone
(pp. 13-4), while the greatest
which can be represented by the

roiavrrjv K.vr\(nv

The

result of this must
circulus in definiendo,

by which 1he eiriraffis (fxavrjs is
defined as a movement of the
voice from a low to a high note,
and the aveais
a movement
from a high to a low one, while
ovrr)s, conversely, is defined as
rb yv6/j.vov 8ia rrjs
Trtrd(Tcos,
and Papvrrjs as rb yevo/jitijuv Sta
rr)s aveVews (p. 10).
Again, the
&amp;lt;pwvris

DC Mus.

1417;

\.

10;

BOETH.

CENSORIX. Di.
also PLUT. An.
1020-1 (where

Nat. 10, 7. Cf.
Procr. c. 17, p.
the apfj.ovLKol are the followers of
Aristox., elsewhere called
opyaviKol or
sible that

/j.ova-iKol ).

It

is

pos

in his treatment of
rhythm Aristox. also treated of
the letters of the alphabet as the
elements of speech see DIONYS.
Comp. Verb. p. 154.
;
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a disturbance in one of these parts,

;

which destroys the concord of their movements, causes
1
in other words, death.

the extinction of consciousness

In this doctrine he only followed a view which had been
probably Pythagoreans
already adopted by others
It would commend itself all the more to
before him. 2

him

as an empiric in that

offered

it

an explanation of

the soul which harmonised with his views

upon music.

Just as in music ho confines himself to the facts of
experience, so in treating of the life of the soul he
confines himself strictly to its sensible manifestations ;

and just as there he sees harmony arising from the
concurrence of particular sounds, so he holds that the

.

.

Tmc.

1

Cic.

.

ipsius corporis

[T^J/OJ]

i.

10,

20 Aristox.
intentionem
:

quondam [animam

dixit]

;

in fidibus ex constructione corporis et compagibus viscerum vim sentiendi ex

harmoniam

velut in cantu et tidibus qua? harmonia dicitur, sic ex corporis
totius natura et figura varies
motus cieri, tanquani in cantu
Cf. c. 18, 41, where, on
sonos.
the other hand, we are told
membrorum vero situs et figura

istere

ammo quara
corporis vacans
possit harraoniam efficere, non
C. 22, 51
video.
Dicit-archus
nullum
quidem et Aristox.
omnino animum esse dixerunt.
LACTANT. Instit.\\\. 13 (perhaps
also following Cicero):
quid

sicuti in fidibus,

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

scilicet

utsingularum

corporis partium firmaconjunctio

membrorumque omnium consonions in unutn vigor motum ilium

t

sensibilem faciat animumqiu;
concinnet, sicut nervi bene intenti conspirantem

cum

sonum.

interruptum aut relaxatum est,
omnis canendi ratio turbatur et
solvitur, ita in corpore, cum pars
aliqua membrorum duxerit vitium, destrui universa, corruptisque omnibus et turbatis occidere

omnino
Aristox., qui negavit
ullam esse animam, etiam cum
vivit in corpore
but held that
as harmony is engendered out of
ita in
the tension of strings,

sensum eamque mortem

corporibus ex compage viscerum
ac vigore membrorum vim sentiendi existere.
LACT. Opif. D.
Aristox. dixit, mentem
c. 16:
omnino nullam esse, sed quasi

him by JAMBL.

.

Et

aliquid aut

vocari.

ZELL. Ph. d. dr. \. 413.
Aristox. probably stated this
view in his books on the Pytha
goreans but what is quoted from
-

;

41, as to the

TJteol Arit/nn. p.

Metempsychosis of

Pythagoras does not prove that
Aristox. himself believed in that
doctrine.
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soul

originates

concurrence of bodily move

the

in

ments.

Along with Aristoxenus his
Dicasarchus of Messene
disciple
l

and

fellow-

usually

classed,

friend
2

is

on account of his views upon the nature of the soul, 3
which he appears to have made even more expressly

and thoroughly the subject of his investigations. 4 He
also held that the soul has no absolute independent
As

1

18,

Ad

vol.

ii.
2

to this, see Cic. Tusc. i.
Att. xiii. 32, and gujjra,

p. 429, n. 2.

According to SUID.

was the son
Messene in

s.

v.,

he

of Phidias, born at
a scholar of

Sicily,

a philosopher, a rhe
and a geometrician. He
often called a Messenian and a

Aristotle,

torician
is

scholar

of

Aristotle

CiC.

(e.g.

Legg. iii. 6, 14; ATHEN. xi.
460-1, xv. 666, b and a). Why

THEMISTIUS names him among
Aristotle
of
traducers
(supra, vol. i. p. 40, n. 1), it is
for neither the
difficult to say
circumst ance referred to by MULLER (Fragm. Hist. Gr. ii. 225-6)

the

;

that he gave more importance to
the practical life than Aristotle
did (see below), nor the fact
C which OSANN, p. 46, connects
with this accusation) that Diciearchus departed from Aristotle s
teaching as to the soul, has any

thing to do
relations, of
speaking.

vi.

and that he was employed
Macedonian kings to

2)

the

by

measure the heights of mountains
(PLIN. H. Nat. ii. 65, 162), which
work we know that he did in the
Peloponnesus,forSuiDASascribes
to him KaTa/J.fTp-f)(Teis T&V fv IleAoHis learning is
bp&v.
praised by PLIN. (loc. cit.) by Cic.
TTovvi\(Tu&amp;gt;

t

Ad

Att.

2

ii.

and elsewhere, and

by VARRO, De S. R. i. 1 (cf.
MiiLLER, ibid. p. 226). His dates
of birth and death cannot be
As to his
exactly determined
life and writings, see OSANN,
Btitr. ii. 1-119; FUHR, Dica archi

qua supersunt (Darmst.
1841); MULLER, Fragm. Hist.
Gr. ii. 225 sqq., from whom the
P ragments hereafter cited are

]\Je^sen.

taken.
3
Cic. Fuse.
4

i.

18, 41, 22, 51.

We know from

Cic.

Ad Att.

32, Tusc. i. 10, 21, 31, 77;
PLUT. Adv. Col. 14, 2, p. 1115,
xiii.

with their personal

that he wrote two works on the

which THEMIST.

soul, which were dialogues, one
laid at Corinth, the other in

It

THEMIST. or
inserted the
inochares, for

is

his

is

possible that
copyists have

wrong name Deexample, might be
:

suggested instead. We have ho
further information about Dicrearchus, except that he lived in
the Peloponnesus (Cic. Ad Att.

Lesbos. Whether with either of
these (OsANN, 40- 1, suggests the
KopivOiaitbs ) the work DC Intcritn

Hominum

(Cic.

Of.

ii.

5,

16;

351) was identical
must remain an unsolved pro
blem but it seems improbable.
Consol.

;

ix.
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its own, but is
merely the result of the
mixture of material constituents, being in fact nothing
else than the harmonious union of the four elements in

existence of

only as it is united to the body accord
diffused
and
through all its parts does the soul
ingly
It was only, therefore, to be
of
reality.
partake
he
should
from this point of view vigor
that
expected
a living body

:

1

2
It is more
ously combat the belief in immortality.
told
that
to
be
he
believed
in
revelations
surprising

through dreams and ecstatic
Die.
CiC. Tusc. i. 10, 21
L herecrates
a certain
esse
onmino
nihil
maintain,
animum et hoc esse nomen totutn
1

:

makes

inane

.

.

in

neque

.

;

and

were
already indicated by ARIST. De
An. i. 2, 403, b, 25, as the distin
guishing marks of the e/xij/uxof],
vivis
omnibus
in
corporibus
nee
esse
fusam,
sequabiliter
a
separabilcm
corpore esse,
quippe quai nulla sit [cf. 11, 24
[K/j/Tjo-ts

afrrflTjtm

.

omnino animum dicat esse],
nee sit quidquam nisi corpus
unum et simplex [the body

nihil

alone], ita figuratum ut tempera
tione naturrc vigeat et sentiat
Ibid. 18, 41
[Die.] ne condo;

:

luisse

quidem unquam videtur, qui
se habere non sentiat

animum

;

22, 51 (t\ supra, vol. ii. p. 437, n.
SEXT.
1, and Acad. ii. 39, 124).

says he taught

(Pyrrh.

ii.

irapa rb TTWS

349).

El

.

XV.

^

9,

&amp;lt;J&quot;&amp;gt;xV

f&amp;lt;^M

f)

r-?js

STOB. Eel.

rfy

31), ^TjStf tlvai avr^v
a (J/af/J. vii.
*x oif

ATTICUR,

viroaraffiv

tlvo.i

i.

:

a/t.

ai/

,

^VXTJ^-

870

Ers. Pracp.

p7)/C

:

These, however,

according to Dicrcarehus, rb
avfjL/nff^iy/j.(vov,

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;Tft

SmPL.

T7J1/

6\1]V

.JAMHL. up.
the soul was,

in Ar. b8, a,
$ov
avrov
^vx^v
Nat. Jfoni. p.

ffvvex&amp;lt;*&amp;gt;p(i

f

.

iv.

2,

a Q at

.

rb

/j.fv

5e alriav

AiKaiapxos 56

:

ruv

apfjioviav

5

(so
;

;

also

STOB. Ed.

HERMIAS, Iivis.
which is the same as
i.

\j\ii3

NKMES.

a.vfipti.

(18

\eyi~\

796

.

(Ivai, rj]v

Totxtlw

PLUT. Plac.

^

rrj

rov

Cateff. Srhol.

A/c.

:

2t&amp;gt;

rb

v)

rb

ov, (iia-ntp

homine

inesse animum vel animam nee
in bestia vimque omnem earn,
qua vel agamus quid vel sentia-

mus

states. 3

p. 402),

Kpa&amp;lt;ris

xal

TUV (noixeiw. For it
musical kind of har
mony, which is meant, but the
harmonious mixture of the warm,
cold, moist and dry elements in
the body.
Accordingly he is
said to have considered the soul
as avovffios (which means, not
immaterial, as OP ANN, p. 4S,
but
translates
non-sub
it,

(rv/jKpwv ia
is not the

stantial).

The meaning of TEK-

TULL. De An.
under STRATO)
-

c.
is

15 (cf. infra
not clear.

t

i.
31, 77, LACInstil, vii. 7, 13; and cf.

Cic. Tits?,

TANT.

next note.
3

P8.-PLUT./%w?.v.l f 4: AprroA//c. rb Kar

TfArjs Kal

[ytvos

/warr&amp;lt;*cf;s]

ti&amp;gt;6ov&amp;lt;ria&amp;lt;T/j.bv

/JLJV u
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he was doubtless able, like Aristotle, to reconcile with
his doctrine of the soul by means of a natural ex
1

2

That he was no friend of divination and

planation.

the priestly arts of prophecy can easily be gathered
from the fragments of his work upon the Cave of Tro3

phonius.

Connected with Dicgearchus

s

view of the soul

is

his assertion that the practical life is superior to the
theoretic. 4
One who held, as he did, that the soul was

inseparably united to the body could not ascribe to that
activity of thought in which it withdraws from all that
is

external in order to become absorbed in

same value

itself,

the

and

as Plato

Aristotle, following out their
view of the nature of mind, had done. Conversely, one

who found

the highest activity of the soul only in the
practical side of life must necessarily have been all the
more ready to conceive of it as not in its nature
separable from the bodily organs, but as the operative
force that pervades them.
But Dicasarchus demands
teal

ov

rovs oveipovs, aOdvarov
vo/j.ioi&amp;gt;Tes

r^v ^ u

Tivos

juere xeu/
in Cic. Divln.

ibid.

ii.

xV&amp;gt;

avr^v.
i,

51, 10

tlvai

Beiov 5e

Similarly

3, 5, 50,

:

/j.ev

113. Cf.

magnus

Dica&amp;gt;

with Aristotle in this connection.
Certainly we cannot ascribe to

him what

ClC. Divin. I. 50, 113,
says as to the loosing of the
soul from the body in sleep and

archi liber est, nescire ea [qme

in

ventura sint] melius esse,

Cicero does not name Dictearchus
for his view.
3
Fr. 71-2, ap. ATITBN. xiv.
cf. OSANN,
641, e, xiii. 594, e

quam

scire.
;

2

Cf. supra, vol.

ii.

pp. 70, 328.

The proposition (PSEUDO-

PLUT. in the

note but one)
has something
divine, would not stand in his
way, for even Democritus (ZELL.
Ph. d. Gr. i. 812-3) admits as
much. It is, however, questionable whether the Placita have
any right to couple Dicasarchus

that

the

last

soul

excitement,

and,

in

fact,

;

p.

107 sqq.
4

Ad

36:
ii.
Att.
quoniam tanta controversia est
Dicrearcho, familiari tuo, cum
Cic.

Theophrasto, amico meo, ut ille
tuus rlv TrpaKTiicbv fiiov longe omnibus anteponat, hie autern rbv
0ewpjTi/cJi

.

Cf. ibid. vii. 3.
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as this psychic force penetrates the whole
force should manifest itself throughout
moral
the
body,
it is not the lecture that
life
human
of
whole
the
not the public oration or
it
is
makes the philosopher

that just

:

;

the

official

business that

makes the statesman; but the

philosopher is he who carries
circumstance and action of his

his philosophy into every

who

his

dedicates

whole

life

life,

to

the statesman he

the

service

of the

1

people.

With

this strong practical

bent Dicoearchus naturally

found political studies especially attractive and accord
that he gave special
ingly we hear, not only generally
2
attention to these, but also that he wrote accounts of
;

Greek Constitutions

3
;

particularly

we know

that in his

4
he
a development of Aristotelian ideas
TripoliUcns
three pure forms of con
the
of
a
combination
proposed

and monarchy) as
an
the best, and pointed to Sparta as
example of this
5
combination.
Beyond this we know hardly anything
stitution

(democracy,

aristocracy,

that its general
content belongs to Diciearchus
and not merely the single sentence Kal yap rovs fv rais ffroais

or a political aim but the one
use is as incorrect as the other.
ClC. Legq. iii. 5, 14.
3
2 (cf.
Alt.-, ii.
Cic. Ad
OSANN, p. 13 sqq.) names accounts by him of the Constitutions of
Corinth, and
Telia,

avcLKd/jurTovras

Athens,

This is the leading idea of
the passage in PLUT. An scnl s.
1

f/er.

resj}. c.

26, p.

796, of which

we may assume

TTfpnraretv

(pafftv,

is f\eye AiKa apxos, officer t Se rovs
The
eis aypbv % (Jx Aoj/ 0a5i(&amp;gt;Tas.
meaning of that sentence will
then be as follows as people use
the word irfpnrarw only of
:

done directly
movement, so
they commonly use the words
(piXoffoffw and vo\iTfvtff6ai only
of those activities which expressly
and directly serve a philosophic
walking, which
for the sake of

is

;

which

probably

were

parts of a general History of
Constitutions, if not indeed of the
Bfos EAAdSos (infra); SuiD. says
iroAireia
that his
Zirapriarwv
(which may also have been part
of the Tripoliticnt) was publicly
read in Sparta every year,
4
Cf. supra, vol. ii. p. 230 sq ,
and especially pp. 278 sqq.
5
That this was the main idea
and that
of the T/&amp;gt;nroAiTJK&s
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of Dicsearchus

s

We

1

political philosophy.

may

pass

over the

fragments of his numerous writings upon
history, geography, and the development of literature
and art, especially as the views expressed in them are
of no particular philosophical interest. 2
CiCERO,who studied and admired
Dicasarchus (supra, vol. ii. p. 440,
n. 4; Tusc. i. 31, 77,
deliciee
meaa Dicasarchus ; Ad Att. ii. 2),
borrowed from him the theory of
the amalgamation of these forms
of Constitution and the idea of
exhibiting this amalgamation in

a working polity, and that pro
bably FoLYB.vi. 2-10 also follows
Dicgearchus, has been shown by
OSANN, ibid. p. 8 sqq., who,
however, is wrong in treating as
genuine the political Fragments
of Archytas and Hippodamus,
and in citing in support of his
view PLUT. Qu. Conv. viii. 2, 2,
3, p.

718,

where Dicasarchus

is

merely speaking of the combina
tion of Socratic and Pythagorean
elements in Plato.
This infer
ence assumes the highest degree
of probability when we observe
that PHOT. Bibl. Cod. 37, p. 8, a

(following some scholar of the
sixth century) speaks of eTSos

which con
amalgamation of the
three kinds of constitution, and
is the best kind of
government,
and that (according to Fr. 23 b.
iroAtretas 8tKaia.px.iKbv,
sists in an

ATHEN.

iv.

141, a) the Tripoli-

ticus contained an exact
descrip
tion of the Spartan Phiditia, and

when we compare with these

data the fashion in which both
Cicero in the Republic (e.g. i. 29,
45-6, and ii. 28, 39) and Poly bi us
loc. oit. deal with the
subject.
OSANN also suggests (p. 29 sqq.)
that the work for which Cic.

Ad

Att. xiii. 32 says he wishes to

make use of the
was the De Gloria.

Tripoliticus,

1

Direct information on this
head we have none, except the
remark (cited by PLUT. Qu. Conv.

Procem. p. 659), that we should
seek the good will of all, but the
We
friendship of the good.
gather from POEPH. De Abst lr.
2
1,
(see next note), and from
the saying (Cic. Off. ii. 5, 16,
Consol. ix. 351 Bip.) that many
more men have been ruined by
the hands of men than by wild
iv.

beasts or catastrophes of nature,
that
Die.
denounced
war.

According to POEPH. Hid. it
seems that Die. (like Theophrastus) saw even in the custom
of

slaughtering

commencement
tendency.
2
His views
form of the
PLIN. // N. ii.
eternity of the

of

animals,

the

a downward

as to the conical

earth

(Fr.

65, 162)

53;

and the

world and of the
and animals are

races of men
purely Aristotelian (Fr. 3, 4 ap.
GENS. Di. Nat. c. 4
VAERO,
;

It. Iluzt. ii. 1)
and inasmuch as
he strove (using the myth of the
rule of Kronos) to represent with
;

much

intelligence the original
condition of mankind and&quot; the
gradual transition from a primi
tive state of nature to pastoral
life
(with which
began the
eating of flesh and, war) and the
further advance to an agricul
tural life (Fr. 1-5, b;

PORPH.
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Of another

Peripatetic

known

us

to

44.3

by name,

Phanias, the friend and fellow-citizen of Theophrastus,
we possess only isolated statements upon history and
1

science. 2

The same

3
;

his writings, so far as they are

among

although
to us, 4

true of Clearchus of Soli

is

5

none are

yet almost

since

known

the quotations
possess relate to history, and these

historical,

from them which we

all

are for the most part so paltry and insignificant, 6 and

De

Abstin.

iv.

2,

1,

295-6

p.

;

have

works on

wiitten

Logic

and Theophrastus

and r. supra, vol.
The information
i. p. 64, n. 1).
which existsabout these texts, and
the fragments of them which are

pp. 30 sq. 378 sq.),
have supposed that the history of
human civilisation moved in a

preserved, have been collected by
Voisiv (De Phania Eres. Garni.
1824) and after him by MULLER,

settled cycle.

Fraijm.

HiEilON. Adv. Jorin. II.
Mart.
CENSOR,
205,
;

VARRO,

Ii. It. ii. 1,

like Aristotle

(supra, vol.

4
c.
9) he must,
;

ii.

Our information as

1

life

i.

of this

iv. b,

t.

to the

man (from SUID.

STRABO,

xiii. 2, 4, p.
Tliemist. c. 13 ;

618

;

AMMON.I;*

s. v.

;

PLUT.
Categ.,

Schol. in Ar. 28, a, 40) is limited
to the statements that he belonged
to Eresos, that he was a scholar of
Aristotle, and lived in and after
Ol. Ill (in 01. Ill, 2, Aristotle
returned from Macedonia to

Athens). DIOGENES, v. 37, quotes
a letter which Theophrastus,

when he was advanced

in age,

wrote to this Phanias, dc quo
also Schol. in

cf.

A poll.

lihod.i. 972.
hear of various hist orical
works of Phanias
a work IT.
TToiijTuv, another on the Socratics
(which may have dealt with other
-

We

;

philosophers also) a book
rovs aofynnas, of which the
;

irpbs

irpls

Ai6$wpov (Diodorus Kronus) was
perhaps a part, and a it. (pvr&amp;lt;2v,
to which the matter cited by
PLIN. H. Nat. xxii. 13, 35 from
Phanias the physicist may have
4

belonged.

He

is

also

said

to

(AMMON.

3

ibid.,

Jlist. (ir.

ii.

293 sqq.

Heisoftencalled2oAu$; and

that the Cyprian, not the Cilician,
Soli

is

meant,

is

clear

(as

many

have observed, and as MULLER,
ibid. 302, maintains against VERRAERT, De Clearclut Sol. Gand.
1828, p. 3-4) from ATIIEN. vi. 256,
c. e. f.
We know nothing more
about his life, except that he
was a scholar of Aristotle. (See
notes on next page.)
4
See the list and Fragm.
apud YERKAERT and MULLER,
ubi siqyra.
5
which
Even the TT.
seems to have been his chief
work, and from which we have
citations of books 1, 2, 3, 4 and
8, cannot have been, if we are
to judge by these Fragments, a
biographical work, but only a
&i&amp;lt;av,

discussion of the value of differ

ent kinds of

lives

:

cf.

MULLER,

ibid. p. 302.
6

This cannot be wholly due

to the fact that we owe the cita
tions to a gossip like Athenauis.
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exhibit so

little

critical

power, while Clearchus

own

s

conjectures are so devoid of taste, that they give us
but a mean opinion of their author s powers.
1

Generally

it

may

be said that what we

know

to establish the assertion that

he

him

of

is little fitted

second to none of

is

the Peripatetics, 2 although, on the other hand, it must
be confessed that we do not know what those departures

from the true Peripatetic doctrine were with which
Plutarch charges him. 3
Besides a few unimportant
4
scientific assertions,
and a discussion of the different
kinds of riddles, 5 some hints as to his views upon
ethics can be extracted from the fragments of Clearchus
these, however, merely amount to the statements that
:

luxury and extravagance are in the highest degree repre
6
hensible, although, on the other hand, Cynic and Stoic
indifference

1

external

to

circumstances are

E.g. his explanation of the

myth of the egg of Leda, ap.
ATHEN. ii. 57, e the ancients in
:

place of

and

so,

used ybv simply,
vTTp&amp;lt;Sov
since Helen was begotten
!

G&amp;gt;nv.

157, e)
rovry yv/nvaffia tfv airov
aKelv and his idea that (Fr. 60
:

Mu ller)

ap.
steeds

man-eating

Diomedes meant

of

daughters

the

his

!

2

JOSEPH. C. Apion. i. 22, ii.
454 Haverc. KA. o Apio-ToreAous
&v ^afojT^s Kal TWV e/c rov Trtpnrd:

rov (piXoa-oQcav

ATHKN.

xv. 701,

ovSevbs
c.

:

KA.

Stvrtpos.
29A6i;s

6

evrpos r&v rov

aocpov

from

Apurrorf\ovs /uaeyrw.
3

Do

Fac. Lun.

2, 5,

p.

920

:

v^erfpos yap 6 aviip, Apto-roreAous
rov TrotAcuoG yeyov&s o~vvrj6r]s, et Kal
iro\\a rov Trepnrdrov iraperpttyev.

in a virepyov, the story, arose that

she came out of an egg
his
statement, ap DIOG. i. 81, as to
Pittacus (evidently founded only
on the well-known verse ap.
PLUT. VII. Sap.
c. 14, p.

far

4

Fr.

70-74, a, 76, 78 cf.
Gesch. d. Arzneik.
;

SPRENGEL,

(fourth edition); v. ROSEXBAUM,
442-3.
5
Fr. 63, apud ATHEN. x.
448, c. cf PEAXTL, Gesch. d. Log.

i.

.

i.

399

sq.

So Clearchus, in his TT. 0iW,
had recounted the numerous
examples of these failings and
their
which
consequences,
ATHEN^EUS cites from him
(Frag-m.

3-14,

cf.

Fr.

16-18,

21-23); and, on the other hand
(Fr. 15, ap. ATHEJST. xii. 548, d),
named Gorgias to prove the
wholesome effects of moderation.
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that a sharp distinction must be drawn
between friendship and flattery 2 that passionate and
unnatural love should be avoided, 3 and such like.
On
l

praiseworthy

;

;

the whole, Clearchus gives us the impression rather of a

and well-read, though somewhat superficial,
of letters, 4 than of a scholar and philosopher.
Among the pupils of Aristotle is sometimes reckoned

versatile

man

Heraclides of Pontus.
It has already been
re
5
marked, however, that neither the chronology nor the
character of his doctrines
tion,

although

certainly
Aristotle

closely

akin

influence

s

Several

before

other

Alexander

KwiK6s.
2
Cf. Fr. 30, 32 (ATHEN. vi.
255, b, xii. 533, e) with the bold
sketch of a young and weak

Prince ruined by flattering courFr. 25-6 (ATHKX. vi.

tiers, &c.

258, a).

Fr. 34-30 (ATHEN.

xiii.

573,

a, 589, d, G05, d, e).
4

The conversation between
and a Jew reported by

Persian

s

such

Aristotelians,

1

c.

Peripatetic school.
a more decided

may have had

Ajtud ATHEN. xiii. (511, b,
he distinguishes (apparently in
opposition to the Cynics and perhaps to the Stoics also) between
and the &los
fiios
KaprfpiKbs

3

the

to

upon the orator and poet Theodectes, who

effect

however,

255,

favourable to this assump
show that he was

is

his learned efforts

as

NAYS, Abh.

died,

expedition.
Callisthenes,

d.

Hist.-philos.

6
7

Ge-

in Brcsltui, \. IS;&quot;S, 1 JO,
Theophr. ub. Frommigk. 110,
187) need not, from our extant
information as to Clearchus, be
considered spurious.
5
Sujjra, vol. ii.p. 387, n. 1, p.

st

llsch.

433 sqq.

;

p. 843, n.

On

6

cf.

ZELL. Ph.

Gr.

d.

i.

1.

this writer,

who

is

often

quoted by Aristotle, and of whom
we have suggested (upra, vol. i.
p. 72, n., following PLUT. Alex. c.
]
7) that he was with Aristotle in
Macedonia, see WESTEIIMANN S

Aristotle

Gt-xch.

Clearchus {Fr. 69, ap. JOSEPH.
C. Ajtiott. i. 22), may be regarded
as a literary invention, together
with the accompanying explanation that the Jews derived their
The
India.
philosophy from
book cited (ir. virvov, dc yiw UEU-

Griech.
A,

21,

d.
it.

lirrctlyamlt.

116m.

bei

d.

84, A, 6, 142,

i.

and supra,

vol.

i.

p. 40,

n. 2, p. 72.
~

This kinsman and scholar

of Aristotle
vol.

i.

referred to

is

p. 22, n.

VALEB. MAX.

1

ad Jin.

vii.

sitjtra,

(see also

2/ext.

8,

SUID.
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Leo of Byzantium,
only as writers

1

2

and

are

Clytus,

known

to

us

on history, Meno 3 only as the author

4
of a history of pharmacology.

Of a theological work
Stagira only the title has come
those who are not accredited with

of Hipparchus^-of
to us. 5

down

Of

any written or oral teaching of their own,

we need

say

6

nothing.
and

KaAAi&amp;lt;r0.),

as to his death, see

Further
32 sqq.
information about him and his
writings will be found in GEIER,

supra, vol.

p.

Hut.

Alex.

MULLER,
1

i.

The

Script. 191 sqq.
Script. Iter.Alex. 1 sqq.
little we can glean of
;

(whom SUID. AfW
confounds with an earlier

for this work all the writings of
earlier physicians then extant.
4
Of the historian Marsyas

we can
how far he

(st(j)ra, vol. i. p. 22, n. 1)
not tell whether and

adhered to the Peripatetic phi
losophy.
5

this historian

Bu

SUID.

Aglac&amp;gt;2&amp;gt;h.

&quot;lirirapx- (cf. LOBF.CK,
608) names a work of
TO appev Kal flrjAu irapa

Byzantium of the
same name) from SUID. ibid.,
ATHEN. xii. 553-1, and PSEUDO-

his

PLUT. De Fluv.

lippi(STEPH.BYZ. De

politician of

out
Gr.

ii.
2

24, 2, is set

Hist.

328-9.

ATHEN.

c; DIOG.
333.
3

2, 2,

MULLER, Fragm.

in

i.

K

,

and wrote an

larpiKT]

avvaywy}) in several books, erro
neously ascribed to Aristotle him
self.
It is clear that this was an
historical collection of medical
theories,

(which

a\\a Tiva.
Including Adrastus of Phi-

is

Urt&amp;gt;.$i\Lir-

Echecratides of Methymna
King
(STEPH. BYZ. M^flvyiu a)
Cassander (PLUT. Alex. c. 74)
Mnason of Phocis (ATHEN. vi.
^ELIAN, V. H. iii. 19)
264, d.
Philo, whom, according to ATHEN.
xiii. 610-11, and DiOG. v. 38,
Sophocles, the author of the law
iroi)

;

;

;

in Hippocr. du Nat.
Horn. vol. xv. 25-26
says this
physician was a scholar of Ari
s,

6

i

Kal ris 6 71x110 y, Kal

;

xiv. 655, b, xii. 540,
25; MULLER, ibid.

GALEN,

stotle

r

:

fleets

both

from

the

title

the equivalent of the

T^XySov ffwayfayTi supra, vol. i. p.
73, n. 1), and also from the
remark of Galen, that he had used

referred to svpra, vol. ii. p. 350,
n. 4, indicted for an offence
against the constitution; the

Eucairos named supra, vol. i. p.
97 (cf. HETTZ, Verl. Sclir. 118
named by
Plato
19), and the
-

DiOG.

iii.

Aristotle s
pupil.

109.

Antipater was
but not his

friend,
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CHAPTER XX
SCHOOL OF THEOPHRASTUS

WITH

the

school

of

:

STRATO

who belonged to the
Theophrastus, the literary and historical
tendency seems also to have been the predominating
one.
Most of those who are mentioned as
belong
ing to it have confined themselves in their literary
majority of those

labours to history, the history of literature, ethics,
po
This is true of Demetrius of Phalitics, and rhetoric.
lerus,

distinguished as a scholar and statesman

OSTERMANN

has studied his
life in the most thorough manner
in Ue Demetrii Phal. Vita, &c.,
published (Part I.) Hersf. 1847,
and (Part II.) Fulda, 1857; the
titles and fragments of his writ
ings are given by him in Part II.,
and by HERWIG, Ueber Demetr.
Phal. Schriften, &c., Kinteln.
1850.
Born about the middle of
the fourth century (OsT. i. 8),
and probably while Aristotle was
still alive, DEMETRIUS studied
under Theophrastus (Cic. Brut.
9, 37, Fin. v. 19, 54, Leijg. iii.
6, 14, Off. i. 1,3; DIOG. v. 75),
and (according to DEMETR.
MAGN. apud Dioci. v.
he
made his first appearance as a
popular orator about the time
that Harpalus came to Athens, i.e.
about 324 B.C. On the termina
tion of the Lamian War he seems,
1

7i&amp;gt;)

with

Phocion, to

;

of

have played

some part as one of the chiefs
of the Macedonian arit-tocratic
party, for when, after Antipater s
death (318

came

B.C.),

the opposition

power for a
and Phocion was executed,
Demetrius also was tried and
condemned to death (PLt T. Plwc.

party

into

while,

He escaped his sentence,
35).
however, by flight, and when, in
the following year, Cassander
made himself master of Athens,
he handed over to Demetrius the
direction of the State under an
oligarchical republican constitu

tion.
For ten years Demetrius
occupied this posit ion, and even if
it be admitted that his rule
may
not have been blameless, he did
most important service for the
prosperity and order of Athens.
He is accused of vanity, haughti-
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and

1

Duris,

his brother

Lynceus

ness, and immorality by DURIS
and DIYLLUS, ap. ATHEX. xii.
542, b sqq. xiii. 593, e, f (though
^ELIAN, V. H. ix. 9, transfers
Demetrius
the statement to

Poliorcetes)

but

;

the

untrust-

Duris and the
of
animus of his statements lead us
to suppose a high degree of
worthiness

When

exaggeration.

Demetrius

Poliorcetes, in 307 B.C., took the
Piraeus, an insurrection broke out
Demetrius
in Athens against

and

Phal.

Protected

Cassander

by

s
party.
he
Poliorcetes,

escaped to Thebes, and finally,
after Cassander s death (01. 120,
2, 298-99 B.C.), went to Egypt.
Here Ptolemy Lagi accorded him
an honourable and influential
position, in which he was spe
cially active in founding the

Alexandrian library (OsT. i. 2664 who, however, on p. 64 makes
a very improbable suggestion,
:

sqq.; cf. GBAUERT,
Hist. 11. pMl. Analslitcn, i. 310
DROYSEN, Gesch. cl. Hel
sqq.
After
lenism, ii. b, 106 sqq).
the death of this prince (and
according to HERMIPP. apud
ilrid.

ii.

2

;

DIOG. v. 78 immediately after,
which would be 283 B c.) Pto
lemy Philadelphus, whose suc
cession Demetrius had opposed,
banished him to a place in the
country, where he lived some
time as a political prisoner, and
where he eventually died from
the bite of an adder (Cic. Pro

23,

2

of Chamgeleon, 3

95,

Qffic.

i.

3,

1,

and

and

cf.

QUINT. Inst. x. 1, 33, 80, and
DIOG. v. 82), although he does
not find in his speeches the fire
of
the great
That he
orators of free Athens.
brought about the translation
of the so-called Septuagint is
palpably a fable, as to which
OSTERMANN ought not to have
credited the lying Aristaius (ii. 9
So also the work on
sqq. 46-7).
the Jews is a forgery, although
both HERWIG (pp. 15-16), and

and the power

OSTERMANN
accepted
1

we know

All

have

32-3),

(ii.

it.

of

DURIS

is

he was a Samian and a
of
Theophrastus
(see
pupil
that

ECKERTZ S account

of him,

De

Dnride Sam. Bonn, 1846 MiJLIER, Fraym. Hist. Gr. ii. 466
To
sqq. and ATHEN. iv. 128, a).
;

define the exact date of his life

time

(cf.

MULLER,

ibid.)

is

not

According to ATHEN.
d, he had, at some
period, governed his native town,
but when we cannot say. His
possible.
viii.
337,

untrustworthiness
matters is very

in

historical

unfavourably
criticised in PLUT. Perwl. 28.
That this criticism is borne out
by what we know of the state
ments cited from DURIS, ECKERTZ
has amply proved. Nor is his
literary talent highly thought of

g ttpra,

either by PHOT. Cod. 176, p. 121,
41 sqq., or by DIONYS. Comp.
Verb. v. 28 E.
2
See ATHEN. ibid. A list of
his writings is given by MULLER,
ibid. p. 466.

scholar (see Brut.
Orat. 27, 92,

Peripatetivo, Berl. 1856. Of him
also we know but little. He was
a native of Heraclea in Pontus

Rabir. Post. 9, 23, says this was
a suicide; but HERMIPP., lit
states it as an accident).
CICERO speaks very highly of
his talents as an orator and as a

285,

9,

De

37

sq.

Orat.

82,
ii.

a,

3

See

KOPKE, De Chamceleonte
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Even from the ethical writings of these
men, however, nothing has come down to us of a
2
Of a few other disciples of
philosophical character.
1

Praxiphaues.

(ATHEN.

iv. 184, d, viii. 338, b,
374, a, &C.), and is probably
the same person as he whose
courageous answer to king Seleu-

ix.

mentioned by
(apud PHOT. Cod. 224,

cus

He

is

MEMNON
p. 626, a).

described as a Peripatetic
by T ATI AX, Ad Gr. 31, p. 269, a
and the circumstance that his
book IT. rjSo^s was attributed
is

:

also to Theophrastus (cf. ATHEN.
vi. 273, e, viii. 377,
e) corrobo
rates that description. From this

circumstance KOPKE
(p.
34)
concludes that Chamajleon was
in fact a pupil of Theophrastus.
He may, however, have been bis
since

co-disciple,

Dioo.

lie

(apnd

92) criticised his compatriot. Heraclides, who was one
of Plato s elder pupils (ZELL.
Ph. d. Gr. i. p. 842, 2) for a
Besides Chameleon
plagiarism.
we have also a mention by
v.

same passage
ATHEX. xii. 513, b,
(cf. also
KUSTATH. in II. a, p. 84, 1,
Suiu. A0T?vcuas, and HESYCIT.

TATIAN,

the

in

A077/a), of

a Peripatetic named
(or Metacl.) from

MEGACLIDES

whose work on Homer a
remark is cited.

critical

Described as fralpos &o&amp;lt;ppdffrov, by PROCL. in Tim. 0, C.
Ac
cording to this passage he objected
to the beginning of the Timatus
according to TZETZES, in Hesiod.
Opp. tt Di. v. 1, he considered
the introduction to this book as
1

;

STRABO. xiv. 2, 13, p.
him a Rhodian, and
KPIPHAX. Exp. Fid. 1094, a,
adds that his doctrine was in

spurious.
655, calls

VOL.

II.

accord with that of Theophrastus.
Whether he is the same person as
the Praxiphanes described as a

and Grammarian, to

Peripatetic

whom

Callimachus dedicated a
work (BEKKEU S Anec. ii. 721),
where, however, our text gives
see also ARAT. ed.
nap
Ei&amp;lt;t&amp;gt;dvovs

Huhle,

ii.

ZUMPT,

;

432),

is

uncertain (as

Ab/i. d. Ihrl. Aliad. v. J.

1842, Hist.-phil. Kl. p. 91, has
remarked), inasmuch as CLEM.
8tnm. i. 309, says that a Myti-

lenean named Praxiphanes was
the first person who was called
Nevertheless,

ypa/j./j.aTtKos.

seems probable that

it

one and
the same person who is intended
in all these passages.
A pupilof
Praxiphanes,

it is

named PLATO,

mentioned by DIOG.

is

and
expressly distinguished by him
from the other Plato referred to
supra, vol.

ii.

iii.

p. 466, n.

(

109,

.

Of PRAXirnAXEri we know
nothing at all except what is
stated in the text.
Of the eight
works of DURIS known to us,
the most important were un
-

doubtedly the three historical
onas (the Greek and Macedonian
Historic-, the Agat hot-leg, and
the Xamian Chronicles ).
Four
other works treated of festival

plays,

of

tragedy, of

and of sculpture.

painters,

The work

.

may have been philosophi
but we have from it nothing

v6/j.uv

cal,

but

two mythological notes.

From Lynceus, who was
of comedies

and also a

a writer
qoiirmt

and author of a book on the
of cookery

(ATHEN.

iv. p.

t,

art

131-2,
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Theophrastus some are known to us only by name,
while others hardly merit the title of philosophers. 2

Much more
228

vi.

p.

p.

128,

c,

a),

numerous

1

important as a contributor to philosophy

vii. p.

313-4

cf. iv.

;

in

his

(see

the

ATHEN^EUS,

There were also historical,
grammatical and literary re
v6p.u&amp;gt;v.

Schol. Theocr. to iv. 20, give us
only a few notes and stories,
Of the
chiefly about cookery.

searches, a Khetoric, a collection of
speeches, which Cicero must have
known, and another collection of
letters.
Nevertheless, out of all
this mass of literary
matter
nothing, except a quantity of his

sixteen

torical

quotations

Index to ATHEN. and MULLER,
ibid.), and PLUT. Demetr. c. 27,

of

writings

LEON which KOPKE,

CHAME

p. 15 sqq.,

enumerates, twelve related to the
epic, lyric, comic, and tragic
poets, and were concerned merely
with literary history.
Onry a
few unimportant historical re
marks have reached us from the
TIporpeTTTiKos and the treatises IT.
yUe07]s,

IT.

KOPKE,

p.

TT.

r)8oi/rjs,

36 sqq.

:

0eo&amp;gt;j/

(see

the citations

are to be found in ATHEN^EUS,
passim, in CLEMENS ALEX. Strom.

300 A, in BEKKEE, Anecd. i.
and DIOG. iii. 46). DEME
TRIUS was one of the most fertile
authors of the Peripatetic school,
i.

and grammatical scraps
and a few insignificant remarks
of moral and political interest,
15, 38-40, 54,

DIOG.

STOB. Floril. 8,
PLUT. Cons, ad Apoll.
104 DIODOR. Exc. Vatic.

v.

20, 12, 18
c. 6, p.

writings, some of
prising several books

;

them com
from this

however, must be withdrawn,
in any case, those on the Jews

list,

(see supra, vol.

ii.

p. 447, n. 1)

and

perhaps those on the Egyptians
(seeOsTERMANN,p.34). Amongst
the genuine writings there were
a good many treatises on moral
subjects (including the eight
Dialogues, which appear to have
been of this class), as well as two
books on statecraft, and one ir.

;

;

;

xxxi., also rive in MAI S
Nova Collect, ii. 81, POLYB. jExc.
1. xxx.
3, ibid. 434 sq., Exc. 1.

xxxiv.-xxxvii.
x.

22,

Sent.
1

who

2, ibid.
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ibid.

;

KUTIL. LUPUS, De Fig.

i.

1.)

This
are

so of all the men
in the Will of

is

named

(DiOG.

Theophrastus

52-3

v.

;

supra, ii. p. 350, n. 5) to suc
ceed Strato in the enjoyment of
cf.

the ground bequeathed by him
for the School,

HERWIG (op.cit.p. 10 sqq.) identify NBLEUS
fifty

82, 83

libr.

233,

and besides the forty-five works
of his which DIOG. v. 80 men
tions, we hear of others. OSTERMANN (pp. cit. ii. p. 21 sqq.) and

down to us. (Fr. 6OSTERMANN, from

has come

i.e.

HIPPARCHUS,

(supra, vol.

i.

p.

137,

and p. 139, n. 3), CALLINUS, DEMOTIMUS, DEMARATUS, CALLISTHENES, MELANTHES,PANCREON,
NICIPPUS; the same may be said of
NICOMACHUS and the three sons
of Pythias (cf supra, vol.
.

ad

i.

p. 20,

and SEXT. Math. i.
258),PROCLES, DEMARATUS, ARI
STOTLE and of Theophrastus s
n.

3

Jin.,

;

POMPYLUS (DiOG.v. 36).
Like MENANDER, the comic
have
poet, who is also said to
slave,
-

been a pupil of Theophrastus.
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is Strato of
Lampsacus, the successor of Theoplirastus,
and the only one of his pupils of whom it is known that
1

he followed out with success the

scientific

down by him and by

After Theophrastus
the Peripatetics, 3 a

he

is

1

Aristotle. 2

the most distinguished of

Strato, a

Lam

native of

psacus (DlOG. V. 58, &C., Aa/x^a/cr;vbs is one of the epithets com
monly used with his name) was
a pupil of Theophrastus (ibid.
Cic. Acad. i. 9, 34, Fin. v. ;i, 13.
SIMPL. Phys. 187, a, 225, a, &c.).
He succeeded him as chief of the
School, held hat post for eighteen
in
years, and died (ibid. p.
Ol. 127, between 270 and 2(JSB.c.
If, as DIOG. ibid, says, he was
really the teacher of Ptolemy
t

(&amp;gt;8)

Philadelphus (who was called
to govern along with his father
in 285 B.C., and succeeded him on
the throne in 283 B.C.) he must
have stayed some time at the
Egyptian court, to which he may
possibly have been invited on
the
suggestion of Demetrius
Phalereus. His letters (or letter)
to Arsinoe,

Ptolemy s

sister

and

wife (quoted by DIOG. p. 60),
would lead us to suppose that
such was the case.
The story
that his princely pupil gave him
eighty talents, DlOG. himself
tells only with a
His will,
&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;a&amp;lt;ri.

however (apud DlOG. p. 01 sqq.),
shows him to be a wealthy man.

He

left in his

testament the

5ia-

(the garden and club-house
of the School), with all arrange
ments necessary for the Syssitia,
and his library, with the excep
tion of his own MSS., to Lyco;
the rest of his property he left to
Arcesilaus, a namesake, either a
son or a nephew of Strato s
rpi$}]

all

For

father

NAUWERCH,

lines laid

other details, cf.
JUe Stratone Lam-

Berl. 183(5; KttlSCHE,
Forxchmigen tyc p. 311) bqq. and
see also BRANDIS, iii. p. 394
sqq.

p&aceno,

,

;

-

Erasistratus, the celebrated
physician, was also considered by
many as one of Theophrastus s
pupils (DlOG. v. 57; see also
GALEN, Nat. Facuti. ii. 4, vol.
ii.
88,
90-1, K., De Sang, in
Arter. c. 7, vol. iv. 729, as the
assertion of he followers of Era
sistratus). This is not improb
t

able,

but according to

(Nat Facult.
jjocr.

ii.

do Alim.

4, ibid,
iii.

J4,

GALEN
in

Hip-

vol. TCV.

307-8, and cf. DC Tremore, c. 6,
vol. vii. G14) his doctrine differed
in many ways from that of the
He even affirmed
Peripatetics.
ovSfv opOus tyvuKfvat irfpl (pvaetas
TOVS

irfi&amp;gt;nra.Tr)TtKovs.

that

it

It appears
only in the acknow
ledgment of the complete tele
ology of nature (whereon cf.
GALEN, Nat. Facult. ii. 2, vol. ii.
78, SI) that he agreed with them
and even to this he did not
So far as we
always adhere.
know, he never made any inde
is

;

pendent philosophical researches;
see

SPKENGEL, Gesch. d. Arzwik.
KOSENBAUM, i.p.321 sqq.
Cf
and
following note

4th. ed.;
8

.

;

DlOG.

v.

58

:

a.VT]p

\\oyi/j.uTa.Tos

Kal (pvfftKbs tiriK\r)6els airb rov
irfpl

Ofwpiav Ta.\m\v Trap ovnvovv
tTriuc-\((TTara SiaTtrpupivai. SlMI L.

ri}y

Phys. 225, a

;

rots apiffrois Tlipi-

uu

2
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he merited not only by the extent of his
position which
the
knowledge and his writings, but also still more by
acuteness and independence of his thought, for he sur
himself in the originality of his
passed Theophrastus

His numerous writings, which seem

1

scientific labours.

aimed rather at the thorough investigation of par
ticular questions than at a systematic and comprehensive
treatment of the subject, extend over the whole field of
2
But his strong point was the study of
to have

philosophy.
TrarijriKols

Even

apL6^ov/J.Vos.

/j-dcrios

at all well
in
disposed to Strato, calls him,

Cicero,

who was not

Fin.v. 5, 13, [inphysicis] magnus,
and in Acad. i. 9, 34 praises his
Nevertheless,
acre ingenium.
his school was not so much fre
Menedemus
of
that
quented as
(of Eretria), as to which STRATO

(apud PLUT. Tranqu. An. 13, p.
the
472) consoles himself with
ovv
ri
remark
6av/j.aarbv, et
:

TrAeioves elaiv ol \oveo~dai QtXovrts

r&v a\ei(pffdai /3ouAo/ieVco/ ;
This independence, of which
1

shall find several proofs, was
also recognised by the ancients

we

;

PLUT. Adv.

Col.

14, 3, p.

1115:

Apiaro(pai6raros ^.rpdruv OUT
re Aet Kara TroAAa arv/Jifpeperai, &C.

Pseudo-GrALEN, Hist. Phil. c. 2,
TOJ/ 2rpdp. 228 K. [ ApiO-TOTe A77s]
:

nva
Trpoffyyayev els iotov
vapa/CTTjpa (bvffioXoyws [-fas], ClC.

riava

(following Antiochus) Fin. v. 5,
Acad. i.
nova pleraque
13,
In ea ipsa [i.e. in
9.
34,
Physics] plurimum discedit a
POLYB. Exc. Libr. xii. 25,
suis.
vol. ii.
750 Bekk. Kal yap
c.
oTav
e/cetVos ^rodrwv 6
;

:

d)i&amp;gt;(ri/cbsl

Kai

dav-

e| avrov rt
iS/cov eVi-

S

rwv

ri

Trapa

TTO\V

ros
avrov

Kal

vuBporepos

which last statement, however,

is

difficult to accept as unbiassed.
-

DIOG.

v.

59-60, gives (be
and the VTTO^VT]-

sides the Letters

the authenticity of which
was doubted), some forty-four
writings, to which may be added
the book nepl rov OVTOS mentioned
by PKOCL. in Tim. 242 sq., and
also the IT. KLv^aeus mentioned
by SIMPL. Phys. 214, a, and
His works may be
225, a.
/jiara,

classed as follows (1) Logic: ir.
rov opov. TT. TOII irporepov yevovs.
TOW(t)V TTpOOlyUta.
7T. TOV IS lOV.
(2)
Metaphysics : TT. rov ovros. TT. rov
:

irporepov

Kal vffrepov

also

by SIMPL.

107,

a,

(mentioned

in Categ. 106, a,
Schol. in Ar. 89, a, 40,90,

rov fj.a\\ov Kal i]rrov.
rov /ie ATT.
Xovros. TT. Oewv y
(3) Physics :
IT.
apxuv y (which treated of
heat and cold, &c., as physical

a,

12).

TT.

rov

IT.

avfj-fitpriKoros.
.

principles). TT. ^vvd^fuv. TT.
K6VOV. TT. XpOVOV. 7T. KJV j(7ea. S.
.

^.i^ews.

TT.

nov(f&amp;gt;ov

rov ovpavov.
KOU

orav

tffTiv,

Trpo(pepr)Tai

TT.

TO?

Kal fiapeos
Trvev/j.aTos.
as.

TT.

rov
7T.

T.
TT.

rpv(f&amp;gt;T/s
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Nature, which was pursued by him in a spirit which
name, bestowed upon him pre-eminently

justifies the
KCl\

avj](TtWS

vluv.
T(tiv

IT.

VTTVOV.

IT.

a.Tropou/j.fv&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;i&amp;gt;

\o-yovfjLfvoiv
6p&amp;lt;t)Tril/T)S.

TT.

TT

TT.
{&amp;lt;?&amp;lt;v.

TT.

&amp;lt;f&v.

av-

(pvfffias
TT.

(v8oV(Tia(TfJ.OV.

V&fftOV.

Kp .fffbSV. IT. \l/J.OV KO.I ffKOT(f&amp;gt;(TfCOl-.
(In the case of these three works
it. is
possible that there is a con
of
the
fusion with
writings
physician and follower of Krasistratus presently to be mentioned,
but it is to be remembered that
IT.

wrote
himself
Theophrastus
about vertigo and such subjects.)

The
work

\vfffis

and the

aiTopri/j.d.T(i)v

aiTtuv appear to

TT.

have

dealt with certain problems of
and the book IT. TWV
physics
fj.fr aXXiKuv /j.-rixavnudrwi also was
;

concerned with the mechanical
(4) Ethics

side of physics.

7

Ta.-ya.Qov

TT.

.

TT.

TjSovrjs.

:

TT.

et5ai/xo-

vias. IT. fiiwv (if this was not an
historical work). TT. avfiptias. TT.

SiKcuoavvris y
\flas y
IT.
.

(these
latter,

.

IT.

ao iKoi.

f3a&amp;lt;n\((as

TT.

fiaai-

&amp;lt;f)i\o&amp;lt;r6(f&amp;gt;ov

two works,

may

especially the
have been written for

Ptolemy Philadelphia

is

only
Co BET, however, who gives the
earlier
title IT.
for the
&a&amp;lt;r.

;

it,

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i\.,

There
TT.
moreover, the work fvpTjudrow
(\fyx l Suo, which is evidently

texts give

&amp;lt;JuAo&amp;lt;ro4&amp;gt;tas).

is,

the same as that which CLEMENS,
Strom, i. 300, A 308, A (and
KUSEB. Prcrp. Er. x. 6, G, quoting
him) cites by the words lv r$ or
fV TO?S TTfpl fUpy/J.d.TWl

.

i

LIN. //.

Xat. i. Jnd.Libri) vii. ( 8t rat one
qui contni Kphori cwprj^iaTo scripsit ) says it was written against
however,
Kphorus (probably,
against others as well), and this
accounts for the title given by
;

Strato wished to cor

Diogenes.

rect the
opinions of
writers on the subject

fyf

-jr.

alaf)i](Tfu)s.

earlier

of

the

Be
origin of the various arts.
sides the above-named works
(the authenticity of which can
not, except to a very limited
extent,be tested),

it

would appear

GALEN (De

from

Vena* Sect.
adv. Erasislratum 2, vol. xi.
and De V. S. adv. Erasigtrateos
2, vol. xi. 197) that we must also
refer to this philosopher certain
works on medicine, if the Strato
named in these passages is in
fact the same person. DIOG. v. 61
expressly makes a distinction be
tween the two, and though in this
he only follows Demetrius of Mag
nesia, there is the less reason to
l.&quot;l,

doubt his testimony (as ROSE,
DC Arist. Lib. Ord. 174, has

done) since the physician Strato
is
described as a follower of
Erasistratus, not only by GALEN

in

De

\iii.

the

in

clear

is

(as

already cited and

still

Puls.

passages

more clear

17, vol.
Differ,
759), but also by ORIBAS.

Collect, xlv.

Auct.

iv.

c.

23

60),

(tip. MAI, Cla*g.
and by EROTIAN

(Lex. Hippocr. p. 86, Franz)
while TERTULLIAN, De An. 14,
contrasts the views of Strato and
Erasistratus with those of Strato
the philosopher on the question of
the seat of the soul. If, according
to DIOG. ibid., the physician was
a personal pupil of Erasistratus,
he is probably the same as the
;

person
Medic,

whom GALEN, De

iv.

3, vol.

Berytian;

cf.

xii.

on

SPUEXGEL, Gesch.
559 (ed.

1).

d.

(\rmjt.

749 calls a

this

subject
Arzneih. 4,

ARISTOTLE
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among all the Peripatetics,

of the Physicist.

are told of his contributions to

logic

l

Wh at we

and ontology

2

On the other hand, the whole
between his point of view and that of Ari
stotle becomes at once manifest when we ask how he
conceived of the principles of existence and
change in
the world.
Aristotle had referred these to
Nature, which
not very important.

is

difference

in the

instance he conceived as universal efficient
but
also further described as God or the First
cause,
first

Mover, without, however, clearly defining the relation
1

Examples of the use of this,
the commonest description ap
plied to Strato (as to

which see

generally KRISCHE, Forscli. 351),
we already have in the notes on
p. 451, n. 1, 3, sup.

Cic.fin.

v. 5,

13

:

Compare also
primumTheo-

phrasti Strato physicum se voluit,
in quo etsi est magnus, tamen

nova pleraque et perpauca de
moribus.
This GIG. Acad. i. 9,
34, says with even less qualifica
tion
and he will not allow that
Strato should be considered a
Peripatetic, partly on this account
and partly on account of the
variance of his opinions on phy
;

sics.

The

list

of his writings,

however, gives evidence that he
did not leave ethics out of ac
count. SENECA states the posi
tion more justly when he
says of

him (Nat. Qu. vi. 13, 2): hanc
partem philosophise maxime coluit et rerum natuiaa inquisitor
fuit,
2

We are told

by SEXT. Math.

that he did not, like the
Stoics, distinguish between idea,
word, and thing (a-rjfj.an OfMei ov,
GT]\}.riivov,
but only,
Tu-y^afoz/),
with Epicurus, between the 0-77IMCUVOV and the rvyxdvov, and that
viii.

13,

he

thereby

placed

truth

error merely in the voice

and

(i.e.

in

the words). The second half of
this statement is
probably merely
a deduction drawn by Sextus&quot;;
and the first half of it does not
either
accurately
reproduce
Strato s expressions or his mean
Strato
is
further
said to
ing.
have given as the definition of
ov
eo-ri
rb
Being:
rrjs Sia/j.ovr]s
ttfrtov, i.e. he defined it as the
element
in things
permanent^
(PROCL. in Tim. 242, E). We
see further from SIMPL. in
Categ.
106, a, 107, a sqq. (Schol. in Ar.
89, a 37, 90, a, 12 sqq.), that he
distinguished various significa
tions of the terms Trporepov and
vcrrepov, which SlMPL. ibid, takes
the trouble to reduce to the five
which Aristotle reckons in cap. 12
of the Categories. Finally ALEX.
Top. 173, and ALD. (Sahol. 281,
ri&amp;gt;

b, 2) criticise

an attempt which

Strato had made to amplify an
Aristotelian rule ( Top. iv. 4, 125,
a, 5) for ascertaining the rela
tions of subordination between

two concepts.

It is impossible,

however, to discuss
here.

the

point
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Strato, on
of these two conceptions to one another.
whether because he recognised the
the other hand
obscurity and fundamental contradiction in the Ari
1

stotelian view, or because the whole bent of his thought
was opposed to an external supernatural cause re
nounced the idea of God as a Being separate and distinct
from the world as a whole, and contented himself with

This

Nature.

itself,

however, he was unable otherwise
2
than
)

to conceive of (agreeing in this with Aristotle

as a necessary Force operating without consciousness
and reflection. He regarded the world, as Plutarch
3

as a lifeless whole, and all natural phenomena as
He was convinced with
the effect of natural necessity.
his
in
of
Democritus,
opposition to his doctrine of
spite
says,

Atoms, that the explanation of everything must be
found in gravity and motion, and he is accordingly
accused by Cicero and others of maintaining that God

was unnecessary
See supra,
420 sqq.
*
See supra,
1

vol.

vol.

the

in
i.

pp. 38K,

i.

p.

4(54,

n. 1.
8

of the

world.

to be the basis of nature.

1

He

can only mean that Strato maintained the necessity of nature
it is Plutarch s own
(avr6fj.arov)
;

Col. 14,3, p. lllo
sup. vol. ii. p. 452, n. 1): otr Aptffrort\fi Kara iro\\a ffv/j.(pfpfrai

Kal

constitution

Adv.

(&amp;lt;.

ras tvavrias fffxilX*
Kivhfffus irfpl vov Kal
rt\XTJS Kal irept ywearews
rbv KOG^OV avrbv ou

U\dr&amp;lt;avi

5.as

ircpl

[5*]
ai

rb 5f Kara tyvaiv

ty-ncrl,

rw Kara
i

Trepaivr9ai
fKacrrov.

rvxw apxV 7P

rb avrtparov, elra ovru

rwv

We

QvariKuv

must ^uard

iraOiav

our-

selves against beliovin^ Plutarch
(as of Democritus, cf. ZELLKK,

Gr. i. 788-H) vvhen he tells
us that Strato held chance (TUXT?)
Pit. d.

idea to identify this necessity
both
because
with
chance,
stand equally in antithesis to the
teleological conception of nature
(cf. snjtra, vol. i. pp. 357 sqq.).
4
121:
ClC. Acad. ii. 38,
Nejras sine Deo posse qnidquam,
transverso Lampsacenus ^trato, qui det isti Deo ira-

t-cce tibi e

umnitatem inagni quidein mune^at opera Deorum
munduin.
QuBBCimque sint docet omnia esse
offecta natura nee ut ille, qui
aaperis et hcvibus et hamatis uncinatisque corporibus concreta
ncris
se uti

.

.

a&amp;lt;l

.

f:&amp;gt;bricandum

:
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It would be truer to say that his view identified God
with Nature, in which he saw nothing personal, nothing
akin to man, but only the universal energy which is
and
the source of all change and becoming in things
1

:

him as
and
holding that
denying that the Deity has a soul,
the heavens and the earth, in other words the universe,
on this ground accurate writers

represent

2

are God. 3

Passing to his account of natural causes, we find
that Strato, as already remarked, was unable, in spite
of his naturalism, to reconcile himself to any such

mechanical explanation of the world as that of .Demo4
critus,
partly because he found in it no adequate
5
explanation of phenomena, and partly because he held
that

indivisible

bodies

were as inconceivable as an
God.

haec esse dicat, interjecto inani.
Somnia censet heec esse Demo-

the idea

criti.

non docentis, sed optantis.
Ipse autem singulas mundipartes

puts nature in G-od

persequens, quidquid sit aut fiat
naturalibus fieri aut factum esse
docet ponderibus et motibus.

Gin.

i.

Cic N. D.
nee audiendus

The Epicurean

1

35 says

13,

:

in

ejus [Theophrasti] auditor Strato,
is qui phj^sicus appellatur
qui
omnem vim divinam in natura
sitam esse censet, quse causas
;

glgnendi

augend!

minuend i

habeat, sed careat omni sensu
[consciousness] et figura [i.e. the
human form of the Epicurean
This is repeated almost
gods].

word

word by LACTANT. De
\
init. and more con
by MINUC. FELIX, Octav.

for

Ira, D.
cisely
19,

9:

c.

Straton quoque et ipse

naturam [sc. Deum loquitur].
So likewise MAX. TYE, i. 17, 5

says that even the atheist has

-

of
TTIV

aAAct|7?s

(pvffiv

SENECA
D.

aliquis

vii.
.

.

Platonem

a/puA

.

khv

s

if

VTT-

he

place], &s

AUGUSTIN.

hoc loco dicet
feram
aut
ego
aut
Peripateticum
1

:

.

Stratonem, quorum

Deum

.

.

[even

sine corpore,

alter fecit
alter sine

animo ?
3
TEKTULLIAN, Adv. Marc.
13

:

Strato

coelum

et

i.

terrain

[Deos pronuntiavit].
4
Supra, vol. ii. p. 455, n. 4.
5
At any rate this appears to
be the meaning of Cicero s
soninia non docentis sed optan
{supra, vol. ii. p. 455, n. 4)
the atoms are a capricious hypo
tis

:

thesis, of which it is asserted
and hoped, but not proved, that
it will explain the facts it was

invented to explain.
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essential causes consist rather,

2
his theory, in the properties of things, or

on

more accu

3
rately in the active forces that cause these properties.

The ultimate properties he further held

Heat and

to be

4

which Aristotle had already recognised as the
active elements in things,&quot; apparently attributing, with
Cold,

Aristotle,

6

of heat,

fire

the higher reality to that which he considered
the primary and positive principle of life and being. 7
The primary substratum of cold he held to be water
;

or

warm

continually at war
trance, the other is
;

1

On both

points

Heat and cold are

1

one

phenomena

11

in

rb

against Democritus. Whether he
went farther into the refutation
of the Atomistic theory, or con
tented himself with Aristotle s
elaborate criticism, we know not.
*
SEXT. Pyrr/t. iii. 33 (and

nearly word
Hint.

for

3

7

A

:

Supra,
Supra,

vol.

i.

vol.

i.

:

rb

p. 480, n. 3.
p. 483, n. 2.

EPIPHAN. Exp. Fid. 1090

^.Tparwi/icov
T}\V

\l/a.Kou

[1.

2T^ctTOJi&amp;gt;]

OIXTIO.V

6tpiJ.r)v

alriav iravruv virdpx (lt
s
I

948;

Prim.

LUT.
at

fj.(v

SrwiKol

^Aa/ut \tyti

-

Fritj.

T$

9,

p.

aipi

rb

word GALKN.
5e

Phil.
f

298

i.

Ofpfj.bv /ecu

Cf. infra, n. 9.

452, n. 2) in one of

presumably directed

his treatises,

corporeal forces.

STOB. Eel.

see further

infra.

sujj. t vol. ii. p.

en

of the thunderstorm

(liven these

The hypothesis of a raciiwas dealt with by STRATO (??.

an

forces

This alternation ex

expelled.

plains, for example, the

and the earthquake.

s

vapour.
where the

c.
o,
244):
p.
6 (pvcriicbs TO? JTOJOTTJTCIS

{/San.

As

to

al

^.rpdriav

So also, as FAHRicirs has already remarked,
we must in the Clementine lie-

positive information fails
the parallel is self-evident.
also Aristotelian
this is

Callicognitions, viii. 15, for
stratus qualitates [sc. principia
mundi dixit] read Strato for

supra, vol.

i.

T&amp;lt;

warmth, though
us,
All
;

r.

p. 483, n. 2.

SKNKCA, Xat. Qu. vi. 13, 2
hujus [Strat.]
(on Kart hqnakes)
:

tion in the three books ir. apxuv,
and perhaps also in the ir. Swd-

decretum est: Frigidum ct
calidum sempor in oontraria
abeunt, una esse non possunt. Eo
frii^iduin conliuit. unde vis calida

Hfuv (supra,

discessit, et

tale

Callistratus.
3

STEATO dealt withthisqucsvol.

ii.

p. 452, n. 3)-

invicem

ibi

calidurn
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Strato found that he could
dispense with the incor
1

poreal.

We

are net told

how

Strato connected the
primary

opposition of heat and cold with the other elementary
kinds of opposites, or how he deduced the elements from
ifc

;

On

on the latter point he probably followed Aristotle.
the other hand, he combated his views
upon gravity.

Aristotle assigned to each element its
place in the uni
verse according to the direction in which it tended. The
earth he accordingly held to be alone
absolutely heavy
fire, on the other hand, to be absolutely light
while air
;

;

2
and water were relatively heavy and
Strato,
light.
on the other hand, asserted, with Democritus, on the

ground of a very simple observation, that
est, unde frigus expulsum est.
Wells and pits are therefore

warm

in the winter, quia illo
se calor contulit superiora possi-

denti frigori cedens.
If, then,
there is a certain amount of heat
accumulated
in
the
earth s
a further quan
interior, and
tity

of

or

heat,

of

added

thereupon

sure, the excess
itself an outlet

cold,

under

is

:

Tuno

frigora

cuntur et succedunt

dum

compes-

mox futura
alterna
vis

potentiora
cursat et ultro citroque spiritus
terra
concutitur.
commeat,
;

STOB. Ed.

i.

598

;

SrpdT

$VXP$ irapei^avTOs, orav
T roiavra yiyveaQa
iroppv^fi,

8e

&amp;lt;pdfi

Arjs,

V

e/carepos avroSv

Ae&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;e

Qep/uLOTepav /u,fv 6 Trprja-rrjp,
Cf. here
na.-%vTfp3v Se 6 rvfy&v.

with what

said supra, vol i.
ii.
p. 378, n. 1, as
to the theory of avrnrepicrraa-LS
in Aristotle and Theophrastus.
i LUT.
iMd.
ra
p. 515, n. 2

is

;

vol.

1

;

ravrl,

eV

ofs

Kal ol

~2raiKol &c.

ras ovffas

Cf. also

what

is

said

on Light and Heat, infra, p. 460,
n. 2, and see PLUT. Plac. v. 4, 3
(GALEN. H. Phil. c. 31, p. 322):
^rpdruv Kal Afj^Kpiros Kal T^V
5vvafj.iv [sc. rov a-irep/aaTOs ]
Trvv/j.aTiK^ yap. Strato is as little
&amp;lt;ru&amp;gt;/ua

likely as Democritus to have
called a (T&/J.O, a Svva/jiis he only
affirmed, as the genuine text of
;

Plutarch correctly says, that
forces are attached to material
things as to their substratum

5e

Kepavvbv, TrpTjffrTJpas

ti

bodies are

Kerai,

^Tdroav

pres

must find for
by force, and

arise
thereby
earthquakes
vices deinde hujus pugnae sunt:
defit calori congregatio ac rursus

eruptio.

rrjs

all

Se

(oucn a).
,

vol.

i

pp. 447-8, 477.
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heavy and press towards the centre and if some of these
this is because of the pressure which
the heavier exercise upon the lighter.
How he further
;

mount upwards,

1

whether
explained this difference of degree in weight
he conceived that while everything had weight, yet,

on account of the qualitative difference in materials,
everything had not the same weight or whether, with
;

2
Democritus, he held that

matter was equally heavy,
and explained the difference of the specific gravity of
bodies by the assumption of empty interspaces within
them we do not know.
The views he elsewhere
all

For
expresses rather support the latter supposition.
while strenuously combating with Aristotle the atomic
3
theory and asserting the infinite divisibility of bodies,
he yet agreed with Democritus in assuming the exist

ence of void

:

while rejecting as indecisive most of the

SlMPL. De Cfflo, 121, a, 152
K., Sc.ltol. in, AT. 486, a, 5
8e ovrf rr\ vir* d\\rj\wv fic6\tytt
1

sqq.

on

:

fiia6/jLtva Kiveirai

[the elements,
natural

by movement

in their
SeiKi Vcnv

positions]

[ Apio-T.j

ravrTjs St ytyAvaffi TT/S
er avrbv Srpdrwv 6 Aa/u.re Kal
EiriKovpos, TTO.V

ov

Srpdrtav p.6vos oiSe Eir .Kovpos
ra ffu!/j.ara
f\eyov
jj.fv tirl rb Kara)
fiapta Kal
8e tirl rb
(ptpu/neva irapd

irdvra

(h&amp;gt;ai

(pv&amp;lt;Tfi

H\druv

Kal

rrjv

8o|a/ Kal

1A

i.

l.

ro7s

348

o&quot;wuao&quot;i

ZELL. Ph.

:1

Sujtra, vol.

&amp;lt;p(pftrOai,

r^

8e

&amp;gt;STOB.

ro ts

Kov(f&amp;gt;6rtpa

ra

fj-tcrov

(fxpo^fvrjv

5it\(yxfi.

fiapvTfpa vfyi^dvsiv ra i\rrov /Sapea
fK9\ipfff6ai (3ia -n-pbs rb

rb

oiSe

~2,rparwv u.(v irpo(Tf7vai
QvcriKov ftdpos, ra 8(

-

irpbs

av&amp;lt;a,

&amp;lt;pv&amp;lt;Tiv

aAAo

d.

Gr.

779.

i.

p. 455, n. 4,
Kal 8^
x. 155

ii.

and SEXT. Math.

:

/

6? ris

^A.0e?f

Kal

rbv

&i/

TI^

u&amp;lt;e?A.

yr)v.

rb Ktvrpov,

els

v8a&amp;gt;/j

TTJV

d

ris rb v8u:p, rbv ae pa, Kal ft
of Se rov
rb irvp
d&amp;lt;ipa,
.

irdvra vpbs rb

/j.t&amp;lt;rov

.

.

&amp;lt;ppfff6ai

Kara

KO^i^ovrfS rb rrjs
yrjs uTrocriTtaij.(vr]s rb vSwp tirl ro
KaTw &amp;lt;ppt(rdai Kal rov vSaros rbv
cif
Iffreov 5t Sri
po, a,yvoov&amp;lt;ri &c.
(pixriv

reKfjL-f)piov

ovrws

7ji/&amp;lt;

X^ 7

ruva rbv

7

crai/

rbv ~S,rpdrovs /J.fv yap

ol irfpl

&amp;lt;pvffin6v

^pJfoi/s (Is d/j.tpis virf \a&ov
Kal
ffw/j.ara
\r\yttv, ra

Kara
rovs

8&amp;lt;

roirovs fis
tlffdai

airttpov rtfjiveffdai,

rt rb

Kivov/atvov

iv

rtpov.

Cf. infrti, p. 4G2,

KIV-

a.p.tpt i

XP^ V V ^Aov adpovv /j-fpurrbv
(m]u.a KOI ov vfpl rb irportpov

Sid-

irp6n. 2.
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reasons adduced in support of this assumption, he yet
as
believed it impossible to explain many phenomena
1

and heat

except on the pieinto
which light and
empty interspaces
2
find an entrance.
Since, however, this

for instance those of light

supposition of
caloric

may

only proves the existence of empty spaces within the
material world, and since his definition of space, which

resembled Aristotle
The three reasons

1

3

s,

excluded the conception of a

for the

in Phys. iv.
supra, vol. i. p. 434),
Strato (according- to SIMPL. Phys.
]53, a) reduced to two, eft re

213

(of.

ecrnv

et

ovre,

TJAOV. et Sia rb Kevbv rj Aidos
l
ouSe
p.r) 8t a\\f]v alr iav.

ARISTOTLE reckons
G,

oo/cel.

avaipsiv

assumption of a vacuum, which
yap

aAA

airo8eiKi&amp;gt;vov(ni&amp;gt;,

virori-

ruiv (T(a/m.druv iriXT)(nv [i.e.

Osvrai rb Kevbv ol ourco Xeyovres.
These arguments, as well as the
other remarks we find in SIMPL.
on this subject, must be directly

movement

or indirectly derived

r-i]v

Kara r6irov

Kivria iv Kal els rrjv

in space

that no
and no con

densation would be possible with
out a void] rpirov 8e irpoffriQrim

TO

S
2

:

;

rb

airb

rrjs

6\Krjs

rV

plriv \iBov eVepa (nS^pia

f\Kiv

(Tvfji.^a(vi

St

0-4877-

erepcov

(as SIMPL. fur

He

ther explains).

yap

cannot,

how

have found that any of
these arguments was convincing,
ever,

for

we

them

find that as to the first of
SIMPL. 154, b, after citing

examples -with which Ari
had confuted it, goes on
still more striking
to remark
is the refutation which Strato
brings against it namely, that a
small stone in a closed vessel
filled with water will move to
wards the mouth when one turns
the vessel round.
So again, as
to the third argument, SIMPL.
the

stotle

:

6 oe Srpdrcav Kal
says in 155, b
rbv airb rrjs eA|ecos [sc.
:

rb Kv6v.
ovr
yap ei tcrriv oAws e A|ts fyavepov,
6re Kal FIAaTcoj/ avrbs rrjv

from STEAbOOk IT. KVOV.
SIMPL. Phys. 163, b 6 ^v-

roi

S.rpdrwv

AafjL\l/aKr)vbs

ireiparai, ort Herri rb Kevb
uicrre
ftavov rb irav
(TVVX* S ^tyVV OTl OVKO.V
&amp;lt;ra&amp;gt;/j.a

8ia\a/melvai
l/

i

&amp;gt;}

aepos

a\\ov

v)

SieKTTLTrreiv

ouSe

ttAATj

8aT09

crd/uaros

rb (pus ouSe

f)

p/j.6rris

ovSe/ni

Svvafj.ts

rov r)\(ov a/crTj/e?
riKr).
y&p
rov
6ts rb
Sie|e7ri7TTOi
ayyeiov
et yap rb vypbv /ur] ef^ 6
eda&amp;lt;pos ;
aAAa
SteVreAAoi/
avrb
fiia
Tropovs,
at

7T&amp;lt;is

at avyal,

(rvvefiaivzv

ra

r&v ayyeicav, Kal OVK
aKrivw avK\uvro

TrArjpT]

fifv

r&v

inrfpeKx^iTdai
a.v

al

Trpbs

rbv av(a roirov al 8e Karoo Ste^eTTiTrFrom this passage we also
gather that Strato, even more

rov.

definitely

than

Aristotle,

con

sidered light and heat to be
material.
3
STOB. Eel. i. 380: roirov Se
(ivai

/j.erau

to Strato] T
rov irepifxovros Kal

[according
Sid(Trr)/jLa

rov Tre/ne^OyueVou

which

differs
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space outside the world, Strato confined the existence
of void to the world itself, and rejected the view of

Deinocritus that there

On

1

world.

is

an

void outside our

infinite

likewise, he held views different

time,-

from his predecessors. Aristotle s deh nition of time as
or count of movement appeared to him to be
false.
Number, he remarked, is a discontinuous, time

number

and motion are continuous quantities, which cannot,

Time

therefore, be counted.

and ending; with number
parts of

number

is

continually beginning

exist simultaneously

with portions of time.

If time

only in
the circumstance that the latter
assigned the inner boundary of
the surrounding bodies as the
space which the surrounded body
i.

p. 432, n.

number, present

whereas Strato, who
allowed that bodies were sepa
rated by a void, considered the
void between the surrounding
and the surrounded bodies as the
space of the latter.
STOB. ibid.: ~2.Tpa.Tutv
1

eo&amp;gt;Tepa&amp;gt;

jixej/

TOV
&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;TJ

tvooTtpu) 5e

K6ff/j.ov /AY/ e7j/ai

owaTbv

yeveffQat.

Ktvbv,

From

appears, we
have in THEODOKET, Cur. Gr.

the same source, as
Aff.

iv.

58

14, p.

it

:

o

Sc ~2.Tpa.Twv

tut)(v
[sc. T) ol ~2,TuiKol\,
elvai Kfi bv, ti/8o6tv 8e
fjLr/Sfv

tfj.Tra.Xiv
/jL&amp;lt;sv

us naB

clvai. Herewith, and with
on p. 4GO, agrees SIM PL. Plujs.
some hold the x P n TiK ^ v
144, b
to be unbounded, as did Deino

auTo

v&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;erTT&amp;lt;as,

TlffS 01 TTO\\ol TU3V I\\O.T(tlVl-

-1)

occupies,

this is never so

;

is

from the Aristotelian definition
(supra, vol.

The

this is not the case.

yeydvaai. K^
yfvtffVai

SIM PL.,

will

2rpa-

I

For

SJ^Tjs.

observed, does
not absolutely ascribe this view
to Strato and, besides, he is in
this passage dealing only with the
proposition that Space is entirely
occupied by the body of the
world, which excludes the notion
of an exterior void, but not the
possibility of smaller interior
vacua. But SIMPL. is inaccurate
when, at 140, b, he says that
some believe that space is to be
found without matter, as Deino
it

l&amp;gt;e

;

critus

and

(TTT/juo

Kal atl

Epicurus
ffw/j.a fx oj/
:

o*

5e

Kat

Svvarbv

Sfiov irpbs tuaOTOv, us ... 6

n. 2

vfaKTjj/iis-

ti)

:

critus,

ol

TOVTO

8e

lff6/j.eTpov

troJ/ioTi

Ko&amp;lt;r/UK&amp;lt;

TTJ

/A6I/

-Koiovai,

O.VTO

TOJ

Kal

5ta

fCLVTOV (pVfffl

KfV~bv

fivai Xtyovat, ireTr\r]p(t&amp;gt;(Tda.i 5t O.VTO
dtt Kal fj.6vy ye TJ) tirtvu.a.

~2.Tpa,TU3v.

spaces inside
ignored.
-

Which

The

bodies

are

5&amp;lt;ci-

TtTTj-

Aau-

empty
here

subject, as well as
the vacuum, he treated
in a separate work; supra, vol. ii.

that of

p. 152, n. 2.
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time and unity must be the same. Why, finally, should
time, as the measure of earlier and later, refer only to

motion and not equally to
later also

apply

He

l

?

which

to

rest,

earlier

and

himself defined time as amount

2

the quantit.y or amount of motion and
he carefully distinguished 4 between time and
that which is in time, 5 and accordingly refused to admit
of

activity,
3

rest

;

that days, years, &c., are portions of time
they corre
rather
to
real
and
definite
whereas
time
spond
events,
:

See SIMPL. Phys. 187, a, for
a detailed account of these objec
tions.
Strato also remarked, as
is observed in the latter part of

....

1

same passage, that

the

=

eli/cu

Xp6v&amp;lt;p

virb

if

eV

TOV XP VOV

irepi-

then Eternity is not in
SIMPL. goes on as in next

(pvcriKos

e Ac yei/

-^povov

i

ore

IJ.4vois

yap

Kii/e^Tai

VTT-

K ivy crews Kal

irda-rjs

iraai TO?S KIVOV-

Kal

iraffi

Tots

Sre aKivriTi^t. Kal 8ia
TOVTO irdvTa TO. yivo^eva eV XP V V
a.Kivi]Tois

e \;e(r0cu,

time.
note.
2

SIMPL. 187, a
avTfnr&v

TroAAci

Tf\ovs a-rr6o
TOV xpovov
eJvat

irpde&amp;lt;n

TroAui/

yap,

airo8-r]/j.e iv

&amp;lt;f)a/jLev

&\\a

Se

T^V ApicTTO-

^Tpdrocv avrbs

eV rals

riOerai.

Xpovov

6

oo~ii&amp;gt;

T&quot;b

Kal

:

irpbs

irocrov
(t&amp;gt;r)(rl,

Kal TrAelV

Kal

Kal
(rrpareveaQaL
TroAe^e?!/,
Se Kad^ffBat Kal KadevSetv
6/j.o cas
Kal
Kal
/j.rjdev
irpdrrfiv,

4

SIMPL. 187, a, Strato dis
cusses the concepts of the Taxv
and fipaSv, and says the former is
eV $ Tb /j.ev Trocrbi/, a.(p ov ijp^aTO
Kal els
firaixraTO, 6\iyov, Tb 5e
yeyovbs
TroAu, and the
latter the opposite, STCH/ ft Tb fj.ev
t&amp;gt;

ei&amp;gt;

avT&amp;lt;

irocrbv ev avTCf iroXv,

Se ireTrpay-

T^&amp;gt;

we have no

In rest

H-ivov bxiyov.

such distinctions, and so in a
state of rest time is neither quick
nor slow, but only greater or less
for it is only action and motion,
not the Troabv, eV & f) 7rpa|ts, which
can be faster or slower.
;

(TTl

TO

Siv Se 6\iyov, o\iyov
XP^ VOS y^-P
TO ev eKacTTois TOVTWV irocrov.
have a similar definition of Time

We

from Speusippus,
ment in ZELL. Ph.
n.

4

correct.
STOB. Eel.

d.

the state
Gr. i. 859,

is

3

TTOGOV.

137 (Math.
Tivfs

uis

.

i.

250:

;

b, d,

correctly, that in
for in SIMPL. 187,

he expressly says
eV XP V V *~iva

eV

^TpaTw

b

irocrltv

:

Sia TOVTO 5e

1
&amp;lt;pa/jLev,

aKo\ov9el Kal

/ci^aet

Kal

Kal To7s ovaiv.

SEXT. Pyrrh.

iii.

a case we use the word

x.

128): 2,TpaT&amp;lt;ai/
ApuTTore ATjs

Math.

5
Or more
which time is

-

Tcav

[T^V -^f6vov}
ripe^ia

?/

if

x.

177

:

5e,

OTI
TO~LS

In such

in con
versely (/earn Tb fVcwriW), as when
we say, the town is in confusion,
or mankind in terror, OTI TO.VTO.
eV CKe tvois.
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only the duration of these events.
The statement
that time
to
Strato
consists
of indivisible
according
minima, and that motion does not proceed
continuously
in these several
portions of time, but completes itself
is

1

moment by moment, 2 seems

to rest

hension. 3

in a

Strato had

shown

upon a misappre
more comprehensive

fashion than Aristotle that

SIM PL.

1

Mf,

rbs

continuous.

is

time,

Qrjo-l

OVK

pipr),

&amp;gt;*

d\\a ra
ra Sf

(TKiaffis,

rov

:

xP OVi

r)\iov

fj.fi/
j)

ovSe

r)

Kal

T]

ireploSos,

&amp;lt;T\^T]S

a\\a

fffrl rb Troabv tv
$ ravra.
follows is not from

189,
\vo-ewv Kal

b

(&amp;lt;(*

xp6&quot;os

5e rovrwv

;

init.

t/j/ot

sujs. vol.

ii.

p. 452,

3

Strato expressly says,
ajmd
SIMPL. /%*. 187, a, that time
cannot be the number of motion,
6

p.tv

i)

5

5e

Siw

apt6fj.bs

Kivyais

T& 8e crvvfxfs OVK aptVthe continuity of mo

more

o-rdafi

tinuous],
,

rb

Kal

i]

is

from

rived

text, as is

aAAo

olaav
fyrjalv,

ad

Siat-

not de

Strato, but is an
of the Aristotelian

explanation

shown by the words

:

TTWS elirfv [i.e. AKI8T.
jP/tys.
11,
219, a, 13] oo-n yap f?

KIVTIO-IS,

A:c.

It

is

not

until

the end of this section, i.e. in the
middle of Ki8, a, that SlMPL.
returns to Strato with the words:

d\A

o

/j.(v

toiKev IK

Api&amp;lt;TTOTf\r)s

iroi-f](raff6ai
aatpfffTtpov
r^v
b 5t ~2,TpaT&amp;lt;i)v
tin$o\T}v
(f&amp;gt;i\oKa\us

Kil

our?V Ka9 avr^v T^V
i5ei( rb (rui/e^fs %x ovffav
irpbs rovro /3A ww/, Iva.
i

tirl

ra

p. 43U,
3,

18G,

Kivrjffiv
fo&quot;a&amp;gt;s

^

rijs

i.

n,

is

(irl

Phys.

SiaAa/x/Jayo/iOT/
/j.fTav Svo 5a-

hat follows

\\

Kal

i.

were not con

Kivriais Kal Staiperbv

Aristotle

(sujjru,
n. 2; p. 417, and

t,

Kal KaO

Kal iroyov Se

pera.

Si

OVK airb rov

-Tafffwv) Kivriaiv

be found infra.
Probably Strato only repeated the
teaching already worked out by
will

vol.

18, n:6

rov

Kal 6

On
tion,

oAAo

Qrjo-lv,

ft SiaKoird-rj
[if it

us,

iv.

SEXTU,

n. 1.

Strato wrote a

^.Tpdrcav

ras

simply brings forward this a/&amp;gt;oria
the same sense as Aristotle
himself had done in P/tt/s. iv. 10

5i&amp;lt;fri

this also

ruv

in

iroffbv

On

separate book.
5
SIMPL. y%.v.

(What

rov ZrpdrcDvos
airopias ireplro:) p}, dvat rbv X9* vov
SiaXveiv
that
Ktrato
SvisaTov)
denied the reality of time he

*

of

4

Strato, as
BEANDIS, iii. 403, affirms, but
rather a criticism of his view
by
SIMPL.) On the other hand, we
must not conclude from SIMPL.
ibid.

16) as to the indivisibility
the present and the
a8p6a

a,

XP VOV

6 (puria/jibs Kal

TT?S

and

space

especially in

187, b
i^tpa 8e K al
[add. Kal /t^J Kal eViou-

(ffn

4

motion, like
The seat of motion,

5

Kal

^6vov

Kara r6irov Kivfjatus, oAAo

TUV

a\\&amp;lt;av

iraaiav

&amp;lt;rvvdyi]ra.i
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qualitative change, he sought for, not
material that is moved, but also in that

only

the

in

which ceases

and that which comes into being with the motion. He
corroborated the theory of the acceleration of motion
1

by simple observations of the

A

fall

of bodies. 2

fundamental departure from the Aristotelian cos
is

mology

attributed to Strato

by

Stobgeus,

us that he held that the heavens are
that the stellar radiance

As

3

light.

is

made

who

of

it

nowhere

is

fire,

and

a reflection of the sun

to the former of these doctrines

wonder that

tells

s

we may

else mentioned, as

it

in

reality involves nothing less than the abandonment of
the theory of the ether and all the deductions founded
it
yet we are not therefore justified in denying
that the difficulties which beset the Aristotelian as

upon

;

sumptions as to the light- and heat-giving power of
may have caused Strato to attribute a fiery

the stars 4

instead of an etherial nature to heaven and the heavenly
Nor need the statement as to the light of the
bodies.
stars

cause us

state of

any serious

astronomy

difficulty in

view of the

Yet the evidence

at that time.

of

Stobgeus gives us no sure guarantee of the truth of
5
The assertion that Strato conceived
these statements.
1

:

T&amp;lt;

TO

-

SIMPL. 191, a (referring to

Kal KoAws 76, o1/j.ai, 6
PlnjS. v. 1)
S.Tpa.Twv T \\v KLvrjffLv ov JJ.QVOV eV
KLvovptvy (prjcrlv elvai, a\\a Kal eV
e|

TpoTrov

ov Kal
i&amp;gt;

V TO; ets
Kao~T(f&amp;gt;.

iiTTO/cei /x.ej Oi/, (prjcrl,

t&amp;gt;,

rb

Kiveirai

On

the
supra.

214,
3

SlMPL., ibid.

apud

a.

Ed.

i.

500

:

Hap^vCoris,

Hpa/cAetros, ^rparuv, Zr/vcav irvpi-

yap

rbv ovpavov.
I. 518
~S,rpdro:v Kal avrbs ra affrpa v-xb
TOV rfhiov (fxari^o-Bai.

jm.ei&amp;gt;

us

/u.era-

corresponding

definitions of Aristotle, see vol.
p. 417, n. 2,

See the Fragm. of the book

Kivr,a&amp;lt;as

SAAov 5e

fid\\ov, TO Se e| ov Kal TO ets o. TO
TO 5e ws yivo/j.6f ws fyOeipo/Aevov,
Htvov.

IT.

i.

vov

tivai

4
~

J

:

SujJTO,, vol. i. p. 509 sq.
In the first place what

Strato says only of the fiery
sphere could not be transferred to
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of the parts of the world as infinite is obviously untrue,
if this involves, as it appears to do, the infinite exten
sion of the world in space. 2
Other reported doctrines
of Strato relating to the fixity of the earth. 3 comets. 4
5
meteorological phenomena and earthquakes, the forma
6
8
7
and sounds, cannot be fully
tion of seas, to colours

discussed here.
the heavens and, in the second
place, that which related only to
the planets cannot be extended
to all the stars.
;

1

A

EPIPHAN. Exp.

&-neipa 8e

:

rOV

Fid. 1090,

t\fyfv clvai ra ptpt]

KOfTfJLOU.
-

by

For this view was not held

Strato,

461, n.

1.

as shown supra, p.
The statement is pro

bably only a misinterpretation
of his teaching as to the un
limited divisibility of matter, as
which see supra, p. 459, n. 3.
That Strato (like Aristotle)
held this view, and that he sup

to

:t

it by a special argument of
own, appears from CRAMER,
Anecd. Ojcon. iii. 413: T?; 5e

the rest is his own),
(pt]/j.iav
Strato propounded the hypothesis,
;

which he

irpoijLtvy

[\.TTpoK(i/j.tvr)^\

vvv

\oyia Tp Tfplrris aKivrjaias
^.TpOLTUV

5o/C? TTpOJTOS

Xprivaa-Qai.

6

airio-

TIJS yijs

is not given.
STOB. Eel. i. 578 (PLUT.

fortunately
4

Plac..

iii.

2,

GALEN,

6;

If.

&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;t](nv

(
trw/jdruv
(pfpecrOai
&amp;lt;rvyxP
C
avrois rbv /J.(TO.V aepa.
t-

M

not, like Aristotle

.

ov
l

VOL.

II.

&amp;lt;pT)&amp;lt;riv

rbi&amp;gt;

p. 457,

(De

&amp;lt;SH.&amp;lt;w,

tv
r&amp;lt;p

o-^Tj/xa-

atpa rovs 8ia(p6povs

yii&amp;gt;f&amp;lt;r0ai,

ir\^yiisa.vi(r6Tr]ri.

According to STRABO, i, 3,
49 (from ERATOSTHENES,
who, however, without doubt is
only quoting Strato as far as the
words, on p. 50, r^v
4, p.

yap

TTUS

(pQ6yyovs

u

Sensit,

44 S, b, G) by the theory that
the form of movement in the air
was altered on the way but rf
))v
r6vov TT/J irATj^f/j

&amp;lt;pu&amp;gt;s

n. 9.

De

r

(&amp;gt;,

:

TUV \apirT ftpwv yivfrai.
5
See mipra, vol. ii.

APHR.

ALEX.

l

117 (p. 265, 9 sqq., ed. Thurot),
intimates that Strato explained
thefact thatit is impossible to dis
tinguish tones at a great distance

Phil. 18, p. 28(5). A comet accord
affrpov
ing to Strato was
tirl

the

:

&quot;S,Tpa.ru&amp;gt;v

(pUfftKbs

The argument un

that

Black Sea was originally sepa
rated from the Mediterranean,
and this sea from the Atlantic, by
isthmuses, which were broken
through in course of time.
7
As to this, the excerpts from
JOHAN. DAMASC. i. 17, 3 (STOB.
Floril. iv. 173, ed. Meineke) give
us only the not very clear remark
atrb TUV
\p(a^.ara.

ported
his

by palaeonto-

justified

observations,

logical

aAAa

TTJ

rrjs

(What follows is

not the view of Strato, but of
Alexander, as THUROT reminds
us at p. 451 of his edition.)

These words harmonise exactly
with the beginning of the pseudoAristotelian fragment IT. O/COUO-TW*/,
800,

a,

1

:

TOS 5
&amp;lt;p&amp;lt;i&amp;gt;va.s

airdvas

H H
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his physiological views also

Upon
isolated

and unimportant statements.

1

we have only
His doctrine of

with the same movement as it
has itself.
aHovrai
GALEN, De Sem. ii. 5, vol.
KO.Qa.irep
a\\a rip Kivt iaOai irapa- iv. 629, informs us that Strato
ives,
explained the origin of the differ
ence of the sexes (supra, vol. ii.
This coinci
&c.
v,
dence, however, does not go far p. 55, n. 2) in a somewhat more
enough to justify the suppo material manner than Aristotle
sition (BRANDTS, ii. b, 1201) (without, however, adopting the
that that treatise is the work of views of Democritus, d. q. r.
ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 805, 2), by
Strato, however well and care
the male
fully considered, and however the theory that either
Kal

yiyvffdai
.

.

ov

T&amp;lt;

rbv

rovs

a4pa

1

worthy of him

it

may

appear.

not, therefore, necessary
here to go into the manner in
which the tones of the human
voice and of musical instruments
and their various modifications
are in that tract explained. The
general basis of the theory is
most clearly set out at p. 803, b,
According to this
p. 34 sqq.
which reminds one of
It

is

passage,
Heraclides s theory (ZELLER, Ph.
d. Gr. i. p. 887, 1) every sound
is composed of particular beating
vibrations (irXr^al), which we

cannot distinguish as such, but
perceive as one unbroken sound
;

high tones, whose movement

is

quicker, consist of more vibra
tions, and low tones of fewer.

and
tones
vibrating
the same time are
heard by us as one tone. The
height or depth, harshness or
Several

ceasing

at

and in fact every
softness,
quality of a tone depends (803,
b, 26) on the quality of the
motion originally created in the

by the body that gave out
This motion propa
the tone.

air

gates itself unchanged, inasmuch
as each portion of the air sets?
the next portion of air in motion

seed lias the preponderance over
the female (which Aristotle would
not admit, su/pra, vol. ii. p. 50
sq.) or the female over the male.
According to PLUT. Plac. v. 8,
&quot;2

(GALEN, H. Phil.

32, p. 325),

he

allowed that abortions originated
irapa

irpoffQeffiv,

$)

atyaipeffiv,

3)

[misplacement of parts]
[evaporation,

or

perhaps addling of the seed
caused by air contained therein].
Finally

in

JAMBLICH.

TheoL.

Arithm. p. 47 (which MACROB.
Somn. Scip. 1, 6, 65, repeats cf.
also CENSOBIN. Di. Nat. 7, 5) we
have his views on the first stages
of the development of the em
bryo week by week. Similar
opinions on this subject are also
attributed to the physician Dio
des, of Carystus, who, accord
ing to AST S notes on the
Theol. Arithm., flourished about
about 232 B.C.),
Ol. 136
(i.e.
and who, according to IDELER,
;

Arist.

Meteorol.

i.

157,

was a

pupil of Strato s, and one of
the persons charged (see DIOG.
v. 62) with the execution of his
testament. SPRENGEL, however
fourth edition,
( Gesch. d. Arsneik.
him to have
p. 463), believes
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1

soul,

on the other hand, owing to

its
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diver

gence from that of Aristotle, claims our attention.
That he should adopt an independent view was to be
expected from what we already know of his general
theory as to the efficient forces of the world.
in general are inseparable from matter, this

If these

must be true

also of the powers of the soul.
While it does not follow
from this that Strato must necessarily have explained
the soul, with Aristoxenus and Dicaearchus, as the har

of the body, 2 yet he could not admit Aristotle s
it is motionless, and that a
part of it is

mony

doctrine that

separate from

all

other parts and from the body.
All
he asserts still more emphatically

activities of the soul,

than Theophrastus, 3 are movements

thought, as well

since they all consist in the action of a
as perception
hitherto inactive force and in proof of the view that
;

between the activity of sense and reason there is in this
respect no essential difference, lie appealed to the fact
that

we

S.rpartov, o^urtpa Kal

vta-

which had been already observed by
of an earlier date, and
rightly for even if it be true, as
is alleged without proof, that he
lived a shore time after Hippo-

been

;

crates, nevertheless GALEN (in
his Aphorisms, vol. xviii. a, 7)

expressly counts him amongst
the predecessors of Erasistratus
and what we know of his views
(SPRENGEL, ibid.) confirms this,
Which subject he treated in
the works ir.
avdpu-jriv-ris
;

1

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;vaas

and
-

ir.

OLYMPIODOR.

don.,

5n

alffQ-rifftus.

p. 142,

us

apuovla
pa,

Sehol. in

Ph&amp;lt;c-

does indeed fay
ap/j.ovias

OVT&

KO.\

il/vx^

XV s

ment agamst the Platonic obi)2 E sqq.), or,
whether the phrase merely
belonged to the statement of
someone else s opinion, we do not
learn.
TEKTULL. De An. 15, distinguishes Strato s view from
that of Dic&archus, and we shall

jection (P/ifed.
finally,

see that he
*

i

Whether he

really meant
to show that the soul is a harmony, or whether this remark is
only meant to serve as an argudco-repa.

:

o^vrfpa
ty u

o
&amp;lt;J&amp;gt;ij&amp;lt;rli/

4

Aristotle,

4

ti\\(\

Supra,
Supra,

is

right.
vol. ii. p. 391, n. 2.
vol. i p. 195, n.

p. 206, n. 2.

H

II

2

1,
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are unable to think anything of which we have had no
But, on the other hand, he re
previous perception.
1

marked

that perception and sensation are conditioned
by thought, since often when we are thinking of some
thing else the impressions which our senses have

received

to rise into consciousness. 2

fail

however, the soul and not the body

In general,
the

is

of

seat

when we

believe ourselves to feel a pain
in the part affected, this is merely the same delusion as
when we think that we hear sounds outside, whereas in

sensation

;

for

we apprehend them only

reality

Pain

in the ear.

is

caused by the sudden transmission of the external im
if the
pression from the part affected to the soul
;

connection

is

broken we

SIMPL. Phys. 225, a
8e

r(av

.

.

.

aAAa
Xfywv

ou
Kal

no pain. 3

iii.

p.

r)}v

24)

&s ouS
TOU

opwv Kal O.KOVWV Kal
yap
fvepyeia
o(r&amp;lt;ppxiv6/j.Gvos

aKorj

uffirfp

Kal

v6t](TLS

TTJS

elvai

6

-f)

opcuris rrjs

Siavoias KaOd-rrep Kal
o^eoas

Suvd/iei ovros
movements]. Kal irpb

TOU pyTOv

ovv

flffiv

at TrAeTo Tat real Kivrjcrecov atriai. as
Kivtirai Star)
tyvx^l KaO

aurV

voov^vt] Kal as
e/aj/rjflrj

yap

/u.77

vof&quot;iv

tiv|/et

v-rrb

rwv

ai(rQ-f)(Tecav

Trp6repov, 5?]A^ tffTiv. offa
ravra ov
u&amp;gt;paKe
Trp6rpoi/

Svvarai vottv, olov TOTTOVS v) Xi/aevas
^ a.vQpdnrovs
7) ypa&amp;lt;pas fy avSpiavras
aXXtW TL T&V TOIOVTOW. The
^
words cm ovv a^rtat are more
or less incomprehensible, as we
TU&amp;gt;V

do not know the context.

SrpaToWs ye TOU
eVrli/

airo$iKvv(ai&amp;gt;,

inrdpx^i-

xal

yap

avev

ypdfj.-

\6yoi irpovirirTovTzs r)
Sia\avOdvov(Tiv i^uas Kal 5ia-

Kal

(pevyov(n

Trpbs

rbv

crepois

rj

tvcpyetcu,
TOVTOV Se

on

yeypa4&amp;gt;V

\6yos

alo-9dveo-()ai roirapaTrav

[he means that

both are

Kairoi

:

(f&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;riKOv

ras evepyeias
rr\s ^vx^s, Ae-yet ovv eV Tea Trepl
KivfjffeGos Trpbs &\\ois TroAAoTs Kal
Ta5e
afl yap 6 vo&v Kivflrai,
Kivl]&amp;lt;Teis

Strato accord-

2
PLUT. Solcrt. An. 3, 6, p. 961
(and from him POEPH. Zte Abst.

:

rrjv

Kivclffdai

&\oyov,

feel

Kal

\_/j.Ta]8id&amp;gt;KGi

TUV

Trpoi e-

Kacrrov eK\yo/j.evos.

rest is

[The
most probably not taken

y Kal Ae Ae/cTai
Strato.]
vovs 6pfj &c. (v. ZELL. Ph. d. Gr.
i. 462,
5), ws TOU irepl ra o/j./j.ara
Kal Sira Trddovs, ai/ fj.)) trapp rb
cppovovv, aivQriaiv ou TTOIOUJ/TOS.

from

3

PLUT.

Utr.

An. on Corp.

Libido (Fragm. i.
iravra (r
o /J.fv yap
[sc. ra TraSrj] TJJ

4,

2, p.

sit

697)

:

aveOfffav, Kxrirep ^rpdrcav 6
fjiovov ras
ras AuTras, oi5e TOUS

ou

fiuQv/ula&amp;lt;&amp;gt;.

aAAa

fyoftovs

Kal
Kal
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ingly combated the distinction which Aristotle drew

between the rational and the sensitive part of the

soul.

The

soul, according to his view, is a single force ; reason
Aristotle
preceded, however,
(which, with the Stoics
1

by

he seems to have called TO ^S^OVLKOV

2

the totality

) is

of the soul, and the different senses are only particular
3
The seat of the soul
expressions of this central force.
TOVS

&amp;lt;p66vovs

aAAa

Kal

Ktil

a.\yt]86i&amp;gt;as

iv

rrj

Kal

OraV

r/Soj

as

Kal

oAcos iraaav atadi](nv

\l/vxT]s

fJ$)

iva

Kal

ffwiffraffQai

tyux?

TT/S

flvai

KCL\ rets ti

ir6i&amp;gt;ovs

(pd/j.evos

roiavTa Trdvra

TO.

rbv TToSa TTOVOVVTWl

irpOffKpOlHTW/ulfl

/J.T)fif

,

TJ/J.WV

T$)V Kf-

orav KctTaa /Aej
rbv
/J.TJ
Ctl/OlV8d,KTV\OV Orav (KTf/J-W/JifV
QrjTa yap TO. \onra irXfyv rov T/ye/ULOVIKOV, Trpbs b T^V ir\i]yr)s of(as
i

,

&amp;lt;pa\i]f

JV aiffQriffiv

us

5e

rb

air^

roirois

66ffi

[TOWT^

(Jiov^v.

ttxnrfp

a\yr)86i a.
ro7s

TOV Tpai/UOTOS TTOVnV

raw Sfivuv

Kal

V.

See preceding and following

supra, vol.

T~bv

oi&amp;gt;X

tK

See

Ihitli.

ii.p. 127, n. 3.

T^S ^vx^s

p. 4(58, n. 3,
350 ol

vii.

:

supra

;

SEXT.

fjLtv

OTTOV TT)V
ol Tr\fiovs

alffdricreis

ruv

a(p ou irti

avriKa ras
txppvs [here must be the sent of
the soul, v. infra] ffwyyayov eV
TOV
Kal

yap
viru-

1

irpoff-

CDS

e/cetVo

(irl

TTJJ/

2

3
a&amp;lt;V0r,(rei

ficrl (as

8ib

KttaQai

?J

notes.

T^S
TJ;

tV

ev

crvvlaraaQai.

ravrrj

ffv avro is
?/ai

[-a&amp;lt;ra

irpbs

:

fuvyv

Ti)v

(Tvvdtyai.

fj.ii

rb (ppovovv a\yr)8wv
ravra fj.tv 01 v It 2,rpdrwv
7roAAo?y us ftKos roiovrots.
C. iv. 23, 3
Kal TO
2,rpdr&amp;lt;av
T^S ^VXTJS Kal ras alad-fjacis
eV TCf5 TiyepoviKy, OVK ev rots ireirov-

WYTT]

ol 8e OUTTJJ/ clvai

KaOavep Sid rivtov

ras

iiirwv

irpoKvirrovaav, ijs
^.rpdrccv re u (pvaiKos

aia6fjTT]pi(i!v

TrpoffKotyavres

TEUTULL.
An. 14
plurn

demo

:

DC

non longe hoc excm-

et

a Stratone et ^Enesiet Heraclito ; nam et ipsi

rb

unitatem animaa tuentur, qua? in

Sia-

totum corpus diffusa et ubique
ipsa, velut llatus in calamo per

conjectures av r. /j..
x P ff l c ^ ul it
would, perhaps, be better to read
TO /xe prj 8fff/j.. 5ia\a/j.pdvt)Tai t)

CJivernas, ita per sensualia variis
modis emicet, non tarn concisa

Kal

iraptyKOTTTO/j.ti

irvtv^a kav TO

/ufpTj

8re

ZffQ

Seff/j.ols

[WTTTENB.
5.

5iaA. Kal raTs

&amp;lt;^

-

&amp;gt;

&i&amp;gt;

rats x f P ff l ff(p6$pa TrLffa/j.fi&amp;gt;] la-Ta.ftj/oi irpbs TT]v Sid8o(Ttv rov -rrddovs
Kal

T/JJ&amp;gt;

ir\r)yT)v eV TOJS

[WYTT.

avaicrfrtjois

Conj.

&amp;lt;j)v\dr-

Since Strato
quaui dispensata.
did not, at the same time, like
Dica, archus, regard the soul as a
separate substance, but only as
i

a force which is inseparable from
the body through having therein
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and
Strato placed in the region between the eyebrows
Thence
in the part of the brain which is there situated.
1

it permeates the whole body, and especially
2
the organs of sense, connecting it probably with the
anima vitce. 3 Sleep is the retreat of this spirit, 4 but in

he held that

appointed place, and in which
the unity of the life of the soul
is to be distinguished from its
individual manifestations (see

its

following note), TEKT. De An. 15,
is able to cite Strato, along with
Plato, Aristotle, and
opposition to those

others, in
who, like

aKstulerunt princiammo ipso volunt
quorum vindicatur
On the other hand,
principale.
Sextus can also say that accord
ing to Strato the soul is identical
with the aia-Bya-eis, inasmuch as
Dictearchus,

pale, dum in
esse sensus,

Strato, like Aristotle, did not
allocate different parts of the
soul to feeling and thought.
PLUT. Plao. iv. 5, 2 (GALEN,
1

H.

Phil.

c.

28,

p.

315

;

THEO-

DOIIET, Cur. Gr. Aff. v. 23, p.
TT)S
$vxv s
SrpaTOJj/
[r6
73)
rj ye/ji.ovLKbv tlvai Ae yet] ej/ /u.f&amp;lt;ro(ppv(a.
:

POLLUX, Onomast.
fj.ev
.

226

:

rcu

6

vovs Kal AoyifffJibs Kal f)ye/j.oviKov
.

.

ii.

ci re

/caret

rb ^crotppvov,

obs

TERTULL. De An.

I\7e

S.rpdTcav.

15

nee in superciliorum medicubare putes],

:

tullio [principale

Cf. supra,
ut Strato physicus.
ii. p. 468, n. 2.
2
Such is the result when we
combine the passages quoted
supra, vol. ii. p. 468, n. 2 and
n. 3, with
the statement as
to the seat of the soul.
The

vol.

expressions employed
n.

2

supra, p.

namely irpoKinrreii
cmicare, which imply, on the
468,

,

one hand, that outer impressions

reach the ^7e/xo^i/c^v, and, on the
other hand, that the soul is
affected by the part in connec
tion therewith- prove that the
soul is not always spread all over
the body, but has its seat in the
head, whence after receipt of
the impressions it streams to
How
the organs of sense, &c.
Strato believed this was brought
about, we do not learn. We can
only suppose that he had in his
mind either the nerves, which
had at that time been discovered

by Herophilus and Erasistratus,
and which (or at any rate the
nerves) were, as
ophthalmic
appears from SPREMGEL, Getch.
d. ArznriJc. 4th ed. i. pp. 511-2,
524 held by them to be conduc
ting tubes or, more probably,
that he was thinking of the
arteries,

which,

according

to

Erasistratus, carried, not the
blood, but the irvev^o fariKbv

through the body (ibid. p. 525 sq.).
3
This view is referred to in
It
also
the following note.
accords with what is said supra,
vol. ii. p. 468, n. 2, about the
interruption of the TH/CI^O flowing
to the 7]y/j.oviK^v, and on p. 458,
n. 1 about the Si/va^is Trvcuij.ariKrj
of the seed.
4
TERTULL. De An. 43
Strato [here the natural philo
sopher and not the physician is
meant] segregationem consati
:

spiritus

[somnum

affirmat].
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what way dreams were brought into connection with
1

impossible to say.
As on this theory reason no longer constitutes the
distinctive mark of the human soul, as a peculiar higher

view

this

it is

on the one hand, to assert
that all living creatures participate in reason, which for
him coincided with consciousness, and without which he

element in

it,

so Strato

was

free,

found sense-perception inconceivable;- while, on the other
hand, he was forced to extend to the whole of the soul

what Aristotle had taught as to the fmitnde of its lower
elements. We rind him accordingly not only combating
the Platonic doctrine of reminiscence,

3

but criticising

in a hostile spirit the proofs of the immortality of the soul
4
advanced in the Plicudo, in a way which leads us to sup-

PLUT. Plac.

1

Jlist.

Ph.

30,

\. 2,

p.

2

(GALEN,

320)

says

:

^

[TOUS

~2.rpd.T&amp;lt;i)V

a.\6~)(p [T~IV\

offipovs

add. GAL.J

TTJS

eV ro is virvois

Stcuoi as

&dd.
Tfpas jucv
(TT)S ^v ^s
GAL.) yiyvo/j.ti&amp;gt;r)s, irap avro 8e
TTWS

TOVTO

T(f

yi&amp;gt;(l}(TTlK(p

K(

gives incorrectly

[GAL.
yu&amp;gt;o/j.-

The meaning appears

eVrjs].

to

be that, during sleep the irra
tional nature of the mind is
the action of
stronger, and
thought being interrupted, the
mind receives and takes in many
images or impressions, all more
or less confused, which if awake
it would allow to pass unnoticed
(cf. snjtra, vol. ii. p. 75 sq. and
p. 135), n. 3).
-

A

irav

.

in

188,&quot;

.

,

given by OLYMPIODOII.
150-1, p. 11)1, are as
If the soul is immortal
as essentially life it
the same can be
die,
to all living bodies, of
p.

Vlucd.
follows:

* //

because
cannot

applied
animals
and of plants, for they also can
not, so long as they live, be
dead to every natural being, for
the natural state of such excludes
anything unnatural to all things
;

;

Ei iniAX. Exp. Fid. 10UO,

faov cAcyev ov [1. *\fyt
you] SfKrucbv fivat.
3
8ee the extracts, probal&amp;gt;ly
from the work
Qvffeus avOpw:

Plued. ed. Finckh. p. 127 (also
PLUT. Fr. vii. 19) p. 177 (follow
ing Alexander of Aplirodisias, as
this comrnentarj so often does,
as may be seen by the context),
a
p.
4
The arguments against the
proofs brought forward in the
P/tff{lo, 102, A sqq. which are

OLYMriODOR.

Scliol. in

composed and created,
position is
dissolution
destruction.

for

incompatible

com

with

and existence with

But death is not
something which approaches life
while it iasts, but it is a loss of
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pose that along with these proofs he had abandoned the
belief in

immortality

itself.

From

the Ethics of Strato
only a definition of the
Good, which in substance agrees with that of
Aristotle,
has been preserved to us.
1

has not been proved that
a quality inseparable from
the concept of the soul, a
quality
inherent
and not
life.

It

life is

(iviQtpovffa)

;

imparted (eV^e/jo^eV??), and even
if this be the
case, it can only
impart life as long as it exists
and as long as it is without
death. Admitting all this, there
always remains the consideration
that, as a finite thing, it can only
possess a tinite and limited power,

and consequently must in the end
become weaker and die. Strato
also

brought arguments against
the assertion in the Plued. 70 c
sqq., that as the dead proceed
from the living, so must the
livingproceed from the dead.
This
statement he proves (ibid.
186)
to be incorrect, for
existing
matter does not originate from
destroyed matter. Further, if a
part for example, an amputated
limb does not again live, this is

not the case with the whole. Also
that which is derived from
another resembles it only in
in quantity.
species and not
And, again, we do not ahvays
find any such law of
reciprocity,
for food becomes flesh, metal
turns into rust, wood into coal,
and the young man becomes an
old one, but the reverse changes
never happen.
Thus nothing
can come of the contrary, unless
the substratum is retained and
not destroyed.
That without
such a reciprocity further origin
of individuals must cease is not
correct
it is only
requisite that
similar beings, and not the same
individuals should be produced.
STOB. Eel. ii. 80: ^Tpdruv
[ayaObv ^rjo-1] rb reAetouj/ r^v
tvva.jj.iv Si
rfjs cvepyeias rvyCf.
xdvo/j.fi
herewith, supra,
vol. ii. p. 141 sq.
:

1

1

.
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CHAPTER XXi
THE PERIPATETIC SCHOOL AFTER STRATO TILL TOWARDS
THE END OF THE SECOND CENTURY

EVEN

after

Strato

there

were

iiot

wanting men

of*

the Peripatetic school who won distinction by their
extensive knowledge and their powers of teaching and
exposition

;

but there

is

no evidence that

it

henceforth

produced any philosopher who merited the name of an
It continued to be one of the
independent thinker.
chief centres of the learning of the time and of the
contemporary schools none but the Stoic, which had
;

risen to
respect.

eminence under Chrysippus, could rival

it

in this

It cultivated especially the historical,
literary

and grammatical studies which marked the Alexandrian
age above all others, and in connection with these it
jealously devoted itself to rhetoric and ethics, but even
in these fields contributed little that was
Its
original.
in science and metaphysics, if
they did not
remain altogether barren, seem to have been wholly
confined to the propagation of older doctrines.
Nor
can we make the scantiness of our information re
efforts

sponsible for this seeming poverty ; for not only have we
express complaints of the unfruitful ness of the Peri
patetic school in the period referred to,
1

STRABO,

xiii.

1,

;&quot;&amp;gt;4,

p. (JO!),

says that after Theophrastus the

1

but we are

Peripatetics being under the disthat they possessed of

ability
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forced to

suppose that if there had been anything
important to relate of Strato s successors there would
have been a richer stream of historical allusion to them,

and especially that

-the

learned

commentators upon

who

preserve so deep and significant a silence
as to the Peripatetics between Strato and
Andronicus,
Aristotle,

1

would have found more frequent occasion
them

to

mention

.

Strato s successor, Lyco of Troas, who was
president
2
of the Peripatetic school for
nearly half a century, and
Aristotle only a limited
of treatises, and these
exoterical,

yiojSe*/

e^eji/

number
mostly
(\&amp;gt;i\o(ro-

Trpay/mariKus [in the way of
real scientific
advance], dAAa
&amp;lt;p(Tiv

(DiOG.

He was named by

(58).

Strato his heir in the school (siqjra,
vol.

him

ii.

p.451,n. 1), and succeeded

in his chair as a

young man,

about 270-268 B.C., and after
fleVets
[commonplaces] XiiKvBi&tv conducting the school for fortyPLUT. Sulla, four years, died at the age of se
[t) embellish].
26: ot 5e TrpecrfivTepoi. Uepiira- venty-four, about 224 B.C.
(DiOG.
rririKol [before Andronicus]
68 and supra vol, ii. p. 451, n. 1).
Lyco was a famous orator (see
Kal (pi\o\6yot, but
it
next note but one) busied him
is plain that
they did not possess self greatly with public affairs
the texts of Arfstotle and Theo- and,
according to DIOG. 66, did
The last suggestion great service to Athens, where he
phrastus.
of
is,
course, incorrect; as is also must have become a citizen (if
the idea that the philosophic b}r ffvfj.fiov\veii DIOG. here means
barrenness of the school began that he spoke in the
public
only after Theophrastus (v. supra, assemblies).
We hear that he
i.
pp. 138-9 sqq.).
Ignoratio was esteemed and rewarded by
dialectical is also charged against the earlier
Pergamenian kings,
the Peripatetics by ClC. Fin. iii. admired
by Antigonus, invited
41.
12,
by Antiochus to his court in vain
Zeller has been unable to (DiOG. 65,
67
meaning, no
doubt. Antiochus II., surnamed
find, among the countless cita
tions of ancient
philosophers in Theos), and his will (ajmd DIOG.
the various commentaries,
a 69 sqq.) shows that he was a
one
which refers to any of wealthy man.
single
According to
these writers.
HEEMIPP. (apud DIOG. 67) he
2
of
Troas (DiOG. v. 65, lived as one; but the account
Lyco
PLUT. De Exil. 14, p. 605) was which ANTIGONUS {apud ATHEN.
a pupil both of Strato and also xii. 547,
d) gives of his pride is/no
of the dialectician Pantoides doubt,
grossly exaggerated. The
&amp;lt;pai-

,

;

1

:
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behind him a number of works, was distinguished
the
grace and brilliancy of his style rather than by
by
1

left

2
the originality of his contributions.
has come down to us of his writings

definition of .the

Highest Good,

3

The
is

that

little

confined to a

and a few remarks

4

upon ethical subjects.
Contemporary with Lyco, but diverging more widely
Our
from Aristotle, was Hieronvmus of Rhodes. 5
same authority (ibid. 548, b) and
Dioc. (57 show him to have bsen

it

though

does

certainly

not

greatly occupied with gymnastic
arts. *His testamentary direction
as to his funeral (DIOC4. 70) is
that it should be seemly but not

exhaust, the Aristotelian defini
but we do not
tion of happiness
know whether Lyco meant it to
be an exhaustive definition or
not.
On the trifling worth of

extravagant.

worldly possessions, see following

1

To a

slave,

who had, no

helped him in his work
and to whom he gave his freedom,
he bequeaths (apud DIOG. 73)
the
rafj.a. BiB\ia ra iaftyvoofffttva
unpublished writings, on the
other hand, he left to his pupil

;

note.
4

doubt,

;

Callinus, to edit for publication.
2
Cic. Fin. v. 5, l. J:
Hujus
[Stratonis] Lyco est oratione

iii.

32. 78,

Apud STOB.

non animi malis.

Floril., EJCC. e Jo. Damasc.ii. 13,

140

(iv.

226,ed.Mein.), Lyco says

of TrcuSeia that it is icpbv &(rv\ov.
DIOG. 65-6 describes him as

rebus ipsis jejunior.
65-6, praises the

locuples,

Also

Cic. Tune.

Apud

talking of aegritudo, Lyco says,
parvis earn rebus moveri, fortunaa et
corporis incoimxodis,

al

di/^p

irepl

DIOG.

(KtypacniKbv Kal trfpiyfywvbs ev rrf
and the euySto of his
ip/u.r)Via.,
speech, for which he was also
called Y\VK&amp;lt;DV (as in PLUT. //?//.),
but he adds the remark eV 5t TW

ing at the same time some of his

The

speak of HIEBONYMUS as a
Khodian. He was a contempor
ary of Lyco, Arcesilaus, and the
sceptic Timon at Athens (DlOG.

:

ypatyftv

avrif.

OLVO/JLOIOS

examples cited by DIOG. confirm
THEMIST.
Cf.
judgment.
Orat. xxi. 255 B, as to his cele

his

brity in his

own

time.

TTJS

tyvx^s

1
Afu/fi/uos
Tlu s does
[&quot;.

TTJI/

O.\T]QlVT]V

re Aos (\fysv
T^JV

not

fal

Fin. 3, 8 ATHEN. x.
424-5; DIOG. ii. 26; STRABO,

\O.f&amp;gt;O.V

flvai,

TOIS

conflict

uis

/caAois.

with,

;

xiv. 2, 13, p. 656,

v. 68,

CLEMENS, Strom, i. 416 u:
AVKOS [Lj co must be meant] 6
neplTTClTTJTlK&S

sayings.
5
Cic.

iv.

ATHEX.

41-2,
x.

and

ix.

424-5

others, all

112).
calls

When

him a

disciple of Aristotle, he is merely
using the phrase loosely as mean
ing a Peripatetic. Not to this
man, but to the historian Hieronymus of Cardia, who was the
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knowledge of

who was

this philosopher,

according to Cicero,

1

for his learning

distinguished,

and

versatility, is

confined mainly to historical observations, 2 the titles of
3
are told
books, and unimportant isolated quotations.

We

that he declared the

end of

all

summum bonwn and

the ultimate

action to consist in painlessness, which,

how

he sharply distinguished from pleasure, going
4
in denying that the latter was in any

ever,

beyond Aristotle

companion in arms of Eumenes
and Antigonus, must we refer the
statement
of
LuciAN, apucl
MACKOB., 22, as to a person of this

name who

lived to be 104 years
of age, as is clearly shown at the
beginning of the chapter.
CiC. in the Orator, 57, 11)0
1

him Peripateticus inprimis
nobilis, and in Fin. v. 5, 14, he
calls

prastereo multos, in
hominem et suavem
Hieronymum. Of. also Fin. ii.
6, 10.
Sundry details are to be
gathered also from the passages
cited infra.

speaks oE
his rloctum
:

-

For example:

48, b, v. 217, e, xiii.
e,

d

602, a, 604,

IffropiKa.

ii.

556, a, 557,

from the
which is

(chiefly

u7ro/uv7)/xaTa,

named

at 557.

(535-6

(from the

7roir]Twv,

ATIIEX.

c,

and 004 d), xiv.
iiith book TT.

which treated of odes

xi. 499500 (from the work TT. fied^s), x.
434-5
the
(from
tetters);
DIOG. i. 267 (from the second
book of the cnropdSrjv uTro^i Tj/xaTa,
which are no doubt identical
with the IffT. UTTO^UJ/.), ii. 14 (ihe
e 7roxr5s)
TT.
like), 26, 105 (eV

for the /a0apa), x. 424-5,

the writers on music.

That the

Hieronymus mentioned in DAMASCIUS and JOSEPHUS is not the
same as this writer has been
shown by ZELLF.E, Ph. d. Gr. i.
84.

As in Cic. ibid, (from a
work on Rhetoric or Metre) the
citation of about thirty verses in
Isocrates a remark in PLUT. Qu.
Conv. i. 8, 3, 1, p. 626, on the
shortsightedness of the aged a
word in SEXECA, De Ira, i. 19, 3,
against anger, and in STOB.
Floril, Exc.e Jo.Dam.ii. 13. 121
3

;

;

;

(vol. iv. 209, ed. Mein.), against
education by pedagogues.
4
The chief source of informa
tion here is CICEKO, who often
refers to this view of Hieron.
So Acad. ii. 42, 131:
Vacare
omni
molest ia
Hieronymus
And Fin.
[tinerii esse voluit].
v.

11,

35,

25,

Fin.

87-8;

ii.

73,
3,

TUSG. v. 30,
8:
Tenesne

Hieronymus
inquam,
Rhodius quod dicat esse sum mum
bonum, quo putet omnia referri

igitur,

oportere

?

Teneo, inquit, finem
nihil dolere.

21, 57,
16; PLUT. Qu.
Conv. Prooem. 3, mentions his

Quid?
de voluptate quid
esse
earn, inquit,
Kegat
propter se ipsam expetendam: 6,

\6yoi irapa TTOTOV yevo/jievoi and
also reckons him (2V. p. suav.

tem

T&amp;lt;

viii.

Vivi,

ix.

13,

G,

p.

1096)

amongst

illi

videri,
idem iste

sentit?

19

:

Nee

Aristippus, qui volupta-

summum

honurn dicit, in
voluptate ponit non dolere, neque
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also

belongs

period

1

Prytanis.
After Lyco s death Aristo of Ceos 2 was elected by
the choice of his fellow-disciples to the presidency of
Hieronymus,qui summutn bonum
non dolerc, voluptatis
nomine unquam utitur pro ilia
indolent ia; quippe qui ne in
expetendis quidem rebus numeret
voluptatem. v. 5, 14: Hieronystatuit

mum

quern jam cur Peripatetiappellem, nescio, summum
enim bonum exposuit vacuitatem
doloris. Cf. CLKMENP, Strum, ii.
u Tltpi8
T6
415, C
lepui&amp;gt;v/u.os
;

cum

:

TraTTjrt/cbs
A7/Ta. S ^TJV

TV

TfAos /J.fv tivcu TO a^X&quot;
TfXiK^v 8 ayadbv /J.GVOV

v5ai/j.ov ta.v.

Here Clement

to have derived his in
formation from the same source
as ClCEHO, Anad. ii. 42, 131 and

seems

;

Prooam.

Lyco s

founded with him on account of
the similarity of their surnames.
Another surname, IOI/AITJTTJS or
IXiTjTTjs (DlOG. vii. 164) shows
that his family came from Julis,
the chief town in the island of
Ceos, as is remarked by STKABO,

directly acquainted with an
ethical as well as a rhetorical
work of
Hieronymus cannot
really be inferred from Fin. ii. 6,
This aoxA.T?&amp;lt;rfa is also re
19.
ferred to by JAMBL. apud STOB.

1

i.
920, and the ijffvx ia by
PLUT, Sto. Rep. 2, 2, as the ideal
The latter adds
of Hieronymus.
that, like Epicurus, he lived up

was em
ployed by Antigonus Doson (B.C.
This

Peripatetic

230-221) in various State affairs,
v. 1)3,8, reckons him

and POLYB.

among

the

irfpnrdrov.

is
iri&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;ai&amp;gt;(

5, 0, p.

De
1,

Urb.
p.

486,

and STBPHANUS,

Iou\is,

605 names

PLUT. De Exil.
Apiffrui/

e

K.tu

between Glyco and Critolaus
Lyco himself speaks of him
;

as

his

note)

pupil

and Cic.

(see

Fin.

following
v.

5,

13.

When we

find that not he but
Aristo is in SEXT. Math. ii. 61
called the yvwpi/jLos of Critolaus,
is hardly possible to suppose
that a younger Peripatetic of the
it

same name

to his theory.
1

(UiOG. v. 74) and it
been the custom to

name him thus, in order to dis
tinguish him from the Stoic of
the same name, ApiffTuv & X?os,
who is, nevertheless, often eon-

x.

Eel.

will

has since

there ANTIOCHUS is indicated as
Cicero s authority. That Cicero

was

names him among the

3,

distinguished philosophers who
have written table talk.
Aristo is called KeTos in

&vtipfs

e /c

rov

He must have been

at that time already considerably
advanced in years, if his pupil
EUPHORION was really born (as
SriDAs says) in Ol. 12(5, n.c.
PLUT.
Conr.
277-273.
Qu.

is meant, but we must
suppose that yvupiju-os, which is
ordinarily used of a pupil, has
here
a
wider
signification
;

QUINTILIAN, xi. 15, 19^ seems to
have used the same expression
:

*

Critolai peripatetic! discipulus.

Again, we hear
7jA.arrT?s

Bio

:

see

of

that he was a

the

STRABO,

ZELLER, Ph.

d. (Jr.

Borysthenean
x.
i.

5,

294,

6,
4.

and
The

meaning may be merely that he
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He also is said to have been distinguished
rather for the grace and finish of his style than for
2
Of his numerous writings
originality of thought,
3
a few fragments, chiefly
and
the
titles,
only some of
1

the school.

an

of

character,

Bio s writings, or it
that he was
peracquainted with Bio,

admired
be

may

4

historical

sonally

who must have been
Aristo

during

Pli. d.

ZELLER,

s

Gr.

still

living

youth

(cf.

294, 4).
not Aristo of Ceos, but of

It is

i.

ArChios, that worked with
241 B.C.)
cesilaus (who died
according to STRABO, i. 2, 2, p.
15; SEXT. Pyrrli. i. 234; DIOG.
For further information
iv. 33.

about him and his works see

HUBMANN,
sqq.

;

apud

Jahris

in

1834,

iii.

Supplement,

RiTSCHL, Aristo
ClC.

De

Sen.

Jalirb.
p.

102

d. Peripat.

3

(RJiein.

Mus. JV. F. 1842, i. 193 sqq.);
KRISCHE, Forscli. 405-6, 408.
Aristotle appears to have
at least indicated Theophrastus
as his successor; Theophrastus
bequeathed the rrep iraTos to ten
friends; Strato to Lyco (?;. supra,
vol. i. p. 39, n. 1, and vol. ii. p.
350, n. 5); Lyco left it in his
will (apud DIOG. v. 70) T&V
1

rois

yva-piu-wv

jSouAo^ueVots

and

particularly to ten friends there
named (all of whom except Aristo
are otherwise unknown), with

the proviso
auroi bv
firl

TOV

fj.a.\L&amp;lt;rra

:

TrpoaT^ffa.a doca a.i

5

uTToAcyi/BcWcn Sia.fj.eve iv
TTpdy/j-aTos Kal avrav&iv

&j/

5wrj&amp;lt;reo-0ai.

what THEMIST.

If,

however,

Or. xxi. 255 B,

relates is true, he must have
allowed Aristo a precedence even

before himself.
*
Cic. Fin. v.

nus

deinde

et

5,

13:

elegans

Concin-

hujus

have

down

come

to

[Lyconis, sc. discipulus] Aristo;
sed ea quse desideratur a magno
philosopho gravitas in eo non
fuit.
Scripta sane et multa et
sed nescio quo pacto
polita
auctoritatem oratio non habet.
;

The same

is

meant by STRABO

(ut supra) in the
with Bio.
3
Of his works

comparison

we know a
(mentioned by PLUT.
Lyco
Aud. Po. \ init. p. 14, where no
one else can be meant; cf. ClC.
Cato M. 1, 3, and also RITSCHL,
ibid.), which is there classed with
^Esop s Fables and the Abaris of
which must,
Heraclides, and
therefore, like this latter, have
been a collection of fables; and
also the Epwrtica 6/j.oia, cited by
ATHEN. x. 419, c. xiii. 563-4, xv.
It appears, however,
674, b.

from DIOG. vii. 163, that all the
works there said to be by the
btoic Aristo (except the Letters
of PANJETIUS and SOSICRATES)
were also ascribed to our Aristo
of Ceos probabl} however, only
some of them were so ascribed,
and it is only of some that the
ascription could in any case be
r

;

,

true.

All the Fragments in ATHENJBUS (see Index) except that
at ii. 38, 9 (a note on beverages)
as also the notices apud PLUT.
Themist. 3, Aristid. 2, SOTION,
De Fluv. 25, are concerned with
No doubt
matter.
historical
4

DIOGENES
p. 37, n. 4)

supra, vol. i.
took from Aristo the

(v. 64,
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Ly-

of the Peripatetic
besides other in

said by any of our authorities ;
for CLEMENT, who gives a list of

formation about them and this
is probably the reason why his
history of the Lyceum does not
go beyond Lyco. There has also
been handed down to us, in
STOB. Eel. i. 828 (where it is our
Aristo that is meant), a division
of the avTi\ijirTiK^ SiW^uis rfjj
tyvxys into the aiV0T?Tj/cbi/and the
vovs, the first working in connec
tion with the bodily organs, and
latter
the
working without

the Peripatetic Diadochoi
in
Strom, i. 201 B (or, at least, the
printed text of that passage)
passes over Aristo ( after Ari

testaments

philosophers,

;

organs
Math.

and

;

ii.

61,

in

also

QITINTIL.

15,

work on the subject. The Frag
ments from Aristo in STOB.-EUS,
belong to the
Stoic of that name, as is clearly
shown in various passages for
Floril. (see Index),

:

110; 80, 5; 82, 7, 11,
The information about
15, 16.
an Aristo given by SIMPL. Cat eg.,
Schol. in Ar. 65, b, 10, 66, a, 38
evidently refers to a younger
Peripatetic, one of the successors
of Andronicus, and probably the
same as he whom SENECA, Ep.
It is not
29, 6, makes fun of.
clear

PLUT.

4,

which Aristo
Amator. 21,

Preec. grr.

PLUT.

In

Jieijf.

is

meant

in

767,
10, 4, p. 804.
2,

p.

Demotth.

10, 30 the
printed texts, at any rate, give
X?os.
As to the work IT. KCVOSouzs, as the extract therefrom

ayvd PHILODEM. De Vit. x. 10,
23, SAUPPE makes it probable
(Philocl. dc Vit. Lib. Dec. pp.
6-7, 34) that they refer to our
Aristo.
1

That Critolaus was Aristo

direct successor

is

t&amp;gt;v

t&amp;gt;v

s

not expressly

does not give a
but only names those

Efil. 14, p.
full

list,

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;05,

who came to Athens
when he says

Peripatetics

from

abroad,

SEXT.
ii.

19 (cf. infra, p. 483, n. 1) a de
finition of Rhetoric, which allows
us to suppose that he wrote some

example,

stotle SmSe^eTcu Qf6(ppaffTOS
AVKWV
?TO Kpir6^.rpdrcav
\aos e?To AjdSwpos ). PLUT. De

(K

:

TpcadSos,

Apiffrtav

fie

Ke cu, Kpir6\aos 4&amp;gt;a.(rr)\lTr)S. Neither
does CiC. Fin. v. 5, 13-4 intend
to state the order of sequence of
the heads of the school, for
he is only speaking of the
relation
of the later Peripa
to

tetics

and Theo-

Aristotle

phrastus; and so, after naming
Strato, Lyco, and Aristo, he con
in
Prretereo multos,
tinues,
his

.

.

.

Ilieronymum

;

also after

a few remarks about

him, he

Critolaus imitari antiquos
Thus there appears
voluit, &c.
to be a possible vacancy for
further names between Aristo and

adds,

and this is made some
what more probable when we con
sider the time which elapsed
between Lyco s and Critolaus s
death, which seems very long for
only two school directors. Lyco

Critolaus,

died 226-4
(see

foil,

B.C.,

note)

but

Critolaus

was

in

Rome

156-5 B.C.
Supposing that he
took this journey during the
latter part of his life, we have a
period of more than seventy
years to cover his and Aristo s
school-directorship,

and

the forty-four years
directorship

it

makes

if

of

we add
Lyco s

in all for
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cia,

seems to have been more important.

men

nearly 120 years.
Bestand d. Philos.
Schulen in Athen. Abh. d. Berl.

the three

ZUMPT

(

Aliad. Hist.-ptiil. Kl. 1842, p. 90
sqq.) is inclined to interpose
other names between Aristo and

and he

Critolaus,

cites the

Anony-

we

All that

gap between Aristo and Critolaus,
but that it rather seems most
likely that he did not know of
any intervening directors Hieronymus and the multi whom,
he passes over are those whom he
:

could not insert in the

list

of

of Menage, who at p. 18, 8,
avrov
SiciSoxot 5
West., says

not
5m8o;c&* since they were
school-directors.
Also the state

Kara rdiv

ment that Andronicus (or, accord
ing to some, his pupil Boethus)
was the twelfth director in suc
cession from Aristotle, is de
cidedly against ZUMPT S theory.
And why, after all, could not the

iii/ns

:

[Arist.]

TTJS

croA^s

oi Se

TUV, IIpa^TeArjs,
AvKiffKos,

Api

Au/ccoi/,

Tlpa^Kpdvris,

lepwvv/ui.os,

HpvravLs, ^op/n iav, Kpir6\aos. Un
fortunately, this evidence is not
satisfactory.

For

we

cannot

accept as a trustworthy list of
the school-chiefs correctly set
out Kara Tai/, a statement whirh
places between Strato and Lyco,

who

followed

undoubtedly

directly one upon the other an
unknown individual, Praxiteles,
not even mentioned in Strato s
will (whom we cannot make a
contemporary and colleague of
Strato, as ZUMPT would have
it, any more than his StaSo^os),
and describes as the second in

order after Aristo, Praxiphanes,
who was a scholar of Theo-

phrastus (supra, vol. ii. p. 449),
as the Jffth after him at
Athens Phormio, who, as we
learn from Cic. De Orat. ii.
in 194 B.C. an
18, 75-6, was
old man, and in Ephesus, evi
dently not merely on a journey
and inserts the still earlier

and

;

presidencies of Aristo and Cri
tolaus have lasted seventy or
eighty years, just as well as
that of Lyco lasted forty-four, and
that of Theophrastus thirty-six

The latter two, by the
years?
way, were no longer young when
And we
they were appoint eel
know from LUCIAN, Macrob. 20
that Critolaus (not as ZUMPT,
90, says, Aristo) lived in fact
to over eighty-two years of age.
The Stoics Chrysippus and Dio
p.

genes held the presidency for at
least eighty years, and the first
five Stoic Diadochoi presided in
all for a period of 140 years.
Similarly, from 1640 to 1740, and
again from 1740 to 1840, only
three princes, and from 1640 to
1786 (i.e. in 146 years) only four
princes occupied the throne of
Prussia.
1

The native town of Critolaus

determined by PLUT. ibid, and
other evidence. Otherwise the

Prytanis (supra, vol. ii. p. 477,
n.
1) as Aristo s fourth suc
cessor: and supplies us in all with

is

Diadochoi be
tween the years 226 and 156 B.C.

we have relating to his life is
that he took part, in conjunction

as

many as

On

seven

the other side

we must

words
necessarily imply any

remember that CICERO
do

not

S

only certain piece of information

with Diogenes and Critolaus, in
the celebrated embassy which
(according to Cic. Acad.

ii.

45,
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know of his views shows him to have been in the main a
2
true adherent of the
Peripatetic teaching, who, however,
differed from Aristotle on several
Thus he
points.
l

conceived of the soul,
including the reason, as consist
3
ing of ether, and in his Ethics he went beyond Ari
stotle in

4
In other
asserting that pleasure was an evil.
his
views
the
nature
of
respects
the * iunmum
upon
lonum are thoroughly Aristotelian: he describes it

generally as the perfection of a natural life, and further
claims for it more
particularly that it should embrace
the three kinds of Goods, 5
among which, however, he
137, during the consulship of P.
Scipio and M. Marcellus, i.e. f&amp;gt;99 A. u c., or 15(5-5 B.C. see CLIN
TON, Fasti Hellen.&quot;) was sent to
Rome by the Athenians to de
precate the fine of 500 talents
;

which had been imposed on the
Athenians for the sack of Oropus.
For further information on this
subject see PAUSAN. vii. 11; Cic.
Ibid., DC Orat. ii. 37, 155, Tnc.
iv. 3, 5, Ad Att. xii. 23; GELL.
N. A. vi. 14, 8, xvii. 21, 48; PLIN.
H. -V. vii. 30, 112; PLUT. Cato
Maj. 22 ML. V. H. iii. 17 (see
also infra as to the historical
That
bearings of the story).
Critolaus, as well as the others,
lectured in Rome is expressly
;

stated (see following note).

It

also apparent from what has
been stated in the foregoing note,
and from what we know of the
age of his successors, that Crito
laus made this journey late in
life.
Except by the fact that he
lived to be over eighty-two
years
of age (r. ibid.), it is not
possible
to indicate the date of his death.
Cf also Cic. Fin. v. 5, 14:
is

Critolaus imitari antiques voluit,
quidem est gravitate proxi-

et

mus, et redundat
is

quidem

in

oratio, attamen
patriis institutis

manet.

In reference to his lec

tures in

Home, GELL.

VOL.

II.

14, l()

:

Critolaus,
sobria.
2

modesta Diogenes

As CICERO indicates

preceding note.
3
STOB. Ed.

\.

58: Kpir6\aos

aw

Aiotiwpos 6 Tvpios vovv
airadovs.
TERTULL.
alQfpos
An. 5
Nee illos dico solos,

DC

:

earn

et

see

;

Kal

[animam] de manifest

is

qui
cor-

ut Cri
poralibus etlingunt
tolaus et Peripatetici ejus ex
nescio
quinta
qua substantia [the
TTf/jiirTr) ova-ia, the ether].
4
GELL. JV. A. ix. 5, 6 ; Cri
tolaus Peripateticus et malum
.

.

esse voluptatem ait et

.

multa

alia

mala parere ex

sese, injurias,
desidias, obliviones, ignavias.
Strom,
ii.
CLEMENS,
316, D

:

Kpiro\aos

5t, 6 Kal

1

.

vi.

(following Rutilius and Pol) bins)
Violenta et rapida Carsays
neades dicebat, scita et teretia

TIK&S,

TtAetoTTjTcc

avrbs

YlfpiiraTij-

Z\eyfi/

[so.
I

I

rii
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gave so unconditioned a preference to those of the
soul that the others shrink into complete insignificance
beside them.
Similarly in Physics he came forward as
1

the defender of an important Aristotelian doctrine in
maintaining the eternity of the world and of the human
2
He rests his arguments chiefly
race against the Stoics.
the order of nature, which
of
the
immutability
upon
man has ever come into
that
the
excludes
supposition

way than

existence in any other

as he

now

does; he

adduces as indirect proof of the same the multiform
that primeval man
incongruities involved in the idea
and
concludes
that man, and
earth
the
from
sprang
;

must be eternal, nature having,
3
had
Aristotle
and
Plato
as
already declared, conferred
upon the whole race by means of propagation the
immortality which she was unable to bestow upon
therefore also the world,

He

individuals.

further remarks that a self-caused

must be eternal if the world
would exhibit growth and evolution,

existence like the world

had a beginning,

it

;

not only in respect of its material frame, but also of
the indwelling reason that governs it this, however, is
While
impossible in a being, like it, already perfect.
;

sickness, age, or

want destroys living
libra

creatures, they

Critolai

cum

in

re Aos] Kara fyvffiv fvpoovi/ros fiiov.
ruv TpL&v yfvu&amp;gt;}/ [the
fK
TT\V
three kinds of Goods] o-y^TrXTj-~

alteram lancem animi bona imponat, in alteram corporis et ex-

pov/j-evrjv Trpo-yoi/tKr)v [? av9pwiriKr)v~\

terna,

TeAetoTTjra
ii.

58

:

virb

TraTTjTtK&Ji

,

TUV vewrepwis

5e

1

loco

T&amp;gt;

e/c

Travrcot/

ruv

TOVTO

.

&amp;lt;ru,u7re7rA7]pa&amp;gt;ueVoj

e/c

Tlepi-

Twvairo KpiroAaou, [sc.

reAos Ae^erai]
ayaQfav
8e fy rb

SiOB. Eel.

^t]vv(av.

quaaro,

v.

17, 51

:

:

qui

tantum propendere illam
bonorum animi lancem putet, ut

terram et maria deprimat.
2
PHILO, JEtcrti. Mundi, p.
943 B 947 B, Hb sch., c. 1115,

Bern.
3

TWV rpiuv yevwv.

Cic. Tusc.

ilia

Quo

quam vim habeat

cf.

Supra, voi ii.
ZELL. Ph. d. Or.

p.
i.

35,

512,

n. 2
3.
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the world as a whole; if the order or
of
the
world is acknowledged to be
destiny
eternal,
this must also be true of the world
itself, which indeed
affect

nothing else than the manifestation of this order.

is

While the leading thoughts of this
argument are not
new, yet we must recognise in them an able defence of
the Peripatetic doctrine.
What
Critolaus is of little importance.

we

are further told of

Contemporaneous with Aristo and Critolaus was
Phormio, the Peripatetic, whom Hannibal met at
19-3 B.C.), 2

but of whom beyond the un
seasonable lecture which he delivered to the Cartha
ginian hero upon generalship,
further is

Kphesus (arc.

nothing

4
known. 3 To the same period belong
apparently Sotion s
5
much-read work on the schools of
philosophy and the

According to STOB. Ed. i.
252, Critolaus held time to be a
1

v6rffj.a

r)

/jifTpov.

and not a

vir6&amp;lt;TTa-

See also SEXT. Math. ii. 12,
According to QUINTIL. ii.
17, 15, he made sharp attacks on
Rhetoric (of which Sext. tells us
something), defining it, accord
ing to QUINT, ii. 15, 23, as nsns
dicendi (and QUINT, adds, nam
hoc Tptft)) significat}, which means
tm.

20.

PLATO had

said in the Gnrg.
(as
463 B) that it was not an art
but a mere readiness of speech

delirus

have

scncx,

then

years.
3
For, as already remarked,
we can make nothing of the
statement of the ANON. MEN.
cited at p. 480, n. supra.
4

That Sotion was a Peri
patetic is not expressly stated,
but is evident from the whole
character of his writings. Cf.
SOTION, De Fluv. 44 (WESTER-

MANN.
5

Soo

napa8ooypa(f&amp;gt;oi,

Cf.

Supplement^

xi. 9.

where

We

have this incident from

Cic. De Orat. ii. 18. As Hanni
bal was then with Antiochus in

must have been about
Ephesus,
the time stated in the text and
it

;

as he called

the philosopher a

p. 15)1).

WESTEKMANN,

Further
acquired by practice.
information as to what he said
in connection with this criticism
of oratory may be found in CELL.
2

Phormio must
advanced in

been

p.

7pa&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;oi,

particularly
in
Sotion,
it is

v.

Uapa-

and see
PANZEBBIETER,
Jahn s Jahrbb.
xlix;

(1837)

211 sqq.

p.

shown from the data

given by^ DIOGENES that the
must have
AtaSo;^ TUV
been written between 200 and
150 B.C. probably between 200
&amp;lt;pjAo&amp;lt;ro

and 170

B.C.:

&amp;lt;a&amp;gt;i/

inasmuch

as,

the one hand,
Chrysippus,
i

i

2

on

who
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of

histories

and

Hermippus

died about 206, was mentioned
in the book (DiOG. vii. 183), and,
on the other hand, Heraclides
Lembus (de quo infra) made an
extract from it. PANZERBIBTER
also makes it probable that the
AiaSoxr? consisted of 13 books,
whose contents he endeavours to

To

this

work belong

indicate.
also the

references in

iv. 62, e,

viii.

Math.

SEXT.
viii.

work

ATHEN.

343, c, xi. 505, c
vii.

;

ATHEN.

15.

336, d, tells us of another
of Sotion s, Trepl rwv Tipcavos

cri\\(av.

It is very questionable

whether

it
is
chronologically
that he could have
written the 12 books AioKAetW
directed against Diocles
eAe
of Magnesia (v. DION. x. 4).
At any rate the Ke pas A/uiAfleias,
(GELL. N. A. i. 8, 1, cf. with
PLIN. H. N. prsef. 24), the frag
ment on rivers and springs (in

possible

7xcoi&amp;gt;

WESTERMANN
p.

183 sqq.,

cf.

S

Uapa^o^oypacpoi,
with PHOT. Blbl.

Cod. 189), which was probably
the
part of the last-named work,

opyys (STOB. Floril.
15)
those from which are derived

writing

TT.

10, 20, 53, 108, 59, 113,

14,

and
the

Fragments

apud

STOB.

Floril. 84, 6-8, 17, 18, belong to
one or perhaps to two younger
men of the same name.
should say to one, if the Peri

We

Sotion mentioned
GELL. as author of the Ke pa?

A^i.

identical with the Sotion

who

patetic
is

was Seneca s (Epist.

by

49, 2, 108,

17-20) teacher in the school of
Sextus (ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. iii. a,
MULLER, Fragin.
600, 3, 605, 3)
Hist. Or. iii. 168 takes it for
granted that this is the case,
but theie seems to be some pro
bability that they were different
;

Heraclides

Satyrus.

In this case we must
persons.
also attribute to that Peripatetic
(ZELL., -ibid. iii. a, 694, 2nd ed.)
the citations in ALEX. APHR.
Top. 123 (which appear to be
from a commentary on Ari
stotle), and in CRAMER S Anecd.
and the
i.
3
Paris,
391,
same man is perhaps meant in
PLUT. Frat. Am. c. 16, p. 487,
;

c. 61.
On the other
hand, the moral maxims cited by
STOBJEUS belong to Seneca s
teacher. It is impossible to say
who was the Sotion frequently
cited in the Geoponica, but he
was in any case not the author
M. HERTZ
the
of
AtaSoxTJ.
Eamenta Gelliana (Sresl. Unlversitatsckrift,
1868) p. 15-6
attributes the Repay AjiiaAfl. to
the elder Sotion, but this does
not follow from what is said by

and Alex.

GELL.

i.

1

8,

;

cf.

ATHEN.

xiii.

588 c DIOG. ii. 74.
See LOZYNSKI, Hermippi
PRELLER,
Frat/m. Bonn, 1832
in Jahn s Jahrb. 1836, xvii. 159
MULLER, Fraym. Hist. Gr.
sqq.
iii. 35
NIETZSCHE, Rhein.
sqq.
Mus. xxiv. 188-9, z. HERMIPPUS
described by HIERON. Deis
Script. Eccl. c. 1 (whose autho
rity is not of much value) as a
;

1

;

;

;

Peripatetic,

and by ATHEN.

ii.

58-9, v. 213-4, xv. 696-7 as 6
the pupil of
KaAAtuaxeios, i.e.

he is, therefore,
Callimachus
probably the same Hermippus as
is said to be a native of Smyrna
As we
in ATHEN. vii. 327 c.
hear that, in his chief work he
mentioned the death of Chrysippus (Dioo. vii. 184) whereas
he is not referred to as an autho
;

for later events, we may
infer that he must have written

rity
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1

Agatharchides and Antisthenes of Rhodes

about 200

B.C. or soon after.
citation in the Etyntol. M.
118, 11 would carry the date a
little further
to about 203 B.C.
if the work there referred to
was by him see MULLEH S note
to Fr. 72.
Of his books, we hear
of a great work of biography,
the Btot, different parts of which
seem to have been known by
vatious
names.
A
separate

The

;

work

second

IT.

TWV

tv

iraiSda

8ia\a^dvT(i)v (Etyin.. M. ibid.),
of which the IT. T&V SiairpffyavTuv
tv TratSeia Sov\uv cited
by SUIDAS
?. &quot;l(rrpos was no doubt a
part, is
with a great balance of proba

.&amp;lt;?.

bility

ascribed by PRKLLER,
others to the later

MULLER and
Hermippus

of

Iterytus.

As

to

other writings not belonging to our
Hermippus, see PRELLER, p. 174
For the list of t he works of
sqq.
Aristotle

and Theophrastus pro

bably given in the Bun, see vol. i.
In like manner, SATYRUS
is described
as
a Peripatetic
p. 61.

in

ATHEN.

248, d. xii. 534,
His
b,
541, c. xiii. 556, a.
chief work was a collection of
biographies, cited as the Bt oi
(cf.
xii.

ATHEN.
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vi.

248, d, f, 250 f,
541, c, xiii. 557, c, 584, a;
vi.

DlOG. ii. 12, viii. 40, 53 HiERON.
Adv. Jovin. ii. 14, DC Script.
Eccl. c. 1), and called more
fully (as is inferred by BERNAYS,
Theojthr. iib. Fro mm. 161 from
HlER. Adv. Joi-.) Bi ot &/5oo&amp;gt;/
Further ATHEN. iv. 168
ai-tipuv.
from a writer who
E, cites
is
evidently our Satyrus, a frag
ment from a work v. x a P ai
Another book in which a list of
the Denies of Alexandria was
given (THEOPHIL. Ad Autol. ii.
p. 94), and a collection of pro
;

&amp;lt;T-f]pcav.

verbs (DiONYS. HAL. Antiqititt. i.
68) are probably, but not cer
of a later
tainly, the work
scholar of whom (if he existed)
we do not know whether he was
or was not a Peripatetic (for in

ATHEN.

xiii. 55(5, a,
only mir
Satyrus can be meant, and he is
in fact always designated in the
same manner).
\Ve can say
with more certainty that the
on
poem
precious stones, which
7
PLIN. H. j\ xxxvii. 2, 31, 6, 91,
cites
as by a Satyrus, was
7, 94,
not the work of our Peripatetic.
Cf. MULLER, lldd. 159, and the
.

Fragments

there,

which in so far

as

they are genuine, contain
only historical matter, excepting

those from the Characters.
See MULLER, Hist. Gr. iii.
1G7 sqq. HERACLIUES, surnamed
1

Lembus (cf. MULLER, iivW.), camo,
according to DIOG. v. 94, from
Calatis in Pontus or from Alex
andria; according to SuiDAS,
s.r.

Hpait\.

from Oxyrynchus in

Egypt. According to SUID. he
lived under Ptolemy Philometor
(181-147 B.C ) in a distinguished
position.

Sum.

calls

him

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;i\6-

and adds that he was the
author of philosophical and other
works.
As his helper Agath
ffocpos,

archides (see following note) is
counted among the Peripatetics,
his own literary activity
lay
in this direction, we
may include

and

him
The

also as one of the school.

\6yos, which is
said to have been the origin of
his surname (DlOG. ibid.), was
Ae/jifievriKbs

probably a philosophical work;
but the most important of his
works were, in any way, those
which were historical. We know
of an historical

work

in at least
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No

are rather later. 1

single utterance on philosophy,

however, has been preserved to us from any of these.
More important for us is Diodorus of Tyre, 2 the suc

In his view of the soul he agreed
him and from

cessor of Critolaus.

with his master, 3 but differed from
thirty-seven books, an extract
from the biography of Satyrus

century (MULLER, Hist. Gr.
to
182, believes the two

and a
AmSox^ in six books, which was
an epitome of Sotion s work

different persons). The citations
in Diogenes do not carry us
beyond the death of Cleanthes

(DiOG. v. 94, 79, viii. 7, x. 1).
See the Fragm. of these, apud

(MULLER,

(DiOG.

viii.

40, 44, 53, 58),

MULLEK, ibid.
AGATHAKCHIDES

1
of Cnidos,
K ruv trepnra.T(av (S PRABO, xiv.
15, p. 656), was secretary
2,
to the above-named Heraclides
Lembus (PHOT. Cod. 213 init.),

6

and was afterwards (as we learn
from his own words apud PHOT.
Cod. 250, p. 445, a, 33, 460, b, G)
the tutor of a prince (MuLLER,
Ibid. 191 supposes, with WBSSEit
was Ptolemy
that
LING,
II., who reigned from
117-107 B.C.).
Agatharchides
wrote several historical and eth
of which one
works,
nographical
on the Red Sea has been pre

Physcon

served in great
rest

seeMiiLLER,

by PHOT.

part,

Cod. 250, pp. 441-460
p.

;

as to the

190 sqq.

So

That

ibid.).

iii.

be

the

pseudo-Aristotelian Maytwbs prob
ably belonged to this Antisthenes
of Rhodes has been already re
marked, supra, vol. i. p. 81, n. 1.
2
STOB. Eel. i. 58, calls this
Diodorus a Tyrian, and in Cic.

De

Orat.

i.

11, 45, Fin. v.

5, 14,

CLEM.

and

Strom. 1, 301 B,
described as the disciple
and successor of Critolaus. Other

he

is

wise nothing is known about
him, and it is impossible to
define the date of his death or
of his accession to the headship
of the school
if. however, we
can trust what Cic. says in the
De Orat. ibid., he must have
been still alive in 110 B.C. (see
Ueber d. Bestand d.
ZUMPT,
philos. Schulen in Athen., Ablt.
;

(

d. Berl.

Aliad.

Hist.-pldl.

Kl.

ANTISTHENES is spoken of by 1842, p. 93) but this, in view of
PHLEGON, 3/irab. 3, as a Peri the facts set out in n. 3 on p. 487
;

and a distinguished
patetic
author, of whom he tells us a
wonderful story about an alleged
occurrence of the year 191 B.C.
He is probably the same as the
Peripatetic whose Aio5o%al Dio
genes often cites, and is, perhaps,
also to be identified with the
historian from Rhodes, who, ac
to POLYBIUS, xvi. 14,
alive during the first
thirty years or so of the second

cording

was

still

is

infra,
:{

questionable.

So STOB.

ibid.

;

see supra,

he did
overlook the
difference between the rational
and the irrational in the soul
vol.

not

ii.

p. 481, n. 3.

Still,

to

propose

;

for,
1,

according to PLUT. Fragm.

Utr.

An. an Corp.

here Ai68wpos

c.

may be
if we may

G.

2^(if

read for
Aio 5oz/Tos, or
take the
AidSoros adopted by Dfibner as
being another form of the same
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Aristotle in his ethics, uniting with their views upon
the summum bonum those of Hieronyrnus, and to a

extent combining

certain

the

and Epicurean

Stoic

ethical principles with one another

by maintaining that

happiness consists in a virtuous and painless life
however, virtue was declared by him to be the

and indispensable element in

essential

in

is

reality
3

Erymneus,
name),

he

\oyitcbv

of

special
&amp;lt;pvts

less

important

the successor of Diodorus,

allowed that the
^ U X^ na( l i ts

first

2

appears.

we know only

mus], Tt\os

the

and that the a- v/j.and o.\oyov
which can
irddr) also

iraflr?,

[sc.

as,

most

this deviation

it,

than at

}
;

(Tw/xoTiJ

T&amp;lt;f

had special

;

be reconciled with the curades
of Stob. by supposing that he
held that the modifications of
the rational portion of the soul,
of
activities
the
including
thought, were improperly de
scribed irddos.
ClC.Fin.v. 5, 14: Diodorus,
ejus [Critol.] auditor, adjungit
1

ad honestatem vacuitatem doloris.
Hie quoque suns est de surnmoque bono dissentiens dici vere
Peripateticus non potest. So also
25, 73, ii. 6, 19, and Acad. ii. 42,
131; cf. Fin. ii. 11, 34: Callipho
ad virtutem nihil adjunxit, nisi
voluptatem Diodorus, nisi va
Tusc. v. 30,
cuitatem doloris.
Indolentiam autem honest85
ati Peripateticus Diodorus ad
;

:

:

Eadem [like
Ibid. 87
junxit.
the Stoics] Calliphontis erit Diodorique sententia quorum uter:

;

que honestatem sic complectitur,
ut omnia, quae sine ea sint,
longe et retro ponenda censeat.
CI.IIMENS, Strom, ii. 415 C: Kal
6/j.oi(0s,

airb

[as

TT)S

OWTTJS

Hierony-

We find also a definition of
Rhetoric ascribed to a Diodorus
(XiKOL. Profjijmn. Rhet. Gr.

iii. 451, 7), which
he wrote about
llhetoric.
There is the less
reason to doubt that this Dio
dorus is the Peripatetic, since we
have seen that the same question
arose in the cases of Aristo and

a/)ird

SPENGEL,

implies

Critolaus

that

;

su-pra, vol.

ii.

p. 483,

n. 1.

The long and detailed frag
ment of POSIDONIUS, preserved
by ATHEN. v. 211, d sqq gives
3

,

the history of one Athenion, de
scribed as a Peripatetic, who had
studied first in Messene and in
Larissa (the addition that he
became head of the school in
is plainly a blunder of
Athenaeus, which is refuted by
his own quotation from Posidonius), and had then contrived
by flattery to ingratiate himself
with Mithridates, and so to make
himself for a time the master of
Athens (meaning evidently the
same man who is called Aristion

Athens

by PLUT. Sulla, 12, 13, 23, and
elsewhere, and who is described
by APPIAN, Mlthr, 28, as an Epi-
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by name. With regard
two philosophers who in

to

Callipho and Dinomachus,

occupy an intermediate

ethics

position between the Epicureans and the Peripatetics,
we are wholly ignorant to which school
1

they belonged.
Among our sources of information with regard to
the state of the Peripatetic philosophy
during the third
and second century B.C. are probably to be reckoned

most of the writings which our previous investigation
excluded as spurious from the collected works of

While the contribution they supply

Aristotle.

insignificant one, yet it
that it will repay us to

is

examine

To

contents.

its

an

is

not so wholly worthless

but
this

class belongs, in the field of
logic, the second part of the

which has probably come down to us in
form
from that period. 2 Important as these
present
Categories,

called

Postprsedicamenta

of the later logic

its

so-

may have

been, yet the treatment which a few of the principles
of Aristotelian logic here receive cannot but

appear

and Posidonius says
explicitly that this man was a
natural son of Athenion, a pupil
of Erymneus.
As Athens recurean)

volted

;

from

the

rule

of the
follows
from the account given in this
Fragment that Erymneus cannot
have begun his headship of the
school later than 120-110 B.C.

Komans

in 88

B.C.,

it

What is known of these two
philosophers through CiC. Fin.
ii. 6, 19, 11, 34
(supra, vol. ii. p.
1

487, n. 1), v. 8, 21, 25, 73, Acad.
42, 131, Tusc. v. 30, 85, 87,
34, 119, and CLEM,
Offio. iii.
Strom, ii. 415 c, limits itself to
this: that they
thought to find
the highest happiness in the
union of pleasure and virtue, or,
ii.

CLEMENT says, they sought
in pleasure, but they further
explained that virtue was equally
valuable or rather, according to
Tusc. v. 30, 87 indispensable.
According to CiC. Fin. v. 25, 73,
as

it

;

was
older
than
Callipho
Diodorus, and according to Acad.
ii.

45, 139, older, or at

any rate

younger, than Carneades.
It is not stated to what school
he and Dinomachus belonged;
but EARLESS (Fabric. BiWnth.
iii. 491) makes a
gross mistake
when he suggests that this Dinonot

machus is
Stoic mentioned
by LuciAN, PHlopscud. 6 sqq.
for the latter was evidently a
&quot;the

contemporary of Lucian.
2

Supra,

vol.

i.

p. 04, n. 1.
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judgment must be passed

upon the last chapter of the work Trspl Epfirjvelas.
The spurious treatise on the Elements of Metaphysics 2
1

contains, with the exception of a passage in the second

book already touched upon, 3 scarcely any modification

The work upon Melissus,
Xeno and Gorgias, of the date of whose composition

of the Aristotelian doctrine.

we know absolutely
not so much by any

nothing, proves its spuriousness
positive deviations from the Ari

by the defects of

stotelian teaching as

its

historical

statements and critical expressions, as well as by the
4
Of works upon Physics
general obscurity of its aim.

upon the World will hereafter engage our atten
an example of the eclectic method of combining
5
The treatise upon In
Peripatetic and Stoic doctrines.
divisible Lines which, if it is not the work of Theo-

the book
tion as

plirastus himself,

6

appears to date from his time, ably

combats a view which Aristotle had rejected. To the
school of Theophrastus and Strato perhaps belong the
treatises upon Colours, Sounds, the Vital Spirit, and the
1

The Poitpreedicamenta

treat

four
the
c.
10-1,
(I)
kinds of opposition which have
been described already, supra,
vol. i. p. 223 sqq.
(2) c. 12, the
different significations of the
of

;

merely,

with a slight, but
from
dissent
formal

Metaph.

v.

irp6rfpov,

motion, in agreement with the
views stated supra, vol. i. p. 423,
n. 1
x
(5) c. 15, on the
the meanings of which are set
out rather differently from the
v. 23.
2

n. 1.

signiiications of the SL/J.O.,
tion being only based in part
upon the earlier texts and in

3

(3)

c.

13,

this sec-

part
toe.),

original

(cf.

WAITZ,

ad

though not contrary to the

views

of

c.

14,
Aristotle; (4)
the six kinds of

concerning

&amp;gt;

Aristotelian account in Metaph.

the

11;

l/

:

4

Gr.

Cf.

with supra,
vol.

ii.

Supra,
Cf. herewith
4G4 sqq.
ZELL. Ph. d.

vol.

i.

p. 66,

p. 429, n. 1.
ZELL. Ph. d.

i.
5

Gr.

iii.

a,

558 sqq. 2nd ed.
6

and

Cf. supra, vol. i. p. 86, n.
ZELL. Ph. d. Gr. i. 8G3, 4.

1,
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Motions of Animals works which are not without inde
pendence, and exhibit evidence of respectable work in
science.
The first of these, differing widely
from Aristotle, traces the origin of the colours to the
elements, of which fire is said to be yellow while the

the

field of

rest are naturally white
black is caused by the trans
mutation of one element into another, the burning up
of air and water and the drying up of water.
All
;

1

colours are said to be mixtures of these three elements. 2
3
is described as the
that it
proper colour of fire
conceived of as corporeal 4 is obvious, not only from
its being classed, as we have
just seen, with the colours,

Light

;

is

but also from the way in which the lustre and the
dulness of thick transparent bodies are alike explained. 5
Upon the further contents of this treatise, as it goes 011
to discuss in detail the preparation of colours and the
natural hues of plants and animals, we cannot here

With

stop, to enlarge.

regard, similarly, to the short

1
De Color, c. 1
PRANTL,
Arist. v. d. Farben, 108, finds in
this treatise a confusion of two
;

views (a) that darkness is either
the absence or partial absence
of light (the latter in the case of
:

shadows or of rays penetrating
through the density of some
transparent body) and () that
;

blackness is to be explained in
the manner stated in the text.

The inconsistency, however,

is

for the O-KOTOS,
only apparent
which produces the appearance
of the blackness (791, a, 12), is
to be distinguished from the
(MtXav xpw/ia, which is the quality
of bodies tending to check light
:

and produce
2

(TKOTOS (791, b, 17).
C. 1, 791, a, 11, c. 2, 792, a,

For more
10, c. 3, 793, b, 33.
detailed theories on the origin
of the different colours, see c. 2, 3.
3
C. 1, 791, b, 6 sqq. cf. with
791, a, 3.
4
Strato held the same views
on this, but not Aristotle or
;

Theophrastus

;

518, n. 3, vol.

ii.

supra, vol. i.
p. 379, n. 1.

p.

5

Lustre (arixfrov} is (c. 3,
793. a, 12) a o-uj/e xem Qwrbs /cat
TTVKVOT-^S
transparent matter
looks dark, when it is too thick
to allow the rays of light to pierce
:

it,

and bright when it is thin,
when not present

like air, which
in too dense a

by the rays

:

form is overcome
x w P (oiu.fvos
L

i&amp;gt;ir

TrvKvorfpwv ovauv KOI Siatyaiv
Si avrov (c. 3, 794, a, 2
sqq.).
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work upon Sounds, which in tone and method is related
and is to be attributed perhaps to the
same author, it will be sufficient to refer to our previous

to that on Colours,

We

must assume a different author
quotation from it.
for the work upon the Vital Spirit,- which discusses in a
1

somewhat sceptical tone the origin, sustenance, dif
fusion, and operation of the anima rite?, accepted by
Aristotle as the primary substratum of the soul/
This
book, on account of its fragmentary character and the
1

numerous corruptions

in the text, is

incomprehensible to

Its general presuppositions of
of a soul and vital spirit united

us.

4
design in nature, and
5
with it in man, are Aristotelian.

sometimes almost

Peculiar to

itself,

on

the other hand, is the assumption that the vital
spirit,
as Erasistratus had held, spreads from the heart
by
means of the arteries through the whole body, and that
it

this

is

(and not, as Aristotle held, the

flesh)

which

the primary organ of sensation. 7
Respiration, the
8
pulse, the consumption and distribution of the food,
is

are effects of the operation of the vital spirit, which
nourishes itself from the blood, the breath
serving only,
as Aristotle had taught, to cool
1

2

vol.

Supra, vol.

As
i.

3

to

ii.

which

p. 405, n. 8.

of.

also supra,

p. 89, n. 3, ad Jin.
vol. ii. p. 15, n. 2.

Supra,

4

Cf. c. 7, 484, b, 11. 27 sqq.
9, 485, b, 2 sqq.
3
C. 9, 485, b, 11
cf. with o.
,

c.

;

480, a, 17, c. 4, 482, b, 22, c.
The subject
5, 483, a, 27 sqq.
of the treatise did not give any
occasion for the statement of any
view as to the NoCs.
6
As to this physician, who
1,

was probably a pupil of Theo-

it.

9

The

relation of the

phrastus (supra,

vol.

ii.

p. -151, n.

and as

to his theory of the
dissemination of the pnenma
2),

through the arteries, see SPRENUEL, (reach, d. Arzncik. 4 ed. i.
525 sqq. on the relations of the
;

to his teaching
see HOSE, Lie Arist. Libr. Ord.
1G7-8.
7
C. 5, 483, a, 23 sqq,. b, 10-26,
IT.

irvtvu.a.Tus

c. 2,
H
&quot;

481, b, 12, 18.
C. 4-5.
Cf. svpra, vol.

p. 43.

ii.

p. (, n. 2,
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operative

pneuma? which was

said

to

altogether clear.

Of

in the

reside

sinews and nerves, 2 to this vital principal

is

made

not

3

a later date than this treatise, 4

and much more

one upon the Motion of Animals,
clearly written,
to
be the work of Aristotle, 5 inad
which professes
is

missible as this claim

is.

G

The contents of this work are

almost entirely drawn from Aristotle, but are in parts
so combined as wholly to contradict the spirit of his
It starts from the principle that all mo
teaching.

must ultimately be referred to a self-moving and
unmoved entity, 7 but proceeds by a singular applica

tion

tion of
1

at

p.

it

draw the conclusion that every mechanical

to

C. 1-2, c. 5 ad fin. where
484, a, 8 we must read
:

ffv/J.&amp;lt;pvTOi

trees

r)

SiafAOvf),

&C.

The sinews and nerves were
not distinguished by Herophilus,
2

the

first

by

his

discoverer of nerves, or
Erasicontemporary,
stratus, or indeed for a long time
afterwards, but they were desig
nated as a whole by the common

term

vevpa,

which had originally
the

sinews

only
SPRENGEL, ibid. 511-12, 524-25.
3
C. 8 init. (where at p. 485,
a, 4 we should probably read
irdvTow 3 fffrl \6-yov f3e\Tiov ws
signified

;

:

OVK &y 86fie KIVT)eVe^a ra bcrra, a\\a ^uaAA.oi/
vtvpa T) rb avd\oyov, eV $
TTpcary rb TTj/eu/xa rb Kivr]Ti.K6v.
4
As we see from the fact that
the TT. TTj/eu/Aoros is quoted in the
Kal vvv ^VjTeiV)

:

rrecos

TO.

tpuv Kivfaews c. 10, 703, a, 10
supra, vol. i. p. 92. The pos
sibility that both works have the
same author is not excluded:
but the style and manner of ex
pression differ too much.
TT.

cf.

:

5

The

words of the

first

TT.

(puv Kiv-liaews present it as the
completion of an earlier inquiry,

which

evidently meant to in
the
TT.
ucav
Tropfias.

is

dicate

Again

in

c.

1,

698, a, 7

a reference to Pliyz.
6,

at p. 700, b, 4, lines 21

(cf.
IT.

we have

viii.

c.

i.

p.

80) to the

and the

TT.

TT)S irpcaTrjs

supra, vol.

fyvxys

in

and 9

$L\o(ro(f)ia.s

;

inc. 11

the

ad Jin.

TT.

^qiGw

7T.

alffd^fffCaS Kal VTTVOV Kal

(jLOpttav,

IT.

to the

i|/u;^s,

the

/Hvf]/JL7]S,

and

to the IT. faptav yevecrews as an
immediately preceding treatise.
These references are made jush
in the way in which Aristotle
himself was accustomed to quote
his works.

Nevertheless the TT.
is so free, both in
style and matter, from any of the
marks which would betray a very
late date, that we should not be
justified in referring it to a time
subsequent to the wori of AndroKLvf]&amp;lt;Tws

ty&amp;gt;&amp;lt;av

nicus.
6
7

Supra,
C.

1,

vol.

i.

p. 93, n. 1.

698, a, 7 sqq. (where
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in the
motion presupposes two unmoved entities
the
motion
which
from
motionless
a
itself
point
thing
motionless
a
it
of
outside
body upon
proceeds, and
from which it again con
which the thing rests
:

l

;

principle which propels the

unmoved

cludes that the

world cannot ba within the
side of

it.

2

It further

latter,

shows

but must be out

in a

with

discussion

how the presentation of
the mind creates the desire, and

which we are already

familiar,

the desirable object to
3
this in turn the physical movements, which all proceed
from the centre of the body as the seat of sensation or,
to be strict,

from the

soul,

which there has

its

abode. 4

upon the body by means of the
and
contraction, the rise and fall of the vital
expansion
av^vrov). In order that it should so

The

soul thus operates

spirit (Trvsvfjia

it is

operate, however,
its seat in the heart

not necessary that

it

should leave

parts of the
the principle of order that
since, in virtue of
5
the whole, its decrees find automatic fulfilment.

body,

and act directly upon

all

governs

we should

TOVTOV

read

and

5e

TO

700, b, 7.
C. 1, G98, a, 11, c. 2 ad Jin.
have
and c. 4, 700, a, 6 sqq.
also at 698, a, 11 the remarkable
aKi j/TjToj/),

c. 6,

1

;

We

statement
rtf

tvl
Si

\6y&amp;lt;f

TWV
airtp

:

8eT 5e TOVTO

Ka8o\ov

Ka8fKa&amp;lt;TTa

teal

/J.TI

Aaj3e?&amp;gt;,

Kal

ruv

n-ovov

aAAa

/cal

atV0rjToi

,

TOVS Ka66\ov frrovpev

\6yovs which is an exaggeration
of the view which is indicated
as that of Aristotle, supra, vol. i.

p

itji-

2
C. 3-1, where the myth of
Atlas referred to in DC Cudo, ii.

284,- a, 18, is proved to be
We
mechanically impossible.
a, 81
might conclude from
that the author did not share
1,

691&amp;gt;,

Aristotle s belief as to the stillness of the earth, but this is

hardly his meaning. He is only
carried away in the heat of controversy into using an argument

which

would

make,

in

against Aristotle himself.
*
C. 6-8 supra, vol. ii.
;

fact,

p.

1

10

sq.
4

b

C. 9.
C. 10.

This recalls both the

work quoted, the ir. irrfvparos,
and also the TT. KO(Tfj.ov, which, in
the discussion it contains as to
the action of God on the world
(c. 6, 398, b, 12 sqq, 400, b, 11
sqq.), appears to have in view
the passage referred to in the
text, as also c. 7, 701, b, 1.
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The pamphlet ends with some remarks upon involun
tary movements.
Among the superior pseudo-Aristotelian writings
we must reckon also the Mechanical Problems? which,
however, contain too little of a philosophical character
1

Even the work on Physiognomy,
however mistaken the attempt as a whole, furnishes us
with an example of logical methods and careful, some
times even keen, observation.
Its leading thought is
the complete interdependence of body and soul 3 from
which it concludes that there must be certain physical
to detain us here.

;

indications of moral and intellectual characteristics, the

extent and subtilty of which

may

be measured both by

the analogy of certain of the lower animals and by the
impression produced by the figure, features and gait.

On

this latter subject

many

of

its

observations are not

The tenth book

of the Natural History 4
deviates from one of the fundamental principles of the

without value.

Aristotelian physiology 5 by the assumption of a female
seed, but in other respects gives evidence of careful

At

observation, remarkable for that time.

belongs to the

it

1

2

school

C. 11.
vol.

i.

p. 86, n. 1.
at Sidvoiai

on

C.
init.:
67TOZ/TCU TO?S (TU/JLaffL, Kttl OVK 6tViJ/
avral KO.& tavras aTraflers ovaat
roD o-aVtaTos Kivfiaeow
Kal
rovvavrlov 877 rols rrjs ^v^s Traflr)1

ra&amp;gt;v

.

fj.a&amp;lt;n

T6

yiveTcu
JJLOI ri

&amp;lt;Tu&amp;gt;/j.a

&cc.

v|/u%)/

ffu^.Tva.ffxov

4 init.
Kal rb

;

c.

(Tu&amp;gt;ju.a

:

.

.

fywtpbv
So/ce? 5e

ffvp.TcaQelv

This &amp;lt;rvfj.Trddeta redAATjAois &c.
calls the
terminology of the
Stoics.
1

Strato.

the earliest

The pseudo-

which has
i)7rep rov /urj yevvai
been mentioned supra, vol. i. p.
,

Supra,

3

of

6

Probably identical with the

87, n. 1.
3
C. 5, 636,

t&amp;gt;,

15,

26, 37, C. 6

Jin. C. 2, 634, b, 29, 36, C. 3, 636,
a, 11, c. 4 fin. &c., wherewith cf.
vol. ii. p. 50 sq.
6
The female seed has already
been discussed in connection
with Strato, supra, vol. ii. p. 466,

This book differs still
further from Aristotle (as KOSE,
Arlst. Libr. Ord. 172, points
out) in that it inculcates that the

n. 1.
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Aristotelian Tales of the Marvellous cannot be adduced
as examples of independent research, but only as a

with which the later
proof of the uncritical eagerness
the most improbable
to
wont
collect
even
was
learning
statements,

the same

is

only they were surprising enough and
in the main true of the form in which the
if

Problems have

;

come down

These works are

to us.

a history like the present, if for no
other reason, because we are entirely ignorant through
useless to us in

how many hands they have come, and when they
1

received their present form.
Among the ethical works in the Aristotelian collection
there are three besides the

Endemian

Elides which are of

the essay upon Virtues and Fices,
the so-called MtujnaHoralia, and the Economics. The first

later Peripatetic origin

of these will

:

come before us hereafter among the evidences

of the Eclecticism of the younger Peripatetic school.
The Mayna Moralia is an abbreviated reproduction of
the Nicomackean and the

Endemian

from the books which are
for the

Ethics,

common

most part follows the

which (apart

to both

of these)

2

latter, although in indivi

dual sections preferring the former. The essential points
of the earlier works are as a rule intelligently grasped
and placed in due prominence, sometimes even receiving
seed

is

absorbed through the

and not, as Aristotle
believed, by the warmth of the

TrvfvfjLa,

uterus

(c. 2, 634, b, 34, c. 3, 636,
That
a, 4, c. 5, 637, a, 15 sqq.).

the book

is

post- Aristotelian is

again proved by the passage on
the /J.V\TI, c. 7, 638, a, 10-18,
which is copied, word for word,
from the Gen. An. iv. 7, 775, a,
27 sqq.

See snjtra, vol. i. p. J6 sqq.
see also p. 85, n., as to the
Aristotelian fragment on the
Signs of the Weather; and as to
(

;

and

the books on Plants, which do
not here concern us, see p. 93
n. 2.
*
Cf. SPENGEL, AbJiandl. d
pkilot.-pkilol. A7. d. Bayr. Almd
iii.

515-6; BRANDIS,

ii.

b,

1566.
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The manner of
further development and elucidation.
in
and
is
not free from repe
parts clumsy
presentation
the proof always convincing, while the
dTropla^ which the writer frequently delights to propose,
receive an unsatisfactory solution, or none at all. 2 In the
titions,

nor

1

is

original parts of the work we find much that is more or
less at variance with the spirit of the Aristotelian
ethics.
1

3

The author avoids the

B. i. 1, 1183, b, 8 sqq.
Soil. 3, 1199, a, 19
b, 36,
ii. 15, 1212, b, 37 sqq. i. 35, 1127,
The difficulties so
b, 27 sqq.
seriously discussed at ii. 6, 1201,
16 sqq. are curiously and
a,

Kg.

2

characteristically petty.
3
In this respect the following
i. 2-3
points may be noticed
gives us various divisions of the
kinds of Good, of which only that
into spiritual, bodily, and exter
nal goods (in c. 3) is Aristote
lian, and the subdivision of the
spiritual
goods into (bpovncns,
:

apery),

End.

and

7/801/77

is

taken from

1218, b, 34, where,
however, these three are not
given as a division, but are only
intended as examples of spiritual
goods. Peculiar to this author
is the division of goods into the
ii.

TifMia

1,

(God, the Soul, the Nous,

&c.), the

eTTotvera (the Virtues),

the

5vvd/j.fLs

for

the

(a curious expression
ayaQa, i.e. the
things, such as riches, beauty,
&c., which may be used for good
or evil), and fourthly, the O-&XTTIKbv Kal iroifiTiKbv rov ayaQov pecu
liar to him also are the divisions
into things which are good un
conditionally or good condition
ally (i.e. virtues and external
goods), into re A?? and ou re Arj (as
health and the means to health),
Svvdfj.fi

;

religious view of ethics

and into rf\eia and areA.?). The
methods already introduced by
the Stoics seem to have influenced
the writer of the

M. Mor. in
this matter, for we know some
thing of their fondness for mul
distinctions
between
tiplying
different senses of the ayadbv, de
quo

v.

STOB.

ii.

92-102, 124-5,

130, 136-7; DIOG. vii. 94-98;
Cic. Fin. Hi. 16, 55; S~EXT.Pi/rrk.

181
SENECA, Epist. 66, 5,
As these Stoical classifi
36-7.
cations had their origin chiefly
in the work of Chrysippus, we

iii.

;

might found upon this circum
stance an inference as to the
of the M. Mor. itself.
Again, though it is not true that
the M. Mor. leaves out the dianoetic virtues (for only the name
is wanting, and at i. 5, 1185, b,
5, i. 35, the subject is really dealt
with), yet, on the other hand, it
is against the Aristotelian prin
ciples to say, as the author does,
that only the virtues of the
&~\oyov (i.e. the ethical virtues,
which, therefore, are alone named
apercu) are eTratj/erot, but that
those of the \6yov ^x ov are n t

date

1185, b, 5 sqq. c. 35, 1197,
The author, in this respect
dissenting from Aristotle, under
the head of the dianoetic virtues
(i. 5,

a, 16).

combines Te x^r; with

PERIPATETIC SCHOOL: AFTER STRATO
which he found in Eudemus.
the

of

tion

his

in the M. Mor. is
constantly used for rfx vr (i. 35,
1197, a, 18, cf. with the Me. Eth.
and 1198, a, 32,
vi. 5, 1140, b, 21
)

;

ii. 7, 1205. a, 31, 120(5, a, 25, cf.
NIC. Eth. vii. 12-13, 1152, b, 18,
1153, a, 23; ii. 12, 1211, b, 25,
cf. AH?. Eth. x. 7, 1167 b, 33;
only in M. Mor. i. 35, 1197, a, 12
sqq. is rex vrl used in the same
way as in Nic. Eth. vi. 4, 1140,
see SPEXGEL, Ibid. p.
a, 11;
447) while, on the other hand,
the M. Mor. oddly adds to the
four remaining dianoetic virtues
yiroATj^Js as a fifth (i. 35, 1196, b,
When the author defines
37).
justice in a wide sense as aperTj
reAft a, and adds that in this sense
a man can be just for himself
alone (i. 94, 1193, b, 2-15), he
overlooks the closer definition
given by Aristotle, that it is the
;

vol.

ii.

TeAet o irpbs Hrepov (supra,
As to the
p. 170, n. 2).

question whether a man can do
himself an injustice, which Ari
stotle had dealt with in the Au
Eth. v. 15 ad Jin. metaphorically
as referring to the injustice of
one part of the soul towards
another, the author of the M.
Mor. takes it literally (i. 34,
1

.

1196,

a,

25,

ii.

So the question
his

own

11,
if

friend

a

1211, a, 27).

man

can be

was similarly

treated by EUDEMUS, vii. 6, 1240,
a, 13 sqq. b, 28 sqq. and M. Mor.

The M.
11, 1211, a, 30 sqq.
Mor. is very unaristotelian in
the circumstance that (at ii. 3,
1199, b, 1) it includes Tyranny
as one of the things which may

be good in themselves, even
II.

if

and

trace

2
;

they are not always good for
individual people and when the
author (in ii. 7, 1204, b, 25 sqq.)
describes pleasure as a movement
of the sensitive part of the soul,
he follows Theophrastus rather
than Aristotle cf. supra, ii. pp.
;

;

147, 391, n. 2.
In the discussion

on evrvx a,
(M. Mor. ii. 8 End. vii. 14) the
author suggests that it consists
in an en-i^Afta 0eii/, in that he
supposes God to apportion good
and evil according to merit and,
with Eudemus {supra, vol. ii. p.
424 sq.), he traces it back partly
to a /j-eTdTTTuiffiS r&v Trpay/j-druv,
but partly also and chiefly to the
1

!

;

;

of the person s
nature (the
&\oyos), the
operation of which he compares
with that of an enthusiasm,
admitting, however, as did his
predecessors, that it is directed
by a Divine Being. The author
of the M. Mor. further agrees
with Eudemus {supra, vol. ii. p.
425, n. 1) as to the union of all
the virtues to form Ka\oKayadia
(ii. 9), and concludes with him
that the real function of ethical
virtues is that they guard the
active reason from derangement
by the passions; but he omits
the consideration of the relation
of reason to the Godhead and the
doctrine that the knowledge of
God is the final aim of life.

happy disposition

&amp;lt;/&amp;gt;v&amp;lt;ns

-

ii.

VOL.

combina

Stoic

work contains hardly a

which term

etpeTTj

later

teaching with

Peripatetic

Academic elements

Of the

1

407

The only passage in which
find any positive refer

we can

ence to the doctrine of the Stoics
that just cited, i.e. i. 2; there
is, perhaps, a negative reference
in ii. 7, 1206, b, 17: cur\u s 5

is

K K
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this account, and partly on account of the
its language as contrasted with the richness
of
poverty
of such writers as Critolaus, it must be referred to the

and partly on

at

or

third

scientific

latest

independence

Eudemian

the

Moralta

to

the
it

Of

Ethics.

is

of this

small

;

decidedly inferior

earlier date

without doubt the

is

The contents

second century

but

in

even to

than the Magna

book of the (Economics.

first

but well-written treatise

consist partly of a recapitulation and summary, partly
of an expansion of the view Aristotle had taken in the
Politics of the Household, the relation of Man and Wife,

and Slavery
2

l
;

The

justify.

the last of these he does not attempt to
most original part of it refers to the

separation of Economics as a special science from
a modification of Aristotle s views which we
Politics

The book in
have already met with in Eudemus. 3
us
of
Eudemus
reminds
its relation to the
general
;

economical sections of the Politics very much resembles
that of the Eudemian to the Nicomachean Ethics, and
the whole style of treatment, and even the language
which is clear and elegant, but lacks the nerve of
Aristotle s

4

would

afford further support to the con

Philodemus,
jecture that Eudemus was its author.
5
and although
however, attributes it to Theophrastus
;

ou^,

&s

dperrjs

Ao7os,

oiovrai

o-PX^i

Ka ^

ot

&A\oi, TTJS
T]y*H-&v eariv 6

a\\a p.a\\ov

TO. Traflrj.

Supra, vol. ii. p. 213 sqq.
This circumstance amongst
others goes to prove that this
work is not an Aristotelian
sketch antecedent to the Politics,
but is based on the cognate
1

2

section of the Politics itself and
is an elaboration of it which we

certainly

cannot

attribute

to

Aristotle.
3
4

vol. i. p. 186, n. 4.
It is difficult to find, as in

Supra,

the Ethics of Eudemus, any
doctrine that can be called unbut the expression
Aristotelian
T^V rwv larpoav ^vva^iv, c. 5, 1244,
;

b, 9, is surprising.
h

DC

Vit. ix. ( Vol.

Col. 7, 38, 47, 27, 15,

Here,

iii.)

where chaps.
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all

we can conclude from

his

name, yet there

1

is

this is that several
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bore

no decisive consideration that

can be urged against the correctness of this view. 2

The

second book of the (Economics, which has no connection
with the first, is as
as it
unmistakably later in
origin

inferior in value.

is

Its contents consist
chiefly of a
collection of anecdotes in illustration of a
point in Ari
stotle s doctrine, 3

introduced by a dry and somewhat

singular enumeration of the different kinds of Economy. 4
This book, while without doubt
proceeding from the

only one of the many proofs of the
paltry pedantry which after a few generations became
Peripatetic school,

its

is

predominating feature.

The Rhetoric dedicated

to Alexander, which, as
cannot
be
formerly remarked,
previous to Aristotle, is
the work of a rhetorician whose date cannot be further
determined.
It need not here
delay us, as it exhibits
no philosophical
5

originality.

Even with

these

pseudo- Aristotelian

books,

our

knowledge of the written works which proceeded from
the Peripatetic school of the third and second
centuries,
and of their contents, must be admitted to be in the
highest degree defective as compared with their

number
Ad

1-5 of the Economics are submitted to a detailed and search-

or spurious,

ing criticism. Cf. as to this and
as to certain variations of the
Philodemian from the common
text which it indicates, the notes
of the ^editor and his preface

*
The absence of the Economics from the list of works
by
Theophrastus given by Diogenes
proves little.
3
n 9
Supra, vol ii p

attributed to

stotle.

o&amp;lt;&amp;gt;2

,
1

Supra,

vol.

i.

vol.

86,

p.

ii.

n.

p. 204, n. 2,
1 (IT. aT^uwi/

ypaw&v) 101, and ZELL. Ph. d.
Gr. i.
1, where it is shown
that this was the case witli
47(&amp;gt;,

many

of

these works,

a-oAm^, and f&twruei) followed
by a catalogue of the various
sources of income belonging to
each of these.
5

Supra,

vol.

i.

p. 74, n. 3.

genuine

KK2
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Nevertheless such imperfect know
have places us in a position to form a true

and copiousness.

ledge as we
estimate of the development of this school as a whole.

We

see

it,

under Theophrastus and Strato, taking an
till towards the middle of the third

honourable place

we

see it especially making important con
in
the
field of natural science, and under the
tributions

century;

influence of this scientific interest modifying important
Aristotelian doctrines in a direction which seemed to

promise greater unity to the system, but which if con
sistently followed out must have involved the abandon

ment

of

many

of its essential features.

But the

spirit

of the time was unfavourable to these efforts, and the
Peripatetic school could not long resist its influence.

Soon

time of Strato all independence of thought
and simultaneously also in logic and meta
physics, ceased, and the school began to confine itself
to ethics and rhetoric, and that historical and philo
after the

in science,

sophical erudition which with all
compensates us neither with a

its

extent and variety

healthy criticism

of

tradition nor a broad treatment of history for its poverty
This was the signal for its
in philosophic thought.
It
of
subordinate
into
a
importance.
position
relapse
continued nevertheless to do good service in propagat

ing the knowledge of earlier researches, and in forming
by the moderation of its ethical doctrine, which differed
only in a few isolated particulars, a
wholesome counterpoise to the one-sidedness of other

from Aristotle

schools.

s

But the lead

in the scientific

passed into other hands,

movement had

and we have to seek in the

younger schools the true exponents of the philosophy
the age.

of

APPENDIX
ON THE FORM OF THE
(Being

THE form
to

in

which see

which
also

vol.

ii.

POLITICS*

p. 204, n. 1.)

Aristotle s Politics has

come down

to us (as

100, n. 1) presents many peculiar features.
After a short introduction, bk. i. discusses the Household as an
i.

On the
chiefly on the economic side.
other hand, the Family and Education are reserved for a later
place, on the ground that they have to adapt themselves to the
element in the State

general form of political life (c. IB, 1260, b, 8). Passing in bk. ii.
to the doctrine of the State itself, Aristotle proposes, in the first
place, to investigate the Best Form of State (i. V& fin. ii. 1 init.),

way of introduction to criticise the most famous
whether actually historical or merely imagined by philo
sophers. After examining the idea of the state and of the citizen
(iii. 1-5), he goes on in bk. iii. (0-13) to distinguish the different
Forms of Constitution and to discuss the various points of view
from which their value maybe estimated. In iii. 14 he turns to

proceeding by
States,

Monarchy as the

of the true forms, devoting four chapters

first

Chapter 18 proposes to take up the discussion
of the Best State, but breaks off with an incomplete sentence,

to its discussion.

which

not resumed

Meanwhile the subject
which
remain after Monarchy and Aristocracy have been disposed of,
viz. Oligarchy, Democracy, Polity and Tyranny.
It discusses
which is the best suited for the majority of states and under
what conditions each is natural. Finally (cc. 14-10) it investiis

till

also has to stand over.

bk.

Bk.

vii. 1 init.

iv.

treats of the Constitutions
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gates the various possible arrangements for the bodies entrusted
legislative, executive and judicial powers. Bk. v. is devoted

with

change in the different forms of government,
decay and the means for their preservation. Bk. vi.

to the question of

their

introduces us (2-7) to the subordinate species of democracy and
oligarchy, and (c. 8) to the discussion of the different offices of
Bk. vii. begins (1-3) the treatment of the best state
state.

promised in

iii.

18,

with a discussion of happiness in the indi

vidual and in the community, and then proceeds to sketch the
outlines of the best state itself (c. 4 bk. viii. fin.), devoting

and kindred questions
The work ends informally with the

especial care to the subject of education
(vii.

15, 1134, b, 5-viii. 7).

discussion of Music.

Even

earlier scholars recognised that neither the scope

nor

work as it stands corresponds with
Aristotle s original plan, and recent critics are still more pro
nounced on this head. After NICOL. ORESME (1489) and SEGNI
(1559) had remarked that the subject of bks. vii. and viii. con
nects with bk. iii., SCAINO DA SALO (1577) was the first to
propose actually to place them between bks. iii. and iv. Sixty
years later (1637) CONRING not only independently repeated
this suggestion but went on to attack the integrity of our text,
indicating in his edition of 1656 a number of lacunce of greater
In. more recent
or less extent which he suspected to exist.
times the subject attracted the attention of BARTHELEMY STHILAIRE (Politique d Aristote, i. pp. cxli-clxxii), who, while he
denied that the work as we have it is either incomplete or
mutilated, held, on the other hand, not only that bks. vii. and
viii. should come after iii., but that bks. v. and vi. should like
wise be transposed (the latter coming between iv. and v.). He
himself observes this order in his translation, and he has been
followed by BEKKER in his smaller edition and by CONGREVE.
Both of these suggestions are accepted by SPENGEL ( Ueb. d.
Politik d. Arist. Abh. d. Milnclm. Akad. pliilos.-pliilol. KL v.
1-49), NICHES (De Arist. Polit. Libr. Bonn, 1851, p. 67 sqq. 112
sqq.), BEANDis(6rr.-row. Phil. ii. p. 1666 sqq. 1679 sq.), and others.
the arrangement of the

WOLTMANN
Rliein.

(

Ueb.

d.

Mas. 1842, 321

the transposition of v.

Ordnung

d.

Bticher in

d. Arist. Politik.

on the other hand, while accepting
and vi., rejects the removal of vii. and

sqq.),
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from their present place. HILDENBRAND (Geacli. u. Si/at, d.
und Staatspltil. i. 345-385 cf. FECHNER, Gcrechtiykcitsbegr. d. Arist. p. 65, p. 87, 6), on the contrary, defends the
traditional order of v. and vi., but inserts vii. and viii. between
viii.

liechts-

;

and iv. The traditional arrangement of both these sections
has been defended by GUTTLING (Preface to his edition published
1824, p. xx sqq.), FORCHHAMMER (VerhandL d. Philologcnvcrs. in
Kapscl, p. 81 sq., PJiiloloyus, xv. 1, 50 sq. on the former with
its curious suggestion that the Politics follows the order of the
four causes, see SPENGEL, loc. cit. 48 sq., HILDENBRAND, op. cit.
300 sq.), HOSE (De Arist. Libr. Ord. 125 sq.), BENDIXEN (Zur
see HILDENBRAND,
Politik d. Arist. Philol. xiii. 204 301
iii.

;

;

No modern

scholar accepts CONRING S
on the integrity of the work without reservation

4 J6), and others.
(

p.

judgment

;

and especially NICHES (p. JO,
92 sq. 109, 123, 130 sq.) even controvert it. SPENGEL, however
(p. 8 sq. 11 sq. 41 sq.), BRANDIS (p. 1669 sq. 1073 sq.) and even
NICKES (98 sq.) admit several not inconsiderable lacunce
especially at the end of bk. viii., while VAN SCHWINDEREN (De
several

GUTTLING

e.g.

Arist. Polit. Libr. p. 12

two books, SCHNEIDER

(

(loc. cit.),

;

see

HILDENBRAND,

(Arist. Polit.

i.

p.
ii.

p. viii,

449) held that
p. 232) that the

Lastly,
greater part of the discussion on the best state, is lost
HILDENBRAND (p. 387 sq. 449 sq.) surmises that at least three

books are wanting at the end of bk. viii., and at the end of the
whole the last section of bk. vi., besides, perhaps, four books on
the philosophy of law.

we ask how we

are to explain the present state of
opinion is that the work was completed
by Aristotle himself, but that it was subsequently mutilated and
If, finally,

common

the text, the
fell

is

BRANDIS, however

into disorder.

consider bk.

viii.

(p.

1069

sq.), is

inclined to

unfinished rather than mutilated, and this view

fully developed by HILDENBRAND (p. 355 sq. 379 sq.),
holds that Aristotle intended to insert the essay on the

more

who

ideal state

which

is

bks.

iv.

and

v.

begun

in bks. vii.

and

viii.

between

iii.

and

completion till he should have written
and was overtaken by death before he had

but postponed

iv.,

its

it or bk. vi., which was to follow v.
(Some further references to the literature of the subject

iinished either

be found in

BARTHELEMY ST-HILAIRE,

p.

146

sq.

;

NICKES,

p.

will

67

;
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BENDIXEN, p. 265 sq. HILDENBRAND, p. 345 sq.. from whom
the above are partly taken.)
Zeller s own view, the grounds of which can here be
only
shortly given, is as follows
As
(1)
regards the order of the text, the majority of recent
scholars are undoubtedly right in
holding that Aristotle intended
bks. vii. and viii. to follow
immediately after iii. The contents
of bk. ii. as well as its opening words taken with the conclusion
of bk. i. are clearly
preparatory to a discussion of the best state.
This discussion is expressly taken up at the end of bk.
iii., and
the interrupted sentence with which it closes is resumed at the
;

:

beginning of vii. in a manner that can hardly be explained
except upon the hypothesis that the passage was continuous in
the original. Finally, the section
upon the best constitution
quite certainly presupposed by such passages as iv. 2, 1289,
30, b, 14, c. 3, 1290, a, 1 (cp. vii. 8, 9),

1290, b, 38 (cp.

iv.

vii.

3,

c. 7,

and even

1293, b,

1,

also

is

a,

c. 4,

which see
be urged that the words /cat
nfp\

3),

1

c.

(011

If it
p. 20 sq.).
aXAay TroXirc/ar q fj.lv re^ecop^rat irpoTepnv appear to refer to the
contents of bks. iv.-vi., it may be replied that these words

SPENGEL,
ra.,-

may

just as well be taken to refer to the ideal constitutions criticised
in bk. ii. (TO? a\Xas n-oXireias-, ii. 1, 12GO,
b, 29) as HILDENBRAND

them (p. 363 sq.). The words in question, however, fit so
the passage in which they occur that it is best to consider
them,
with SPENGEL (p. 26) and most other critics, as a later
gloss.
(2) On the other hand, there seems no necessity to
transpose
bks. v. and vi., as has already been shown
HILDENBRAND.
takes
ill

by

The only

valid ground for this change

the contents of

review

the words eV
to iv.

c.

iv.

.in iv. 2,

15, as

777

and

vi.

is

the close connection of

taken together with the preliminary
The other arguments, e.g. that

1289, b, 12 sq.
S&amp;lt;w
/&amp;lt;.e&amp;lt;9o

though

rfj

777)6

ravT^s in

vi. 2,

1317, b, 34, refer

immediately preceded, and that

it

v. 9,

1309, b, 16, TO TroXXu/as- flprj/j-evov refers to vi. 6 as well as to
iv. 12, are of little value
the peOodos irpo ravrrjs may denote
not only the immediately
preceding book (the division into
:

books can hardly be

Aristotle s) but the whole
preceding
including bks. iv. and v. ; while TroXXa/a? is more
naturally taken as referring to v. 3, 6 than to vi. 6, if indeed it
is
necessary to see in it a reference to any other passage besides
section,
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where the principle that the supporters of the existing

should consider their opponents, although only
expressly stated in this general form, is applied with so much
detail that it might very well be said to have been here
constitution

The
b, 24, 81, 37, as well as 15) emphasised.
argument, however, above referred to rests upon a gratuitous
assumption as to the plan of the work. The contents of iv. and
vi. are
undoubtedly closely related, but it does not follow that
they must have formed a continuous whole. It is possible that

repeatedly (1296,

Aristotle first completed the general theory of the imperfect
forms of constitution (iv. and v.), and afterwards in vi. returned
to the first section of the earlier investigation, because he wished
to make a more special application of the principles there laid

down.

So far from contradicting this view the passage iv. 2,
1289, b, 12 sq. is quite satisfactorily explained on the supposition
that it is intended merely as a sketch of the plan of bks. iv. and
v.
Of the five points here mentioned, the first three are dis
cussed in

and a-urif/nut
3-13, the fifth (the
while it is all the more likely that the section
meant for the discussion of the fourth (riva rponov

iv.

TU&amp;gt;V

&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;0opul

7ro\iTia)v) in v.,
iv.

8d

14-10

is

KaSia-Ti ivai

ravras ras noXiTcias), as Aristotle expressly says

(1289, b, 22) that he intends here to touch only lightly
these subjects (TTUVTWV TOVTOOV orav TrntrjaaifJLfda
hence also the vvv iv. 15, 1300, a, 8),
cvdfXopfvrjv fMvdav

on

fruj&amp;gt;rd/ia&amp;gt;s

:

the scheme of this discussion which

is

laid

down

all
T&amp;gt;]V

and as

in iv. 14 init.

It is quite natural, therefore,
actually carried out in c. 10.
that v. 1 should open with the words Trepl
nvv T&V aXXwz/ lav

is

p.fi&amp;gt;

TrportXo/tit&i o-xfSov (ipijrai nfpl TH/i/rajf,

to take these

words as referring

should even be wrong in doing so
vi.

which admittedly

refer to

1319, b, 37

v.,

nor

is

there any necessity

to bk. vi. as well.
is

That we

proved by the passages in

viz. c.

1

init.

and

fin.

c.

4,

since in all these passages the
rejection of the words in question or the change of a re&co/jr/Tm
TrpoTfpov with a 6opij0fi&amp;lt;rT(u vcrrepov could be justified only as a

1319,

b,

4, c. 5,

;

last resource.

Finally, the incompleteness of the discussions in
easily explained if we suppose it to have been com
posed subsequently to v.
vi. is

more

(3) With regard to the integrity of the text, we have to
acknowledge, in the first place, that many single sentences are
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In the second place, we have several
which are undoubtedly insertions by a later
hand, e.g. ii. 12, which was suspected by GUTTLING (p. 345 sq.
on the passage in question) and BEANDIS (1590, A, 586), though
defended by SPENGEL (p. 11) and NICKES (p. 55 sq.), and
rejected from 1274, a, 22 onwards by SUSEMIHL (no impartial
irremediably corrupt.
isolated passages

can accept

critic

KROHN

conclusion in the Brandcnburger
Schriften,
1872, p. 29 sq.

S

Zur Kritik

Programm,

Arist.

that scarcely the half of the Politics can be attributed to Ari
stotle). Lastly, we have every ground to believe that important

work were
The treatment of the

sections of the

either left unfinished or

lost.

best state

have been

is

obviously incomplete
Aristotle himself refers us for the further discussion of musical
:

education with which he breaks off to essays on rhythms (viii.
7 init.) and on comedy (vii. 13, 1336, b, 20)
but besides these
we had a right to expect a full discussion of the question of the
;

proper treatment of poetry, and the scientific training of the
citizen, which Aristotle s principles could hardly have permitted

him

untouched (see vii. 14, 1333, b, 16 sq. c, 15, 1334,
1339, a, 4, and more fully on this and other points the
section on the best state)
the life of the family, the education
to leave

b, 8, viii. 4,

;

of

women, the treatment

of children

(rrai8ovo[j.ia),

property, the

treatment of slaves, drinking booths, are merely mentioned to
be expressly reserved for later treatment (see i. 13, 1260, b, 8,
vii. 16, 1335, b, 2, vii. 6, 1326, b, 32 sq. vii. 10 fin. vii. 17, 1336,
the constitution of the ideal state is only sketched on
b, 24)
the most general lines, vii. 15
similarly we look in vain for
any account of the laws for the regulation of adult life, indis
pensable as they are declared (Ethics, x. 10, ] 180, a, 1) to be for
the welfare of the state, and of legislation in general in the nar
rower sense as distinguished from the constitution, although
;

;

earlier writers are expressly reproached (Ethics, loc. cit. 1181,
with the neglect of this point, while Pol. iv. 1, 1289, a, 11

b, 12)

requires that the discussion of the different constitutions shall
be followed by that of the laws (on the distinction between them
see also ii. 6, 1265, a, 1), not only of the best absolutely but of those
constitution, and express
in other passages to a section upon legisla

which are best adapted for each form of
reference

is

made

tion (see v. 9, 1309, b, 14

:
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sq.
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TTJV

consider

space all these discussions would have required, we
can easily understand how large a part of the essay on the best
But the laststate which Aristotle had designed is wanting.
quoted passages prove also that the discussion of the imperfect
forms was to be supplemented by a section on legislation to
which bk. vi. appears to have been designed as an introduction.
As moreover the discussion of the ap\al in iv. 15 is resumed in

how much

vi. 8.

we should have expected

similar discussions of the legis

and the law courts

(iv. 14, 16). Finally, seeing
1316, b, 39 sq. expressly notes the absence in the
foregoing discussions of all reference to the forms of constitution
which result from the union of heterogeneous elements (e.g.
an oligarchical senate with aristocratic courts of law), and

lative assemblies

that

vi.

1,

proposes to remedy this omission, we must reckon this section
also among those which either have been lost or were never
completed.

Which of these alternatives we ought to accept, and how
we ought to explain the form in which the work
has come down to us, we have not sufficient data to decide.
(4)

accordingly

But the circumstance that the chief lacunce are at the end of
main divisions of the work lends
countenance, as HILDENBRAND rightly remarks (p. 356), to the
view that neither was completed by Aristotle himself. We
must suppose, moreover, that he developed coincidently the
doctrine of the best state and of the imperfect forms, although
he intended on completion of the whole to combine them in
This view gains some support from
strict order of succession.
the fact that there is no evidence that the work ever existed in
a more complete form, and that even DIOG. v. 24 (Hcrmippus)
gives only eight books, while the extract from ARIUS DIDYMUS
given by STOBJEUS, Ed. ii. 326 sq. (cf. vol. iii. a, 546 sq.) at no
point goes beyond what is contained in the Politics as we have
it.
The view here taken is accepted by SCHINTZER (Zn Arist.
Politik Eos, i. 499 sq.), and with more hesitation by UEBERWEG
SUSEMIHL, on the other hand
(Grundr. i. 178, 5th ed.).
the second and third of the
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(Jalirbb.f. Philol. xcix. 593 sq.
li.

sq.),

and ONCKEN

ci.

(Staatsl. d. Ar.

343 sq 349 sq. Arist. Polit.
i. 95
sq.) follow Barthelemy

St-Hilaire even in the transposition of bks. v. and vi.
Upon
Oncken s hypothesis that the Politics and other works of
Aristotle

have come down

to us only in the

form given to them by

students, Zeller has already expressed his opinion (supra, vol. i.
p. 133), which coincides with what Susemihl had previously

held upon the same point (see Jahrbb. f. Philol. vol. cxiv. 1876,
The passage from Politics, vii. 1, discussed in
p. 122 sq.).
i.
p. 115, n. 4,
similar grounds we
Politik, 212) that the

vol.

itself contradicts

this

hypothesis.

On

must reject the view (BERNAYS, Arist.
work we have consists of a collection of

notes which were designed for the philosopher s own use in his
oral instructions. In this case his style would have been much
terser

and more condensed, nor should we have had those forms
which attention has been called by ZELLER (supra,
p. 135, n. 2) and by ONCKEN, i. 58 (for further examples

of transition to

vol

i.

see

i.

vii.

1253, b, 14,

3,

1325,

2,

Kara

a, 15),

i.

8 init. i. 9, 1257, b, 14,
or of reference, as in

vii.
iii.

1,

1323, b, 36,

12, 1282, b,

20

Aoyot, cv ols fiicbptcrrai nepl T&V rjdiK&v), viii.
v rols irfpl Troir/TtKrjs
7, 1341, b, 40 (TrdXiv
fpovpev (rafptorfpov),
vii. 1, 1323, a, 21, iii. 6, 1278, b, 30
(see supra, vol. i. p. 115,

(01

&amp;lt;pi\ocro(f)iav

The Politics, in fact, together with the Ethics and the
Rhetoric, belong to that class of Aristotle s works in which the
reader is most plainly before his eyes, the style being much too
n. 4).

notes designed for the author s exclusive use. Let the
reader take the passages i. 2, 1252, a, 34-b, 27, c. 4, 1253, b,
33-39, c. 9, 1257, b, 14-17, i. 11, 1258, b, 39-1259, a, 36, vii. 1,
full for

1323,

a,

2-1324,

a,

4, vii. 2,

1324,

a,

25-1325,

a, 15, iv. 1 init.

and then ask himself whether anyone would write

way

for his

own

private use.

in such a
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55-A.D.

1509.
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Illus

Vol. II. 1509-1689.
96 Illustrations.
Vol. III. 1689-1885.
109 Illustrations.

Dickinson. THE DEVELOPMENT OF
PARLIAMENT DURING THE NINE
TEENTH CENTURY.
By G. LOWES
DICKINSON, M.A.

delivered in

University of Oxford.

8vo.,

By ALEXIS DE TOCQUE
Translated by HENRY REEVE.
2 vols.

With

Crown 8vo., 5*.
PLACE IN HISTORY.

THE STUDENT S HISTORYOF ENGLAND.

AMERICA.

VILLE.
C.B., D.C.L.

2is.

Founded on Six Lectures
the

425.

,

Tocqueville.

,

Illustrations.

CROMWELL S

Curzon.

2 vols.

8vo.

7 Maps.

8

dex.

D.C.L.,

continued.

)

HISTORY OF THE COMMONWEALTH
AND THE PROTECTORATE, 1649-1660.
Vol. I., 1649-1651. With 14 Maps.
Vol. II., 1651-1654. With
8vo., 2is.

WHAT GUNPOWDER PLOT WAS.

6s.

,

continued.

Gardiner (SAMUEL RAWSON,

G-reville.

A JOURNAL OF THE

OF KING GEORGE

8vo., js. 6d.

IV.,

REIGNS

KING WILLIAM

AND QUEEN VICTORIA.
By
CHARLES C. F. GREVILLE, formerly
IV.,

Fronde

(JAMES

A.).

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND,

Clerk of the Council.

from the

Wolsey to the Defeat of the
Spanish Armada.
12 vols.
Crown
Popular Edition.
8vo. y. 6d. each.
,

Silver Library

Crown

Edition.

12 vols.

8vo., 3*. 6d. each.

THE DIVORCE OF CATHERINE
Crown

GON.

8vo.

,

3^.

OF ARA-

|

HARVARD HISTORICAL STUDIES.
THE SUPPRESSION OF THE AFRICAN
SLAVE TRADE TO THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA,

,

35. 6d.

THE ENGLISH

IN IRELAND IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
3 vols.
Crown 8vo. IDS. 6d.
ENGLISH SEAMEN IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY. Crown 8vo., 6s.
THE COUNCIL OF TRENT. Cr.8vo.,3s.6d.
SHORT STUDIES ON GREAT SUBJECTS.
,

4

vols.

CAESAR

:

Cr. 8vo.,

a Sketch.

y.

6d. each.

Cr. 8vo.

,

33. 6d.

Gardiner (SAMUEL RAWSON,
HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from
cession of James
the Civil War,

I.

to the

the

Ac

Outbreak of

1603-1642.
each.

A

D.C.L.,

10 vols.

Crown 8vo., 6s.
HISTORY OF THE GREAT CIVIL WAR,
1642-1649.

4 vols.

Cr. 8vo.,

6s.

each.

By

,

TION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITU
TION IN MASSACHUSETTS. By S. B.
HARDING, A.M. 8vo., 6s.
CRITICAL STUDY OF NULLIFICATION
IN SOUTH CAROLINA.
By D. F.

6d.

Cr. 8vo.

1638-1870.

W. E. B. Du Bois, Ph.D. 8vo. 7 s. 6d.
THE CONTEST OVER THE RATIFICA

THE SPANISH STORY OF THE ARMADA,
and other Essays.

Crown

8 vols.

8vo., 3^. 6d. each.

Fall of

A

HOUSTON, A.M. 8vo., 6s.
NOMINATIONS FOR ELECTIVE OFFICE
IN THE UNITED STATES.
By FRED
ERICK W. DALLINGER, A.M. 8vo.,

A

?s.

6d.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BRITISH MUNI
CIPAL HISTORY, including Gilds and
Parliamentary Representation.
By
CHARLES GROSS, Ph.D. 8vo, i2s.
THE LIBERTY AND FREE SOIL PAR
TIES IN THE NORTH-WEST.
By
THEODORE C. SMITH, Ph.D. 8vo.,
7s. 6d.

THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNOR

IN THE
ENGLISH COLONIES OF NORTH
AMERICA.
By EVARTS BOUTELL
GREENE. 8vo., js. 6d.

%*

Other Volumes are in preparation.
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S PART IN A Lecky (The Rt. Hon. WILLIAM E. H.)
K INVOLUTION.
continued*
By Mrs. JOHN HAYS
HAMMOND. Crown 8vo., aj. 6d.
HISTORY OF EUROPEAN MORALS PROM
Historic Towns. Edited by E. A.
AUGUSTUS TO CHARLEMAGNE, a
TURKMAN, D.C.L., and Rev. WILLIAM
vols.
Crown 8vo., I2J.
HUNT, M.A. With Maps and Plans.
HISTORY OF THE RISE AND INFLUENCE
Crown 8vo., y. 6d. each.
OF THE SPIRIT OF RATIONALISM IN
Bristol. By Rev. W. London. By Rev. W.

Hammond. A WOMAN

i

Hunt.

EUROPE.

J. Loftie.

By Mandell

Carlisle.

Creighton, D.D.

!

\

Oxford.
By Rev. C.
W. Boase.
Winchester.
By G.

Library Edition.

W. Kitchin, D.D.
Cinque Ports.
By
Montagu Burrows. York. By Rev. James

Exeter.

By

E. A.

Freeman.

I

8vo., us.

2 vols.

8vo., 36j.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. ,

!

Colchester. By Rev.
E. L. Cutts.

Crown

2 vols.

DEMOCRACY AND LIBERTY.
izs.

Raine.
New York. By Theo
dore Roosevelt.

Boston

Lowell. GOVERNMENTS AND PARTIES
m CONTINENTAL EUROPE. By A.
LAWRENCE LOWELL. 2 vols. 8vo., 21*.
By

(U.S.).

Henry Cabot Lodge.
OF BRITISH

Lyttoii. THE HISTORY OF LORD LYTTON S INDIAN ADMINISTRATION, FROM
HUNTER, K. C.S.I., M.A., LL.D. a| 1876-1880. Compiled from Letters and
Official Papers.
Vice- President of the
By Lady BETTY BALRoyal Asiatic
FOUR. With Portrait and Map. 8vo., iSs.
In 5 vols.
Intro
Vol. I.
Society.
to
the
of
the
Overthrow
ductory
English
in the Spice Archipelago, 1623.
With Macaulay (LORD).
4 Maps. 8vo., iSs.
THE LIFE AND WORKS OF LORD
MACAULAY.
Joyce (P. W., LL.D.).
Edinburgh Edition.
A SHORT HISTORY OF IRELAND, from
10 vols.
8vo. 6j. each.
the Earliest Times to 1603.
Crown

A HISTORY

Hunter.
INDIA.

By

Sir

WILLIAM WILSON
;

,

ioj.

8vo.,

A CHILD S

COMPLETE WORKS.

6d.

HISTORY OF IRELAND, from

the Earliest Times to the Death of
Connell. With specially constructed
Map and 160 Illustrations, including
Facsimile in full colours of an illumin
ated page of the Gospel Book of
MacDurnan, A.D. 850.
Fcp. 8vo.

1

O

,

each.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND,
FROM THE ACCESSION OF JAMKS
THE SECOND.

Vols. I.-VI.

Vols.

y. 6d.

Kaye and Malleson.

HISTORY OF
THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-1858. By
Sir JOHN W. KAYE and Colonel G. B.
With Analytical Index
MALLESON.
and Maps and Plans. 6 vols. Crown
8vo.,

y.

6d. each.

Pickle the

Spy

ANDREW LANG. With 4 Plates.

:

(The Rt. Hon. WILLIAM E. H.).
HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE EIGH
TEENTH CENTURY.
8 vols.

8vo.

Library Edition. 8
1

I.

ENGLAND.

Cr. 8vu., 6s. each.
vols.

Crown

vols.

Edinburgh Edition.

each.
Cabinet Edition.

8vo.,^S5J.
8 vols.

7

vols.

IRELAND.

8vo., 6s. each.

1 6 vols.

8vo.,

PostSvo.,

4*6*-

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE AC
CESSION OF JAMES THE SECOND.
Popular Edition. 2

vols. Cr. 8vo. 5*.
Edit. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., I2j.
People Edition. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo. i6j.
A Ibany Edition Wi th 6 Port ra ts.

Student

,

s

,

.

6

III.

Cabinet Edition.

SPEECHES, LAYS OF
ETC., AND INDEX.

ANCIENT ROME,

s

and II., 1700-1760, 36*. Vols.
and IV., 1760-1784, 36*. Vols.
V. and VI., 1784-1793, 36*.
Vols.
VII. and VIII., 1793-1800, 36*.

Vols.

Vol. XI.-XII.

By

.

8vo.,idr.

Lecky

Library Edition

AND BIO

ESSAYS

VII.-X.

GRAPHIES.

6s.

Lang. THE COMPANIONS OF PICKLE
Being a Sequel to

Albany Edition. With 12 Portraits.
12 vols. Large Crown 8vo.. 3*. 6d.

vols.

i

Large Crown

8vo., 3J. 6d.

each.
Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. PostSvo., 481.
Edinburgh Edition. 4 vols. 8vo.
1

,

5

6s.

each.

Library Edition.

5 vols.

8vo.,

4.
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Merivale (CHARLES, D.D.).
Macaulay (LORD). continued.
CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS,
HISTORY OF THE ROMANS UNDER THE
WITH LAYS OF ANCIENT ROME,

EMPIRE.

etc.,

volume.

in i

Popular Edition. Crown 8 vo.,
Authorised Edition.
2s. 6d. or gilt edges
t

Crown

zs. 6d.

8vo.

Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.
Lays
CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL ESSAYS.
.

Edition,

Cr. 8vo. 6j.

i vol.

,

9-y.

Cabinet Edition. 4vols. Post8vo.,24J.

Edinburgh Edition.

3 vols.

8vo. ,

Augustulus, B.C. 753-A.D. 476.

Maps.

5

Crown

8vo.

3 vols.

8vo., 36$.

ESSAYS, which may be had separately,
sewed, 6d. each cloth, is. each
Addison and Wai- Ranke and Glad;

Hallam

s

Milton and Machiavelli.

Lord Byron,
tional History.
Lord Clive.
Warren Hastings.
Lord Byron,and The
The Earl of ChatComic Dramatists
s

Constitu-

ham(Two Essays).

js. 6d.

Montague. THE ELEMENTS

OF ENG

LISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
F. C.

MONTAGUE, M.A.

Powell

and

PEASANTS
LARDS a
:

By

Cr. 8vo., $s. 6d.

Trevelyan. THE
AND THE LOL

RISING

Collection of Unpublished

Documents, forming an Appendix to
England in the Age of Wycliffe
Edited by EDGAR POWELL and G. M.

TREVELYAN.

of the Restoration.

RISE OF CONSTITU
TIONAL GOVERNMENT IN ENGLAND.
Crown
By CYRIL RANSOME, M.A.
,

6s.

THE
ENGLISH
RADICALS: an Historical Sketch. By
C. B. ROYLANCE-KENT. Cr. 8vo., 75. 6d.
Seebohm. THE ENGLISH VILLAGE
COMMUNITY Examined in its Relations
Roylance-Kent.

to

and Tribal Systems,
By FREDERIC SEEBOHM, LL.D.
With 13 Maps and Plates.

the Manorial

&c.

Frederick the Great.

8vo.,

6s. net.

Ransome. THE
8vo.

stone.

pole,

Croker s
Boswell
Johnson.

,

With

.

each.

Library Edition.

the

Foundation of the City to the Fall of

,

6s.

6d.

a Short History of the Last Century
of the Commonwealth.
i2mo. js. 6d.

GENERAL HISTORY OF ROME, from

,

People s Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo. 8s.
Trevelyan Edition. 2 vols. Crown
8vo.,

y.

8vo.,

,

Edition.
With
Library
Portrait and 4 Illustrations to the

s

Cr.

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC:

,

6d.

3^.

Silver

Student

8 vols.

each.

F.S.A.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS.
People s Edition,

i

vol.

8vo., i6s.

Cr. 8vo.,

a

45. 6d.

Library Edition.

2 vols.

8vo., 2is.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS, SPEECHES

AND POEMS.
Popular Edition. Crown
Cabinet Edition.

4 vols.

8vo., vs. 6d.

Post 8vo.,

245.

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS OF

LORD MACAULAY.

Edited, with
Occasional Notes, by the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart. Cr. 8vo. 6s.

History derived mainly from the
Archives at Guildhall in the custody of
the Corporation of the City of London.
By REGINALD R. SHARPE, D.C.L., Re
cords Clerk in the Office of the Town
Clerk of the City of London. 3 vols.
8vo.

,

los. 6d. each.

Shaw. THE CHURCH UNDER THE COM
MONWEALTH.
vols.

Smith.
M.A.,

May. THE CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY

OF ENGLAND since the Accession of
George III. 1760-1870. By Sir THOMAS
ERSKINE MAY, K.C.B. (Lord Farn3 vols.

Crown

8vo., iSs.

By W. A. SHAW.

2

8vo.

CARTHAGE AND THE CARTHA
By R. BOSWORTH SMITH,

GINIANS.

,

borough).

LONDON AND THE KINGDOM:

Sharpe.

With Maps,

Plans,

&c.

Cr.

8vo., 3*. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF THE
CASTLE, TOWN AND PORT OF DOVER.
By the Rev. S. P. H. STATHAM. With
4 Plates and 13 Illus. Cr. 8vo. TOX 6,7,

Statham.

.
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Stephens. A HISTORYOFTHE FRENCH Trevelyan. ENGLAND IN TIM.
REVOLUTION. By H. MORSE STEPHENS,
WYCLIFFH.
By GEORGE MACAULAY
8vo.
Vols. I. and II., i8j. each.
TREVELYAN. 8vo. 15^.
,

Wakeman and

Hassall. ESSAYS
INTRODUCTORY TO THE STUDY OF
ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY.
Edited by HENRY OFFLEY WAKKMAN.
M.A., and ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A.
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Walpole. HISTORY OF ENGLAND
FROM THE CONCLUSION OF THK
GREAT WAR IN 1815 TO 1858. By
Sir SPENCER WALPOLE, K.C. B. 6 vols.
Crown 8vo., 6s. each.
Wood-Martin. PAGAN IRELAND: an
A Handbook of
Archaeological Sketch.
Irish Pre-Christian Antiquities.
By W.
G. WOOD-MARTIN, M.R.I. A. With 512
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 15^.
Wylie. HISTORY OF ENGLAND UNDER
HENRY IV. By JAMES HAMILTON
WYLIE, M.A., one of H.M. Inspectors
of Schools.
Crown 8vo. Vol.
4 vols.

Stubbs.

HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF DUBLIN, from its Foundation to the
End of the Eighteenth Century. By J.

W.

STUBBS.

8vo., izs. 6d.

Sutherland. THE HISTORY OF
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, from
1606-1890.
By ALEXANDER SUTHER
LAND, M.A., and GKORGE SUTHER
LAND, M.A. Crown 8vo., 2j. 6d.

Taylor. A STUDENT S MANUAL OF
THE HISTORY OF INDIA. By Colonel
MEADOWS TAYLOR, C.S.I., &c. Cr.
8vo.,

6d.

7-f.

Todd.

PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT
INTHE BRITISH COLONIES. ByALPHEus

TODD, LL.D.
TION.

Part

Hon.

Sir G.

8vo.,

8vo., 305. net.

THE AMERICAN REVOLU

Trevelyan.

I.

By the Rt.
TREVELYAN, Bart.

1766-1776.

O.

I., 1399-1404, ics. 6d.
Vol. II., 1405Vol. III., 1407-1411, 155.
1406, 155.
Vol. IV., 1411-1413, 2IJ.

i6s.

Biography, Personal Memoirs, &c.
Armstrong. THE LIFE AND LETTERS Crozier. MY INNER LIFE- being a
OF EDMUND J.ARMSTRONG. Edited
Chapter in Personal Evolution and AutoI

by G.

F.

SAVAGE ARMSTRONG.

biography. By JOHN

Fcp.

Author of

8vo., ?s. bd.

Bacon. THE LETTERS AND LIFE OF

etc.

BEATTIE CROZIER,
and Progress,

Civilization

8vo., i4s.

j

FRANCIS BACON, INCLUDING ALL HIS Dante. THK LIFE AND WORKS OF
OCCASIONAL WORKS. EditedbyjAMES
DANTE ALLIGHIERI being an Introj

:

SPKDDING.

Bagehot.

7 vols.

8vo.,^44j.
BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES.

1

.

By WALTER BAGEHOT. Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.
Boevey.- THE PERVERSE WIDOW

I

,

his

Abbey, in the County of Gloucester.
Compiled by ARTHUR W. CRAWLEY-

of his Life.

8vo

Portrait.

DANTON

fv/!; u
With
Portraits

-

f

By

A

of Danton.
Mother, and an Illustration of the

Home
8vo.

410.,

,

of his Family at Arcis.

Crown

6s.

Duncan. ADMIRAL DUNCAN.

42s. net.

Carlyle.

With

T

j

,

Portraits.

nooth

iBEESLY.

&amp;gt;

boingpassa^esfromtheLifeofCatharina,
wife of William Boevey, Esq. of Flaxley

With

Ma

?,
II.

D n n -~ LlF

:

BOEVEY, M.A.

duction to the Study of the
Divina
Commedia
By the Rev. J. F. HOGAN,
D.D., Professor, St. Patrick s College,

EARL OF CAMPERDOWN.

THOMASCARLYLE a History
By JAMES ANTHONY FROUDE.
:

traits.

By the
With 3 Por

8vo., i6j.

Erasmus. LIFE AND LETTERS OP
Crown 8vo.
ERASMUS.
By JAMES ANTHONY
Crown 8vo.
FROUDE.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
Cellini. CHISEL, PEN AND POIGNARD
FARADAY AS A DisFaraday.
or, Benvenuto Cellini, his Times and
COVERKR. By JOHN TYNDALL. Cr.
1795-1835.
1834-1881.

2 vols.
2 vols.

,

,

;

his

Contemporaries.

By

the Author of

The Life of Sir Kenelm Digby, The
Life of a Prig, etc.
With 19 lllustralions.

Crown

8vo., tr.

8vo.

j

,

3^. 6J.

FOREIGN COURTS AND FOREIGN
HOMES. By A. M. F. Crown 8vo.,
6r.
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF CHARLES Morris. THE

Fox.

continued.

Library Edition.
Silver Library
8vo.

,

3-f.

8vo.

MORRIS.

Sir G.

Crown

Palgrave. FRANCIS TURNER PALGRAVE his Journals, and Memories of
his Life.
By GWENLLIAN F. PAL-

6d.

:

Halifax. THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF

GEORGE SAVILE, BARONET, FIRST
MARQUIS OF HALIFAX. By H. C.

SIR

FOXCROFT.

2 vols.

8vo.

,

tion.

$6s.

ADDENDUM.

8vo.,

-LOS.

Portrait
6d.

and

Illustra

THE LIFE OF FRANCIS PLACE,
By GRAHAM WALLAS,

Place.

LIFE OF SIR WILLIAM
HAMILTON. By R. P. GRAVES. 8vo.
15^. each.

With

GRAVE.

Hamilton.
3 vols.
sewed.

J.

6 Portraits and 16 Illustrations by E. H.
NEW. 2 vols. 8vo., 325-.

iBs.

,

Edition.

By

OF WILLIAM
W. MACKAIL. With

LIFE

;

JAMES Fox. By the Right Hon.
O. TKEVELYAN, Bart.

IVO&KS.

1771-1854.

With 2 Portraits. 8vo. izs.
PASSAGES FROM THE DIARIES
OF MRS. PHILIP LYBBE POWYS, of
Hardwick House, Oxon., 1756-1808.
Edited by EMILY J. CLIMENSON.
ith
2 Pedigrees (Lybbe and Powys) and
M.A.

8vo.,6d.

,

Powys.

MEMOIRS OF SIR HENRY
W
HAVELOCK, K.C.B. By JOHN CLARK
MARSHMAN. Crown 8vo. 35. 6d.
Photogravure Portrait. 8vo., i6s.
Haweis. MY MUSICAL LIFE. By the
With Portrait of RAMAKRISHNA : His LIKE AND
Rev. H. R. HAVVEIS.
Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations.
SAYINGS. By the Right Hon. F. MAX
Crown 8vo. js. 6d.
MULLER. Crown 8vo., 55.
Hiley. MEMORIES OF HALF A CEN Reeve. MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE AND
R.
TURY.
HILEY,
By the Rev. W.
CORRESPONDENCE OF HENRY REEVE,

Havelock.

r

,

,

D.D.,

Vicar

With

Portrait.

8vo., 15*.

2 vols.

8vo., 42*.

of

Tadcaster.

Wighill,

C.B., late Editor of the

Edinburgh

Review
By JOHN KNOX LAUGHTON,
M.A. With 2 Portraits. 2 vols. 8vo.,28^.
Jackson. STONEWALL JACKSON AND
THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
By Romanes. THE LIFE AND LETTERS
G. F. R. HENDERSON.
Lieut.-Col.
OF GEORGE JOHN ROMANES, M.A.,
and
With 2 Portraits and 33 Maps
Written and Edited
LL.D., F.R.S.
Plans.

.

by

Wife.

his

With

and 2

Portrait

Cr. 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.
THE LIFE AND CAMPAIGNS OF
ALEXANDER LESLIE, FIRST EARL OF Seebohm. THE OXFORD REFORMERS
LEVEN. By CHARLES SANFORD TERRY,
JOHNCOLET, ERASMUS AND THOMAS
M. A, With Maps and Plans. 8vo. idr.
MORE a History of their Fellow- Work.

Leslie.

,

:

OF LUTHER.
By FREDERIC SEEBOHM. 8vo. 145.
By
With 62 Illustrations Shakespeare. OUTLINES OF THE
and 4 Facshnilies of MSS. Crown 8vo.,
LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE.
By J. O.
HALLIWELL-PHILLIPPS. With Illustra
35. 6d.
2
vols.
and
Facsimiles.
tions
Royal 8vo.,
Macaulay. THE LIFE AND LETTERS
2IJ.
OF LORD MACAULAY. By the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart.,
LIFE.
TRUE
By JAS.
Shakespeare s
WALTER. With 500 Illustrations by
Popular Edit, i vol. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.
Student s Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
GERALD E. MOIRA. Imp. 8vo., zis.

Luther. LIFE
JULIUS KO STLIN.

,

,

Cabinet Edition, svols. Post8vo.,i2j.
8vo.
2 vols.
Edinburgh Edition.
,

each.
Library Edition.
6s.

2 vols.

8vo., 365.

Marbot. THE MEMOIRS OF THE BARON
DE MARBOT.
French.

Max Miiller.
the

Translated from

Crown

2 vols.

First Series. With
Series.
8vo.. io.y. 6d.

MAX

the

B&amp;gt;

MULLER,
F.
Portrait. 8vo.,ios.6d.

MY

(LADY).

THE GIRLHOOD OF MARIA JOSEPHA
HOLROYD (Lady

Stanley of Alderly).

Recorded in Letters of a Hundred
Years Ago, from 1776-1796. Edited
by J. H. ADEANE. With 6 Portraits.
8vo., iSj.

~js.

AULD LANG SYNE.

Right Hon.

Second

8vo.,

Stanley

INDIAN FRIENDS.

THE EARLY MARRIED LIFE OF MARIA
JOSEPHA, LADY STANLEY, FROM
1796.

With
8vo.

,

Edited

by

J.

H. ADEANE.

10 Portraits and 3 Illustrations.
i8.&amp;lt;-.
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THE LlFE A N WRITINGS Verney.-MEMoiRs OF THE

C

r^

* wTRGOT,
rvviw i
\^VU1LH UilCi ~ VJCHCrU of,
OI
Comptroller-General
France, 1774-1776.
Edited for English
,

W. WALKER STEPHENS.

Readers by

With

Portrait.

FAMILY.
Compiled from the Letters
and Illustrated by the Portraits at
Clayden House.
and II. DURING THE CIVIL
WAR. By FRANCES PARTHENOPK
VERNEY. With 38 Portraits, Wood
cuts and Facsimile.
Royal 8vo., 42^.

VERNEY

continued.

DURING THE COMMON

ill.

WEALTH. 1650-1660. By MARGARET
M. VERNEY. With 10 Portraits, \ c

8vo., js. 6d.

MEMOIRS OF THE VERNEY

Verney.

Vols.

FAMILY

Vol.

Royal 8vo. 2u.
,

FROM THE RESTORATION TO

Vol. IV.

THE REVOLUTION.

1660 to 1696.

By MARGARET M. VERNEY.
Portraits.

I.

With

Royal 8vo., 2U.

LIKE OF THE DUKE OF
By the Rev. G. R.
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

Wellington.
WELLINGTON.
GLEIG, M.A.

,

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &c.
Arnold.-SEAS AND LANDS. By Sir Brassey (The late
LADY)
Friwm ARNOLD.
APVOT r With
With 71
~T in.,..*...,
EDWIN
Illustrations!
A VOYAGE IN THE SUNBEAM OUR
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
HOME ON THE OCEAN FOR ELEVEN
v

;

,

Baker

(Sir S.

MONTHS.

W.).

EIGHT YEARS

IN CEYLON.

Crown

Illustrations.

8vo.,

With
y.

THE RIFLE AND THE HOUND
LON. With 6
y. 6d.

Ball

Cabinet Edition.

6

With Map and 66
Crown 8vo., js. 6J.
Edition. With 66
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., y. &f.
Popular Edition. With 60 illustra

6d.

Illustrations.

IN CEY
Cr. 8vo.,

Illustrations.

Stiver Library

tions.

(JOHN).

THE ALPINE

Reconstructed
and Revised on behalf of the Alpine
Club, by W. A. B. COOLIDGE.
Vol.

THE WESTERN ALPS; The

I.

Alpine Region, South of the Rhone
Valley, from the Col de Tenda to the
With 9 New and
Simplon Pass.
Revised Maps. Crown 8vo. 12^. net.
,

HINTS AND NOTES, PRACTICAL AND
SCIENTIFIC, FOR TRAVELLERS IN
THE ALPS being a Revision of the
:

sewed,

is.

cloth.

With 37 Illustrations.
Fcp., zr.cloth, or 3-r.white parchment.

SUNSHINE AND STORM IN THE EAST.
Cabinet Edition. With 2
Maps and
1 14 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.
,7^. (xt.
Popular Edition. With 103 Illustra
tions.

410.

,

6d.

sewed,

is. cloth.

THE TRADES, THE TROPICS, AND
THE ROARING FORTIES

IN

.

Cabinet Edition.

General Introduction to the
Alpine
Crown 8vo., y. net.

Guide

410., 6d.

School Edition.

GUIDE.

Illustrations.

With Map and 220
Crown 8vo., 75. 6W.

.

Browning. A GIRL S WANDERINGS
Bent. THE RUINED CITIES OF MASHIN HUNGARY.
By H. ELLEN BROWN
ON ALAND: being a Record of Excava
ING. With Map and 20 Illustrations.
tion and
Exploration

THEODORE BKNT.
Crown

tions.

8vo.

in

,

By

1891.

With 117

J-

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE
IN NORTHERN QUEENSLAND.
By
ARTHUR C. BICKNELL. With 24 Plates
Illustrations in the Text.

8vo.

*s*

1894.

Arranged and Edited by Captain

EARDLEY-WlLMOT.

8vo.. ioj.

,

y.

6d.

MALAKAND

2 vols.

Cr.

THE STORY

OF

FIELD FORCE,

1897.

THE
By

WINSTON SPENCER CHURCHILL. With
6 Maps and Plans. Cr. 8vo.,
3J. 6d.

Froude

(JAMES A.).
or England and her Colonies.

OCEANA

Brassey. VOYAGES AND TRAVELS OF
LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B., D.C.I*, 1862S.

8vo.

Churchill.

Bicknell.
and 22

Crown

Illustra

3^. 6d.

:

With 9
y.

Illustrations.

Crown 8vo

6,/.

THE ENGLISH

IN THE WEST INDIESor, the Bow of Ulysses. With
9 Illus
trations.
Cr. 8vo. zs. bds. 2.1. 6d. cl.
,

,
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &c. continued.
TO REMARKABLE Nansen. THE FIRST CROSSING
VISITS

Howitt.

Old

PLACES,

Halls,

8vo.,

WILLIAM

Crown

tions.

Knight

8vo.,

SOUTH AFRICAN RECOL
By FLORENCE PHILLIPS
LIONEL
With 37 Il
(Mrs.
PHILLIPS).
LECTIONS.

(E. F.).

8vo., js. 6d.

lustrations.

THE CRUISE OF THE

ALERTE

:

the

Narrative of a Search for Treasure on
the Desert Island of Trinidad. With
Crown
2 Maps and 23 Illustrations.
8vo.,

6d.

y.

Phillips.

6d.

y.

OF

GREENLAND. By FRIDTJOF NANSEN.
With 143 Illustrations and a Map. Cr.

Battle-Fields,

Scenes, illustrative of Striking Passages
in English History and Poetry.
By
HOWITT. With 80 Illustra

S

y. 6d.

m

CLIMBING IN THE BRITISH
By W. P. HASKETT SMITH.
With Illustrations by ELLIS CARR, and
Numerous Plans.
Part I. ENGLAND.
i6mo. y. 6d.
t h.
ISLES.
i

,

WHERE THREE EMPIRES MEET: a Nar
rative of

Recent Travel

in

Part

Kashmir,

STEPHEN. With 4

Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

FALCON

8vo.,

ON THE BALTIC

Voyage from London

a

PEAKS AND PINES: another
Lees.
Norway Book. By J. A. LEES. With 63
Illustrations

and Photographs Cr,

8vo.

A RAMBLE
J.

A.

With
3.?.

IN BRITISH

LEES and W.

J.

B. C. 1887

NORWAY. By Two of
With a Map and 59 Illustra
,

zs.

boards,

2s.

6d. cloth.

being a
Narrative of Excursions and Ascents.
An Account of the Origin and Pheno
mena of Glaciers, and an Exposition
of the Physical Principles to which
With 61 Illustra
they are related.

,

:

Crown

tions.

COLUMBIA. By
CLUTTERBUCK.

Map and 75 Illustrations.

Crown

IN

Cr. 8vo.

tions.

Illustrations.

Tyndall (JOHN).
THE GLACIERS OF THE ALPS

6s.

Lees and Clutterbuck.

IRELAND.

6d.

Them.

Copenhagen
With 10 Full8vo., 3^. 6d.

y.

THREE

to

a Three-Tonner.
page Illustrations. Cr.

in

:

,

AND

35. 6d.

THE PLAYGROUND OF
Stephen.
EUROPE (The Alps).
By LESLIE

Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak,
Gilgit, and the adjoining Countries.
With a Map and 54 Illustrations.

THE

WALES

II.

i6mo.

8vo.

,

HOURS OF EXERCISE
With 7

Cr. 8vo.,

Illustrations.

:

6s. 6d. net.

IN

THE

Cr. 8vo.,

ALPS.
6s. 6d.

net.

6d.

SER VIA : the Poor Man s
Paradise. By HERBERT VIVIAN, M.A.,
Officer of the Royal Order of Takovo.
With Map and Portrait of King Alex
ander. 8vo. 155.

Vivian.

Macdonald. THE GOLD COAST
PAST AND PRESENT.
By GEORGE
:

MACDONALD.
Crown

8vo.

,

With 32

Illustrations.

js, 6d.

,

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Edited by

HIS

GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT,
A. E. T. WATSON.

K.G., and

Complete in 28 Volumes. Crown 8vo. Price los. 6d. each Volume, Cloth.
The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt top. The price can
be had from all Booksellers.
ARCHERY. By C. J. LONGMAN and ATHLETICS. By MONTAGUE SHEAR
MAN. With Chapters on Athletics at
Col. H. WALROND.
With Contribu
School by W. BEACHER THOMAS Ath
tions by Miss LEGH, Viscount DILLON,
letic Sports in America by C. H. SHERWith 2 Maps, 23 Plates, and 172
&c.
RILL a Contribution on Paper-chasing
Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo.
by W. RYE, and an Introduction by Sir
RICHARD WEBSTER, Q.C., M.P. With
\QS. 6d.
12 Plates and 37 Illustrations in the Text.
,

;

;

,

Crown

8vo.

,

IQJ. 6d.
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY
BIG

GAME SHOOTING.

By CUVI

PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY.

NELL.
Vol.

ASIA,

AND THE

ioj.

H.

Major JOHN

TRAHERNE,

R.

FRANCIS,
&c.

PlKE AND OTHER COARSE
With Contributions by the
MARQUIS OF EXETER, WILLIAM
SENIOR, G. CHRISTOPHER DAVIS,
&c.
With 7 Plates and numerous
Illustrations of Tackle, &c.
Crown

8vo., ioj. 6d.

With Contributions by A. H.

BOYD, SYDENHAM DIXON, W. J.
With n Plates, 19 Illus
FORD, &c.
trations in the Text, and numerous
Diagrams.

Witn

by
P.

Vol. II.
FISH.

6d.

BILLIARDS. By Major W.BROADFOOT
R.E.

SALMON AND TROUT.

I.

Contributions

With 9 Plates and numerous Illustra
tions of Tackle, &c.
Crown 8vo.,
i or. 6d.

,

ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contributions
by Lieut. -Colonel R. HEBER PERCY
Major ALGERNON C. HEBER PERCY
&c.
With 17 Plates and 56 Illus
trations in the Text.
Crown 8vo.

continued.

FISHING. By H. CHOLMONDELEY-PRN-

Vol. I.
AFRICA AND AMERICA. With
Contributions by Sir SAMUKL W.
BAKER, W. C. OSWELL, F. C
With 20 Plates and
SELOUS, &c.
57 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo.
ioj. 6d.
Vol. II.
EUROPE,

g

Crown

8vo.

,

IQJ. 6d.

COURSING AND FALCONRY.

FOOTBALL. By MONTAGUE SHEAR
MAN, W. J. OAKLEY, G. O. SMITH,
FRANK MITCHELL,

and 35
8vo.

,

&c.

With

19 Plates
Cr.

Illustrations in the Text.

ioj. 6d.

GOLF.
By

HARDING Cox, CHARLES RICHARD
SON, and the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES.
With 20 Plates and 55 Illustrations in
the Text.
Crown 8vo., ioj. 6d.

CRICKET.

By A. G. STEEL, and the
Hon. R. H. LYTTELTON. With Con
tributions by ANDREW LANG, W. G.
GRACE, F. GALE, &c. With 13 Plates
and 52 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo., ioj. 6d.

CYCLING.

By the EARL OF ALBEMARLE.andG. LACY HILLIER. With

19 Plates and 44 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown 8vo., loj. 6d.

DANCING.

By Mrs. LILLY GROVE,
F.R.G.S. With Contributions by Miss
MIDDLETON, The Hon. Mrs. ARMYWith Musical Examples,
TAGE, &c.
and 38 Full-page Plates and 93 Illus

By HORACE G. HUTCHINSON.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon A
BALFOUR, M.P., Sir WALTER

J.

SIMPSON,

With 32
the Text.

Bart.,

ANDREW LANG,

&c.

Plates and 57 Illustrations in
Cr. 8vo. ioj. 6d.
,

HUNTING.

By His Grace the DUKE OP

BKAUFORT K.G., and MOWBRAY
MORRIS.
With Contributions by the
EARL OF SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE,
Rev. E. W. L. DAVIES, G. H. LONG
MAN, &c. With 5 Plates and 54 Illus
trations
ioj. 6d.

in

the

Text.

Crown

8vo..

MOUNTAINEERING.

By C. T. DENT.
With Contributions by Sir W. M. CONWAY, D. W. FRESHFIELD, C. E. MATHEWS, &c. With 13 Plates and 95
Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo.,

Cr. 8vo., ioj. 6d.

POETRY OF SPORT (THE). -Selected

By His Grace the DUKE OF
BEAUFORT, K.G. With Contributions
by A. E. T. WATSON, the EARL OF
ONSLOW, &c. With 12 Plates and 54
Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo.,

Classical Allusions to Sport by ANDREW
LANG, and a Special Preface to the
Badminton Library by A. E. T.
SON.
With 32 Plates and 74 Illustra
tions in the Text.
Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d.

trations in the Text.

DRIVING.

ioj. 6d.

FENCING, BOXING, AND WREST
LING. By WALTER H. POLLOCK,
F. C. GROVE, C. PREVOST, E.
B.
MITCHELL, and WALTER ARMSTRONG.
With 18 Plates and 24 Illustrations in
the Text.
Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

by

HEDLEY PEEK. With

a Chapter on

WAT

,

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.

EARL OP SUFFOLK AND BERK
By
SHIRE, W. G. CRAVEN, the HON. F.
LAWLEY, ARTHUR COVENTRY, and
A. E. T. WATSON.
With Frontispiece
the

and 56

Illustrations in the Text.
8vo., lor. (xi.

Crown

io
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY
RIDING AND

POLO.

ROBERT WEIR,
T. F. DALE, the

By Captain

ING.
By J. M. HEATHCOTE, C. G.
TEBBUTT, T. MAXWELL WITHAM,
Rev. JOHN KEKR, OKMOND HAKK,
HENRY A. BUCK, &c. With 12 Plates
and 272 Illustrations in the Text. Cr.

MORAY BROWN,
J.
DUKE OF BEAUFORT,

EARL OF SUFFOLK AND BERK

the

&c.

SHIRE,

With

and 41

Plates

18

Crown

Illustrations in the Text.
1OS. 6d.

8vo.

continued.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOGGAN

,

8vo.

ioj 6d.

,

SWIMMING

By ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR
and WILLIAM HENRY, Hon. Sees of
By R. P. P. ROWE and C.
With 13 Plates
the Life-Saving Society.
M. PITMAN. With Chapters on Steer
and 106 Illustrations in the Text. Cr.
ing by C. P. SEROCOLD, and F. C.
8vo. Jos. 6d.
BEGG Metropolitan Rowing by S. LE
LAWN TENNIS, RAC
BLANC SMITH and on PUNTING by TENNIS, AND FIVES.
By J. M. and
KETS,
With 75 Illustrations.
P. W. SQUIRE.
C. G. HEATHCOTE, E. O PLEYDELLCrown 8vo., los. 6d.
BOUVERIE, and A. C. AINGER. With
Contributions by the Hon. A. LYTTELSEA FISHING. By JOHN BICKERDYKE,
TON, W. C. MARSHALL, Miss L. DOD,
Sir H. W. GORE-BOOTH, ALFRED C.
With 12 Plates and 67 Illustra
&c.
HARMSWORTH, and W. SENIOR. With
Crown 8vo. ios. 6d.
tions in the Text.

ROWING.

,

;

;

,

22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustra
Crown 8vo. los. 6d.
tions in the Text.

YACHTING.
CRUISING, CONSTRUCTION OF
YACHT RACING RULES,
FITTING-OUT, &c. By Sir EDWARD
SULLIVAN, Bart., THE EARL OF
PEMBROKE, LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B.,
C. E. SETH-SMITH, C.B., G. L.
WATSON, R. T. PRITCHETT, E. F.

Vol.

,

I.

YACHTS,

SHOOTING.
I. FIELD AND COVERT.
By LORD
WALSiNGHAMandSir RALPH PAYNEWith Contribu
GALLWEY, Bart.
tions by the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES and A. J. STUART- WORTLEY.

Vol.

With

ii Plates

and 94

Crown

in the Text.

With 21 Plates and
KNIGHT, &c.
Crown
93 Illustrations in the Text.

Illustrations

8vo.

8vo. io.s. 6d.
Vol. II. YACHT CLUBS,

IQS. 6d.

,

,

YACHTING IN
AMERICA AND THE COLONIES, YACHT

MOOR AND MARSH. By LORD
WALSINGH AM and Sir RALPH PAYNK-

Vol.11.

RACING, &c.

By

R. T.

PRITCHETT,

GALLWEY, Bart. With Contributions
by LORD LOVAT and LORD CHARLES

THE MARQUIS OF DUFFERIN AND
AVA, K.P., THE EARL OF ONSLOW,

With 8 Plates and
Crown
57 Illustrations in the Text.

JAMES MCFERRAN,

LENNOX KERR.
8vo.

,

los. 6d.

Plates

and 160

Text.

Crown

With

&c.

Illustrations
8vo., los. 6d.

in

35
the

FUR, FEATHER AND FIN SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T.

Crown

WATSON.

each Volume.
The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt
8vo.

,

price

5.?.

The price can
top.
had from all Booksellers.
Natural History, THE PHEASANT. Natural History, by
be

THE PARTRIDGE.

by the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON;
Shooting, by A. J. STUART- WORTLEY
by GEORGE SAINTSBURY.
Cookery,
With ii Illustrations and various Dia
grams in the Text. Crown 8vo. 5^

;

,

Natural History, by the
Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON
Shooting,
by A. J. S ruART-WORTLEY Cookery,
;

;

Illustrations

SAINTSBURY.
and various

in the

Crown

Text.

;

Crown

8vo.

,

55.

THE HARE.

THE GROUSE.
by GEORGE

the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON Shooting,
by A. J. STUART- WORTLEY; Cookeiy,
by ALEXANDER iNNEsSHAND. Withio
Illustrations and various
Diagrams.

8vo.

,

5^.

With

13

Diagrams

Natural History, by the
H. A. MACPHERSON; Shooting,
Hon.
GERALD LASCELLES;
by
Coursing, by CHARLES RICHARDSON;
Hunting, by J. S. GIBBONS and G. H.
LONGMAN Cookery, by Col. KENNEY
Rev.

the

;

HERBERT.

With 9

lllus.

Cr. 8vo., y.
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RED DKKK
Natural History, by
IIK SALMON.
By the Hon.

A.

I

the Rev. H. A.

MACPHEKSON

;&quot;

the

With

10 Illustrations.

(

i&amp;gt;

;

;

SHAND.

I-:.

GATHORNE-HARDY. With Chapters on
Law of Salmon-Fishing by I.AI
DOUGLAS PKNNANT
Coote
ALEXANDER INNES SHAND. With 8
Crown 8vo., 5*.
Illustrations.

Deer

by CAMERON OF LOCHIEL.
Stag Hunting, by Viscount KbRlNGTON Cookery, by ALEXANDER INNES
Stalking

8vo.,

S.

Crown

5-r.

THE

RABBIT.
By JAMES EDMUND
HARTING. With a Chapter on Cookery
With
by ALEXANDER INNES SHAND.
10 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 51.
WILDFOWL. By the Hon. JOHN
SCOTT MONTAGU. With Illustrations,
&c.

[/

S

SKETCH

BOOK.

Comprising an Eccentric Col
and Scratches founc
in disused Lockers and swept
up in the
Pavilion, together with sundry After
Dinner Sayings of the Colonel. By R.
lection of Scribbles

West

ANDRK,
Oblong

410., 2J.

Herts

Golf

Club.

6d

MR.
Blackburne.
GAMES AT CHESS.

BLACKBURNE S
Selected, Anno

and Arranged by Himself. Edited,
with a Biographical Sketch and a brief
History of Blindfold Chess, by P.
tated

ANDERSON GKAHAM
(THE)

DEAD SHOT

8vo., js. 6d. net.

or, Sportsman s
Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on
the Use of the Gun, \\ith Rudimentary
and Finishing Lessons in the Art of
:

Shooting Game of all kinds. Also
Game-driving, Wildfowl and Pigeonshooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By MARKS

By the MARQUESS OK
With Chapters on Breeding
CUSTANCE anil

GRANBY.

of Trout by Col. H.

.

;

ALEXANM.K

by

Cookery,

SHAND. With

preparation.

COLONEL BOGEY

Andre.

THE TROUT.

Crown

12 Illustrations.

8vo., 5J.

A Book ON ANGLING

Francis.

:

or,

Treatise on the Art of Fishing in
Branch including full Illustrated List
of Salmon Flies. By FRANCIS FRANCIS.
;

With
Crown

Portrait

and

Coloured

Plates.

8vo., 15$.

Gibson.

TOBOGGANING ON CROOKED

RUNS.^ By the Hon. HARRY GIBSON.
With Contributions by F. DE B. STRICKLAND and LADY-TOBOGGANER With
40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.
Graham. COUNTRY PASTIMES FOR
BOYS.
By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM.
With 252 Illustrations from Drawings
and Photographs. Crown 8vo. 3.1. 6d.
Hutchinson. THE BOOK OF GOLF
AND GOLFERS. By HORACE G. HUT
CHINSON. With Contributions by Miss
AMY PASCOE, H. H. HILTON, J. H.
TAYLOR, H. J. WniGHAM.and Messrs.
SUTTON & SONS. With 71 Portraits,
.

,

MAN.
With numerous Illustrations.
&c. Medium 8vo., r8s. net.
Crown 8vo. ioj. 6d.
Lang. ANGLING SKETCHES. By AN
Ellis. CHESS SPARKS
DREW LANG. With 20 Illustrations.
or, Short and
Collected and
Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.
Bright Games of Chess.
Arranged by J. H. ELLIS, M. A. 8vo., Lillie. CROQUET its History, Rules,
and Secrets.
4s. 6d.
By ARTHUR LILLIE,
Champion Grand National Croquet
Fplkard. THE WILD-FOWLER: A
,

;

,

:

on

Treatise

Fowling,

Ancient

and

Modern
descriptive also of Decoys
and Flight-ponds, Wild-fowl Shooting,
;

Gunning-punts, Shooting-yachts, &c.
Also Fowling in the Fens and in Foreign
Countries, Rock-fowling, &c., &c., by
H. C. FOLKARD. With 13 Engravings

on

Steel,

and

several

Woodcuts.

8vo.,

I2J. 6J.

Ford.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
BY HORACE FORD. New

AKCHERY.

Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re
written by W. BUTT, M. A.
With a Pre
C. J. LONGMAN, M.A. 8vo., i4j.
face

by

W

inner of the All-Comers
Championship, Maidstone, 1896. With
Illustrations
Full-page
by LUCIEN
DAVIS, 15 Illustrations in the Text, and
27 Diagrams. Crown 8vo. 6s.
CHESS OPENINGS. By

Club, 1872

;

4

,

Longman.

FREDERICK W. LONGMAN.

?s.

Ftp. 8vo

,

67.

Madden. THE DIARY OF MASTER
WILLIAM SILENCE: A Study of Shake

speare and of Elizabethan Sport.
By
the Right Hon. D. H. MADDEN, ViceChancellor of the University of Dublin,

8vo., iQs.
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OF THE MODERN
Maskelyne. SHARPS AND FLATS a Pole. THE THEORY
SCIENTIFIC GAME OF WHIST.
By
Complete Revelation of the Secrets of
;

WILLIAM POLE, F. R.S. Fcp. 8vo. as. 6d.
Games of Chance and Skill.
the
By JOHN NEVIL MASKELYNE, of
TO PLAY WHIST:
Egyption Hall. With 62 Illustrations. Proctor. How
WITH THE LAWS AND ETIQUETTE OF
Crown 8vo., 6s.
WHIST. By RICHARD A. PROCTOR.
Moffat. CRICKETY CRICKET Rhymes
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
and Parodies. By DOUGLAS MOFFAT,
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Post 8vo. 3*. &/.
26 Illustrations.
or,

Illustrations

,

Vol.

Homer.
THE

ILIAD OF

HOMER.

Rendered

English Prose for the use ot
those that cannot read the original.

into

SAMUEL BUTLER, Author

Erewhon,

etc.

Crown

A.).

With Notes and Ex
of Augustus.
cursuses. With 26 Illustrations. Post
8vo., 3J. 6d.
CHARICLES:

each

V., i4J.

1

:

6./.

Cicero. CICERO S CORRESPONDENCE.
By R. Y. TYRRELL. Vols. I., II., III.

By
Translated by the
Rev. F. Metcalfe, B.D.

CALLUS

and 4 Maps.

8vo., js,

Aristophanes. The ACHARNIANS OF

Becker (W.

Illustrations

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER.

8vo.

,

01

js. 6d.

Done

into

English Verse. By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Crown

8vo., 6s.

Horace. THE WORKS OF HORACE,
rendered
Life,

into

With
English Prose.
and Notes.
By

Introduction,

WILLIAM COUTTS, M.A.
51. net.

Crown

8vo.,

LONGMANS AND

t8

STANDARD AND GENERAL WORKS.

S

CO.

Classical Literature, Translations, &c.

Lang. HOMER AND THE EPIC.
ANDREW LANG. Crown 8vo., gs.

By Virgil.
f

THE ^NEID OF

net.

Sir

Blank Verse.
RIDLEY. 8vo., 145.

into

EDWARD

By

VIRGIL.

THE POEMS OF

VIRGIL.

FROM
J.

8vo., i6s.

VIRGIL. Done into
English Verse. By WILLIAM MORRIS.

Crown

8vo.

,

6s.

THE ^ENEID OF VIRGIL, freely translated
into English Blank Verse.
By W.
Crown 8vo., 73. 6d.

ROMAN AND

OF

GREEK ANTIQUITIES.

By A. RICH,

With 2000 Woodcuts.

THE ^ENEID OF
into

Crown

VIRGIL.
Verse

English

Translated

JAMES

by

RHOADES.

8vo., js. 6d.

Books I.- VI. Crown 8vo., 55.
Books VII. -XII. Crown 8vo.,
Translated

Sophocles.

Verse.
By ROBERT
Assistant Master in

J.

THORNHILL.

Rich. A DICTIONARY
B.A.

CONING-

,

THE ^ENEIDS OF

W.

MACKAIL. Edited

with a Revised Text,
Introduction, Translation, and Notes.

CONING-

Translated

into English Prose by
JOHN
Crown 8vo. 6s.

TON.

Mackail. SELECT EPIGRAMS
THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY. By

Translated

into English Verse
by JOHN
TON. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Lucan. THE PHARSALIA OF LUCAN.
Translated

continued.

into

English

WHITELAW, M. A.
Rugby

School.

5*.

THE ECLOGUES AND GEORGICS
VIRGIL.
Prose by

,

Cr.

8vo., 8s. 6d.

Translated
J.

into

W. MACKAIL,

Balliol College, Oxford.

OF

English
Fellow of

i6mo., y.

Tyrrell. DUBLIN TRANSLATIONS INTO Wilkins. THE GROWTH OF THE
GREEK AND LATIN VERSE. Edited by
HOMERIC POEMS. By G. WILKINS.
R. Y. TYRRELL.
8vo., 6s.
gvo., 6s.

Poetry and the Drama.

Armstrong
POEMS:

(G. F.

SAVAGE).

Lyrical and Dramatic.

Fcp.

8vo., 6s.

KING SAUL.
Part

I.

(The Tragedy

Fcp. 8vo.

)

KING DAVID.
Part

II.

Fcp. 8vo.

)

,

Israel,

6s.

Tragedy of

Fcp. 8vo.,

6s.

:

,

STORIES OF
8vo.

,

js.

js. 6d.

WICKLOW:

ONE

Poems.

Fcp.

6d.

IN

IN BROADCLOTH: a
Fcp. 8vo. 4^.
,

THE INFINITE

8vo., js. 6d.

:

tions after

With

14

By

Sir

Illustra

HOLMAN HUNT.

Crown

a Poem.

Barraud. THE LAY OF THE KNIGHTS.
By the Rev. C. W. BARRAUD, S.J.,
Author of St. Thomas of Canterbury,
and other Poems
Crown 8vo. 4?.
.

,

Bell

MEPHISTOPHELES
Satire.

THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD:
Great Consummation.

8vo., 6s.

UGONE: a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.
A GARLAND FROM GREECE Poems
Fcp. 8vo.

the

EDWIN ARNOLD.

(The

Part III.)

8vo., 55.

Arnold.
or,

5*.

(The Tragedy of

KING SOLOMON.
Israel,

,

of Israel,

Armstrong. THE POETICAL WORKS
OF EDMUND J. ARMSTRONG.
Fcp.

Cr.

HUGH).
CHAMBER COMEDIES: a Collection of
Plays and Monologues for the Draw
Crown 8vo. 6s.
ing Room.
FAIRY TALE PLAYS, AND How TO ACT
THEM. With 91 Diagrams and 52
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.
(Mrs.

,

,

LONGMANS AND

STA

CO. S

\

l&amp;gt;.lh

Poetry and the

8vo.

,

Professor of
Moral Philosophy in the University of
and
New
etc.
Cheaper Edition,
Dublin,
with THE DEATH OF FAUST, irom the

Crown

Fcp. 8vo.,

i8mo.,

j.

DA A S.

19

ss.

Fcp. 410.,
Edition.

Bijou

6d., gilt top.

Populnr Edition.
410., 6d.

Fcp.

sewed,

is.

cloth.

WEGUELIN.

Illustrated by J. R.
8vo. 35. 6d.

Crown

,

Annotated
sewed,

POEMS. By EVA GORE-

Gore-Booth.
BOOTH.

6s.

,

ll

by G. SCHARF.

-----

;

8vo.

I.

.

Qoethe. THE FIRST PART OF THE
TRAGEDY OP FAUST IN ENGLISH. By
THOS. E. WEBH, LL.D., sometime

Second Part.

KKA

continued.

Illustrated
los. 6d.

I-Vllow of Trinity College

\

LAYS OF ANCIENT KOMI.,
WITH IVRY, AND THK ARMADA By
Lord MACAULAY.

6d.

y.

&amp;lt;;/-..

Macaulay.

Introduction by ANDREW LANG. With
18 Illustrations by PATTEN WILSON.

Crown

A\/&amp;gt;

Drama

SELECTIONS FROM. With

Coleridge.

i&amp;gt;

is.

Edition.
6d. cloth.

8vo.,

Fcp.

MacDonald (GEORGE, LL.D.).
A BOOK OF STRIFE, IN THE FORM

is.

OF

THE DlAKY OF AN OLD SOUL: Poems.

Ingelow

i8mo.

(JEAN).

POETICAL WORKS.
Volume. Crown

Complete
8vo., js.

One

in

6&amp;lt;/.

LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS. Selected
from the Writings of JKAN INGELOW.
Fcp.
cloth

8vo.

,

6d.

zs.

;

cloth plain,

y.

gilt.

6s.

,

RAMPOLLI: GROWTHS FROM A LONGPLANTED ROOT; being Translations,
new and old (mainly in verse), chietty
A
from the German
along with
Crown
Year s Diary of an Old Soul
;

.

8vo., 6s.

CRICKETY CRICKET Rhymes
By DOUGLAS MOFFAT.
With Frontispiece by Sir FRANK LOCKWOOD, Q.C., M.P., nnd 53 Illustrations
by the Author. Crown 8vo. 2s. 6J.

Moffat.

:

and Parodies.

Lang (ANDREW).
PARNASSUS.

GRASS OF

Fcp.

8vo.,

,

6d. net.

2.f.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. Edited by Moon. POEMS OF LOVE AND HOME,
etc. By GEORGE WASHINGTON MOON,
ANDREW LANG. With 100 Illustra
Crown

tions.

8vo.

,

Hon. F.R.S.L., Author of

6s.

i6mo.

Bayard and Corder.
MANY MOODS. By NINA

SONGS
F.

THE WANDERING ALRATROSS,
ANNIE
Crown

CORDER.

In

IN

LAYARD

one

;

&c. By
volume.

Morris

(WILLIAM).

Complete

in

LIBRARY EDITION.
Eleven Volumes. Crown

price 6^. each.

,

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.
POEMS. By the
H. LECKY. Fcp. 8vo.,

Lecky.

Lytton

(THE
MEREDITH).

EARL

Crown

Hon. W. E.

55.

OF)

(OWEN

4 vols.

6s.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON.
THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE,

and

each.

other Poems.

Cr. 8vo., IQS. 6d.
8vo., IDJ. 6d.

and the

LOVE

is

6j.

Fall of the Niblungs.

ENOUGH

Pharamond
BY THE WAY
:

i

6r.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG,

THE WANDERER.
LUCILE.

Rt.

etc.

POETICAL WORKS
8vo.

8vo., 5*.

Elijah,

zs. 6d.

(

fTKD POEMS.

Cn

8vo., los. 6d.

6s.

The Freeing of
a Morality and POEMS
;

or,

;

6s.
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Poetry and the Drama continued.
Romanes. A SELECTION FROM THE
Morris (WILLIAM) continued.
POEMS OF GEORGE JOHN ROMANES,
THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done into
English Verse.

6s.

English Verse.

6s.

THE ^ENEIDS OF

Done

VIRGIL.

M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. With an Intro
duction by T. HERBERT WARREN,
President of Magdalen College, Oxford,

into

Crown 8vo., 45- 6d.
THE TALE OF BEOWULF, SOMETIME
KING OF THE FOLK OF THE WEDER- Russell. SONNETS ON THE SONNET
WILLIAM
Translated by
A. J. WYATT.

GEATS.

8vo., 6s.

6d.

THE EARTHLY
;

or

The same

in

5*.

i2mo.,

vols.

5

each, sold separately.
Parts, 25^. or zs. 6d.

Ten

8vo.

,

75. 6d.

Square crown

LAYS AND LEGENDS.
(Mrs.

Rankin.

By

HUBERT BLAND).

Crown

8vo.
Series, with Portrait.
Series.

,

6d.

3^.

Crown

WAGNER S

E.

Erewhon,

Done into English Verse by
RING.
REGINALD RANKIN, B.A. of the Inner

i2mo.,

5-y.

RuBXiYAT OF Doc
Illustrations
8vo.

by

SIFERS.
C. M.

gravure Frontispiece of Rydal Mount.

From

and Prose of JAMES
RILEY.
Compiled by

LAUGHLIN.

16

A.R.A.

and numerous
By ALFRED PARSONS,

Illustrations

Initial Letters.

Poems.

Crown

8vo., gilt edges,

y.

6d.

Coleridge. A
DESCRIPTION OF THE WORDSWORTH
AND COLERIDGE MANUSCRIPTS IN THE

Wordsworth and

With 43
RKLYEA.

Crown

THE GOLDEN YEAR.

Author of

BUTLER,

etc.

SELECTED POEMS.
With Photo
By ANDREW LANG.

I.

With
:

Recon

Wordsworth.

,

Temple,
Rhinegold and Valkyrie.

SONNETS.

THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHDAY BOOK.
By MARY F. DUNBAR. 32010., is. 6d.

8vo., 55.

Riley (JAMES WHITCOMB).
OLD FASHIONED ROSES

S
FAMILY
With 36 Woodcuts.
Or in 6 vols. Fcp.

S

By SAMUEL

First

Second

Vol.

BOWDLER

and in part Rearranged, with
Introductory Chapters and a Re
print of the Original 1609 Edition.

NIBELUNGEN

Barrister-at-Law.

6d.

sidered,

Mr. William Morris s Prose
Works, see pp. 22 and 31.

NESBIT

,

SHAKESPEARE

6s.

%*For
Wesbit.

8vo.

I vol.
8vo., 14^.
8VO., 2IJ.

,

,

E.

SHAKESPEARE.

;

Cr. 8vo.

3*.

SHADOWS,

By

Shakespeare.

each sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in i vol.
POEMS BY THE WAY.

Illustrations

Crown

POEMS.

PARADISE.

Popular Edition.

AND OTHER
With 7
SAMUELS.
by W. FITZGERALD, M.A.

Samuels.

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be
had in the following Editions :

25^.

:

an Anthology. Compiled by the Rev,
MATTHEW RUSSELL, SJ. Crown 8vo.,

Crown

MORRIS and

POSSESSION OF Mr. T. NORTON LONG
MAN. Edited, with Notes, by W. HALE
WHITE. With 3 Facsimile Reproduc

the Verse

WHITCOMB
CLARA E.

tions.

Fcp. 8vo., y.

4to., los. 6d.

Fiction, Humour, &c.
VOCES POPULI.
Reprinted Birt. CASTLE CZVARGAS a Romance,
from Punch
Being a Plain Story of the Romantic
By F. ANSTEY, Author
Adventures of Two Brothers, Told by
With
First Series.
of Vice Versa
Edited by
the Younger of Them.
20 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PART
ARCHIBALD BIRT. Crown 8vo., 6s.
RIDGE. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
A NEW DIVINITY, AND
Chola.
Beaconsfield (THE EARL OF).
OTHER STORIES OF HINDU LIFE. By
NOVELS AND TALES. Complete in n
Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.
CHOLA
Crown 8vo. is. 6d. each.
vols.
RAMEAU S NEPHEW: a
Diderot.
Vivian Grey.
Sybil.
Translation from Diderot s Autographic
TheYoungDuke.&c. Henrietta Temple
Text.
Venetia.
By SYLVIA MARGARET HILL.
Alroy, Ixion, &c.
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
Contarini Fleming, Coningsby.
Lothair.
By L.
&c.
Dougall. BEGGARS ALL.
DOUGALL. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
Tancred,
Endymion,

Anstey.

:

I

.

.

j

.

,

,

|

,

j

j
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CO.
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Fiction,

Doyle

STANDARD AND GENERAL WORKS.

Humour, &c. continued.
Haggard (H. RIDER)

(A. CONAN).
MICAII CLARKE a Tale of Monmouth
:

With
Rebellion.
Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

10

Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo.

THE REFUGEES
8vo.

,

MIST.

16

,

S

Illustrations.

With 32
y.6d.

Crown

Illustrations.

y. 6d.

,

With
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
DAUGHTER. With
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Illustrations.

SHE.

a Tale of the Hugue

:

With 25

nots.

and

3*. 6d.

continued.

THE PEOPLE OF THE
MONTEZUMA

THE CAPTAIN OF THE POLESTAR,
other Tales.

s

21

24

Cr. 8vo.,

Illustrations.

ALLAN QUATERMAIN.

With 31 Illus
Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.
M AI WA S REVENGE. Crown 8vo. u. 6d.
COLONEL QUARITCH, V.C.
With
trations.

THE STARK-MUNRO LETTERS.

Cr.

,

8vo.

y.

6d.

(F.

W., Dean

,

Farrar

Frontispiece aud Vignette.

of Canterbury).

3J.

DARKNESS AND DAWN: or, Scenes in
the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.
Cr. 8vo.

^5. 6d.

,

GATHERING CLOUDS
Days of
8vo.

,

7-r.

a Tale of the
Crown
Chrysostom.

St.

:

6d.

With

Child Life.
Sir

12 Illustrations by
Cr.

8vo., 6s.

THE PROFESSOR S CHILDREN.

With

by ETHEL

KATE

Illustrations

BURGESS.

Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

Crown

8vo.

,

6s.

etc.

Cr. 8vo.

S

Crown

,

an

:

Irish

S HEAD.
With 16 Illus
Crown 8vo., y. 6i/.
MR. MEESON S WILL. With 16 Illus
Crown 8vo., 3*.
trations.
DAWN. With 16 Illustrations. Crown
trations.

8vo.

y. 6d.

of the Last
Cr.

6d.

Gurdon. MEMORIES AND FANCIES
Suffolk Tales

Legends

By H. RIDER HAGGARD and
With 27 Illustrations.

ANDREW LANG.
Crown

8vo., 3*. 6d.

By JAMES A. FROUDE.

Century.

y.

Romance

With 34 Illustrations.

3^. 6d.

THE WITCH

DESIRE.

BOY

,

Illustra

6d.

Haggard and Lang. THE WORLD S

6s.

Froude. THE Two CHIEFS OF DUN8vo.,

WIFE.
8vo.

y.

6&amp;lt;/.

Francis. YEOMAN FLEETWOOD.
By
M. E. FRANCIS, Author of In a Northcountry Village,

ALLAN

With 23

LILY.

Cr. 8vo.,

tions.

PHILIP BURNE-JONES, Bart.

24

,

NADA THE
Story of

,

CLEOPATRA.
With 29 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
BEATRICE.
With Frontispiece and
Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.
Vignette.
ERIC BRIGHTEYES. With 51 Illustra
tions.

Fowler (EDITH H.).
THE YOUNG PRETENDERS. A

Cr. 8vo.

6d.

;

and other

Poems

;

:

Stories
Fairy
Miscellaneous Arti
;

By the late LADY CAMILLA
GURDON, Author of Suffolk FolkCrown 8vo. 5*.
Lore
cles.

.

Harte. IN THE CARQUINK/ WOODS.
By BRET HARTE. Cr. 8vo., 3^. 6d.

HEART OF PRINCESS
By ANTHONY HOPE. With 9
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.

Hope. THE
OSRA.

,

Haggard (H. RIDER).
SWALLOW a Tale of the Great Trek.
:

Jerome. SKETCHES

IN

LAVENDER:

and Green.
By JEROME
JEROME. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
Blue

K.

With 8 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
DR. THERNE. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
OLD CELTIC ROMANCES.
Joyce.
HEART OF THE WORLD. With 15
Twelve of the most beautiful of the
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3*. 6W.
Ancient Irish Romantic Tales. Trans
lated from the Gaelic. By P. W. JOYCE,
JOAN HASTE. With 20 Illustrations.
LL. D. Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
Cr. 8vo., y. W.
,
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Humour,
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Lang. A MONK OF

STANDARD AND GENERAL WORKS.

CO. S

FIFE

&c.

Days of Joan of Arc.
LANG. With 13 Illustrations by SELWYN
IMAGE. Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

the

y.

,

Crown

Crown

other Stories.

8vo.

,

Lyall (EDNA).
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SLANDER.
With 20

trations by LANCELOT
8vo. 2S. 6d. net.

Illus

SPEED.

Cr.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A TRUTH.
Fcp. 8vo.,

is.

sewed

The

;

is.

OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOLFall the Kindreds of the
Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.
8vo. 6s.
crown
Square
DREAM OF JOHN BALL, AND A
KING S LESSON. i2mo., is. 6d.
,

A

NEWS FROM NOWHERE

Cr.

8vo., 6s.

An Epoch

or,

,

V

For Mr. William Morris

Works,

:

Newman (CARDINAL).
Loss AND GAIN

8vo.

,

of

6s.

s Poetical

see p. 19.

:

The

Story of a Con
Cabinet Edition,

,

Crown

;

Being some Chapters from
an Utopian Romance. Post 8vo. is.
of Rest.

6d, cloth.

Story of a Singer.

WAYFARING MEN. Crown 8vo. 6^.
HOPE THE HERMIT a Romance
Borrowdale.

Written in
Square crown

6d.

,

DOREEN.

,

Verse.

INGS, and

THE HEART OF DENISE, and other
Crown 8vo. 6^.
Tales.

Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed.
Presentation Edition.

and
8s.

A TALE

6s.

,

Fellows-in-Arms.

Prose
8vo.

is

Men

of the

6d.

A GALAHAD OF THE CREEKS, and

told somewhat of the Lives
of Burgdale, their Friends,
Neighbours, their Foernen, and

wherein
their
their

Levett- Yeats (S.).
THE CHEVALIER D AURIAC.
8vo.

continued.

Morris (WILLIAM) continued.
By ANDREW
THE ROOTS OF THE MOUNTAINS,
a Story of

:

Crown

vert.
6s.

8vo.

6d.

;

Popular Edition,

;

of the Third Cen
Cabinet Edition,
Popular Edition, ^s. 6d.

CALLISTA A Tale
Crown 8vo.
tury.

35.

:

Max

DEUTSCHE

Miiller.

LIEBE

Fragments from the
Collected by F.
an Alien.
MULLER, Translated from the

(GERMAN LOVE)

:

6s.

Papers of

MAX

German by G. A. M.

Crown

8vo.

5^.

,

Melville (G. J. WHYTE).
The Gladiators.
Holmby House.
Kate Coventry.
The Interpreter.
Good for Nothing.
Digby Grand.
Bounce.
General
Maries.
s
The Queen
Cr. 8vo.,

is.

6d. each.

Pirillipps-Wolley. SNAP: a Legend
of the Lone Mountain.
By C. PHILLiPPS-WoLLEY. With 13 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.

Raymond (WALTER).

Two MEN o MENDIP. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
No SOUL ABOVE MONEY. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Merriman. FLOTSAM a Story of the Reader.
Indian Mutiny. By HENRY SETON MER
Tale of
:

Crown

RIMAN.

8vo., 3*. 6d.

Morris (WILLIAM).
THE SUNDERING FLOOD.

Crown

PRIESTESS

AND QUEEN:

a

the White Race of Mexico ;
being the Adventures of Ignigene and
her Twenty-six Fair Maidens.
By
Illustrated by
EMILY E. READER.

8vo.,

EMILY K. READER.

Crown

8vo., 6s.

7s. 6d.

THE WATER OF THE WONDROUS ISLES. Sewell
(ELIZABETH M.).
Crown 8vo., js. 6d.
A Glimpse of the World. Amy Herbert.
THE WELL AT THE WORLD S END. 2 Laneton Parsonage.
Cleve Hall.
vols.

,

8vo.

,

285.

THE STORY OF THE GLITTERING PLAIN,
which has been also called The Land
of the Living Men, or The Acre of
the Undying.
Square post 8vo. $s.
,

net.

Margaret Percival.
Katharine Ashton.

The Earl s Daughter.
The Experience of Life.

Gertrude.

Home

Life.

After Life.
Ursula. Ivors.
Cr. 8vo., is. 6d. each, cloth plain. 2s. 6d.
each, cloth extra, gilt edges.
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Humour, &c. continued.
Wai ford (L. E.). continued.

Fiction,

Somerville and Ross. SOMK KxPER1ENCES OF AN IRISH R.M.
By
E. CE. SOMERVILLE and MARTIN Ross.
With 31 Illustrations by E. CE. SOMER

PAULINE.

Crown 8vo., dr.
PROBABLE TALES. Edited
Crown 8vo.
by WILLIAM STEBBING
VILLE.

8vo.

zs. 6d.

.

8vo.

6d.

zs.

NAN, and other Stories. Cr. 8vo., zs. 6d.
THE MISCHIEF OF MONICA. Crown

Stevenson (ROBERT Louis).
THE STRANGE CASK OF DR. JEKYLL
AND MR. HYDE.
Fcp. 8vo., is.
sewed,

8vo., zs. 6d.

A STIFF-NECKED GENERATION. Crown

6d.

is.

Crown

DICK NETHERBY. Crown 8vo., zs. &/.
THE HISTORY OF A WEEK. Crown

St ebbing.
4*.

IVOXA-S.

8vo.

zs. 6d.

,

THE ONE GOOD GUEST.
PLOUGHED, and

6d. cloth.

8vo.

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL
AND MR. HYDE with Other Fables.

Cr. 8vo.
other Stories.

,

zs.

6d.

Crown

zs. 6d.

,

THE MATCHMAKER.

Cr.

8vo., zs. 6d.

;

Crown

Ward. ONE POOR

SCRUPLE.

By Mrs.
WILFRID WARD. Crown 8vo., 6s.
DYNAMITER.
ROBERT
Louis
By
RACING AND CHASING a
STEVENSON and FANNY VAN DE Watson.
Volume of Sporting Stories.
By
GRIFT STEVENSON.
Crown 8vo.,
8vo.

3*.

,

6d.

MORE NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS THE

!

:

|

|

3-f.

(xi.

THE WRONG

Box. By ROBERT Louis
STEVENSON and LLOYD OSBOURNE.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Suttner.

I

Crown

8vo.,

EARLY

Taylor.
STORIES.

is.

Frontispiece

Cr. 8vo.,

is.

THE RED COCKADE. With
and Vignette.

net.

Crown
Crown

Whishaw

&/.

,

:

of the Court of Ivan the Cruel, First
Tzar of Russia. With 12 Illustrations

Problem.

by H. G. MASSEY, A.R.E.

6s.

Crown

A TSAR S

8vo., zs. 6d.

Modern

Crown

8vo.

,

zs. 6d.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS.

Stories.

Crown

Author of

8vo., zs. 6d.

Beddard.

a

Story

of

Cr. 8vo., 6s.

FERRY, and other
By MARGARET L. WOODS,
A Village Tragedy Crown
.

8vo., 6s.

Popular Science (Natural History, &c.).
THE STRUCTURE AND Butler. OUR HOUSEHOLD

CLASSIFICATION OF BIRDS. By
E.

GRATITUDE:
Russia.

Woods. WEEPING

8VO., ZS. 6d.

Crown

Cr. 8vo.,

6s.

Part of his Life.

THE BABY S GRANDMOTHER.
COUSINS.

(FRED.).

ABOYAR OF THE TERRIBLE: a Romance

:

Crown 8vo.
Mr. SMITH a

24 Illustrations by
Cr. 8vo., 6s.

CLAUDE SHEPPERSON.

8vo., 6s.
8vo., zs. 6d.

LKDDY MARGET.
VA KILDARE a Matrimonial

I

Frontispiece

Cr. 8vo., 6s.

SHREWSBURY. With

(L. B.).

THE INTRUDERS.

OF FRANCE. With
and Vignette. Cr. 8vo.,

6s.

the Originals by
13 Illustrations by

BARCHESTER TOWERS.

With

Cr. 8vo.,

y. 6d.

Taken from

UNA TAYLOR. With

and Vignette.

A GENTLEMAN

LOVE-

HENRY J. FORD. Crown 410., i$s.
Trollope (ANTHONY).
THE WARDEN. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

Walford

Frontispiece

6d.

ITALIAN

8vo., js. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF.

:

HOLMES.

Crown

Weyman (STANLEY).

LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS

Waffen Nieder}
The Autobio
graphy of Martha Tilling. By BERTHA
VON SUTTNER.
Translated by T.
(Die

ALFRED E. T. WATSON, Editor of
the Badminton Magazine
With 16
Plates and 36 Illustrations in the Text.
.

i

BEDDARD, M.A.,

i

FRANK

An Account

INSECTS.

of the Insect-Pests found

F.R.S., Prosector
and Vice-Secretary of the Zoological
of
London. With 252 IllustraSociety

Dwelling-Houses.
By EDWARD
A.
BUTLER, B.A., B Sc
(Lond
With nj Illustrations.
Crown 8vo

lions.

3^- oJ.

8vo., zis. net.
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)
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Furneaux

THE OUTDOOR WORLD

;

of which

are

and 549

Illustrations
8vo. js. 6d.

Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.
3 vols. Crown 8vo. y. each. Vol. I.

coloured)
the Text.

in

A.).

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURE HOURS.

The Young
With 18

or,

Handbook.

Collector s
Plates (16

&c.).

Proctor (RICHARD

(W.).

,

Cheap

edition,

,

Crown

8vo.,

y.

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH.

Crown
BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS (British).
With 12 coloured Plates and 241
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,
,

liar

on

Essays

Scientific

Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
PLEASANT
WAYS
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.

6d.

Fami

Subjects.

SCIENCE.

IN

,

NATURE STUDIES. By R. A. PROCTOR,
GRANT ALLEN, A. WILSON, T. FOS

LIFE IN PONDS AND STREAMS. With
8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustra
tions in the Text.

Hartwig

TER and E. CLODD. Cr. 8vo. y. 6d.
LEISURE READINGS. By R. A. PROC
TOR, E. CLODD, A. WILSON, T.
FOSTER, and A. C. RAN YARD. Cr.

Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

,

GEORGE).
THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts.
8vo.,

7-r.

(Dr.

and 172 Woodcuts.

THE POLAR WORLD.
Plates

With

and 85 Woodcuts.

3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts.

THE AERIAL WORLD.

3 Maps, 8

8vo. js. net.
,

With

8vo., 7J.net.

With Map, 8
and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo. -js. net.
HEROES OF THE POLAR WORLD. With
Plates

,

Crown 8vo., 2s.
WONDERS OF THE TROPICAL FORESTS.
With 40 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 2s.
WORKERS UNDER THE GROUND. With
Crown 8vo., 2s.
29 Illustrations.
MARVELS OVER OUR HEADS. With 29
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo. 2s.
SEA MONSTERS AND SEA BIRDS. With
Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.
75 Illustrations.
DENIZENS OF THE DEEP.
With 117
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.
VOLCANOES AND EARTHQUAKES. With
30 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.
WILD ANIMALS OF THE TROPICS.
With 66 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,
19 Illustrations.

,

,

3 s. 6d.

POPULAR LECTURES ON
By HERMANN
With 68 Woodcuts.

SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS.

VON HELMHOLTZ.
2 vols.
Crown 8vo.
(W.

,

3*. 6d.

each.

BEDDARD, F.R.S. With

16 Plates

which are Coloured), and over
100 Illustrations in the Text. Crown

(8 of

,

28,

6d.

35.

Catalogue of Scientific Works.

A

Stanley.

FAMILIAR HISTORY

BIRDS. By E. STANLEY,
merly Bishop of Norwich.

Crown

Illustrations.

Wood (Rev.

OF

D.D., for

With 160

8vo., 3^. 6d.

G.).

J.

HOMES WITHOUT HANDS

a Descrip
of the Habitation of Animals,
classed according to the Principle of
Construction. With 140 Illustrations.
:

tion

8vo.

,

7-r.

net.

INSECTS AT
of

HOME

British

.

a Popular Account

Insects,

their

Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With
700 Illustrations. 8vo., js. net.
OUT OF DOORS a Selection of Origi
nal Articles on Practical Natural
;

History.

With

n

Illustrations.

Cr.

8vo., y. 6d.

STRANGE DWELLINGS:

a Description
of the
Habitations
of Animals,
from
Homes without
abridged
Hands
With 60 Illustrations. Cr.

7.y.

6d.

BIRDS IN LONDON.
With 17 Plates
and 15 Illustrations in the Text, by

BRYAN HOOK,

8vo.,

y.

6d.

PETLAND REVISITED.
trations.

Cr. 8vo.,

With 33
y.

A. D.

MCCORMICK,

and from Photographs from Nature,
by R. B. LODGE. 8vo., i2s.

Illus

6d.

BIRD LIFE OF THE BIBLE. With 32
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
NESTS. With 30 Illustra
tions.
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
HOMES UNDER THE GROUND. With
28 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 3^. 6d.
WILD ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE. With
Crown 8vo. 3^. 6d.
29 Illustrations.
DOMESTIC ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.
With 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.
THE BRANCH BUILDERS. With 28
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.
SOCIAL HABITATIONS AND PARASITIC
NESTS. With 18 Illus. Cr. 8vo., Q.S.

WONDERFUL

H.).

BRITISH BIRDS.
With a Chapter on
Structure and Classification by FRANK

8vo.

p.

,

For Mr, Proctor s other books see
and Messrs. Longmans &* Co. s

.

Helmholtz.

E.

%*

Plates

8vo., js. net.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD.

Hudson

8vo.

net.
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Maunder (Samuel) continued.
SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREASURY.
TECTURE.
By JOSEPH GWILT, F.S.A.
Fcp. 8vo., 6j.
Illustrated with more than noo Engrav
THE TREASURY OF BOTANY. Edited
Revised (1888), with
ings on Wood.

AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF ARCHI

Gwilt.

and

Alterations
tions

*

Addi

Considerable

WYATT PAPWORTH.

by

by

LINDLEY,

and 20

cuts

izs. 6d.

Maunder

J.

MOORE, F.L.S.

8vo.,

F.R.S., and T.
With 274 Wood
2

Plates.

Steel

vols.

Fo. 8vo., i2J.
Roget.-THES AURUS OF ENGLISH\VORDS
AND PHRASES. Classified and Ar

(Samuel).

BIOGRAIHICAL TREASURY. With Sup
plement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. JAMES WOOD. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.
TREASURY OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical,

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary

Composi
By PETER MARK ROGET, M.D.,
Recomposed throughout, en
larged and improved, partly from the
Author s Notes and with a full Index,
8vo., 6s.
by the Author s Son, JOHN LEWIS
THE TREASURY OF BIBLE KNOW
ROGET. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.
LEDGE. By the Rev. J. AYRE, M.A.
With 5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Willich. POPULAR TABLES for giving
information for ascertaining the value of
Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo., 6j.
Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Pro
TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE AND
Funds. &c.
LIBRARY OF REFERENCE. Fcp. 8vo.
By
perty, the Public
CHARLES M. WILLICH. Edited by H.
6s.
IQS.
6d.
Crown
BENCE
6s.
8vo.,
TREASURY
HISTORICAL
JONES.
Fcp. 8vo.,
tion.

F.R.S.

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.
With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp.

,

,

:

Children s Books.
Buckland. Two LITTLE RUNAWAYS. Lang (ANDREW) EDITED BY.
Adapted from the French of Louis
THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. With
DKSNOYERS.
By JAMES BUCKLAND.
With no Illustrations by CECIL ALDIN.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Crake (Rev.
EDWY THE

A. D.).

FAIR

;

Chro

or, the First

Crown 8vo.

nicle of ^Escendune.

,

zs.6d.

ALFGARTHE DANE: or, theSecond Chro
^scendune.

nicle of

THE RIVAL HEIRS

Cr. 8vo.

,

zs.

6d.

being the Third
and Last Chronicle of ^Escendune.

Crown

8vo.

,

:

zs. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF WALDERNE.

A

Tale

of the Cloister and the Forest in the
Crown
Days of the Barons Wars.
8vo., zs. 6d.

A

Story of Wallingford Castle and Dorchester Abbey.

BRIAN FITZ-COUNT.

Crown

8vo., zs. 6d.

Crown 8vo. 6s.
THE RED FAIRY BOOK. With 100
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.
THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK. With 99
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.
THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK. With 104
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.
THE PINK FAIRY BOOK. With 67
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.
THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. With 100
Crown 8vo., 6s.
Illustrations.
THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. School
Illustrations.

Edition,
8vo.

,

zs.

,

without Illustrations.

(G.

THE TRUE

With 66

STORY BOOK.

Illustrations.

Crown

8vo., 6j.

THE RED TRUE STORY BOOK. With
loo Illustrations.

YULE LOGS: A
With

67 Illustrations.

A.).-Edited by.
Story-Book

61 Illustrations.

for Boys.

Crown

8vo.,

Crown

8vo., 6s.

Crown

THE RED BOOK OF ANIMAL
With 65

Illustrations.

With

8vo., dr.

STORIES.

Cr. 8vo., 6s.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS ENTERTAIN

6s.

YULE TIDE YARNS. With
tions.

Fcp.

6d.

THE ANIMAL STORY BOOK.

Henty

138

j

Cro\vn 8vo.,

6s.

45 Illustra

MENTS. With 66
8vo.

,

6J.

Illustrations.

Crown
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Meade

s

Books

(L. T.).

DADDY S
Crown

With

BOY.

8 Illustrations.

fcp. 8vo.,

8vo., 3*. 6d.

DEB AND THE DUCHESS. With 7
Crown

trations.

THE BERESFORD
Crown

tions.

8vo.

Illus

6d.

With 7

,

Illus-

6d.

y.

BOLD BABES

:

8vo., 35. 6d.

Hector, Honoria and

A Story in Pictures.

With

24 Coloured Plates and 24 Outline
Pictures.

Oblong

4to., 3*. 6d.

With 24 Coloured

and 24 Outline
long 4to. y. 6d.
Plates

Coloured Plates

31

Pictures.

4to.,

and numerous
the Text.
Oblong

in

6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG S BICYCLE CLUB.
With 31
Coloured
numerous Illustrations
Oblong 4to., 65.

Ob

,

Plates
and
the Text.

in

THE GOLLIWOGG AT THE
With

Coloured

31

numerous Illustrations
Oblong 4to. 6s.

SEASIDE.

Plates
and
the Text.

in

,

THE GOLLIWOGG

THE FURTHER DOINGS OF THE THREE
BOLD BABES.

(FLORENCE K., and BERTHA).
THE ADVENTURES OF Two DUTCH
DOLLS AND A GOLLIWOGG
With
Illustrations

With 6

SURPRISES.

Praeger (ROSAMOND).
THE ADVENTURES OF THE THREE
Alisander.

5.*.

Upton

.

Crown

Illustrations.

y,

,

PRIZE.

8vo.

THE HOUSE OF

continued.

Stevenson. A CHILD S GARDEN OF
VERSES. By ROBERT Louis STEVENSON.

WAR. With 31
Oblong 410. 6s.
THE VEGE-MEN S REVENGE. With 31
Coloured Plates and numerous Illus
trations in the Text.
Oblong 410., 6s.
IN

Coloured Plates.

,

The Silver Library.
CROWN
Arnold

With

8vo.

71 Illustrations.

y.

s (W.)

Studies.

Economic Studies. y. 6d.

s (W.) Literary Studies.
Portrait.
3 vols.
y. 6d. each.

Bagehot

Baker

With

W.) Eight Years in
Illustrations,
Ceylon.
y. 6d.
Baker s (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in
Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. y. 6d.
Baring-Gould s (Rev. S.) Curious Myths
s

S.

(Sir

With 6

of the Middle Ages.

3*. 6d.

(Rev. S.) Origin and
Development of Religious Belief. 2
vols.
y. 6d. each.

Baring-Gould

s

Becker s (W. A.) Gallus : or, Roman
Scenes in the Time of Augustus. With
26 Illustrations.
3^. 6d.

Becker

s

(W.

A.) Charicles

:

or, Illustra

tions of the Private Life of the Ancient

Greeks.

With 26

Illustrations.

EACH VOLUME.
Brassey

beam

6d.

Bagehot s (W.) Biographical
y. 6d.

Bagehot

y. 6d

Edwin) Seas and Lands.

s (Sir

y.6d.
Bent s (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Mashonaland. With 117 Illustrations.

s

(Lady)

.

A Voyage

With 66

in the

Illustrations,

Sun
y. 6d

Churchill

s (W. S.) The
Story of the
Malakand Field Force, 1897. With 6
Maps and Plans. 3*. 6d.

Clodd s (E.) Story of Creation : a Plain
Account of Evolution. With 77 Illus
trations,
y. 6d.
Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson s
(Yery Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of
St. Paul. With 46 Illustrations,
y. 6d.
Dougall s(L.) Beggars All; a Novel. 3^.6^.
Doyle s (A. Conan) Micah Clarke. A Tale

of

Monmouth

Illustrations.

Doyle

s (A.

Polestar,

s

Rebellion.

35-.

With

10

6d.

Conan) The Captain of the
and other Tales, y. 6d.

Doyle
A
(A. Conan) The Refugees
Tale of the Huguenots.
With 25
Illustrations,
y. 6d.
Doyle s (A. Conan) The Stark Munro
s

Letters.

:

3.*.

6d.

Froude s (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat
of the Spanish Armada.
12 voK
y. 6d. each.
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Froude

s (J. A.)
ioj.
3 vols.

The English

in Ireland.

6&amp;lt;/.

6&amp;lt;i.

4 vols.

3^. 6d.

each.

Froude

s (J. A.) Oceana, or England
and Her Colonies. With 9 Illustra
tions,
y. 6d.
Froude s (J. A.) The Council of Trent.

y. 6d.
Froude s (J. A.) The Life and Letters
of Erasmus, y. 6d.
Froude s (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle: a
History of his Life.
1795-1835.
1834-1881.

2 vols.
2 vols.

7s.
7s.
:

(

(

:

Century. 3*. 6d.
Gleig s (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of
Wellington. With Portrait. 3^. 6J.
Greville s (C. C. F.) Journal of the
Reigns of King George IV., King
IY., and Queen Victoria.
8 vols, 35. 6d. each.
s
Haggard
(H. R.) She :
History of
Adventure.
With 32 Illustrations.
y. 6d.

William

A

V.C.

:

(H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
Illustrations.
3^. 6d.

(H.

R.)

Colonel

a Tale of Country

Illustrations.

With

y.

6d.

Wiith
r

23

and Hedgerow.

With Portrait. 3^. 6d.
Jefferies (R.) Red Deer. 17 Illus. 3J. 6d.
Jefferies (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable.
With Frontispiece and Vignette by
E. V. B.
y. 6d.
Jefferies (R.) The Toilers of the Field.
With Portrait from the Bust in Salis

bury Cathedral.

Kaye

(Sir J.)

3.1.

6&amp;lt;/.

and Malleson

s (Colonel)

Indian Mutiny of
1857-8.
6 vols. y. 6d. each.
Knight s(E.F.)TheCruiseofthe Alerte
the Narrative of a Search for Treasure
History of

the

:

on the Desert Island of Trinidad.
With 2 Maps and 23 Illustrations.

3^. 6d
s (E. F.)

a

:

The

Falcon

on the

Coasting
to

ii Illustrations.
3^. 6d.
Life of Luther.
With 62
(J.)
Illustrations and 4 Facsimiles of MSS.
3J. 6d.

Lang

s

Angling Sketches.

(A.)

20 Illustrations.

With

3*. 6d.

Custom and Myth Studies
of Early Usage and Belief,
y. &/.
Lang s (A.) Cock Lane and Common-

Lang

s (A.)

Sense.

Lang

6tf.

With

s

Haggard

|

:

3J. 6d.

(A.)

Ghosts,

3^. 6d.

s (H. R.) Dawn.
With 16 Illus
trations,
y. 6d.
s
Haggard (H. R.) The People of the Mist.
With v6 Illustrations, or. * Y.

Remarkable

Kbstlin s

Haggard s
With 15 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.
Haggard s (H. R.) Montezuma s Daugh
ter.
With 25 Illustrations, y. 6d.
Haggard s (H. R.) The Witch s Head.
With 16 Illustrations, y. 6d.
Haggard s (H. R.) Mr. Meeson s Will.
the Lily.

to

Voyage from
Copenhagen in a
Three-Ton Yacht.
With Map and

y. 6d.
(H. R.) Heart of the World.

Nada

each.

My

Field

(R.)

Hammersmith

34 Illustrations,

y.

3^. &/.

W.) The Unbidden Guest.

Places. With 80 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.
Jefferies (R.)The Story of My Heart :
Autobiography. With Portrait. 3^. &/.

Baltio

With
(H. R.) Beatrice.
Frontispiece and Vignette,
y. 6d.
s (H. R.) Allan s Wife.
With

Illustrations.

s (E.

y. 6d.
Hewitt s (W.) Visits

Knight

R.) Eric
Brighteyes.
Illustrations.
3^. 6d.

\Yiih 16 Illustrations,

2 vols.

Illustrations.

Hornung

tions.
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3*. 6d.

Haggard

Haggard

Joan Haste. With
y. 6d.
Haggard (H. R.) and Lang s (A.) The
World s Desire. Wiih27lllus. y. dd.
Harte s (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods,
and other Stories, y. 6d.
Helmholtz s (Hermann von) Popular Lec
tures on Scientific Subjects. With 68
s (H. R.)

35. 6d.

(H.

s (H. R.)

27

Knight s (E. F.) Where Three Empires
Meet : a Narrative of Recent Travel in
Kashmir, Western Tibet, Baltistan,
With a Map and 54 Illustra
Gilgit.

Quaritch,

Life.

Frontispiece and Vignette,
Haggard s (H. R.) Cleopatra.

Haggard s
With 51
Haggard s
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Haggard

J offer ies

Froude s J. A.) Caesar a Sketch. 3.?. 6d.
Froude s J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy an Irish Romance of the Last

Haggard s
With 20
Haggard s

A

20 Illustrations,

6&amp;lt;J.

Froude s (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine
of Aragon. 3^.
Froude s (J. A.) The Spanish Story of
the Armada,and other Essays, y.
Froude s (J. A.) Short Studies on Great
Subjects.

GRNI-R.M. IIVA

Lang

s (A.)

the

Days

The Book of Dreams and
y. 6d.

A Monk
of

of Fife: a Story of
With 13

Joan of Arc.

Illustrations,
y. 6d.
Lang s (A.) Myth, Ritual,

2 vols.

_r.

and

Religion.
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and Clutterbuck s (W.J.)B.C.
1887, A Ramble in British Columbia.
With Maps and 75 Illustrations. 3*. 6d.
The
Chevalier
Levett-Yeats
(S.)
Lees

D

(J. A.)

Auriac.

3-r.

6d.

Macaulay s (Lord) Complete Works.
Albany Edition. With 12 Portraits.
each.

35. 6d.

12 vols.

Macaulay

nities

Our Place among Infi
a Series of Essays contrasting

s (R. A.)
:

our Little Abode in Space and Time
with the Infinities around us.
3^. 6d.
Other Suns than
Proctor s (R. A.)
Ours. 35. 6d.
Proctor s (R. A.) Rough Ways made

Smooth.
Proctor

Essays and Lays of

s (Lord)

continued.

Proctor

s

y.
(R.

Science.

6d.

Pleasant

A.)

Ways

in

3^. 6d.

Myths and Marvels
y. 6d.

With Portrait
Ancient Rome, etc.
and 4 Illustrations to the
Lays

Proctor

35. 6d.

Proctor s (R. A.) Nature Studies, y. 6d.
Proctor s (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By
R. A. PROCTOR, EDWARD CLODD,

.

Macleod

s (H. D.)

Marbot

Elements of Bank

y. 6d.

ing,

Trans

(Baron de) Memoirs.

s

2 vols.

lated.

Marshman

7-y.

s (J. C.)

Havelock.

-y.

s

ANDREW WILSON, THOMAS
and A. C. RANYARD.
tions.

Memoirs of Sir Henry

6d.

(R. A.)

of Astronomy.

3-r.

Rossetti s (Maria F.)

y. 6d.

With

FOSTER,
Illustra

6d.

A Shadow of Dante.

Bosworth) Carthage and the
With Maps, Plans,

Merivale s (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. y. 6d. ea.
Merriman s (H. S.) Flotsam : a Tale of
the Indian Mutiny.
3*. 6d.

Smith

Mill s (J. S.) Political Economy. 35. 6d.
Mill s (J. S.) System of Logic. 3*. 6d.

Stephen s (L.) The Playground of
With 4 Illustra
Europe (The Alps).
tions,
y. 6d.
Stevenson s (R. L.) The Strange Case of

Milner s (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the
Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Gar
den.

Nansen

35. 6d.

s

The First Crossing of

(F.)

With 142

Greenland.

Illustrations

and a Map. 3*. 6d.
Phillipps- Wolley s (C.) Snap
of the

Illustrations,

Proctor

:

Lone Mountain.

s (R. A.)

a Legend

With
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y. 6d.
The Orbs Around Us.

35. 6d.

Proctor

y.

s (R.

Carthaginians.
&c.

y.

6d.

Stanley s (Bishop) Familiar History of
Birds. With 160 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Fables.
3^. 6d.

Hyde

;

with other

Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne s (LI.)
The Wrong Box. 35. 6d.
Stevenson (Robt. Louis) and Stevenson s
(Fanny van de Grift)More New Arabian
The Dynamiter. 35. 6d.
Nights.
Trevelyan s (Sir G. 0. ) The Early History
of Charles James Fox.
3^. 6d.
s (Stanley J.) The House of
the Wolf a Romance. y. 6d.
Wood s (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited.
With 33 Illustrations. y. 6d.
Wood s (Rev. J. G,) Strange Dwellings.
With 60 Illustrations. y. 6d.
Wood s (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With

Weyman

s (R. A.)

The Expanse of Heaven.

6d.

Proctor s (R. A.) Light Science for
Leisure Hours. First Series. y. 6d.
Proctor s (R. A.) The Moon. y. 6d.
Proctor s (R. A.) Other Worlds than
Ours. y. 6d.

:

ii Illustrations.

y. 6d.

Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.
Acton. MODERN COOKERY. By ELIZA Buckton. COMFORT AND CLEANLI
The Servant and Mistress
NESS
ACTON. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo. 45. 6d.
Question.
By Mrs. CATHERINE M.
:

,

With
BUCKTON.
Crown 8vo., 2s.

14

Illustrations.

Ashby. HEALTH IN THE NURSERY. Bull
(THOMAS, M.D.).
By HENRY ASHBY, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
HINTS TO MOTHERS ON THE MANAGE
Physician to the Manchester Children s
MENT OF THEIR HEALTH DURING
Hospital, and Lecturer on the Diseases
of

Children

With 25

at

the

Illustrations.

Owens

College.
Cr. 8vo. 3*. 6d.
,

THE PERIOD OF PREGNANCY.
8vo.,

is.

6d.

Fcp.

LONGMANS A\D

STAVDAKl) AND GRNRRAL WOK KB.

CO. S

Cookery, Domestic Management, &c.
Bull (THOMAS, M.D.)

De

con/in ueJ.

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF
CHILDREN IN HEALTH AND DISEASE.
Balis

6d.

is.

Fcp. 8vo.,

De

is.

Fcp. 8vo.,
:

6d.

a Manual for Amateurs.

Fcp.

DRESSED GAME AND POULTRY X LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.
DRESSED VEGETABLES X LA MODE.
is.

Fcp. 8vo.,

6d.

DRINKS X LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.
ENTRIES X LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo. is. 6d.
FLORAL DECORATIONS. Fcp.8vo.,u.6a
GARDENING X LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo.
,

.

I.

Vegetables,
Fruits,

II.

is.

is.

,

i5.

Fcp.

6d.

,

is.

6d.

S A VOUR IES A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vO. I S. 6d.
PUDDINGS AND PASTRY A LA MODE.
,

Fcp. 8vo.

,

u. 6d.

i6mo.,

OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF PRACTICAL COOKERY.
By E. E.
MANN. Crown 8vo., is.
Poole. COOKERY FOR THE DIABETIC.
By W. H. and Mrs. POOLE. With
Preface by Dr. PAVY. Fcp. 8vo., zs. &/

Walker (JANE H.).
A BOOK FOR EVERY WOMAN.

The Management of Children

I.

Health and out of Health.

8vo.

Fcp.8vo.,5J.

Cr.

2j. 6d.

,

Part II.
Woman in Health and out
of Health.
Crown 8vo, zs. 6d.

A HANDBOOK

FOR MOTHERS: being
to Women on
the

Hints

Simple

Management of their Health during
Pregnancy and Confinement, together
with Plain Directions as to the Care
Cr. 8vo.,

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.
Armstrong. ESSAYS AND SKETCHES. Boyd (A. K. H.)
Bagehot. LITERARY STUDIES.
By
WALTER BAGEHOT. With Portrait.
Crown 8vo., 3J. 6d. each.
3 vols.
Baring-Gould. CURIOUS MYTHS OF
THE MIDDLE AGES.
By Rev. S.
BARING-GOULD. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
Baynes. SHAKESPEARE STUDIES, AND

L.

aj.

Mann. MANUAL

of Infants.

By EDMUND). ARMSTRONG.

6d.

is.

HOUSEHOLD. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.
Lear. MAIGRK COOKERY. By H.

in

NEW-LAID EGGS. Fcp. 8vo., TS. 6d.
OYSTERS X LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo. i s. 6d.
SOUPS AND DRESSED FISH X LA MODE.
Fcp. 8vo..

Fcp. 8vo.,

WRINKLES AND NOTIONS FOR EVERY

Part

6&amp;lt;/.

bd.

NATIONAL VIANDS X LA MODE.
8vo.

SWEETS AND SUPPER DISHES X LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.
TEMPTING DISHES FOR SMALL IN

SIDNEY LEAR.

8vo., is. 6d.

Part
Part

continued.
continued.

(Mrs.)

COMES.

(Mrs.).

CAKES AND CONFECTIONS X LA MODE.
DOGS

Sails
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2J. 6d.
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continued.

LESSONSOFMlDDLEAGE.Cr.8vo.,3.r.6W.

OUR LITTLE
8vo.

,

y.

Two

LIFE.

Series.

Cr.

6d. each.

OUR HOMELYCOMEDY: ANDTRAGEDY.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
RECREATIONS OF A COUNTRY PARSON.
Three

Cr. 8vo.

Series.

,

3J. 6d.

ESSAYS. By the late THOMAS
Butler (SAMUEL).
SPENCER
BAYNES, LL.B., LL.D.
EREWHON. Cr. 8vo., 51.
With a Biographical Preface by Prof.
THE FAIR HAVEN. A Work
LEWIS CAMPBELL. Crown 8vo. TS. 6d.

each.

OTHER

,

A.K.H.B. ).
Boyd
And see MISCELLANEOUS THEOLO
GICAL WORKS, p. 32.
AUTUMN HOLIDAYS OF A COUNTRY
(A. K. H.)

PARSON.

Crown

(

8vo.,

y.

6d.

COMMONPLACE PHILOSOPHER. Crown
8vo.

,

y.

A
,

COUNTRY

3*. 6rf.

EAST COAST DAYS AND MEMORIES.
Crown 8vo. y. 6d.
LANDSCAPES, CHURCHES AND MORA
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
LITIES.
Li: SURE HOURS IN TOWN.
Crown
,

i

,

3_c.

Miraculous

Lord s Ministry.
LIFE AND HABIT.
Completer View

in

Element

Defence
in our

Cr. 8vo., 73. 6d.
An Essay after a
Cr.

of Evolution.

8vo., ?s. 6J.

EVOLUTION, OLD AND NEW.

Cr. 8vo.,

ioj. 6d.

ALPS AND SANCTUARIES OF PIEDMONT

6d.

CRITICAL ESSAYS OF
PARSON. Crown 8vo.

8vo.

of the

67.

AND CANTON
Pott 4 to.

,

TICINO.

Illustrated.

ios.6&amp;lt;t.

LUCK, OR CUNNING, AS THE MAIN
MEANS OF ORGANIC MODIFICATION ?
Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

Ex VOTO. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at VuraHoCrown

8vo., icu.

(&amp;gt;d.
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OUTCAST ESSAYS AND
Hodgson.

Butler (SAMUEL) continued.
SELECTIONS FROM WORKS,
marks on Mr. G.

J.

Re
Menta

with

Romanes

Evolution in Animals, and a Psalm
of Montreal.
Crown 8vo., js. 6d.

THE AUTHORESS OF THE ODYSSEY
WHERE AND WHEN SHE WROTE, WH
SHE WAS, THE USE SHE MADE OF
THE ILIAD, AND HOW THE POEIV
GREW UNDER HER HANDS. With 14
8vo.

Illustrations.

THE

ios. 6d.

,

ILIAD OF HOMER.

Rendered

int&amp;lt;

Euglish Prose for the use of those whc
cannot read the original. Crown 8vo.

^.

VERSE TRANSLATIONS.
,

8j. 6d.

Hoenig.

INQUIRIES CONCERNING THE
TACTICS OF THE FUTURE.
Fourth

Recon

in part

:

and Prevention. A Practical Guide to
the Law and to the Safe-Guarding, SafeWorking, and Safe-Construction of
Factory Machinery, Plant, and Premises
With 20 Tables and 124 Illustrations.
By JOHN CALDER.

Brigades

Crown

8vo.

,

y.

6d.

THE STORY OF MY HEART my
:

With

biography.
Pretace by C.
8vo.

J.

Portrait

Auto

New

and

LONGMAN.

Crown

3J. 6d.

,

RED DEER.

With 17 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d,
THE TOILERS OF THE FIELD. With
Portrait

from the Bust

Crown

Cathedral.

WOOD MAGIC

8vo.

in

Salisbury

3*. 6d.

,

a Fable. With Frontis
piece and Vignette by E. V. B.
Cr.
:

8vo., 3s. 6d.

Jekyll. WOOD AND GARDEN: Notes
and Thoughts, Practical and Critical,
of a Working Amateur. By GERTRUDE
Classified Register of Charities in or
JEKYLL. 71 Illustrations from Photo
available in the Metropolis.
With an
graphs by the Author. 8vo. IDS. 6d. net.
Introduction by C. S. LOCH, Secretary
Johnson. THE

CHARITIES REGISTER, THE AN
NUAL, AND DIGEST: being

,

to the Council of the

Charity Organi

London.

sation Society,

8vo., 4^.

PATENTEE S MANUAL:
Law and Practice of
By J. & J. H. JOHN

a Treatise on the
Letters Patent.

THE TRADITIONAL
Comparetti.
&c.
SON, Patent
8vo. IDS. 6d.
POETRY OF THE FINNS. By DOMENICO Joyce. THEAgents,
ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF
COMPARETTI. Translated by ISABELLA
IRISH NAMES OF PLACES. By P. W.
,

M. ANDERTON.

With Introduction by

ANDREW LANG. 8vo. i6j-.
Evans. THE ANCIENT STONE IMPLE
,

MENTS, WEAPONS, AND ORNAMENTS
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
By Sir JOHN
EVANS, K.C.B.,
D.C.L.,
LL.D.,
F.R.S.,

Medium

etc.

8vo.,

With 537

Illustrations.

Haggard. A FARMERS YEAR

:

being

Commonplace Book for 1898. By
H. RIDER HAGGARD. With 36 Illus
trations by C. LEON LITTLE.
Crown
his

8vo.,

7-r.

6d. net.

Hamlin. A TEXT-BOOK OF THE

HIS

TORY OF ARCHITECTURE. By A. D. F.
HAMLIN, A. M. With 229 Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., js. 6d.
Haweis. Music AND MORALS. By the
Rev. H. R. HAWEIS. With Portrait of
the Author,

and numerous

Facsimilesand Diagrams.

LL.D.

JOYCE,
5*.

Crown

2 vols.

8vo.,

each.

Kingsley. A
ART, 1100-1899.
LEY.

Lang

HISTORY OF FRENCH
By ROSE C. KINGS-

8vo., I2S. 6d. net.

(ANDREW).

LETTERS TO DEAD AUTHORS.

Fcp.

8vo., 2S. 6d. net.

28s.

Illustrations,
Cr.8vo.,7i. 6d.

.

With i Sketch in
and 5 Maps. Translated by
Captain H. M. BOWER. 8vo., 15^. net.
Hullah. THE HISTORY OF MODERN
Music. By JOHN HULLAH. 8vo., 8j-. 6d
Jeiferies (RICHARD).
FIELD AND HEDGEROW.
With Por
the Text

trait.

SONNETS.

S

and

Rearranged, with
Introductory Chapters and a Reprin
of the Original 1609 Edition.
8vo.
Calder. ACCIDENT IN FACTORIES its
Distribution, Causation, Compensation
sidered,

Two

Edition, 1894, of the

By FRITZ HOENIG.

6d.

SHAKESPEARE

By SHADCrown

WORTH H. HODGSON, LL.D.
8vo.

AND

BOOKS

BOOKMEN.

Coloured Plates and 17
Fcp. 8vo.

,

With

2

Illustrations.

2s. 6d. net.

OLD FRIENDS.

ss. 6d. net.

Fcp. 8vo.,

LETTEKS ON LITERATURE.

Fcp. 8vo.,

25. 6d. net.

ESSAYS IN LITTLE.

Crown

the Author.

COCK

LANE AND

Crown

8vo.

,

With
8vo.

,

Portrait of
2s. 6d.

COMMON-SENSE.

%s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF DREAMS AND
Crown

GHOSTS.

8vo., 6s.

MEacfarren. LECTURES ON HARMONY,
By Sir G. A. MACFARREN. 8vo., izs.
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Marquand and Frothingham. A Richter. LBCTUKU us THE NA
TEXT-BOOK OK THE HISTORY OF
ScuLi-TiKE. By ALLAN MAKOUAND
Ph.D., and ARTHUR L. FROTHINGHAM
Junr., Ph.D., Professors of Archaeology
and the History of Art in Princetown

University.
Crown 8vo.

Max

With
,

6s.

Muller

INDIA

(The Right Hon.

WHAT CAN

:

Illustrations.

113

IT

F.).

TEACH Us

?

Crown

8vo.

,

cj.

M.).

STRAY THOUGHTS ON READING. Small

and

8vo., zs. 6d. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR GIRLS.
and

is.

i6mo.,

6d. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR MOTHERS AND
TEACHERS. Fcp. 8vo., zs. 6d. net.
STRAY THOUGHTS FOR INVALIDS.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCIENCE OF
the

i6mo.,

Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden.

Morris

8vo., 3*. 6d.

THE LONDON WATER
BY ARTHUR SHADUMI.,

College of Physicians.

,

By GEORGE MILNER.

Crown

Soulsby (LucYH.

Cr.

.

MYTHOLOGY. 2 vols. 8vo., 32*.
COUNTRY PLEASURES:
Milner.

:

SUPPLY.
M.A., M.B.Oxon., Member of the Royal

Recent Essays and Addresses.

I.

,

ing an Essay towards studying Himself,
his World, and his
Pilgrimage.
By
MARIA FRANCESCA ROSSETTI. With
Frontispiece by DANTE GABRIEL Ros-

Shadwell.

CHIPS KROM A GERMAN WORKSHOP.
Cr. 8vo., 5-T.
Vol. II.
Biographical Essays.
8vo., u.
Vol. III. Essays on Language
Literature.
Cr. 8vo. 5*.
Vol. IV. Essays on Mythology
Folk Lore. Crown 8vo. $s.

i

SETTI.

Cr.

8vo., s/.

Vol.

TIONAL GALLERY. By J. P. RICH
With 20 Plates and 7 Illustrations in the
Text.
Crown 410. 1.
Rpssetti. A SHADOW OF DANTE be

zs.

net.

Southey. THE CORRESPONDENCE OF
ROBERT SOUTHEY WITH CAROLINE

Cr. 8vo., y. 6d.

BOWLES. Edited, with an Introduction,
(WILLIAM).
SIGNS OF CHANGE.
Seven Lectures
by EDWARD DOVVDEN, LL.D. 8vo.,i4J.
delivered on various occasions.
Post Stevens. ON THE STOWAGE OF SHIPS
8vo.
6if.
AND THEIR CARGOES. With Informa
HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART. Five Lec
tion regarding Freights, Charter-Parties,
tures delivered in Birmingham, Lon
&c.
By ROBERT WHITE STEVENS,
don, etc., 1878-1881. Cr. 8vo. 4^. 6d.
Associate-Member of the Institute of
AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE DIS
Naval Architects. 8vo., zis.
TRIBUTION OF PRIZES TO STUDENTS Turner and Sutherland.
THE
OF THE BIRMINGHAM MUNICIPAL
DEVELOPMENT OF AUSTRALIAN LITER
SCHOOL OF ART ON 2isT FEBRUARY,
ATURE. By HENRY GYLES TURNER
and ALEXANDER SUTHERLAND. With
1894.
8vo., zs. 6d. net.
ART AND THE BEAUTY OF THE EARTH
Portraits and Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 55.
a Lecture delivered at Burslem Town Van Dyke.
A TEXT-BOOK ON THE
Hall, on October 13, 1881.
8vo.
HISTORY OF PAINTING.
By JOHN C.
,

4&amp;gt;y.

,

:

,

VAN DYKE,

zs. 6d. net.

ARTS AND CRAFTS ESSAYS.

By

Mem

Art

Society.

and Crafts Exhibition

Lecture delivered by

ING:

MORRIS
lege,

Professor of the History of
With
Rutgers College, U.S.
,

Crown 8vo., zs. 6d. net.
HINTS ON PATTERN-DESIGN

MORRIS.

SOME

in

no Illustrations. Crown 8vo. DJ.
With a Preface by WILLIAM Warwick. PROGRESS IN WOMEN S

bers of the Arts

EDUCATION

THE BRITISH EMPIRE:

being the Report of Conferences and a
Congress held in connection with the
Educational Section, Victorian Era Ex
hibition.
Edited by the COUNTESS OF

WILLIAM

Working Men s Col
London, on December 10, 1881.
at

IN

the

WARWICK. Crown 8vo., 6s.
her Con
White. AN EXAMINATION OF THE
An Essay in
CHARGE OF APOSTACY AGAINST
Criticism. By WALTER HEKKIES POL
WORDSWORTH. By W. HALE WHITE,
LOCK. Crown 8vo.
Editor of the Description of the Words
8vo.,

zs.

Pollock.

6d. net.

JANE

AUSTEN

:

temporaries and Herself.

worth and Coleridge MSS. in the Pos
M.D..F.R.C. P.).
With 13
session of Mr. T. Norton Longman
Crown 8vo., 6j. 6d.
Crown 8vo. y. (xf.
THE DWELLING HOUSE. With 36 Willard.
HISIORY OF
Mo
Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
ITALIAN ART. By /
Richmond. BOYHOOD a Plea for
WILLARD. With Photogravure Frontis
Continuity in Education.
By ENNIS
piece and 28 Full-page Illustrations.
RICHMOND. Crown 8vo., zs. 6d,
8vo., i8j. net.
Poore(CiK&amp;lt;MGE VIVIAN,

ESSAYS ON RURAL HYCIEXE.

.

Illustrations.

,

j

:
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF BE

Balfour.

LIEF being Notes Introductory to the
Study of Theology. By the Right Hon.
:

ARTHUR). BALFOUR, M. P.

Boyd

K. H.)

(A.

8vo.,i2j. 6d.

A.K.H.B.

(

:

,

,

,

3*. 6d.

SEASIDE MUSINGS.

Cr. 8vo.

y. 6d.
through the
Christian Year being a Text of Scrip
ture, with an Original Meditation and
a Short Selection in Verse for Every
Day. Crown 8vo., 45. 6d.
,

To MEET THE DAY
;

RELIGION IN GREEK
LITERATURE.
By the Rev. LEWIS
CAMPBELL, M.A., LL.D., Emeritus

Campbell.

Professor of Greek, University of St.
8vo., 15^.

Davidson. -THEISM, as Grounded in
Human Nature, Historically and Critic
Handled.
Being the Burnett
Lectures for 1892 and 1893, delivered at
W.
L.
Aberdeen. By
DAVIDSON, M. A.,

ally

8vo.,

With Portrait. 8vo., izs. 6d.
(ANDREW).
MAKING OF RELIGION. 8vo., i2s.

GIBSON.

THE
MODERN MYTHOLOGY
fessor Max Miiller.

a Reply to Pro

:

UNSPOKEN SERMONS.
8vo.,

3.$.

Three

Series.

6d. each.

THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD. Crown
8vo.

6d.

y.

,

Martineau
8vo.

3-y.

:

Sermons.

2 Vols.

SACRED

50,00010/99,

THE

Crown
Miiller (F.).
Six SYSTEMS OF INDIAN Pn

OSOPHY.

8vo., i8j.

MYTHOLOGY.

2 vols.

Discourses,

8vo.

,
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THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF

1

LIGION, as illustrated by the Religi*
of India.
The Hibbert Lectui
delivered at the Chapter Hot
8vo.,

Cro

in 1878.

5-r.

INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE
RELIGION Four Lectures deliverec
:

the Royal Institution.

NATURAL

Cr. 8vo.

The

RELIGION.

,

y.

Gift

Lectures, delivered before the U
Cr. 8
versity of Glasgow in 1888.

1

5s

-

PHYSICAL

The

RELIGION.

Giff

Lectures, delivered before the L
versity of Glasgow in 1890. Cr. 8

1

5s

-

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RELIGION.

The&amp;lt;

ford Lectures, delivered before
University of Glasgow in 1891.
8vo., 55.

THEOSOPHY or, PSYCHOLOGICAL Ri
GION. The Gifford Lectures, delive
;

before the University of Glasgovt
Cr. 8vo., y.
1892.

THREE LECTURES ON THE VEDA

PHILOSOPHY, delivered at the Rj
Institution in March, 1894.
Svo.
RAMAKtf/SHAA HlS LIFE AND
(

:

INGS.

Crown

&amp;gt;

|

8vo., 55.

Romanes. THOUGHTS ON RELIC
By GEORGE J. ROMANES, LI|
Crown

8vo.

,

45. 6d.

Vivekananda. YOGA PHILOSO!
Lectures delivered in New York,
of 1895-6, by the

SWAMI

ANDA,

VIVEI

on Raja Yoga or, Conqrj
also Pata
the Internal Nature
;

Yoga Aphorisms, with Comment
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

THE GREAT

A

Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

&amp;lt;

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCIENCE

Crown Williamson,

6d. each.

ENDEAVOURS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN
LIFE.

Two

Public Worship.

Max

each.
Services
8vo. 3^.

75. 6d.

,

;

(JAMES).

HOURS OF THOUGHT ON
THINGS

AND ADDRESSES.

8vo.

PRAYERS, with

F. R. S.

8vo., 9^.

MacDonald (GEORGE).
Crown

HOME
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Gibson. THE ABBE DE LAMENNAIS
AND THE LIBERAL CATHOLIC MOVE
MENT IN FRANCE. By the HON. W.

Lang

Crown

Westminster Abbey,

y. 6d. each.

PRESENT DAY THOUGHTS. Crown 8vo.

LL.D.

8vo., 14^.

ESSAYS, REVIEWS,
Vols.

).

OCCASIONAL AND IMMEMORIAL DAYS
Discourses.
Crown 8vo. js. 6d.
COUNSEL AND COMFORT FROM A CITY
PULPIT. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS IN THE PARISH
CHURCH OF A SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY
CITY. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.
CHANGED ASPECTS OF UNCHANGED
TRUTHS. Crown 8vo. 3*. 6d.
GRAVER THOUGHTS OF A COUNTRY
PARSON. Three Series. Crown 8vo.,

Andrews.

Martineau (JAMES) continued.
THE SEAT OF AUTHORITY IN RELIGIC

Study of Religious Origins
the Unity underlying them.

WILLIAMSON.

ABERDEEN UNIVBRSITY PRESS.

8vo., i4J.
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